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For many decades the small size of revolutionary democratic socialist organizations throughout
the world indicated that even people who consciously defined themselves as socialists tended to
be drawn towards the poles of social democratic and “Communist” regimes, and related political
parties. Because of the high visibility and strong attraction of social democracy and
“Communism”, it has been necessary, regrettably, for any socialist tendency to locate and define
itself in relation to these poles.
The recent discrediting of the Communist regimes inEastern Europeand theSoviet Union, and (to
a lesser degree) inChina, has elevated the social democratic alternative to an even greater
position of importance. Not only has the Communist alternative been discredited inEastern
Europe, but western-style social democratic parties have been re-established. InItaly, the
Communist Party has long tried to distance itself from theSoviet Union, has adopted an
essentially social democratic domestic stance, and at the time of writing is considering a change
in name. Similar developments are occurring elsewhere. Even though we need positive as well as
negative guides, we present here a brief analysis of social democracy with some examples,
especially the British and Swedish cases. [1] What we mean by social democracy is explained
below.

A PRELIMINARY CRITIQUE OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
Large social democratic parties in capitalist democracies [2] are mainly preoccupied with
winning office, heading up governments and remaining there as long as possible. When they are
in power, their approach is essentially that of administering the system and making only nonfundamental reforms where possible. These parties are basically opposed to — and by nature
incapable of — transforming the system from the bottom up, for reasons to be explained.
Whether these parties are in or out of power, they are not willing to lead or to support militant
struggles of labor or other popular movements. A close identification with militant struggles such
as the 1984 miners’ strike in Britain, or with a program for social transformation, might alienate
the middle classes and cause the party to lose the next election. The base of support of these
parties is largely in the trade union bureaucracy, which avoids rank-and-file struggles before
almost all else.
The organization of social democratic parties in power is dominated by their parliamentary
wings, which resist direction from below. Large parties may have their own internal
bureaucracies. In times of deep economic problems or social crises, when the status quo is most
untenable and only a radical move forward can avert reaction, the inadequacies of social
democratic parties are most telling. Typically at these times, social democratic parties have lost

support even within the working class. Then reactionary forces take over. In some cases, social
democratic parties have actively aborted or suppressed socialist near-revolutions. [3]
Social democratic parties have failed to educate the people about the nature and desirability of
democratic socialism, or have miseducated them either by identifying it with state ownership or
welfare capitalism. A key element of democratic socialism, as distinct from social democracy, is
meaningful participation and control of daily life at work and in the community (workers’ and
community self-management), with managers (where needed) elected by and responsible to
workers and community members. This is incompatible with big business’s ownership of most of
the economy, and requires various forms of social ownership of at least the major means of
production — in other words, the abolition of the capitalist system.
However, the programs of social democracy are not much different from what Americans would
call liberalism. Social democracy can be viewed as having a common set of practices and a set of
working assumptions including:
(a) gradualism (progress little by little); (b) electoralism or parliamentarism (a reliance on getting
elected and passing laws); and (c) statism, (a top-down administration of society, rather than
grass-roots democracy). This has varied with the country and the times. Social democratic parties
have been distinguished from liberal capitalist parties primarily by their earlier identification
with socialism, by the remaining symbols of this identification, by their current close association
with the official unions, and by their willingness to tolerate left wings which are more explicitly
socialist. These distinctions have often led left-wing socialists to consider working within social
democratic parties or giving them critical support in elections. Attempts to radicalize social
democratic parties have been generally unsuccessful, even in times of crisis. Since World War II,
virtually every western European social democratic party has participated in government
coalitions with capitalist parties, thus collaborating in the oppressive politics of the status quo.

ERICH FROMM ON PRE-WELFARE-STATE SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
(Erich Fromm was a well-known humanistic psychoanalyst who emigrated from Germany to the
United States after the rise of Hitler. One of his best-known books is Escape from Freedom, on
the social and psychological basis for fascism. He was active in the socialist movement.)
“[Social democracy] succumbed to the spirit of capitalism which it had wanted to replace.
Instead of understanding it [socialism] as a movement for the liberation of … [humanity]…many
of its adherents and its…enemies alike understood it as being exclusively a movement for
economic improvement…
“Thus socialism became the vehicle for the workers to attain their place within the capitalist
structure rather than transcending it…The failure of the socialist movement became complete
when in 1914 its leaders renounced international solidarity and chose the economic and military
interests of their respective countries…
“The reformist leaders of the socialist movement in Europe…considered as their most radical
measures the nationalization of certain big industries. Only recently have many realized that the

nationalization of an enterprise is in itself not the realization of socialism, that to be managed by
a publicly appointed bureaucracy is not basically different for the worker from being managed
by a privately appointed bureaucracy” (see Fromm under References). [4]

STATE-OWNED INDUSTRY UNDER SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
We know of no example in any way approaching workers’ self-management in state-owned
industry under social democratic regimes. Seymour Martin Lipset, in his more radical days,
commented about one of them:
“The failure of the CCF [Canadian Commonwealth Federation inSaskatchewan, the
predecessor of the New Democratic Party] to make innovations in the social structure of the
factory has caused resentment. A change in the formal ownership of industry does not end the
basic social frustration of the industrial worker if he feels he [sic] is merely a puppet in a
dictatorially controlled industry. Unless socialist governments adopt methods that give workers
a sense of democratic participation… they may find, as the British and Saskatchewan
governments have, that they will be faced with as much ‘sabotage’ and ‘restriction of
output’…as…in private, capitalist enterprise. In fact, the sense of grievance of the worker in a
plant owned by a socialist government may be greater…since the worker’s expectations are
higher.”
The leadership of the New Democratic Party has resisted including self-management in its
program. The French SP mentioned it in the pre-Mitterrand government period, but hardly at all
after 1981. Furthermore, “nationalization was carried out in a way that barely altered the
decision-making process within firms” (see Kesselman).
Thus the very concept of socialism, as well as its theory, has been undermined by social
democratic practice. For example, the average British worker has little conception of what we
call democratic socialism. The task of education for socialism is immense and is not about to be
undertaken by the Labor Party. When British workers were faced with plant shut-downs in 1974,
under the most recent Labor government, even the idea of workers’ cooperatives to save jobs
was not readily thought of by most of the workers concerned, although it was acceptable when
proposed by activists. Workers’ self-management in any form was hardly a part of their
consciousness.
The economic and political situation of the post-WW II period was conducive to, or at least
permissive of nationalization without intense class struggles. The nationalization of various
major industries and the extension of the welfare state were accepted by conservative parties
inNorway,Sweden,Britain,New ZealandandFrance(see Lipset, page 270). Under current
economic conditions and tight budgets one would expect that the resistance to nationalization
and social reforms would be greater, and their effectuation by a social democratic government
quite difficult.

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENTS IN BRITAIN

“InBritain, Labor won victories in the elections of 1964 and 1966, profiting from lackluster and
discredited Conservative leadership. Yet theWilsongovernment did almost everything to exclude
socialism from its official vocabulary, and its efforts from 1964 to 1970 mainly consisted [in] a
political holding operation that attempted to tide Britainover a severe economic crisis. Wilson
made haste toward socialism very slowly, if indeed he could be said to have had any direction
whatever; his government provoked as much indifference as hostility. Labor’s defeat in 1970
appeared to stem from a housewives’ revolt against inflation…” (see Greene).
More important,Wilsonantagonized the labor movement: he proposed legislation in 1969 to curb
wildcat strikes and had to back down after he was opposed by the unions. His incomes policy
also attempted to limit wage increases. This situation was typical of social democratic
governments in “power” in economic hard times:
“emergency measures…involve an acquiescence in the unpalatable but inevitable demands of
the existing mixed economy. Declining living standards and public expenditure cuts have the
same impact when they are enforced by Labour politicians with the consent of the trade union
leaders. Once again, ….the agony of a party seeking successes within the existing order, but with
at least some of its spokesmen committed to replacing it, is exposed harshly” (see Howell). [5]
The Labor government of 1974-79 was elected on a much more radical platform, involving
proposals to nationalize one major corporation in each industrial sector, and to require planning
for all corporations, with union and government participation. .The left-Labor Tony Benn was
made Minister of Industry, the key post, but both Benn and the entire proposal were shelved by
the end of the first year. Benn was shifted to Minister of Energy, a lesser post in the cabinet.
The government also attempted to limit wage increases with the cooperation of top union
officials and the assistance of the formerly left-Labor Michael Foot in the cabinet. (Harold
Wilson had also been considered left-Labor at one time.) In this case also, lukewarm working
class support, as well as poor economic performance, was a factor in the defeat of the party in
1979.
British Labor Party Parliamentarism Today
Parliamentarism still dominates the British Labor Party leadership. Non-parliamentary tactics are
neglected and even opposed. For example, there has been opposition expressed to the Labor
Party becoming a “campaigning party” outside the electoral arena on social issues. During an
interview, Ken Livingstone, the popular, left-Labor and certainly creative head of the Greater
London Council, which the Thatcher government has since abolished, said:
“Between elections, the Labour Party doesn’t exist in most constituencies…[and]…where you
have a hospital occupation or a campaign to keep a school open,…the party will probably pass a
resolution and a couple of councillors might show up, but it isn’t involved in struggles in the
community. And most of the people who are have gone into non-Labour type things. I suppose
the obsessive parliamentarism of the Labour and trade union leadership has just never allowed us
to develop the ability” (New Socialist, April 1986).

While it is encouraging that a Ken Livingstone could exist in the Labor Party, readers should not
jump to the conclusion that all revolutionary socialists or their organizations should function
within it, or that the party can be reformed. The latter may remain a distant possibility, but the
structure of the Labor Party gives tremendous decision-making power to the top labor union
bureaucrats and to the party’s members of Parliament (especially the party leader). [6] It is
almost impossible to hold the party leadership accountable — it ignores the decisions of the
party’s annual conference almost at will, in spite of theoretically being bound by them. For
example, the public relations machine under the control of the leadership was briefing
journalists, within a minute after the passing of an unacceptable resolution at the 1989
conference, that the vote would be ignored (see The Economist,Oct. 7, 1989).
The British Labor Party moved sharply to the right at its 1989 conference, which approved a
leadership-sponsored document which “reverses a 1987 campaign pledge to eliminate Britain’s
independent nuclear force, oust American nuclear bases in England and Scotland, and cancel
Mrs. Thatcher’s order for four American-built Trident nuclear submarines” (New York Times,
Oct. 3, 1989). In a major change in domestic policy, there was a turn away from the
nationalization of key industries and towards a regulated market (that is, capitalist) economy.
This was done without any change in the party’s constitution, which calls for common ownership
of the major means of production. Instead, there would be such things as tax incentives for
research, support for high-tech projects of strategic importance, a national program for science,
and other proposals that in total sound very much like those of a high-tech (“Atari”) Democrat in
theUnited States. Even the pro-Conservative Party London Times was inclined to accept this as a
program for administering capitalism, commenting editorially: “The proposition that capitalism
would function better under Labour is inherently improbable….and yet the feeling persists that
give or take a few bolted-on designer co-ops, this is what the package adds up to” (Oct. 7, 1989).
Leo Panitch summarizes the Labor Party’s role in British society as acting to inculcate the
organized working class with conventional national values and symbols and to restrain and
reinterpret working class demands in this light: “by upholding the values of the nation,
parliament, responsibility, against the values of direct action, revolution or ‘sectional’ interests, it
is performing a socializing role which both legitimates existing society and militates against the
development of a revolutionary political consciousness on the part of the working class” (page
244). The Labor Party lends credibility to these values, which include the “national interest,”
since it is “our” institution in working-class consciousness.
Furthermore, the Labor Party’s view of the national interest has been influenced by the
undercapitalization and inefficiency of large sections of British industry, the country’s slow
economic growth, and its susceptibility to being priced out of the international market. Thus
when the party has been in power, wage restraint and compromise with the ruling class have
been given priority over social reforms, certainly in the last two Labor governments. “In terms of
Labour’s paramount concern to find a basis for compromise between working class and ruling
class interests, the latter’s position of dominance in the economy as well as its preponderant
influence in the civil service, the judiciary and the media, inevitably comes to structure Labour’s
own definition of the national interest and to distort its aim of social reforms” (Panitch, page
245). WhileBritain’s economic problems have been greater than those of many other advanced

capitalist countries, administering the capitalist system over a period of time has had similar
consequences for social democratic parties elsewhere.

SWEDISH SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
Probably the best possible case for social democracy can be made forSweden, where the party
and the unions are the strongest in the western world. The party has led every government since
1932, with the exception only of the 1976-1982 period. Ninety percent of blue-collar workers are
union members, and over 70% of white collar workers. Welfare benefits are high, as are taxes,
and the distribution of the national income is — compared to that of most other capitalist
countries — relatively egalitarian. The poverty rate among Swedish families in the mid-1980s
was 5%, and 10% among single-parent families (see Milner).Swedenis by no means socialist,
and as we will show, recent hopes for a socialist transformation have not been fulfilled,
First some basic background onSweden.Sweden’s nationalization of industry is not extensive,
and is about the same as that of most other northern European countries. Its level of welfare
benefits is roughly comparable to theNetherlands’ (Swedenhas maintained a lower level of
unemployment), although the Dutch Labor Party was in the government for only nine months
during the 1978-1989 period. Thus the welfare state cannot be considered exclusively a result of
social democrats leading a government. This is not to deny that strong unions and/or an out-ofoffice social democratic party may influence the policies of capitalist parties leading a
government.
The welfare state policies of the Swedish Social Democrats have often had the acquiescence of
one or more of the capitalist parties, and there was little roll-back in social benefits during their
1976-1982 period out of the government — although in the early 1980s there was an
unsuccessful ideological attack by conservatives on the welfare state.
Swedenhas one of the strongest capitalist economies in the world. It has an extremely strong,
centralized and tenacious employers’ federation, and a huge concentration of wealth in the hands
of several leading families. The relatively peaceful industrial relations inSwedenhave been
described as due to a mutual balance of terror. The economic growth of the past, on which the
social reforms were based, involved a compromise between capital, on the one hand, and the
social democrats and the unions on the other. Capital was given a free hand to run the economy
— for example, to shut down factories and expand into new areas — in exchange for good
wages, relocation expenses and training for displaced workers, union rights, and social welfare
legislation. Unemployment was also kept low by expanding public service employment as
needed. All of this could be accomplished only by keeping Swedish industry competitive on the
international market. One result of the Social Democrats’ emphasis on “growth” (and their
support for nuclear power) has been environmental deterioration, and the growth of
environmentalist political opposition to the Social Democratic Party. The party’s loss of the 1976
election has been attributed in part to one of the capitalist party’s anti-nuclear stance. [7] (The
Greens achieved representation in parliament, for the first time, in 1988.)
Wage-Earner Funds — a Route to Socialism?

Even left-wing socialists abroad have often looked towardsSweden, wondering if it might not
become an exception to the usual social democratic pattern, wondering if the party might decide
to usher in socialism. This hope was based on the acceptance by the blue-collar union federation,
in 1976, of the Meidner plan for the creation of “wage-earner funds.” The plan would shift
economic control over corporations to wage-earners collectively by requiring companies above a
certain size to give portions of their gross profits to wage-earner funds. The funds, based on
branches of industry, would be used to buy shares of stock. In 20 to 30 years the workers
collectively would own a majority of the shares of Swedish corporations. The purpose of the
funds was “to break the opposition of the previous shareholders to the influence of employees in
the running of the firm” (see Korpi).
The Social Democratic Party established a commission to study the plan. Soon after, they lost the
1976 election. In 1982, they came back to power with a small parliamentary majority including
the seats of the Communists (literally, the Left Party-Communists), but this time on the basis of a
platform including a somewhat watered-down version of the Meidner wage-earner fund plan. [8]
The country was to be divided into five regions, with each region getting a share of corporations’
profits, to be held in the name of its workers collectively, and invested by the unions in corporate
stock.
However, after intense opposition by the employers, the plan was diluted so that the wage-earner
funds could never acquire more than 40% of any one firm’s stock. In addition, contributions to
the wage-earner funds, which began in 1984, would be discontinued in 1990. Contributions to
the fund were now to be based on “excess profits” rather than profits, and on a small payroll tax.
On this basis, the total stock ownership would amount to only an estimated 5 to 10% of all
corporate capital. Furthermore, the prime minister promised that after 1990 the wage-earner
funds would not be revived. End of revolution.
One view of this collapse in the face of opposition was that the party allowed the plan for the
wage-earner funds to be discussed and amended to death in small, technical details to the point
where the workers lost interest in it. Support for the plan by the party leadership was only
lukewarm, and endorsement came quite late. Ideologically, the argument for the wage-earner
funds was shifted “from redistributing wealth and power to increasing the rate of investment.
The…[new] proposal hardly mentioned the ambition to democratize economic decision-making”
(see Pontusson). It was never explained how the wage-earner fund would operate differently
from private institutional investors.
Finally, politics in the Nordic countries, includingSweden, has been characterized by many
writers as largely consensual, with the leading parties usually reluctant to push for programs
highly unacceptable to the opposition. The Swedish Social Democrats in particular have
generally preferred to work things out in high-level negotiations between the party, the unions,
the employers’ association, and the capitalist parties. When the employers became adamant in
their opposition to the wage-earner funds, the Social Democrats were not willing to mobilize for
an all-out struggle for public opinion on this issue.
It is at best highly doubtful that the Social Democratic Party can become a vehicle for socialist
transformation, with workers’ and community self-management. If so, change would have to

come through a rank-and-file opposition to the party and trade union leadership. At a national
level, union leaders are generally elected for life at infrequent congresses a number of levels
removed from the rank and file, and are rarely opposed. Some writers have characterized
Swedish union leadership as a difficult-to-displace oligarchy with centralized powers, although
on the wage-earner funds the union leadership was initially to the left of the party.
Even if these internal factors could be overcome, there remains the question of whether the
ruling class would permit a peaceful and legal transfer of power in the northern European
countries. As one skeptic has put it: “You can peel an onion layer by layer, but can you defang a
tiger tooth by tooth?” [9]
Sweden’s economic future is murky: the Social Democrats will have to deal with a large increase
in the number of industrial robots in the next ten years, an aging population on retirement
pensions, a phenomenal expansion of financial markets and accompanying speculation (which
creates a new breed of capitalists outside the compromise model), and already stagnating real
wages. Inflation is a problem, and — justified or not — there is a widespread perception that the
administration of the public sector (including the medical and school systems) is too bureaucratic
and inefficient. In 1989 the finance minister proposed reducing the top tax rate from 72% to
55%, partly to encourage workers to work a longer work-week. “Some leading Social Democrats
have even suggested privatizing some basic services, including some hospitals, to increase
efficiency,” although there was opposition to this within the party (New York Times, Oct. 27,
1989, page A-3). In early 1990, faced with a planned strike by 110,000 municipal workers, the
Social Democratic prime minister said that “his Government would resign unless Parliament
banned strikes and put into effect his plan for a two-year freeze on wages and prices” (New York
Times, Feb. 9, 1990, page D-2). [10] The future for further incremental economic reforms does
not seem bright.

BY ANY OTHER NAME…
Only in retrospect was the pre-1914 German Social Democratic Party labeled social democratic
in the current usage of the term. This was based on their practices and the disastrous outcomes.
Until 1914 the Party continued to use the language of revolution on occasion. It has been said of
the French Socialist Party just before the Mitterrand government (by D. Johnstone in In These
Times) that it was the only social democratic party in the world in which “social democrat” was
a dirty word. Furthermore, current Communist parties may adopt social democratic strategies to
which they might be committed more or less permanently. So might any socialist organization
with “serious electoral ambitions, however genuine their ultimate intention to transcend capitalist
structures… [They] are inevitably tempted to try and widen their appeal by emphasizing the
relative moderation of their immediate (and not so immediate) aims” (see Miliband).
In theU.S., those most entranced by European social democracy are mostly seeking reforms in
and through the Democratic Party, and committed to a long-term perspective of electoral support
for liberals where social democrats cannot be nominated. While this is obviously “reformist” and
suffers from all of the defects of social democracy, the absence of any independent
organizational working class or popular political base places it to the right of what has usually

been considered social democracy. This phenomenon is beyond the scope of this piece (but see
Eric T. Chester, Socialists and the Ballot Box).

CONCLUSION
Social democracy has been described in terms of a common set of practices and working
assumptions of large, stable parties associated historically, symbolically and/or organizationally
with the labor or socialist movements. These practices include gradualism, electoralism, and
statism, or management-from-above. Another feature, constitutionalism, is implicit in the above.
We have dealt only with clear-cut cases and implied that there might be tendencies towards
social democracy not easily recognized in other political organizations, and/or on the way
towards full-fledged social democracy. We have barely touched on the theoretical foundations of
social democracy or its explicit rationales. These warrant discussion also for a fuller
understanding.
The possible tactics of revolutionary democratic socialists with respect to the large social
democratic parties have been just touched upon, with the implication that while participation in
and critical support for such parties may be advisable in particular cases, the possibilities for
reform of these parties are probably quite limited.
There is an enormous difference between pushing a social democratic party somewhat to the left,
and making it an instrument for instituting socialism. It has been widely noted that social
democratic parties often move to the left when out of power. When labor or other struggles put
pressure on the leadership, it moves just far enough left to keep things under its control.
In countries which have proportional representation, revolutionary socialists might run their own
candidates, or support other parties to the left of social democracy. For example, the Socialist
People’s Parties in Norway and Denmark– to the left of the major social democratic parties —
are represented in their parliaments, with the Danish party achieving 10% of the seats in 1989. In
West Germany, one might favor the Greens rather than the Social Democrats.
Political Action in the United States
Since the 1930s it has been generally recognized by American socialists that the two-party
system, and the absence of a broadly based socialist or social democratic party, pose special
problems. There seemed to be good and immediate prospects for the Socialist Party until the
early 1920s, but these faded without the achievement of a stable place in American political life
or consciousness for the party or any other left organization. TheUnited Statesis now the only
industrially advanced capitalist democracy without a large, established social democratic or
socialist party.
In view of this situation, since the 1930s most American socialist organizations have advocated a
broadly based farmer-labor, labor, or more recently a social movement-based left third party. The
problem for socialists now is how to move people towards broad-based left-wing independent
political action without creating, or contributing to, the usual social democratic illusions about

managing a capitalist “mixed” economy and/or accumulating incremental reforms through purely
electoral means, as described earlier.
This could be accomplished by advocating a third anti-capitalist party to put big business under
public ownership, with workers’ and consumers’ control. Socialists would urge the labor
movement, movements of people of color and women, the peace and environmentalist
movements and others to take steps towards the formation of such an anti-capitalist third party,
while continuing struggles outside the electoral arena. This is a strategic approach towards
developing a socialist consciousness, as well as one which could help people move towards
independent political action at the local, state and/or national levels.
A third movement-based left party is expected, as a minimum requirement for support, to be
anti-racist, feminist, pro-labor and anti-war. While socialists can avoid making a specifically
socialist platform a pre-condition for participation, they should continue to advocate the public
ownership of big business under democratic control.
Such an advocacy of a third left party is based largely on the view that it is unlikely that the
American people will come directly to revolutionary democratic socialism — that some
intermediate phase of breaking with the Democratic and Republican parties, and of radicalizing
experiences, will be necessary.
Even a movement-based left party would probably degenerate eventually into a social
democratic prop for the capitalist system, if it achieved substantial electoral success and became
institutionalized. It would have to be superseded on the road to socialism. But only actual
experiences with the limitations of trying to administer the capitalist system, rather than abstract
analysis alone, can be the basis for most people moving beyond social democracy (barring some
acute social crisis).
The opportunities and social democratic pitfalls of such a left third-party development would
occur together. Avoiding the pitfalls would require political sensitivity and good judgment as
well as general analysis. This is inherent in politics. During this process, revolutionary socialist
objectives and critiques of social democracy would become even more relevant. They must not
be watered down. The objective is to make revolutionary democratic socialism a major pole of
attraction, on the way to a democratic revolution from below

Socialism
from Above
“the two souls of socialism” revisited
The quotation at the right is from the beginning of “The Two
Souls of Socialism,” by Hal Draper (1992), published as a
pamphlet in 1966. Draper’s editor notes, “Its political impact
on a generation of socialists in the United States and Great
Britain has been considerable.” (Haberkern, 1992, p. xvii) It
influenced that wing of Trotskyism which rejected Trotsky’s
belief that the Soviet Union under Stalin (and after) was
some sort of “workers’ state.” Instead, these semi-Trotskyists
held (correctly) that the U.S.S.R. had developed a bureaucratic ruling class which collectively exploited the workers.
Draper’s pamphlet was rewritten as the first half of a work by
David McNally, “Socialism from Below” (1984). This has been
circulated by the International Socialist Organization, which
remains a major part of this international semi-Trotskyist
tendency. McNally rewrote “Socialism from Below” in 1997;
this version has been circulated by the New Socialist Group in
Canada. He has recently rethought and rewritten his socialism-from-below perspective in a new book (2002). Draper
himself went on to publish four volumes on Karl Marx’s
Theory of Revolution, elaborating on his arguments.
I was one of many of this broad tendency who were
inspired by Draper’s conception of two “souls” of socialism. My friends and I felt then, and I feel now, that it gave a
profound insight into the relationship between socialism and
freedom. In the ’60s and ’70s, it inspired us to keep on struggling for a libertarian-democratic vision of socialism. At that
time most self-admitted revolutionaries were admirers of
Mao, Ho Chi Minh, or Fidel Castro: left Stalinists. There were

or Below

“Socialism’s crisis today is a crisis in the meaning
of socialism…. Throughout the history of socialist movements and ideas, the fundamental divide
is between Socialism-from-Above and Socialismfrom-Below.… The history of socialism can be
read as a continual but largely unsuccessful effort
to free itself from the old tradition…of emancipation-from-above.” (Draper, 1992, pp. 3 & 4)

By WAYNE PRICE

many decent activists who were unhappy with the nature of
such regimes—the one-party states, banning of strikes, suppression of dissent, etc. But they often felt that this was what
socialism appeared to be, and therefore had to be supported
against U.S. imperialism. Draper pointed to an alternate tradition within socialism, one rooted in popular, radically
democratic resistance, which was counterposed to both capitalist imperialism and to any new bureaucratic ruling class. In
its essentials, this remains the center of my political views.
Today such state-Communism has been relatively discredited with the fall of the Soviet Union and the turn of the
Chinese state to open capitalism. As a consequence, the
concept of socialism-from-below has become widely attractive to many radicals. However, the concept of socialismfrom-below, at least as raised by Draper and by McNally
(at least until his most recent book), has been used
ambiguously. Contrary to the views of the anarchists, these
writers claim that Marxism is most consistent with revolutionary socialism-from-below, and that anarchism is an
example of authoritarian socialism. I will argue instead that
the divide between authoritarian and libertarian-democratic tendencies runs through (inside) Marxism as well as
through anarchism. However, I believe that, while there is
value in Marxism, overall, anarchism is most consistent
with the development of a liberating socialism-from-below.

Social Change from Above or Below
To rephrase the core of Draper’s argument, which I still
see as valid:
From time immemorial, the oppressed and exploited have
looked to someone in authority to help them, to some strong
leader or some faction of the ruling class. The unhappy peasants looked to kings to protect them from aristocrats and
aristocrats to protect them from kings. People vote for liberal
politicians to save them from conservatives, for “lesser evils”
to shield them from “greater evils.” Oppressed people internalize their society’s view of themselves as weak and unworthy, and instead hope for some messiah, some man on a
white horse, to come and lead them to the promised land.
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Socialism from Above or Below

Periodically the wretched of the earth rise up against their
rulers and strike blows for freedom. But again and again,
they have ended up only replacing one ruling group with
another. Real gains were made over time—such as when
the aristocracy was replaced by capitalist-ruled semidemocracy. In the course of revolutions, organs of popular
self-management have repeatedly been created, such as
councils, soviets, factory committees, neighborhood
assemblies. But a free, cooperative, society was never won.
The ideals of freedom, equality, solidarity, and self-government, have never died out, but neither have they ever been
achieved for more than brief moments in history.
The desire for freedom is rooted in the class struggle, and
ultimately in the nature of humanity. But there is also a
felt need for authority, which is socially rooted in the layers of petty privileges within the system (privileges based
on race, gender, education, craft, and so on). Everyone is
taught to “get ahead” and “make something of yourself ” by
climbing up the hierarchy, by getting a little more (or a lot
more) than those below you. Success, as measured in capitalism, is to rise to the top of the hierarchy, to be a boss.
Socialism-from-below challenges all that in the name of
solidarity and equality.
Socialism from below is not simply a matter of supporting
the majority against the minority. For most of the time, in
nonrevolutionary conditions, most people accept the existing
system of rule by elites (this acceptance is what makes conditions nonrevolutionary, by definition). Popular “acceptance”
may be given with ignorant enthusiasm or with bitter resignation or something in between. Only a small group may
continue to advocate that people rely on themselves. This
revolutionary minority may participate in the smaller struggles and day-to-day conflicts of the oppressed, while still
advocating popular struggle for total emancipation.
At the same time, there are mass struggles in which elites try
to use the people as a battering ram. These leaders wish to
use popular mass movements in order to force their way
into the ruling stratum, gaining some benefits for their followers. They may use the aroused people to overthrow the
old rulers and to become the new bosses. Thus the U.S. and
French revolutions, which put the capitalist class into

Cover of Hal Draper’s “Two Souls” pamphlet,
1966. The “socialists from above” (downward
arrow) are, from the top: Henri de Saint-Simon
(1760-1825), French socialist theorist; Karl
Kautsky (1854-1938), major theorist of the
Second International; Pierre Joseph Proudhon
(1809-1865), French socialist-anarchist; Edward
Bellamy (1850-1898), U.S. author whose utopian
novel Looking Backward, 2000-1887 (1888) sold
over a million copies; Sidney Webb (1859-1947),
British reform socialist who admired Stalin;
Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-1864), German socialist opposed by Marx; Joseph Stalin (1879-1953),
Soviet dictator. The “socialists from below” are
Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926), U.S. socialist;
Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), Marx’s collaborator; Leon Trotsky (1879-1940), Stalin’s
opponent; Karl Marx (1818-1883); William
Morris (1834-1896), British socialist activist,
poet and artist whose designs are used elsewhere
in this article; Rosa Luxemburg (1870-1919),
German socialist revolutionary murdered by
“reform” socialists; V.I. Lenin (1870-1924),
Soviet dictator, who seems a little uncomfortable
at the company he’s keeping. Artist Lisa Lyons’
placement of the “from below” figures accurately
reflects Draper’s analysis.

power. Thus the Communist Party-led revolutions, which
put a bureaucratic class into power. These were all mass
revolutions, but (in the end) led from above.
This pattern of reliance on good leaders (rulers) has been
the dominant tendency in all previous struggles and, naturally, also in the history of the socialist movement. Infinite
forms of socialist reformism have flourished, all relying on

accommodation with some faction of the existing capitalist
class and its state. A variety of more-or-less revolutionary
tendencies has advocated the overthrow of this state and its
replacement with a new state—a state-capitalist dictatorship.
But also in the socialist movement, another tendency has
come to fruition, from time to time. This is the tendency of
working people to rely on themselves and to boldly stand
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in opposition to ruling elites (existing rulers or would-be
new rulers). Working people have organized themselves to
stand outside of and against the powers that be. They may
use the resources of leading individuals, but these are chosen by the people, controlled by them, and removable by
them. Even limited reforms are won by pressuring the
rulers from outside, not by seeking access to power. This is
the true, revolutionary, libertarian-democratic, tradition of
socialism-from-below. It was expressed in the great sentence at the beginning of the Provisional Rules of the First
International (written by Marx but loved by anarchists),
“The emancipation of the working classes must be conquered by the working classes themselves.” Or as William
Morris put it, “Change for the better can only be realized
by the efforts of the workers themselves. ‘By us and not for
us’ must be their motto.” (1986, pp. 144-145)
It has been argued by Marxists that it is only now, with
industrial capitalism, that it becomes possible for this
approach to consistently exist and even to win. Now there
exists, on a worldwide scale, a type of working class which
is capable of organizing itself, and of cooperatively managing society. Now technology exists which makes possible
creation of a new society of plenty for all and the integration of work and creative play. (Also, this technology is
now so dangerous that it must be taken away from all
minorities if humans are to be sure of surviving.) Whether
this argument is correct is not a matter of abstract theory
but something to be proven in practice, if we can.
Means must be consistent with ends. Anarchists argue that
a self-managing, self-organizing, society of free, cooperative individuals, can only be created by a popular movement which is itself self-managing and self-organizing. It
is not possible to create a new society in which the working people would be set free once led there by a wise and
benevolent set of (“temporary”) masters. Shepherds do not
take care of sheep for the health of the sheep.
Enemies of the working class often point out the workers’
weaknesses: their racism, sexism, nationalism, superstition,
and so on. All of these exist, to a greater or lesser extent. How
will they overcome these weaknesses? Draper answers, “How
does a people or a class become fit to rule in their own name?
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Only by fighting to do so..... Only by fighting for democratic
power do they educate themselves and raise themselves up to
the level of being able to wield that power. There has never
been any other way for any class.” (1992, p. 33)

Something Went Wrong with Marxism
These basic arguments, I think, remain essentially correct.
However, alongside them, Draper makes a more specific
argument in favor of Marxism. He places Marx and Marxism
at the center of his vision of socialism-from-below. It is true
that Marx’s goals were socialist democracy, the end of the
state, the emancipation of the working class, and the end of
alienation in work and life (all goals consistent with anarchism). But something went terribly wrong with Marxism.
Marxism first produced the bureaucratic-reformist social
democratic parties. They supported their imperialist states
in World War I, sabotaged the German and Russian revolutions afterwards, failed to fight fascism, and supported
Western imperialism in the Cold War. Today these so-called
socialist or labor parties have completely given up any pretense of advocating a different social system than capitalism.
In 1917, an attempt to revive revolutionary Marxism was
made by Lenin and Trotsky. It resulted in the totalitarian
nightmare of Stalinist state-capitalism. Since 1989, statecapitalism has mostly collapsed into Western-style private
capitalism, with mass misery its result.
Trotsky’s attempt to revive early Leninism was also a dismal
failure. The various Trotskyist tendencies generally capitulated to forms of Stalinism or to U.S. imperialism, or both.
Draper, at least, knows all this, and says so. Furthermore,
he criticizes authoritarianism in almost every leading
member of the Marxist movement outside of Marx and
Engels themselves. In various works, Draper (1992, 1990,
1987) attacks the authoritarianism of the founders of the
German Social Democratic Party, especially Ferdinand
Lassalle; the developer of Marxist revisionism, Eduard
Bernstein (protege of Engels), as well as the “pope” of

Marxist orthodoxy, Karl Kautsky; leaders of early
French Marxism, Jules Guesde and Paul Lafargue; the
leader of British Marxism, H.M. Hyndman; and the
founder of Russian Marxism, George Plekhanov.
In Draper’s “Two Souls” essay, he makes brief but
favorable comments about Lenin. He quotes Max
Eastman as calling Lenin a “rebel” whose “passion was to set men free.” (1992, p. 26) The original pamphlet had a picture on the cover with
Lenin plainly in the “Socialism from Below”
arrow. But Draper does not spend time trying to
defend Lenin as a revolutionary-democratic
socialist, which would be difficult. In a later work
(1987), he details how Lenin, Trotsky, and all the
Bolsheviks used the concept of the “dictatorship of
the proletariat” as a justification for the dictatorship
of their party over the proletariat.
The only historical Marxists whom Draper (1987) cites as
on the side of socialism-from-below are Rosa Luxemburg and
William Morris. While Luxemburg saw herself as an orthodox Marxist,
her heritage has never been integrated into either social democracy (which she criticized all her life), Stalinism (which never had any use for her), or even any of the
Trotskyisms. Similarly British socialists have regarded Morris as either an icon or an eccentric
craftsman, ignoring his anarchist-influenced utopianism. That is, Luxemburg and Morris are
the exceptions which prove the rule. It is precisely the revolutionary-democratic aspects of their
socialism which keep them outside of the main tendencies of Marxism. (Draper also admires
Eugene Debs, who was not clearly a Marxist. In any case, he also fits the category of someone who
was not taken into any of the Marxist traditions.)

The Two Souls of Marxism
What Draper regards as the key to socialism-from-below is the Marxism of Marx and Engels
and really no one else. Marx was, as Draper notes, a leader of the most extreme German
democrats in the fight against the Prussian feudal state. He came to socialism already
a believer in democracy-from-below. Marx integrated radical democracy and
collectivist-socialism. This synthesis of revolutionary socialism and
revolutionary democracy is the greatest of Marx’s contributions,
Draper claims, more important even than his Capital.
Draper’s four fat volumes on Marx’s politics are an elaborate effort to demonstrate this.
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I do not intend to argue this point here. At the very least,
it is easy to show that Marx would have been appalled by
Stalinist totalitarianism. He and Engels would probably not
have even accepted the bureaucratic statism of the social
democratic parties. They had a belief in democracy as integral to their socialism. But this does not settle the question.
Even if we accept Marx’s democratism, we have to ask, What
about all these other guys? How did all of these followers
of Marx end up as toadies to the imperialists or totalitarian
mass murderers (or both)? From Marx’s time to quite
recently, tens of millions of working people have died at
the hands of Marxists. Draper claims that this was due to
the ideas of emancipation-from-above being regenerated
within Marxism by the realities of capitalism. Marxists, like
all socialists, are affected by the elitist social psychology all
around them. In their politics and their day-to-day lives
they have to deal with the reality of a hierarchical society.
All this is morally corrupting. No doubt this is a factor. But
is there anything in Marxism itself (in Marx’s Marxism, that
is) that lends itself to this authoritarianism? Does socialismfrom-above have any roots in Marx’s work? Given this history, it is hard to believe that it does not.
For example, most radical German democrats, such as Marx,
were centralists. They hated the division of Germany into
many feudal kingdoms. Instead, they wanted to unite the
nation under a central parliament, replacing the king by an
elected body but even more centralized than the Prussian
monarchy. They confused the need for unification with
centralization. They were influenced by the centralist heritage of the Jacobins of the French revolution. (By contrast,
in the U.S. revolution, it was the more conservative of the
revolutionaries who were centralizers, while the more radical
Jeffersonians were decentralist-federalizers.) Centralization
requires the rule of the few (at the center) over the many—
however “democratically” the few are chosen. There is no
contradiction in seeing Marx as both a radical democrat and
a centralizer. He believed that they went together. In a
backhanded way, Draper admits this. “...Marx advocated
neither what was called ‘centralization’ nor ‘decentralization,’
but rather a course hostile to both; the construction of a
central government from below.” (1990, p. 172) How this is
different from advocating centralization is not clear.
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Marx saw movement toward centralization as a progressive
aspect of capitalism. He supported capitalism’s tendency to
create big factories, big industries, big cities, and big nations.
(Therefore he supported large nations when they absorbed
smaller, weaker ones, such as in eastern Europe or when the
U.S. seized half of Mexico.) His program was the centralization of all industry into the control of a centralized association of the workers. As stated in the Communist Manifesto,
“The proletariat will...centralize all production in the hands
of the state.... All production [will be] concentrated in the
hands of a vast association of the whole nation....” (Marx,
1974, pp. 86 and 87) He never changed this program.
Marx did not see that centralization under capitalism was
often inefficient in terms of productivity, done only for the
sake of financial reasons or for greater control over the
workers. Today centralization is monstrously overdone in
most areas of politics, economics, urbanism, and industry,
resulting in a stifling giganticism.
Draper buys into this centralizing orientation. In “Two Souls”
he argues against the anarchists, “The great problem of our
age is the achievement of democratic control from below over
the vast powers of modern social authority.” (1992, p. 13). But
democratic control from below is only possible if we break up
these “vast powers.” Existing “social authority” needs to be
replaced with a federation of associations which are rooted in
directly democratic workplaces and communities.
This advocacy of centralism in social, economic, and political areas was an important part of Marx’s Marxism. Later
Marxists supported their capitalist national states and their
empires, justifying themselves with Marx’s centralism.
Similarly, Lenin always regarded himself as a centralist. He
aimed to create a centralized party, ruling a centralized
state, directing a centralized economy. For all that Lenin did
not intend to create the brutality of Stalinism, this program
certainly laid its foundation. Trotsky held this vision of centralism in all areas. Carried to its logical conclusion, Marxist
centralism leads to a totalitarian state capitalism.
Marx’s centralism was supported by his view of history as
marching on, essentially automatically, from capitalism
into socialism. He saw centralization as the wave of the

future. Draper rejects the claim that Marx
thought that “socialism is inevitable.” But his
own writings show that Marx’s strategy relied
on an expected tendency of the system to
move automatically in a progressive (and
centralist) direction.
Anarchists see historical movement
as much more open-ended and indeterminate than do Marxists. They
may agree with Marx, as I do, that
there are social tendencies within capitalism which push toward socialism,
specifically the class struggle as well as
all other struggles against oppression. But
we cannot say what the outcome will be.
Socialism is a commitment, not a prediction. If socialism is to win, it must
be supported for reasons of morality
and values, not because some social
forces tend in that direction (among
others).
In sum, a major weakness of Draper’s view
of socialism-from-below is the belief that
Marxism as a worldview—even the Marxism of
Marx and Engels—is “from below” in some essential sense. This mistake is abetted by his blindness to
the anti-democratic nature of economic and political
centralism.

The Two Souls of Anarchism
Draper really hates anarchism: “Of all ideologies, anarchism
is the one most fundamentally antidemocratic in ideology.…” (1990, p. 132) More anti-democratic than Nazism or
Stalinism? The very extremism of the statement shows that
political prejudice is operative here. Nevertheless, this does
not mean that Draper cannot have useful insights.
While it seems counterintuitive to use socialism-frombelow to attack the anarchist movement, Draper seeks to
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support this with historical evidence. Proudhon, the first
person to call himself an anarchist, is shown by Draper
(1992, 1990, 1969) to have had all sorts of unpleasant
traits. Proudhon was a white supremacist (who supported
the South in the U.S. Civil War), an anti-semite, an
extreme misogynist, pro-French imperialism, pro-strike
breaking, and pro-dictatorship, aside from advocating a
reformist strategy. Bakunin was the one who really initiated the revolutionary anarchist movement. Draper (1990)
cites the facts of Bakunin’s repeated super-vanguardist
secret conspiracies by which he hoped to control mass
movements from behind the scenes. Bakunin’s anarchist
editor, Sam Dolgoff, says that Bakunin’s “…closest associates…considered his schemes for elaborate, centralized
secret societies incompatible with libertarian principles.”
(1980, p. 182) The anarchist-terrorists of the late nineteenth century sought to substitute for the working people
by individual heroism (the same sort of individual bombings was to be done in the 1970s by overt Stalinists)
The fundamental flaw of anarchism, according to Draper,
is that it is opposed to democracy. It is true that many
prominent anarchists can be quoted as opposing “democracy,” from Proudhon to Malatesta to Woodcock. Often
this is meant primarily as a rejection of the phony democracy of the capitalist state, which hides the rule of its capitalist minority. At other times it has been used to oppose
the domination of a majority in areas where individual
choice should be primary. For example, the majority has
no right to impose its views of religion on minorities, nor
to impose popular views of voluntary sexual practices.
And even when majority decisions are made, the opposing
minority must have a right to to defend its opinions, and
to try to become a majority in the future. (If this is not
allowed, then the majority cannot be said to really be the
majority, that is, for individuals to have heard all sides and
freely made up their minds.) New ideas begin as minority
opinions before they win their way.
However, as I have argued (Price, 2000), some anarchists
have made the mistake of opposing the whole concept of
“democracy.” Draper is correct to point out that there are
decisions which must be made, affecting whole communities (no matter how decentralized). To oppose any form of
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collective, democratic decision-making only leads to some
minority making the decisions (as in the “tyranny of structurelessness”). If no one can tell me what to do, then I
must be the king. I think Draper is right to point to this
error as the base of the authoritarian trends in anarchism.
On the other hand, there are many anarchists (e.g., Tucker,
Chomsky, Bookchin) who have seen themselves as continuing the radical democratic tradition which goes back to
the capitalist democratic revolutions of the U.S. and
France. Anarchism as a conception of extreme, direct,
participatory democracy is widely recognized. (In his
centralism, Draper rejects the concept of “participatory
democracy.”) Included in anarchist programs of voluntary
association is the “self-management” and “self-organization” of all industries and communities—which are just
other ways of saying “democracy.”
In any case, the relationship between the anarchist movement and its founders is very different than that between
Marxism and its founders. Marxism is named after its
founder. His works are sacred books. His words are quoted
in arguments. The same is true for the followers of Lenin, of
Mao, and of Trotsky. But unlike Marxism-Leninism, anarchism is not named after Proudhon, Bakunin, or Kropotkin.
We are not Malatestians or Emma Goldmanites. Few read
their books. This situation creates weaknesses, of course, in
the limitations of anarchist theoretical work and the lack of
homogeneity among anarchists (although the Marxists are
also pretty heterogeneous and often ignorant of what Marx
really said). The errors of Proudhon and Bakunin are their
errors, long abandoned by the movement they initiated.
Over time new errors are created, often preventable if the
anarchist movement were more theoretical and historicallyminded. But at least we are not bound by orthodox
tradition, in its insights and its errors.
In short, anarchism also has its authoritarian, from-above,
side, which is—as Draper says—rooted in an ambiguity
about democracy. But at its heart, anarchism is open to a
libertarian-democratic socialism-from-below.

Revolution from Below
Draper begins his pamphlet by saying there is a crisis in
what we mean by socialism. “For the first time in the
history of the world, very likely a majority of its people
label themselves ‘socialist’ in one sense or another; but
there has never been a time when the label was less
informative.” (1992, p. 2) He was referring to all those who
regarded themselves as Communists, Social Democrats,
Democratic Socialists, Laborites, Arab Socialists, African
Socialists, and so on. Today the term Socialism has become
vague to the point of nullity. Even its anti-capitalist
meaning has often been abandoned.
But it is no longer true that socialism of some kind is
supported on a world-wide mass basis. After 1989,
Marxism has been largely discredited. Social Democracy
and state-Communism no longer pretend to offer an
alternative to capitalism. Opposition forces often do not
even claim to be socialist. For example, in a large part of
the world, anti-imperialism has taken the reactionary form
of Islamic authoritarianism.
In this context, there has been an international revival of
anarchism, for the first time in over eighty years. The
movement has spread throughout the U.S. and Western
Europe, but also to Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, to Asia, Africa, and Latin America. It represents the
desire for a new, humanistic, order, which is neither overtly capitalist nor any sort of bureaucratic so-called
socialism (really state capitalism). It is a new birth of
libertarian-democratic socialism-from-below.
Naturally, the Marxists have not given up. In particular, there
has been a growth of that wing of Marxism which is least
associated with either state-Communism or the Social
Democrats. There is an interest in the autonomist or libertarian Marxists, whose politics are very similar to anarchism.
More dangerous is the growth of the anti-state-capitalist
wing of Trotskyism previously mentioned, which remains
Marxist-Leninist. It broadens its appeal by referring to the
concept of Socialism-from-Below, taught by Draper. It uses
this concept to support Marxism, not only the Marxism of
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Marx, but also of Lenin and Trotsky. It uses it to attack “the
myth of anarchist libertarianism.” (Draper, 1992, p. 11;
McNally, 1984)
Given the reality of Marx’s centralism, and the actual practice of Lenin and Trotsky, this tendency has in effect been
using the concept of Socialsm-from-Below to justify socialism-from-above. They have used it to make MarxismLeninism look good to to activists otherwise attracted to
anarchism. They do not explain how they would avoid the
fate of the earlier Marxists who led to reformism or totalitarianism. They add all sorts of irrelevant arguments about
anarchism’s class basis. (Irrelevant, since Marx, Engels,
Lenin, and Trotsky came from bourgeois-aristocratic backgrounds, while, for example, anarcho-syndicalism was thoroughly a working class movement.)
However, there has also been another tendency. Individuals
and groups previously influenced by Marxism have used
the concept of Socialism-from-Below as a bridge to anarchism. They have either abandoned Marxism or are open
to some sort of synthesis between Marxism and anarchism
(this is true of McNally's latest [2002] effort to rethink the
concept of socialism-from-below). In either case they
reject Marxism-Leninism in favor of a revolutionary libertarian-democratic socialism.
Draper divided the types of socialisms into those promising liberation from above and from below. If he made mistakes in applying this concept, we anarchists can still
appreciate the value of his insights.
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Socialism
from Above
“the two souls of socialism” revisited
The quotation at the right is from the beginning of “The Two
Souls of Socialism,” by Hal Draper (1992), published as a
pamphlet in 1966. Draper’s editor notes, “Its political impact
on a generation of socialists in the United States and Great
Britain has been considerable.” (Haberkern, 1992, p. xvii) It
influenced that wing of Trotskyism which rejected Trotsky’s
belief that the Soviet Union under Stalin (and after) was
some sort of “workers’ state.” Instead, these semi-Trotskyists
held (correctly) that the U.S.S.R. had developed a bureaucratic ruling class which collectively exploited the workers.
Draper’s pamphlet was rewritten as the first half of a work by
David McNally, “Socialism from Below” (1984). This has been
circulated by the International Socialist Organization, which
remains a major part of this international semi-Trotskyist
tendency. McNally rewrote “Socialism from Below” in 1997;
this version has been circulated by the New Socialist Group in
Canada. He has recently rethought and rewritten his socialism-from-below perspective in a new book (2002). Draper
himself went on to publish four volumes on Karl Marx’s
Theory of Revolution, elaborating on his arguments.
I was one of many of this broad tendency who were
inspired by Draper’s conception of two “souls” of socialism. My friends and I felt then, and I feel now, that it gave a
profound insight into the relationship between socialism and
freedom. In the ’60s and ’70s, it inspired us to keep on struggling for a libertarian-democratic vision of socialism. At that
time most self-admitted revolutionaries were admirers of
Mao, Ho Chi Minh, or Fidel Castro: left Stalinists. There were

or Below

“Socialism’s crisis today is a crisis in the meaning
of socialism…. Throughout the history of socialist movements and ideas, the fundamental divide
is between Socialism-from-Above and Socialismfrom-Below.… The history of socialism can be
read as a continual but largely unsuccessful effort
to free itself from the old tradition…of emancipation-from-above.” (Draper, 1992, pp. 3 & 4)

By WAYNE PRICE

many decent activists who were unhappy with the nature of
such regimes—the one-party states, banning of strikes, suppression of dissent, etc. But they often felt that this was what
socialism appeared to be, and therefore had to be supported
against U.S. imperialism. Draper pointed to an alternate tradition within socialism, one rooted in popular, radically
democratic resistance, which was counterposed to both capitalist imperialism and to any new bureaucratic ruling class. In
its essentials, this remains the center of my political views.
Today such state-Communism has been relatively discredited with the fall of the Soviet Union and the turn of the
Chinese state to open capitalism. As a consequence, the
concept of socialism-from-below has become widely attractive to many radicals. However, the concept of socialismfrom-below, at least as raised by Draper and by McNally
(at least until his most recent book), has been used
ambiguously. Contrary to the views of the anarchists, these
writers claim that Marxism is most consistent with revolutionary socialism-from-below, and that anarchism is an
example of authoritarian socialism. I will argue instead that
the divide between authoritarian and libertarian-democratic tendencies runs through (inside) Marxism as well as
through anarchism. However, I believe that, while there is
value in Marxism, overall, anarchism is most consistent
with the development of a liberating socialism-from-below.

Social Change from Above or Below
To rephrase the core of Draper’s argument, which I still
see as valid:
From time immemorial, the oppressed and exploited have
looked to someone in authority to help them, to some strong
leader or some faction of the ruling class. The unhappy peasants looked to kings to protect them from aristocrats and
aristocrats to protect them from kings. People vote for liberal
politicians to save them from conservatives, for “lesser evils”
to shield them from “greater evils.” Oppressed people internalize their society’s view of themselves as weak and unworthy, and instead hope for some messiah, some man on a
white horse, to come and lead them to the promised land.
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Periodically the wretched of the earth rise up against their
rulers and strike blows for freedom. But again and again,
they have ended up only replacing one ruling group with
another. Real gains were made over time—such as when
the aristocracy was replaced by capitalist-ruled semidemocracy. In the course of revolutions, organs of popular
self-management have repeatedly been created, such as
councils, soviets, factory committees, neighborhood
assemblies. But a free, cooperative, society was never won.
The ideals of freedom, equality, solidarity, and self-government, have never died out, but neither have they ever been
achieved for more than brief moments in history.
The desire for freedom is rooted in the class struggle, and
ultimately in the nature of humanity. But there is also a
felt need for authority, which is socially rooted in the layers of petty privileges within the system (privileges based
on race, gender, education, craft, and so on). Everyone is
taught to “get ahead” and “make something of yourself ” by
climbing up the hierarchy, by getting a little more (or a lot
more) than those below you. Success, as measured in capitalism, is to rise to the top of the hierarchy, to be a boss.
Socialism-from-below challenges all that in the name of
solidarity and equality.
Socialism from below is not simply a matter of supporting
the majority against the minority. For most of the time, in
nonrevolutionary conditions, most people accept the existing
system of rule by elites (this acceptance is what makes conditions nonrevolutionary, by definition). Popular “acceptance”
may be given with ignorant enthusiasm or with bitter resignation or something in between. Only a small group may
continue to advocate that people rely on themselves. This
revolutionary minority may participate in the smaller struggles and day-to-day conflicts of the oppressed, while still
advocating popular struggle for total emancipation.
At the same time, there are mass struggles in which elites try
to use the people as a battering ram. These leaders wish to
use popular mass movements in order to force their way
into the ruling stratum, gaining some benefits for their followers. They may use the aroused people to overthrow the
old rulers and to become the new bosses. Thus the U.S. and
French revolutions, which put the capitalist class into

Cover of Hal Draper’s “Two Souls” pamphlet,
1966. The “socialists from above” (downward
arrow) are, from the top: Henri de Saint-Simon
(1760-1825), French socialist theorist; Karl
Kautsky (1854-1938), major theorist of the
Second International; Pierre Joseph Proudhon
(1809-1865), French socialist-anarchist; Edward
Bellamy (1850-1898), U.S. author whose utopian
novel Looking Backward, 2000-1887 (1888) sold
over a million copies; Sidney Webb (1859-1947),
British reform socialist who admired Stalin;
Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-1864), German socialist opposed by Marx; Joseph Stalin (1879-1953),
Soviet dictator. The “socialists from below” are
Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926), U.S. socialist;
Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), Marx’s collaborator; Leon Trotsky (1879-1940), Stalin’s
opponent; Karl Marx (1818-1883); William
Morris (1834-1896), British socialist activist,
poet and artist whose designs are used elsewhere
in this article; Rosa Luxemburg (1870-1919),
German socialist revolutionary murdered by
“reform” socialists; V.I. Lenin (1870-1924),
Soviet dictator, who seems a little uncomfortable
at the company he’s keeping. Artist Lisa Lyons’
placement of the “from below” figures accurately
reflects Draper’s analysis.

power. Thus the Communist Party-led revolutions, which
put a bureaucratic class into power. These were all mass
revolutions, but (in the end) led from above.
This pattern of reliance on good leaders (rulers) has been
the dominant tendency in all previous struggles and, naturally, also in the history of the socialist movement. Infinite
forms of socialist reformism have flourished, all relying on

accommodation with some faction of the existing capitalist
class and its state. A variety of more-or-less revolutionary
tendencies has advocated the overthrow of this state and its
replacement with a new state—a state-capitalist dictatorship.
But also in the socialist movement, another tendency has
come to fruition, from time to time. This is the tendency of
working people to rely on themselves and to boldly stand
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in opposition to ruling elites (existing rulers or would-be
new rulers). Working people have organized themselves to
stand outside of and against the powers that be. They may
use the resources of leading individuals, but these are chosen by the people, controlled by them, and removable by
them. Even limited reforms are won by pressuring the
rulers from outside, not by seeking access to power. This is
the true, revolutionary, libertarian-democratic, tradition of
socialism-from-below. It was expressed in the great sentence at the beginning of the Provisional Rules of the First
International (written by Marx but loved by anarchists),
“The emancipation of the working classes must be conquered by the working classes themselves.” Or as William
Morris put it, “Change for the better can only be realized
by the efforts of the workers themselves. ‘By us and not for
us’ must be their motto.” (1986, pp. 144-145)
It has been argued by Marxists that it is only now, with
industrial capitalism, that it becomes possible for this
approach to consistently exist and even to win. Now there
exists, on a worldwide scale, a type of working class which
is capable of organizing itself, and of cooperatively managing society. Now technology exists which makes possible
creation of a new society of plenty for all and the integration of work and creative play. (Also, this technology is
now so dangerous that it must be taken away from all
minorities if humans are to be sure of surviving.) Whether
this argument is correct is not a matter of abstract theory
but something to be proven in practice, if we can.
Means must be consistent with ends. Anarchists argue that
a self-managing, self-organizing, society of free, cooperative individuals, can only be created by a popular movement which is itself self-managing and self-organizing. It
is not possible to create a new society in which the working people would be set free once led there by a wise and
benevolent set of (“temporary”) masters. Shepherds do not
take care of sheep for the health of the sheep.
Enemies of the working class often point out the workers’
weaknesses: their racism, sexism, nationalism, superstition,
and so on. All of these exist, to a greater or lesser extent. How
will they overcome these weaknesses? Draper answers, “How
does a people or a class become fit to rule in their own name?
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Only by fighting to do so..... Only by fighting for democratic
power do they educate themselves and raise themselves up to
the level of being able to wield that power. There has never
been any other way for any class.” (1992, p. 33)

Something Went Wrong with Marxism
These basic arguments, I think, remain essentially correct.
However, alongside them, Draper makes a more specific
argument in favor of Marxism. He places Marx and Marxism
at the center of his vision of socialism-from-below. It is true
that Marx’s goals were socialist democracy, the end of the
state, the emancipation of the working class, and the end of
alienation in work and life (all goals consistent with anarchism). But something went terribly wrong with Marxism.
Marxism first produced the bureaucratic-reformist social
democratic parties. They supported their imperialist states
in World War I, sabotaged the German and Russian revolutions afterwards, failed to fight fascism, and supported
Western imperialism in the Cold War. Today these so-called
socialist or labor parties have completely given up any pretense of advocating a different social system than capitalism.
In 1917, an attempt to revive revolutionary Marxism was
made by Lenin and Trotsky. It resulted in the totalitarian
nightmare of Stalinist state-capitalism. Since 1989, statecapitalism has mostly collapsed into Western-style private
capitalism, with mass misery its result.
Trotsky’s attempt to revive early Leninism was also a dismal
failure. The various Trotskyist tendencies generally capitulated to forms of Stalinism or to U.S. imperialism, or both.
Draper, at least, knows all this, and says so. Furthermore,
he criticizes authoritarianism in almost every leading
member of the Marxist movement outside of Marx and
Engels themselves. In various works, Draper (1992, 1990,
1987) attacks the authoritarianism of the founders of the
German Social Democratic Party, especially Ferdinand
Lassalle; the developer of Marxist revisionism, Eduard
Bernstein (protege of Engels), as well as the “pope” of

Marxist orthodoxy, Karl Kautsky; leaders of early
French Marxism, Jules Guesde and Paul Lafargue; the
leader of British Marxism, H.M. Hyndman; and the
founder of Russian Marxism, George Plekhanov.
In Draper’s “Two Souls” essay, he makes brief but
favorable comments about Lenin. He quotes Max
Eastman as calling Lenin a “rebel” whose “passion was to set men free.” (1992, p. 26) The original pamphlet had a picture on the cover with
Lenin plainly in the “Socialism from Below”
arrow. But Draper does not spend time trying to
defend Lenin as a revolutionary-democratic
socialist, which would be difficult. In a later work
(1987), he details how Lenin, Trotsky, and all the
Bolsheviks used the concept of the “dictatorship of
the proletariat” as a justification for the dictatorship
of their party over the proletariat.
The only historical Marxists whom Draper (1987) cites as
on the side of socialism-from-below are Rosa Luxemburg and
William Morris. While Luxemburg saw herself as an orthodox Marxist,
her heritage has never been integrated into either social democracy (which she criticized all her life), Stalinism (which never had any use for her), or even any of the
Trotskyisms. Similarly British socialists have regarded Morris as either an icon or an eccentric
craftsman, ignoring his anarchist-influenced utopianism. That is, Luxemburg and Morris are
the exceptions which prove the rule. It is precisely the revolutionary-democratic aspects of their
socialism which keep them outside of the main tendencies of Marxism. (Draper also admires
Eugene Debs, who was not clearly a Marxist. In any case, he also fits the category of someone who
was not taken into any of the Marxist traditions.)

The Two Souls of Marxism
What Draper regards as the key to socialism-from-below is the Marxism of Marx and Engels
and really no one else. Marx was, as Draper notes, a leader of the most extreme German
democrats in the fight against the Prussian feudal state. He came to socialism already
a believer in democracy-from-below. Marx integrated radical democracy and
collectivist-socialism. This synthesis of revolutionary socialism and
revolutionary democracy is the greatest of Marx’s contributions,
Draper claims, more important even than his Capital.
Draper’s four fat volumes on Marx’s politics are an elaborate effort to demonstrate this.
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I do not intend to argue this point here. At the very least,
it is easy to show that Marx would have been appalled by
Stalinist totalitarianism. He and Engels would probably not
have even accepted the bureaucratic statism of the social
democratic parties. They had a belief in democracy as integral to their socialism. But this does not settle the question.
Even if we accept Marx’s democratism, we have to ask, What
about all these other guys? How did all of these followers
of Marx end up as toadies to the imperialists or totalitarian
mass murderers (or both)? From Marx’s time to quite
recently, tens of millions of working people have died at
the hands of Marxists. Draper claims that this was due to
the ideas of emancipation-from-above being regenerated
within Marxism by the realities of capitalism. Marxists, like
all socialists, are affected by the elitist social psychology all
around them. In their politics and their day-to-day lives
they have to deal with the reality of a hierarchical society.
All this is morally corrupting. No doubt this is a factor. But
is there anything in Marxism itself (in Marx’s Marxism, that
is) that lends itself to this authoritarianism? Does socialismfrom-above have any roots in Marx’s work? Given this history, it is hard to believe that it does not.
For example, most radical German democrats, such as Marx,
were centralists. They hated the division of Germany into
many feudal kingdoms. Instead, they wanted to unite the
nation under a central parliament, replacing the king by an
elected body but even more centralized than the Prussian
monarchy. They confused the need for unification with
centralization. They were influenced by the centralist heritage of the Jacobins of the French revolution. (By contrast,
in the U.S. revolution, it was the more conservative of the
revolutionaries who were centralizers, while the more radical
Jeffersonians were decentralist-federalizers.) Centralization
requires the rule of the few (at the center) over the many—
however “democratically” the few are chosen. There is no
contradiction in seeing Marx as both a radical democrat and
a centralizer. He believed that they went together. In a
backhanded way, Draper admits this. “...Marx advocated
neither what was called ‘centralization’ nor ‘decentralization,’
but rather a course hostile to both; the construction of a
central government from below.” (1990, p. 172) How this is
different from advocating centralization is not clear.
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Marx saw movement toward centralization as a progressive
aspect of capitalism. He supported capitalism’s tendency to
create big factories, big industries, big cities, and big nations.
(Therefore he supported large nations when they absorbed
smaller, weaker ones, such as in eastern Europe or when the
U.S. seized half of Mexico.) His program was the centralization of all industry into the control of a centralized association of the workers. As stated in the Communist Manifesto,
“The proletariat will...centralize all production in the hands
of the state.... All production [will be] concentrated in the
hands of a vast association of the whole nation....” (Marx,
1974, pp. 86 and 87) He never changed this program.
Marx did not see that centralization under capitalism was
often inefficient in terms of productivity, done only for the
sake of financial reasons or for greater control over the
workers. Today centralization is monstrously overdone in
most areas of politics, economics, urbanism, and industry,
resulting in a stifling giganticism.
Draper buys into this centralizing orientation. In “Two Souls”
he argues against the anarchists, “The great problem of our
age is the achievement of democratic control from below over
the vast powers of modern social authority.” (1992, p. 13). But
democratic control from below is only possible if we break up
these “vast powers.” Existing “social authority” needs to be
replaced with a federation of associations which are rooted in
directly democratic workplaces and communities.
This advocacy of centralism in social, economic, and political areas was an important part of Marx’s Marxism. Later
Marxists supported their capitalist national states and their
empires, justifying themselves with Marx’s centralism.
Similarly, Lenin always regarded himself as a centralist. He
aimed to create a centralized party, ruling a centralized
state, directing a centralized economy. For all that Lenin did
not intend to create the brutality of Stalinism, this program
certainly laid its foundation. Trotsky held this vision of centralism in all areas. Carried to its logical conclusion, Marxist
centralism leads to a totalitarian state capitalism.
Marx’s centralism was supported by his view of history as
marching on, essentially automatically, from capitalism
into socialism. He saw centralization as the wave of the

future. Draper rejects the claim that Marx
thought that “socialism is inevitable.” But his
own writings show that Marx’s strategy relied
on an expected tendency of the system to
move automatically in a progressive (and
centralist) direction.
Anarchists see historical movement
as much more open-ended and indeterminate than do Marxists. They
may agree with Marx, as I do, that
there are social tendencies within capitalism which push toward socialism,
specifically the class struggle as well as
all other struggles against oppression. But
we cannot say what the outcome will be.
Socialism is a commitment, not a prediction. If socialism is to win, it must
be supported for reasons of morality
and values, not because some social
forces tend in that direction (among
others).
In sum, a major weakness of Draper’s view
of socialism-from-below is the belief that
Marxism as a worldview—even the Marxism of
Marx and Engels—is “from below” in some essential sense. This mistake is abetted by his blindness to
the anti-democratic nature of economic and political
centralism.

The Two Souls of Anarchism
Draper really hates anarchism: “Of all ideologies, anarchism
is the one most fundamentally antidemocratic in ideology.…” (1990, p. 132) More anti-democratic than Nazism or
Stalinism? The very extremism of the statement shows that
political prejudice is operative here. Nevertheless, this does
not mean that Draper cannot have useful insights.
While it seems counterintuitive to use socialism-frombelow to attack the anarchist movement, Draper seeks to
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support this with historical evidence. Proudhon, the first
person to call himself an anarchist, is shown by Draper
(1992, 1990, 1969) to have had all sorts of unpleasant
traits. Proudhon was a white supremacist (who supported
the South in the U.S. Civil War), an anti-semite, an
extreme misogynist, pro-French imperialism, pro-strike
breaking, and pro-dictatorship, aside from advocating a
reformist strategy. Bakunin was the one who really initiated the revolutionary anarchist movement. Draper (1990)
cites the facts of Bakunin’s repeated super-vanguardist
secret conspiracies by which he hoped to control mass
movements from behind the scenes. Bakunin’s anarchist
editor, Sam Dolgoff, says that Bakunin’s “…closest associates…considered his schemes for elaborate, centralized
secret societies incompatible with libertarian principles.”
(1980, p. 182) The anarchist-terrorists of the late nineteenth century sought to substitute for the working people
by individual heroism (the same sort of individual bombings was to be done in the 1970s by overt Stalinists)
The fundamental flaw of anarchism, according to Draper,
is that it is opposed to democracy. It is true that many
prominent anarchists can be quoted as opposing “democracy,” from Proudhon to Malatesta to Woodcock. Often
this is meant primarily as a rejection of the phony democracy of the capitalist state, which hides the rule of its capitalist minority. At other times it has been used to oppose
the domination of a majority in areas where individual
choice should be primary. For example, the majority has
no right to impose its views of religion on minorities, nor
to impose popular views of voluntary sexual practices.
And even when majority decisions are made, the opposing
minority must have a right to to defend its opinions, and
to try to become a majority in the future. (If this is not
allowed, then the majority cannot be said to really be the
majority, that is, for individuals to have heard all sides and
freely made up their minds.) New ideas begin as minority
opinions before they win their way.
However, as I have argued (Price, 2000), some anarchists
have made the mistake of opposing the whole concept of
“democracy.” Draper is correct to point out that there are
decisions which must be made, affecting whole communities (no matter how decentralized). To oppose any form of
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collective, democratic decision-making only leads to some
minority making the decisions (as in the “tyranny of structurelessness”). If no one can tell me what to do, then I
must be the king. I think Draper is right to point to this
error as the base of the authoritarian trends in anarchism.
On the other hand, there are many anarchists (e.g., Tucker,
Chomsky, Bookchin) who have seen themselves as continuing the radical democratic tradition which goes back to
the capitalist democratic revolutions of the U.S. and
France. Anarchism as a conception of extreme, direct,
participatory democracy is widely recognized. (In his
centralism, Draper rejects the concept of “participatory
democracy.”) Included in anarchist programs of voluntary
association is the “self-management” and “self-organization” of all industries and communities—which are just
other ways of saying “democracy.”
In any case, the relationship between the anarchist movement and its founders is very different than that between
Marxism and its founders. Marxism is named after its
founder. His works are sacred books. His words are quoted
in arguments. The same is true for the followers of Lenin, of
Mao, and of Trotsky. But unlike Marxism-Leninism, anarchism is not named after Proudhon, Bakunin, or Kropotkin.
We are not Malatestians or Emma Goldmanites. Few read
their books. This situation creates weaknesses, of course, in
the limitations of anarchist theoretical work and the lack of
homogeneity among anarchists (although the Marxists are
also pretty heterogeneous and often ignorant of what Marx
really said). The errors of Proudhon and Bakunin are their
errors, long abandoned by the movement they initiated.
Over time new errors are created, often preventable if the
anarchist movement were more theoretical and historicallyminded. But at least we are not bound by orthodox
tradition, in its insights and its errors.
In short, anarchism also has its authoritarian, from-above,
side, which is—as Draper says—rooted in an ambiguity
about democracy. But at its heart, anarchism is open to a
libertarian-democratic socialism-from-below.

Revolution from Below
Draper begins his pamphlet by saying there is a crisis in
what we mean by socialism. “For the first time in the
history of the world, very likely a majority of its people
label themselves ‘socialist’ in one sense or another; but
there has never been a time when the label was less
informative.” (1992, p. 2) He was referring to all those who
regarded themselves as Communists, Social Democrats,
Democratic Socialists, Laborites, Arab Socialists, African
Socialists, and so on. Today the term Socialism has become
vague to the point of nullity. Even its anti-capitalist
meaning has often been abandoned.
But it is no longer true that socialism of some kind is
supported on a world-wide mass basis. After 1989,
Marxism has been largely discredited. Social Democracy
and state-Communism no longer pretend to offer an
alternative to capitalism. Opposition forces often do not
even claim to be socialist. For example, in a large part of
the world, anti-imperialism has taken the reactionary form
of Islamic authoritarianism.
In this context, there has been an international revival of
anarchism, for the first time in over eighty years. The
movement has spread throughout the U.S. and Western
Europe, but also to Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, to Asia, Africa, and Latin America. It represents the
desire for a new, humanistic, order, which is neither overtly capitalist nor any sort of bureaucratic so-called
socialism (really state capitalism). It is a new birth of
libertarian-democratic socialism-from-below.
Naturally, the Marxists have not given up. In particular, there
has been a growth of that wing of Marxism which is least
associated with either state-Communism or the Social
Democrats. There is an interest in the autonomist or libertarian Marxists, whose politics are very similar to anarchism.
More dangerous is the growth of the anti-state-capitalist
wing of Trotskyism previously mentioned, which remains
Marxist-Leninist. It broadens its appeal by referring to the
concept of Socialism-from-Below, taught by Draper. It uses
this concept to support Marxism, not only the Marxism of
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Marx, but also of Lenin and Trotsky. It uses it to attack “the
myth of anarchist libertarianism.” (Draper, 1992, p. 11;
McNally, 1984)
Given the reality of Marx’s centralism, and the actual practice of Lenin and Trotsky, this tendency has in effect been
using the concept of Socialsm-from-Below to justify socialism-from-above. They have used it to make MarxismLeninism look good to to activists otherwise attracted to
anarchism. They do not explain how they would avoid the
fate of the earlier Marxists who led to reformism or totalitarianism. They add all sorts of irrelevant arguments about
anarchism’s class basis. (Irrelevant, since Marx, Engels,
Lenin, and Trotsky came from bourgeois-aristocratic backgrounds, while, for example, anarcho-syndicalism was thoroughly a working class movement.)
However, there has also been another tendency. Individuals
and groups previously influenced by Marxism have used
the concept of Socialism-from-Below as a bridge to anarchism. They have either abandoned Marxism or are open
to some sort of synthesis between Marxism and anarchism
(this is true of McNally's latest [2002] effort to rethink the
concept of socialism-from-below). In either case they
reject Marxism-Leninism in favor of a revolutionary libertarian-democratic socialism.
Draper divided the types of socialisms into those promising liberation from above and from below. If he made mistakes in applying this concept, we anarchists can still
appreciate the value of his insights.
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Preface
This book on governance of religious diversity is written from a ‘methodologically a-religious’
perspective characteristic for sociology and political philosophy but it seems appropriate to start
with a personal ‘confession’. In a traditional sense, I am ‘religiös unmusikalisch’ – to use Max
Weber’s famous phrase. I also do not feel the need to stylize my attraction or even awe for
complexity, diversity and contingency – the post-modern versions of traditional poly- or pantheism – into an ‘immanentist’ counter-metaphysics. As an observer, on the one hand, I am
bewildered by the unnamable atrocities that have been and still are committed in the name of
mono-theisms and its secular counterparts like National-Socialism or Marxism-Leninism, as well
as in the name of polytheisms – suum cuique originally meant Jedem seine Hekatomben – and its
secular counterparts like rivaling nationalisms. On the other hand, I acknowledge that much
praiseworthy good has been and still is done by committed religious and non-religious believers in
symbolic universes of all kinds. As political theorists and citizens we clearly have to
counterbalance the ‘polytheistic’ praise of diversity with the ‘monotheistic’ guarantees of equality,
as is so nicely put in the slogan: all different, all equal. As people trying to live meaningful lives,
we may eventually learn to resist the temptations of all integrated, coherent and all-embracing
symbolic universes, whether religious or secular (the sacraclization of the world in secularist and
scientistic ideologies). We might, eventually, be able to live with finitude, mortality, contingency
and diversity without trying to fill the empty space left by traditional religions and positive
metaphysics with old or new substitutes like pantheism or an immanentist positive metaphysics –
praising ‘god in nature’s endless and incredible complexity and beauty’ – aestheticism, or old or
new versions of negative theology or negative dialectics, even if ‘pianissimo’ (as the most
‘privatized’ and ‘subjectified’ varieties of this old desire) or some ‘horizontal transcendentalism’
(the unnamable ‘Other’ in all of us). We can live without a ‘future for such illusions’ and without
repeating heroically that ‘God is Dead’ or being condemned to an abyss of ‘materialism’,
‘egotism’, ‘individualism’, ‘consumerism’, ‘decisionism’ or what have you. In short, we might,
eventually, get mature.
This already suggests that I defend religious diversity and its associational goverrnance not
for religious or perfectionist reasons as an ethically preferable way of life but for moderately antiperfectionist moral reasons of justice. My hope is that individuals – religious or secular or those
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beyond the religious/secular divide – may be able to realize their divergent individual and
collective life-projects under conditions of peace, toleration and secure basic needs and rights for
all, conditions that are fair, i.e. not too unequal for the respective minorities.
Thanks to comments by participants and, particularly for written comments on theses for the book
or on articles or earlier versions of chapters presented at the following conferences, symposia, or
workshops: ‘Recasting European and Canadian History’ (ENCS Conference, Bremen, 2000, May
18-21; Erik Fossum); ‘Should we institutionalize religious pluralism and, if so, how?’
(Amsterdam, June 30, 2001; particularly Paul Hirst, Tariq Modood, Heiner Bielefeld); ‘EthnoReligious Cultures, Identities and Political Philosophy. Contextualized Morality: Problems and
Prospects’ (Amsterdam, July 2 - 5, 2002; David Hollinger); ‘Public Religion and Secular
Democracy’ (IMISCOE B6 workshop, Amsterdam May 26-28, 2005; Michael Minkenberg);
‘Religion and Multicultural Citizenship’ (Sydney, July 11-13), and many meetings in my
department at the University of Amsterdam and the Dutch Research School of Practical
Philosophy (Hent de Vries, Ruth Sonderegger, Bart v. d. Leeuw, Sawitri Saharso, Michiel
Leezenberg, Karel v.d. Leeuw). For detailed written comments on some chapters of the final draft
of the manuscript I’m indebted to Rainer Bauböck, Jac Christis, and Marcel Maussen. Last but not
least, my friends and colleagues Ewald Engelen, Ton Korver, Pieter Pekelharing and Luuk
Wijmans from Amsterdam, and Joe Carens, Frank Cunningham and Will Kymlicka from Canada
have commented all chapters of the final draft (and some also the many earlier drafts). Words
cannot express my gratefulness for the time and energy they spent in close reading and for the
sophistication of their comments, criticisms and suggestions of all sorts. For reasons of space, I
was unable to refer in detail to any of those whose elucidations, annotations, and proposals to
either elaborate or delete, so much helped me to improve my text. All remaining errors and
shortcomings are mine.
Many thanks also to Ewald, Pieter, Ton, and Ulla for their encouragement and moral support
during the long and difficult journey of writing, rewriting, and shortening of the
manuscript, particularly in times when I tended to loose confidence.
Thanks also to the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO) for a grant
(‘onderwijsvrijstellingssubsidie’) in the first semester of 2004/05 and to Ottho Heldring for taking
over one of my courses in the first semester of 2005/06, which allowed me to finish the
manuscript.
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Many core ideas of the book have already been published in articles on religious and cultural
diversity, multiculturalism, institutional pluralism and associative democracy in journals or
volumes (see list of references) but the texts have been substantively re-written, integrated and
also slightly revisited during my research for and writing of the book. Particularly my morally
minimalist position that slowly developed during the later 1990’s became much more determined
and outspoken. In addition, I gave more weight to the libertarian element in the combination of
libertarian, democratic and egalitarian perspectives which lead me to call, since the late 1980’s,
my position a ‘libertarian, democratic socialism’, an oxymoron in the ears of traditional
philosophers and politicians.
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Introduction

Contested Religious Pluralism

The view that religious pluralism has caused deep troubles for centuries but it has now
ceased to create structural problems for political practice and political theory in
advanced, modern, Western state-societies, was the absolutely predominant view in
politics, in political philosophy and in sociology of religion after the Second World War
until the 1990s. In terms of social reality, religiously motivated or legitimized wars and
civil wars are far behind ‘us’. The principle of religious tolerance is widely recognized,
and the institutions and practices of toleration are deeply routed. Established churches no
longer have the power and authority, they once did. Moreover, in many of these societies
the functional and institutional differentiation of religion from economy, politics, science,
and education is a major part of their organizing schemes and constitutions. Religious
convictions are matters of private decisions, and competing religious organizations do not
interfere in politics, having lost or given up their public or political roles. liberal,
democratic, republican, socialist, feminist, or otherwise ‘progressive’ political parties
share the assumption that modern, secular states require the complete constitutional,
legal, administrative, political and cultural ‘separation’ of state and organized religions.
In normative theory, particularly in political philosophy, there has been a wide and deep
agreement on principles of tolerance and religious freedoms, i.e., that liberal-democratic
regimes should be neutral with regard to religions, that politics should be secular in their
justifications and effects, and that religious organizations and convictions should only be
allowed to play a role in ‘private’ life or in ‘civil society’. In predominant theories of
modern societies as well as in sociology of religion, it was taken for granted that modern
state-societies are ‘secularized’ societies, that religious beliefs and practices inevitably
have declined and religions have been privatized, and that functional and institutional
differentiation – the most basic characteristic of modern societies – requires a complete
separation of religion from all other functionally differentiated social systems and
organizations, particularly from the political system and the state.
This predominant view
things are

of the relationship between religion and state could easily acknowledge that

still different in ‘pre-modern’ and modernizing state-societies in the ‘Rest’ of the World. This supposed

opposition was never left unchallenged even in the centers, neither in politics nor in
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political philosophy or the social sciences, but only fairly recently it has started to show
more serious cracks. The thesis that religious beliefs and practices would inevitably
decline, based on evidence in Western Europe, clearly does not hold for the U.S. and the
‘Rest’. The thesis that all religious concerns and worries will only be limited to and
pertain to the private realm is contradicted by their recent wide spread presence in the
public realm. Currently both conservative or fundamentalist religions – particularly in the
U.S. – and progressive religions are re-politicizing ‘private’ relations and ‘renormativizing’ the economic and political spheres. The thesis that modern societies
would require a completely secular state and a ‘complete separation’ of organized
religions and politics seems to be incompatible even with the idealized models of the U.S.
and France. It is clearly at odds with the continuing huge institutional diversity in other
Western countries and in the ‘Rest’.
This counter-evidence which has been gathered and presented by critical
sociology and history of religions for quite a while now, has gained at least some
recognition in social sciences and politics due to the fact that considerable amounts of
immigrants, from the 1960s on, contributed to an increase in lively ethnic and religious
diversity of Western industial societies. Politics of multiculturalism tried to accommodate
ethno-national diversity in different countries in divergent ways and – implicitly or
explicitly – contributed to a pluralization of public cultures and a reconsideration of some
of the assumptions of standard-liberalism in political philosophy, i.e., principles of
‘difference-blind’ state-neutrality and of unitary citizenship. These assumptions have
increasingly been challenged by critical liberals and post-modernists. The relationship
between religion and politics, however, was largely neglected in the literature on
multiculturalism. This was the case despite the fact that new religious minorities have
been making a variety of political demands, e.g., demanding practical accommodation of
their religious practices (codes of dressing, praying, diets, slaughtering, burying) by way
of exemptions; demanding some autonomy in organized societal spheres (like
nongovernmental religious schools or religious instruction in governmental schools),
demanding that the state pluralize education, the media, public cultures and symbols of
national identity, and demanding some group representation and participation in the
political process. They made these claims in different ways, more or less organized, more
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or less loudly and confrontational. Religious issues, in this way, became central political
issues again, and states with liberal-democratic constitutions, more or less grudgingly
started to accommodate claims that could mobilize moral and legal support by reference
to legally binding rights like freedoms of religion, equal treatment, and antidiscrimination. Both the political demands and grievances of religious minorities and the
responses by governments have been influenced by widely diverging regimes of
governance of religious diversity. But at least for a short while it seemed as if increased
religious diversity – and even new forms of institutionalization of religious pluralism –
could be seen not only in a dramatized and negative way, i.e, as a threat to peace,
security, stability, cohesion, toleration and democracy, but also as an opportunity and a
promise. These practical developments also eventually entered political theory in the
1990s. Reinforced by parallel developments in social theory, in which theories of
modernization and of institutional convergence lost their appeal, it looked as if the
standard assumptions of the predominant view might loose force and could be contained.
All of this has dramatically changed since 9/11 and the declared war (lead by the
Christian fundamentalists of the Bush-administration) against (Islamicist) terrorism, or so
it seems. Religion, to be sure, is now again right in the centre of politics in this declared
‘clash of civilizations’ between ‘orientalists’ and ‘occidentalists’. The predictable result
seems to be that liberal policies of accommodation of ethno-national and religious
diversity in general, those aiming to pluralize public cultures, symbols and institutions in
particular, are increasingly under assimilatory pressure inside Western states. At the same
time, declared religious divides have – intentionally or unintentionally – deepened at the
international level.
Old constellations and battle-lines – well known from Europe in the 16th and 17th
century – are revitalized, and the so-called ‘Enlightenment’ rationalists and evangelists of
an aggressive secularism venture to present themselves as the only reasonable people
fighting both fundamentalist and conservative religionists as well as the so-called
progressive ‘liberal’ multiculturalists and post-modernists. In addition, they present their
preferred institutional option - a fully secularized state together with a ‘strict’ separation
of state and politics from completely privatized religions – as the only reasonable
solution to prevent religious warfare and guarantee peace, security, toleration and
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democracy. The more simple-minded adherents to these views propose that ‘all the world
has to become America’ or try to export ‘the French model of laïcité’ as the alternative to
‘Anglo-Saxon’ liberal multiculturalism and to ‘neo-corporatist’ European religious
regimes. The more sophisticated voices continue to remind their compatriots that they do
not live up to these ideals and constitutional promises but they try to sell the same utopia.
I strongly feel that these are the wrong constellations, the wrong alternatives, and
the wrong battle lines in politics. I will argue that a third way is possible. In this book, I
will try to defend and establish two major political claims:
Firstly, policies of liberal accommodation of religious and cultural diversity are the better
alternative than both the old and new republican or liberal policies of assimilation and the
unlimited toleration of religious and cultural practices incompatible with the hard core of
liberal-democratic constitutions.
Secondly, democratic institutional pluralism, associative democracy in particular,
provides better institutional opportunities to realize peace, toleration and core principles
of liberal democratic constitutions than, on the one hand, the strict separation of
organized religions from a presumed ‘religion-blind’ and strictly ‘neutral’ state defended
by standard liberalism and republicanism and, on the other hand, the religious (neo-)
corporatism (illiberal and anti-democratic institutional pluralism and rigid ‘concordation
countries’ or ‘pillarization’) defended by traditionalist and orthodox religious
organizations and leaders.
I also think that political theory is still not sufficiently prepared to deal with
increase in religious diversity and, particularly, with the threat of religio-political
fundamentalism. American political liberalism has dominated the debates for some time
now. It is characterized by a focus on principles and rights, on limitations or exclusion of
religious arguments in public debate, a secularist interpretation of liberal-democratic
constitutions, and a strictly separationist interpretation of the legitimate relations between
organized religions and the state. Post-modernist and traditionalist communitarian critics
have criticized and rejected these ‘solutions’ but they have at the same time sacrificed
principles like neutrality, equality and even moderate universalism. Tertium datur (again,
I propose a third way and an alternative to these.)
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Yet, in this book my main task is not critical but constructive, as I am trying to redesign institutions and policies. But in preparing the ground, we have to re-conceptualize
liberal principles. In this regard, my main theoretical claims are: (i) Conceptions of a
moderate universalism and embedded impartiality provide a better meta-theoretical frame
than radical, abstract universalism or radical ethical particularism. (ii) Relational stateneutrality and fairness as evenhandedness are more appropriate meta-legal principles
than difference-blindness and fairness as hands-off. (iii) Priority for democracy
(principles, rights, institutions, culture, habits/ethos/virtues, and practices) is more
appropriate than priority for ‘secularism’. (iv) A moderately agonistic, non-cognitivistic
conception of reasonable deliberation cum negotiation, combined with a complex ethos
of liberal democracy is preferable to exclusivist secularism or radical
incommensurability.
Cultural and religious diversity is now widely defended in different varieties of
liberal theories of multiculturalism and post-modern theories of identities and becoming,
but institutional pluralism is still fairly underdeveloped or even absent from the agenda.
This Book is a plea for an institutional turn in political philosophy, political theory, and
the social sciences. The increasing acknowledgement in recent political philosophy that
institutions and contexts are more worthy of attention in analysis than they were assumed
to be, is stimulated by three core moments combined in contextualized moral theory: the
fact of moral pluralism or value pluralism, the recognition of under-determinacy of
principles, and the re-evaluation of practical knowledge (see chapter 3).
Contextualized moral theory and the proposed institutionalist turn in political
philosophy also induce us to rethink the academic division of disciplines because they both
have to draw on a wide variety of studies in the social sciences (most prominently: history
and sociology/anthropology of religions, comparative institutional economy, sociology,
and political science). If there were any space in the academic division of labor for such a
border-crossing, multi- and inter-disciplinary endeavor, it would be the field of political
theory. It cuts through the institutionalized cleavages between, on the one hand, moral and
political philosophy, specializing in normative theory and, on the other hand, the social
sciences, specializing in rich descriptions, sound explanations, and perhaps some modest
forecasting. My proposed version of political theory criticizes the terrible lack of
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institutional concreteness of mainstream political philosophy and its terrible lack of
historical and comparative knowledge of the ‘real world’. In addition, it criticizes the
hidden normative bias of many social scientists that refuse to spell out their own normative
perspectives and commitments. It is only fairly recently that social scientists have taken up
the task of a critical evaluation of existing institutions and policies and, more reluctantly,
also of engaging in productive and imaginative institutional design. I explicitly try to
combine “the normative approach of political philosophy with issues of the practical
design of institutional arrangements” (König 2003:16, my transl.).
Designing new institutional settings of religious pluralism and policies addressing increased religious diversity of all sorts - that claim to be more in line with reconceptualized principles and institutions of liberal democracy and also to be more
effective in containing religious fundamentalism is clearly a huge task of perplexing
complexity. It is plainly impossible to at the same time deal with meta-theoretical
philosophical issues and normative principles, history and comparative analysis of
institutions and policies, and institutional design and policy recommendations, in depth
and in detail. Before I indicate – while outlining the content of the book – how I intent to
order and reduce this complexity, I hasten to say that I am fortunately not the first or only
one engaging in such a complex enterprise. I can draw substantially on the work of recent
political philosophers like Joseph Carens, William Galston, Will Kymlicka, Bhikhu
Parekh, Jeff Spinner, Michael Walzer, legal theorists like Marc Galanter, Silvio Ferrari,
Michael McConnell, Ayalet Shachar, Gerhard Robbers, and social scientists like Rainer
Bauböck, John Bowen, Matthias König, Michael Minkenberg, Stephen Monsma,
Christopher Soper, Nancy Rosenblum, Ulrich Willems and others.
Compared with this developing strand in political theory, my approach shows two
specificities that make it fairly original. Firstly, I defend a conception of minimal morality
that should be applied and enforced everywhere but which at the same time allows
maximum accommodation of non-liberal but decent (i.e., non-violent) groups within
liberal democratic polities. Unlike other moral minimalists, however, I combine this moral
minimum with standards of more demanding – liberal, democratic, egalitarian, pluralist –
differentiated moralities that can be and should be applied depending on groups, issues,
and contexts in a considered way as long as they do not infringe upon standards of
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minimal morality (non-infringement proviso). In other words, I combine a liberalism or
multiculturalism of ‘fear’ with more demanding ones of ‘hope’. Secondly, I systematically
connect emerging discussions of institutional pluralism in political philosophy with a
broad social-science perspective of governance that has not yet been applied to problems
of ethnic and national minorities in Multiculturalism literatures in general or to problems
of religious minorities in particular. Governance of religious diversity also has been widely
neglected in sociology of religions which has mostly focused on describing and explaining
diversity of religious beliefs and practices. By governance I mean the regulation of
religious diversity by religious communities themselves (i.e. those groups who share
certain religious beliefs and practices) either through their organizations (e.g., churches)
and internal authorities (‘private hierarchy’, e.g., priests, Mullahs) or through more or less
informal networks, congregational self-determination, and rivaling elites (e.g., leaders of
religious parties or oppositional intellectuals), as well as by external ‘private organizations
and hierarchies’ (corporate governance of religiosity), networks of organizations and
associations (e.g., inter-faith networks and ecumenical associations), communities and
different (local, provincial/regional, central, supra-state) governments (‘public
hierarchies). Only the area of regulation through legislation, administration, and
jurisdiction (this is what I call governing of religious diversity) has received some
comparative attention by comparative legal scholars focusing on rules but there has been
much less attention paid to the actual practices of government of religions.
Compared with critical political philosophy and legal theory, my approach is for
these reasons more explicitly focused on governance of religious diversity, it is also more
comparative and institution-centered. I had to pay the price for doing ‘political philosophy
in the vernacular’ so I am extremely brief in discussing meta-theoretical questions and
first- or second-order moral principles. In addition, I had to make a difficult choice
between discussing a few selected cases in detail and a more broad historical and empirical
comparison of many cases in different settings, a choice all contextualized theories are
confronted with. I choose for the second strategy because detailed ‘cases eat pages’, but
space also forbids discussing many cases, policies, and regimes of religious governance in
any detail. Compared with critical social science, I connect the operative normative
principles and legally institutionalized norms which are used in evaluation studies
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(‘grounded normativity’) to moral principles and to divergent ways of grounding them.
Again, operating in both fields of political philosophy and the social sciences has a serious
price, i.e., I completely depend on a selection of relevant historical and comparative
studies by others and can only hope that I do not leave out important studies and insights. I
hope that my connection of normative, descriptive, and explanatory debates creates some
new and unexpected perspectives and perhaps even lead to productive cooperation and
learning across disciplinary and national boundaries. Needless to say that these attempts
are no more than the first, rough, and controversial, steps in this new direction.
The book is divided into four parts.
In Part I Modern States and Religions. Sociological and Historical Considerations.
Setting the Stage, I critically assess the Twin Myth of Secularization and Strict Separation
of State and Religion (or religion from politics) that dominated theories of modernity and
sociology of religion after the Second World War. By demonstrating their conceptual,
theoretical, and empirical flaws, I hope to end the ‘unhappy marriage’ between ‘modern
sociology’ – a type of social theory which is based on evolutionary and structural false
necessities – and a liberal political philosophy that only legitimized the predominant
interpretations of the underlying institutional patterns in a few Western countries.1
1

I had to limit the scope of historical and empirical comparisons to religious diversity
within ‘Western’ states with liberal-democratic constitutions, partly for reasons of space but
also for lack of competence. In several ways, I have tried to respond to expectable charges of
‘Eurocentrism’, ‘Christian’, ‘Judeo-Christian’ or ‘Western’ bias: first, my concepts of
religion and my discussion of secularism are explicitly articulated in a way to avoid this bias,
as far as it may be possible at all. Second, my concept of a minimal or threshold institutional
differentiation between religions and state/polities is explicitly critical with regard to theories
of modernization and modernity modeled after idealized ‘Western’ societies. Third, I make
clear that non-Western religions (animistic, polytheistic and mono-theistic world-religions)
have been - suppressed and ‘othered’ – insiders right from the beginning and increasingly are
so nowadays. I shortly discuss ‘Islam and Liberal-Democracy’ in this regard. In addition, I
often refer to India - the liberal-democratic state with the richest religious, linguistic and
cultural diversity on the globe - in order to counter the dangers of bias, and also because this
huge ‘laboratory’ of diversity and institutional pluralism has been widely but still
astonishingly neglected by predominant political philosophy (Bhargava 1998) and my serve
as an interesting constitutional and policy model (Bhargava 2005). Including cases from
Latin America, Africa, South-East (particularly Indonesia (Bowen 1998) and Indonesia
(Meerschaut 2005) and East Asia would be perfect but goes far beyond the limits of my
knowledge. I also think that demonstrating the broad diversity of institutions and policies
even within the ‘Christian West’ may help to introduce at least a fine modicum of sensitivity
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Chapter 1 Religion and the Myths of Secularization and Separation shows how
difficult it is under conditions of deep religious diversity to come up with an elaborate a
non-biased concept of religion but it also shows why we are in need of such a concept both
for scientific and practical reasons. Even more contested is a plausible concept of
secularization freed from its Western, Christian, and even Protestant bias. Only a polycontextual and perspectivist concept may be minimally plausible. From the perspective of
religion(s) it is perfectly legitimate to describe those who do not believe as ‘secular’ and
their world as a ‘secular world’ based on ‘secular communications’. From the perspective
of sociology, I hope to show that a generalized use of the concept is counterproductive.
The theses of an inevitable decline of religious beliefs and practices and of an inevitable
privatization or subjectivation are at odds with too much empirical evidence not only
globally but also in modern Western societies. The thesis of a complete or strict separation
as a functional requirement of modern societies is also at odds with an informed analysis
of path-dependent, area- or nation-specific patterns of religious governance in the ‘West’.
This thesis can be better re-conceptualized as a certain minimal threshold of institutional,
organizational, and role-differentiation. From the perspective of liberal democratic politics
and normative political theory, the important question in my view is not whether societies
or states/politics are secularized or ‘secular’ and fully or completely ‘separated’ from
religions, but which forms and degrees of differentiation are minimally required (i.e., the
‘two autonomies’ or ‘twin tolerations’) and which are the most conducive to the principles
and practices of liberal democracy.
American and French philosophers, lawyers, and politicians are particularly prone
to reproduce the myth of strict separation at odds even with the actual relationship between
churches and state in their own countries. In Chapter 2: Institutional Diversity of Regimes
of Religious Governance and Government in Recent Western States I will explain the
central concepts of Governance and Government before summarizing divergent pathfor a start. Finally, heated political debate of religious issues is characterizing most
countries, nowadays, but only in a few countries one finds really productive debates in
political philosophy, and India is certainly amongst them. In response to mounting criticism
of liberal philosophy by Indian philosophers like Nandy and Madan, one increasingly finds
attempts to reconceptualize, instead of replace, liberal principles by political philosophers
like Akeel Bilgrami, Rajeev Bhargava, Amartya Sen, Bhikhu Parekh, and Tariq Modood,
originating from the Indian subcontinent, from whom I have learned a lot and with whom I
share some important theoretical and practical insights.
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dependent, area- and nation-specific patterns of the relations between religions, politics,
nations, states, and cultures. Then I focus on the huge institutional diversity of regimes of
religious government in recent Western countries characterized by liberal-democratic
constitutions and recognizing international and regional human-rights codes. Some have
established state-churches which have little power, others are characterized by plural
establishment or cooperation between state and officially recognized religions, and only
some combine non-establishment with intended strict separation. The selective recognition
and cooperation can be ranked on a scale of openness from ‘open-universalist’ and
‘pluralist’ to ‘hegemonial’ and ‘closed’. All states finance religions indirectly, e.g. by taxexemptions. Most states finance ‘faith-based’ care-institutions directly, and some also
finance religious core-organizations directly. Most states allow religious instruction in
public schools and also the direct public financing of nongovernmental religious schools
which is officially strictly banned in the United States. In addition, this bewildering
diversity is intensified inside states at different levels of government, so different states, or
the same states at different levels, grudgingly accept or reject claims by minorities to
accommodate religiously prescribed codes of diet (e.g. kosher, halal), dress (turban,
kippah’s, head-scarves), prayer in public institutions, to pluralize educational curricula and
pedagogies, to pluralize public culture and symbols of national identity, to allow religious
exemptions from general laws and regulations. These institutionalized patterns and policytraditions also have an impact on predominant paradigms of jurisdiction, the same human
rights are interpreted and balanced in divergent ways and we cannot see convergence into
one optimal, let alone morally required, institutional, legal, and policy-model, neither in
the European Union nor globally among liberal-democratic states.
Criticizing the Twin Myths of Secularization and Strict Separation by confronting
them with some empirical ‘truths’ may help to undermine them a bit but it would be a little
naive to assume that this endeavor alone would be effective. Re-introducing contingency
and diversity, however, may liberate normative debate from the straightjacket of false
necessities and may stimulate attempts to re-conceptualize principles and to design
alternative regimes of religious governance.
In Part II Reconceptualizing Principles. Making Political Philosophy Fit for
the Task of Accommodating Religious Diversity, I address philosophical issues moving
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from meta-discussions and second-order principles to institutions and virtues. In chapter 3
Contextualizing Morality: Moral Minimalism, Relational Neutrality, Fairness as
Evenhandedness, I present a substantive, critical reconceptualization of those principles of
liberal political philosophy that are important for debating the accommodation of religious
diversity and its limitations. Moderate universalism and embedded impartiality enable us
to avoid the pitfalls of abstract universalism and ethical particularism. A moderately
universalist morality under conditions of reasonable pluralism of the good life tends to be
a minimalist morality that may be combined with more demanding differentiated
standards of liberal, democratic, and egalitarian morality. Thinking of deep ethnoreligious cultural diversity seriously makes us recognize that polities, including liberaldemocratic states, cannot be strictly neutral or ‘difference’- or ‘religion-blind’ and cannot
guarantee complete cultural equality. Strict neutrality and a conception of justice as
‘hands-off’ have to be reconceptualized as relational neutrality and fairness as
evenhandedness in cultural matters. I add a brief sketch of the four moments that
stimulate a shift towards a more contextualized theory of morality, which I have already
mentioned above. Moral or value pluralism distinct from ethical pluralism and from moral
relativism or skepticism entails the recognition that not only our conceptions of a good life
, obviously and reasonably conflict with each other but so do our moral principles (e.g.
liberty and equality) and rights (e. g. internal tensions of religious freedoms and tensions
between religious freedoms and other human rights). Indeterminacy, or preferably underdeterminacy of principles, means that not only our applications of principles (e.g., of
religious freedoms), but also our articulations and interpretations of the principles, are
embedded and shaped by institutional contexts we happen to live in. Practical or normative
reasoning cannot be confined to moral arguments but includes ethical, prudential and
realist reasons, and this complexity of practical reason is evident in our evaluations of
existing institutions and policies of religious governance and our designs of alternative to
them. For the contested arts of interpreting and balancing principles and rights and of
weighing moral, ethical, prudential and realist normative arguments, numbers, power
asymmetries, history, constitutional, socio-economic, political and cultural contexts, and
consequences are worthy of close attention and examination. Such a shift towards more
contextualized normative theories also massively impacts on our concepts of knowledge.
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Philosophical armchair reflection and theoretical knowledge is overburdened, reductionist,
or indecisive, to say the least. Contextual approaches require a re-evaluation of practical
knowledge or insider wisdom.
Contextualizing Morality and an institutional turn are important in addressing
problems of diversity in general. The next chapters try to show what this paradigm shift in
political philosophy means for accommodating religious diversity, for secularism, strict
separationism, and state-neutrality in particular. In the first part, I explain why they have
been such powerful myths in the double sense of being misleading or false while at the
same time serving as very effective political ideals. Then I try to rescue the laudable moral
intuitions that made it such a powerful utopia in the first place, i.e., the prohibition of
moral particularism and the preclusion of injustice under conditions of religious diversity
and structural inequality. In chapter 4 Priority for Liberal Democracy or Why I’m not a
Secularist? I set out three reasons why I am not a secularist which may persuade at least
all those who are attracted by a Rawslian post-metaphysical and non-foundationalist
conception of political justice. First and foremost, the important question is not whether
the states and politics are ‘secular’ but whether they are minimally decent or, more
demanding, liberal and democratic. Second, first-order justifications of the ‘secular’ state
that refer to ‘ethical secularism’ and to demanding ‘political’ secularism are incompatible
with reasonable disagreement on the good life. Third, all second-order justifications of the
liberal-democratic state, which claim that the minimally required morality of decent or the
more demanding morality of liberal-democratic polities would also require an independent
political and secular ethics are incompatible with the idea of an overlapping consensus,
properly understood. I discuss the two core aspects of ‘Priority for Liberal Democracy’, to
wit an extensive understanding of the freedoms of political communication and a strictly
anti-paternalist mode of decision making requiring that all competing and contested truth
claims, whether religious or secular, to be treated as equal opinions when it comes to
voting. In addition, I criticize the different kinds of secularist threats to liberal democracy,
e.g., racist, ethnicist, and chauvinist challenges, fascist, Marxist-Leninist, and other
totalitarian ‘scientific’ ideologies and practices, the ‘truth-power’ of different kinds of
expertocrats, and deep philosophical foundationalisms of all kinds. My contextualized
analysis of secularism shows that only in defending liberal democracy against religious
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fundamentalisms of all sorts, it makes sense to call it ‘secular’. To insist on the ‘secular’
character of liberal democracy against all secularist challenges is counterproductive
because secularism here is not a solution but part of the problem.
In chapter 5 ‘Religions and Democracy’, I defend ‘priority for democracy’
against religious and theological objections. I also demonstrate how Christian
denominations have eventually learned – theoretically (theologically, philosophically),
institutionally and attitudinally – that their eternal truths are treated as opinions in
democratic decision-making. In addition, I give a short discussion of the intellectual,
institutional and attitudinal resources in the Islamic tradition that may contribute to make
Islam compatible with the priority for liberal democracy.
In chapter 6 ‘Exclusion of Religious Reasons From Public Deliberation? Trust in
(moderately) agonistic Democracy’ I give a short criticism of ‘exclusivist secularism’ – so
prominent among American liberal philosophers – which imposes secularist content and
reasonability-constraints on arguments in public debate. If we reasonably disagree not only
on non-constitutional politics but also on constitutional essentials and principles – as the
late Rawls and post-Rawlsian deliberative democrats increasingly acknowledge – the
focus needs to shift from principles to moderately agonistic conceptions of democracy,
particularly to civic and democratic cultures, habits, virtues, practices, and institutions. I
defend a conception of civic and democratic virtues that should complement, not replace,
liberal-democratic principles and that should be minimalist. We should also not
overestimate the hope that associations in civil society would unambiguously work as
seedbeds of virtues.
Before discussing the institutions of moderately agonistic democratic debate and
associative democracy and their implications for religious governance, however, I analyze
whether and how my plea for moral minimalism and my re-conceptualized principles of
relational neutrality and fairness as evenhandedness aid in resolving the thorny issues of
possibilities and limits to accommodate religious practices in liberal democracies. This is
done in Part III ‘Dilemmas and Limits of Accommodation. Principles and Cases.
Applying Moral Minimalism’. In chapter 7: ‘Religious freedoms and other Human
Rights. Moral Conundrums and Hard Cases’ I defend maximum accommodation of
practices of illiberal and non-democratic but decent religious minorities constrained by
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the standards of minimal morality, combined with some of the more demanding minimalist
standards of liberal-democratic morality in cases that religions vie for public money. I start
by addressing the tensions or contradictions between individual and associational religious
freedoms before turning to tensions between religious freedoms and other basic human
rights, i.e., ‘Associational Freedoms vs. Non-Discrimination and Equal Opportunity’,
‘Modern Criminal law vs. the Nomos of certain Ethno-Religious Groups’, and ‘Religious
vs. Modern, Civil Family Law’. Divergent balancing of conflicting basic rights, as moral
pluralism makes us expect, is the normal business of constitutional courts guided by
dominant legal/jurisdictional paradigms that are informed by country-specific regimes of
religious governance. Compared with the enormous amount of legal, politicalphilosophical, and ethical literature which discuss a broad variety of hard cases (all this
obviously way beyond the scope of this book), my approach is characterized, first, by an
attempt to resist liberal-democratic congruence more explicitly and outspokenly. Secondly,
it clearly spells out that differences between conflicts, groups and issues are worthy of
close attention and examination. By differences between groups, I mean not only,
obviously, between illiberal and undemocratic religious groups and those that endorse
liberal democratic morality internally but also amongst illiberal minorities between
isolationist or retiring minorities (internally decent and externally peaceful), ‘ambitious of
totalistic’ minorities (ultra-orthodox or fundamentalist but peaceful), and violent political
fundamentalists using all means, including terrorism, to impose their totalistic religious
regimes. Thirdly, my approach is characterized by a broader spectrum of policy-repertoires
compared with ‘autonomy’ or external ‘state-intervention’ only.
Comparatively softer cases and symbolic issues are addressed in chapter 8
‘Relational Neutrality and Evenhandedness towards Religions’ where I discuss different
kinds of claims to pragmatic and symbolic accommodation by new religious minorities
that clearly do not conflict with liberal-democratic morality. Even if they may require
considerable legal and practical accommodation, they should be easier to resolve,
particularly if liberal-democratic states and politics would be committed, as they should, to
the principles of relational religious neutrality and fairness as evenhandedness. Contrary to
republican claims, minimal liberal-democratic morality does not require governmental
education only and it is seriously contested whether this is not even legally proscribed. In
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systems that realize a near-monopoly of governemental education, however, the demand to
pluralize curriculums, pedagogy, and culture of governmental schools is even more
pressing than in educational systems that allow for directly publicly funded
nongovernmental religious schools and/or for pluralized religious instruction in
governmental schools. Resistance to fair accommodation in all these cases is as
characteristic for actual educational policies in all countries as it is morally impermissible,
and the same holds for claims to fair exemptions from and fair accommodations of
existing rules and practices of public and private administration. Resistance to fair
pluralization of public cultures and symbols of national identity is as widespread and even
more fierce, and demands for fair representation of new religious minorities in the political
process which would empower them to raise these morally legitimate claims more
effectively, are outright rejected by republican and liberal assimilationists. Comparative
empirical research inside Europe demonstrates that regimes of religious governance which
allow for cooperation between government and recognized religious organizations are
more conducive for realizing minimal moral standards in this regard.
Part IV ‘Institutional Models of Democracy and Religious Governance.
Associative Democracy’ eventually materializes the proposed institutional turn in
political theory preparing the ground for informed and relevant institutional and policy
recommendations. I take up the indications from earlier chapters that institutionally
pluralist arrangements provide better chances for minorities and, at the same time, for
increasing the actual degree of relational state-neutrality and for finding more fair and
evenhanded solutions. In chapter 9: ‘Democratic Institutional Pluralism’ I introduce
different institutional models of democracy and different types of institutional pluralism in
order to discuss their effects on the incorporation of ethno-national and religious
minorities. Institutional pluralism, in general, provides good opportunities for minorities
because it combines a fair amount of associational or group autonomy with some formal
recognition and integration in the political process. I try to show that modern democratic
polities may even learn important lessons from non-democratic forms of institutional
pluralism, particularly from the millet system in the late Ottoman Empire which obviously
does not live up to the minimal standards of liberal-democratic morality. Recent types of
institutional pluralism like ‘consociational’ democracy and ‘neo-corporatist’ interest-
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representation, however, are compatible with modern liberal democracy. The same is true
for existing forms of religious institutional pluralism, as we have seen in chapter 2. I
conclude with a first concise presentation of the specificities of Associative Democracy.
In chapter 10 ‘Models of Religious Governance. Associative Democracy, a Moral
Defense’ I introduce a new typology of institutional and policy models of religious
government constructed for the purposes of a normative evaluation of different models of
religious governance. For reasons of space, I only focus on a comparison of two models, to
wit ‘non-constitutional religious pluralism’ (NOCOP) and ‘non-establishment combined
with private pluralism’ (NEPP), and I am also forced to restrict the normative evaluation.
Instead of a full-scale moral, ethico-political, prudential and realist evaluation, I only
concentrate on moral and realist arguments. I state and defend my claim that a specific
version of non-constitutional religious pluralism, associative democracy (AD) provides an
institutional alternative, a realist and feasible utopia, to escape from the ritualized
opposition of NEPP and corporatist varieties of NOCOP that are still dominating policy
discourses and blocks institutional imagination and practical experiment. AD like all
existing varieties of religious institutional pluralism and alternative models of ‘joint
governance’, empowers religions, but – as a moderately libertarian version – it is more
conducive to old and new religious minorities and particularly to vulnerable minorities
within minorities in the following ways: First, in addition to guaranteeing exit rights, it
provides for meaningful exit options. Second, it tries to encourage debate and discusion
inside religious organizations, particularly if they accept public money and want to be
represented in the political process, without overriding meaningful associational
autonomy. Third, recognition and institutionalization of religions enlarge the possibilities
and means of minimal legitimate state-supervision and control. And, last but not least, AD
makes productive use of the idea of differentiated morality, i.e., standards of minimal
morality have to protect the basic needs, interests, and rights of all, including vulnerable
‘minorities within minorities’ like minors and women. They require external supervision,
control, and sanctions (by the liberal state) without rough shot overriding meaningful
associational autonomy in caring for their best interests as evangelists of liberal autonomy
and liberal-democratic congruence propose. These claims are then defended against the
charges that they would be not conducive to or even undermine individual autonomy,
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modern democracy and citizenship, and strictly legal and also substantive equal treatment
of all religions and ‘church autonomy’ (this moral aspect of the dilemmas of
institutionalization is further explored in chapter 11). Contrary to liberal and republican
assimilationists, AD recognizes the tensions between moral principles. Instead of
heroically propagating tragic choices or big trade offs between ‘your (individual) rights
and your (collective) culture’,its institutions enable better and more sensible balances. The
way in which AD is doing this, is finally compared with other ‘Joint Governance
Approaches’.
In chapter 11 ‘Dilemmas of Institutionalization’ I try to show that a certain
minimum amount of institutionalization is inevitable because the presence of old and new
religions changes mutual expectations, leads to the development of their own
organizations, and also to different varieties of public recognition by states, whether
through legislation, jurisdiction, and case law, or through administrative regulation and
decisions. Institutionalization is a conflictive process, involving promises and risks for
religions and for governments. As an illustration of the dilemmas of institutionalizing
religions I compare the patterns of Muslim representative organizations in European States
and the U.S. which is characterized by a fairly strong impact of denominationalism on all
new religions, a limited system of selective cooperation between administrations and
religions, and the absence of state-induced or state-imposed patterns of organization and
representation of religions. In a short evaluation of these patterns, I try to show that all
have to deal with tensions between individual versus associational freedoms of religion,
freedoms versus equalities, legal versus more substantive equality, democracy versus
efficiency and effectiveness, and the respective trade-offs. No existing pattern, and even
no ideal model, can maximize or optimize them all. Yet I also try to show that AD
provides better opportunities than American Denominationalism and rigid European
‘corporatist’ systems of cooperation because it combines voluntarism with a more open,
pluralist, and flexible system of selective cooperation.
Even if a sensible balance of the moral dilemmas may be achieved, the
unintended consequences or the empirical effects of institutionalizing religious pluralism
may be so serious that in the end NEPP may be the better alternative. After all, the way to
hell is paved with good intentions and realism forbids ruthless experiments with AD.
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Chapter 12 ‘A Realist Defense of Associative Democracy’ addresses the most serious
realist objections known from debates on affirmative action, group rights, and
multiculturalism. I start with general and context-independent claims. All forms of
religious institutional pluralism, including the most flexible and libertarian AD, are said to
induce fixed and rigid religious categorization by the state and strategic definitions of
religious belonging and identity, to foster ‘fundamentalist’ organizations and leaders, to be
so rigid and inflexible that they cannot easily adapt to changes in the religious landscape
and systematically work against new religious minorities, to undermine minimal peace by
stimulating religious conflicts, to undermine minimal stability, social cohesion and
political unity (loyalty and commitment) of liberal-democratic polities, to undermine
habits of toleration and conciliation or minimally required civil and democratic virtues
because it does not provide for common public institutions and spaces where these virtues
can be learned in practice (e.g., common schools, non-communal political parties,
everyday interaction in practical life, in workplaces, and neighborhoods). I try to show that
AD is least vulnerable to these objections because it strengthens voluntarism and
crosscutting associational ties. Imposed inclusion into common institutions and enforced
assimilation which are proposed by liberal or republican proponents of NEPP, to the
contrary, are indeed prone to produce many of the said counterproductive consequences.
Finally, everything depends on contextual variables like economic growth and distribution,
stability of established and broadly accepted liberal-democratic constitutions and politics,
democratic culture and practices, the character of minorities and the relationships between
majorities and minorities and, last but not least, on volatile external factors like situations
of security-emergency. Like all other options, AD has to face serious trade-offs that should
be clearly acknowledged. There can be no optimal institutional solution fitting all contexts
and situations but AD is flexible enough for pragmatic adaptations. It is a realist utopia
developed by democratic experimentalism.
In chapter 13 Associative Democracy and Education I turn to the most contested
and conflict prone area in the relations between governments and religions that has caused
near-wars in the 19th Century and which still inspires heated political and theoretical
battles nowadays, particularly in the U.S. and in France. Civic republicans, social
democrats, socialists and laïcists claim that all religious schools in all contexts produce
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extremism, social fragmentation, increasing inequalities, and the erosion of civic virtues
and bonds. Using comparative evidence, I try to persuade them that they should at least
moderate their charges and reconsider their often favored option of governmental
schooling. In particular, I try to show that there are many cases which show that
educational systems which provide fairly equal public funding for religious schools, if
appropriately regulated and controlled, help to guarantee more equal educational
opportunities for all children. Social justice or substantive equality requires public funding,
or so I want to show. A mixed or pluralist regime of associational governance of education
provides better chances to address the difficult tensions between moral principles like
freedoms of education and diversity versus non-discrimination, equal educational
opportunities and also public control of minimal civic and liberal virtues. In addition, it
provides better chances to resolve trade-offs between moral principles and pedagogical
aims and also standards of efficiency and effectiveness. I also try to show that American
educational reality deviates from the ideal model of NEPP, which bans any public
financing of religious and other nongovernmental schools. American reality allows for
practical experimentalism with voucher systems, with charter- and magnet schools and
other alternatives but practical experimentalism often hindered by predominant ideologies
like either state or market, either private or public provision that are inadequate to describe
what is actually going on and that prevent more satisfying solutions in the tradition of
associational governance to structural problems confronting all educational systems.
Associationalist regimes also promise to be more effective and efficient and allow for
smooth, incremental, piecemeal adaptation and innovation of educational systems.
Add a ‘readers guide’: different publics, different interests and levels of knowledge,
so read selectively! Add indication of cross-references (7.3)
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Part I

Modern States and Religions. Sociological and Historical Considerations.
Setting the Stage

Chapter 1 Religion and the Myths of Secularization and Separation
A book on governance of religious diversity should explain its concept of religion mainly for
practical reasons because legislations, administrations, and jurisdiction, cannot avoid dealing
with it and should do so in as informed and unbiased ways as possible. A book that sets out to
criticize the twin myths of secularization and strict separation of states/politics from religions
that have dominated everyday language, liberal, democratic, socialist, and feminist politics,
and predominant theorizing in (liberal) political philosophy as well as in sociological theories
of secularization and modernization should make plausible what, if anything, is wrong with
these guiding ideologies. In this chapter, I start by discussing the difficulties that there are in
working out with care and detail – in conditions of deep religious diversity – a non-biased
concept of religion. Yet, I also try to show that we need such a concept for practical and
scientific purposes (1.1). Aiming to end the unhappy marriage between ‘modern’ sociology
and predominant political philosophy (see Intro) that uncritically legitimized ‘secularization of
societies’ and a pretended ‘secular state’/politics, I discuss whether it is possible to develop
critical concepts of ‘the secular’ and of ‘secularization’ freed from its Western, Christian,
Protestant bias. In section 1.2, I try to show that only poly-contextual and perspectivist
concepts can achieve this.
From the perspective of religions, it may be legitimate to describe their other side, the
‘non-religious’, as ‘secular’, as a ‘secular world’ based on ‘secular communications’. From the
perspective of sociology (1.3), however, I try to show that a generalized use of ‘secularization’
is counterproductive and should be avoided because the thesis of an inevitable decline of
religious beliefs and practices (1.3.1) and the thesis of an inevitable subjectivization or
privatization (1.3.2) are at odds with empirical evidence we can readily find within modern
Western societies and on a global scale. The hard core of the thesis – ‘modern’ societies
demand a strict or complete functional and institutional separation of states/politics from
(organized) religions – is refuted in section 1.3.3 where I defend a more minimalist threshold
of functional, institutional, organizational, and role differentiation more in line with the widely
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divergent actual relationship between societies, politics, culture, state and organized religions.
The latter will be analyzed in chapter 2.
Refuting false evolutionary, structural, and functional necessities not only highlights
contingency, path-dependency and a sense for institutional diversity in the social sciences but,
at the same time, opens perspectives for imaginative institutional and policy alternatives i.e.,
realist utopias more in line with historically and comparatively informed social sciences. This
is why moral and political philosophers should be interested in a short crash course in critical
sociology of religion. I will explore this line of thought in Part IV.
1.1

Religion and Religious Diversity

‘Religion’ is a complex, historically and socio-culturally embedded, essentially contested
concept. Two widely known characteristics of religions make it nearly impossible to find a
common and ‘objective’ core of a meaningful term: first, the huge variety of types or forms of
religions, and second, the increasing acknowledgment that definitions or ‘observations’ of
religions are inevitably embedded in competing religious and cultural traditions themselves.
This seems to exclude any possibility of ‘independent’, ‘neutral’ definitions or second-order
observations of religions.
Historical as well as contemporaneous types of religions differ widely with regard to many
interrelated dimensions:
•

Do they distinguish – in speech and/or action - between an immanent and a transcendent

world and, if so, to which degree and with which semantics, e.g., unfamiliar versus familiar,
far versus near; invisible/unobservable versus visible/observable, otherworldly versus thisworldly, infinity versus finiteness, heaven versus earth, sacred versus profane, etc?
•

How is the transcendent – spirits, powers, gods, God, Nirvana, Self, Brahman – described,

and how is it evaluated (good, bad, indifferent, horrible)?
•

How are the borders between the transcendent and the immanent marked and what places,

times, events, objects, or actions are considered sacred, what is forbidden and how is it
sanctioned?
•

How is the transcendent shown and how does it show itself and make itself known in this

world? Are there any special ‘mediators’ and/or specialized roles needed to transgress these
borders – magicians, shamans, witches, seers, story-tellers (mytho-poietès), priests, prophets,
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holy men, monks, preachers – and, if so, how is the relationship between the different kinds of
religious elites and lay people structured?
•

Are they belief-centered or centered around practices – cults, rites, rituals but also habits,

ethos, virtues and the different bodily or spiritual techniques used (trance, dancing, singing,
asceticism, meditation, praying, etc) – and how are beliefs and practices related to each other,
evaluated, transmitted and learned?
•

Is religious belief orally transmitted (e.g. as mythos) and/or by written text and, if the

latter, are there any attempts by experts (e.g. rabbi’s, theologians) to make these ‘holy’ books
and texts consistent and systematic (dogmatizing canons, rules, regulations)? How extensive
are these attempts?
•

Is the community of practitioners bound together by shared practices and beliefs or are

they complemented by more or less formalized and hierarchically structured organizations
(orders, temples, monasteries, mosques, ‘churches,’ etc)?
Under recent conditions of contested globalization, both the awareness of the huge
diversity of competing types of religions as well as the critical sensitivity against contested
evolutionary ‘civilization’ and the – implicit or explicit – imperialist or ‘Eurocentric’
definitions and descriptions of religion are mounting.
On a global scale, the following simultaneous processes can be discerned: monotheistic
religions are competing with each other globally, engaging in aggressive missionary and
proselytizing campaigns; at the same time they are caught in increasing competition with
polytheistic and non-theistic world-religions and their export into ‘the West’. Increasingly,
animistic, spiritualist ‘tribal’ religions are also ‘going global’ and religious syncretism is
rising, particularly in Latin America and Africa. This situation of a more or less peaceful
coexistence of divergent types of religions makes increasing religious diversity visible. The
process may be summarized as a development ‘from hegemony to pluralism’ (Bouma 1999;
Martin 1990:viif, 293ff, 1993; Luhmann 2000:141ff, 341ff).
Inside ‘Western’ Christian or Christo-Judean state-societies, one also finds competing
monotheisms, intensified ‘reactive’ Protestant fundamentalisms within Christianity, Islam as
the old foreign ‘enemy’ and the new ‘enemy’ from within; an import of all types of Eastern
world religions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Zen), new age sects and spirituality, increased visibility
of native people and their religions, and a massive growth of all possible forms of syncretism.
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The cultural and religious borderlines separating developments inside and outside statesocieties are becoming increasingly porous or are breaking down. Increasing religious
diversity or pluralization of the religious landscape globally and within Western states seems
to be accompanied by an increasing fragmentation of organized ‘high’-religions, putting
pressure on existing forms of institutionalization of religions and their ‘management’ by the
state (Bouma 1999, 2004), particularly on rigid version of religious ‘corporatism’ in some
European countries.2
These developments have massively contributed to a reconsideration of traditional
concepts of religion – embedded in the Christian tradition – in normative disciplines,
particularly law and jurisprudence. The development of the jurisdiction of the U.S Supreme
Court in famous religion-cases - polygamy, flag salute, conscientious objections and other
exemptions, use of drugs - exemplify and illustrate this. The Supreme Court’s mounting
difficulties to find defensible definitions of ‘religion’ under conditions of increasing and
manifestly visible religious diversity are excellently analyzed by Galanter (1996:235ff, 260ff)
and in HLR Note (1987:1622-31, 1647ff).3
Originally, the Court’s decisions showed an unreflective and unrestricted bias in favor of
the majority religion of (Protestant) Christianity (e.g. in the famous anti-polygamy rulings
against Mormons) (Galanter 1966:231ff, 257; Greenawalt 2000:206ff). This concept, even
when broadened to include Catholicism and Judaism, has been monotheistic or at least theistic
(God, Supreme Being), dogmatic (favoring “derivative theological articulation” over “religious
activity”), belief centered (discriminating against ritual-centered religions), and content
centered (favoring so-called ‘high’ or ‘civilized’ religions over ‘low’ or ‘barbarian’ ones). The
2

3

This is an additional reason to find new, more flexible varieties of IP, like AD, see10.4 and
11.6.
See for similar difficulties in France: Basdevant-Gaudemet 1995:132, 137; in Belgium: Torf 1995:21;
in Italy: Ferrari 1995:193f; in Portugal: Canas 1995:299; in India: Galanter 1998:255ff, 273ff vs.
Smith 1998:196ff; in Australia: Bouma et al. 2005. The record of Australian courts in aboriginal landclaim cases (“continuous connection” in the observance of traditional customs) is particularly
disappointing. Some of the practical troubles of applying privatized, subjectivized definitions of
religion (following an idealized version of radical Protestantism) will be analyzed in chapters 5 and
8). UN declarations and international covenants (see Koenig 2003:142ff for ambivalences) also try to
avoid a clear legal definition of religion, but show predominant interpretations: in the first phase,
these are more in line with classical occidental concept of religion (132), in the second phase a more
‘primordialized’ interpretation (‘race’) or a more ‘culturalized’ interpretation (‘ethnicity’, ‘tradition’;
‘cultural human heritage’, ‘cultural diversity’) is predominant (139f). Recently, protests against such
‘ascriptive’ definitions are gaining in force.
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perspective of the dominant religious majority, implicitly or explicitly endorsed by the Court,
has been disguised as an objective standard. During a long and still ongoing process of
learning – stimulated by conscientious objection cases (see Miller 1985:363ff; Chambers II
1993, Stanfield II 1993, Eberly 1993) – most essential parts of this definition have been
dropped. In recent cases, the Court uses very broad, ecumenical, permissive, subjective
definitions of the religious, focusing on the perspective of the claimant. The practical dangers
of such an all-inclusive and subjective definition are so obvious that the Court applies an
uneasy mix of criteria such as sincerity, centrality (not to all religions but to the particular
religion in question), time, and some measure of shared public understanding to prevent the
paradoxical results of the new latitudinarianism, particularly in exemption cases (Galanter
1966:271: “The One and the Many”). Attempts to avoid ‘legal’ definitions of religion (by
explicit legislation and/or jurisdiction) are counterproductive from a liberal rule-of-law
perspective because they would only increase fairly unlimited and uncontrolled discretion of
administrations (11.4).
The same difficulties of finding a defensible balance between broad definitions of
‘religion’ that seems to exclude nearly nothing, and more specific (e.g. ‘ethnicized’)
definitions that seem to be too narrowly linked to particular religions, are characteristic for
recent scientific discussions. It seems fairly safe to say, that all attempts to press the enormous
diversity of religions into the Prokrustes-bed of one ‘ontological’, ‘anthropological’ or
psychological concept of the ‘essence’ of religion have failed.4 Alternative attempts by
sociologists of religion are, inevitably, more abstract and promising but are also confronted
with considerable difficulties:
First, they have to start from reflections on the fact of “polycontexturality of descriptions of
religions” (Luhmann 2000:352, all translations are mine). Competing religions observe and
describe each other, and the ‘external’ descriptions by social scientists are neither just neutral
nor objective – the observations of sociology are observed by others, religions amongst them –
nor can they try to replace them, as ‘Criticism of Religion’ and non-reflective comparative
science of religions has attempted for so long.

4

The ‘nature’ of human beings seems to be too malleable, the ‘phenomenological diversity of
religions’ too overwhelming, and ‘needs’ and links to ‘consciousness’ or ‘subjectivity’ are embedded
into the own religion “though there are others” (Luhmann 2000:320).
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Second, sociologists who are trying to give ‘functional’ definitions of religion, also have to
answer the demanding questions: “who is the observer when asking for the function of
religion? Whose interests regulate the scope of the intended comparison? Who is
distinguishing which problem of reference”? (Luhmann 2000:118).
Third, “in the recent religious system of global society there seems to be no ‘civilizatory’
progress as has been expected in the 18th Century – neither in the direction of an increasing
penetration of religion with secular elements nor in that of a moral and cultural ecumene.”
“Ideas that have been confident that the totality of religious forms could, from the perspective of a second order
observation, be grouped into primitive or civilized, barbarian, traditional or modern, eventually assuming a ‘postconventional’ phase of individualized religious self-expression and corresponding communications (…) This
‘historicization’ of the complexity has already been an answer to the emerging polycontexturality of religious
descriptions (…) Today, this is no longer possible or it can be easily uncovered as ‘Euro-centrism’” (Luhmann
2000:351f).

Finally, concepts of evolution and functional differentiation of societies which are trying to
avoid implicit or explicit assumptions of ‘civilizatory progress,’ have to analyze historically
and religion-specific semantic elaborations of the religious code. In addition, the function of
religion has to be compatible with different degrees of ‘differentiation of societies’.
I believe that Luhmann’s concept and theory of religion is the most reflective,
systematic, and satisfactory approach for the following reason:
(i) Contrary to the typical reaction of sociologists like Luckmann (1967) who have tried to
weaken the demands on the concept of religion by either completely ‘subjectivizing’ it –
religion then dissolves into ‘religious experience or religious intents’ or the arbitrary claims of
believers and practitioners, like art dissolves into what artists declare to be art – or to
completely historicize it (as Asad like all genealogists does), a meaningful scientific concept
requires limitations. It has to exclude something, it has to spell out the perspective of the first
or second order observers, and it has to define the specific reference problem religions try to
answer as well as the specific function religion fulfills.5
5

Genealogists like Asad or Robertson also have to answers the question: genealogy of what?
If the ‘idea of religion’ is exported/imposed by ‘the West’ and adapted/transformed by ‘the
East’, still some ‘family resemblance’ (Robertson 1987:15) is required. Robertson’s own
concept of religion (3) is clearly inadequate in this regard. The attempt to circumvent any
theoretical definition of religion and to concentrate on (historical, structural and cultural)
conditions of changing genealogies of every-day and scientific concepts (see Koenig
2003:67ff) can avoid subjectivism, but obviously fails to demarcate the object of such
changes (e.g. the claim that religion has recently changed from belief and practice to
‘identity’ makes this quite clear because one has still to explain what is ‘religious’ about
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(ii) It explicitly avoids evolutionary assumptions that all religions in modernity become
exclusively belief-centered and subjective (following a misguided idea of Protestantism).
(iii) Even belief-centered conceptions should not loose the specificity of religious ‘symbolism,
meaning, sense, identity’ instead of dissolving them into cultural symbolism (Geertz,
Luckmann) or (more or less dogmatically articulated) symbolic universes.
(iv) Practice-centered concepts (in the tradition of Pascal) are also often in danger of loosing
the specificity of religious practices as is the case with many definitions of religion in cultural
anthropology that focus on rites and cults (Durkheim), on attitudes and habits (Mauss, Asad),
or on illusio (Bourdieu 1987) and all commitments of “ultimate concern” (Tillich), or on
‘functional equivalents’ like ‘civil religion’.6
(v) On the other hand, it avoids too historically and religion-specific semantics of the religious
code in order to distinguish between the religious and the non-religious. 7
In Luhmann’s recent elaboration of his auto-poetic systems theory in ‘The Religion of
Society’ (2000), religion is seen as a specific system of meaning and communication. “Religion
is in no way responsible for Sinn schlechthin (meaning as such)”. Religious communications –

6

7

identity-definitions). For fear of ‘essentialism’ one loses sight of distinctions and may end up
with weird comparisons. A related alternative would be to use a Wittgensteinian framework
and see religions as language games (suggested to me by Bobby Sayyid). It would also
allow for a non-subjectivist or collective definition of ‘shared’ religious practices, it would
focus on contexts, and it would help to avoid not only any ‘essentialist’ definitions but also
any search for ‘higher’ or ‘deeper’ meta-rules. It would, however, run into the same trouble
as a purely genealogical view. Yet I would concede that my analogy between the practical
need for an exclusive conception of religious practices (above for US Supreme Court)) and
the theoretical need is not very strong. Like in the case of ‘secularization’ (see below) one
can engage in stimulating historical and comparative research of (changes of) religious
practices without trying to clarify distinctions between, e.g., ‘political’ or ‘ethno-national’
and ‘religious practices in a more general way.
Durkheim’s influential proposal – religions have the function to build/stabilize solidarity and
to morally integrate societies – has the obvious disadvantage that it neglects the fact that
religions are “primary sources of conflicts” (Luhmann, 2000:121); it is untenable for
functionally differentiated modern societies and more plausible for tribal societies. Its
extensions to ‘civic religions’ would also have to discuss possible processes of
‘desacralization’ of civic ‘religions’.
Luhmann’s criticism of the basic distinction ‘sacred/profane’ (Durkheim) is convincing. It is a simple
distinction to demarcate ‘spheres’. As such it is – like Weber’s ‘außeralltäglich/alltäglich’ – unable
to comprehend the re-entry of the distinction in “das durch sie Unterschiedene” (83f). This criticism
enables Luhmann to demonstrate that the “re-entry of the difference between Immanent and
Transcendent into the Immanent (that is the Sacred)” (127) is only one option that increasingly has to
compete with the “idea of transcendence totally without difference” or “of an ‘ultimate meaning
without any form’ that recently (e.g. in fashionable ‘negative theologies’ or theories of ‘horizontal
transcendence’) seems to result increasingly in a ‘de-sacralization of religion’” (127, see 146).
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beliefs, discourses, practices – are distinguished from other communications by the use of a
specific binary code: transcendent/ immanent. Compared with earlier signifiers, this account
allows for a variety of alternative ways in which the transcendence/immanence distinction is
recognized and signified among and within divergent religions, i.e. from the – possibly and
actually often diverging – perspectives of specific religions, other religions, non-religious
people, and scientific observers.8 His analysis is clearly perspectivist: sociologists (and others)
observe the observations of religions and their observations can be observed by religions
again. The specific reference problem – “indeterminability, self-referential recursivity, unobservability of the world and of the observer in the world” – is answered by religion in a way
that guarantees “the determinability of all meaning against the horizon of indeterminability
present in the experience” (127, 141 et pass). This function of religion is seen to be highly
sensitive to societal structures, evolution and diverging semantics (128). The fact that all
observations and perspectives, including scientific ones, presuppose observers (who is
observing?), interests, and problems, and that they are embedded in history, societal and
cultural structures, does not prevent or relativize scientific truth.9 It is more questionable,
however, whether his theory of evolution and of modern society is able to avoid implicit
evaluative biases (see 1.3.3).
For the purposes of this study, I use Luhmann’s concept of religion without any further
attempt of clarification or modification. It enables us to capture the full diversity of historical
and contemporary types of religions. It also avoids the numerous misguided and biased
exclusions of mono-theistic or theistic (belief centered, dogmatic, civilizational, pure, etc.)
conceptions without falling pray to dissolving religion into ‘culture’, cultural practices,
discourse, meaning, communication or identity as such. It fully takes into account polycontextuality and criticizes unreflective attempts to privilege specific religious perspectives or
the observations of religions or of science. In all these regards, it is fully appropriate for recent
conditions of religious diversity in a globalizing world. Its considered perspectivism also opens
new avenues to discuss processes and myths of secularization.

8

9

What lies before this distinction “we would not signify as religion” (88, see 322; see also 1977:194).
This implies difficulties with traditions that do not distinguish between immanent/transcendent as
Confucianism, but it is not biased in the direction of a belief-centered definition of religion.
“Methodological a-theism” or, better, “a-religiosity” (2000:278). See 3.1 for my concept of embedded
impartiality and relational objectivity.
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1.2

Cultural Secularization

The contested concept of secularization has a broad cultural meaning (secularization of broad
cognitive and normative cultural frames, views of world, society, and men) and a more specific
social (decline of religious beliefs and practices in modern societies) and political meaning
(secularization of state and politics). The meanings are connected but not identical, and the
assumed processes may overlap but they also diverge. I will try to show that these distinctions
are practically important.
A good starting point for a historically informed analysis of cultural secularization is the
construction of a “double dualist system of classification” (Casanova 1994:15) of the world in
pre-modern European Christendom. On the one hand, the world was divided between ‘this
world’ and ‘the other world’. On the other hand, ‘this world’ was divided into two
heterogeneous realms or spheres, ‘the religious’ and ‘the secular’ (re-entry) – a “historically
rather unusual variant of the sacred-profane division” – and this “spatio-structural” dualism
was institutionalized throughout society.
“One may say that, properly speaking, there were not two ‘worlds’ but actually three. Spatially, there was ‘the
other world’ (heaven) and ‘this world’ (earth). But ‘this world’ was itself divided into the religious world (the
10
church) and the secular world proper (saeculum).” (Casanova 1994:14).

Cultural secularization presupposes the validity and the historical meaning of the original
concept of ‘saecularisatio’ in canonical law.11
Jean Papon, as far as we know, was the first who used the substantive in 1559, the verb ‘to secularize’ is used in
1586. Both refer back to ‘saeculum’ in general, to the Latin legal concept ‘saecularis’ in particular. Already in the
Codex Just. (around 533) ‘saecularis’ has two meanings: first, a ‘worldly life’ in opposition to both a monastic
life and a ‘clerical’ life. ‘Saecularis’ means ‘weltlich schlechthin’ in opposition to ‘kirchlich, geistlich im
weitesten Sinn’ and has often pejorative connotations. Second, ‘saecularis’ means ‘clerical life’ and is opposed to
‘regularis’ who leads a monastic life. The second meaning – distinguishing clerical from monastic within
‘kirchlich, geistlich’ - is basic for any understanding of canonical law till today. From the late 16th Century on,
‘saecularisatio’ designates the transitus from ‘regulares’ to ‘saeculares’/ ‘canonicos’, from monks to
10

11

“Temporally, we find the same tripartite division between the eternal age of God and the
temporal-historical age, which is itself divided into the sacred-spiritual time of salvation ..
and the secular age proper (saeculum). Ecclesiologically, this tripartite division was
expressed in the distinction between the eschatological ‘Invisible Church’ (the communio
Sanctorum), the ‘Visible Church’ (the Una, Sancta, Catholica, Apostolica Roman church),
and secular societies. Politically, there was the transcendental City of God (Heavenly
Kingdom), its sacramental representation here on earth by the Church (the Papal Kingdom),
and the City of Man proper (the Holy Roman Empire and all Christian Kingdoms.”
(Casanova 1994:14)
See Strätz in GG, Bd. 5:782ff and Marramao 1992:1133f..
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‘Weltgeistliche’ (secular clergy). Canonical law did not use ‘saecularisatio’ to designate alienation of church12
possessions to lay persons (then called ‘profanatio’ or ‘alienatio/alienare’). From 1646 on, this canonistic use is
increasingly superimposed by a worldly-legal (‘staatskirchenrechtliche’) meaning as ‘secularisatione bonorum
ecclesiasticorum’, secularization of church property, and – broader – a constitutional-political (‘staatsrechtlichpolitische’) meaning as abolition of church privileges and sovereignties predominant till the 19th Century and – at
a lexical level - far into the 20th Century.

It is contested whether early attempts to use ‘secularization’ as a very broad and metaphorical
‘geschichtsphilosophisches’ concept in order to designate perceived deep changes in
occidental cultural history is due to a direct analogy to the legal concept or refers back to the
broader meaning of ‘saeculum’ and the progressive breakdown of the whole, double dualist
system of categorization.
From the early 19th Century on, ‘secularization’ is increasingly used to designate deep changes in European
13
culture or ‘Geist’, from very different perspectives and with divergent meanings:
(i) Counterrevolutionary movements see the de-Christianization of Europe as the problem and deplore it as
secularization of the church(es), as decline into illegitimate secularity. This negative evaluation of secularization
is shared by romanticists like Eichendorff nostalgically complaining about the loss of a “festen Mittelpunkt in
einer Zeit ungeheuren Schwankens” and as cultural-historical demise and disaster.
(ii) Authors like Hegel (in his philosophy of history), Michelet, Rothe celebrate the Reformation as
‘Verweltlichung’ of Christendom and its realization in the state, on the one hand, Christianization and desecularization of the Protestant church(es) on the other hand. Critics like Feuerbach and Marx in his early writings
share a positive evaluation of ‘Verweltlichung’ (“ohne Umkehrung der Wertigkeit des Begriffs”) as emancipation
but, obviously, criticize the notion of a realization of the (Protestant) ‘Geist’ in the (Protestant) state theoretically
(criticism of theology and (Hegelian) philosophy) and practically (criticism of religion, politics, law, economy). A
positive evaluation of processes of inevitable secularization is also typical for Comte’s anti-clerical, sociological
‘positivism’ that, in addition, tries to actively stimulate the ‘decline’ of religion by aggressive policies of
‘secularism’ hoping to eventually replace it by a new ‘scientific religion’ (a forerunner of ‘Materialismus als
Weltanschauung’ in the second part of the 19th Century and ‘Marixsm-Leninism’ in the 20th Century). Policies of
‘secularism’ are developed and stimulated by ‘secular societies’ (the first one founded by Holyoake in 1846) and
by many liberal and republican parties in their cultural battles (‘Kulturkampf’) to secularize states and to limit or
end the influences of (Catholic) churches on education, science, and society. ‘Secularism’ as a term gained
broader prominence at the world mission conference in 1928 in Jerusalem.
(iii) In clear opposition to such positive evaluation of secularization and policies of secularism, particularly to the
idea of ‘Verweltlichung’ of Christian churches, radical or ‘negative’ theologists in the Christian tradition like
Overbeek, von Hartmann and later Karl Barth and Gogarten argue for a return to the original Christian
perspective of a radical ‘Weltverneinung’. ‘Negative’ theologies or philosophies have also been developed in the
Jewish tradition (e.g. Adorno or Levinas).
(iv) At the turn to the 20th Century, and connected to a broadened disillusionment with ideas of ‘liberal’ progress,
emancipation, individualism and an increased sensitivity regarding the ambivalence of the ‘fate’ of
‘rationalization’, ‘bureaucratization’ (Weber) or modernization, all central concepts of ‘liberal’ political theory
12

13

See GG 798-809: Henri d’Orleans, Duc de Longueville in disputes on Treaty of Münster, the spread
of the new term, its legal justification and political and constitutional application (see Hunter 2005 for
Thomasius in Brandenburg-Prussia). Only within valid canonical law of the Catholic Church, the
original ‘ordensrechtliche Bedeutung’ is continued.
I summarize the excellent German-centered treatment by Zabel (GG Bd. 5, 809-29) and Marramao
(1992:1135-51) to indicate the multiplicity of perspectives and evaluations, and the variety of
meanings of this metaphorical concept. Though timing and wording is coloured by ‘national’
patterns of secularization (see 2.1) – no uniform European Geistesgeschichte – the same, or at least
similar perspectives and meanings characterize the history of other ‘national discourses’.
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(subject, autonomy, responsibility etc.) and of modern theories of the state (sovereignty, legitimacy etc.) have
been debunked as ‘secularized theological concepts’ (Carl Schmitt’s Political Theology, partly also Troeltsch,
Löwith and, later, Voegelin). Authors like Blumenberg and Mazzarino, in turn, have criticized these attempts to
reduce the meaning and importance of these concepts, including that of ‘world history’, to their ‘origins’ (similar
to original intent interpretations of constitutions) by using ‘secularization’ as “eine Unrechtskategorie”. The reclaimed “Legitimität der Neuzeit” has to be conceptualized and judged on its own terms.

Before turning to explicitly ‘sociological’ concepts, it seems wise to shortly summarize some
implicit biases14 which often appear in these debates on cultural secularization because this
enables us to inquire whether and, if so, how recent sociology has been able to overcome them.
(i)

Concepts, processes, and debates, show a clear but not always acknowledged Christian

and ‘Western’ bias. They clearly do not cover all religions of the world.
(ii)

Even within this tradition, they show a clear Church-bias and either neglect or seriously

underestimate folk-religions or ‘paganism’ in the Christian-dominated world.
(iii) The original Catholic, explicitly anti-Protestant bias has eventually been countered by an
explicit bias in favor of Protestant or Protestantized, ‘subjectivized’ or ‘individualized’
religions.
(iv) The evaluation of secularization has been ambivalent: its original pejorative meaning is
increasingly but not consistently replaced by positive evaluations.
(v)

‘Secularization’ seduces us into thinking all concepts, phenomena, processes from their –

real or nostalgically constructed – origins and this origin-bias also characterizes terms of
decline, loss, demise, and erosion instead of differentiation, gain, and attempts to conceptualize
‘history’ from the present or the future.
(vi) ‘Secularization’ has been focused at state-church relationships and this original state-bias
has been characteristic for later discussions of religions in the ‘nation-state’ impeding
comparative perspectives in ‘the world-as-a-whole’ (Robertson 1987, 1992).
(vii) In the process of meaning-change from a legal (in canonical law, in church-state law) to a
broad, metaphorical, free-floating, cultural and philosophical meaning, the term no longer has
clear boundaries and distinction. It became a vague, ambivalent, multi-dimensional term with
many and often incompatible meanings.

14

See Casanova 1994:39, Robertson 1987, 1992, Asad 2003, Rooden 1996.
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1.3 Sociology of Religion and Secularization
Against this background, it is understandable that sociologists (of religion) had a hard time to
live up to their claims to formulate concepts and theories of secularization which like scientific
ones had to be ‘secularized’ (in the sense of not bound to religion, methodologically atheistic)
but not ‘secularist’, free of bias and evaluative judgments, specified, operationalizable, and
empirically testable.
With a few exceptions like de Tocqueville and William James, social scientists have
long taken secularization for granted as a commonsense and plain truth. From the 1960s on the
thesis met increasing skepticism. The concept turned out to be fuzzy and polyvalent, its
descriptive content vague and the explanatory theories weak. The empirical evidence seemed
to indicate, if anything, that there has been a religious change (e.g. ‘privatization’ or
‘individualization’) instead of ‘decline’ (Luckmann 1967) or ‘loss’ of significance or function.
The majority of sociologists of religion increasingly declared the thesis as useless, rejected it
and opted for abandoning it (e.g. Martin 1965). They replaced it by studies of ‘religious
change’ or by historical and comparative ‘genealogies’ of religion (Robertson, Asad, v.d.
Veer). If there is a need to retain a concept of ‘secularization’, as Martin 1978, Luhmann 1977,
and Casanova 1994 argue, one has to clearly specify its meaning, its dimensions and analyze
them in an analytically separate way. Casanova’s distinctions between three different theses
and understandings seem useful as a point of departure: ‘secularization’ (i) as decline of
religious beliefs and practices, (ii) as individualization or privatization of religion, (iii) as
functional, institutional, organizational, and role differentiation.15
I want to show that we, indeed, better drop the decline-thesis, we should carefully
distinguish between the usually combined claims of individualization/
privatization/subjectivization and have good theoretical, empirical and normative reasons to
reject both privatization and subjectivization and qualify the individualization-thesis. We also
have to carefully circumscribe the differentiation-thesis.
1.3.1 Decline of Religion(s)?
Some political philosophers often erroneously believe that social secularization of socities in
this sense would also require a completely ‘secularized’ state and politics (see below), but they
15

Casanova’s approach is preferable to the attempts by Wallis/Bruce, Wilson, Dobbelaere, HervieuLegér (see criticism by König 2003:66f).
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are even more misguided when they believe at face value that ‘modern’ societies would be
secularized societies. Sociologists like Foster, defending the thesis of an inevitable decline of
religion in ‘modern’ societies usually have focused on Western societies and on – broadly
speaking – Christian churches, denominations and sects. They have developed more or less
extensive lists of indicators to measure and test the assumed decline ranging from ‘belief’ to
‘beliefs and practices’ to ‘beliefs, practices and institutions;’ the belief in God and the
respective canonized ‘Glaubensartikel’ and/or dogma’s; Christian baptism, weddings, and
funerals (collective rites of passage); attendance at services and other collective cults and
rituals; praying, grace at meal and other religious practices ‘at home’ or in private;
membership, adherence, identification with the organization; financial support, relative
number of religious professionals, etc.16 In addition, they have studied variations in all these
regards according to independent variables as generation, class, income, education, sex/gender,
ethnicity, and cities/countryside.
Whether subordinate ‘folk-religions’ – animistic, magic, polytheistic beliefs and
practices, like the veneration of saints and holy Mary that are seen as ‘paganism’ from the
standpoint of Christian, particularly Protestant churches17 – declined or continued to prosper is
usually not analyzed either because it is completely neglected or because of the known
difficulties to measure, asses and compare. Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and other
‘High religions’ inside Western states are often lumped together as ‘Other Religions’. Even
strong defenders of the decline-thesis admit that their development does not fit into the picture
– as a consequence of immigration, not so much of fairly marginal conversions – but they
rescue the thesis by claiming these immigrant religions to be ‘pre-modern’ or ‘traditional’.
This move is clearly more difficult regarding the newly developing ‘invisible religions’, the
‘new age of spirituality’ and strong evangelical revivals inside ‘the West’ that are at odds with
16

17

Crouch, Hervieu-Legér, Madeley, Barrett, Bouma. Reproduce a table (BARRETT or MADELEY)
for longitudinal country-comparison in text? (Western) European societies are characterized by
comparatively high degrees of ‘decline’ of ‘belief/practice’ and belonging but vary significantly from
the pole of East Germany (former GDR) followed by the Czech Republic, Scandinavian countries to
the other extreme of Ireland and Poland. In addition, we see comparatively higher levels of
individual religious beliefs: “unchurching” or “believing without belonging” (Davie 2000; Willaime
2004:334f) rather than secularization (Casanova 2005).
If one makes High-Religions, Religions of the Book or Christianity into an important “agency of
secularization” (Wilson 1992:208) then ‘secularization’ looses any specific meaning and is
confronted with similar problems like ‘rationalization’ (remember: Max Weber saw magic religions
already as ‘rationalizations’).
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the original decline-thesis.18 On a global scale, the decline-thesis is so obviously at odds with
all evidence that their defenders have to resort to the most simplified version of
‘modernization’ theory declaring the ‘Rest’ as pre-modern or ‘modernizing’.
Even if one confines the thesis to mean the ‘decline of Christian, church-religions in the
West’, defenders have to deal with the anomaly of the United States, the country that seems to
be the most ‘modern’ of all Western societies and, paradoxically also the most Christian and
the most religiously diverse. The decline-thesis, prima facie at least, does not seem to cover
‘the West’ but only Europe. American exceptionalism has been traditionally explained by the
absence of an established church19 and fierce competition among all denominations.20 Bruce
(1992) has discussed the tension between two competing views of the consequences of
religious diversity for the plausibility of religion, to wit the thesis (1) that religious pluralism
threatens the plausibility of religious belief systems by exposing its human origins and that it
makes religious belief a matter of personal choice rather than fate (Peter Berger and others);
and the competing thesis (2) that it “strengthens the appeal of religion by (2a) ensuring that
there is at least one version to suit every taste; (2b) by preventing the institution from being
compromised by associations with ruling elites (opponents of ‘establishment’ tend to
“generalize their rejection of the politics of the establishment from the dominant Church to
religion in general” (171) – V.B); and (2c) by forcing suppliers to be more responsive to
potential customers.”(172) Instead of trying to reconcile the two views, like Martin and
Wilson, Bruce contends that “they too readily accept that the USA is a major anomaly”.21 If
one makes “legitimate comparisons”– taking smaller regions or states within federal republics
or supra-state polities as units – one can show “that the contrast of stagnant and bankrupt

18

19

20

21

The less organized, the more informal, spontaneous, ‘subjectivized’ these religions are, the less
visible they are also for sociologists even trying hard. Their empirical importance, however, should
certainly not be overestimated (see criticism of Kendal by Bruce 2005).
See Casanova 1994:29, 214; Robertson 1987:5ff; Kalyvas 1996:6f; v. Rooden 1995, Eisenach 2000,
Keane 2000.
Finke/Stark 1992, Iannaccone 1990, 1994, Gill 2001 from a neo-institutionalist economic perspective
(free market governance of religious diversity), but also Martin 1978, 1990:21, 1994, and others
Crouch adds a further paradox: “We must also note that the two European countries which seem to
provide most diversity, the Netherlands and the UK, are those with the lowest levels of adherence”
(2000:279).
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establishment in the old world and vibrant lively dissent in the new is an unhelpful
caricature”.22
Legitimate or appropriate comparisons are important also in two other regards. First,
what is the point of departure of the assumed ‘decline’ of religion? The implicit assumption of
‘a golden age’ of (Christian) religiosity in ‘the Middle Ages’ (Hornsby-Smith) or in “past
ages” (Wilson 1992:207) is forcefully criticized.23 Second, if one compares organized religions
not with a nostalgically idealized past but with contemporary competitors like ‘humanist’
organizations and secularist counter-organizations, with political parties in particular, the
decline of the latter “has been far more severe than anything suffered by the churches. If the
contest between religion and secularization is one between organizations and articulated
systems of belief, then religion rules undisturbed. Its ‘enemy’ is not aggressive laicism but
indifference” (Crouch 2000:273).
In the face of so much counter-evidence and counter-arguments, a generalized declinethesis seems hard to defend.24 Then, the two obvious defense-strategies are either to immunize
the thesis against evidence by granting lots of ‘exemptions’ – on the globe, in the West, within
Europe – or by insisting on ‘long-term tendencies’ of modernity against so-called short-term
22

23

24

First, the US as a whole shows considerable religious diversity, “but large parts of it were and are
religious monopolies or hegemonies” (Bruce 1992:173): factual ‘establishment’ of Baptists or
Methodists in the South, Lutherans in the Corn Belt; local ethnic immigrant churches and localized
waves of evangelization. Religious diversity at the level of the nation-state is often not repeated at the
state and local levels. Second, if compared to the UK, both Scotland (established Presbyterian Kirk)
and England (established Anglican Church) showed considerable religious diversity, and
‘establishment’ often has been reduced to a legal fiction already in the 19th Century, not implying
actual domination. Third, the U.S. had established churches at state levels and the UK had not one
established church but a Presbyterian Church in Scotland, an Episcopalian Church in England and
Wales and a very different one in Ireland. Fourth, more sensible units of comparison might be the US
and Europe instead of the US and the UK (see below 10.4). In sum, “the contrast between the extent
of religious diversity of old and new worlds has been exaggerated, there were plenty of options
available in the UK for those who wanted them, and the failure of the options to recruit and maintain
numbers and adherents on the US scale cannot be explained by the absence of choice.” (188)
Martin, Luhmann, Rooden have good reasons to make institutionalized structures and powerasymmetries responsible for ‘high religiosity’. See for exactly opposite reasons: Gill 2001:123.
Luhmann’s criticism (“nur quasi-sachlich deskriptiver Inhalt”, 2001:279) is clearly more convincing
than Wilson’s claim: “secularization is merely the description, for which empirical evidences can be
advanced, of a process of social change in which religion loses social significance” (1992:209). Given
the enormous complexity of types and forms of religion and of religiosity ‘in the West’ and on a
global scale, and given the enormous variety of indicators to measure religious beliefs and practices
together with the huge methodological problems to gather reliable evidence, it is not surprising that
no comprehensive comparative study is available even for ‘the West’ after more than 30 years of
effort.
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counter-tendencies. A simplistic and evidently normativized modernization-theory then has to
bear all burdens of proof. Instead of replacing the decline-thesis with a generalized counterthesis that religions, like migrants, are ‘here to stay’ or even that they get “more rather than
less significance” (Robertson 1987:7; 1992:4), it seems more productive to drop the thesis and
focus on the changing forms and types of religions and of religiosity under specific
institutional conditions and in specific contexts. Many defenders of the other two
understandings of the secularization thesis seem to accept this.
1.3.2 Individualization and/or Privatization of Religion(s)?
An essential part of the sweeping and general statements on complex and structural change by
neo-classical sociology of religion – cultural rationalization of world- and self-concepts,
pluralization of religious frames, and functional differentiation, individualization of religious
orientations and ways of life – has been the privatization-thesis (Dobbelaere 1981, Tschannen
1992). The thesis is compatible with the decline-thesis and with its anti-thesis, the revivalthesis. Its central claim is not that all religious beliefs, practices and institutions are inevitably
declining with modernization. Rather, they are ‘privatized’ or – often uneasily synonymous –
‘individualized’ or ‘subjectivized’. The thesis seems to have double meanings which are
analytically separate but practically connected. First, it refers to the kind of religious belief and
practice appropriate under conditions of modernity (or of ‘late-‘ or ‘post-modernity’): the core
of the individualization—thesis. Second, it claims that organized religions give up or have lost
their ‘public’ roles (the most appropriate meaning of privatization).
1

Changes of religious beliefs and practices in ‘modernity’: ‘Individualization’ or
‘Subjectivization’?
Concepts and content of presumed changes are ambiguous and contested, they actually cover
many overlapping processes which are related but analytically and also practically different. It
is important to distinguish them in order to get clear descriptions of such debated
developments as a global ‘neo-Islam’ of the young, even before we enter into normative
debates of appropriate forms of governance. First, it is said that all religions under conditions
of ‘modernity’ or ‘post-modernity’ eventually loose their ‘collective’ (or ‘cultural’, ‘ritual’)
dimensions and would become ‘individualized’ in this sense that they all shift from practice-
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centred to belief-centred religiosity.25 Second, it is said that they become increasingly
subjectivized ‘religions of the heart’, focused on ‘expression’ and ‘authenticity’ (and this is
related to the often claimed shifts from practice and belief to identity).26 Third, it is said that
religious belonging (belief and practice) is getting ever more voluntary. It is becoming a matter
of choice and not of fate.27 And, finally, it is said that religious belonging is increasingly seen
as a contingent individual choice.
Indications of such shifts are seen in the so-called ‘Protestantization’ of all old Catholic,
Orthodox, Christian religions as well as in the changes of other ‘old’ religions like Islam,
Judaism, Hinduism under ‘modern conditions’ or ‘in the West’, on the one hand and, on the
other hand, in the revival of old (e.g. Pietistic, Methodist and, particularly Pentecostalism
(Martin 1990)) and the rise of new ‘invisible religions of the heart’, and post-conventional
‘new age spirituality’ of all sorts.
Some sobering remarks seem in order here. First, though selling Protestantism as ‘the’
modern Christian religion has a long history, it is clearly misguided because Lutheranism and
Episcopal Protestantism clearly do not fit. Only an idealized version of Radical Protestantism
could serve as a model. Second, the idea of a religion that has lost all its collective, social and
practical dimensions is an absurdity because all human linguistic and cultural practices are
inherently social (all meaning is social, after all, fully ‘private’ or ‘subjective’ languages are a
25

26

27

This is the core of Olivier Roy’s version of ‘global Islam’ (2003, 2005): the “neo-Islam des
jeunes” is seen as completely “de-culturalized”, disconnected from all common, ritual
practices, not only from ethno-national and territorial ones (see criticism by Salvatore
(2004:1021-24) and(); see also Kepel’s (1996) version of a ‘French’ or ‘European Islam’
(critically (5.3) with Bowen, Peter). For Judaism in the process of ambiguous
‘emancipation/assimilation’, ritualism and traditional cultural practices have been seen as a
burden, the “true religion” is an “affair of sentiment, not of practices” (Salomon Reinach
(1900), quoted in Jansen). See 10.3 for the crucial difference between processes of change
and imposing ‘modernist’ definitions by means of policies.
See the short summary of the famous Berger/Luckmann-thesis in Casanova 1994:35ff. In its
‘expressivist’ variety (‘self-expression, self-realization, narcissism, individual authenticity in
the ‘private sphere’, in ‘free time’) it is also fully endorsed by Taylor 2002. The eventual
absorption of practices and beliefs in identity-claims is the distinguishing mark of most
‘post-modernist’ literatures.
See above note 2 for the shift in international covenants from classical, occidental definitions
to more ‘primordialized’ or ‘culturalized’ interpretations of religions to protests against
‘ascriptive definitions’. Eventually, it is said, that all religious believers would be ‘born
again’, but again it is crucial to distinguish between impositions of such ‘(post-) modernist’
definitions (e.g. Smith’s version of Hinduism (1998, see criticism by Galanter 1998:246f,
259) and processes of religious change (e.g. Hindus in New York and the possible impact of
these changes on the civilizational homes of religions: see Casanova 2005).
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non-starter), and because belief without a certain minimum of shared attitudes and practices is
a sham.28 Third, important as it is, voluntarism is always a matter of degree even under ‘(post-)
modern’ conditions, and the idea that religious beliefs could be completely disentangled not
only from ascriptive (racial, ethnic, national) practices but also from all cultural (e.g.
linguistic) practices is a non-realist utopia even for the most universalist of all religions.
The hard core of the thesis then seems to be that religious belief and belonging is
increasingly seen both from the perspective of believers and non-believers, as a contingent,
individual decision (the fourth meaning) mainly for two structural reasons. First, the
increasing (awareness of) religious diversity shows that belief, practice and belonging is not a
matter of natural or supernatural fate but a matter of personal choice, “une affaire d’option
individuelle et non plus évidence collective” (Hervieu-Léger 1986:59).29 Second, as a
consequence of functional differentiation of systems and related role-differentiation in modern
societies, all individual inclusion-decisions are seen as contingent.
Eventually, Luhmann has considerably increased his critical distance to the ‘modern
semantics’ of “privatization of religious decisions” (1977:232)30 and also of ‘subjective’,
‘individual’, or ‘authentic,’31 clarifying that this structural relevance has to be understood as
principled recognition of the contingency of all decisions. This contingency of religious
decisions has at least two important consequences. First, it creates new problems of
28

29

30

31

Rightly pointed out by Asad. Even the ‘informal’ communities of ‘new age religiosity’ are
communities, even non-direct interactions on the world-wide-web form ‘internetcommunities’.
Intensified commodification of religion and competition among suppliers on ‘God’s biggest
supermarket’ in American denominationalism may make this plane. It also may stimulate a
mentality of ‘pick and choose’, of practising religion ‘à la carte’ converting even all ‘secondorder preferences’ into private predilections (Wilson 1992:200, Dobbelaere 1992:23ff) but
this, obviously, need not be the case.
In 1977, Luhmann still speaks about ‘privatization’ (Luhmann 1977:236ff). “For religion
privatizing means that participation in spiritual communication (church) as well as believing
in belief become a matter of individual decision. It is recognized that religiosity can be
expected only on the basis of individual decisions. Whereas formerly unbelief has been a
private affair, now it is belief.” (239 my translation). See Willaime (2004:341) for a clear
distinction between individualization and privatization.
They pose only “new puzzles”: “’Private’ is, in any case, an unsuitable description since most
religious practices are ‘public’” (290). Religion is clearly no “private affair” (289). The semantics of
individuality or individualism signify a new kind of microdiversity, a “substrate that remains
untouched” by the transition to the selforganization of functional systems (291). The problem,
however, is more serious. It rests “im Umbau der Möglichkeiten, Bindungen darzustellen. Da in der
Moderne immer mitbeobachtet wird, wie Bindungen beobachtet werden, ergibt sich unausweichlich
das Zugeständnis der Kontingenz aller Festlegungen (my italics)” (292).
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consistency.32 And second, it seems to favour de-institutionalized – or at least more weakly
institutionalized -, more informal, spontaneous, less hierarchical forms of religions33 which
cannot rely on existing, shared communal forms of life but need new forms of ‘community’. If
this would actually happen,34 religions would loose the will and the organizational capacity to
be represented in public and in selective systems of cooperation between governments and
organized religions (see 2.3, 2.4 and 10.4, 11.2).
The interesting and controversial question is whether organized religions like churches
can adapt to these new forms of religiosity or will only survive as a part of modern
fundamentalisms.35 Luhmann is fairly open in this regard and specifies some of the conditions
of the former option. Organized religions “ would have to accept the difference of believers,
other believers and non-believers and to gain possibilities from this difference, from this
otherness, to strengthen belief” (317).36 Like Casanova, Bouma and others, I believe that at
least some churches are beginning to learn this lesson. In addition, they self-reflectively resist
the temptations of ‘privatized’ and ‘invisible’ religions. They are public and go public.37

32

33

34

35

36

37

If all religious decisions are seen as contingent, and if the traditional guarantee of consistency of
beliefs by religious organizations, hierarchies, leaders and legal establishment is vanishing, this
creates new problems of consistency that cannot be solved by legitimizing religious commitments
through individual religious experience and biography. “As a consequence of this bifurcation of the
cultural supply of religions and personal belief-decisions we can observe today a widespread
incoherence of religious opinions” (294, see Sciolla).
“Entkirchlichung”, “Rückgang des organisierten Zugriffs auf religiöses Verhalten”. ‘Post-modernists’
like Robertson, Castells and ‘late-modernists’ like Connolly praise these trends without any
hesitation. Luhmann is more ironic and careful. See also Müller 2005:49-53 following Gauchet.
Obviously, the degree in which this is happening has to be empirically researched (see Fath
2006 for Evangelical Protestantism in France) instead of taking the thesis for granted.
Luhmann 2000:295, 315f: fundamentalisms of various kinds, revivalism, renewal of belief in “sakrale
Inszenierungen”, re-mystifications are, in their opposition to ‘secularization’, conditioned by
secularization (see also Marty/Appleby 1991). “In der Form des religiösen Fundamentalismus wendet
sich der moderne Indivualismus (in paradoxer Weise – V. B.) gegen sich selbst.” Gill highlights the
theoretical irony: “The primary explanatory variable proposed to account for decreasing levels of
religions in society, is the same variable pointer for the increase of religious activism: modernization”
(2001:125 for a sharp criticism of the conundrums of “non-falsifiable ‘grand theorizing’”).
“The question whether the idea of God as a ‘formula of contingency’ would be religiously acceptable
or not” (2000:316) is left as open as the possible future of churches (neither rhetoric of ‘crises’ nor
pessimism (317f): evolutionary change and the impossibility of seeing the future in a society in a
process of radical change.
Privatization, then, has to compete with the “deprivatization” of religion seen as a repolitization of
private relations and moral spheres, and as a “renormativization of the public economic and political
spheres” (Casanova 1994:6; Willaime 2004:328ff for France). Bouma (1999) distinguishes clearly
between the issues of ‘ going public’ or not and of ‘low versus high temperature’: going public can
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2
Privatization of Religions?
The second meaning of the thesis, that organized religions have been forced to withdraw into
the ‘private sphere’ or, like Methodists or Pentecostalists, to voluntarily gave up any ‘public’,
direct ‘political roles,’ is partly based on the former claim that they (have to) respond to the
structural change in individual religiosity in their internal structure and their external relations
to society and state. In addition, it refers to the differentiation-thesis. If one understands the
thesis as a generalized empirical description, there seem to be four counter-tendencies:
(i)

The cultural defence thesis refers to majority-minority relations inside states

(Wallis/Bruce 1992:17f): “Where culture, identity, and sense of worth are challenged by a
source promoting either an alien religion or rampant secularism and that source is negatively
valued, secularization will be inhibited. Religion can provide resources for the defence of a
national, local, ethnic, or status-group culture” (17, with Polish, Irish, American examples).38
(ii) The closely related cultural transition thesis refers to immigrant groups and to disruptions
of the way of life of traditional groups through industrialization and urbanization: “Where
identity is threatened in the course of major cultural transitions, religion may provide resources
for negotiating such transitions or asserting a new claim to a sense of worth” (18).
In both cases, religious beliefs and practices may not decline but be intensified (against
the decline-thesis), and they are certainly not ‘privatized’. Collective religious identities serve
as markers of cultural difference and, less acknowledged, also as resources for organization
and mobilization. Here, religious organizations are eminently ‘public’ and insist on their
‘public visibility’. The two cases also demonstrate that, under conditions of structural
asymmetries of power between (religious or secular) majorities and minorities,
individualization and privatization can be deciphered as strategies of predominant majorities to

38

mean both moderate and fanatic. See also Taylor’s criticism of William James’ privatization thesis
(2002).
“The more socially peripheral and culturally distinct the region, the more likely religion is to provide
a focus of resistance, particularly when language no longer provides a viable basis for the assertion of
cultural difference” (18). See also Martin 1978 and 1990:275f. See Casanova 2005 for a short
criticism of general neo-Durkheimian explanations (Timothy Smith) of the presumed fact that
immigrants are “more religious than they were before they left home” (Raymond Williams)
neglecting (i) minorization (religious identities as opposition to racialization, see Casanova 2005:1214 and 24ff for the U.S.) and (ii) the huge impact of different political opportunity structures (already
highlighted by Herberg): Why ‘Islam’ becomes different in the U.S. ‘denominationalist’ structure,
compared with Europe. See also chapter 9.1.2 for the flexible relation between religion, language,
ethnicity as markers of collective identity, organization and mobilization of minorities.
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assimilate minorities under the guise of ‘neutrality’ and ‘modernity’. This ‘socio-logic’ of
power-asymmetries is blatantly absent from most sociology of secularization.39 The cases can
also be extended to cover international relations between states and religious majorities and
minorities under conditions of structural asymmetries of power in the global arena (religions
and colonialism, imperialism, post-colonialism) where ‘individualization’ and ‘privatization’
fulfil the same or similar functions.40
(iii) In the two former cases, the privatization-thesis may be defended by declaring the
empirical phenomena as ‘exceptions’41 and the tendencies as “countervailing factors,
sometimes generated by the same process of modernization” (Wallis/Bruce 1992:9 as a
“multiply contingent process”) but still related to ‘pre-modern’ people or areas, or to problems
connected with ‘modernization’ absent “in the long term” (19) in fully modernized societies.
As a result, the privatization-thesis is again in danger of turning from a descriptive and
explanatory into a strongly predictive and – implicitly or explicitly – prescriptive thesis. This is
more obvious in the third case: ‘American exceptionalism’ defies not only the decline-thesis
but also the privatization-thesis. Organized religions in the US are massively public and play
an enormous role in politics both in the conservative and fundamentalist varieties so prominent
in ‘moral majority’ and the ‘neo-con’ communitarianism of the Reagan and Bush
administrations,42 and in the more decent variety of ‘public religions’, e.g., Murray’s version
of American Catholicism. The right wing variety marks “a break from recent trends in
European Christianity”43 that has clearly not been anticipated by secularization theorists.
(iv) Conservative and fundamentalist Christianity can be seen as ‘anti-modern’ reactions
against ‘modern contingency’ in order to rescue the privatization-thesis, but this strategy fails
39

40

41

42

43

Also in Luhmann’s discussion. Martin (1978, 1990:275ff, 1993:118-20) is a laudable exception. The
‘socio-logic’ of power-asymmetries (see Guillaumin 1995, Juteau 1999) is most visible in recent
studies on ‘Islam in the West’.
See Asad 1993; Robertson 1987 (strongly focusing on “constraints to formulate their own sociocultural identities”); v. d. Veer 1997 (challenging the ‘Western’ bias of secularization theories). See
11 for ‘Pan-Islam’ (as an attempt to reimagine the umma from a minority position (Mandaville
2001:74ff) and for ‘Living and revising Islam and the umma in diaspora’ (114ff) from minoritysituations.
See for the ‘transformation’ of Eastern European societies’ (Offe 1994, critical remarks in Spohn
2003:336ff). This strategy can be easily countered by the question of “when cultural defense and
transition would not be an issue” (Rooden 1996, Baumann 1995).
Wilson’s hunch that moral majority would “effect little” (1992:208) only demonstrates the poor
predictive powers of standard secularization theory.
Crouch 1999:280 (England “stands as a secular extreme contrast with the American case”).
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with regard to trends of some non-fundamentalist churches that accept contingency and still
play important public roles in the US, in Europe,44 and on a global scale. Fragile as such trends
may be, they have not been foreseen and are clearly at odds with the privatization-thesis as it is
traditionally understood. To uphold the thesis then implies that the turn of a “testable and
falsifiable empirical theory … into a prescriptive normative theory of how religious
institutions ought to behave in the modern world” (Casanova 1994:38) gets even stronger.
In review: religious believers and practitioners may learn that their decisions are
contingent, that they could practice other religions or none, without privatizing their religion.
They may learn to react to ‘commodification’ by reflexively stabilizing their second-order
preferences instead of falling pray to ‘consumerism, hedonism’ and continuous preference
change. Organized religions may learn to develop as modern and public religions. Privatization
is not a structural trend, dictated by ‘modernity’ but a historical option (Casanova 1994:39,
215, 222) preferred internally by pietistic trends and religious individuation, and externally, by
liberal conceptions of the public sphere. ‘De-Privatization’ may be a viable modern historical
option as well. Processes of modernization are more contingent than modernization-theory
traditionally admits, and modern state-societies show more contingency and institutional
variety (2) than structuralist and functionalist sociology allow for. My claim is that the
differentiation-thesis (1.3.3) often stimulates a counterfactual and maximalist interpretation of
‘strict’ or ‘complete separation’ of state/politics from religion, which also has quite unwelcome
normative implications.
1.3.3 Minimal or Complete Differentiation?
Some minimal threshold of functional, institutional, organizational, and role differentiation
between religions or ‘the religious system’ and the other systems, between organized religions
and other organizations, particularly the state is functionally required for modern societies (the
hard core of the secularization-thesis). Religions have ‘lost’ direct political control over state,
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Where this public role is legally or even constitutionally acknowledged in different forms of “public
recognition” in some countries. See Robbers for Germany (1995:66); Pötz for Austria (1995:261f:
“Heute bringt die öffentlich-rechtliche Stellung weniger positiv-rechtliche Substanz als die
Klarstellung, daß der Staat Religion nicht als Privatsache ansieht und der Privatisierung des
Religiösen einen Riegel vorschieben möchte”); Ferrari 2002. See 2.
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society and culture,45 ‘the’ economy, science, arts, law, politics, etc., and have gained ‘internal
and lawful autonomy’ in those parts of the world where they once exercised these powers.
States are and should be at least relatively ‘autonomous’ from ‘churches’ and churches from
state-control (twin tolerations (Stepan 2000), or two autonomies (Ferrari 2005)). The labels
signifying this differentiation – autonomy, control, freedom, non-interference, separation –
may differ. As in other cases, however, differentiation, autonomy, control, or non-interference
is a matter of degrees on a scale from the pole of full or complete via ‘some’ to ‘minimal’ to
no ‘separation’.
The least demanding and most minimalist interpretation requires a threshold of
institutional, organizational and role-differentiation between ‘worldly’ powers, states, politics
and leaders/politicians, and ‘spiritual’ powers, organized religions, and religious
leaders/specialists co-emerging with the historical development of these institutions and roles.
This differentiation is characteristic for the West long before modernization or ‘secularization’
as, e.g., the protracted Investiturstreit in the Holy Roman Empire of German Nations clearly
shows. It also characterizes non-Western states like the Ottoman, Mughal, and Chinese
empires.46 Two broad comparative remarks seem appropriate.
First, religious toleration – minimally implying limits to the attempted/actual control
over religion(s) by states and by religions over states – is far from being a Western invention.
It depends on the character of the respective religions. Christianity has been historically
certainly not amongst the tolerant ones but it has eventually learned from its mistakes
wherever protracted warfare between intolerant religions/polities could not be won
decisively.47

45

46
47

David Martin’s term “culturalization” of religions as a consequence of the loss of direct political clout
is a much better term to capture these changes than ‘privatization’. Culturalization has to be clearly
distinguished from privatization because, obviously, it is eminently ‘social’ (see below versus
traditional private-public dichotomy and necessity to distinguish ‘state’, ‘political society’, ‘civil
society’ and a sphere of ‘intimacy’). It is an important insight of Martin’s analysis that
‘depoliticization’ of religion in this sense does not imply any loss of ‘social significance’. Processes
of ‘culturalization of religions’ may even result in gains in more indirect political influence as is
clearly the case for the second (Methodist) and third (Pentecostalist) wave of Protestantism in the
U.S. and in the Americas, so brilliantly analyzed in ‘Tongs of Fire’ (1990:294 et pass).
Hirst 2001, Eisenstadt 2000, Asad 2003, Bhargava 1998:497f, 511. See chapter 5 for ‘Islam’.
See Bhargava 1998:522-5 for the historical origins of ‘secularism’ criticizing the cultural
inadaptability thesis. In this sense, ‘secularism’ is certainly not confined to the West.
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Second, state-church problems as well as the urgent need to resolve them by limiting
attempted/actual control over the state by religions only emerge in specific, particularly in the
Christian religious tradition, and this comparative insight is crucial for a sober discussion of
recent, highly polemical accusations that Islam knows no ‘separation between State and
Church’. Here, applying Robertson’s theoretically guided construction to world-religions is
useful. World-Religions can be distinguished along two crucial axes: (i) their “distinct”
organizational structures, and (ii) their inner-worldly versus otherworldly orientations.
Christianity and Buddhism share diverging organizations (churches, sangha) keeping the
“domains” of polities/state/politics and religion apart, whereas Islam and Hinduism do not
have “distinct structures” (1987:156) but rather “organic connections with society”. “In both
cases ‘church-state’ problems do not truly emerge until something like the self-consciously
secular state has been installed” (156). Christianity after the incipient, early phase – coming to
an end with the Edict of Milan in 313 and Justinian’s promulgations – and Islam are
predominantly inner-worldly oriented (internally opposed by respective mysticisms) whereas,
according to Max Weber, Buddhism and Hinduism, are predominantly otherworldly oriented.
After the conversion of king Asoka to Buddhism in India, “Buddhism became embroiled in an
Asian equivalent of the Western church-state problems, a circumstance which continues to the
present day in the Theravada Buddhist societies of Sri Lanka, Burma, and Thailand” (155). But
even then the major contrast with Christianity is that “ideally the sangha (the monastic order)
and political authority are separate domains” standing in a relation of “hierarchical
complementarity” (Dumont) whereas in Christian contexts “church and state have frequently
claimed jurisdiction over the same domains” (155).48
Achieving the minimal or threshold-differentiation, for these reasons, has been mainly
a problem for states in the Christian West. If one wants to call a state that is not controlled by
48

See also Smith 1998:187. Obviously, Japan (Shintoism) and China (the inner worldly, immanentist
Confucianism, see Hildebrandt 2003:456f)) don’t fit into this pattern (see short summary by
Minkenberg 2003:116f.). The historically contingent, not inherent ‘propensity’ of Christianity and
Islam (to a comparatively lesser degree because church-hierarchy is lacking!) to ‘theocracy’ and
‘political fundamentalism’ clearly does not mean that otherworldly oriented religions like Hinduism
would be completely free from these evils, as the astonishing recent development of Hindufundamentalism has painfully demonstrated. Comprehensive historical and comparative studies of the
relationship between politics (including all different kinds of polities, not only states and empires
(Eisenstadt)) and religions (not only world-religions; including all different kinds and forms of
informal and formal ‘organizations’, not only churches, sects, denominations) covering all major
religions and areas are still not available.
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religion a ‘secular’ state then ‘secularism’ – or better ‘secularity’ – is certainly not confined to
the West but it had to be, rather painfully, learned in the West.49 A ‘secular’ or ‘secularist’
state would then mean a state that is increasingly ‘indifferent’ or – may be better – ‘agnostic’
with regard to competing and incompatible religious, metaphysical and thick moral
worldviews: a ‘non-religious’, not an ‘anti-religious’, ‘a-theistic’ state or a state that is ‘hostile’
to religions (see below 4.1).50
The minimalist version of the thesis is almost universally accepted. The link of the
thesis to ‘secularization’ and ‘modern society’, however, suggests two more demanding
interpretations: either fully autonomous functional systems (or ‘spheres’, ‘fields’) like the
religious and the political system and/or fully autonomous organizations (the famous thesis of
a ‘complete separation’ of states and churches) and professionalized roles/activities. Many
sociologists, particularly in the functionalist tradition, tend to seriously overestimate the
autonomy of ‘functional systems’ and ‘organizations’ and to seriously underestimate the
institutional variety of these ‘systems’. In this regard, it is quite unfortunate that Niklas
Luhmann’s theory of functional differentiation of social systems also tends to misdescribe
actual fields, organizations and activities in general, particularly the relationship between the
political and the religious system, the state and organized religions, though the general
approach of an autopetic systems theory would allow otherwise.51 On the one hand, Luhmann
49

50
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See Hunter (2005) and Saunders (2005) for the explicit statement of the legal and political
framework of this minimalist threshold by lawyers and state-makers in Western Europe in
the 16th Century: sovereignty of an increasingly religious indifferent state to achieve civic
peace in internal religious wars. It remains an open question, however, whether the term
‘secularist’ in this legal-political sense (see above note 11) has already been applied to
designate the state or whether, as I tend to think, this is an historical anachronism.
For a perspectival, contextual theory, then, the liberal-democratic state – in opposition to
politically fundamentalist religions claiming control or jurisdiction over the same domain as
the state – can be called a ‘secular’ state in the sense that the minimal threshold of
institutional, organizational, and role-differentiation is guaranteed by the ‘two autonomies’
(religion not controlling the state and vice versa); see Ferrari 2005a, see below 2.6 and 4.3.
See Teubner 2002. See my detailed criticism of Luhmann’s theory: Bader 2001:pages. See recently
also: Mayntz/Scharpf 2005. Take ‘the’ economic system as example: the actual global economy is
insufficiently specified as a ‘market’ economy with ‘money’ as medium and ‘prices’ as codes. Not
even ‘unrestricted capitalism’ captures the actual institutional saturation of ‘the’ economy. ‘The’
economic system does not exist, not even globally. What we find are different varieties of
capitalism, of stock-exchange systems, differently regulated kinds of money and credit, highly
differentiated forms of labour markets and labour organizations, etc. (see Hollingsworth/Boyer,
Crouch/Streeck, Whitley, Amable). The same is true for actual legal, political, educational, and even
science systems. This actual and continuing institutional variety – the impact of historical
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himself has pointed out that, contrary to the other systems, the political and the religious
system are not yet fully functionally, but still segmentally differentiated: no world state and no
world religion. Here, the remnants of history seem to be lasting and this seems to allow for
much more institutional variety. On the other hand, he makes more productive use of this
insight in his discussion of the relationship between global society and global religions (plural;
ongoing religious diversity and segmental differentiation) than in his analysis of the political
system and, most disappointingly and unfortunate for our issue, of the relationship between
politics and religion and more specifically between states and organized religions. The huge
legal, institutional, political and socio-cultural diversity in the relations between states and
‘churches’ is blatantly absent from his sociology of religion.52 This indicates that he too falls
pray to a maximalist interpretation of ‘complete separation’ as a functional requirement of
‘modern society’ and the only adequate institutional option for it.53 But ironically, the design
of his theory would allow other options in this regard.

embeddedness and state-policies – may be explained as a remnant, as not fully completed functional
differentiation fading away, ‘in the long run’, with ‘globalization’ but then, the debate on
‘convergence’ versus ‘divergence’ would be decided by fiat. In addition, functionalism would, again,
shift from a descriptive or explanatory into a strongly predictive and prescriptive theory. Meanwhile,
the functionally differentiated systems exist as systems in the plural, and actual state-societies are
more deeply moulded by state-institutions, traditions and politics then the talk of one ‘modern
society’ (singular) suggests. Problems like ‘garbage out’, exclusion, ecology, and identity are
therefore, contrary to Luhmann’s claim, not caused by the “logic of functional differentiation itself”
(1997:162f, 629ff, 761f, 801ff) but, rather, by capitalist economies and neo-liberal policies of
globalization, by the absence of new modes of ‘governance’ (external (including state-) regulations
and internal self-regulations and, particularly, by the acceptance of a specific version of ‘segmentary
differentiation of the political system’ (not only the absence of a global state, but of effective supranational forms of governance). Modern societies are, indeed “heterarchic and a-centric” without one
“single steering center” (state), but we have to take into account (i) multi-level and multi-layered
steering centers and new conceptions of ‘planning’, and (ii) new ‘modes’ of governance. See Bader
2001, 2001a, see Braithwaite/Drahos. Luhmann does not capitalize on his insight that “organizations
are the only social systems able to communicate with systems in their environment” (1997:842f),
that the state in particular cannot easily be “attributed to a specific functional system” (see Bader
2001:144, note 18 with references). Churches too are active in many systems (1977:315; 2000:
243f). For these reasons, we need not wait for unforeseeable ‘evolutionary change of structures’ but
can actually conceive remedies within ‘modern’ societies.
52
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See 1977:282f; 2000: no separate chapter. In chapter 6: “Religious organizations” one finds helpful
hints against common reductions of religious organizations to ‘churches’.
This maximalist interpretation is stabilized by two counterfactual assumptions of his general analysis
of functionally differentiated systems and organizations: their proclaimed universalism, and the naïve
trust that law alone would be sufficient to externally guarantee that organizations use their specific
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In review, the differentiation-thesis often favours a counterfactual maximalist
interpretation of ‘complete separation’ and contributes to neglect the path dependency and
institutional variety of the relationship between states and organized religions (see chapter 2).
Ideologized American separationism here, contrary to the first two meanings of the thesis,
serves as the model of institutional secularization and of a fully modernized society. The
‘idealized’ institutional model, not the actual muddle of the U.S., seems to be the inevitable
future for all modern state-societies. Even authors, who clearly recognize that institutional
differentiation is not a uni-linear, universal process with a known and fixed outcome, are
tempted to see ‘complete separation of Church and State’ in the long run as an “irresistible,
structural trend” in modern societies (Casanova 1994:213).54
1.4

Conclusion

What are we to make of the secularization-thesis after all this? Do we have to abandon the
concept or can and should we retain it and, if so, in which meaning? For my discussion, it is
useful to distinguish three different perspectives (Casanova 1994:20, Luhmann 2000:282f): (i)
the observations from the perspective of religions (or ‘the religious system’), (ii) of sociology,
and (iii) of normative political theory. Political theorists also should be interested in the first
two, because the outcomes are directly relevant for normative and practical questions.
First, from the perspective of religion, it is perfectly legitimate to ask “how religion
itself sees its other side” (Luhmann 2000:282-84) and to describe it as a ‘secular’ or
‘secularized world’ based on ‘secular’ communications, neglecting or – eventually recognizing that “ other observers may describe the same states of affairs differently”. In this
regard, it becomes obvious that religion and secularization form an opposition only in a
religious context (283). The distinction between ‘religious’ and ‘secular’ opinions, e.g., is
important for religions but much less so, or even not at all, for democratic politics.
Second, from the perspective of sociology, the use of the concept generally seems to be
rather counterproductive.55 Moreover, the argument that we need a term to indicate and
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universalistic criteria of access (see my criticism 2001:pages, see below for my criticism of the –
always pretended – ‘religious-blind’ state).
Minkenberg (2000:11, 15) and even, though more carefully, Martin himself. See critically:
Marquand/Nettler 2002:2 and Fox 2006:563.
Different from the concept of religion discussed above, the more productive alternative here seems to
be elaborated by Matthes, Tenbruck and others: analysis of the everyday, the political, and the
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demarcate “the narrower area of non-religious social communication” (282) is not convincing
because we could call it just that: ‘non-religious communication’ instead of ‘secular
communication’, a ‘non-religious’, ‘un-religious’ or ‘indifferent’, ‘agnostic’ state instead of a
‘secular state’, particularly if we distrust not only the decline- and the privatization-thesis, as
Casanova does, but also the stronger varieties of the differentiation-thesis broadly accepted by
Casanova as well as Martin. Society, economy, science, politics and culture seem ‘secularized’
in different degrees, if observed from the perspective of (totalizing) religion, and this may be
deplored as a ‘loss’ or praised as a gain in its ‘real or essential’ meaning. From a sociological
view, the same process can better be described, first, as gradual (different degrees of)
institutional, organizational, and role-differentiation – and, again, this may be praised or more
critically evaluated. Second, we can nowadays see more clearly that there is no need for an
integrating ‘meta-narrative’ or ‘symbolic universe’ – whether it is an overarching religious
world-view (Crouch 1999:37f) or an ‘immanentist metaphysics’ (as proposed by Connolly
2004) or a ‘wissenschaftliche Weltanschauung’. Modern societies and modern conceptions of
non-foundational and agonistic democracy in particular (6.2) can and should leave this centre
empty. In addition, modern societies cannot and need not be morally integrated in any
traditional sense (Luhmann 1997, Bader 2001:134-9).
Third, from the perspective of liberal-democratic politics and normative theory, the
important question is clearly not whether society and state are fully ‘secularized’ or ‘secular’
and completely ‘separated’ from religions. First of all, we know that the emerging ‘secular’
state has not been a ‘liberal’, let alone a ‘democratic’ state (see Hunter 2005). In addition, this
minimalist secular state did certainly not require or even presuppose any social or cultural
secularization of beliefs and practices, it only required the taming of absolutist claims of
religions regarding the state and the law. Second, we all know many examples of recent
scientific “meta-narrative of secularization”, the conditions of the use and change of different
varieties of such narratives e.g. the “Discontinuity/Rupture”, the “Continuity”, and the
“Transposition” narrative, and their impact on, e.g. politics (see excellent: Koenig (2003:70ff) related
to models of political organization and policies of religious accommodation. This strategy is also
followed by Casanova 2005 (distinct from 1994) where ‘secularization’ is not only clearly
distinguished from ‘modernization’ and all related connotations, but also from ‘liberalism’ and
‘democracy’. This enables an excellent comparative analysis of different ‘knowledge regimes’ in
Europe and the United States. In Europe, both among elites and ordinary people, ‘normal’,
‘progressive’, ‘enlightened’, ‘modern’ and the values of ‘liberalism, universal human rights, political
democracy, and tolerant and inclusive multiculturalism’ are intrinsically linked to ‘secularism’,
actually identified with secularism (2005:7ff) resulting in “illiberal” and “intolerant secularism”.
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secular states that grossly violated not only minimal standards of liberal-democracy but also of
any minimal morality (see 4.1). Third, a more or less fully culturally secularized society –
which can be found in some Western states (e.g. Czech republic, NL, England) – certainly
does not require a ‘secularist’ state but a state that is ‘secular’ only in the minimalist sense of
the two autonomies of state from church(es) and churches from state. Rather we should inquire
which forms and degrees of differentiation are compatible with and/or most conducive to
principles and practices of liberal democracy. From this perspective, the meta-narrative of
secularization is deeply misleading.56 It should be de-linked from ‘liberalism and democracy’
(Casanova 2005) and it should be replaced by ‘priority for liberal democracy’. It is not
decisive whether a state is ‘secular’ or not, but what matters is whether it is decent and liberaldemocratic (see 4.). It is not decisive whether communications, arguments and opinions are
‘secular’ or ‘religious’ but whether they are ‘public’ in a way that has to be critically specified
(see 6).
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In the context of Western state- and nation-building it has been linked to the following conceptual
dichotomies: religious/secular, religious/politics, private/public, heteronomy/autonomy,
religion/reason (see Koenig 2003:59-75) reproduced in liberal political philosophy (see Bader 1999
and 3, note 2).
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Chapter 2

Institutional Diversity of Regimes of Religious Governance in Recent
Western States

2.1
Governance and Government of Religious Diversity
In my introduction, I claimed that the perspective of governance has not been used in sociology
of religion. For this reason, I should shortly summarize the characteristic distinction between
patterns and regimes of governance and of government as used in comparative institutional
studies in the social sciences. Structured patterns (or ‘formations’, ‘configurations’,
‘Ordnungen’) contain all relevant interactions between economic, social, cultural (including
ethno-national), political, legal, judicial, administrative institutions and religious relations in all
their diversity or, traditionally speaking: the relationship between economy, society, culture,
politics, nation, state, and (organized) religions. Studies of societal-religion patterns have to
analyze all mechanisms of action-coordination (markets, networks, associations, communities,
private and public hierarchies),57 all relevant (coalitions of) actors, their organizations,
mobilization, strategies, including (different departments of) governments at all levels as
relevant actors. The focus of governance is narrower: regulation (by a variety of means and not
only by rules). It includes only those mechanisms of action-coordination that provide active
intentional capacities to regulation and self-regulation. Markets are important mechanism to
coordinate actions but they do so by ‘invisible hand.’ They have in this sense no regulatory
capacity and do not count as modes governance. All markets are and have to be ‘regulated’ to a
certain degree and in certain ways. Yet the perspective of governance is much broader than that
of government which focuses on one (internally highly diversified) actor, i.e., the state, and on
action-coordination by ‘public hierarchy’, by rules, particularly law and law-like regulations.
Governance, then, includes more actors and more modes of coordination in the perspective of
regulation but excludes some broad issues beyond governance. Not all coordination is
governance, and the relevant social, cultural, and political relationships are included only insofar
as they are the intended or unintended effects of government or governance.
Let me explain a few points about religious governance. First, relatively free competition of
all types of religions on ‘God’s Biggest Supermarkets’ may be crucial for the chances of
divergent religions and also for overall religious diversity but it is not in itself a mode of
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Mechanisms of coordination of actions is the roof-concept (Hollingsworth/Boyer 1997, chapters 1 and
2).
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governance. It is an invisible-hand mechanism that is regulated and has to be regulated by
customs, laws, by self-regulation within and among competing religions and by public bodies.
Second, religious governance implies a minimum of regulatory capacity either ‘from outside’
and ‘from above’ (either by ‘private’ or by semi-public and ‘public’ hierarchies) or as ‘internal’
self-regulation, like in democratic religious ‘congregations’, more or less informal religious
networks, associations and communities. For this reason, governance is a broader and better
term than “management of religious diversity” (Bouma 1999) because management includes
hierarchy and top-down competences which are usually confined to private hierarchies
(‘corporate governance’ of religious diversity, see 8.3) and public hierarchies (governments).
For an analysis of ‘governance of religious diversity’ obviously public but non-state actors and a
huge variety of semi-public and private actors are important. Religious Government traditionally
means regulation by public hierarchies – the differentiated state – and its specific means (legal
and administrative rules, jurisdiction and (the threat of) force). If governments follow policies of
deregulation and ‘privatization’ also with regard to religions, this induces ‘shifts from
government to governance’.58
I start with a short presentation of path-dependent patterns and their consequences for
regimes of religious governance (2.2) before addressing regimes of government in Western
states which are mainly analysed by comparative legal scholars (2.3 – 2.13). The normative
implications of these differences will be analysed in Part IV where we will see that while radical
libertarians and individualist liberals trust fair religious markets which are minimally regulated,
republicans rely on democratic government of religious diversity, deliberative democrats add
strong associations in ‘civil society’, and communitarians add strong communities. Only
associative democrats use the full spectrum of modes of governance and government and also
put a strong emphasis on associational governance.

2.2 Path-dependent Patterns and Regimes of Religious Governance in the West
Only few sociologists of Religion have elaborated different models of area- or region-specific
structural and cultural patterns of relationships between society, culture, politics and religions
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See the concise summary of recent developments in the social sciences: v. Waarden/Kersbergen
2003 and my research proposal on ‘Associative Democracy and Shifts in Governance’ Bader
2003.
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in the West, i.e., in ‘Christian’ Europe, North-America, Australia and New Zealand. An
institutionally and historically sensitive analysis of these path dependent patterns requires a
historical sociological approach combining institutional (or structural) and cultural dimensions.
In opposition to the classical paradigm of modernization and secularization, it conceptualizes
“multiple modernities” (Eisenstadt 1992/2000)59 as the relatively contingent and path-dependent
outcome of multiple processes of ‘modernization’ that are initiated by many reciprocal causes
and triggered by “critical junctures” (Rokkan) or historically “crucial but contingent events”
(Martin). The emerging patterns are shaped by typical “sorts of situations” (Martin) or typical
“constellations” (Eisenstadt, Rokkan). In my short summary, I try to combine different varieties
of such an emerging approach by David Martin and in the tradition of Shmuel Eisenstadt and
Stein Rokkan.60
The institutional differentiation of Western state-societies, particularly the thresholddifferentiation between politics and religion, state and church(es), was – contrary to mono-causal
explanatory attempts – the result of a complex interplay among four mutually reinforcing
causes: the growth of modern capitalism (Martin 1978:3, 18ff), the formation of modern states,
the Protestant reformation, and the modern scientific revolution.61
The development of specific patterns has been triggered by historically contingent but
crucial events: the success or failure of the Reformation; the English Civil War, the American
revolution, the French revolution, the Russian revolution, the Dutch revolution and the Scottish
and Swiss Reformations, and the non-revolutions in Lutheran countries (Martin 1978:3, 18ff).62
Of crucial importance has been whether a nation’s revolution is “an act which divides internally”
(like in France) “or unites against something external” like in the case of America against
England, or Holland against Spain (see 17f, 42, 55ff.). The evolving particular frames which
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See also Martin 1978, 1990:274f, 294f (multiple processes of “secularizations” contingent on
certain circumstances, not a necessary aspect of a universal process”). Instead of assuming one,
uniform, teleological process of ‘cultural secularization’, the analysis would then try to
demonstrate empirically different area-, region-, or state-specific trajectories of ‘cultural
secularizations’ (plural). See below note 14, see also Koenig for different but related trajectories
of ‘political modernization’ (note 33).
60
Rokkan 1975, Therborn 1995, Davie 2000, Eisenstadt 1987, 1992, 2000; Flora 1999, Flora/Urwin
(eds) 1999, Madeley 2000, Spohn 2003, 2003a, Koenig 2003.
61
“Each of these carriers developed different dynamics in different places and at different times”
(Casanova 1994:25).
62
See Brake (2004) for religious wars in Early Modern Europe, their Peace Settlements (Kappel,
Augsburg, Nantes, Münster, Westphalia), and the respective Patterns of Coexistence (Confessional
Privilege, Parity, Repression, Political Integration, and Ad hoc Tolerance).
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structure further events (see 15f, 18, 27, 126) have set in motion vicious circles of internal
hostility like the spiral of fear and mutual repulsion backed by violence in France, or beneficent
circles of internal compromise and mutual adaptation like in Holland or Switzerland.
The emergent patterns are mainly shaped by two central aspects of the pluralism of
European civilization: first, by its cultural pluralism (the division between main confessions,
their characteristics and the different degrees of religious pluralism of the respective
confessional-cultural areas), and second, by its structural pluralism (the typical constellation of
state- and nation-formation).63
2.2.1

Cultural Pluralism in Europe

European cultural pluralism has been the result of the Christian synthesis of Jewish and Islamic
(as its ‘internal Others’), Greek Hellenistic and pagan traditions crystallizing in different types of
religions (and divergent patterns of ‘secularization’). The division of the Roman Empire in a
Western and an Eastern part resulted in a basic division between Western-Latin (a Roman
Catholic paradigm) and Eastern-Greek Christianity (a Byzantine paradigm). Five structural
distinctions seem to be crucial in the perspective of religious governance: (1) Byzantine
fellowship of churches without a centralized authority vs. the Roman Catholic Church that is
focused on the Pope and which has developed a highly centralized internal absolute monarchy.
(2) The Byzantine church has been legally incorporated into imperial states whereas Roman
Catholicism had its own church law, the Pope as absolute ruler, lawgiver and judge, often even
of secular rulers. (3) State power dominates spiritual power in the Byzantine paradigm, whereas
in the Roman Catholic paradigm the Church has been a completely independent ruling
institution, sometimes even in almost complete control over state power. (4) Byzantine clergy is
married and closer to people and society as opposed to Roman Catholic celibatarian priests. (5)
In the Byzantine paradigm wars have been theologically legitimated and even inspired vs. the
Augustinian theory of legitimate use of force (wars of conversion, against pagans, heretics,
crusades against fellow Christians).64
63
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See generally for European pluralism: Weber 1972, chapter IX; Eisenstadt 1987. For combinations
of cultural pluralism (Martin’s focus) and structural pluralism in region-specific or geo-political
models (Rokkan’s lasting impact) see: Flora 1999. I follow Spohn’s summary (2003:326ff; see
2003a:270-75; for the Non-European World: 275-81).
See excellent summary of Rokkan, Küng, Martin, and Flora by Madeley (2000:13ff), who rightly
stresses the importance of language: the predominance of Latin as official language prevented the
development of vernacular cultures and autocephalous territorial churches. Obviously, also Judaism
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The Protestant reformation resulted in a geographical split within Western Christianity
between North (Protestant) and South (Catholic). Apart from obvious and well-known doctrinal
differences, Protestantism has been structurally distinguished from Catholicism by (1) the
consideration of law as an ‘adiaphoron’ that is not necessary for the ‘salus animarum’;65 (2) the
translation of the ecclesiological doctrine of covenant into congregationalism (though more
outspoken in reformed and radical Protestantism) and criticism of hierarchy; (3) less or more
strict ‘separation’ from church and state, and (4) the clergy is allowed to marry. These
distinctions are more pronounced if one takes the important but often neglected split between
Lutheranism and reformed or radical Protestantism into account. Lutheranism – predominant in
the Scandinavian countries and in Northern Germany – is characterized by established churches,
a strong identification between church and state, a hierarchically organized ‘Episcopal’ church,
and an interpretation of the gospel as ‘pray, pray and obey’ (gib Gott was Gottes ist und Cäsar
was Cäsars ist). Reformed Protestantism is predominant in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Great
Britain, and in the United States, English Canada, Australia and New Zealand. It is characterized
by strong anti-‘etatism’ (particularly of the free churches, Dissenters, Calvinists, Baptists,
Methodists and Evangelicals compared with the more scholarly circles of traditional
congregationalism or Anglicanism), a fairly strict state/church separation, an emphasis on the
autonomy of the holy local congregation (churches being conceived as decentralized, local,
democratic, and congregationalist, instead of Episcopal), and an emphasis on a strictly individual
link between believer and God together with self-help, individual responsibility, asceticism, and
a more marked version of ‘spiritual egalitarianism’.66
Eastern Christianity also became divided between a northern, Russian-Orthodox region
and a southern, Mixed-Orthodox (Greek and Slavonic) and partly Islamic regions. The resulting
pattern of four religious core-regions in Europe had a lasting impact on cultural foundations and
components of nation building, state-church relations, and processes of cultural ‘secularization’.
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and Islam have been part of European cultural pluralism though mainly as the ‘Other’ and the
‘Enemy’.
65
This condition has been widely used by ‘les politiques’ (Hunter 2005): ‘Adiaphora’ allowed that the
prince, not the Church itself, ruled the confession in Lutheranism.
Manow has demonstrated the lasting consequences of reformed Protestantism for the development of
welfare states. He has also pointed out that ‘strict separation’ does not automatically indicate a
“secularized neo-liberal orientation”, a view that would neglect the Protestant roots of radical liberalism
(2004:21).
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Differences in cultural secularization can best be analyzed as a combination of
differences in degrees of religious diversity and in institutional patterns. Different degrees of
religious diversity result in four typical situations (Martin 1978:117f):
(i)

A situation of “total monopoly” either of a religious variety (all Catholic and Orthodox
countries67) or of a secular variety: the secular monopoly of the Left (47ff.).

(ii)

A situation of “duopoly” or “segmented pluralism” (57) in Protestant societies containing
considerable Catholic minorities (60/40 %) like in Holland, Germany, Switzerland.68 The
resulting “competition between rival blocs” (118) is itself shaped by independent factors
like size and bipolarity (no victory seemed possible for either side); territorial
concentration or dispersion, relations of centre to periphery; migration; and by all aspects
of minority-positions (see 19ff).

(iii) A situation of “qualified pluralism” (57) that is more pluralist, characterized by
competition between an established state church and a substantial bloc of dissent and
competition within the state church itself (like in England, Australia, New Zealand, Canada
and, though somewhat different, in Scandinavian states).
(iv) A situation of “complete pluralism” (56) as a logically pure type approached by the United
States where “competition of all denominations” is established “because collectively the
numerous denominations, especially the Protestants, form a variety of cultural
‘establishment’ albeit outside the official nexus of church and state” (21).69
As a result, one gets two central ‘secularization’-hypotheses instead of one uni-linear thesis
characteristic for modernization theory: (i) “the more pluralistic organized religion is, the less
marked cultural secularization is, and inversely (ii) the more monopolized organized religion is
67

68
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See Madeley (2000:6) for data on “mono-confessional culture areas” adding a Lutheran area
classified by Martin as ‘qualified pluralism’.
Where Catholicism remained predominant no mixed pattern could develop because of the cultural
definition of national unity, the integral definition of religiosity, and systematic re-socialization
programs (1978:203). See data for the “West-central Multi-confessional Cultural Area” (Madeley
2000:7 including the UK (Anglican-Catholic-Calvinist-Sectarian), Czech and Hungary). Martin
neglects “The Eastern Multi-confessional Culture Area”. The resulting confessional map of Europe
contains more than 10 topological types (see Flora 1999 and Tilly 1992).
Bouma (1999) has tried to sequentialize these patterns into a simple, global evolutionary scheme of
historical epochs following a period of intense religious conflict (1400 – 1650): a monopolistic
epoch of state church hegemony (1648 – 1820), of ‘tamed monopolism’ – mainlining religion,
characterized by oligopolistic denominationalism (1820 – 1970), an epoch of secularity and
ecumenism (1970 – 1980, and a ‘postmodern’ epoch of religious diversity, vitality and competition
(from 1980 on).
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the more pronounced cultural secularization is.”(Spohn 2003a:273). Pluralizing Protestant
cultures show weak cultural secularization whereas monopolistic religious cultures (Catholic,
Orthodox, Islamic) lead to a sharp clerical-anticlerical split (Martin 1978, 1990).70
2.2.2

Structural Pluralism in Europe

European structural pluralism resulted from the political-institutional erosion and territorial
displacement of the Roman Empire and from fragmentation in multiple centers and peripheries.
Following the lead of Rokkan, Gellner, Hastings, Anthony Smith, Seton-Watson and others, one
can distinguish four core areas which are loosely connected to different epochs of state- and
nation-formation: (i) In the Western-European zone of early state-formation, the imperial
structures of the declining Western-Roman empire lost their impact very early. In the newly
created institutional orders of separate political centers, ‘ethnies’ could be transformed into
nations more or less congruent with states.
(ii) In the Western-Middle-European zone of much later, unitarian state-formation, the
continuing impact of the Holy Roman Empire of German nations prevented nation-state
unifications till the 19th Century. The emerging nations have been less congruent with the new
states.
(iii) In the East-Middle-European zone, the impact of Empires continued until far into the 20th
Century resulting in peripheral nation-building and weak states containing strong tensions
between ethnically heterogeneous populations.
(iv) In the Eastern-European zone, empires and reactive contractive nation-buildings with strong
ethno-national conflict-potentials continued into the 21th Century.
These divergent patterns of state- and nation-building modify the multiple forms of cultural
‘secularization’ connected with religio-cultural pluralism.71
70
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This is not meant to say that a clerical anti-clerical split would be impossible within traditions of
weak cultural secularization. See for a detailed analysis of mono-confessionality features (Madeley
2000:10-13), ‘confessional particularities (Ib, 13ff), multiconfessionality features (17—19), and of
particularist mixes (19f). Minkenberg’s criticism that Martin’s thesis of a convergence of
Protestantism and established churches neglects de-colonization (2003:126) only repeats what
Martin himself has clearly pointed out (1990, chapter 1). The confrontation of structural pluralists
and cultural pluralists is, at least in Martin’s case, overstated because Martin discusses the impact of
different structures of empires (e.g. the Iberian and Anglo-American) and other important aspects of
political constellations as well (e.g. Centre vs. Periphery, Centralism vs. Federalism (1990:275ff).
“David Martin’s patterns of secularization are primarily valid where the modern nation-state has
been consolidated early, that is in the Western-European zone of state-formation” (Spohn
2003:329). In the West-Middle-European zone, the North shows an asymmetric pattern of
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2.2.3

Region-Specific Patterns

Sociologists still do not agree how best to put these different constituent elements together in a
typology of region-specific patterns. A short summary of Martin’s influential distinction of the
following patterns of religious governance in the ‘Western world’ (1978:59) serves my modest
purposes to demonstrate the lasting institutional diversity of state-church relationships. This is of
utmost importance to understand the diverging normative evaluations and proposed models of
political philosophers that are so often unreflectively governed by the national settings they
happen to live in.
(1) The American pattern which is characterized by high religious pluralism, low anticlericalism,
high cultic participation, high stability of democracy, center-left political orientation of
Catholicism, religiously toned civil religion, broken church-state nexus, secular school system
and nonexistent religious parties.
(2) The English pattern which is characterized by medium religious pluralism, fairly low
anticlericalism, fairly low cultic participation, high stability of democracy, center-left political
orientation of Catholicism, religiously toned civil religion, retained church-state nexus, religious
and then semi-secular school system and nonexistent religious parties.
(3) The Scandinavian Pattern which is characterized by low religious pluralism, low/medium
anticlericalism, very low cultic participation, high stability of democracy, secular civil religion,
retained church-state nexus, secular school system with religious fringe and very minor religious
parties.
(4) The Mixed pattern which is characterized by high religious pluralism, fairly low
anticlericalism, high cultic participation,72 high stability of democracy, center-left political
orientation of Catholicism, mixed school system, influential religious parties.
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secularization (strong in dominant majoritarian Protestantism, weak in minority-Catholicism), the
South eventually shows a weakening of the split between Catholic and secularist camps (this
however, is clearly recognized by Martin). In the Eastern-Middle-European zone, the modification
of Martin’s thesis is strongest because peripheral nation building prevented by external empires
leads to a weakening of secularization in spite of predominant religious monopolies (e.g. Poland).
Yet again, this is also clearly acknowledged by Martin (1978: the nationalist pattern; see 1990:23
“exception”).
NL, Germany, Switzerland and also Canada (low cultic participation). As mentioned above, the
Netherlands have been rapidly ‘depillarized’ and show a fairly rapid decline of religious beliefs and
practices (see Dobbelaere 1993, Crouch’s “paradox”). Patterns are clearly not ultra-stable or
resistant against change or even break.
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(5) The Latin pattern which is characterized by very low religious pluralism, very high
anticlericalism, high/low cultic participation, low stability of democracy, high communist
influence and right of center political orientation of Catholicism, strained or broken church-state
nexus, increasingly secular school system and extensive religious parties.
(6) The Right Statist pattern (e.g. Spanish and Portuguese fascism).
(7) The Left Statist pattern in so-called ‘communist’ or ‘Marxist-Leninist’ countries.
(8) The Nationalist Pattern which is characterized by churches of nations without a secure state
(Poland, Northern Ireland, and Israel).73
Before drawing some lessons for political philosophers and theorists from such a preliminary
historical and comparative analysis (see conclusions), we have to increase the sensitivity for
institutional diversity in regimes by focusing on varieties of government of religions in (nation-)
states.
2.3
Constructing Typologies of Religious Governance and Government
In 2.1, I have summarized different models of path-dependent area-specific patterns and regimes
of religious governance, focusing on regions and/or polities as units. Even if historians and
sociologists disagree about best typologies for comparative descriptive and explanatory
purposes, the broad and deep variety of the relations between states, nations, politics, society,
culture and (organized) religions is a plain and uncontested fact. The construction of such areaand/or polity specific patterns – particularly in my extremely short summary of David Martin’s
typology – is saddled up with at least three important disadvantages.74 First, the patterns may be
too stable, underestimating important historical modifications, changes and even path-breaks.
Regimes of governance and government of religious diversity change over time. Second, the
patterns may be internally too homogeneous. Regions and States may be less ‘systemically
integrated’, more like patchwork, and the many relevant and overlapping dimensions –
constitutional, legal, social, cultural, political75 – may not follow the same ‘logic’ or change in
the same direction. States do very different and even inconsistent things at the same time in
different policy-areas. Third, states or governments are not homogeneous and monolithic actors.
States do very different, inconsistent things in the same policy-area. For these reasons, the
historical and actual variety of institutions and policies is much greater than these fairly
aggregated patterns and typologies suggest. This variety is not only obviously important for rich
descriptions and adequate explanations but also for normative evaluations.
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Martin has revised and modified his analysis of the Protestant and Latin patterns in 1990.
See Bader 2006d for a detailed analysis of the perils of modeling.
And their indicators, in Martin’s typology: religious pluralism, anti-clericalism, clerical status, cultic
participation, external religious conservatism, intellectualism in religion; stability of democracy,
Communist influence, Catholic political orientation, civil religion; church-state nexus, school system,
religious parties.
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From now on, I focus on a narrower analysis of regimes of government. States are not
monolithic actors who consistently and continuously follow one and the same aim and strategy
regarding religions. The (mixes of) aims and strategies vary, and the different legislative,
judicative and executive branches and their different executive departments often follow
contradictory policies. This differentiation increases if one takes the different federal, state, and
local levels into account (2.3). Even under conditions of multi-level polities in a ‘globalizing’
world, states are still important actors and therefore relevant units of institutional and policyanalysis. In a strictly contemporaneous perspective, I shortly analyze the most important
dimensions of the relationship between states and (organized) religions in recent Western states
(2.5 – 2.12), all sharing the same liberal-democratic principles, all characterized by written or
actual liberal-democratic constitutions. In 2.13, I will discuss whether something like a European
Regime of Religious Government is emerging.
2.4 Disaggregating Government
The actual relationship between the state and (organized) religions cannot be grasped in simple
dualistic schemes like “support and/or regulation” (Casanova 1994:55f) or “protection and/or
privileges” (Parekh 1996:18). Actual state policies with regard to religions have to be analyzed
along four different axes:
(1) Constitutional (if any), legal, and administrative regulation, and political and cultural
interference. Constitutional regulation articulates religious freedoms and the specific forms of
establishment or disestablishment. Legal regulation, here understood as the traditional
combination of legislation and jurisdiction, most often is a “multilevel” system (Galanter
1996:269f.); it may also imply normative legal pluralism, e.g., recognizing private religious law
and jurisdiction.76 Legislative regulation may be fairly general and limited or very specified and
extensive, like in Austria or Spain, depending on legal traditions of countries and on the actual
degree of regulatory and policing powers of states which has increased dramatically with
modern welfare states (Monsma/Soper 1997, Ferrari 2002). Under conditions of religious
diversity in modern welfare states the administrative interference of the state is inevitably
extensive and varied, and the degree of administrative discretion is fairly high (guided by
general norms like ‘public order’, ‘equity’, ‘proportionality’), particularly if legislation is
76

Bader 1998:200ff, Rosenblum 2000:5ff, Rudolph/Rudolph 2000, Shachar 2001.
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general or laws are supplemented by general executive orders. Even if guided by the idea of
strict or formal neutrality, legislation and administration under such conditions cannot be neutral
in its effects (Laycock 1997, Tomasi 2004), and jurisdiction by administrative or constitutional
courts would inevitably unfairly restrict freedom of religious exercise if guided by such a metalegal principle (Monsma/Soper 1997). Legislation, administration and jurisdiction inevitably
interfere politically in public debates regarding state-religion relationships and also may
explicitly attempt to exert some cultural influence. One consequence of a differentiation along
such lines is that legal recognition should not be confused with political recognition and
administrative recognition. ‘Formal’ legal recognition of newly organized religions is not a
necessary precondition of actual recognition; it may even impede de facto administrative
recognition, as the cases of Germany or Belgium clearly show. In Belgium, e.g., Islam has
already been ‘formally’ recognized in 1974 but in reality only in 1998.77 Another consequence is
that neither individual nor collective legal recognition of religious freedoms implies actual
protection as the predicament of Catholics in 19th Century U.S. or of Muslims in Britain today
clearly shows.
(2) The aims of the state vary widely. States may attempt to suppress and prosecute all
individual or collective religious beliefs and practices or specific religions, they may aim at
tolerant negligence, at formal or actual protection of religious freedoms of all or of specific
religions, at formal or at substantive/relational neutrality, or at privileges for all or some
(established) religions.78 States can choose (a specific mix of) different strategies in order to
achieve their aims to suppress or protect (all or specific) religions, treat them equally or
positively facilitate and privilege (all or specific) religions (Rath et al. 1996:245). They may
control, concede, separate; they may persuade, reward (positively sanction, e.g. by money) or
punish (negatively sanction); they may apply direct or indirect strategies (Bader 1991:291f).79 In
addition, states can use a variety of means to realize their aims and strategies. The specific
means of states are laws and jurisdiction (monopolies of legislation and jurisdiction) and the
77
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See Waardenburg 2001, Shahid/Koningsveld 2002, WRR 2004:34f. See 7.4 and 11.5
See Lash’s 5 models (2001:304ff) using distinctions of aims related to a general evaluation of
religions: “Religious Establishment (religion is true)”, “Religious Freedom (religion is valuable)”,
“Equal Protection (religion is neutral)”, “Nonestablishment (religion is private), “Secular
Establishment (religion is dangerous)”.
See Esbeck’s six types of strategies (1994:3ff: strict separationists, freewill separationists, institutional
separationists, structural pluralists, nonpreferentialists, and restorationists. The focus of his model is
doctrinal, not institutional, and restricted to recent positions in the U.S.
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(threat of) enforcement (monopoly of legal violence). States, however, can use many other
resources in order to influence religions: material resources (land, buildings etc.), qualification
of state personnel, money, information, political legitimacy.80
(3) The state is not a homogeneous and monolithic actor: its different branches (legislative,
judicative, executive), as well as its different executive departments, do not necessarily (nor
actually) follow the same aims, strategies and policies. Justice- and Home-Office departments
differ thoroughly from departments of education, health-care, housing and urban planning,
cultural and social affairs, etc., particularly in situations of declared security-threats, and the
same holds obviously for the different levels of state organization: federal, state and local
administration.81 Local administrations are facing urgent and legitimate demands of religious
immigrants more directly and are generally more accommodationist than central government
(8.3 – 8.5).
(4) State laws and policies do not only, directly or indirectly, regulate highly sensitive religious
issues like family and sex- and gender-matters, abortion (Minkenberg 2003), euthanasia, genetic
engineering, and education, but also many other policy-issues like employment, enterprise,
housing, health, care, welfare which may be of crucially importance for religious minorities.
For all these reasons, every separate state at any given time shows a variety of partly inconsistent
policies. This diversity obviously increases dramatically if one analyses the rules, regulations
80
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See Robbins’ (1987:70ff) four typical policy orientations: separationist, statist, secularist, supportive
(for similar attempts see Madeley 2000, Barrett 1982). If one wants, for whatever reasons, to
positively facilitate and stimulate the development of new (organized) religions, there is no need to
‘establish’ them constitutionally (and this argument has been absent in the discussion about
‘establishment’ at the 1996-PSI conference). One can use all legal, political, administrative and
cultural means of facilitation not explicitly ruled out by general moral or legal principles. On the
contrary, if one wants, for whatever reasons, to prevent or at least to restrain the development of new
religions, there is no need to legally forbid them. Or if one wants to restrain old, formally recognized
religions there is no need to disestablish them constitutionally. Policies of administrative impediment,
for example, can be very effective and may continue even in cases that courts have ruled their
“manifest unfairness” (High Court in 1992 in the case of the Islamic Primary School in Brent (see
8.2). See for the variety of administrative hindrances: Rath et al. (1996, p. 224ff.) or Maussen 2004,
2006 for establishment of Mosques. To focus only on ‘constitutional’ establishment versus
disestablishment and to appeal to the mythical principle of ‘separation’ of state from church is clearly
not informative enough.
See examples for conflicts between different branches: Monsma/Soper 1997, Rath et. al. 1996; for the
competition and the shifting powers between legislation and jurisdiction in the U.S.: McConnell 1992,
Greenawalt 1995, 2000, Rosenblum 2000a. Inconsistencies and conflicts between different levels (in
multi-level legislation, jurisdiction and administration (see for Russia: Cole Durham 2001, p. 695f.;
see 13 for education) multiply if supra-state levels are added.
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and actual policies of different states. Unfortunately, we are not only confronted with the fact
that detailed comparative studies of religious governance are not available but, even more
astonishing and irritating, also that there are no comparative studies in sociology and political
science either. Consequently, there exists a ‘dearth of empirical evidence’ and we simply do not
know what different governments inside and among (nation-)states actually do when they
govern religious diversity. Almost all available comparative studies (by legal scholars) focus
only on legal rules and regulations. In the huge proliferation of models focusing on the recently
valid (legal) regulation of religions by governments, eight analytically separate dimensions are
commonly dealt with. For each dimension I first present the two extreme options (dichotomous
modeling) and add important intermediate options (gradualist modeling). I will first add a
preliminary moral evaluation starting from the fact that most states under discussion are liberaldemocratic states in the sense that they have (written or actual) liberal-democratic constitutions
and are legally bound by international and regional human rights treatises and the respective
covenants. This can be used as a first, minimal moral baseline excluding morally and legally
impermissible options.
2.5 Constitutional regimes
Written constitutions of liberal-democratic states explicitly regulate the relations between
(organized) religions and the state. In a strictly legal perspective, the dichotomous choice is
between either constitutional establishment of one church or non-establishment. Legal
establishment however has quite divergent historical forms and it is common practice to
distinguish between strong establishment and weak establishment of one church because of
important differences regarding religious freedoms, church-autonomy etc. (see Robbers (ed.)
2001).
Recent models which are close to strong establishment are Greece, Serbia, and Israel.
Strong establishment has been the point of historical departure for dis-establishment, plural
establishment as well as non-establishment.82
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Strong establishment also has quite divergent historical forms (e.g. Constantinian, Erastian,
Henrician) combined with different degrees of church autonomy (see Robertson 1987:157,
208ff for Latin America; Minnerath 2001:384f for Europe). Dis-establishment directly
presupposes ‘strong establishment’ of one Church. Non-establishment in the strict sense of
the term means that in a (new) state no Church is constitutionally or legally established.
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Weak establishment means constitutional or legal establishment of one State-Church
compatible with de jure and de facto religious freedoms and religious pluralism. It may be
compatible with some administrative recognition of religious pluralism and different degrees of
de facto institutionalization of other religions, and it may also recognize a certain religious
pluralization of the cultural nation. Recent European models approximating this ideal type are
England, Scotland, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden untill 2001.
An intermediate option is ‘plural establishment’. Constitutional pluralism, or plural
establishment, exists nowadays, as far as I know, only in Finland with two state churches (the
large Lutheran Church of Finland and the small Orthodox Church of Finland) in a nondenominational state (Ahonen 2000, Heikkila et. al. 1996). It requires the constitutional and/or
legal recognition of more than one organized religion. It may aim at administrative and political
pluralism with the intention of pluralizing the religio-cultural nation. It was discussed as an
option in some American states in the late 18th and early 19th Century.83 Recently in England
there have been proposals to end the “unique relationship between the Church of England and
the British state so as to create a plural religion-state-link” (Modood 1996:3) by requiring the
new constitutional establishment of organized minority religions.
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However, in all relevant cases, ‘strong establishment’ is - at least indirectly - the relevant
point of reference (in the case of non-establishment of the new American federal state
directly against established churches in some American states and, more indirectly, as
opposition against known forms and experiences of absolutist states and ceasaropapist
churches in Europe). In the cases of ‘strong dis-establishment’ within an existing state more
directly: the radically laïcist or secularist break in the French revolution mirroring
“Catholicism without Christianity”(Martin 1978: 24) and the radical dis-establishment of
Islam by Ataturk. In India, non-establishment and a constitutionally non-religious state has
been a conditio sine qua non in order to prevent religious civil war (see Khilnani 1999, the
different contributions in Bhargava (ed) 1999, Jacobsohn 2000, Rudolph/Rudolph 2002).
The differences between non-establishment, dis-establishment and possible new
establishments (e.g. ‘plural establishment’) should be kept in mind for the purposes of
practical evaluation. Dis-establishment itself is a crucially ambiguous idea (Modood
1996:4). It may mean quite different things depending on the constitutional, legal and de
facto status quo in a state. In addition, it may lead to quite different outcomes, as a
comparison between aggressive secularism of French republicans with ‘Godland’ and his
chosen people clearly shows (see Miller 1985:233ff, Eisenach 2000).
At least six states - New Hampshire (till 1817), Connecticut (till 1818), New Jersey, Georgia, North
and South Carolina and, depending on definitions, also Massachusetts (till 1833) had established
churches and plural establishment has seriously been discussed (see Miller 1985:18-22, 37f, 44f
(three options for Virginia); see also: Handy 1976:145). The New South Wales Church Act of 1836 is
an Australian example of attempted pluralist establishment (Monsma/Soper 1997:91f).
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‘Non-establishment’ characterizes all other Western states – though often only as the result
of fairly recent constitutional dis-establishments like in the Netherlands (1983) or Sweden
(2001), but also, e.g., Turkey and India. Non-Establishment or Constitutional Separation of State
and (organized) religions obviously can mean very different and even nearly opposite
regulations and policies in constitutional reality.
2.6

Constitutional Reality

Legal regulations in constitutions are important but almost all scholars agree that an exclusive
focus on this dimension would prevent an adequate picture of the ‘content’, of the divergent
constitutional reality hiding behind such ‘formal’ regulations.84 States like Germany,
Netherlands, Sweden, Italy and Spain, on the one hand, and France and the U.S., on the other
hand, for instance, would be lumped together as non-establishment-countries in spite of the huge
and well known institutional and policy-differences. A first step in an attempt to capture these
differences that is still fairly narrowly focused on constitutional and legal regulations can be
found in the classification into three patterns commonly used by legal theorists:85 countries with
a “state- or national church”, “separatist countries”, and “concordation countries” or selective
cooperation countries like Italy, Germany, Austria, Spain, and Portugal where states and ‘legally
recognized’ religions cooperate (and countries like Switzerland combining all three on the level
of cantons (Mortanges/Tanner 2005)). The latter two share constitutional non-establishment but
differ largely with regard to the legal status of religious organizations and other related aspects
like the regulation and financing of ‘faith-based’ education, care and welfare organizations.
Other authors more explicitly broaden the relevant dimensions and include different options on
the respective scales of “strict separation”86 versus “Verflechtung” (Minkenberg 2003) or
84
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See Robbers 1995, Monsma/Soper 1997, Ferrari 2002, Minkenberg 2003:119. They do not only avoid
a “single dichotomy of established religion” versus “separation of state and church” (Minkenberg
2000, 2003) but also question the exclusive focus on constitutional texts because they are interested in
the social and political realities in a comparative perspective.
Robbers (1995:352; 2000) distinguishes three basic types: “Staatskirchentum”, “Systeme die auf
striktem Trennungsdenken beruhen”, and “grundsätzliche Trenunng von Kirche und Staat bei
gleichzeitiger Anerkennung vielfáltiger gemeinsamer Aufgaben”. See also Monsma/Soper (1997) and
Fetzer/Soper (2004).
In the explicitly normativist scale of ‘laicism’ developed by Barbier (1995) the decisive criterion used
is the distance from the (idealized) French model: laïcist, qusai-laicist, semi-laicist, and non-laicist.
Only few states are constitutionally declared ‘secular states’ (France, Turkey, Mexico) massively
insisting on an a-political role of religious institutions (Markoff/Regan 1987:173f)
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“deregulation” versus “regulation” (Chaves/Cann 1992) of state and (organized) religions,87 or
combine such options with welfare-state typologies88 or ‘degrees of state-ness’ or other modes of
governance.89
87

88

89

Ferrari (2002) elaborates the forms of co-operation between states and religious groups by detecting a
pyramidal pattern of selective cooperation with three levels (10ff. for European countries, see also
Robbers 1995:64 for Germany). Monsma/Soper (1997) and Fetzer/Soper (2004) distinguish between
three basic types: the strict church-state separation model, the established church model, and the
pluralist or structuralist model using their normatively guided model mainly in order ‘to classify the
five countries in terms of these three models’. Minkenberg also wants to avoid a single dichotomy of
established religion” vs. “separation of state and church”. He uses the measurement of degrees of
regulation or deregulation by Chaves/Cann (1992:280f ): whether or not (a) there is a single,
officially recognized state church, (b) there is official state recognition of some denominations but
not others, (c) the state appoints or approves the appointment of church leaders, (d) the state directly
pays church personnel salaries, (e) there is a system of ecclesiastical tax collection, (f) the state
directly subsidizes beyond mere tax breaks. Yet, eventually the results are condensed into a twofold
Separation/Establishment typology (16, table 4). In a later article, he presents a model containing
three types: “strict separation”, “volle staatliche Etablierung der traditionellen Kirchen” (full
establishment), and “Fälle einer partiellen Etablierung” (partial establishment) (2003:123; 2004:22
(table 7)). Fox (2006) tries to operationalize the extent of separation of religion and state (SRAS) and
of government involvement in religion (GIR) by using 5 variables and a huge number of indicators or
codes (546-555).
Plesner (2001:484) cross-tabulates the “character of relations” (established church model, cooperation
model, strict separation model) with a welfare state or a laissez faire approach. The same is done in a
much more sophisticated way by Manow 2004 highlighting the more or less totally neglected impact
(exception: Heidenheimer 1983) of reformed Protestantism on the delay of welfare state development
and on its specific character (dualism between private, group-specific insurance schemes and a
comparatively basic, universal state provision of social protection), clearly different from the
Christian-Democratic Catholic, the Lutheran and Social-Democratic patterns.
Ahonen (2000) has made an interesting attempt to re-conceptualize this triadic distinction on the basis
of neo-institutionalist analysis of mechanisms of coordination, mentioned above: “etatist” statechurch as “hierarchy”, “concordation” as “contract”, and “liberal” “separationism” as “market”.
Similarly, Koenig (2003:85ff) distinguishes two axes: (i) degree of state-ness of a polity (organization
of political domination), either state-centered or civil-society centered (other mechanism of
coordination like markets, networks, communities, private hierarchies are, unfortunately, excluded and
a productive balance like in associative democracy is absent); (ii) degree in which individual
autonomy is institutionalized: either “gesellschaftsförmig” (individualist) or “gemeinschaftsförmig”
(as collective actors). Cross-tabulation results in 4 ideal types: (a) liberal/individualist (liberal polity
model), (b) etatist/republican (republican model) (c) corporatist (strong state, weak individual
autonomy); (d) segmentary (weak individual autonomy, weak state). (see for a similar typology of
democratic polities: Bader 2003c, below chapter 9.1.3). These models are discussed in their
consequences for organizational and symbolic accommodation of claims of religious minorities and
the self-descriptions of the type of political modernity in terms of meta-narratives of secularism.
Koenig has applied this model of polity-types which has been developed in the discussion on welfarestates by Andersen and used by Soysal to distinguish types of incorporation policies (see Bader 1997c)
in an analysis of different varieties of “political modernity” with regard to the political regulation of
religions (2004:89ff): The liberal model does not recognize organized corporate groups in the public
sphere but allows that a plurality of individual religious orientations is recognized in the public sphere
of civil society and privileges the organization of religion in the form of voluntary associations; in
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2.7 Legal status of (organized) religions
Not only more hierarchically and centralized ‘churches’ but also all less hierarchically and
formally organized religious communities are regulated by states. Here, the dichotomous choice
is between granting them some special status or treating them exactly the same as other
associations, i.e., “disciplined by the general law, that is the law governing associations”(Ferrari
2002:10).
(a) In the latter option, religious communities normally can become legal persons (the legal
forms vary according to different traditions of national private law) and can perform some basic
activities like buying and selling goods, stipulating contracts and receiving donations. In Ireland,
since the disestablishment of the Anglican church in 1871 all religious communities are
voluntary associations regulated by general associational law that posses no automatic legal
personality. They may acquire corporate status though there is no procedure for this and none
has been tried (Casey 1995:166).90 In France, religions are treated as a private affair and
subjected to private associational law (Basdevant-Gaudemet 1995:132), though not in the same
way as all other voluntary associations. On the one hand, the state has not treated religions as a
strictly private affair but has restricted their associational freedom by intricate regulations (law
of 1901; Bowen 2005, Bauberot 1998). In addition, the law of 1905 proscribes any direct
financial help whereas lots of their ‘private’ charitable activities can get public money. On the
other hand, religions are clearly privileged and, in spite of official non-recognition, in principle,
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Europe the U.K. approximates this ideal type). The republican-statist model institutionalizes the
cultural program of modernity in the centre of the state. The public sphere assumes a homogeneity of
legally equal citizens and excludes the representation of all particularist identities, particularly
religious ones which are relegated to the private sphere (France approximates this type). In the statecorporatist model, individuals are integrated into centralized projects of rationalisation by the state via
intermediate corporate entities. Religion is part of the public sphere, and publicly recognized religious
organizations as ‘Körperschaften öffentlichen Rechts’ fulfill some state functions (Germany or Austria
approximate this model). Koenig analyzes the consequences of these models for ‘pluralist’ versus
‘individualist’ incorporation regimes, for conflict-potentials between state and organized religions, for
the specific focus of conflicts regarding the religious incorporation of immigrants, and for the typical
claims making of religious immigrants (see chapter 8.1).
This is the situation of all non-established churches or religious communities in the United Kingdom
where they generally do not posses more rights than any other voluntary association. English law
generally does not know a fully developed concept of a ‘public-legal status’. There is no formal list of
‘recognized’ churches. Decisions about the ‘religious’ character of communities asking for charitystatus or permissions for religious buildings are taken by administration or case law (McLean
1995:339).
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religious communities are granted special status as cultic associations, “Diözesanvereine”,
congregations, and new religious communities and sects. Absent a legal definition of religion, in
practice, courts (Conseil d’Etat, Cour de Cassation, Conseil Constitutionnel) by jurisdiction and
administrations decide, a situation which is similar to that in the United States.
(b) Granting religious communities some special status – as all other European states do – can
be done in different ways and degrees. There are various options on a scale from minimal to
maximal legal recognition. Religions then are either “regulated by special laws enacted for
religious associations, different from (and more favorable than) the laws applying to associations
in general” (Ferrari 2002:10) or they are granted specific legal exemptions in tax law, labor law,
military conscription or legal privileges like the right to religious instruction in public schools, to
receive public money for the building or maintenance of houses of worship or for religious
schools, religious cemeteries, ‘faith-based’ care- and social services, entitlements of access for
chaplains to military forces, prisons, hospitals. Legal exemptions and privileges normally are not
granted indiscriminately to all religious communities but require at least some kind of state
registration and some kind of state control. Some ‘established’ churches – e.g. in Sweden until
2001 (Schött 1995:319ff), Denmark (Dübeck 1995:45f) and Finland (Heikkilä et al. 1995:305ff)
more so than in England (McLean 1995:347) – are near the maximum-pole of legal and financial
privileges but, even without constitutional establishment, some religions – culturally and
politically established majority-religions but also important minority-religions – may enjoy a
high degree of exemptions and privileges. It is important to note that all Western states, in spite
of the prevailing ‘strict separationist’ ideology in some countries like France or (some periods
in) the U.S., not only have to recognize religions in the actual (local) administrative practice, but
also guarantee at least a minimum of special legal treatment of religions (whether in special
laws, general laws or by jurisdiction and case law). They do not raise the red flag of libertarian
revolution. Even the ‘laïcist’ systems in Maurice Barbier’s typology are clearly less laïcist than
normative (predominantly French and American) ideologists assume. 91 Depending on national
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See also Peter 2004 for France: ‘concordat’ departments in Alsace-Lorraine; In French Guyana and
Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, the Roman Catholic Church is the only cult recognized by the state, and in
Mayotte, it is the Republic which appoints Muslim legal specialists charged with implementing
Islamic personal law. State subsidies to confessional schools and all attempts to unify and secularize
the educational sector in the 1980’s failed spectacularly; see also Safran 2003:443f; Willaime
2004:176ff) In April 2003 the Conseil français du culte musulman, an umbrella organization of
various Islamic groups, has been elected as an official interlocutor with the public authorities (Bowen
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legal traditions, this may take the form of, e.g., “Körperschaften öffentlichen Rechts” – like in
Germany (Robbers 1995:66), Belgium (Torf 1995:19ff), Luxemburg (Pauly 1995:217), Austria
(Potz 1995:257f)) – or may even be regulated in bi-lateral special treatises or concordats.92 State
recognition and regulation of religious communities requires some minimal thresholds in terms
of numbers of adherents, duration93 and stability of religious groups or (minimal) organizations
even without any explicit intent to discriminate against minority religions. The selective
recognition and co-operation may thus be ranked on a “scale of openness” regarding the
question of how open regimes are for religions: “open-universalist”, “pluralist”, “hegemonial”,
or “closed” (Messner 1999).
2.8 Autonomy of churches and religious communities
The mirror image of state-autonomy from religions is the autonomy of (organized) religions
from state-regulation and interference into their internal affairs (two autonomies), i.e., the
organizational expression of the principle of associational freedom of religion. Religious
autonomy issues are extremely complex and various. They include (different degrees of)
autonomous decisions of churches in matters of the inner domain of faith (doctrine, dogma,
teaching) and polity (constitution and organization, legislation, norm formulation, ecclesiastical
law), church-authority controlling and representing the religious community), matters of core
ministry (of worship, ritual, liturgy; confidential counseling, confession; teaching the faith,
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2005). This is a first indication of the fact that associational freedom of religion is – at least minimally
– taken seriously by all states declaring to respect religious freedoms (see 7 and 11). If ‘no official
recognition’ in the sense that no state institutions – whether legislation, jurisdiction, or administration
– actually take into account a legal status of religions is not an existing option, this has important
normative consequences for liberals (see2.14 and 11.4).
As in Italy where religions may reject any recognition or previous registration. If not, they have the
choice between the following forms of legal personality: non-recognized private associations
(associazione riconosciute), have limited legal subjectivity without any further control by the state;
recognized associations (associazione riconosciute) have more legal possibilities and tax-exemptions
but their foundation and activities is subject to considerable controls by state administration. Six
confessions do have special treatises with the state, and, obviously only the Catholic Church a
concordat (Ferrari 1995:191ff). All countries, which guarantee some religions under specific
conditions special status and/or public recognition are characterized by a pyramidal pattern of
privileges and corresponding regulations or controls (see also Ferrari 2005 and below 11 for
selectivity and gradualism).
See Spanish L.O.L.R Art. 7, (referring to the number of adherents and “evident residency” (Iban
1995:106)). In Finland, a minimum of 20 persons is required for registration. See for dilemmas: below
11.6.
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education and training of clergy; dissemination of beliefs to others; temporal care for
members/others). They also include matters of core administration (right to appointment and
dismissal from religious office for religious/ministerial employees, for employees or volunteers
contributing to religious mission, for secular employees/volunteers, church discipline,
membership (entry, exit, expulsion), territorial arrangements of substructures, establishment and
equipment of offices, finance (obligations to pay contributions, right to solicit and administer
church funds), right to administer church property, right to entity status (automatic right to create
religious subsidiaries, subsidiaries can obtain legal personality easily), service and labor law
(exemptions for whom?), collateral faith-based education, charitable, and cultural activities; the
civil status of religious marriages; access to military, hospitals, prisons; paid chaplains.94 In my
view, in order to achieve a more aggregate picture, one should clearly distinguish between nonintervention regulations that are central to church autonomy and positive privileges that depend
on enabling legal and financial state actions because, in the latter case, an increase in
‘substantive autonomy’ is normally paid for with a loss in ‘formal autonomy’ or an increase in
state-regulation and interference.
(a) With regard to the inner domain of faith, doctrine and core ministry, all recent Western states
recognize (either constitutionally and legally or by case law) the religious incompetence of the
state. This recognition is independent from the different legal statuses granted to churches or
religious communities. The only relevant legal restrictions have to do with generally recognized
but highly divergently interpreted limits to freedoms of communication like preaching violence
or libel and religious practices that seriously infringe basic and minimally interpreted human
rights of members (see 7).
(b) With regard to matters of organization, polity, and administration the different legal statuses
formally and actually matter.95 Formal autonomy seems highest in cases of non-registered, nonrecognized, and most definitively in cases of ‘non-established’ religions because legal
registration, recognition and establishment presuppose conditions and some controls. State94
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See Cole Durham Jr. 2001:697 for a summary of the OSCE Vienna concluding document and of a
simple yes/no ranking of the regulations in many European Countries and the U.S. in all these
disaggregated dimensions.
See Minnerath (2001:384ff) for “established churches”, “state controlled recognized churches”
(Belgium, Luxemburg, Alsace-Moselle), “separation without recognition or institutional cooperation”
(France), “autonomous and cooperating religious communities” (Germany, Austria, Switzerland),
“independence and cooperation” (Spain, Portugal, Poland, Italy, Ireland).
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churches that enjoy the highest amount of privileges and powers have been traditionally
subjected to strong state-interventions and control in matters of faith and doctrine, and also of
organization, policy and administration. Even today, their autonomy is legally or constitutionally
still “limited to doctrinal affairs” though “State authorities are less and less willing to interfere
with the internal organization of religious groups and refrain from making full use of the legal
powers they have in this field. Generally speaking, the autonomy (both doctrinal and
organizational) of religious groups is on the rise: the history of the Church of England
throughout the 20th Century and the recent reform of Church and State relations in Sweden are
good examples of the steps taken toward a broader autonomy of religious groups even in the
countries where the bond between Church and State is still very tight” (Ferrari 2002:9; see
Minnerath 2001:390-3). All Western states, though in different degrees and ways, respect
church-autonomy in matters of organization, polity and administration and treat religions
favourably compared to most non-religious organization by exempting them from generally
valid minimalist requirements of internal democratic structure, from the application of labour
law and collective agreements,96 and from equal treatment and non-discrimination laws normally
distinguishing between core personnel, employees or volunteers with religion-related activities
and non-religious activities (see 7).
2.9 Financing of Religions
If one distinguishes between direct and indirect methods of financing, one gets three options: (a)
Neither churches nor religious communities receive any public money, neither directly nor
indirectly; (b) some or all of them receive public money indirectly by means of tax-exemptions
and/or general subsidies or vouchers; (c) some receive, in addition, public money directly by
payment of salaries or other costs, by direct religion-specific subsidies, or by ‘church taxes’.
96

Core personnel of some established churches are “Beamte” and “Bestandteil des normalen staatlichen
Beamtenapparats” (in Denmark and Finland) subject to special regulations different from general
labor law and collective agreements. In Germany, churches as ‘Körperschaften öffentlichen Rechts’
are “dienstherrenfähig” and personnel are “Beamte” subsumed to a modified version of
“Beamtenrecht” for churches (special loyalty, no right to strikes, lay-offs). In Belgium, Luxemburg,
Italy, Austria clerics are not included in labor contracts. In all countries, and increasingly so, the legal
treatment of religion-related and non-religious personnel is different, subsumed to labor law and
collective agreements. See for problems of clerics in cases of firing and, particularly Sozial- und
Rentenversicherung: in Austria much more sensitive Regulation (Pötz 1995:271f: congregations or
Diözesanverein or Diakoniewerk have to pay compensation) than in Italy (Ferrari 1995:198 no claims
for payment “rückständige Gehälter, Abfindung, Sozialbeiträge, Rentenbeiträge).
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(a) It is interesting to note that such a system in which religions would depend exclusively
on voluntary contributions of their members (without any direct or indirect assistance by stateadministrations) or on donations (without any specific tax-exemptions) actually – and contrary
to the ideology and rhetoric of strict separationists - does not exist. Even the most ‘separationist’
systems like the American and French grant some general, and also religion-specific, taxexemptions.97
(b) In all Western states, hence, some – commonly only the registered or legally
recognized – churches or religious communities receive public money indirectly through taxexemptions or through general subsidies. There are on the one hand exemptions or reductions of
a various mixes of taxes, i.e., land and real estate tax, inheritance tax, donation tax, corporation
tax, trade tax, value added tax and other indirect taxes. On the other hand,98 there are subsidies
for restoration of churches in the framework of ‘heritage’ programmes, for city development,
“unentgeltliche Verleihung oder Verpachtung von Liegenschaften”, etc., or for social and
cultural activities.99
(c) These selective ways of indirect financing of specific churches and religious
communities are often combined with direct payments of salaries, pensions or other costs by the
state (like in Belgium,100 Luxemburg, and Denmark101) and/or with direct subsidies for specific
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During the times of the concordat with the Catholic church, the French state and municipalities
financed clerics directly, and also the construction and restoration of church buildings and even some
regular ‘Betriebsausgaben’ as a negotiated compensation for the secularization of all church-property
during the Revolution. After 1905 all direct financing has been proscribed (except chaplains and some
religious instructors in private schools) but the state guarantees church loans and grants tax-reductions
and exemptions. (see Bowen 2005 for the legal intricacies of appeals to the law of associations (1901)
and of 1905 (cultes)). In addition the state is owner of all churches built before 1905 and has to pay
the respective restoration-costs. Yet, actually, the French state granted direct subsidies in colonial
times (Grand Mosque de Paris) and for ‘guest workers’.
Fairly extensive system of tax-exemptions and reductions exist in Italy (Ferrari 1995:199ff) and
Austria (Pötz 1995:272ff).
As already mentioned, it is ironic that the established Anglican Church in England does not receive
direct payments for salaries, pensions or for running parishes and only very limited contributions for
restoration (less than 10% of the costs from ‘English Heritage’), but also fairly limited tax exemptions
and benefits for charity (McLeod 1995:347; see Casey 1995:177f for Ireland and Monsma/Soper 1997
for the United States. See Manow (2004) for radical Protestantism and Anglo-Saxon stateminimalism. See for France: Bowen 2005:10ff.
Deacons are directly paid by the state (historically, like in France, as a negotiated compensation for
secularization of church property, but still in existence!) resulting in a quasi-automatic state financing
(Torf 1995:33). See Pauly 1995:225 for Luxemburg: “so werden die Amtsträger der Kirchen, also
Bischöfe, Priester und teilweise auch Laien aus dem allgemeinen Staatshaushalt bezahlt”.
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religious communities, and/or with considerable administrative help by state-administrations in
collecting contributions, like in Germany,102 Austria,103 Sweden,104 and Finland, or by
modernized versions of ‘church taxes,’ like in Spain,105 Italy,106 and Hungary.
The types mentioned sub c) are fairly unknown, particularly in Anglo-Saxon political theory and
philosophy, and they are particularly questionable from a moral point of view. Before condemning them
as morally abject prima facie, however, some clarifications may be useful. (i) Only in Spain. Italy and
Hungary, the state does not only ‘help’ in administrating membership and collecting membershipcontributions in a specific way but imposes a real – that is ‘involuntary’ – tax on every resident taxpayer.
This system of a specified ‘cultural or social tax’ – a modern kind of exchequer tax – shows similarities
with a proposal for a ‘political voucher system’ to be financed out of general taxes (Schmitter 1992,
101
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The Danish peoples church has 3 sources of income: state subsidies for salaries and pensions;
payments for a common fond and payments for restoration costs of churches; church property; and a
so-called “church-tax to be paid by all residents who are church-members” (Dübeck 1995:45f).
Tax administration, as a kind of compensation for the secularization of church property, is collecting
‘churchtaxes’ for those members of officially recognized churches that have not explicitly declared
exit. These contributions - still in a misleading metaphor called ‘church-taxes’ - amount to between 8
and 9 % of wage- and income tax (in the case of employees, the taxes are directly and automatically
paid by the employer together with wage-taxes). Churches have to pay a kind of fee for this service of
tax-collection amounting to between 3 to 5% of the total amount of the tax (Robbers 1995:73f). If
income-tax payers don’t pay, the normal sanctions of tax law can be applied.
In Austria, the collection of church-contributions belongs to the internal affairs of legally recognized
churches and religious communities though, for a long time they could make use of stateadministration’s “Haushaltslisten zur Erhebung der Mitglieder und Beitragspflichtigen” (Pötz 1995:
272ff). “Nach dem Wegfall der Haushaltslisten erfolgt die staatliche Unterstützung nunmehr durch
Wiedereinführung der Angabe des Religionsbekenntnisses auf einem Meldezettel”.
The Swedish ‘church tax’ has been replaced by “eine Kirchenabgabe, die von den Mitgliedern der
Kirche von Schweden zu zahlen ist und die über das allgemeine Steuersystem erhoben wird. Andere
Konfessionen, die dies wünschen, können diese Erhebungsweise für ihre Mitgliederbeiträge ebenfalls
nutzen” (Schött 1995:325. See Heikkilä et al (1995:314) for the similar system for Lutheran and
Orthodox churches in Finland.
A. Ec. Art. 2,2 declares that the state “der Katholischen Kirche einen Prozentsatz (0.5239% - V.B.)
des Ertrags der Einkommens-, Eigenkapital- oder einer anderen personenbezogenen Steuer zukommen
lassen kann” (Iban 1995:117). In this case, it is a real tax, not a voluntary contribution but taxpayers
can – together with their tax-declarations – decide on how this tax should be used, “whether it should
go to the Catholic Church or, contrarily, to other social ends”. In case of no specific declaration, the
tax money will be used for social ends.
Since 1984 the system of state financing of the Catholic Church has fundamentally changed from
clerics receiving their income from beneficium (like in Anglican parishes in England) to clerics
receiving ‘salaries’ from Diözesaninstitute (Ferrari 1995: 199ff). Since then, all taxpayers have to pay
0.8 % of the income-tax but can choose to distribute this tax money for extra-ordinary humanitarian
activities of the Italian state (dedicated to global poverty, refugee-help, catastrophes but also national
cultural heritage), or to the Catholic church for specific religious ends, or to one of the other
recognized confessions having an agreement with the Italian state. The money of those who do not
declare their preferences (scelte non espresso) is distributed in proportion to the choice of the other
taxpayers.
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2000). It would gain in democratic legitimacy if voters could also decide about the specific amount of
money and its use (and would know about this). (ii) Many European states – contrary to Anglo-Saxon
polities – also pay other organizations like political parties and public media partly out of general tax
money because they are considered to fulfil important ‘public’ functions. The clear private-public split in
Anglo-Saxon law may – certainly in the case of party financing and media – detrimentally neglect
important ‘in-betweens’. (iii) The case that churches were allowed to make use of state-administration for
collecting contributions by paying for this ‘service’-provision – fashionably speaking: using outsourcingstrategies to focus on their core business – can be seen as an ironic historical reversal of the morally
abject system of private tax collection in the early phases of modern state building. (iv) ‘Church taxes’
allowing for voluntary exit clearly are not taxes though they include considerable advantages for
churches. A declaration of exit requires more activity and less ‘weakness of the will’ compared with
quasi-automatic membership and paying.107 In addition, the authority of the state’s tax-administration
makes it much more difficult to evade paying contributions. Such a system adds considerable advantages
for those religions that already profit from the privileges connected to an officially recognized legal status
and deepens the selective or discriminatory character of the ‘pyramid’ of co-operative relationships,
making it morally and prudentially dubious from a perspective of religious pluralization.

2.10

Regulation and financing of ‘faith-based’ educational institutions

The relevant options would be no public financing, partial or full financing of faith-based
‘Kindergärten’, pre-schools, primary, secondary, high schools, universities by the state and vice
versa – because normally public money comes together with at least some public or stateregulation and control – decreasing educational autonomy: from no regulation and control (the
extreme case of full autonomy) via partial (some autonomy) to exactly the same regulation and
control (no autonomy).
It is remarkable that only Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, most Swiss cantons, and the United
States did, more or less consistently, reject nearly any public financing of private faith-based
educational institutions.108 In Europe, Australia and some Canadian provinces one finds a wide
107
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The Belgian or Austrian legal regulation of organ-donation – based on ‘agreement taken for granted if
not explicitly rejected’, not on ‘voluntary declaration of agreement’ like in NL – is certainly not
incompatible with liberal morality.
See Monsma/Soper 1997 with hotly discussed exceptions like bussing, meals, and some teaching
material. Recently, however, quite a lot of public money is going, directly or indirectly, into private
religious schools (see Minow 2000, Esbeck, see below 13) as a consequence of voucher-schemes and
contracts. US Supreme Court has declared this constitutional (Zelman v. Simmons-Harris 2002). Some
states – e.g. Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, England/Wales, some Canadian provinces – guarantee
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variety of systems of partial or full, direct or indirect public financing of various faith-based
educational institutions and their relative importance compared with governmental educational
institutions depending on various minimal thresholds of student numbers and also considerable
variety of public regulation and control with regard to the selection of staff and of students, the
forms of organization, the content of the curriculum and even classes and lessons, the selection
of teaching material, didactics, examination, recognition of diplomas, and public inspection.109
Most states also acknowledge that some affinity – or at least no public opposition – to the core
of the respective religion is a relevant criterion for hiring and firing of core teaching personnel
(not of other administrative personnel) though the area of relevant and allowed exemptions from
anti-discrimination articles in constitutions and in generally applicable labour law is increasingly
circumscribed by law and jurisdiction. Only ‘strict separationists’ condemn public financing of
faith-based education and any exemptions as incompatible with liberal morality but they should
be more honest in also making clear that this would mean to raise the red flag of revolution in all
existing liberal-democratic states because actual institutions and practices widely differ from this
‘ideal’ (see below 8.2 and 13).
2.11 Regulation and financing of religious instruction in public schools.
The basic alternative is whether religious instruction is part of the curriculum of public schools
or not (like in France and the United States).110 In the latter case, extra-curricular religious
instruction still may take place in school buildings (free or for rent). In the former case, the most
important differences between countries concern the following aspects: (i) Is it obligatory for all
(like in Denmark,111 Germany, Spain,112 Ireland till 1970, Austria,113 Italy,114 and the U.K.115)
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virtually full funding of all costs; many states guarantee partial funding: Scandinavian states,
Australia, Germany, Hungary, France, Spain (see ch. 13.5, Glenn/Groof 2002).
See chapter 13.6 for regulation/control (from strongly centralized and specified nearly full control
with little or no autonomy to minimal regulation and control; see Glenn/Groof 2002596 ff.: Charts for
Rating the National Systems with regard to Freedom, Equal Treatment, and Autonomy)) and for the
actual ‘market share’ of nongovernmental schools ranging from high (roughly 70% of all pupils in the
Netherlands, Belgium) to medium (Australia and England/Wales (roughly 30%), France (roughly 20
%)) to low (United States less than 20%), Finland (9%), Italy (8%), Germany (5%), Switzerland (5%),
Sweden (4%).
In French primary schools, however, since 1882 Thursday-afternoon, later changed into Wednesday
afternoon (see Saunders 2005) is free for all students to enable religious instruction outside school
where it is proscribed.
Since 1975 Christian instruction is obligatory for all students in all school types (except between 13
and 15 to allow ‘Konfirmandenunterricht’ (Dübeck 1995:51).
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and, if so, are there obligatory alternatives to religious instruction (non-religious ‘ethics’
courses) or full opt-out regulations (exemption from both religious and ethics-instruction)?116 If
it is not obligatory, what are the regulations for exemption, and how is strategic use of opt-out
regulations treated? (ii) On which educational levels is it provided? (iii) As separate lessons (as
in most countries) or integrated in the general curriculum (like in Ireland since 1970 where
religious teaching is integrated in ‘secular’ courses)? (iv) By which religions and confessions? If
states have established churches or otherwise legally recognized confessions, these religions are
clearly privileged with regard to all aspects of religious instruction. (v) Who is selecting the
instructors? In almost all cases, this is the privilege of the respective churches or religious
communities even if states are paying the teachers. (vi) Who decides the curriculum and
organizes the lessons? It is understood in most states that this is a crucial part of ‘churchautonomy’ and ‘state-incompetence’ but things get muddy if states presume to be able to present
‘non-confessional’ Christian instruction (as in England, Norway, Denmark) or try to introduce
‘neutral’ courses in ‘religious’ or ‘inter-faith education’ or in history and sociology of (world-)
religions. (vii) Is there any state-supervision of the curriculum and the actual lessons in religious
instruction?117 Some of these problems in regards to Islam-instruction will be discussed in 8.2.
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Catholic instruction is obligatory, except in universities. Opt out-regulations combined with obligatory
alternatives. Catholic teachers paid by the state, all other confessions have to pay their own teachers.
Religious instruction is an obligatory subject and teachers in public schools are paid from public
education budgets. In 1995 there have been no alternative ethics-courses. Pötz (1995:265f)
recommends that they should be made obligatory in order to prevent strategic opt-outs. It seems that
students (or their parents) can very easily opt out without having to take alternative classes.
Catholic instruction (two hours a weak in Kindergarten and primary school, one hour in high schools)
is paid by the state. The six other ‘treaty-confessions’ can apply but have to pay for themselves. Other
religions don’t have a right but may use rooms in public schools outside the official curriculum
(Ferrari 1995:195f.). Students have the rights to opt out.
Since 1870 Christian but non-confessional instruction is part of the obligatory national curriculum for
all students in state-schools. No alternatives, no opt-out.
Obligatory ‘ethics’ or ‘secular moral education courses’ are offered in Quebec, in Finland, in some
German Länder, in Alsace-Moselle. All obligatory religious instruction has to allow exemption on
request to be minimally compatible with religious freedom. The actual problems are more pressing,
the less open the systems are with regard to minority religions (the most pressing, obviously, in cases
like Denmark and the ‘non-confessional’ but ‘Christian’ instruction in England) and the less
alternatives in the form of ‘ethics’ or ‘religious education’ are available.
In Austria, churches and religious communities are the organizers of religious instruction (Besorgung,
Leitung und unmittelbare Beaufsichtigung) but the state has the right to supervise religious instruction
by its school inspection. Only curricula and teaching material are allowed “die nicht im Widerspruch
zur staatsbürgerlichen Erziehung stehen” (Pötz 1995:266). In the Netherlands, religious instruction has
been traditionally exempted from supervision by state’s school inspection but recently – as part of a
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2.12 Regulation and financing of faith-based care and social service organizations.
All Western countries without any exception, including the United States118 – either indirectly
(tax-exemptions of all kinds and vouchers) or directly (general or specific subsidies) – finance
faith-based care and social service organizations (traditionally seen as ‘charity’-institutions).
These include care for children, for youngsters, for elderly; for the physically, psychically or
mentally sick or handicapped (hospitals), for home-less, drug-addicts, for criminal rehabilitation,
housing and nutrition of poor and low-income people (both inside Western states and in the
former ‘Third World’), for ‘community centres’, and may be even for other cultural and freetime activities. Their importance in the overall system of care and social services differs
according to the pre-dominant type of welfare-system: weakest in etatist social-democratic
systems like Sweden, stronger in ‘liberal’ systems like the U.K. and the United States, strongest
in ‘conservative-corporatist’ systems like Germany, Austria and the Netherlands. This is also
true of the systems of financing. As in the case of schools, public money is normally conditional
upon quality- and professional standards applying to state-services but the organization and
service-provision, including hiring and firing, is an internal affair of churches, religious
communities or related organizational authorities (their ‘special character’ is legally or actually
recognized). Except for institutions run by orders and congregations, their personnel is normally
covered by collective and individual labour law, social security and pensions, and sector-specific
collective agreements (if such regulations are in effect). Exemptions from generally binding
equal treatment and anti-discrimination norms normally are more circumscribed than in cases of
educational institutions but, e.g., Catholic hospitals are not only legally allowed to forbid
abortion internally, for obvious reasons, but also to discharge physicians propagating abortion in
public.119 In neo-corporatist regimes, representatives of (roof-) organizations of religious-based
service providers are included in sector-committees or councils dealing with standard setting and

118
119

full-scale secularist republican attack on multi-culturalism policies – ‘bijzonder onderwijs’, art. 23 of
the constitution, and exemption from supervision are not only seriously criticized but in a process of
revision. Again, one finds different ‘degrees of autonomy’.
See Monsma/Soper 1997, Minow 2000, Glenn 2000 for recent data; Esbeck et al. 2004; Tomasi 2004.
See for Germany: Robbers 1995:72. Minow (2000:1071) discusses related problems of the availability
of reproductive services (sterilization) and assisted technology (artificial insemination, in vitro
fertilization), abortion, HIV, councelling, end-of-life choices in Catholic hospitals, particularly in
small cities and rural areas.
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supervision in cooperation with public authorities.120 Strict separationists obviously have to
condemn all this as incompatible with liberal morality. All others have to confront tensions,
difficult trade-offs and problems of regulation, exemptions, of standard setting, performance
control, and ‘neutral’ professionalism (8.3).121
2.13

An Emerging European Regime of Religious Governance?

If we weave these different threads of my summary of regimes of religious governance (2.1) and
government together (the multi-dimensional comparative analysis of legal regimes of
government by states (2.4 – 2.11) and the divergent policy-traditions by various state-agents on
different levels of government and their divergent aims and strategies (2.3)), we can see that
there are good reasons to expect that these overlapping and intersecting patterns change more or
less quickly but never really simultaneously or always in the same direction. Actually, we see a
huge diversity of contradictory constitutional, legal, administrative and cultural arrangements
and policies within and amongst states, all sharing the same principles of liberal democracy.
This institutional diversity does not seem to converge into one optimal or even predominant
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For Austria see Pötz, 1995:263ff. The same holds generally for public media and cultural institutions
(e.g. in Belgium (Torf 1995:28), Germany (Robbers 1995): representatives in boards of (semi-) public
institutions (radio- and television councils, etc.), Spain (mixed committees), Austria (Pötz 1995:268f).
In all Western states it is common practice to allow chaplains of some churches or religious
communities access and service provision to some or all – more or less involuntary – institutions like
prisons, military (and police) forces, hospitals. The relevant differences concern, firstly, the type of
institution (the degree of involuntariness clearly matters: see Bijsterveld (1995:246) for the
Netherlands), secondly, the selection of denominations and, thirdly, the way of financing. Commonly
not all religions but only some legally recognized ones have access and only some states pay for them.
Belgium: clear privileges for Catholic Church and discrimination of non-recognized religions in terms
of access and payment. For Germy, Robbers info is useless! (74f). In Spain, the Catholic Church is
privileged (Iban 119ff). In France: allowed by law and publicly financed (Gaudemet 151ff) In Ireland:
allowed and publicly financed (prisons, military) (Casey 178). In Italy, the Catholic Church is clearly
privileged, treaty confessions are allowed but have to pay for service, other excluded (Ferrari 202ff).
In the U.K. chaplains in prisons and military are paid by the state.
I do not include in this comparison other aspect like the contested relationship between civil and
religious marriage (see Robbers (ed) 2001; see for Indonesia: Bowen 1998) and the whole bunch of
divergent state-policies with regard to exemptions from compulsory military service, Sunday closings,
working hours, prohibition of drugs and alcohol, dress-, zoning-, building- and parking requirements
(see for the U.S.: Galanter 1996, McConnell 1985, 1992; Pfeffer 1987, Hirsch 2000:285ff for
autopsies).
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regime of religious governance, neither globally122 nor for all Western states, and not even for
the member states of the European Union.123
A common European regime of religious governance, broadly speaking, would require not
only the emergence of a common regime of ‘governing religions’ or a “common West-European
pattern of church and state relations” (Ferrari 2002:7), but also the convergence of associational,
network, communal-cultural and (semi-) private modes of governance of religious diversity.
Some authors claim that the former process is already under way. An emerging European regime
of government of religious diversity is said to show three main features: “the right to religious
liberty,” “the religious incompetence of the state and the autonomy of religious groups,” and
“selective co-operation of states and religious groups” (Ferrari 2002:7-11).124 I confine myself to
three critical objections.
First, the right to religious liberty and the incompetence of the state/autonomy of religions
are, of course, important minimalist moral and legal constraints. This “coercive isomorphism”
by way of “legal transnationalism” (Koenig 2005) through binding international covenants,
regional human-rights regimes and also ‘soft law’ like the ‘Declaration on the Elimination of all
Forms of Intolerance and Discrimination Based on Religion and Belief’ (1981) or the Council of
Europe Document CRI (2000), important as they are, cannot prevent these principles and rights
from being interpreted and applied in widely divergent ways (Monsma/Soper 1997, Soper 2005,
Bowen 2005) also within the EU.
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Contrary to Bouma’s claim. At this level, ‘global government’ in a strict sense (“coercive
isomorphism”) is absent and convergence would have to result from a loosely structured ‘worldpolity’, from “mimetic isomorphism” (imitation, best practices), and from “normative isomorphism”
(Koenig 2003:148ff, 156, 215ff) and/or from other modes of governance.
See for the contentious debates on convergence/divergence of types of capitalism (Amable 2003) or
types of welfare-regimes in Europe (Pierson 2001, Kersbergen 2001).
See Robbers 2000. Massignon stresses the third aspect, the emergence of a “concordatory Europe”
that is “pluralist with structural limits” (2003:5), situated “halfway between the pluralist interdenominational American model and the classic European model of a hierarchy of recognized
religions”. In addition, Enyedi points to “converging tendencies between Europe and the U.S”: “Partly
as a result of the policies pursued by the Bush administration, European-style state support for
churches has attracted considerable interest. The irony is that while in the USA churches and
politicians have begun to embrace the idea of closer cooperation between church and state, in Europe,
the principle of separation finds growing support among religious sectors.” (2003:219; See also below
11.5). The more or less marked neglect of varieties of models of government of religious diversity in
Europe vividly demonstrates one of the dangers of broad, normatively biased comparisons of two
models known from confrontations of ‘the’ European model of capitalism and ‘the’ American model.
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Second, it is fiercely contested whether something like the institutional model of ‘selective
cooperation’ really emerges (“political transnationalism”) because at least some member-states
(such as France) massively oppose this option and the EU has no regulatory competence in this
regard. In addition, we have seen that selective cooperation covers a broad variety of
institutionalized ways and means of cooperation between state and organized religions.125
Third, the robustness or staying power of path-dependent and particularly of institutional
or structural differences seems much greater, and the effectiveness of “isomorphic change”
through the three causal mechanisms of enforcement, imitation and normative pressure seems to
be much weaker than authors like Koenig (2004:96f) assume.126 Claims that the “global
transformation of the classical models of nation states subjects the institutional logics of
religion-policies (...) to a fundamental change” (Koenig 2004:87) leading, amongst other things,
to an increasing convergence of Western European Islam-politics in the 1990’s, are at least not
corroborated by actual developments (see 8 and 11.5).
It seems clear to me that different contemporary states and states in different epochs
including the current member-states of the EU, and different branches of states at central,
provincial and local levels actually do quite different things, and will continue to do so for the
foreseeable future.
2.1.4

Lessons for Political Philosophers

Political theorists and practical politicians are urgently in need of sound comparative studies of
religious governance and government still largely absent from the research agendas of
sociologists of religion who should catch up to the rapidly developing institutional comparisons
in the social sciences in other areas. Yet, the available theories and empirical evidence allows us
to draw some important lessons for political philosophers and theorists.
First, constitutional and legal nonestablishment – in the technical sense of a state not having
one or more recognized state-church(es) or religion(s) – is definitively not the same as
125
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If such a common institutional model of European Regulation of Religious Diversity would emerge, it
would have to address at least three problems already signalized above: (i) the exclusion of small, new
religious minorities; (ii) inequalities amongst the included, ‘recognized’ religions; and (iii) formal
versus informal representation of organized religions at the level of European Governance
Arrangements (EGA’s) (see 11.6).
Koenig (2005), rightly, focuses on “identities and symbols” as strong countervailing tendencies (see
Casanova 2005:7ff) but neglects or underestimates institutional/structural inertia.
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separation of state from religion let alone of nation from religion, neither in a historical nor in a
structural perspective. It also should not be mistaken for a separation of political society or of
civil society from churches and religions. Historically, constitutional non-establishment or
disestablishment did go hand in hand in the U.S. with political and cultural hegemony of one
church, one religion or some coalition of churches and religions.127 Political theory should not
exclusively focus on constitutional or legal aspects: establishment versus disestablishment or
non-establishment. It should also take into account a broader range of relevant relationships
between civil and political society (parties, politics), cultures, nation(s) and (organized)
religions, and it should recognize different degrees and different forms of actual (administrative,
political, cultural) establishment/ disestablishment.128
Second, modern societies functionally require a certain minimal threshold of institutional,
organizational, and role differentiation between state/politics and religions but sociologists have
some trouble to exactly tell us empirically how much, in which fields, with regard to which
issues? This empirical differentiation is not peculiar for modern Western state-societies. ‘Premodern empires’ are also characterized by considerable degrees institutional, organizational,
and role differentiation, but may lack an explicit statement and recognition of the moral
minimum: the twin tolerations or two autonomies. Above, we have seen that this moral
minimum does not require constitutional or legal non-establishment or disestablishment. It is
compatible with different legal and constitutional forms, including even ‘plural’ establishment
(in Finland) and ‘weak establishment’, at least in the eyes of European and national
constitutional courts.129
127
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See Martin above, Monsma/Soper 1997, Bader 1999, McConnell 1992, Eisenach 2000, Jacobsohn
2000. In addition, it is plain that different roads lead to religious pluralism and different institutional
settings are compatible with or stimulate high degrees of religious diversity: U.S. American
denominationalism (a more or less free religious market and ‘non-establishment plus private
pluralism’) as well as the mixed pattern of institutional pluralism that may be developed in the
direction of a more democratic and flexible variety of institutional pluralism, to wit associative
democracy (see 10 and 11).
‘Establishment’ is used in two different meanings. The narrow one focuses at constitutionally or
legally enforced establishment of one or more churches (state-churches) (McConnell 1992:688; Miller
1985:44ff “narrow forms”). The broad meaning of “voluntary establishment” (Eisenach 2000, Miller
1985:267) includes the political and cultural predominance, hegemony or “domination” (Miller
1985:316) of a specific religion or religions in ‘national political theologies’ under conditions of
constitutional/legal non-establishment or dis-establishment. See chapter 9.3.
The fact that most European states are still characterized by weak constitutional or legal links
between state and church(es) can be depicted as a serious lack of ‘modernization’ of
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Third, the moral minimum and the two autonomies clearly also do not require anything like
a ‘complete’ or ‘strict separation’ of religions from state/politics. Above, we have seen that all
states with liberal democratic constitutions grant exemptions to religions and at least indirectly
finance religious organizations. States are bound to ‘define’ and ‘recognize’ religions at least
administratively and most states give religions a special legal status. Strict separationists then
should be honest in this regard and raise the red flag of revolution. In addition, they should
consider that minimal norms of liberal rule of law require limitations of unbound administrative
discretion in these as in all other cases. Liberals should advocate at least judicial appeal (and
emerging case law) and/or explicit legislation (see 11). In addition, we have seen that not only
‘neo-corporatist’, ‘concordation’ states or states that officially engage in selective cooperation
between (organized) religions and governments, but also states with predominant ‘separationist’
ideologies (France, the U.S.), directly and indirectly finance faith-based organizations in care
and social services, for instance, France directly finances Catholic schools, and even the U.S.130
has recently allowed indirect voucher-financing of faith-based nongovernmental schools. Again,
strict laïcists in France and strict ‘separationist’ in the U.S. should not only be alarmed about
this, as they selectively are, but should inquire whether there are any good reasons in the
practices of the overwhelming majority of countries with liberal-democratic constitutions
(practical wisdom and ‘grounded normativity’).
Fourth, political philosophers favoring ‘strict separationism’ should be aware of the fact that
their ideal models – nonestablishment, no financing of religions and ‘private pluralism’ only
(NEPP) – differ markedly from the actual muddle both in the case of idealized American
Denominationalism and French laïcité. Reproducing and confronting highly aggregated and
idealized models induce fairly absurd simplifications and more or less serious empirical misdescriptions (this is the danger social scientists not always avoid), on the one hand, and they may
seriously hinder practical experimentation with institutional and policy-alternatives, particularly
if one is more or less unaware of the frequent shifts from model to muddle and if one proposes

130

European state-societies. Yet theories of ‘modernization’ or ‘functional differentiation’, then,
would be seriously at odds with empirical evidence (1.3.3). Actual institutional differentiation
between state and church(es) comes not as a package but in degrees
Contrary to Fox’ assumption that the U.S. would be the “unique exception” (559) in realizing
“full SRAS” (537).
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institutions, policies and strategies that may be good in an ideal world but may be less than
second best or worse in the real world.
Fifth, institutionalized relations between states and (organized) religions and actual statepolicies are the results of protracted conflicts (e.g. the famous school- and cultural wars in the
19th Century) between a multitude of actors: religious majorities and minorities, secularists,
legislative, judicative and administrative state agencies commanding more or less unequal
power-resources. (Political) philosophers have been involved as public intellectuals in these
battles and have (may be only very marginally) contributed to shape the predominant ‘public
philosophies’ and idealized ‘policy-paradigms’. As we have seen, pluralizing Protestant cultures
are characterized by weak cultural secularization and fairly low anticlericalism and more or loss
‘strict’ but religion-friendly ‘neutrality’ (in the U.S.) or more substantive and positive neutrality
amongst intellectual elites (as in Australia, Netherlands, Germany), whereas monopolistic
religious cultures lead to a sharp clerical-anticlerical split and to aggressive secularism amongst
intellectual elites, e.g., in the Latin countries (French laïcité de combat). Instead of presenting
the particularist and predominant but idealized public philosophies as the solution to all
problems, as is increasingly done again by aggressive secularists in the tradition of the French
radical Enlightenment, political philosophers should consider that these philosophies may be
part of the problem. Instead of presenting idealized models of the country-specific institutional
relations between state/politics and (organized) religions as the solutions for all countries, they
should seriously consider that they are a part of the problem and that a lot might be learned from
other ‘models’, but particularly from the actual problem-solving in different countries. In short,
political philosophers also should become more self-reflective and recognize the deep and
inevitable historical, socio-cultural, political and institutional embeddedness of philosophizing
itself. Then and now, there is no naïve escape from partisanship. How to prevent ‘universalizing
the particular’, how to gain reflective distance from contexts and battles without pretending a
completely impartial and neutral view from nowhere? (3)
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Part II

Reconceptualizing Principles. Making Political Philosophy Fit for the Task of
Accommodating Religious Diversity

Chapter 3

Moral Minimalism, Relational Neutrality, Fairness as Evenhandedness.
Contextualizing Morality

Most liberal, republican, feminist, and socialist political philosophers, though in divergent ways,
defend the core ideals of secularism, state-neutrality and strict separation that seem intuitively so
plausible in modern, pluralist societies and that have been elaborated in the most sophisticated way
by American political philosophers setting the tone for the international debate.131 In this chapter, I
do not want to re-iterate my earlier criticism of the predominant style of liberal political
philosophy132 but focus on the positive, re-constructive task. I start with a substantive, critical reconceptualization of – overlapping and mutually reinforcing – principles of liberal political
philosophy that are important for debating the accommodation of religious diversity and its

131

See Bader 1999 drawing on mounting criticism by liberal theologians like Thieman, Wolterstorff,
Neuhaus, by constitutional theorists like McConnell, Galanter, Laycock, Glendon, Segers, Lupu, Minow,
political theorists like Monsma, Soper, Rosenblum and critical liberal philosophers like Greenawalt,
Carens, Tomasi and post-modern philosophers like Fish, Neal, Connolly.
132
Its focus on principles (and the related underestimation of institutions, cultures, habits/virtues,
traditions of judgment and action) and ideal models, its misguiding dichotomies, its shifts from ‘model to
muddle’, its neglect of power-asymmetries (Bader 1999:598-603): (i) Liberal political philosopher’s focus
on ideal models of well-ordered states, societies and ideally reasonable citizens is often combined with a
quite unfortunate and unrecognized shift from model to muddle. In addition, they don’t tell us in detail how
we come ‘from there to here’ (e.g. Audi does never address the problem how his “institutional principle of
political neutrality” (1989:274) should be applied under conditions of structural inequalities to achieve
higher degrees of relational neutrality). Quite often, principles that might be appropriate in an ideal world
actually stabilize inequalities if applied in an unmediated way. (ii) Some of the cherished liberal
dichotomies are particularly misleading in our field: (a) private/public or market/state dichotomies block
adequate descriptions of increasingly blurred boundaries and in-betweens (Hirst 1994, Minow 2000) and
innovative normative thinking on alternative ways of governance of religious diversity instead of the old
choice between (the ideology of) the God’s freest and biggest supermarket or statist religious corporatism.
(b) The common links of the poles of the ‘religious’ with ‘traditional, irrational, emotional, female, private’
and of the ‘secular’ with ‘modern, rational, reasonable, male, public, state’ during the formation of modern
‘nation-states’ (Koenig 2003) is still plaguing normative liberal discussions of secularization and ‘public
reason’ (see 6.2). (iii) Its reproduction of the twin ideology of ‘powerlessness of property’/the private
sphere and ‘propertylessness of power’ (the myth of public power completely separated from the impact of
structurally asymmetrical power-relations in society) in the religious field. In situations in which the
predominant rules and practices systematically work in favor of privileged (religious or secular) majorities
liberal individualism and liberal distrust towards collective rights, collective organization and mobilization
hinders attempts by the negatively privileged to redraw the balance (socio-logic of power-asymmetries).
Liberal strategies to individualize and privatize religion help to stabilize the privileges of majorities masked
by a ‘strictly neutral state’ and ‘religious-blind’ rules.
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limitations. Moderate universalism and embedded impartiality enable us to avoid the pitfalls of
abstract universalism and ethical particularism (3.1). A moderately universalist morality under
conditions of reasonable pluralism of the good life tends to be a minimal morality that may be
combined with more demanding, differentiated standards of liberal, democratic, and egalitarian
moralities (3.2). The upshot of my argument in this section is, first, that there are some normative
standards for the accommodation of religious diversity that apply to all polities, including liberaldemocratic polities, which should constraint not only the projects of non-liberal regimes but also
the project of liberal regimes in ways that stand in tension with liberal commitments to strong
versions of autonomy and equality. Second, there are additional normative standards that apply
only to liberal-democratic polities and that should further commitments to autonomy and equality
in ways that do not infringe the standards of moral minimalism. Thinking of deep ethno-religious
cultural diversity seriously makes us recognize that polities, including liberal-democratic states,
cannot be strictly neutral or ‘difference-blind’ and cannot guarantee complete cultural equality.
Strict neutrality and a conception of justice as ‘hands-off’ have to be reconceptualized as
relational neutrality (3.3) and fairness as evenhandedness in cultural matters (3.4). Recognizing
moral pluralism and the complexity of practical reason more seriously requires contextualized
morality (3.5) and an institutional turn in political theory (3.6).
3.1

‘A view from nowhere’ or ‘relativism’? Moderate Universalism

Criticism of ‘modernity’, ‘secularism’, and strict separation as Western, Eurocentric, imperialist
notions by recent post-colonialists and post-modernists like Nandy, Madan, Asad, v.d. Veer is
associated with strong criticism of attempts to present principles of liberal morality as universal. It
often goes hand in hand with claims that all versions of universal morality are impossible or,
worse, can only universalize particular moralities. This criticism ties in with old and new criticism
of moral universalism by conservatives, cultural anthropologists, historians and sociologists of
knowledge and sciences, and by post-structuralist, post-modernist, constructivist and some
hermeneutic and pragmatist philosophers like Rorty. In this section, I shortly summarize the core
insights of these diverse challenges and try to demonstrate, in a highly programmatic way, how we
can avoid being caught in the trap of either claiming, from some ‘Archimedian’ point or some
‘Gods-Eyes’ ‘View from Nowhere’, an uncontested universal morality or resigning oneself to the
deep moral relativism of ‘anything goes’.
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Absolutely, or better completely independent, impartial, neutral, and objective knowledge is
impossible, indeed. All knowledge, both cognitive and normative, is produced or ‘constructed’,
situated, embedded, relational, it is “seins- und wertgebunden” in at least five important,
overlapping perspectives: (i) objective social positions, interests and experiences, (ii) fields of
knowledge, (iii) theoretical or practical knowledge, (iv) cultural frames, (v) history. The
presentation of situated, perspectivist knowledge as completely disinterested, neutral, objective,
impartial, as ‘a view from nowhere’, is the central ideological mechanism to universalize the
particular, and to hide this from view.
Neglecting or hiding these perspectives inevitably reproduces well-known myths and
fallacies:
(i)

Neglecting the impact of interests and experiences connected to objective social positions of

class, elite, sex, gender, race, ethnicity on knowledge is committing the “fallacy of
disinterestedness”.
(ii)

Neglecting the impact of differentiated fields of knowledge, of ‘disciplines’ is committing

the “fallacy of pure origin”.
(iii) Neglecting the impact of the conditions of skholé – “the first and most determinant of all the
social conditions of possibility of ‘pure’ thought, and also the scholastic disposition which inclines
its possessors to suspend the demands of the situation, the constraints of economic and social
necessity, and the urgencies it imposes or the ends it prooses” (Bourdieu 2000:12) – is committing
the “fallacy of transparency”.
(iv) Neglecting or not reflecting the impact of particular cultural frames is committing the
“fallacy of cultural imperialism”.
(v)

Neglecting the inevitable historical situatedness is committing the “fallacy of absolutism”.133
These fallacies have been extensively criticized in different traditions of thought: in

sociology and history of knowledge from Marx, Mannheim, and Bourdieu to the recent ‘strong
program’ in science-studies, in critical ethnic and racial studies, in recent feminism, in extensive
criticism of ‘Western’ cultural imperialism, and in criticism of a-historical reason or simplistic
evolutionism. If “impartiality is the guise that particularity takes to seal bias against exposure”
(Minow 1990, p. 376), then we seem to be condemned to particularisms of interests and
experiences, of disciplinary perspectives, of theoretical knowledge, of culture and history, and this
133

I follow Bourdieu’s (2000) criticism with slight modifications and extensions (v.d. Stoep 2004).
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is the conclusion drawn by most post-modernists and also – though with hesitation and in a selfcontradictory way - by many critics from the traditions mentioned above. It is my contention that
we are not trapped in those dichotomies and wrong choices as soon as we get rid of the misleading
idea of ‘absoluteness’.134 We are not forced to sacrifice impartiality (as Young (1990:pages)
assumes, neutrality or objectivity but we have to re-conceptualize these normative ideals in order
to both criticize their ideological misuse and to save the laudable intuitions not only under ideal
conditions but in the real world.
The elaboration of concepts of embedded impartiality, relational neutrality, and perspectival
objectivity is an ongoing project.135 It is guided by the following general claims and intuitions.
(i)

Criticism of the fallacy of disinterestedness need not end up in a reckless ‘standpoint

logic’136 defending the inevitable particularism of cognitive and normative frames and
perspectives. The famous accounts of an inherent relationship between social positions, interests,
and objectivity (truth) or impartiality (justice) by Hegel (allgemeiner Stand), Marx (the interests of
the proletariat as the future common interests of humankind) or Mannheim (the intellectual as
Platzhalter, as foreigner) have clearly not been self-reflexive enough. A more moderate, nondeterministic relation between objective social positions that structurate experiences, (definitions
of) interests and chances for more objective and impartial knowledge can be worked out.
Negatively privileged positions stimulate a need to be better informed and to know more about
causes of structural inequalities (cognitive framing, see Bader/Benschaop 1989). Experiences and
definitions are not completely malleable because some cognitive frames show a better ‘fit’ (Bader
1991, chapter VI). In addition, they stimulate a need for more fair and less particularist normative
frames, and their movements and fights serve as carriers for more universalist interpretations of
moral principles like liberty and equality.137 Rejecting the temptation of supposed
disinterestedness does not condemn you to assume that all positions would be ‘equally near to
God’ (or distant, for that matter).
134

See Fogelin 2003:3ff. If my intent would only be critical, I could bracket the following discussion
but in a constructive perspective I feel that I should give at least some indications of how to proceed.
135
See Bader 1988, 1998; Melissa Williams’ project: “reconstructing impartiality” (1998, 1999,
2000a, 200b) is very close to my own thinking. Impartiality, neutrality, and objectivity are very often used
interchangeably (they belong to the same family of concepts) but impartiality most often refers to
normative (moral and legal) judgments, neutrality to state-institutions and policies, and objectivity to
cognitive or truth-claims. See Bader 2006b.
136
Hartsock (1983) and others. See criticism by Harding (1990).
137
See Harding; Tully 2004 and, more ambiguously, also Connolly (see 6, note 13).
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(ii)

Rejecting the fallacy of pure origin does not imply that we would be inevitably locked up

in the perspectives and rivalries of specific disciplines. Even if it turns out to be not easy, we can
translate their languages, compare their perspectives, criticize their imperialisms, reject their
untenable claims. Rejecting this temptation seems particularly difficult for philosophers and for
modern ‘Gesellschaftstheorie’ as the new master-science.138.
(iii)

Theorists in general, and philosophers in particular, have difficulties to fight the temptation

of transparency and the accompanying, often unacknowledged devaluation of experience,
emotion, virtues and traditions of practical knowledge. Rejecting ‘theoreticism’ and ‘constructivist
rationalism’, however, does not condemn us to ‘anti-theory’, to an uncritical praise of practical
knowledge or of moral intuitions (3.5). Required are higher degrees of self-reflexivity and
institutional safeguards designed to prevent strategies of ‘cognitivist rationalism’ (Scott 1998,
Novotny et al. 2001).
(iv)

Rejecting the fallacy of socio-cultural imperialism and acknowledging the inevitable

cultural embeddedness of our cognitive and normative frames is one thing, opting for strong
cultural particularism, moral relativism or polemic ethnocentrism is quite another.139 For one
thing, cultural frames are neither monolithic (they show internal tensions or contradictions, they
develop) nor neatly isolated (they overlap and compete with other cultural frames). For another
thing, we can translate and compare (cultures are not incommensurable, incomparable or just
incompatible).140 Acknowledging that even our definitions of basic needs, basic capabilities or
rights are inevitably culturally framed, that we evaluate resources and rewards differently, for
instance, does not mean that attempts to develop such universal conceptions and theories of
morality would be inconsistent or circular right from the start. It does rather mean that these
concepts have to be fully sensitive regarding cultural differences and structural inequalities, and
138

Bourdieu’s inconsistent and ambiguous ‘sociological objectivism’ may be the most telling example
(see Bader 1988:148ff for criticism), but similar tendencies can even be found in Luhmann’s sociological
systems-theory.
139
See criticism of MacIntyre, Rorty, Tomlinson and others by Bhaskar 1996, Putnam (2001:47f
situated defense of pragmatist Enlightenment versus either merely contingent” or “scientistic”: “What goes
missing in this dichotomy is precisely the idea … that there is such a thing as the situated resolution of
political and ethical problems … that can be more and less warranted without being absolute”). See
Walzer’s ambiguity (Thick and Thin vs. Spheres (1983) (see Carens 2000:21ff. for sensitive criticism).
140
See even MacIntyre 1988. See thorough criticism by Bhaskar, Davidson, Waldron, Parekh.
Confronting ‘Western cultural imperialism’ or ‘occidentalism’ by constructing ‘Asian’ values or
monolithic, isolated varieties of ‘Orientalism’ (5.3), ‘tribalism’ or whatever is prone to the same misleading
scheme.
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that these theories have to be minimalist versions of universalism (see 3.2). Again, higher degrees
of self-reflexivity and openness are very much stimulated by the powerful presence of ‘other
voices’ and by institutional requirements making such ‘intercultural poly-logue’ more fair, even
under non-ideal conditions.
(v)

The traditional examples of the fallacy of absolutism have been theories of natural law and

Kantian or recent transcendentalism (like Gewirth, Apel). Hegelian “reason in history” is a more
reflexive variety assuming a conceivable ‘end of history’. Most recent theories of evolution do not
raise such obviously indefensible claims but often retain notions of a uni-lineal, necessary
evolution incompatible with a clear recognition of contingency in developments in natural and
human history. Defending the historical situatedness of all knowledge, however, does not
condemn us to historical relativism. Again, we can translate, understand, and compare and we
have, in principle, the huge advantage of the ‘benefit of the hindsight’. Our cognitive frames can
gain in complexity, and we may even morally and institutionally be able to learn from history.141
These are the claims and the general outlines of a gradational theory of perspectival
objectivity, relational neutrality and embedded impartiality. Some parts are better developed than
others but the whole has, to my knowledge, never been worked out in a satisfying way. To
recognize these fallacies and to increase self-reflexivity are necessary but, obviously, not sufficient
conditions. Traditional theoretical strategies to found impartiality in moral and political
philosophy – natural rights theories, classical and modern contractarianism and a hypothetical,
monological constructivism – are particularly vulnerable to one or more of these fallacies, and
their methodological devices – an impartial contractor in an original position under the veil of
ignorance, an impartial spectator, an ideal sympathizer, or an impartial calculator of utilitypreferences – are more vulnerable than more dialogical conceptions, especially in more modest
varieties (‘nobody can reasonably disagree’) though all share some remnants of cognitivist
rationalism more or less hidden in ‘reasonability’-constraints (6.2). Habermasian strategies that
explicitly criticize monological settings and demand actual instead of hypothetical dialogue can
more easily avoid the dangers of “parochial universalism” (Bell 1998:568 vs. Barry), particularly
if they would be freed from quasi-transcendental foundations, from theoreticistic conceptions of
reasons, and from claims that the conditions of ideal herrschaftsfreien Diskursen would be
141

Compared with inter-cultural dialogue, the difficulty in historical dialogue is that ‘they’ can’t talk
back any more, and that historians claim that the only thing we really learn from history is that we do not
learn.
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realized in actual discourses and that deliberation would be actually completely separated from
negotiation.142
Conceptions of a ‘negotiated’ universalism (Bilgrami 1998:393-99) or Bhikhu Parekh’s
defense of a non-rationalistic, intercultural poly-logue (2000; 2005:24; see Renteln 2004, Sen
2004:319ff; 2005) insist more clearly on the presence of the voices of all relevant actual stakeholders in order to prevent unchallenged imperialist claims of particular social groups, disciplines,
‘reasons’ and cultures to universalize the particular. They all have to address the problem that
these actual ‘hermeneutic’ dialogues do not take place under the ideal conditions of Habermasian
discourses but under conditions of more or less serious power-asymmetries impacting on the
availability of information, cognitive and normative framing and also on the competences of
negatively privileged actors. Nevertheless, we have to accept their actual definitions and voices as
an inevitable threshold for non-paternalistic forms of democracy.143
Explicitly dialogical conceptions of embedded impartiality/justice and perspectival
objectivity/truth that are gaining in prominence now in philosophy have to be supplemented by a
variety of – internal and external – legal and institutional conditions which stimulate and sustain
the weak ethics of science and help to achieve higher degrees of self-reflexivity, self-criticism, and
modesty.144 “Strongly Contextualized Knowledge”, as developed in “Re-Thinking Science.
Knowledge and the public in an age of uncertainty” by Helga Novotny et al. (2001) provides for
imaginative institutional designs.145 ‘Rethinking Morality’ from the perspective of such a
gradational, moderately universalist, embedded impartiality motivates a shift towards a
substantively more minimalist conception of morality (3.2), an explicitly relational conception of
neutrality of state and politics (3.3), and a re-conceptualization of fairness in cultural matters
(3.4). Compared with recent attempts to contextualize sciences, we may have even stronger
reasons to contextualize morality (3.5).

142

See my criticism: Bader 1983, 1984.
See Tully 1999, Bader 2006a, Fraser 2003. See below for problems of deliberative and associative
democrats to correct for serious background inequalities.
144
Bourdieu (1975) has already tapped this “institutional cunning of reason”, see my interpretation in
Bader 1988:149ff; 1997:162-70; 2003 Utrecht (on website). There seems to be a weak selective affinity
between democracy and truth, as pointed out by Mill, Dewey, Popper, Feyerabend, Habermas, and Putnam
(1987:55f; see Estlund 1993 and Copp 1993 on the cognitive superiority of democracy; see 6.2 and 13 for
cognitive and civic virtues).
145
Unfortunately, the authors are not aware of the selective affinity of their proposals for the scientific
field to the general design principles of associative democracy.
143
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3.2 Moral Minimalism and Differentiated Moral Standards
After the Second World War, demanding theories of egalitarian-liberal morality or justice have
been elaborated that require a more or less radical egalitarian distribution of a more or less
complete list of primary goods either among citizens of states or globally. This liberalism of hope
in the centres clearly reflects economic growth, remarkable rises in absolute standards of living for
all, even some modest decrease in relative inequalities on the one hand, and the absence of actual
warfare, fairly high degrees of safety and security, on the other hand. For some time now, one can
find indications for a shift from ‘ideal theories’ of what equality would optimally or maximally
require towards more minimalist, satisfying theories (see Shue 1980, Cunningham 1987; Beitz
1989:117f, Anderson 1999, Bader 2006a), from guaranteeing welfare to ‘preventing malfare’
(Hacker-Cordon 2003), from a liberalism of hope to a new “liberalism of fear” (Shklar, Margalit,
Ignatieff, Levy) or a “liberalism of peaceful existence” (Gray) or a “tolerable liberalism (M.
Williams) rescuing important insights of old proto-liberalists of fear like Hobbes and Pufendorf.
Practically, this shift seems to reflect the end of the golden age of post-war capitalism, a
growing disappointment with the rhetoric of human rights, particularly with the fact that the
corresponding duties have been imperfectly allocated or not allocated at all, a clearer recognition
of the urgency of absolute poverty, increasing inequality and blatant violations of basic rights to
security and safety by wars, civil wars and ethnic cleansings in the ‘rest’ and, more recently also
by perceived or actual security-threats and emergency in the centres.
Theoretically, it seems to be motivated by a clearer recognition of two main conceptual and
theoretical difficulties of ideal theories. First, equality dissipates into – potentially or actually –
conflicting equalities (legal, economic, social, political, cultural; formal/procedural or
material/substantive; equality of resources or welfare or status), the list of primary goods or of
distribuenda got longer and longer, and problems of comparing, weighing, measuring them could
not longer be neglected. Even supposing culturally homogenous societies, egalitarian-liberal
theories got more and more complex allowing for many sub-optimal instead of the one-best
solution. In addition, disagreement among liberal egalitarians has been mushrooming. Second, in
culturally diverse societies, under conditions of reasonable pluralism, one can no longer neglect
the fact that all fields or spheres of justice, all resources and rewards, all primary goods, all needs
and even all basic rights are always divergently interpreted and that each of these cultural
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meanings has direct and indirect consequences for their relative evaluation and importance.
Theories that claim to be neutral with regard to the competing versions of a good life have to be
sensitive not to impose predominant cultural interpretations, neither inside states nor globally, not
to fall pray to cultural imperialism.
For both problems, moral minimalism and satisfying, threshold or sufficiency theories seem
to provide better, more sensible solutions. In recent discussion on global justice, theories of basic
needs or basic rights (Shue 1980, Elfstrom 1990, Jones 1999) and of minimal but strong global
obligations146 are gaining ground, and in recent multi-culturalism discussions, the emphatic praise
of a perfectionist ideal of rich cultural diversity looses ground compared to sober justice-based
theories in general, to a multiculturalism of fear in particular which tries to guarantee essential or
basic needs/interests/rights for all instead of imposing a more demanding egalitarian liberal
morality. Here, I focus on the latter and discuss some problems of “substantive minimalism”
(Cohen 2004) regarding the contested content of the moral minimum before mentioning some
problems of “justificatory minimalism”.
3.2.1

Substantive Minimalism

The content of a minimal universal morality is not uncontested, it is not fixed or pre-given in
nature, it is historically developing and even basic needs are always articulated from within
particular cultural traditions. Yet, “at a sufficiently fundamental level … we should expect
conceptions of need to converge” (Miller 1995:75).147 In terms of basic rights, the essential core in
our times would clearly not only comprise basic rights to security (life, liberty, bodily integrity,
protection against violence) but also basic rights to subsistence and, in addition rights to basic
education and basic health-care, a certain minimum of due-process rights, freedom of conscience,
toleration, minimal though not fully ‘equal’ respect, and, maybe, even to some minimal though
146

See Pogge’s strategy of an overlapping consensus among competing theories (1995); see Bader
1997 and 2005d. For the EU: Scharpf 2002, Schmitter 2000. Bader 2006); for basic income guarantees
inside states: v. Parijs 1991, Kymlicka 2002:83ff; Jordan/Düvell 2003:138ff. For corporate social
responsibility and coporate citizenship see Whitehouse 2005.
147
See Walzer 1995:293 on “minimalist constraint. Murder, torture, and enslavement are wrongful
features of any distributive process – and they are wrong for reasons that have little to do with the meaning
of social goods. We need a theory of human rights (or its functional equivalent in other cultures) to set the
basic parameters within which distributions take place.” See 1994. Gutmann, in her criticism of ‘civic
minimalism’ in education, rightly stresses that even the minimum is contested (2002:27f, 30-35) but seems
to forget her own virtue of ‘economizing’ or ‘minimizing moral disagreement’ and the related hope that a
higher degree of ‘consensus’ can be achieved by less demanding lists of virtues that, then, should be
imposed on all schools (see below 8, 10, 13).
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not fully equal representation for all those affected from political decisions. The longer the list of
basic rights, the less basic and the more culturally sensitive and contested they become (e.g.
Ingram 2004) and the same is, obviously, true for the demanding, long list of capabilities
elaborated by Sen and, particularly, by Nussbaum (2000:chapter 1) on the basis of respective
international or regional human rights regimes.
For my purposes it is crucial to distinguish more clearly than commonly between four
different tiers of morality: (i) minimal morality and law as indicated above; (ii) the more
demanding minimal morality of liberal-democratic constitutional states adding political freedoms,
political equality and political autonomy, and equal respect (modern non-discrimination) to the
more minimalist concepts of agency characteristic for all morality; (iii) the more demanding
egalitarian morality of substantively more equal chances; and (iv) the most demanding morality of
comprehensive liberalism with its core values of autonomy as ‘rational revisability’, exercising the
capacity to reflect independently and critically upon basic commitments, values, desires, and
beliefs, rational, informed and free choice, or even full transparency.148

Somewhere here Figure 1

148

One could add a fifth level: a full-fledged ‘ethos of pluralism’ or a pluralist communitarian ethics
as proposed by Taylor, Bhargava, Connolly and others. From level i to v, but particularly from iii to v, we
find a consecutive, progressive increase of thicker, more contested conceptions of a Good Life and of
related, more demanding conceptions of autonomy and toleration accompanied by a diminishing concern to
‘minimize the spill-over effects’ (Tomasi 2002).
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Here I cannot discuss in detail which specified legal rights from the canon of rights in the
respective international or regional human rights covenants and treatises or national constitutions,
in which interpretations, belong to the minimal core of any morality.149 My interpretation is more
extensive and demanding than the strict minimalism advocated by Renteln (protection against
“death or irreparable physical harm” (2004:19) or Lustgarten (“severe physical abuse or worse”
(1983:91)), but it is obviously more restrictive than the minimum standards advocated by Parekh
(2000) and Poulter (1998:20ff) entailing not only the long list of all international and European
human rights but also thicker “‘shared values’, understood in an institutional sense”(24) as the
operative values of British society. It is also much more restrictive than the long list of civil,
political, socio-economic and cultural rights in human rights declarations and treatises. Yet it
contains not only so-called ‘negative’ liberties but also essential ‘positive rights’ (see Shue 1980;
Koenig 2003:122; Cohen 2004).150
Two issues in my preliminary distinction between minimal and minimal liberal-democratic
morality are particularly contested. First, minimal morality, in my interpretation, requires
‘minimal’ but not necessarily ‘equal respect and concern’ (Dworkin 1977:180-83) in the modern
liberal-democratic interpretation of non-discrimination. This allows me to discuss whether
dissenting non-liberal but decent minorities should be forced to comply with modern nondiscrimination within liberal-democratic polities and, if so, in which fields and contexts – e.g.
certainly not in families and churches, but also not without due consideration and within limits in
faith-based organizations in care and education (see 7.3, 13). Second, the soft requirement of
decent though not fully equal representation for all those affected from political decisions (Cohen
2004:25ff, Rawls 1999) – that decent people and, in analogy, decent minorities need not have a
constitution with equal democratic citizenship – has been extensively criticized but it allows a
considered, stepwise, elaborate, morally and prudentially convincing argumentation of the
conditions and institutional contexts of the imposition of democracy both in international relations
149

See Steiner and Alston 2000. See for informative debates on Cultural Rights: Hannum 1990,
Poulter 1998, Koenig 2003. On the one hand, this development shows that more international ‘consensus’
emerges on longer and more demanding sets of rights adding moral force to attempts to change national or
regional regimes not living up to these demanding moralities. On the other hand, there exists ongoing and
deep disagreement regarding interpretation and weighing of civic, political, socio-economic and cultural
rights.
150
Stressing subsistence rights is important against neo-liberal and libertarian attempts in general, but
also against Kukathas’ presentation of “freedom of conscience” (2003:15,17) as the one and only most
fundamental basic need or right.
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and inside liberal-democratic polities.151 Both claims, obviously, should be made plausible in the
substantive discussions of relevant cases in chapters 7, 8, and 13. In addition, it should be stressed
that my plea for minimal morality is thoroughly context-sensitive. It applies not in all contexts or
fields and only with regard to certain types of moral problems, particularly those of ethno-religious
pluralism whereas more demanding standards can be defended for other types of problems and
contexts. Furthermore, the burden of proof should rest on those who claim exemptions from
general laws and regulations (e.g. from general labour law, from works council or democratic
corporate governance regulations).
Before discussing the advantages and problems of moral minimalism (3.2.1.3), it seems wise
to exemplify its meanings and implications in a short discussion of two hotly contested issues:
autonomy and/or toleration (3.2.1.1), and liberalism and/or democracy (3.2.1.2).
3.2.1.1 Autonomy or Toleration
Autonomy (last line in table 1) is clearly a central liberal value but its contested and ambiguous
meanings range from maximalist, thick concepts to minimalist, thin concepts.152
(i) Autonomy as self-creation or authorship of an original, unique self. This ethical, not moral, nonconformist, experimental individualism is opposed to all ‘communal’ ties, attachments,
affiliations, and obligations. It ranges from clearly anti-egalitarian and anti-democratic elitism
151

‘Being affected by decisions’ does not ground a claim to equal representation since the impact of
decisions can be very unequal and those ‘affected’ can be external stakeholders while equal representation
is only possible for the members of democratic polities (a tricky issue in designs of representation of
relevant stake-holders in debates on global governance).
I do not discuss whether the question of why it is morally appropriate for a liberal democratic state
not to impose a strong non-discrimination standard or democracy on every group and institution within
society (even though that is the appropriate, required standard for many areas and aspects of public life in a
liberal democratic state) is parallel or analogue with the question of why it is appropriate to respect states
that are not liberal democratic and not to expect them to adopt strong non-discrimination standards and
democracy in areas and aspects of their public lives where such standards do apply within liberal
democratic states. And if such a parallel exists, whether the reasons for granting respect would be the same
in both cases. This issue perhaps created most antagonism towards Rawls’ Law of Peoples, though Rawls
seems to reject the suggestion (by Kymlicka and others) of a strict parallelism. I think that we can certainly
ask comparable questions about what we think are appropriate minimal standards for groups and
institutions within liberal democratic states and for all states, and what are appropriate methods for
promoting compliance where it does not emerge of its own, but neither the minimal standards nor the
reasons for not simply enforcing compliance (where that seems feasible) need not be the same in the
external and the internal cases.
152
In my overly short discussion, I disaggregate and slightly revise Reich’s treatment (2002, chapter 4;
see also Kymlicka 2002:228-44; Swaine 2005; Levey 2006). For rhetorical reasons, I discuss the different
notions of autonomy in reverse order to table 1.
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(Nietzsche) to more moderate versions of “self-enacting individuality” (Flathman 1988:83) to
Foucaldian and post-modernist ‘arts of the self’ (Nehamas 1998) and Unger’s context-smashing
individuals in his ‘super-liberalism’ (critically: Bader 1991a).
(ii) Kantian moral autonomy as unconditional requirement of reason, severed from all emotions and
worldly passions.
(iii) Explicitly weaker versions of individual or personal moral autonomy as ‘self-determination’ that
are consistent with communal ties and with “relational views of the self, with social
embeddedness” (Reich 2002:106). They are characterized by a combination of three core elements
which in other, less demanding conceptions may be disconnected: (a) procedural external
independence: no outside person or force controls/manipulates a person’s destiny (vs. external,
social and political obstacles); (b) internal psychic independence: individuals should be free to
make their own choice (Dworkin 1988 vs. internal obstacles for exercising the capacity for
autonomy); (c) capacity to reflect, potentially revise or reject inherited, chosen or un-chosen
practices and ends, commitments, values, desires, beliefs: ‘rational revisability’ (Buchanan 1975).
This combined ideal is defended in different versions153 depending on the weight that is put on
(degrees and ways of) exercising autonomy and on the divergent ways in which the tension
between “respecting autonomy” that “counsels against paternalism” and “exercising autonomy”
that “potentially favors paternalism” (Reich 2002:108ff) is balanced.154 Compared with the first
two versions, this is clearly a more “minimalist autonomy” compatible with decisive
commitments “to obedience to traditions, or to rules, or to a ruler”, to non-liberal communities
(Reich 2002:102) but this depends and is conditional on “how one adheres” (109): all three
conditions – external and internal independence, and rational revisability – have to be met. In this
regard, the self-determination conception of autonomy presupposes and is based on a split-level
view of the self or person (Frankfurt 1971): the ‘second order’ volitions, preferences, needs or the
second-order self is able to reflect on, control, reject or revise the first order ones.
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See Raz 1986, Richardson 1986, Macedo 1990, 1998:60; 2000; Gutmann 1987;
Gutmann/Thompson 1995; Hirst 1994, Kymlicka 1989, 1995, 2002; Levey 2006.
154
See Reich’s discussion of the three scenario’s in which theorists could miss to adequately deal with
this tension: (i) focusing only on respect (vs. Galston, Margalit and Halbertal, Kukathas); (ii) focusing only
on exercise; (iii) show respect only for the autonomous decisions of adults that “potentially compromise the
development of the capacity for autonomy in their children” (against Raz, Kymlicka but also against all
who defend possibilities for ‘separate education’ and exemptions).
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(iv) Still weaker and more minimalist conceptions of political autonomy that require capacities and
exercise of rational revisability only from citizens but not from persons in their non-political lives,
as developed by Rawls (1985, 1993, 1999; Larmore 1996, Kukathas 2003:16; Swaine 2006:59f)
and all deliberative democrats.
(v) Even more minimalist conceptions of political autonomy and of legal autonomy that drop the
requirement and certainly the legal imposition of (high degrees of) exercising the capacity of
rational revisability and focus on respecting individual autonomy. Such respect presupposes only
a minimum or threshold of individual autonomy (e.g. ‘maturity’) – it is a matter of “on/off”
whereas exercise of autonomy is always a matter of degree. It is implied in minimal normative
concepts of responsibility in private and criminal law and in legal concepts of political autonomy
that guarantee procedural independence against external controls, also against the paternalism
under the guise of demanding conceptions of exercising reasonability, critical scrutiny and
revisability in Rawlsian political liberalism and more modest recent varieties of deliberative
democracy. In addition, respect of autonomy does not only concern individual but also
associational or collective autonomy which is often bluntly overruled by prophets of demanding
notions of exercising high degrees of individual autonomy in the more emphatic liberal tradition
who do not even recognize serious tensions between individual and collective autonomy and the
difficulties to find reasonable balances.155 This is the main reason why critics like Galston and
Kukathas argue to drop the autonomy language altogether and replace it by tolerance or
toleration.
(vi) All traditions, even those who do not have explicit concepts of individual legal autonomy and
responsibility share basic notions of minimalist individual agency (vs. cultural dupes or governed
completely by external and internal ‘powers’).156
Most liberal-democratic political philosophers agree that the first two concepts are either
unacceptable, because illiberal or anti-democratic, or too demanding, exacting, rarified, utopian. They
seriously disagree, however, on the following three issues. Firstly, whether conceptions of personal
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Levey defends autonomy as rational revisablity (2006:2), criticizes the “no authority” argument
Kymlicka’s and the “outside of liberalism” argument Tomasi’s, but bases his argument against the
imposition of liberal values on non-liberal minorities on the tensions between individual and collective
autonomy that is inherent in the liberal value of autonomy itself (1997:239-41).
156
See Saharso 1999; Honig 1999:39; see extensively: Appiah 2005:38.
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moral autonomy and also political autonomy that are linked to the demanding notion of rational
revisability even in their minimalist versions are not too demanding and comprehensive to be imposed
(by law and threat of enforcement) on all who do not share the split-level conception of the self and
the clearly non-neutral demands of external and internal independence, and rational revisability.
Secondly, whether the distinction between ‘moral’ and ‘political autonomy’ can be consistently
argued for and whether it can resolve the problems, as defenders of political liberalism think, or not,
as critics like Kymlicka and others content. Thirdly, whether defenders of more minimalist concepts
of legal and political autonomy and agency, disconnected from the ‘rational revisability’ requirement,
do not sacrifice too much on the altars of accommodation of cultural diversity in their attempts to gain
as universal as possible agreement.
In my view, firstly, it is obvious that more emphatic concepts of moral (iii) and political
autonomy (iv) tend to be more particularist both in a global context and inside the ‘West’. They have
been increasingly and rightly criticized for imposing too strict limitations for toleration and
accommodation and too perfectionist educational demands.157 The minimalist concepts of agency of
all human beings (vi) and of individual legal autonomy (v) are presupposed by conceptions of basic
rights in international covenants and in constitutions and are also broadly shared nowadays.158
Secondly, rational revisability, both in the more demanding concept of moral autonomy (iii) and in the
more minimalist political autonomy (iv) is a laudable political ideal that I share but compliance with
high degrees of capability and exercise cannot be – legally or otherwise – enforced. It should be
promoted by other ways and means and one should be careful not to undermine the more minimalist
moral requirements of legal and political autonomy (v). In other words, one should respect the noninfringement proviso (see below).159 Thirdly, I agree with critics like Kymlicka (2002:235ff) that the
157

Parekh 1999:72, Galston 2002, Kukathas 2003; Tomasi 2004:327-31; M. Williams 2005, Spinner
2005, Weinstock 2005. Cohen, J (2004:20).
158
They are certainly not confined to the ‘West’ but can be grounded in and argued for in many
different cultural and religious traditions (Sen 2005 for India, Cohen 2004 for a Confucian foundation; see
5.3 for the Islamic traditions with Bielefeld, Koenig 2003:134f; WRR 2006:132-9), particularly if criticism
of thicker moral autonomy would also extend to too demanding conceptions of human beings as “reasongiving and reason-receiving beings” (Forst 2006:21, Cohen 2004). Note however that there is no ‘human
right to autonomy’ in the legal sense, nor an explicit legal “right to revise their ends” (Kymlicka 2002:237)
apart from individual freedom of conscience, and that the meta-narrative of autonomy as a foundation of
basic rights (see Dagger’s argument that autonomy is “the fundamental right” (1997:35) from which all
others flow) is very much contested: the language of basic needs is, in my view, preferable.
159
Obviously one should not enforce compliance with high degrees of capability and exercise if this is
impossible. A dilemma arises only when there is good reason to believe that some legal enforcement might
be effective in promoting autonomy. And even there, everyone should accept that one should not, for
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attempt of political liberals to distinguish between ‘moral’ and ‘political’ rational revisability fails in
the end because the split between citizens and private individuals is implausible and spill-over effects
are inevitable. Yet not without two caveats, First, one should be more aware of these spill-over effects
and one should try to minimize them (Tomasi 2002, see 10.3 with Rosenblum 1998). Second, my
criticism of the rational revisability conceptions does not sacrifice the sober notion of political
autonomy (v) or the guarantees of the related political rights and anti-paternalism.
Finally, all conceptions of individual autonomy, whether maximalist or minimalist, should
always be combined with the other side of the autonomy-coin, the socio-economic, institutional and
cultural environments, circumstances or contexts rightly highlighted by Raz, Kymlicka, and many
others. Substantive autonomy requires the guarantee of a certain minimum of basic security and a
certain minimal range of meaningful cultural options – in terms of “quality and variety” (Reich
2002:105) not only of quantity – in order to transform choices that are legally allowed into real
possibilities. Exit rights (implied in v) have to be complemented by real, meaningful exit-options
(10.3.2 for AD and regime-pluralism). Real exit increases rational revisability and demanding
personal autonomy much more (policies of capacitation) than futile attempts to impose higher degrees
of building up and exercising capacities.
As we have seen, critics of demanding exercise-of-rational-revisability concepts and of the
related infringement of collective autonomy have proposed to replace autonomy by tolerance or
toleration but here, again one finds contested, ambiguous, minimalist and more demanding,
maximalist concepts. Here I focus on principles and rights of tolerance, on collective and individual
tolerance (individual freedom of conscience and of expression), not on the related discussion of
attitudes/virtues and institutional regimes of toleration (6.2). Both collective and individual tolerance
have been learned in situations where protracted religious warfare did not lead to decisive victories
but collective tolerance did not entail individual freedom of conscience (apostasy, conversion,

example, violate rights of religious freedom and require people to convert from some religion or abstain
from any religion on the ground that this or any religion undermines autonomy. Conflict emerges over
intrusions into religious practices and habits in the name of promoting practices and habits that are
desirable from a comprehensive liberal autonomy perspective (see 4, 6, and 13). This also qualifies what I
mean by ‘a laudable political ideal’. I don’t see it as a good in itself but as an ideal that we are allowed to
promote and encourage within the limits of minimal morality and minal liberal democratic standards,
imposed by respect for others. In this interpretation, respect for others does not preclude the promotion of
such an ideal altogether (see 10.3.2).
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proselytizing, heresy)160 which has been learned, first strategically and later morally, when statemakers and political elites saw that the use of state force to change convictions may be
counterproductive, and when believers and religious elites accepted the view that religious
convictions, exactly because they are so deep, should not be imposed from the outside, from above,
by force, but freely endorsed from the inside.161 Collective tolerance (and related non-liberal regimes
of toleration) are pure “permission conceptions” (Forst 2006:6). Here, freedom and domination,
inclusion and exclusion, recognition and disrespect have been mixed, and all relevant components of
toleration are being defined by the authority alone. Permission conceptions have only slowly and
inconsistently been replaced by “respect conceptions”162 demanding a fuller and more secure
recognition of individual freedom of conscience and, eventually also, that democratic citizens respect
each other as legal and political equals, following a logic of emancipation rather than toleration (Forst
2006:12). In line with my argument above, the moral minimum recently implies a sober respectconception of individual tolerance, incompatible with any ban on or persecution of changing or
renouncing one’s religion,163 but it also has to address serious tensions between collective and
individual freedoms of religion so often neglected by emphatic prophets of individual autonomy. It
also requires a minimal disposition to tolerate and respect the rights of others but one should carefully
avoid adding demanding notions as openness, curiosity, enthusiastic endorsement of difference, or
harmonious respect to such minimalist ‘gritting teeth tolerance of something you hate’ and to
‘antagonistic respect’ (6.2.3).
3.2.1.2 Liberalism and/or Democracy: Democratic Temptations
160

See below 7.1 with Galanter 1960:218ff; see Kymlicka (2002:230ff): a basic human “individual
right to worship freely, to propagate one’s religion, to change one’s religion, or indeed to renounce religion
altogether”. See the moderately universalist defense of the three normative principles of liberty of
conscience (rejection, affirmation, distinction) by Swaine 2006:49ff.
161
See King 1998, Forst 2003, Hunter 2005 for Franck, Castellio, l’Hospital, Bodin, Erasmus,
Coornhert, Grotius, Hobbes, Spinoza, Pufendorf, Thomasius, Locke and many others. ‘Proto-liberals’ (that
is: neither liberal, let alone democratic) like l’Hospital, Hobbes and Pufendorf argued for state-sovereignty
and for state-indifference but this need not include the full guarantee of individual tolerance (cuius regio,
eius religio) or equal respect.
162
See for Locke’s ambiguous exclusion of Catholics and atheists: Macedo 1998: 63-5; Creppell 1996:
236f; Gutmann/Thompson 1990: 65ff; Richards 1986: 89-102; Forst 2003, 2006.
163
The right to exit is the bare minimum to be defended (see below vs. some Islamic doctrines and
practices. As in the case of states, it cannot be fully compensated by internal voice! Yet the noninfringement proviso also applies here: stimulating (or even imposing) freedom of individual conscience
and individual tolerance should not be allowed to override collective tolerance because absence of
collective toleration seems to be the major evil.
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As is well known from old and renewed battles, liberal and democratic principles and rights are in
tension with each other and these conflicts cannot be resolved by claiming some deep, foundational
‘Gleichursprünglichkeit’ of private and public autonomy.164 The eventual compromise of a liberaldemocratic morality (figure 1, row 2) is clearly more demanding and thicker than minimal morality.
In addition to due process rights and minimal but not necessarily equal respect, it requires modern
non-discrimination rights generally and equal political rights that involve a threshold capacity of
political autonomy (v). All mature members of a polity have to be treated as free and equal citizens
with equal political rights and duties irrespective of class, status, education, ‘race’, sex, gender,
ethnicity and religion. In voting, their ballots have to count equal. In democratic decision making,
“error has the same rights as truth” (anti-paternalism proviso), and in acting the obligations of
citizenship eventually have to overrule competing obligations of faith as well as other competing deep
obligations (4.4 ‘priority for democracy’). Even if one rejects the full-blooded ‘rational revisability’
conception of political autonomy (iv), these rights and institutions are not, and cannot be completely
neutral or anti-perfectionist. For four reasons, however, democrats are tempted to develop more
demanding, thicker and more perfectionist notions.
First, democracy’s egalitarian drive. Compared with ‘due respect’ and equality before the law,
political equality tends to a more substantive notion of equality, particularly if one stresses not only
formally equal political rights but more equal actual political chances (see row 3, figure 1) – as all
more participatory democrats do – requiring at least a modicum of socio-economic equality, e.g. the
effective guarantee of a minimum income.165
Second, democracy’s deliberative drive. Democracy – like modern private and criminal law –
requires a minimum of personal agency and responsibility but political autonomy is often made much
thicker than legal autonomy. Individuals are assumed to be able to make their own free choices. Less
aggregative, more deliberative conceptions of democracy166 demand that these choices are
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See Bader 1993 versus Habermas 1992
The more substantive the interpretations of equality, the less anti-perfectionist. Thicker or stronger
(e.g. republican or socialist) notions of democracy not only require more participation than thin ‘liberal’
ones, but also some ‘democratization’ of other fields (Cunningham 1987 and 2002; see (9.1 and 10).
166
The more difficult it is to exit states compared with other organizations, the more important is
effective voice, and effective voice means more than just aggregating votes (see chapters 6 and 10). More
deliberative notions focus on the actual use of freedoms of political communication and not just the right to
free and equal vote. They also imply thicker interpretations of the four democratic values of political
equality, political freedom, autonomy, and participation. Libertarian and ‘thin’ liberal conceptions are
opposed to this drive. As in the case of autonomy, the first two more demanding conceptions (egalitarian
165
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‘reasonable’ in all the three core elements of ‘rational revisability’ discussed above, and that persons
are able and willing to distance themselves from their particularist interests. The stronger
democracy’s deliberative drive, the more difficult is the in itself not very plausible distinction
between ‘political’ (iv) and ‘moral personal autonomy’ (iii).
Third, the drive towards liberal-democratic congruence. Even the thinnest liberal conceptions
of democracy – centered on principles and rights – cannot do without a certain minimum of civic and
democratic duties, virtues and good practices in order to make democracy a stable and working
system of political decision-making. Virtues and good practices are embedded in liberal-democratic
cultures and habitualized in individual attitudes or ethos. Though non-perfectionist defenders of
democracy are at pains to distinguish civic and democratic ‘public’ virtues and practices from more
comprehensive ones characteristic for competing ‘private’ ways of a good life, such an attitudinal
split or bifurcation in a public and a private personality is, as already stated, implausible and
unfeasible. The longer the list of civic and democratic virtues becomes, and the stronger the required
democratic ethos is made,167 the more it becomes obvious that liberal democracy itself is a – contested
– way of the good life.
A fourth difficulty is related to democracy’s majoritarian drive that has to be tempered in
‘modern’ democracy by liberal anti-majoritarian devices like guaranteeing basic individual rights,
constitutional protection of minorities, and liberal exemptions and accommodations, highlighted by
liberal and particularly by libertarian conceptions of representative democracy. Stronger conceptions
of democracy have more difficulties to resist this majoritarian drive, they are tempted to transgress
these constitutional borders, to require democratic congruence deep down in all associations thereby
transforming democracy into a full-blooded way of the good life.168
3.2.1.3 Moral Minimalism’s Problems

and deliberative) can be defended if they do not violate the non-infringement proviso (clearly not only
Schumpeterian minimalism is compatible with democratic constitutions), but the next two (congruence and
majoritarianism) have to be rejected.
167
See chapter 6 for the shifts from controlling ‘public reason’ to deliberation to ethos. More or less
moderate libertarians (like Kukathas and Rosenblum), liberal pluralists (like Galston) and associative
democracy resist this attitudinal drive of ‘liberal democratic congruency’ (chapter 9). See chapter 13 for
‘educational virtues’, ‘civic minimalism’.
168
Associative democracy shares the libertarian distrust against majoritarianism in this regard,
combined with liberal constitutional limitations of state-sovereignty, but goes much further in proposals to
delegate and differentiate sovereignty: see Part IV.
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Some advantages of moral minimalism seem plain: its standards are more robust. Consequently,
they can mobilize more support and can be better enforced: thin but strong minimal morality
combines fairly universal support with important strategic reasons. Higher sensitivity to relevant
cultural differences is built into it and enables a much fairer and easier treatment of claims to
exemption by countries or by ethno-religious minorities inside liberal-democratic polities without
violating basic needs or interests of individuals or minority groups within minorities (7.3 – 7.5,
10.3 and 10.4). Yet, moral minimalism is clearly plagued with considerable theoretical and
practical problems.
(i)

If we accept moral minimalism, does this include that different kinds of higher, more

demanding standards would not be morally required but only permissible and laudable
requirements of justice169 or political standards democratic polities are free to decide by consent or
majority and to legally impose upon citizens/residents?170 Or should we argue, as I do, for a
‘differentiated morality’171 which would then have to distinguish standards of minimal morality
that have to be applied globally and should be made binding legal obligations in all countries
where this is not yet achieved due to inadequate or lacking legislation and jurisdiction, from more
demanding moralities that may or may not be legalized.172
(ii)

Much more important than this terminological problem is the question whether moral

minimalism would – more or less inevitably – lead to levelling down of existing higher standards
instead of ratcheting up of lower ones,173 and in addition, whether it would be enough to make
169

This seems to be Michael Walzer’s terminological choice: justice is defined as egalitarian redistribution ‘within’ bounded polities (1995:293) whereas morality has to “work from the outside” setting
“minimalist constraints” and “the basic parameters within which distributions take place”. “Ordinary moral
principles regarding humane treatment and mutual aid” are then invoked to fight global poverty and
insecurity.
170
This seems to be the terminological choice of Føllesdal 1997 and Shapiro 1999.
171
See for differentiated moral standards: Engelen 2003 (in order to resolve the ‘immigration/welfare
paradox’) and Bader 2006 for global, European, and Member-States minimal standards.
172
Both terminological decisions lead into conceptual and theoretical difficulties: (1) ‘Differentiated
Morality’ implies that we would have to differentiate the ‘all’ in explaining the distinction between moral
obligations (what we owe to all) from ethico-political and other special obligations. More importantly, one
is urged to explain why which moral standards should also be legal standards (moral obligations also
backed by legal obligations), which moral obligations may be legalized and which should certainly not be
legalized (the demanding values of comprehensive liberalism, e.g., cannot be meaningfully transformed
into legal obligations).
173
As Caney (2001:115f; 2002:113) claims in his criticism of ‘satisfycing cosmopolitanism’ and as all
more emphatic liberal democrats argue against exemptions for non-liberal ethno-religious minorities (see
below 7, 10). The minimalist notion of ‘gritting teeth toleration’ defended by Levi’s ‘multiculturalism of
fear’ may provide an insufficient basis for the maximum accommodations and exemptions I propose in Part
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minimalism secure and stable. The persuasive force of this charge depends on the assumption that
people’s actions are governed and constrained only or mainly – and much stronger – by moral
obligations and that political and legal obligations without such a moral backing would inevitably
be weak. If true, this would be a reason to argue for differentiated moral standards.174 Prima facie,
it does not seem plausible why more demanding standards of minimal liberal-democratic morality
or stronger substantive egalitarian morality, or even of comprehensive moral liberalism would be
weakened, except on the assumption that only backing by legal obligations and sanctions makes
people live up to higher standards.175
(iii) Substantive minimalism is certainly not only or mainly important for purely prudential or
strategic reasons, as is often claimed. Even the core values of minimalism: life, liberty, and peace
are important moral values in themselves that cannot be taken for granted. Situations of war, civil
war and emergency dramatically remind us of this old insight of liberalists of fear.176 Even if you
are convinced, as I am, that there is no context-independent hierarchy or lexical ordering of
principles and rights,177 it is plain that these core values gain elemental priority in situations of
III. My concept of differentiated morality, however, allows me to use more demanding standards of
relational neutrality and even-handedness for evaluating policies inside liberal-democratic polities, which
appeal to these standards themselves.
174
My own argument for minimal global moral obligations and minimal moral constraints, which limit
the toleration of ethno-religious practices also taps into the intuition that thinner moral obligations have
stronger motivational force. Empirically, the argument may be wrong because (i) even the minimal GMO
clearly lacks motivational force (only Norway, Sweden, NL and Luxemburg live up to the 0.7 % UN norm
for developmental aid), and (ii) higher standards of internal egalitarian distribution that are not perceived as
morally required seem not to be weakened for this reason.
175
In debates on ‘ratcheting up versus leveling down’ labor standards, environmental standards and so
on in comparative social science literatures one finds examples for ‘California effects’ without global or EU
legal sanctions (Héritier, Vogel, Scharpf, Fung, Braithwaite/Drahos). See below 10 and 13 for civic
minimalism and more demanding educational standards and virtues. Defending the minimalism of
‘adequate education’, in my view, need not be opposed to (as in Reich/Koski 2006) but can also be seen as
a first step on the road to achieve greater equality of educational opportunities.
176
See Walzer 1997; Rawls 1999; Williams 1998:68, 180f; 2005. See also Kukathas 2003:16f.
Minimalist morality (Larmore 1996:133) is not purely ‘realistic’ or ‘strategic.The importance of the
normative, moral core of ‘proto-liberal’ versions of sovereignty, indifference and the proposed ‘secularized
legal and political institutions’ tends to be lost by Hunter (2005 and Saunders 2005) by a misguided
opposition to more demanding moralities. These so-called ‘secular states’ also are moral, though minimalist
ideals (even subjects have not been treated as legally equals most of the time and, obviously, states did not
show the required religious indifference). As ideals, they have been realized only to a certain degree.
177
Poulter (1998:98ff) also notes that “no international consensus has yet developed on ranking of the
different human rights into some sort of hierarchical structure” in order to resolve conflicts of rights. Yet he
tries to find legal techniques (i) for a priority of the ‘culture of freedom’ (99), (ii) of “unqualified or
virtually unqualified” rights over rights that are restricted by ‘saving clauses’ (99ff). Interestingly, the
unqualified rights are co-extensive with my standards of minimal morality. “Clashes between rights of
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emergency.178 Is minimalism, then, “the most we can hope for”? (Ignatieff :173)179 I agree with
Williams (2005) and Cohen that “minimalism may be more than we should ever reasonably
expect. But hope is not the same as expectation. And minimalism draws the boundaries of hope
too narrowly” (2004:2) because, firstly, it neglects the counter-productive effects of selfreinforcing mutual fear, distrust, and strategic action (the dynamics of escalation of conflicts
(Bader 1991:348-55)). Liberals – not old and new conservatives (Bush administration) – have
good reason “to fear fear itself” (Shklar). Secondly, not all situations are situations of escalating
emergencies. In more ‘normal situations’ (Bader 1989:325-7) we need not confine ourselves to
guarantee the “smaller values” of moral minimalism, of living together (Bhargava 1998:509ff)180
but can promote some greater values of “living together well” and the respective more demanding
moralities of liberal-democracy (adding the fuller set of non-discrimination rights and political
rights) and of more egalitarian justice (adding substantive equality), and even more comprehensive
liberal morality and morality of pluralism which I myself all endorse. And we have good reasons
to hope that their guarantee and successful gradual realization may contribute to prevent
emergencies of security and subsistence.
(iv) Such hope, however, is reasonable only if the promotion of greater values and more
demanding moral standards is done in the right way181 – that is by voluntary means like
persuasion, interest, good practical examples and ‘seduction’ instead of imposing them by legal
sanctions backed by (threat of) violence182 and enforced cultural assimilation (10.3). More
demanding moralities, in other words, should not infringe upon smaller values and moral

roughly the same order of importance” (101) are the most difficult to resolve. See for criticism: Renteln
2004:215f.
178
Only if the chances of satisfaction are threatened, ‘basic needs and interests’ are also felt to be the
most urgent ones, otherwise they are taken for granted.
179
McConnell for one links Christian “Original Sin and the Rejection of Utopianism” (2001:7f) with
the “old” liberalism of fear.
180
The satisfaction of basic needs, the granting of basic rights stressed by minimalism, is required to
lead any life, fully independent from competing conceptions of a decent life, a satisfying life, a good life.
181
See chapter 11.5. In this regard, the distinctions between (i) processes and policies, (ii) policies to
shape the institutional environment and thereby stimulate voluntarism, (iii) trying to directly impose
voluntarism or ‘ autonomy’ are crucial for AD (see chapter 10).
182
The legal enforcement of more than minimal and, in liberal-democratic polities minimal liberaldemocratic standards clearly requires (i) to distinguish between the four tiers of morality, and (ii) a
considered, stepwise, elaborate, morally and prudentially convincing argumentation that is quite often
absent, e.g. in unreconstructed democratic maximalist recommendations for ‘democratic state schools’ (see
13).
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minimalism.183 I call this the non-infringement proviso which has been so often violated in old
crusades under the banner of Religious Truth or Western Civilization and now again in the recent
crusades under the flag of ‘Freedom and Democracy’ globally and ‘Autonomy and Free Choice’
inside states. Minimalism serves as a crucial brake against sacrificing ordinary values like
toleration.184 “Giving deliberative priority to peace-as-social-concord” instead of measuring
practices against the demanding “standards of equality and autonomy first, and then asking
whether or not it should be suppressed” may, indeed, lead to a “more creative”, a “more humane
and less doctrinary liberalism – in short: a tolerable liberalism” (Williams 2005:38, 40).185
183

Bhargava clearly sees that a clash between the thin values and ‘small ideals’ of minimal morality
with ‘ultimate values’ or ‘great ideals’ “has the potential of depriving people of living even a minimally
decent existence, and ordinary life” (1999:490). He also defends a minimalist version of the “small ideals”
(see 496, 511): “living together”, “minimally moral and relatively uncontroversial”, “widest possible
appeal, acceptable to both non-religious as well as religious people” also in non-Western societies, “does
not presuppose a high degree of autonomy, full-blooded egalitarianism or mandatory and intense political
participation”. He sees it as “not fully satisfactory” (509), however, because it lacks a “properly political
conception”, i.e. a more “communitarian” (510) “politics of the common good” (537) and a pluralist ethics
of deep diversity (510, referring to Raz, Taylor, (see below for Connolly). The most original and attractive
aspect of his proposal is the explicit and well-considered contextualization of the choice between (i) living
together “may be good enough in circumstances of deep and open discord” (509), “a good fallback
strategy” or even “the only available way” (511, 537)) and (ii) “under circumstances of deep
diversity”(510) “we need not to give up” more demanding ideals of “living together well”. See also 537ff
on the “life cycle” of societies and different gradations between the extremes of unanimity (N1) and radical
difference (N10). See below 12.8 for contexts, see also Greenawalt 1995:120.
184
This is the main reason why I start from moral minimalism, instead of from a maximalist,
comprehensive liberal morality like Joseph Raz. Minimalist morality should be enforceable and sanctioned
by (the threat of) legal violence inside states and internationally (versus state-violations). Compliance with
minimal liberal-democratic morality may be enforced and sanctioned inside liberal-democratic polities in
some contexts but, obviously, it is urgent to try to persuade (by argument, by good example) decent but
non-liberal and non-democratic minorities before using force. In addition, one should make room for
exemptions and accommodations for those minorities who are ‘theocrats’ but grudgingly accept the
minimal rules of law and democracy in the polity (10.3; see Swaine 2006, ch. 4). Internationally, we can
distinguish between what we think all states ought to do and what we thing it is appropriate for other states
to do, if anything, to get sates to comply with these minimal moral standards when they do not do so of
their own accord. Decent but non-democratic states should not be forced to change the rules of their games
by threatening or using force but by persuasion, good example and maybe by refusing economic
advantages. Comprehensive liberals like Raz may agree in all these regards. Yet, the danger and temptation
of crusading in the wrong ways is much greater in general, particularly regarding internal decent minorities
where the usual prudential constraints limiting the use of force are absent. If ‘we’ have the power and the
means to enforce compliance, why not make use of it? If defenders of less minimalist moralities would
agree to all this, there may be good reasons to start from more demanding liberal-democratic morality
which may be needed to make minimalism secure or at least make this much easier.
185
Cohen does not mention this most crucial reason against imposing more demanding standards but it
may be implied in (i) collective self-determination, (ii) the distinction between what justice requires and
what people in a society have a legal obligation to do, (iii) toleration and the idea that, on complex issues,
reasonable people disagree (25f).
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3.2.2

Justificatory minimalism

“Justificatory minimalism” refers to the question of how to present and defend substantive moral
minimalism in a culturally diverse and ethically pluralistic world (Cohen 2004:4). If the content of
moral minimalism is not pre-given in nature and fixed but historically changing and culturally
articulated, then theories appealing to natural law or Kantian notions of ‘Reason’, or recent
transcendentalism will fail, as we could expect from our sketch of moderate universalism.186
Purely prudentialist theories will also fail to ground the moral nature of core values of minimalism
and an independent secular political ethics may turn out to be too perfectionist and demanding.
This seems to leave us with only two options: either a ‘common ground’ strategy (Taylor)
searching for “de facto points of overlap” and the smallest empirical common denominator among
the various ethical traditions. This strategy also treats the minimal standards as fixed (inside
traditions) and misses the normative character of the enterprise (Cohen 2004:13, 25). Or the
strategy of a non-foundational or “un-foundational”187 political theory, focused not on justification
but on legitimation, and based on an ‘overlapping consensus’ among competing comprehensive
religious or moral doctrines under the conditions of reasonable pluralism. Most varieties of this
strategy, including Rawls’ and also Cohen’s preferred “Global Public Reason” suffer, as I try to
show in 6.1, from particularist and exclusivist remnants.188 As my sketch of moderate universalism
suggests, only explicitly dialogical, actual inter-cultural deliberations/negotiations that guarantee
institutional representation, voice and some say for all relevant stake-holders and stimulate the arts
of listening, seem appropriate for this task. The merits of such an approach will hopefully become
clear in the following analysis of ‘neutrality’.

186

Obviously, the claim of basic needs theories is also contested: all human beings share a minimal
common core of needs (some of them shared with all mammals) which is the non-contingent core of (a)
basic interests (needs are transformed into interests as soon as their satisfaction is (perceived to be)
threatened by others, and of (b) basic rights (culture-dependent but increasingly also culture-transcendent
articulations of basic needs in the – originally ‘Western’ – language of rights. The justification of basic
needs and basic rights by some moderate physiological and also historical anthropology (see
Bader/Benschop 1989 ch. III), however, is more ‘common sense’ and ‘down to earth’ and seems less
contested compared with more demanding justifications.
187
Cohen’s preferred phrase to demarcate it from anti-religious or anti- and ‘post’-metaphysical
theories.
188
Even in Cohen’s version I see (i) too much agreement; (ii) deliberation/reason are cut loose from
negotiation/interests; (iii) content- and reasonability constraints are maintained; (iv) the focus is on
principles without cultures, virtues, habits, and practices, and (v) he shares the narrow focus on
‘membership/citizenship’ characteristic for all deliberative democrats.
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3.3 Moderate Anti-Perfectionism and Relational Neutrality
The principle of ‘state-neutrality’ has been introduced fairly recently in constitutional debates and
liberal political philosophy, mainly in the U.S., serving many purposes and provoking heated and
ongoing debates. I shortly present my reasons why I think that ‘neutrality’ is misleading both in
the justificatory and in the consequentialist sense, that ‘neutrality’ as ‘benign neglect’ is not only a
dangerous myth with regard to ethno-national but also to religious diversity, certainly in the real
but also in an ideal world.
Liberal political philosophers defend justificatory neutrality of state-institutions and policies
and constitutional lawyers think that liberal-democratic constitutions require a neutral or ‘secular
purpose’. If ‘liberal neutrality’ expresses the principle that the state should “not justify its actions
on the basis of the intrinsic superiority or inferiority of conceptions of the good life”, “‘neutrality’
may not be the best word” (Kymlicka 2002:217) because a liberal state should not be morally
neutral regarding all and every way of life but only with regard to those conceptions that are
‘reasonable’, ‘justice-respecting’ or minimally moral. Justifications should be ‘anti-perfectionist’
or, if one takes into account that minimal morality or more demanding liberal-democratic morality
cannot be completely anti-perfectionist, they should be moderately anti-perfectionist. ‘Neutrality’
is also often combined with a specific method of justification that seduces to ‘abstract away’ all
cultural diversity and particularism instead of sensitively taking into account these cultural
framings in deliberations and negotiations on impartial principles, as a perspective of embedded
impartiality and relational neutrality requires.
Most liberal philosophers too easily conclude from the general insight that state-policies
cannot be ‘strictly neutral in their consequences’, particularly in their indirect, long-term effects,
that state-institutions, rules and policies which have unintended but foreseeable unequal and
harmful, direct effects for some ‘reasonable comprehensive doctrines’ and ways of a good life
would not be a moral problem even if this could be avoided without serious infringements of
morally legitimate and compelling state interests.189 Constitutional lawyers tend to be more
sensitive than bluntly anti-consequentialist philosophers. ‘Difference-blind’ (i.e. colour-, sex- and

189

This is clearly opposed by Wilkins’ “third principle” of justice that requires that “any ‘neutral’ rule
which substantially burdens comprehensive doctrine(s) can be justified only if it furthers a compelling state
interest” (1997:369) drawing on the ‘three prong test’ in Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) and on ‘strict scrutiny’
jurisdiction. See Bader 1999; Tomasi 2002, 2004. See for critical discussions of the ‘three prong test’: HLR
Note 1987, Rosenblum 2000:171ff.
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gender-, ethno-national- and religion- blind) justifications, principles, rules, institutions and
policies which are systematically correlated with structural inequalities and outcomes are
massively at odds with widely shared moral intuitions and any responsive moral theory.
The idea that the liberal state should benignly neglect ethno-cultural and religious diversity
is certainly stronger than the requirement that it should be moderately anti-perfectionist.
‘Neutrality’ has been introduced by liberal philosophers and constitutional theorists in the U.S as a
second-order principle to guide interpretations of the Non-Establishment and Free Exercise clauses
of the First Amendment. As in all other cases,190 ‘blindness’ or ‘benign neglect’ of religious
diversity can only result in presumed neutrality hiding actual bias in favour of religious majorities
(Galanter 1966, 1998; HLR Note 1987; Thiemann 1996; Laycock 1997; Tomasi 2001, 2004). It is
a remarkable sign of the intuitive strength of this second-order principle that even critics of the
supposed ethno-national neutrality of the state share it when it comes to religion. Will Kymlicka is
rightly known for his astute criticism of the myth of ethno-national state neutrality (1995, 2002,
chapter 8). He rejects the usual “analogy between religion and (ethnic or national) culture” as
“flawed” (1997:21). The “idea that liberal-democratic states (or ‘civic nations’) are indifferent to
ethno-cultural identities is manifestly false. The religion model is altogether misleading”
(2002:345). Yet, he accepts that benign neglect, blindness, strict neutrality towards religious
diversity and also strict separation of organized religions and state/politics are correct descriptions
or at least adequate normative principles without any further scrutiny.191 “It is possible for a state
not to have an established church. But the state cannot help but give at least partial establishment
to a culture.” (1997:27) There should be a “firm” or “strict separation of church and state”
(2002:344) and a corresponding “depoliticization of religious identities” (1997:21).
Historically, non-establishment in the U.S. (initially only at the federal level) did not
prevent but served to hide political, social and cultural establishment of majority religions, as is
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See for sex- and gender: Minow 1990; for ‘race’: Gotanda 1991; for ethnicity: Bader 1997, 1998.
He resists to “apply to ethno-racial affiliations a religious paradigm” (Hollinger 1996:123f; see also
Walzer 1992, 1997) but agrees that an “application to religious affiliations of the ethnic-minority paradigm”
(123) should be rejected. My argument against the assumption of religious state-neutrality does not neglect
important differences between linguistic, ethno-cultural and religious pluralism (see 9.1.2), neither
historical ones that make it harder to imagine linguistic neutrality in modern states, nor moral ones (it is not
unjust for states to offer individuals incentives for linguistic assimilation but political attempts to promote
religious homogeneity are clearly illiberal).
191
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plain from many historical and sociological studies.192 Constitutional non-establishment has only
been the first stage in an ongoing and unfinished process compatible with de facto political, social,
cultural and symbolic establishment of Protestant Christianity. The second religious
disestablishment which eventually led to a higher degree of actual relational neutrality of the
American state, and to a lesser degree also society, politics, and culture from Evangelical
Protestantism as its historical civil religion, has been the result of challenges by competing,
organized minority religions, first by Roman Catholicism, next by Jewish minorities. The
emerging ‘non-christological theism’ (Thiemann) or ‘Judeo-Christian deism’ (Herberg 1960) has
been challenged by black Muslim churches and new sects, though largely without success.
Political life inside ‘Godland’ (O’Brian) and American foreign policy (the ‘chosen country’, the
‘chosen people’) is still dominated by Christianity. Whether a third, moral disestablishment can be
discerned (Bellah/Mooney) and where this would leave American civil religion, is very much
contested.193 During this long, chequered history, the American state certainly has not been
neutral, neither in purpose/intent nor in the direct or indirect effects of educational, social and
welfare policies. The myth of strict neutrality neglects this ongoing history (Minow 2000) and is
also clearly at odds with the continuing presence of legal privileges such as congressional and
military chaplains paid from public funds, tax exemptions, exemptions from military service or
from combat duties, state officials swearing belief in God, prayers in the Supreme Court and US
congress, ‘In God We Trust’ on US currency, etc.194
Neither ‘neutrality’ nor the famous ‘wall of separation’195, let alone ‘secularism’ can be
found in the text of the American Constitution or any other international covenant. They have been
invoked by judges and constitutional theorists as second-order guides to provide more coherent
interpretations of the two religion clauses. Critics of the Supreme Court’s record have
characterized the questionable logic and contradictory opinions of the decisions196 as “perplexing”,
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Handy 1976; Martin 1978:21, 28, 36, 70, 284; Greenawalt 1995:166ff; Casanova 1994 ch. 6;
Connolly 1995, ch. 6; Eisenach 2000.
193
This story has been intrinsically connected with that of ‘racial disestablishment’ (see Casanova
2005, see 11.5)
194
See above 2.14, see HLR Note 1987 for an extensive documentation of respective cases
195
See Miller 1985:67f; Richards 1986:118f; Thiemann 1996:42f: Soifer 2000:245ff. See 4, 8, and 10
for criticism of the strict separation model, which is often indistinguishably related to the strict neutrality
metaphor.
196
This is – at least for moral pluralists – not astonishing because the two clauses “can easily work at
cross-purposes” (Thiemann 1996:57). Non-establishment seems to forbid any governmental assistance and
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“bizarre”, “fatuous”, “a hodgepodge”, “judicial meandering”.197 Changing majorities and
minorities of justices grouped around divergent positions like “separationist, ‘secular purpose’”,
“strict neutrality” or “symbolic accommodation”,198 or “strict neutrality”, “non-discriminatory
neutrality”, and “benevolent neutrality” paradigms.199 It seems, however, that conflicts are only
repeated on a meta-level instead of achieving agreement or more consistent rulings. Still, these
debates may teach some lessons: (i) There is no such thing as an unproblematic ‘neutral’, let alone
‘secular’ purpose, particularly not if achieved by abstracting from or neglecting the competing
perspectives.200 (ii) ‘Benign neglect’ of direct effects of so-called neutral state-policies reproduces
constitutional or legal fictions of blindness and, if combined with separationism and secularism, is
at odds with impartiality and legal as well as substantive equal treatment, particularly under
conditions of an expanding regulatory and provisional role of the welfare state.201 (iii) ‘Strict
neutrality’ in cultural and symbolic matters would require – for fear of unequal and discriminatory
treatment of other religious and of non-religious people – to strip all cultural practices and symbols
of their particularist ethno-religious origins and meanings, a literally impossible claim.202

to require ‘non-involvement’ and ‘no aid’, Free Exercise seems to mandate accommodation, and
‘impartiality’ seems to require ‘equal aid to all’, and they cannot be “consistently combined” (Valauri
1986). Galanter states that the “lack of a single comprehensive principle … may not be entirely a
disadvantage. The existence of competing and overlapping principles .. can give courts and legislatures
flexibility … Case law, after all, is among other things a way of getting along with a plurality of principles
which need not be integrated in the abstract” (1966:296 and opposes the respective use of ‘separation,
neutrality, and accommodation’ in “unification strategies” (extensively documented in HLR Note
1987:1635ff). See below 8.1.
197
Glendon/Yanes 1991:478; Thiemann 1996:44f; Hirsch 2000:291; Fish 1997.
198
Thiemann 1966:45-55 for the Allegheny case; see HLR Note 1987:1655ff and Tushnet 1986:727ff
for the quite similar Lynch vs Donelly case.
199
See Bader 1999:604-07. Thiemann 1996:60ff for wide differences in meaning and application of
this “protean concept”. Casanova (1994:55ff) presents a slightly different but overlapping interpretation of
positions (strict separationist; benevolent separationist; secularist; statist). See critical discussions of the
‘neutrality’ principle by Galanter 1966:292f; Tushnet 1986:701f; Stoltenberg 1993; Laycock 1990, 1997;
McConnell 1992, Monsma 1993, Lupu 1994; SMITH 1995, Monsma/Soper 1997; Miller 1998, Tomasi
2004.
200
See HLR Note 1987 on “perspective-dependence” (1647ff) and the recognition of biases as a
necessary precondition “to transcend them rather than remaining in their thrall” (1631).
201
Galanter 1966:268, 279, 296; HLR Note 1987:1609, 1621, 1636; McConnell 1992; Monsma/Soper
1997; Minow 2000; Tomasi 2001, 2004. See below.
202
‘Symbolic accommodation’ recognizes that “the principles of the Establishment Clause and our
Nation’s historic traditions of diversity and pluralism allow communities to make reasonable judgments
respecting the accommodation of holidays with both cultural and religious aspects” (Justice Kennedy in the
Allegheny case; see below 8.3). By equating religion with Christianity, however, it violates a fair though
not fully equal treatment of religious minorities (Galanter 1966; HLR Note 1987:1610, 1637f, 1640ff;
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That benign neglect results in the reproduction of mythical histories and completely
misguided actual descriptions should not come as a surprise. Yet it might still be a valuable
normative or prescriptive devise. Under conditions of structural and cultural inequalities, in the
real world, however, ‘benign neglect’ can never achieve nor even approach fair and equal
treatment of minorities or impartial judgment. Think of examples from jurisdiction. The endless
repetition of the norm that judges should rule impartially – symbolized by iustitia with the veil –
has never prevented class-, sexist-, genderist-, racist-, ethnocentristic-, nationalistic- and
religiously biased jurisdiction. In order to achieve higher degrees of impartiality et audiatur altera
pars (listening to the voices of all parties) is clearly not enough. It has to be complemented by
institutional and policy-devices that increase the capacity of sensitive listening by pluralizing the
judiciary. The following educational, institutional and cultural proposals may help: open access or
admission to law schools and a very roughly equal representation of students; replacing
‘difference-blind’ curricula by curricula which focus on and criticize structural powerasymmetries and their impact on legal paradigms and traditions of interpretation and application of
‘impartial rules’; selection procedures allowing for a fair representation of relevant groups among
judges, particularly among justices of Supreme Courts203 in order to prevent the ‘anomaly of rights
or justice for blacks without black judges and lawyers’; sensitive professional ethical codes and,
may be even more important, internal control procedures by peer professionals and organizations;
open and critical public debate among judges; external public criticism and control. Only through
measure like these may the laudable normative goal of impartial justice become more than an
ideological veil hiding from view the predominant bias in the interpretation and application of
universal, ‘neutral’, ‘difference-blind’ rules, a process that is more or less explicitly always also
one of law-making.204
The same holds for the different departments of government (executive powers). The laudable
normative ideal of ‘neutral state administration’ may be realized to a higher degree by a
difference- and inequality sensitive ‘politicization’ of administration in a framework of “separation
McConnell 1992:687; Thiemann 1996:53f, Hirsch 1992, 2000). The new notion of fairness as
evenhandedness has emerged from these constitutional debates.
203
See the considered proposals by v. Dommelen 2003:189-206.
204
See also Renteln 2004 for cultural defence; Lange (1991, 1999) for ‘rechterlijke rechtsvorming’
(judicial law-making). Similar measures – that are urgent the higher the degrees of ‘discretion’ and
‘autonomy’ of professionals are and the more blurred the distinction between making and application rules
or standards becomes – may help to increase the ‘objectivity’ of journalists (see Bourdieu), of scientists,
and so on.
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of administration and politics” (Joerges 1999), and measures like those mentioned above become
more important the greater the discretionary powers are (higher civil servants), and the more the
boundaries between making and applying the rules get blurred.205
That ‘benign neglect’ works completely counterproductive for achieving higher degrees of
impartiality and neutrality is, nowadays, more or less fully recognized when it comes to rulemaking. The old liberal ideas that members of parliament deliberate and decide about the bonum
commune without intermediates as political parties, accountable only to their own conscience (free
mandate) and cut loose from all interest-groups, perspectives and negotiations would be the
optimal setting for guaranteeing state-neutrality is still with us in legal remnants but has been
replaced by ‘pluralist political party democracy’ which, more or less explicitly, acknowledges that
higher degrees of relational neutrality can only be achieved if one takes explicitly into account the
experiences, the perspectives and, last but not least, the organized voices of all those whose
interests are affected and at stake – their own voices and those of their representatives, not those of
benign paternalist pretending to speak for them – and also that deliberations cannot be cut loose
from negotiations. The general arguments in favour of moderate universalism are here translated
into – widely diverging – institutional devices of collective political decision-making (e.g.
normative models of ‘democratic justice’ and ‘deliberative democracy’) or broader in negotiations
cum deliberations among all those relevantly affected by collective decision-making about
standards, their application and control in different societal fields (‘associative democracy’).206
The upshot of all these measures is that higher degrees of actual state-neutrality under
conditions of structural and cultural back-ground inequalities cannot be achieved by ‘benign
neglect’ of differences and inequalities but only by explicit recognition and sensitivity to relevant
differences, ethno-national and religious ones amongst them, and by appropriate ways of voice,
listening and some say (muscle) for the respective minorities. One possible interpretation of this
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Hoekema et al. 1988 for ‘negotiating government’. See below 8 for the importance of lower levels
of administration with regard to accommodation of claims by religious minorities.
206
Our ‘natural’ capacity to distance ourselves from particularism – as moral and constitutional
theorists, judges, politicians, citizens, and as scientists and professionals – seems to be very limited. It is
stimulated by border crossings (the migrant, the stranger, the judge from outside) and, more importantly, by
a considerable reduction in power-asymmetries that helps to recognize negatively privileged and ‘others’ as
‘equals’ (as already Thukydides knew). The latter, in turn, very much stimulates the arts of listening. In
general, the translation of ‘objectivity’ in an ethos (and a subjective maxim) of scientists, of ‘impartiality’
into an ethos of judges, and of ‘neutrality’ into an ethos of administrators is, obviously, important but the
institutional settings (the ‘institutional cunning of reason’) are paramount.
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would be that ‘strict neutrality’ could still be conceived of as a morally required aim or goal, a
regulative idea, a normative vanishing point that may never be completely realized even in an
ideal world. Trying to realize this ‘different-blind aim’, however, would require ‘differencesensitive’ means, strategies or policies.207 A competing interpretation would doubt that
‘difference-blind’ aims themselves would be morally required even if unachievable. In order to
clarify this issue, we have to spell out more clearly what ‘differences’ may mean.
3.4

Fairness as Evenhandedness

‘Difference-blindness’ versus ‘difference-sensitivity’ has played a very ambiguous role in critical
ethnic and racial studies, critical legal studies, critical feminism and multiculturalism. Differences
may mean three crucially different things that also may impact on appropriate normative ideals.208
First, differences may indicate structural inequalities, e.g. legal inequalities or economic, social,
political inequalities even under conditions of strict legal equality.209 The appropriate ideal that
guides fights and policies against structural inequalities is a universalist principle of justice, which
Carens has coined fairness-as-hands-off.210 It requires that class- or elite-descent and ascriptive
categorizations should not have any impact on the distribution of resources and rewards, and we
also think that cultural ways of life should not matter either, except in cases where a clearly
demonstrable link exists with individual performances and ambitions under the condition that
cultures would be fairly freely chosen.211 Here, we should “regard people abstractly, taking into
account only generic human interests” (Carens 1997:817), treat individuals as equal human beings
with equal basic needs or rights, equal claims to essential natural and societal resources, not as
being categorized or belonging to particular categories or groups, not even the ‘sacred’ nation-
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Following ‘difference-blind principles’ in the real world would then be an example of dangerous
misplaced concreteness neglecting the difficult steps to explain how we can get from ‘there’ (ideal world)
to ‘here’ (see Goodin’s criticism). See my discussion of affirmative action policies (1998). Kukathas’ plea
for “politics of indifference” (2003:15) is also vulnerable to this charge (in addition to his misguided
replacement of ‘justice’ by ‘authority’.
208
See more extensively: Bader 2005e, 2004a.
209
I use a broad, multilayered concept including positional inequalities and allocational inequalities
(Bader Benschop 1989; Bader 1997:183ff) and the respective mechanisms to reproduce these powerasymmetries (exploitation, oppression, selective association, collective discrimination, exclusion and
overall marginalization.
210
A disadvantage of this term may be the libertarian connotation of non-intervention and negative
liberties that should be avoided.
211
See my criticism of the myth of merit (1998:456ff), of Glazer (455ff) or Barry (Bader 2004a).
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state.212 Neither cultural differences nor self-definitions or identity-claims, should count, and a
‘difference-blind’ ideal, goal or aim is just right.
Second, cultural inequalities between respective majorities and minorities which may continue
to exist even after serious legal and political inequalities have been eventually overcome (e.g. the
‘rich’ traditional ‘middlemen minorities’ or fairly rich national (Catalunia) or religious minorities)
or even under conditions of rough complex equality.213 Many egalitarian liberals like Barry
neglect cultural inequalities completely or reject that they would pose problems of justice though
they themselves, inconsistently, invoke such arguments in their defence of nation-states. The
appropriate principle of justice that should guide minority protection and liberal accommodation
cannot be fairness-as-hands-off, however (see below).
Third, cultural differences or cultural diversity under conditions in which severe structural and
cultural inequalities are absent. In ‘ideally fair’ or ‘just societies’, justice would, obviously, be
silent.214 If one distinguishes clearly between inequalities (both structural and cultural) and
diversity or differences, not ‘difference is the problem’ but inequalities, at least for all justice
based theories. In this ideal moral world, racist, ethnicist, sexist, genderist, religious and
nationalist inequalities would have ceased to exist and there would be not any reason for policies
of affirmative action, multiculturalism, minority protection etc. Many universalist cosmopolitans
seem to think that in such a ‘gender-free society’ (Okin 1989:171) also gender, ethnic, national
and religious differences would loose all meaning and impact on habits, life-styles, ways of life,
patterns of interaction and distinction, that the appropriate utopia would be a ‘difference-blind’
society. From a perspective of justice, we may leave this issue to be discussed and resolved by
happier people in some imaginable future though this overly abstract, rigid and individualistic
view seems to be at odds with the equally held opinion that an ideally just society should allow a
broad variety of collectively lived and organized cultural diversity.
212

This ideal is legally articulated in ever more precise anti-discrimination covenants, constitutional
rights and legislation.
213
As a consequence of the working of ‘different-blind’ mechanisms like markets or majority
decisions. Empirically, structural and cultural inequalities overlap in many ways and degrees. In addition,
cultural inequalities that are not connected with histories of legal and with ongoing collective societal
discrimination are extremely rare but this makes analytical distinctions not worthless. Small cultural
minorities are systematically disadvantaged by ‘pure markets’ and liberal states – all subsidizing High Arts
and Cultural Heritage – should not only protect their minority rights but should then, for reasons of
consistency, also subsidize them (see Rickard 1994).
214
Yet this does not mean that democratic states may not legitimately adopt public policies that
promote certain cultural goals, as Ackerman and others assume.
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Fairness-as-hands-off cannot be conceived as an appropriate principle in matters of culture and
the symbolization of collective identities because it neglects the inevitable partiality of all cultures,
public cultures of liberal-democratic states included. To start with it “is a very radical ideal. It is
hard to know what space would be left for ordinary politics on this account … apart from
libertarians, most of those advocating liberal neutrality do not run up the red flag of revolution”
(Carens 1997:819). The history of particular ethno-national and religious cultures is inevitably
inscribed into public spaces, times, culture and symbols of all liberal polities, however ‘thin’ or
‘civic’ they may be:
“Every society has a distinct culture and history, and structures its time and space in specific ways. Neither
all units of time, be they hours, days, weeks, months or years, nor all units of space, be they streets,
buildings, towns, or lands, are or ever can be culturally neutral. They are suffused with deep meanings and
carry different kinds and degrees of moral and emotional significance. No society can therefore totally
avoid being biased against some of the practices of, and thus discriminating against, its cultural minorities.
Its identity limits its capacity for fairness, and to ask it to be indiscriminately tolerant in the name of
fairness to minorities is to be unfair to it. If our concept of fairness does not take into account the demands
of communal identity, it becomes abstract, impracticable, politically irrelevant, and a source of much
avoidable guilt” (Parekh 1995:8).

Strict neutrality and fairness as hands-off, in the end, would literally strip people from their
histories, languages, their religiously based public holidays, their public monuments, rituals, and
symbols of national identity, public dress codes, history-, literature-lessons in public education,
etc. (Bader 1997:793-96). The result would be the fiction of a literally ‘naked public square’. This
is not only impossible – even in an ‘ideal’ world – it is also not morally required or desirable. A
more appropriate reformulation of justice in this regard is fairness-as-evenhandedness stating that
in order
“to treat people fairly, we must regard them concretely, with as much knowledge as we can obtain about
who they are and what they care about. This approach requires immersion rather than abstraction... The
guiding idea of evenhandedness is that what fairness entails is a sensitive balancing of competing claims for
recognition and support in matters of culture and identity. Instead of trying to abstract from particularity,
we should embrace it, but in a way that is fair to all the different particularities. Now being fair does not
mean that every cultural claim and identity will be given equal weight, but rather that each will be given appropriate weight under the circumstances and given a commitment to equal respect for all. History matters,
numbers matter, the relative importance of the claim to those who present it matters, and so do many other
215
considerations’ (Carens 1997:818; 2000:8ff).
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I agree with Levey (1997 and 2005) that justice as ‘equality’ does not work because (i) it is hard to
find a minority that seeks this kind of parity of institutionalized recognition” (2005:12); (ii) it is
“impossible to implement” (13); (iii) strict neutrality or benign neglect is a fiction, (iv) if it would be
possible it would privilege secularism (14). Compared with his proposal to develop a theory of
“acknowledgement and the signification of presence”, however, I insist that symbolic acknowledgment has
to be linked to relevant institutional representation in the political process, to institutional politics of
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To sum up: both second-order principles, ‘strict neutrality’ and ‘fairness-as-hands-off’ with
regard to ethno-religious inequalities and differences try to articulate important moral intuitions
but do so in the wrong way.216 Strict neutrality and ‘benign neglect’ should not be sacrificed in
favour of outright particularism but replaced by moderate anti-perfectionism and relational
neutrality which are – under conditions of serious cultural inequalities – better able to realize the
intuition that constitutions, laws, institutions, policies and administration should be ethnoculturally and religiously as neutral as possible. Fairness-as-hands-off is appropriate to fight
structural inequalities of ascriptive minorities. Fairness-as-evenhandedness is appropriate to fight
unfair treatment of cultural minorities in matters of public culture where strict neutrality is
impossible and fully equal treatment is not only unachievable but also counterproductive and
unfair to majorities. It helps to guide the difficult arts of balancing involved in claims to
accommodation (see 8). Both second-order principles point directly towards an explicitly
contextualized morality.217
3.5 Contextualized Morality
Similar arguments like those presented in 3.2 to 3.4 have lead political philosophers towards a
contextual turn in theories of immigration and incorporation of minorities (Walzer, Kymlicka,

presence (8.5, see Philipps 1995). Evenhandedness requires not only important symbolic gestures, but also
important substantive changes and, in addition, fair but not equal institutional representation.
216
Second-order principles are needed, so the traditional argument goes, because meta-rules – like
moral and legal paradigms (Bader 1998 following Selznick and Haberrmas) – are needed in cases where
constitutional rights and first-order moral principles conflict, and in all cases of conflicting interpretations
and applications of rights. I share this argument with two qualifications: First, the hope that we would
achieve more consensus on meta-levels is misguided, and second, even at such meta-levels pluralism does
not stop (in my approach: relational neutrality, fairness as hands-off and evenhandedness) and this impacts
on the expected ‘unifying’ effect second-order principles are supposed to achieve. Even if the hope that
they would help to achieve more coherent interpretations and rulings has to be tempered, it is better to
articulate and discuss them explicitly instead of letting them do their work in an implicit and unreflective
way as legal and political myths.
217
This can be understood as a modified use of Aristotle’s characterization of justice: treat equals
equally and unequals unequally in proportion to their relevant differences (Bader 1998:447-50). This
carries with it a presumption as a base-line equal treatment which is broad enough to be endorsed by those
with alternative theories of justice, including even handedness and neutrality, but allows for differential
treatment provided the differences of those treated are ‘relevant,’ which, in turn, shifts debates over general
principles that lay down exceptionless rules for making exceptions to contextualized debates over
appropriate policy, given the particular aims the justice-informed policy is supposed to achieve and the
particular settings and characteristics of social groups and individuals in question.
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Carens, Parekh, Bauböck, Rosenblum, Greenawalt, Spinner-Halev) and more generally in theories
of justice (Shapiro 1999, Hacker-Cordon 2003). In addition to arguments for moderate
universalism, relational neutrality, and evenhandedness, three main reasons inspire more general
contextual approaches in political philosophy: (i) moral pluralism, (ii) under-determinacy of
principles, (iii) the complexity of practical reason and judgement.
Reasonable pluralism of the Good is now broadly accepted but it is seriously contested
whether this ‘ethical’ pluralism (in the Habermasian sense) also implies pluralism of the Right or
moral pluralism) and, if so, which version. It is safe to say that predominant Rawlsian and
Habermasian theories still reject the basic statements of moral pluralists that – even within a
shared ‘thin’, liberal-democratic or purely political conception of justice – basic rights often
contradict each other, and so do our moral principles (most famously: ‘equality’ vs. ‘liberty’); that
we have independent good reasons or grounds for affirming these conflicting principles; that we
are unable to bring them into a context-independent lexical order or hierarchy; that we have to
weigh and balance these conflicting principles, and that the implied difficult moral trade-offs
cannot be resolved in a context-independent way ( Galston 2002, Bader/Engelen 2003, Galanter
1998:260ff; Fogelin 2003:42f, 56ff).
In a way, the recognition of the indeterminacy or better under-determinacy of principles is
part and parcel of any reasonable moral theory. General and inevitably abstract moral principles
have to be specified to be applicable in various contexts and cases. Yet it is increasingly
recognized that under-determinacy goes deeper. Not only is the application context-dependent,218
so are our articulations and interpretations of the moral principles themselves.219 We have to refer
back to cases to clarify the meaning of abstract formulations (Carens 2004), our interpretations are
embedded in and shaped by institutional contexts (Unger 1986), and our articulation of principles
themselves cannot be fully separated from general (cultural, linguistic) frameworks inevitably
embedded in historical, societal and cultural contexts (3.1). Even in one and the same general
framework and context, egalitarian liberals in modern Western societies reasonably disagree on
what justice requires, and we cannot even understand their deep moral disagreement without
citing the often implicit institutional shaping of liberty and equality and the preferred institutional
translations or re-designs. The fact of under-determinacy and the resulting moral disagreement has
218

Habermas 1992 (following Günther 1988), see my criticism 1993:53ff. See Greenawalt 1995:115
and Rawls himself (see 6.2).
219
Thiemann 1996:87, Wolterstorff 1997:174
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led to the striking shift towards deliberative democracy in the Post-Rawlsian tradition (e.g.
Gutmann and Thompson 1994, Bohman 1997). If moral philosophers continue to seriously
disagree on what justice requires, on constitutional essentials, if there seems to be no one best or
only answer,220 we should shift our focus to public deliberation and democratic decision-making
and also question our conceptions of reasons and deliberation (6.2) The consequences of this
broadened, pluralized and agonistic (Tully 1999, 2003) perspective on public debate for mutual
understanding, decision-making and democratic legitimacy have not yet been clearly formulated,
and the institutional requirements of public debate and democratic decision-making under nonideal conditions of structural inequalities have not been adequately dealt with (Shapiro 1999,
Bader 2001, 50 ff.).
Moral philosophy may solely specialize in moral reasons and arguments, but political
philosophy has to deal with the complexity of practical reason and judgement. Normative
arguments include not only moral oughts (what we owe to humanity), ethical-political oughts
(what we should do as members of specific communities, e.g. ‘nation-states’), prudential oughts
(requiring us to do what is in our well-informed, rational, long-term interests), and realist oughts
(‘ought implies can’) (Bader 1995a: 215 ff). Evidently, these requirements conflict with each other
and it is increasingly recognized that there is no clear, context-independent formula for weighing
and balancing them, even if one agrees on a lexical ordering (e.g. that – all things considered –
moral arguments should trump ethical-political and prudential ones).
Together the trio of moral pluralism, under-determinacy and complexity of practical reason
also impact our concept of normative knowledge. For the difficult and contested arts of
interpreting and balancing competing principles and reasons, numbers matter, power asymmetries
matter, history matters, constitutional, political, socio-economic and cultural contexts matter, and
consequences matter (see Goodin/Tilly (eds) 2006 for the social sciences). Philosophical armchair
reflection is overburdened, reductionist or indecisive, to say the least. Contextual approaches
require a re-evaluation of practical knowledge or insider wisdom, of judgment and action (Dancy
220

Conflicts between moral principles like liberty and equality with regard to religions are deepened
by the fact that the inevitable trade-offs are themselves strongly contested. Strategies to reach consensus by
moving ‘deeper down’ (towards foundations) or ‘higher up’ (towards meta-levels and second-order
principles like ‘agreement to disagree’ or ‘consent to dissent’) fail to recognize that dissent is as serious
among ordinary people deliberating about moral and political issues as it is among judges of Supreme
Courts, constitutional theorists and moral philosophers advocating foundational theories (see Waldron
1993, Greenawalt 1995, Fish 1997, Neal 1997, Murphy 2001, Parekh 2000:304ff, Eisenach 2000, Shah
2000:132ff, Spinner-Halev 2000:142ff, Rosenblum 2001, see my earlier references in 1999:617ff).
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2004). Criticism of the limits of theoretical knowledge is not a monopoly of conservatives from
Burke to Oakshott, it is shared by liberals like Polanyi Hayeck, communitarians like MacIntyre
(1981) or Walzer (1983), anti-theorists like Bernard Williams (1985),221 but also by Scott (1998),
Schön (1983), by Republicans and Democratic pragmatists like Dewey, Barber, Putnam, Shapiro
and egalitarian liberal contextualists like Carens (2004) and myself (1997, 2003a).
That contexts, institutions and practical knowledge matter is one of the most cherished
wisdoms of strong contextualist critics of even moderate universalist moral and political
philosophy. In turn, all varieties of strong contextualism have been rightly criticized for easily
accepting status quo institutions (including all morally indefensible structural inequalities and
power asymmetries) and uncritically reproducing insider wisdom and morally despicable
intuitions.222 If contexts also matter for moderate universalists, they cannot be decisive.
Here I cannot discuss different varieties of contextual political philosophy in order to
distinguish morally acceptable from illegitimate ones depending on questions like where, in which
regards, and how contexts matter (Bader/Saharso 2004:111ff). Full-fledged non-contextualists
defend not only absolutist universalism but reject even modest versions of moral pluralism. They
stick to a deductionist or quasi-deductionist (instead of an analogical) application of moral
principles in the sense that in all cases and contexts there is just one and only one moral solution
and just one morally permissible or required optimal institutional setting in every context. Finally,
they accept moral intuitions only if they are derived from moral theory. They are clearly a dying
race. The hard core, rather, seems to be not absolutism and deductivism but the rejection of moral
pluralism and the insistence on one morally right answer only, as for example both Dworkin and
Habermas do.
The important dividing line among contextual approaches runs between strong
conservative (or post-modern) and moderate contextualists. I refute strong contextualism on all
levels. Moderate universalism criticizes strong moral particularism and relativism in general, the
distrust of general, abstract principles even within given contexts in particular, and the
221

I also defend the priority of morality and rights over ethical theories (see already Grotius, see 5.1.
note 5) without accepting his anti-theoretical conclusions. The general idea that institutions and practices
are more important than foundational theories is common ground in Hegelianism, in Gramsci’s Marxism,
hermeneutics, pragmatism and in Connolly’s post-secularism.
222
As universalist political philosophers become more context-sensitive, strong contextualists like
MacIntyre (1988) or Walzer (1994) become more moderate, making some of their implicit contexttranscendent moral criteria explicit (Shapiro 1999; Carens 2000, 2004).
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exaggeration of the problem of ‘indeterminacy’ by strong contextualists. Moderate contextualists
allow for context-transcending principles but insist we relate principles to different contexts and
cases to explain and develop their meaning. Principles like liberty or equality, though abstract and
in need of specification are not in-determinate but under-determined: they may not exactly state
what is positively required but clearly exclude any serious lack of freedom (e.g. slavery) or serious
inequality in whatever contexts. In this regard, all moderate or reasonable contextual or semicontextual approaches (Shapiro 1999:5, 24) have to avoid the dangers of unchecked particularism
(classism, racism, sexism, elitism, nationalist, structural power-asymmetries). Strong
contextualists reject theoretical criticism of moral intuitions and practical knowledge, whereas
moderate contextualists criticize the often elitist bias of inside knowledge and insist on a
continuous back and forth between– internally contested –moral intuitions in a wide variety of
contexts and cases, on the one hand, and theoretical or reconstructive criticism, on the other hand,
in short they insist on a wide, reflexive dis-equilibrium (Carens 2000:4; 2004:122f). There may be
not one right practical judgment only and one best institutional setting, but this does not mean that
existing contextual judgments and institutions would all be morally permissible or the ones that
would best fit.
Clearly, there can be a wide range of moderate contextual approaches – some more
modest, others more demanding, some more universalist, others more particularist – depending on
the levels and ways in which contexts enter theorizing, but all of them have in common that they
are – more or less explicitly – comparative and historical. At this point, the contextualist turn in
political philosophy ties in to the recent institutionalist turn in the social sciences. As political
philosophers “in the vernacular” (Kymlicka 2001) increasingly combine normative analysis with
empirical descriptions and explanations (crucially depending on social sciences), recent social
scientists not only develop institutionally rich diachronic and synchronic comparative studies but
also engage in policy- and institutional evaluation studies, inquiring into ‘good fits’ and ‘best
practices’ and this ‘grounded normativity’ could be fruitfully combined with explicit normative
analysis by political philosophers specialized in this business. Both might help to stimulate
institutional imagination and policy learning.
3.6

A plea for an institutionalist turn
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Moderate universalism, relational neutrality, fairness as evenhandedness, moral pluralism, underdeterminacy, the multi-layered character of normative social reality (principles, institutions,
cultures/virtues, and practices), and the complexity of practical reason, if taken seriously, require a
contextualized theory of morality combined with an institutional turn in political philosophy and
theory (Bader/Engelen 2003).223 Our interpretations and applications of moral principles and rights
like religious freedom(s) are massively influences by respective predominant institutional regimes
of religious governance in different countries, by legal paradigms and traditions of jurisdiction and
administration, and so are our arts of balancing and trading off conflicting principles like
individual and associational religious freedoms. Institutions and practices of religious governance
have, obviously, to balance moral, ethico-political, prudential and realist requirements. Institutions
and traditions of judgement and policies in different countries do not follow abstract blue-prints of,
e.g. secularism, strict separation of state and (organized) religions and strict neutrality even in
countries where these may be the predominant models or ideologies (above 2.14). Philosophers
might find reasons not only to criticize this as maybe inevitable but deplorable deviations from
what would be required morally in an ideal world. They may also learn from these practical, often
very pragmatic ways of doing things that there are no optimal models fitting all contexts (and no
reasonable ‘blue-prints’ designed by arm-chair theorists), that we might find practical ways of
dealing with trade-offs that differ from the ‘tragic’ big trade-offs and ‘sacrifices’ in big theory, that
practical experimentalism also may develop innovative new institutions and policies that may be
broadened and deepened by institutionally sensitive theorizing, that institutional pluralism
provides better chances for realist, reasonable utopianism also in the field of religious governance
and policies (Bader/Engelen 2003:391-5).
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Bader/Engelen 2003. My interpretation of this institutionalist turn includes what one could call an
‘attitudinal’ or ‘existential turn’ or, more generally, a mutual interaction of principles, institutions, cultures
and habits/virtues, and good practices (see 6.2).
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Chapter 4

Priority for Liberal Democracy or Secularism? Why I am not a Secularist

Liberal political philosophy has defended three closely related second-order principles that
should guide discussions about the governance of religious diversity. These are secularism,
strict separationism, and strict neutrality. In the last chapter, I have tried to make plausible the
claim that we should re-conceptualize neutrality as relational neutrality and why this is
important. A critical normative analysis of ‘strict separationism’ has to be postponed until part
IV. Now I turn to a first critical discussion of secularism. In chapter 1, I have elaborated a
poly-contextual and perspectivist concept of secularization in critical discussion with recent
sociology of religion. From the perspective of religion(s), it is perfectly legitimate to describe
their other side as secular, a secular world based on secular communications. From the
perspective of sociology, a generalized use of the concept is counterproductive because the
theses of an inevitable decline of religion(s) and of an inevitable privatization are at odds with
a great deal of empirical evidence, and the thesis of separation can be better reformulated as a
certain minimal threshold of functional, institutional, organizational, and role-differentiation.
From the perspective of liberal-democratic politics and normative political theory, however,
the important question is not whether societies are ‘secularized’ (as they increasingly are in
most European states), whether cultures would be increasingly ‘secularized’ or verweltlicht
(see 1.2), or whether state and politics are ‘completely separated’ from religions but whether
they are compatible with or conducive to minimal morality and/or minimal liberal-democratic
morality. In this chapter, I argue that liberal democrats and liberal political philosophers need
not and should not be secularists and why this is an important consideration.
In debating secularism in political philosophy, one should distinguish, first, between the
level of institutions and practical politics and their justifications, and second, between firstand second-order justifications of institutions and politics (Bhargava 1998). At the level of
institutions and politics, the disputes are concerned with questions of whether liberal states and
politics are or should be ‘secular’ at all and, if so, what this would require, e.g., the guarantee
of the two autonomies (2.7), the exclusion of religious reasons from public debate, the ‘strict
separation’ of state/politics from religions. I reject the terminology of secularism in this regard
for four reasons. First, it is because emerging modern states may or may not have been
‘secular’ – in the sense of respecting the relative autonomy of state from religion(s) and of
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religions from the state – but they have not been liberal, let alone democratic. Second, some
Western states and politics in the last century have been ‘secular’ but have violated not only
minimal standards of liberal-democratic morality but even of minimalist morality, including
the ‘twin tolerations’. In both these regards, I defend a highly contextualized interpretation,
depending, first, on historical contexts, and second, on threats to liberal democracy that may
come from religious political fundamentalism of all sorts and also from secularists of all sorts.
These are, e.g., ‘secular’ racist, ethno-centrist, chauvinist, fascist or ‘socialist/communist’
totalitarians, but also ‘secular’ bureaucrats, professionals, scientists, experts and philosophers
of all sorts. The core issue from the perspective of such a contextualized theory of secularism
is, to repeat, not whether states and politics are secular but whether they are liberal-democratic.
(4.1) This is the first and most important reason why I am not a secularist. Here I disagree
conceptually and theoretically with the efforts of Taylor, Bhargava, Connolly, and others to
work out alternative conceptions of secularism – instead of seeking an alternative for
secularism (Bhargava 1998:2, 488, 513) – which should be appropriate in the recent context of
increased (sensitivity for) religious diversity in Western and non-Western societies. Third,
minimal liberal democratic morality does not require but is actually incompatible with the
exclusion of religious reasons from public debate (6.1) and, fourth, liberal-democratic
constitutions do not or should not require a strict ‘wall’ of separation between state/politics and
religions.
Whether one wants to call liberal-democratic states/politics secular or – as I prefer – just
liberal-democratic, one has to justify them. If one calls them secular, one has to explain “why
secularism?” or “what is secularism for?” (Bhargava 1998:10, 486ff) because secularism is not
a self-explaining value. Justifications have to refer to the values promoted by these institutions
and policies. First order justifications mention important substantive values like autonomy,
equality, democracy, leading a full-fledged transparent life (ethical secularism), or less
perfectionist political values of liberal democracy, minimally understood (political secularism)
or “arguments from ordinary life” and the “smaller” values of moral minimalism like
prevention of sectarian warfare (civic peace), toleration, aversion of unbearable suffering and
degradation of life. I reject ethical secularism and also the ambiguous and misleading concept
of ‘political secularism’ (4.2). This is the second reason, why I am not a secularist.
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Second-order justifications refer to higher order values or procedural foundations. I reject
the exclusive foundation of the morality of minimally decent polities and of minimal liberal
democracy by an independent, ‘secular’ political ethics and also by a version of an overlapping
consensus that still excludes, in one way or another, religious reasons and foundations (4.3).
This is the third reason, why I am not a secularist. I share the basic arguments with Taylor,
Bhargava, and Connolly against the inherent unfairness and the paradoxical character of
‘ethical secularism’ and ‘political secularism’224 and against an exclusivist independent
‘secular’ political ethics and remnants of ‘exclusivist secularism’ in a Rawlsian overlapping
consensus.
In section 4.4, I defend my interpretation of the core aspects of Priority for Liberal
Democracy, an extensive interpretation of the freedoms of political communication and of its
anti-paternalism, in opposition to all versions of exclusivist secularism. In 4.5, I defend this
interpretation against philosophical foundationalism. In chapter 5, ‘Religions and Democracy,’
I defend priority for democracy against religious challenges. In chapter 6, I criticize
‘exclusionist secularism’ or the idea that public debate or ‘public reason’ requires the
exclusion of religious reasons, either through content- or reasonability-constraints (6.2). In
addition, I discuss the shift – initiated by democratic pragmatists and Post-Rawlsian
deliberative democrats – from Reason and liberal-democratic principles to trust in moderately
agonistic conceptions of democratic institutions, habits/virtues, and practices.
4.1

Contextualizing Secularism: Should liberal-democratic states be ‘secular’ and,
if so, in which sense?

Any minimally decent state has to live up to the requirements of minimal morality. A threshold
of institutional differentiation of state and religions, of the ‘twin autonomies’ of state from
religion and religions from state, is a crucial part of minimal morality (1.3.3, 2.7, 3.2).
Bhargava has lucidly expressed this core idea:
A clash of great ideals and ultimate values “has the potential of depriving people of leading even a minimally
decent existence, an ordinary life. To secure an ordinary life, protect basic this-worldly goods, all ultimate ideals
must be expunged from the affairs of the state whose sole business is to procure for everyone minimum standards
of decent living. On any account, ultimate ideals are definitionally constitutive of religious worldviews. It follows
that religion too must be separated from the affairs of the state. The separation of religion from politics is required
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Both Taylor and Bhargava, however, are less outspoken and more ambiguous in their
rejection of ‘political secularism’.
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in order to avert unbearable suffering and degradation of life. In particular, loss of life and liberty is evil and must
not be taken away from anyone no matter to which religious community he belongs” (1998:490f).

The twin autonomies and, more demanding, individual and collective religious tolerance, have
to be guaranteed by all minimally decent states, not only by Western states. Confining myself
to Western states, the following historical and structural arguments are important for
discussions whether, and if so, why this minimum should be called ‘secular’, e.g., “secularized
legal and political institutions” (Hunter 2005), a minimalist ‘politico-legal secularism’, or
“political secularism” (Ferrari 2005, Bhargava 1998, 2005).
4.1.1

Historical Contextualization

In European history – the constellation of hierarchically organized, competing Christian
religions and emerging sovereign states which both claim supreme jurisdiction over the same
domains (1.3.3) – the equation of public/political and, much later, of liberal and democratic
with secular has been understandable. In the 16th and 17th Centuries, state-sovereignty, decent
due process and minimalist collective and individual tolerance, had to be fought for, first in
battles against defenders of absolutist or fundamentalist religions and established churches.
Later on, they had to be fought for in battles against those ‘common ground’ defenders of
freedom of religion and conscience who explicitly or implicitly limited these freedoms to the
variety of conflicting Christian denominations, not extending their arguments into a principled
defense of freedom of conscience for all religious believers. This was true for Christians, as
well as for those who hold secular values and beliefs. In a context in which the enemies of a
general freedom of conscience (and of most other liberal and democratic principles and rights)
were absolutist religions, decent or public morality appeared as secular morality, and a
religious or theological defense of public morality, so prominent among the Founding Fathers
in the U.S. (5.2), seemed unthinkable. Its true and exclusive defenders thus seemed to be
secular philosophers developing ‘independent political ethics’. These battle-lines have been
very much sharpened during the 19th Century ‘school and cultural wars’ and the protracted
resistance of the Catholic Church against liberalism and democracy. This helps explain ‘laïcité
de combat’ and the explicitly secular character of the French state and constitution (2.14). In
some countries, aggressive secularist ideologies and state-policies may have been historically
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inevitable to pave the way for a non-religious polity.225 A liberal and democratic state seemed
to be inevitably a secular state at least in the minimal sense of guaranteeing the ‘two
autonomies’ that had to be defended mainly against religious threats.
Emergent modern states however increasingly realized state-sovereignty and stateindifference against rival religious claims long before they became liberal and eventually also
democratic. If one wants to call emergent states, in their opposition against absolutist religions
and strong established churches, secular states – and in this context this is an adequate
terminology – then one has also to indicate that this minimalist version of ‘politico-legal
secularism’ should be clearly distinguished from more demanding notions of ‘liberal political
secularism’ and/or ‘democratic political secularism’ (the notion of ‘political secularism’ is
quite ambiguous in this respect, see below). One also has to stress that this minimalist concept
of a ‘secular state’ is clearly a moral and not a merely ‘instrumental’ or ‘strategic one’.226 The
idea of a ‘secular’ state – one might also say: of the “secularity” of the state, distinguished
from ‘secularism’ (Glenn/Groof 2002a:107) – in this sense is a (minimalist) moral ideal that
has been historically violated more often than not by so-called secular modernizing states.
‘Subjects’ have not been treated as legally equals even long before (some) became ‘citizens’
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The emergence or historical origin of the indifferent state may have been possible in some
contexts only as a secularist state, and only good historical counter-factual thought experiments could
teach us whether in France or Turkey an indifferent state could have also emerged without aggressive
secularist ideologies and politics. Yet it is important that a theory of multiple modernities insists that
in other contexts (the U.S.) this has been possible and actually happened. In addition, an alternative to
the strongly secularist and monolithic theories of state-sovereignty (Bodin, Hobbes, Pufendorf) has
been developed and available (e.g. the explicitly pluralist theory of Althusius (see Gierke 1968)). Let
me add a more general remark: here, as in other cases, the conditions for the origin or emergence of a
social configuration need not be, and are not the same as the conditions for its existence and further
development. Modern capitalism could live without a Protestant Ethic (Weber’s caput mortuum), and
the religiously and philosophically indifferent state can do without secularism. In addition, in the
course of the development of configurations, strong oppositions and big trade-offs may relax and be
transformed into smaller ones (e.g. liberty versus equality; equality versus difference). The
emergence of a certain threshold of socio-economic equality and ‘equal opportunities’ (e.g. in
education) has been impossible without a strong anti-liberal, socialist egalitarianism, intense
struggles by the labor movement and a strong state but, eventually, they found a broader ‘ideological
basis’ (including social Christian, social liberalism) and a new balance of competing principles of
liberalism and egalitarianism could emerge (egalitarian liberalism or my preferred libertarian,
democratic socialism). See 13 for smaller trade-offs between diversity and equality in education; my
conclusion for possibilities of a less statist egalitarianism.
226
It is “politico-moral secularism” (Bhargava 1998:491); see above 3, note 45 versus Hunter
2005, Saunders 2005. It cannot be based on a “bare modus vivendi” second-order justification (below
4.3).
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and also long time after, and states did not show the required religious indifference but
continually engaged in religious homogenization policies. One also should not forget that this
minimally ‘secular’ state did not presuppose any meaningful societal or cultural secularization
of beliefs and practices, it only required the taming of the claims by absolutist religions to
control state and the law (1.4).
During the 20th Century, this context has changed.227 The minimalist morality of decent
and of liberal-democratic polities had increasingly to be defended against ‘secular’ totalitarian
states, not only against fascist (e.g. Nazi-Germany), ‘socialist’ regimes (e.g., the U.S.S.R), and
Third World authoritarian regimes, such as, Cambodia, Iraq and other autocratic secularist
Arab states228 but also against secular totalitarian ideologies like Marxism-Leninism,
Stalinism, Maoism’ (MELSM), against the atrocities of chauvinist aggressions, of ethnic
cleansings and the related racist and ethnicist ideologies. These ‘secularist nightmares’ are at
least as serious as the threat by explicitly theocratic regimes like Islamic Republic of Iran or
the Taliban-regime in Afghanistan.
Now the context has changed once again since the terrorist attacks by fundamentalist, or
better political Islamicists, and the ‘war against terrorism’ led by the fundamentalist neo-cons
of the Bush administration. Religious fundamentalism in politics, particularly after the demise
of fascist and communist regimes and ideologies, seems to be the only real dangers to
‘freedom and democracy’, it partly explains the astonishing re-emergence of radical
Enlightenment philosophers and their interventions in public debates. Still, the important issue
is not whether states/politics are secular but whether they are decent or liberal-democratic or
not.229
4.1.2

Different kinds of threats: structural contextualization
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See Greenawalt 1995:130 for Scandinavia and the Netherlands versus U.S. For the Supreme
Court, see Note 1987: 1609, 1685 (Mueller versus Allen), 1730 (Bradley and Lynch v Donelly). A
practical example may demonstrate this: Southallians have developed different models for school
assemblies (single-faith assemblies, multi-faith assemblies and interfaith assemblies). “The civic
discourse of secularism was effectively countered by the discourse of multi-culturalism, equally civic
in origin” (Baumann 1996, 182-86). These differences in contexts are also highlighted by Weithman,
Taylor, Bhargava and others.
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See Brumberg and Diamond 2003, Minkenberg 2006, WRR 2006, chapters 3 and 5.
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See Miller 1985, p. 347f, McConnell 1992, p. 741; Wolterstorff 1997. See also Maimon
Schwarzschild, quoted in Greenawalt 1995:99. See below.
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In this rough historical sketch, I tried to show that there are different kinds of religious as well
as secular threats to liberal-democracy, and these may or may not make ‘secularism’terminology an appropriate response. It is important to distinguish them before getting into a
meaningful discussion of their seriousness and addressing adequate strategies to oppose their
respective enemies.
Let us start with religious threats by fundamentalists intending to replace stateindifference or state-autonomy with a theocratic regime (below 5.2). Only in opposition to old
and new forms of this kind of fundamentalism, the insistence on the secular character of law
and state of decent and of liberal-democratic polities makes sense and is of course still
important. The liberal-democratic state has to be a non-religious state respecting the two
autonomies as well as individual and collective tolerance, and this ‘secular’ character has to be
defended against recent religious fundamentalists in politics (religious leaders, movements and
organizations) whether they are Protestant as mainly in the U.S., Catholics falling back behind
Vatican II, Islamicist or Hindu. In addition, the threat of this type of fundamentalism has to be
credible and serious. For instance, we should discuss different degrees of the credibility and
danger of Islamicism in different countries which are important for the defense of the nonreligious character of the state and respective ‘secularist’ policies and strategies. Obviously,
much depends on the question whether states are fairly well established liberal-democratic
polities, more or less authoritarian and illiberal regimes, or regimes in transition to liberal
democracy (12.8). The situation in countries with Muslim majorities is clearly different from
countries in which Muslims (of all kinds) are a comparatively small minority (all Western
states).230 There are also important differences among states with Muslim majorities, e.g.,
Saudi-Arabia, Pakistan or Algeria compared with Malaysia, Indonesia, and Turkey.231
Stressing the ‘secular’ character of the developing ‘modern’ state against Catholic
fundamentalist as in France in the 18th and 19th Centuries or against Muslim fundamentalists in
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In my view, Muslim minorities do not present any credible threat to liberal democracy in
Western ‘liberal democracies’ because the overwhelming majority of Muslim immigrants has
moderate and completely legitimate claims to accommodate their religious needs (below 8, 11) and
even orthodox and peaceful Muslim fundamentalists should not be unthinkingly associated with
Islamicist terrorists (see conclusion).
231
See for Algeria: Kalyvas 2000 and Esposito 1996; for Maleysia: Meerschout 2006; for
Indonesia: Bowen 1998. See Minkenberg 2006, Fox 2006.
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Ataturk’s fairly authoritarian, illiberal and ‘regulated’ secular republic232 may or may not have
been historically inevitable but banning headscarves in public education in France today (8.4)
is clearly less legitimate than in Turkey.233 Banning religious political parties generally is also
incompatible with freedoms of political communication in both countries. Moreover, it proved
to be counterproductive in Turkey. Nehru’s insistence on the secular character of the Indian
constitution and state in order to guarantee toleration may have been historically inevitable but
it had at least very much contested medium and long-term consequences. Under colonial
circumstances, “the secular state created its opposite, a society in which religion had more
rather than less political consequences, one of which being a decline of tolerance of religious
difference”.234 At least it proved to be difficult to defend ‘secularism’ in a way that cannot be
easily accused of prolonging ‘Western’ colonialism and modernization.235
Liberal-democratic polities have to be defended not only against these kinds of religious
threats but also against different kinds of secularist threats. First, civil strife and civil war do
not only arise from the ultimate values and un-moderate passions of competing absolutist
religions but also from competing ultimate racist, ethno-centrist, chauvinist values and from
secularist, totalitarian ideologies like fascism or other versions of ‘national socialism’ (e.g., in
Sadam’s Iraq) which, once in power, massively violated not only minimal liberal-democratic
morality but any decent morality however minimally conceived. Racist, ethnocentrist and
chauvinist threats to decent and liberal-democratic morality have been historically often
massively intertwined with religious threats and the respective homogeneization policies. One
may even try to understand racism, ethnocentrism and chauvinism as ‘immanentist substitutes’
for religions in times of ‘secularization’236 but that would stretch the concept of religion
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Turkish secularism has been aggressively elitist and intolerant right from the start
(Koningsveld 2004; WRR 2004, Al-Azm 2004 who asks the historically troubling question whether
such elitist secularism has been a precondition for the recent development of liberal democracy in
Turkey, as they have been in the ‘modernization’ of European states.
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Though I seriously disagree with the recent rulings of the European Court in these cases.
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Veer 1997. See Nandy 1998:298f, Madan 1998:326ff, Chatterjee 1998:345ff for similar
arguments opposing the eulogy by Khilnani 1997. For more balanced views see Galanter, Bilgrami,
Sen, Bhargava (all in Bhargava (ed) 1998) and Bhargava 2005; Eisenlohr 2006 for Mauritius.
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Contextualizing secularism in these two regards (kinds of threats and degrees of danger)
helps explain why only few constitutions declare the state to be a secular state: e.g. in France
(1905/1958) and Mexico against Catholicism, in India, and in most former ‘really existing socialist
states’ (against all religions) while many explicitly refer to ‘God’ and most remain – rightly – silent
(Madeley 2003, Markoff/Reagan 1987; see 2).
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See Smith, A. 1986; Bader 1991:445f; see 1.2 with Barth, Gogarten and others.
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beyond reasonable limits.237 Regardless, it is clear that the appropriate concepts and measures
in fighting them cannot invoke the ‘secular’ character of state and politics because this is
exactly how they understand themselves. Instead, one has to apply the standards of decent and
of liberal-democratic morality.
Second, the secularist threat emerging from certain scientistic ideologies meant to replace
religious symbolic universes and totalitarian regimes by the utopia of a full-scale ‘scientific
religion’ (Saint Simon) or an explicitly anti-religious ‘scientific’ or ‘materialist’, all-embracing
Weltanschuung (Marxism-Leninism) and ruthless attempts to install totalitarian regimes in
states that called themselves ‘really existing socialist countries’. Most of these ‘secularist
regimes of the Left’ have not only clearly and intentionally violated even minimalist notions of
‘religious autonomy’, they have violated not only minimal standards of liberal-democratic
morality on a massive scale but of any minimal morality however minimally understood.
In both cases, it is clearly helpless and counterproductive to appeal to the ‘secular’
character of the state, because the ideologies of racism, fascism, national socialisms of all sorts
and of Marxism-Leninism of all sorts have been explicitly secularist and anti-religious. Here,
the appropriate opposition is clearly not between ‘religious’ and ‘secular’ state/politics but
between a variety of secular states/politics and minimally decent238 or liberal-democratic
morality and politics. A ‘secular’ state and ‘secular policies’ are not appropriate measures to
fight these secularist nightmares so characteristic for large parts of the 20th Century in the West
as for other states in the rest of the world today. Secularism cannot be the solution because it is
part of the problem. The remedy in all cases is a decent state, but only with regard to
competing religious claims, it makes sense to call this minimally decent state a ‘secular’ state.
This contextualization of ‘secularism’ also tends to be lost if one uses secularization language
even in the restricted politico-legal sense.
Third, secularist violations of the two autonomies are also characteristic for philosophical
criticsm of religion in both prominent historical versions. Radical Enlightenment philosophers
who have defended truncated varieties of democracy and less so of liberalism, and have
respected freedom of individual conscience, have been, and still are tempted to neglect or to
undermine associational freedoms of religion and collective toleration. Outright elitist
237

At least according to my definition, which insists on transcendence in a meaningful sense.
‘Legal-political secularism’ in its minimalist moral interpretation is still confined to the
opposition to ‘religious threats’. Without this opposition, the term secular looses any definite content.
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philosophical critics of religion in the Nietzschean tradition, in addition, reject principles and
practices of liberal-democracy.
Final, another but less well known secularist threat to liberal democracy emerges from
the regimes and ideologies of scientism, professionalism and bureaucracy/administration. This
threat of expertocracy does not emerge, as in the second case, from attempts to replace
religions by competing, all-embracing scientistic symbolic universes, but from more
specialized and field-specific ideologies. It has been analyzed in critical science studies and in
critical sociology of professions and of private and public administration or management239 but
is rarely addressed in debates on secularism.240 Experts of all sorts – e.g., professionals in
education, (health-)care, social work – are tempted, and are in a structural position to present
their internally contested views, ‘diagnosis’, and ‘therapies’ as ‘modern’, universal, objective,
and neutral truths. Expertocracy does not directly threaten the two autonomies and individual
and collective tolerance but it is a long-term, a ‘silent’ threat to democracy intimately
connected with ‘modernity’ and internally opposed to all religion.
In the latter cases – the ‘enlightened radicals’, the elitist philosophers, the expertocrats –
the respective threats to the twin autonomies, individual and collective toleration and, in
particular, to democracy, are less ‘nightmarish’. In defending the priority of liberal-democracy
against all kinds of secularist threats (and the respective elites, movements and organizations),
the appeal to the ‘secular’ character of the state or to ‘political secularism,’ for reasons
explained above, is not helpful and counterproductive because secularism is part of the
problem.241
Distinguishing and demonstrating the different kinds of threats is one thing, stating that
all threats would be of the same kind or would pose ‘equal threats’ (let alone to equate or
identify expertocracy with the Nazi regime), or getting into debates on whether recent religious
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For science studies: Knorr and Latour (‘strong program’), but also Nowotny et al. 2001). For
professions: Johnson, Freidson, Bourdieu (see Bader/Benschop 1989 chapter VI). For
administration/management: Joerges/Nyer. For conflicts between ‘neutral’ professionals and ‘neutral’
management: Kornhauser, Wilensky. See 3.3 and Bader 1988 for a criticism of ‘truth-power’ and of
Foucauldian and postmodernist amalgamations.
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See however: Minow 2000 and below 8.3 and 13.
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Two other threats – related to the compromise character of liberal democracy (3.2) – should
also be mentioned in passing: opposition against elitist or anti-democratic classical liberalism and
against anti-liberal democratic majoritarianism. In both regards, the ‘secular’ character of the liberaldemocratic state also is irrelevant, not at stake.
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fundamentalist threats would be more or less important than expertocracy, is quite another. For
my limited purposes, I need not even try to answer the difficult questions whether – in the
medium and long run – the combined threats to liberal-democracy by bureaucracy, scientism,
expertocracy and professionalism are more serious than the short-term threats by religious
fundamentalism in politics. The latter are clearly visible, loud, and increasingly violent and
terrorist but they may also be interpreted as dramatic but short-term reactions to specific
policies aiming to ‘modernize’ societies and ‘democratize’ states from above and/or from the
outside, inimical to decent respect and liberal policies of accommodation. They need not be
inherent phenomena of alternative ‘transitions to democracy’. They may fade away in the
medium or long term, whereas the former are silent, highly invisible, non-violent and routine,
but intimately connected to all versions of ‘modern societies’ and all varieties of liberaldemocratic polities. I can confine myself to the fairly obvious statement that both dangers are
serious and both have to be equally addressed. Secularism terminology, however, tends to
make the latter invisible.
4.1.3

Societal and Cultural Secularization and Strategic Issues

In addition to a historical and structural contextualization of secularism – threats and enemies
of liberal democracy and the seriousness and credibility of the threats – it may help to gain
more distance if we discuss the ‘secular’ character of the state with regard to different degrees
of societal and cultural secularization and also with regard to strategic issues, because both
arguments can be mobilized in defending ‘political secularism’.
It is contested whether, and if so how, different degrees of societal and cultural
secularization and the respective knowledge regimes of secularism should have consequences
for debating ‘political secularism’. We have already seen that the emergent proto-liberal and
‘secular’ state did not require or presuppose any ‘secularization’ of society and culture.
Recently, most Western European states, Canada, and Australia, show much higher degrees of
social and cultural ‘secularization’ than the United States.242 One could draw two opposed
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See 1.3. Casanova (2005) distinguishes ‘secularization’ not only more clearly than 1994 from
‘modernization’ and all related connotations, but also from ‘liberalism’ and ‘democracy’. In Europe,
both among elites and ordinary people, ‘normal’, ‘progressive’, ‘enlightened’, ‘modern’ and the
values of ‘liberalism, universal human rights, political democracy, and tolerant and inclusive
multiculturalism’ are intrinsically linked to ‘secularism’, actually identified with secularism
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consequences from this fact. First, following the logic of important threats and enemies, the
U.S. would – in the face of conservative religious majorities and evangelical fundamentalism –
require a secularist defense of liberal democracy (and this is exactly what the majority of
American liberal political philosophers are doing). In Europe, however, given the
predominance of liberal and increasingly illiberal secularism, it would be important to criticize
the knowledge regime of secularism in all its varieties. This would be a contextualized and
strategic reading of my own proposal. Second, one could argue that higher degrees of societal
and cultural secularization in Europe would also require that state and politics should be more
‘secular’ (and this is exactly what ‘Enlightenment radicals’ are asking for). They would also
require that liberal-democratic morality and principles are not only public but ‘secular’, and
that the secularist majority-preferences should be imposed on religious minorities by
assimilation politics. Though at odds with each other, both arguments are untenable and
illegitimate because incompatible with religious freedoms and reasonable pluralism of the
Good Life. The minimalist notion of a non-religious and in this sense ‘secular state’ should be
disentangled from contested secularization of society and culture.
Finally, there may be important strategic arguments in favor of secularism. Criticizing
the meta-narrative of secularism from the perspective of priority for liberal democracy in a
situation in which religious fundamentalists also criticize secularism, as in India (antisecularist Hindu agitation), Algeria, Turkey or, much different, in well-established ‘Western’
liberal democracies like England (anti-secularist Muslim agitation), one may end up with
‘strange bedfellow’ and wrong coalition partners in the ‘fundamentalist camp’.243 In my view,
however, defending the liberal and democratic character of law and state in terms of what they
(2005:7ff) resulting in “illiberal” and “intolerant secularism”. In the United States, only academics in
the social sciences and humanities are predominantly ‘secularist’ in this regard whereas a vast
majority of the population is non-secular.
243
Given the important general, but unspecified agreement on the substance of minimally decent
or liberal-democratic morality and polities among Bhargava, Modood, Willaime and myself, it seems
that the main reasons why they stick to the secularism terminology are strategic: Modood wants to
ally with the predominant secularist knowledge regime in England and clearly draw a line between
his position and religious fundamentalists, whereas Bhargava wants to defend the decent and pluralist
character of Indian ‘secular’ Constitutionalism against anti-secularist Hindu- (and emerging Muslim-)
fundamentalism. The reconceptualization of laïcité as laïcité plurielle, ouvert, liberale, competent, de
reconnaissence, d’intelligence, de maturité in opposition to traditional concepts of laïcité de combat,
ignorant, de separation, d’abstenance by Willaime (2004, 2006), Portier (2006), Bauberot and many
French critics may also be defended as strategically prudent given the predominance of secularist
discourse though it reproduces important ambiguities.
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are, i.e., priority for liberal-democracy, enables us to avoid at least some of the
counterproductive consequences of secularism terminology indicated above: unintentionally
creating anti-secularist religious opposition amongst decent and moderate religions.244 It also
allows clearly selecting the right friends and building up the right coalitions in the current
confrontations of religion in politics, with the appropriate reasons and terminology. The right
kind of division is not between secular and religious convictions but between fanaticisms of
both kinds (whether secularist or religious) and liberal, democratic and pluralist views on the
other side. Hence, avoiding the meta-narrative of secularism altogether may also be
strategically wise.245
The upshot of this discussion is, first of all, that the meta-narrative of secularism is not
really helpful in analyzing the threats to minimally decent and to liberal-democratic morality
and states/politics. Even ‘political secularism’, minimally understood, has to cover too many
important, diverging and potentially conflicting aspects: the tensions between guaranteeing the
autonomy of the state from religions and the autonomy of religions from the state (see 11.6),
the tensions between individual and collective tolerance (7) and the tensions between
liberalism and democracy.
4.2

First-Order Justifications of minimally decent and/or liberal-democratic
polities: Ethical and/or Political Secularism?

In his discussion of the various substantive values that are meant to justify divergent
conceptions of ‘separation’ between religions and state-institutions and policies, Bhargava
(1998:494)) has presented the most elaborate and fine-grained attempt to distinguish different
conceptions of secularism along three analytically distinct but interrelated axes: first, whether
244

See above for India, Turkey. See 5.1 for religious political parties. Promoting public
education, for example, as ‘secular education’ has created religious counter-mobilization in the 19th
Century (see 5.1) as it does today (see 8, 13); and banning the headscarf also, ceteris paribus,
considerably contributes to fundamentalize Muslims (8.4).
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The strategic downside of my proposal to call liberal-democratic states and polities not
‘secular’ but just what they are – in order to be liberated from the entrenched ‘secular versus antisecular’ dichotomy – is that this may prove to be impossible in certain contexts. However hard one
tries to avoid this split in pleas for a religiously ‘indifferent’ or ‘agnostic’ but not an ‘anti-religious’
or ‘a-theistic’ state, one then would be associated with religious fundamentalism or ‘anti-secularism’
by defenders of the predominant knowledge regime of liberal as well as illiberal secularism, on the
one hand, and still being accused of ‘modernist’ or (post-) colonial ‘secularism’ by religious
fundamentalists and post-modernists. In other words, whatever one does, one inevitably ends up with
the ‘wrong’ coalition partners and with the ‘wrong’ enemies.
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the justifying values are perfectionist (as in ethical secularism) or anti-perfectionist (as in
political secularism), second, whether religious reasons are excluded (as in ‘exclusive
separation’ or exclusivist secularism) or included (as in ‘principled distance separation’ or
inclusive secularism; below 6.1); third, whether justifications focus exclusively on procedures
(as in ‘ultra-proceduralist secularism’) or on substantive values or ultimate ideals (as in ‘hypersubstantive secularism’; 1998:514f).246 The most basic and important axis is the first one.
It is common practice among recent political philosophers to distinguish between strong
perfectionist and more or less moderate anti-perfectionist substantive values. Perfectionist
values prescribe a specific ethical way of a good life, whereas anti-perfectionist values are
those political-moral principles required for a just life in a minimally decent or in a more
demanding liberal-democratic polity. The distinction between the ‘ethical’ Good and the
‘moral’ Right may not be watertight (3.2). In addition, it may turn out that strictly antiperfectionist political conceptions of justice may not be available or even be impossible (that is
why I have defended ‘moderate’ anti-perfectionism in 3.3). Still some such distinction is
crucial at least in societies characterized by reasonable pluralism, i.e. under conditions of coexisting but conflicting and incompatible cultural and religious varieties of the good life. The
relevant substantive values (Bhargava 1998:8, 489ff) can be ranked along this axis on a scale
from strong perfectionist values to more or less moderate anti-perfectionist ones.
Autonomy as self-creation is the strongest, most perfectionist and individualist value. All
religion is seen as illusion infringing individual autonomy. As already said (3.3), this version
of comprehensive ethical secularism is, at least tendentially, incompatible with individual and
collective tolerance. Strong moral autonomy and weaker, more considered versions of moral
autonomy as self-determination (‘rational revisability’) are less perfectionist but still seem to
require the strictest possible separation of state and religions and exclusion of religious reasons
from public debate. This comprehensive moral secularism would still make all secularism a
parochial and purely ‘Western’ project thereby reinforcing non-Western critics who, by the
way, sometimes neglect the fact that this justification is also contested within Western
societies. Defenders of weaker and more explicitly anti-perfectionist political autonomy and a
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more limited version of political secularism, however, are also vulnerable to similar charges as
long as they stick to strong versions of ‘rational revisability’.
At the other end of the scale, the moral minimalist values of civic peace, prevention of
sectarian warfare, guarantee of collective and individual tolerance, and the more demanding
but still minimal, values of legal autonomy are as thin and anti-perfectionist as one can get
values but, to repeat, they cannot be and are not meant to be morally ‘neutral’.247 Arguments
from civic peace are least vulnerable to challenges of cultural imperialism because they hold
wherever on the globe the conditions of sectarian warfare emerge. The more demanding values
comprised by ‘decent morality’ that guarantee ordinary lives lived with dignity are still fairly
thin values and small ideals which are also not specific to ‘Western’ cultures. Clearly more
demanding is the value of political autonomy – even if disconnected from rational-revisabilitydemands in Rawlsian political liberalism – and the related civil and political rights and
institutions. But they can be defended in a way that is more sensitive of the inevitable spillover effects and with policies to minimize the imposition of more perfectionist values. Such a
version of ‘political secularism’ would be clearly less perfectionist than the ones proposed by
political liberals and more comprehensive moral liberals. Liberal-democratic morality, rights
and institutions would then have better chances to be globally accepted, and they could be less
easily accused of being a Western, parochialist project.
The notion of ‘political secularism’ then has quite divergent meanings ranging from
minimal to fairly comprehensive. ‘Political secularists’, broadly speaking, are confronted with
the respective choices: (i) legal secularism (two autonomies) without any more demanding
decent, liberal, or democratic rights and institutions. This option is defended by so-called
‘realists’ like Hunter and Saunders. (ii) Legal autonomy and decent morality without further
liberal or democratic demands (together, the first two options, exclude institutions and
practices incompatible with minimally decent morality). (iii) Minimal liberal democratic
morality and thin political autonomy without rational revisability demands (excluding also
decent but non-liberal institutions and practices). (iv) Political autonomy and moral autonomy
linked to rational revisability requirements. This more comprehensive moral theory still allows
for competing thick ethical ways of a good life and may therefore legitimately be called
247

In 3.2, I have connected the bare minimum of security with “arguments from ordinary life”
(Bhargava 1998:490f) “lived with dignity” (1998:8).
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‘political secularism’. The variety and scope of acceptable ways of a good life, however, is
much more restricted and less exemptions and accommodations will be tolerated (excluding
not only non-liberal but decent ones, but also ‘thin’ liberalism, libertarianism). (v) More
comprehensive “pluralist versions of ethical secularism” (Bhargava) or “ethos of pluralism”
(Connolly), excluding in addition all who are not committed to demanding requirements of
cultural pluralism or diversity.
In view of this ambiguity and complexity of ‘political secularism’, it seems preferable to
drop the concept and focus on the respective substantive content of the options, but if one
wants to use it, one should distinguish as clearly as possible between these options and
explicitly argue for ones choices instead of the unrecognized shifts from more minimal to more
maximal conceptions so common in recent debates.248 In my plea (3.2) for minimal decent and
liberal-democratic morality (options i – iii), I tried to show that more demanding options of
‘political secularism’ are tolerable only if they are promoted in the right way, but this noninfringement proviso is massively violated not only by advocates of great secular or religious
values in politics but also by many philosophical ‘political secularists’.
4.3

Second-Order Justifications: a Secular, Independent Political Ethics?

That ethical or comprehensive secularism is unfairly privileging secular over religious values
and ways of life is the strong conviction of theologically motivated critics of political
liberalism in the United States like Levinson, Carter, Herberg, Neuhaus, Wolterstorff and
Thiemann, and anti-Western critics of secularism in India (like Nandy, Madan) and in Muslim
countries. In England, similar complaints have been raised by Anglican, Jewish, Catholic and
Muslim opponents of secularism and ‘strict separation’. Writing from a Jewish perspective,
Sylvia Rothschild fears most
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For two reasons, I disagree with Bhargava’s ‘contextualized’ secularism (see 3, note 52) in
this regard: (i) For me, as a defender of moral minimalism, he blurs the crucial distinction between
the first three options, on the one hand, and options iv and v, on the other hand, that may or may not
be morally recommendable and politically laudable. (ii) Thin, anti-communitarian, modestly
libertarian associative democracy (a version of option iii) may not only be preferable compared to
thicker versions of liberal democracy (option iv), particularly if these are imposed on dissenters
(bringing ‘freedom and democracy to the world’ and internal minorities, nowadays!) but also to
option v, perfectionist pluralist versions of ethical secularism and their contested praise of difference
and diversity.
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“a purportedly neutral secularism, for there is nothing so dogmatic as that which is dogmatically neutral,
and secularism, far from being open to all, closes the many diverse doors to the communities of faith. As I
read it, the secular mode is merely another point on the spectrum of religious expression, but one which
has no understanding of and which makes no allowances for, other modes of religious expression. On the
other hand pluralism can, and does, flow from religious vision’… Disestablishment ‘seems to me a way
only towards mono-dominant and triumphant secularism rather than a pathway which may lead to true
multi-faith multi-cultural pluralism” (Sylvia Rothschild in Modood 1996: 56, 60).

Then the real question is ‘just how do we organize ourselves so that the many voices can be
heard, so that one dominant culture doesn’t impose itself on us all?’ (1996:58)
If a ‘secular’ morality cannot be fair, we seem to be caught in a trap, forced to choose
between two equally miserable imperialisms: either, on the one hand, ‘mono-dominant and
triumphant secularism’ and an “out-and-out (or fundamentalist) secularism, which, in its late
twentieth century manifestation, is a climate inimical to any religion” (Daoud Rosser-Owen
from a Muslim perspective, 1996:84), or, on the other, “troubling triumphalism [...] by those
who believed religion had a monopoly on moral concerns” (Phillips 1996:27) and the affiliated
‘anti-secularism.’ Anne Phillips has tried to resolve this dilemma by pointing out that
“secularism occupies a dual location in this kind of debate. Those who do not follow any of the world’s religions
are, by definition, secular in their beliefs; when secularism speaks on behalf of these non-believers, it
speaks on a par with the spokespeople for Anglicans, Catholics, Muslims, or Jews. But secularism also
presents itself as the solution after all other voices have spoken, for in arguing for a separation between
church and state, it promises to protect the beliefs and the practices of each from the pressures to go along
with what any others believe. This looks suspiciously like a sleight of hand, and that’s the worry: that the
even-handed accommodation of all turns out to be particularly attuned to one”.

She tries to defend ‘secular public morality’ on a meta-level as
“(the) only approach that can even approximate equality of treatment between those who hold different beliefs[...]
the interests of democratic equality cannot be well served by practices that privilege one church over the
others, nor can they be well served by practices that privilege religious values over secular ones, nor - and
this is the difficult one - can they be well served by practices that privilege secular values over religious
beliefs. The difficulty remains that any way of formulating this puts it in the framework of a secular
solution, and some will regard this as diminishing the significance of religion. But the secular separation of
church from state is still the closest we can get to parity of treatment between those who are religious and
those who are not, and between the followers of different religions. Equality is one of the crucial principles
of a modern democracy, and for this reason (even excluding all the others), the secular solution is the only
one I could defend” (27f; see Audi 1989, 1992 and many others along similar lines).
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Here, it seems to me that ‘secularism’ occupies a triple location: as comprehensive ‘ethical
secularism’, as more or less thin ‘political secularism’ which claims to offer a fair solution, and
as a secularist foundation of political secularism. Whether secularism can be fair to different
religious as well as to non-religious people, whether ‘political secularism’ (often also called
‘second-order secularism’ in order to distinguish it from ‘ethical’ secularism) may be able to
avoid this apparent paradox, depends also on the way in which the latter is grounded.
Second-order justifications of the two autonomies and tolerations refer to the methods or
procedures of foundation. Three methods gained prominence in recent discussions that “center
around deeper grounds for the separation of state from religion” (Bhargava 1998:8): the
secular independent political ethics- mode, the common ground strategy, and the overlapping
consensus method.249
The independent political ethics mode (developed most prominently by Grotius,
Bayle,250 Spinoza and Kant and recently defended by Audi and Habermas) requires full
agreement on ‘secular’ political principles and on the grounds for justification that have to be
secular and ‘rational’, e.g. more geometrico, contractualist, (quasi)transcendental. This most
outspoken secularist foundation has obvious problems to deal with deep reasonable
disagreement amongst such foundations. It cannot consistently be decoupled from more
comprehensive ethical secularism (moral autonomy, demanding rationality/reasonableness), it
also requires the exclusion of religious reasons from public debates, and it is associated with
‘strict neutrality’, ‘strict separation’, and privatization of religion. Historically, it had severe
difficulties in coming to terms with increasing religious diversity. It may turn out to be “rather
‘Christian’ in spirit” (Taylor 1998:33f), particularly if some atheists’ suspicious of religious
believers as potential traitors “push farther the process of making religion irrelevant in the
public sphere”, engaging in “Kulturkampf” (36). This has been and will continue to be
249

See Taylor 1998, Bhargava 1998. I drop the ‘bare modus vivendi’ mode (thorough
disagreement on both political principles and grounds), one of the four ways distinguished by
Richardson, to deal with the fact of reasonable pluralism in political philosophy because it is merely
an unstable strategic truce, not a minimalist moral option that would require duties and self-restraint
also when a change of the balance of power would allow one to win the religious wars. ‘Independent
political ethics’ “requires full agreement on both political principles and the grounds for justifying
them” (Richardson 1990:10); the ‘common ground strategy’ can be seen as a “constrained modus
vivendi” (some agreement on minimalist principles), an ‘overlapping consensus’ requires agreement
on political principles but no shared grounds. In my presentation, I follow Charles Taylor’s
arguments.
250
See Forst (2003, 2005:13ff) for a concise presentation of Bayle’s view.
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perceived as unfair: “what the unbelieving ‘secularist’ sees as a necessary policing of the
boundary of a common independent public sphere, will often be perceived by the religious as a
gratuitous extrusion of religion in the name of a rival metaphysical belief. What to one side is a
more strict consistent application of the principles of neutrality is seen by the other side as
partisanship” (36). In addition, in non-Western societies, it will be perceived as imperialist
import of ‘Western’ secularism.
The Common Ground Strategy (Pufendorf, Locke, Leibniz, but also Ghandi or Hans
Küng 1991) to justify the political principles can be seen as its religious sister. It “leans on all
existing religions” (Bhargava 1998:8) and aims at a “state which is even-handed between
religious communities, equidistant from them, rather than one where religious reasons play no
overt role” (Taylor 1998: 35). Historically, it assumes that everyone shares some religious
grounds “even if these are rather general” like non-denominational Christianity, Biblical
theism, or post-Enlightenment deism. The original model can be extended to new nonEuropean contexts to include also Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and other religions (recent
Mauritian justifications of multi-ethnic and multi-religious nation-building and policies of
equitable coexistence are an excellent example, see Eisenlohr 2006). But the model has two
inherent weaknesses. First, the common ground is still a religious ground excluding nonreligious grounds. In “today’s diversified societies, the only thing we can hope to share is a
purely political ethics, not its embedding in some religious view” (37) however broadly
conceived. Second, the common ground strategy tends to treat religious reasons within
traditions as given and fixed, to neglect internal dissent and, most importantly, focuses only an
some minimal common denominator instead of opening existing reasons for comparative and
normative debate (see 3.2 following Cohen 2004).
Both the independent secular ethics and the common religious ground foundations
require a deeper consensus on second-order justification that seems to be either unavailable, or
imposed and unfair and, in addition, at odds with reasonable pluralism. We need a third mode
“equidistant from – or perhaps a hybrid between – the two others”. A moderately understood
Overlapping Consensus “lifts the requirement of a commonly held foundation. It aims only at
universal acceptance of certain political principles (this is hard enough to attain). But it
recognizes from the outset that there cannot be a universally agreed basis for these,
independent or religious” (Taylor1998:38). Rawls has spelled out the basic characteristics of
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this method: it is ‘political, not metaphysical’, it is ‘non-foundational’ or un-foundational – it
does not depend on agreement on one comprehensive doctrine of the good life, be it secular or
religious but thrives on diverging reasons that back its political principles.251 Rawls himself
has also initiated a process in which the overlapping consensus has increasingly been freed
from secularist remnants by softening the requirements of rational constructivism and
contractualism, by accepting that his conception of justice as fairness is one in a “family of
reasonable political conceptions” (1999:141), by resisting to identify ‘public’ with ‘secular’
reason and, most ambiguously, by softening but not abandoning the exclusion of religious
reasons from public debate.252
Post-Rawlsian deliberative democrats have spelled out some of these important
developments more clearly. To the degree that this is achieved,253 the overlapping consensus
provides a mode of ‘deliberation cum negotiation’ that “can be usefully followed – we should
better say, re-invented – almost anywhere” (Taylor 1998:38).254 Because the ‘consensusrequirements’ are further stripped down, however, it is better to give it a new name:
moderately agonistic democracy characterized by the absence of exclusivist ‘reasonability-
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This is the crucial difference between Rawls and Habermas: see their exchange in 1995 and
the excellent interpretation by Thomas McCarthy 1993, 1994; and also Benhabib (see Rawls
1999:142).
252
Taylor has rightly criticized the earlier versions of Rawls’ OC (see 1998:51f: not just in
terms of principles of justice “but also in terms of the rationale for these, in a doctrine of political
constructivism, reasonable mutual expectation, and just terms of cooperation. This seems to me to be
asking too much. The whole point of the overlapping consensus … was just that it doesn’t prescribe
any underlying justification. These are left to the different spiritual families whose members make up
the society. The slogan should rather be: Let people subscribe for whatever reasons they find
compelling, only let them subscribe”(51f). This criticism is accepted by Rawls (see preface 2. ed. PL,
see 1999:141ff ). Connolly’s criticism completely ignores these important changes in Rawls’
thinking.
253
The boundaries to the ‘constrained modus vivendi’ mode, then, become blurred. Agreement
on political principles would not be reached by abstracting from disputed beliefs and premises, like in
Larmore’s version, and the concept of all ‘reasonable people’ would be more inclusive than in
Cohen’s version.
254
In different varieties, it is defended by Taylor, Bhargava, Connolly, Parekh, and myself.
These more moderate and weaker versions, obviously, loose in ‘constructivist rigor’ but do not loose
all normative content, as Kukathas, among others, claims. Schematically: (i) Secular Political Ethics:
full agreement on secular political principles and on secular, rational grounds of justification. (ii) OC:
full agreement on reasonable political principles only, backed by competing (secular and religious)
‘comprehensive moralities’ or grounds. (iii) Moderately agonistic democracy: without exclusivist
reasonability constraints and consensus requirements.
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constraints’ and of consensus requirements, by deliberations cum negotiations, by unrestricted
freedoms of communication, and by inclusive multi- or poly-logue (6.2).
Reviewing the discussion in the first three sections, I hope to have made plausible the
following points in reverse order:
First, only a weak version of an overlapping consensus or moderately agonistic
democracy, but certainly not an independent political ethics, can resolve the apparent paradox
of second-order secularism so aptly phrased by Phillips and Taylor. Without deep foundations,
it still may provide a fair and fairly stable ground for minimally decent and more demanding
liberal-democratic polities.
Second, first-order ‘political secularism’ covered too much ground and it turned out to be
misleading to call principles or values of decent or liberal-democratic polities ‘secular’ and,
more importantly – because the rejection of ‘ethical secularism’ and ‘political secularism’ may
only concern political philosophers – to call these states and their constitutions ‘secular’
instead of liberal-democratic constitutional states. (These are core issues in recent practical
politics).
Third, the terminological con-fusion of liberal/democratic or public with secular is
misleading for three main reasons, particularly in a context in which religions increasingly
have learned ‘to bracket the truth-question’ or to resolve their “fundamentalist dilemma”
(Casanova 1994:165; Müller 2005:36ff.).
(i)

It seduces us to conceptualize the justificatory non-neutrality of liberal democracy in
terms of secular versus religious arguments or foundations. The main question is not,
however, whether arguments are secular or religious, but whether or not they are
compatible with and/or support decent polities and liberal democracy.

(ii) It neglects the possibility and existence of principled religious or theological foundations
of morality and institutions of liberal democracy in general, of a principled, nonexclusive right to freedom of conscience in particular. And it excludes the possibility of
public reason in theological and religious arguments. It thus unfairly discriminates
against those theologians and religions defending liberal democracy (Thiemann 1996:
131ff) (below 5).
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(iii) It directs our criticism of absolutism or fundamentalism in politics in a one-sided and
myopic manner against religious or theological fundamentalism and thus tends to neglect
all secular threats to liberal democracy, discussed above, even if they may pose more
dangerous threats in the long run.
If one would agree with these statements, then it would be clearly not enough to criticize
‘ethical’ or ‘strong secularism’, as most political theorists do who think seriously about these
issues. It would also be necessary to explicitly criticize “second order secularism”
(Phillips1996:27f; Rosenblum 2000:15, 18; Keane 2000), “weak” or “inclusive and religiously
sensitive secularism” (Parekh 2000:335), “moderate secularism” (Modood 2001, 2003),
“political secularism” (Bhargava 1998, Bielefeld 2001) or “laïcication de laïcité” (Baubérot
1990, Willaime 2004). One should not call the ‘overlapping consensus’ a “secular mode”
(Taylor 1998:48), nor, most importantly, should one call decent and liberal-democratic states
‘secular’ states (Müller 2005:37), or defend ‘strict separationism’.
The more sensitive defenders of secularism referred to here, try to keep the institutional
form of secularism flexible and open and refuse to identify “a separation” (Phillips, quoted
above) or “the separation” of church and state (Bhargava above) with the ideology of the
‘wall’ of separation.255 We have seen above (2.14) that various church-state relations are
255

See Fox (2006:537, 555, 561) for an empirical criticism of the “idea that full SRAS is an
essential element of democracy”. Taylor equates democratic and “secular regimes” as opposed to
“non-secular or exclusionary regimes” (47) but insists that the separation of church and state, “that
centerpiece of secularism” should not be confused with one formula, the “complete disentanglement
of government from any religious institutions” (see also Jacobsohn 2000, Bhargava 1998). “To insist
on one formula, as the only one consistent with ‘liberal’ principles is precisely to erect one
background justification as supreme, and binding on all, thus violating the essential point of
overlapping consensus. The US provides an unfortunate example of this.” (52). (see also Audi: “some
kind of separation” (1997:38). Rawls, in the end, also, accepts that “the separation of church and state
may appear to leave open the question whether church schools may receive public funds, and if so, in
what ways” (1999:145) starting to question ‘strict separation’. For Taylor, the “inescapability of
secularism” (1998: 38ff, see also Keane 2000:8f) flows (i) from horizontal, direct access societies and
direct modern citizenship: from the nature of the modern democratic state which has to guarantee to
all equal and autonomous members a direct, non-exclusionary access to democratic deliberation and
decision-making. Taylor’s interpretation of ‘Immediatisierung’ that is also shared by Bhargava
creates, however, difficulties to understand and positively evaluate modern ‘intermediate
organizations’ under conditions of representative democracy (see Bader 2006b, see Part IV). (ii) It
flows from the fact that legitimacy is “no longer .. grounded in something other, something higher,
than common action in secular time” (40, see also 2002; see similar: Keane 2000:8f) “This is why
secularism, in some form, is a necessity for the democratic life of religiously diverse societies” (46,
47, 49), or as I would say in a minimum threshold of ‘cultural secularization’ (see 1.2).
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deemed compatible with the two autonomies and with individual and collective toleration, at
least by constitutional lawyers. Strict separation does not even exist in the U.S. or France.
‘Secularism’ as strict separationism seems clearly not to be required by decent and liberaldemocratic morality and polities. This is an additional reason to defend priority for liberal
democracy instead of ever more confusing secularisms of all sorts.
4.4

Priority for Liberal Democracy

The philosophical meaning of ‘priority for democracy’ is a radicalization of the idea of a really
freestanding conception of political justice. Principles and practices of decent and liberaldemocratic polities are more important than the whole variety of conflicting philosophical or
religious foundations, mainly because all foundational theories are at least as contested as our
ordinary understanding of these principles and practices. Perhaps it may even be worse: “we
may be burdened with a bunch of rotten theories intended to justify what are really a set of
wonderful practices and institutions’, as Yack (1986) has put it. The validity of the minimalist
ordinary morality of decent polities fortunately does not depend upon the truth of competing
moral theories of basic needs/interests/rights, and the same holds for principles, institutions,
virtues and practices of liberal democracy. In this sense, priority for democracy implies a
considered commitment to non-foundationalism (4.5) that may also be described as
“philosophical shallowness” (Hunter 2005) or “epistemological and moral abstemiousness”
(Geuss 2002:333). I have already explained that minimalist morality as morality cannot and
should not be ‘neutral’ and why this is so. This is because it has to exclude immoral
institutions and actions. I explained why even the most minimalist morality of liberal
democracy cannot be fully anti-perfectionist because it requires a minimal threshold of
political autonomy, individual responsibility and civic and political virtues. Certain religious
virtues may be incompatible with the latter, but it is important to underline that certain secular
virtues and ethoi are also deeply at odds with the latter (moderate democratic antiperfectionism cuts both ways, so to speak).
Focusing now on the democratic aspect of minimal liberal-democratic morality, two
characteristics of democracy, minimally understood, are important for my comparison between
‘priority of democracy’ and ‘secularism’. First, a specific conception (together with the
accompanying rights and institutions) of democratic debate: public arena and freedoms of
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political communication, and, second, a specific egalitarian, non-paternalistic mode of
decision making that requires all defenders of ‘absolute’ truths, both religious and secular ones,
to solve their fundamentalist dilemma. Both presuppose the general characteristic of
democratic politics: politics with non-violent means, i.e. without the threat or actual use of
physical force within the frame of the monopoly of legal use of violence characteristic for
modern states.256
4.4.1

Freedoms of Political Communication

Democratic debate requires and, in turn, strengthens a public arena in which the divergent
opinions and proposals can be published, exchanged, discussed, negotiated, transformed, and
in which new ones can emerge. Political philosophers have tended to present idealized models
of bottom-up democratic deliberation in one unified public arena, guided by ‘public reason’
strictly separated from negotiations and power-asymmetries.257 Democratic constitutions are
more sober in this regard. They do not, and cannot guarantee the absence of powerasymmetries and the exclusive ‘use of public reason’ but they guarantee crucial preconditions
for actual democratic debate, the freedoms of political communication, to wit freedom of
opinion, of information, of print/media of mass-communication, of assembly, propaganda and
demonstration, of association or organization, and of petitions and hearings. It is common
understanding among constitutional lawyers that these freedoms of political communication do
not, and should not, discriminate between ‘secular’ and ‘religious’ opinions. The public arena
has to be the place where the contest between all opinions or voices, whether ‘religious’ or
‘secular’, takes place. In this perspective, it is really astonishing that philosophers of political
liberalism – pretending to articulate the public or political morality of liberal democracies –
have presented, and tenaciously defended issue- and content-constraints and reasonableness256

This selectivity does not restrict the means of influence to ‘persuasion’ or ‘reasonable
deliberation’ but includes negotiation and fair compromises as well as positive and also negative
sanctions, except violent sanctions. See for a similar defense of priority for democracy: Cunningham
1994:81-9.
257
Actual political communication is always top-down and bottom-up, is partly formal and
partly informal, takes place in at least three different arena’s: ‘formal politics’ (political
communication amongst elites), ‘arena of social power’ (communication between parties, factions,
interest-organizations, NGO’s, SMO’s) and political communication amongst citizens. The unified
public arena consists actually of differentiated arena’s in which different publics compete (Dewey
1991, Young 1987). ‘Reason’ or emphatic ‘discourse’ and ‘deliberation’ are actually always mixed
with ‘power’ and ‘negotiation’ (Mansfield 1992, Bohmann 1997, Fung/Wright 2003).
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constraints solely for ‘religious’ reasons and arguments. Content-constraints for religious
arguments are clearly at odds with any informed legal understanding of the freedoms of
political communication, and restrictive interpretations of opinions as emphatic ‘reasons’ are at
least at odds with an extensive interpretation of these freedoms that is crucial for lively
democratic debate,258 the cornerstone of deliberative, stronger or more empowering
conceptions of democracy. The American Supreme Court, for instance, does not restrict
political communication to ‘verbal’ communication (let alone to ‘reasonable opinions’) but
explicitly includes ‘emotional-expressive’ and ‘symbolic communication’.259
Freedoms of political communication, like all other human rights, are not ‘absolute’ but,
at least from a democratic perspective, the two relevant restrictions have to be circumscribed
as neatly as possible. In addition, and in our context most importantly, they have to apply to
‘religious’ and ‘secular’ opinions equally. First, the traditional arguments for banning or
prohibiting speech – like ‘advocacy, clear and present danger, bad tendency, obscenity, and
libel’ – have to be very critically scrutinized. They are under serious pressure in emergencysituations as we are painfully reminded nowadays. In my view, only demonstrable ‘clear and
present danger’ serves as a legitimate candidate. If such public-order or civic peace constraints
and, may be, other ‘compelling public interests’, apply to religious speech, they should apply
exactly in the same way to ‘secular’ speech. Second, free speech may conflict with other
important human rights, most prominently with non-discrimination. Like in the first case (call
for violent action), discriminatory ‘speech’ is action and its freedom is limited by other
constitutional rights and by criminal law, however different the balance of these two important
but conflicting rights may legitimately be drawn, as contextualized theory makes us expect.
Again, ‘religious hate speech’ should not be differently treated from ‘secular hate speech’.260
4.4.2

Anti-Paternalist Decision Making

258

See the excellent interpretation of the U.S Supreme Court jurisdiction by Frankenberg/Rödel
(1981:95-235, 319-35). See also Richards 1986, part III.
259
In opposition to strategies of administrative de-politicization, the Court is, rightly, very
cautious regarding ‘violence’: criminal actions (violence against persons) are clearly banned, but in
cases of ‘captive audience’ freedom of political protest is more important then ‘public order’, and
even ‘violence against property’ is not always outlawed right from the start.
260
This does not preclude specific legislation against religious hate speech (see Koenig 2003;
below 8). See Ferrari 2002:9f; divergent balances in the U.S., Germany, India (Jacobsohn 2000;
Galanter 1998).
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Whatever else political autonomy and equality may require, in its modern, liberal-democratic
variety, it minimally requires that all opinions and voices eventually, as votes,261 have to count
equally when it comes to final decision-making, even if paternalistic elites, may be for the best
of reasons, think that they are uninformed, misinformed, false, morally wrong, disgusting, etc..
This specific egalitarian, anti-paternalistic mode of decision-making262 requires that all
defenders of ‘absolute truths’, whether religious or secular (e.g., philosophical or ‘scientistic’)
have to learn how to resolve their respective fundamentalist dilemma. In traditional terms, they
have to learn that neither popes or ayatollas, nor philosophers or scientific experts are allowed
to be king. If anything at all is, eventually, sovereign it has to be vox populi, i.e., the interests
and opinions as perceived and articulated by the people themselves. Another way of saying
this is that ‘error has the same rights as truth’.263 Fundamentalist (interpreters of) religions
have to learn to stem the temptation towards ‘theocracy’, and all kinds of professionals or
scientific experts have to stem the temptation towards ‘expertocracy’. Again it is crucial to
understand and phrase the conflict between political absolutisms of all sorts and ‘priority for
democracy’ not in terms of ‘religious fundamentalism’ versus ‘secularism,’ as it is so often
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This is not only incompatible with all traditional exclusions on the basis of ascriptive
discrimination (of women, blacks, ethnic and religious minorities, etc.) and class and income
(workers, peasants, the poor etc.) but also on the basis of ‘education’ (‘one (wo)man one vote’ versus
all ‘plural’ or ‘weighed’ systems in political elections defended by classical liberals like J.S. Mill.
262
See 3.2 and shortly in Bader 1991:140-51; 1997:158-170. See Cunningham 1987:246ff;
2005:@@@ + note 13 for the link between ‘democracy and moral relativism’ (understood as cultural
moral relativism that may be innocent (live and let live) or deficient (as moral agnosticism or
skepticism) but should be clearly distinguished from ‘ethical relativism’ (in Galston’s sense of ‘value
pluralism’ or my ‘moral pluralism’).
263
“The whole truth in politics” is, indeed, “incompatible with democratic citizenship and the
idea of legitimate law” (Rawls 1999:138). Yet “the zeal to embody the whole truth in politics is
incompatible” (133) only if it refers to democratic decision making: “those who believe that
fundamental political questions should be decided (my italics!) by what they regard as the best
reasons according to their own idea of the whole truth – including their religious or secular
comprehensive doctrine –” (138). This, however, does not include his more demanding thesis that it
would also require the exclusion of the competing ‘whole truths’ from public talk in the ‘public
political forum’. What it does include, though, is the requirement that legitimate law is “politically
(morally) binding” even if it “be thought not to be the most reasonable, or the most appropriate by
each” (137) because no unanimity or “general agreement” can be expected, so majority decisions are
inevitable the outcome of which is not “true” or “correct” but “reasonable and legitimate
law”(1999:168-70). The acceptance of majority decisions, for the time being, and also a ‘reasonable’
public debate requires that the ‘zeal’ be tempered by virtues of moderation but this is different from
the much more demanding moral duty to exclude “the whole truth as we see it” (1993:218) from
public talk (6.1).
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done not only by aggressive secularists and political philosophers but also by reformist
theologians in the Islamic tradition.264
All religions (lay believers/practitioners as well as elites) eventually have to learn to
accept priority for democracy. Learning includes (5.1) not only theoretical (theological,
philosophical) learning but also institutional learning and learning of practices and ethos of
toleration, and the latter two may turn out to be more crucial than the former so much
highlighted by philosophers. Christian religions, particularly Established Churches, have
learned this only as a result of protracted conflict, and below I discuss such learning processes
in Islam. Protestant denominations and Free Churches living under conditions of an
Established Church had learned this from painful experiences much earlier and deeper than
Established Churches, particularly the Catholic Church. However, under conditions of liberaldemocratic constitutional states, even churches thinking of themselves as ‘the depositor of
divine truth’ (Casanova 1994) have eventually learned to accept the notion that when it comes
to public democratic decision-making and voting error has the same rights as truth. The
authoritative sources of this Truth, be it God, holy scriptures, the Pope, cardinals, bishops, or
priests, however important they may be inside churches, loose their formal powers and add
nothing to the persuasive force of religious reasons in the public arena. This is what all
organized religions have to learn under conditions of democratic constitutions. They all have
to find their own ways to solve the fundamentalist dilemma.
If this is clear for religions, it is less well known and often forgotten that the same holds
for all types of secular truths. While many modern religions and churches struggled to resolve
this dilemma, many prominent modern philosophers have not even addressed it properly. This
is not only evident for some of the recently fashionable, prominent continental philosophers
like Nietzsche, Schmitt and Heidegger. To a much lesser degree, many Anglo-Saxon liberal
moral philosophers are also guilty of such an elitist “conquest of democratic politics” (Barber
1988). The history of modern social science is rife with scientistic ideology, from SaintSimon’s scientistic religion and Marxist-Leninist ‘scientific socialism’ via ‘scientific racism’
to the recent conquests of democratic politics by neo-classical economic ideology. In addition,
the practices of many scientists and professions (e.g. technicians, medical practitioners,
264

See Gill 2001 (following Tibi, Kepel. Olivier); critically: Bowen 2004, Peter 2004. See
scarce criticism of “secularist fundamentalism”: Falk 1995:68f, 242), Taylor (1998); Richard Fenn
1981:xxxix Liturgies and Trials (Beckford 1987:24ff); Miller 1985:347f.
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architects, city-planners, economists, developmentalists, deep ecologists, pedagogues,
therapists, sociologists, judges) are rife with illegitimate scientocracy or expertocracy (Scott
1998). All of them still have to learn that in democratic deliberation and decision-making, their
‘truths’ are no more than opinions among others.
One might say that religions are particularly prone to ‘theocracy’ because ‘belief’,
particularly revealed Belief would be grounded in transcendent sources, would be ‘absolute’
and beyond any doubt or, in modern language, would be stabilized against countervailing
arguments and evidence,265 whereas philosophy and modern sciences and professions in
particular, would be inherently connected with ‘democracy’ (3, note 14), mainly for two
reasons: (i) because they acknowledge that all knowledge, including all religious one, is ‘manmade’ or ‘constructed’; (ii) because the almost universal acknowledgment that humans can err,
that all our knowledge, including all philosophical or scientific truths, is not ‘absolute’ but
fallible. Such a widespread view, however, would (i) reproduce an irenic picture of modern
sciences, professions in particular, clearly at odds with actual practices. Philosophers, scientists
and professionals learn to become self-critical not only and not mainly by respective ethoi (e.g.
Popperian falsification) but by competition, rivalry and institutional conditions under which
others try to falsify their claims and criticize their practices (3.1). (ii) It would continue to
underestimate institutional and practical dimensions of learning democracy, and (iii) it would
underestimate the degree to which modern religious believers and theologians came to terms
with contingency and also criticize earthly representatives of divine or transcendent powers as
fallible.
4.5

Philosophical Foundationalism or Priority for Democracy?

In two ways, sophisticated modern political philosophers who fully accept the fallibility of all
human thinking in science and philosophy, are still hampered by secularist remnants. First,
they have difficulties to accept, or are openly opposed to the idea of a freestanding public
morality and ‘non-foundationalism ‘ or ‘un-foundationalism’ and, second, they hold on to one
265

See Cunningham 2005 (not for philosophical, but for contingent historical reasons). Bruce
also claims that “the ultimately liberal and relativistic view that what everyone believed was equally
true” has been the unintended consequence of “removing the theologically justified coercion of the
hierarchical church and permitting open access to the salvational truth” (2004:7) by Protestantism.
“The irony of Protestantism is that it was its own impossible combination of an open epistemology
and an insistence that there was only one truth that created pluralism”(10).
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or other version of ‘exclusionist secularism’ or the idea that public debate and ‘public reason’
require the exclusion of religious reasons, either through content- or reasonability-constraints
(6.1).
In many regards, philosophers are the heirs of theologians, particularly when it comes to
the ‘need for security’, the quest for certainty, truth, deep foundations – so one-sidedly used in
charges against all religions. They too, for long, had difficulties not to fall pray to the
temptation of truth-power or ‘philosopher-king’ that accompanies the history of philosophy
since Plato (in analogy to theocracy one could coin this ‘philosophocracy’). Coping with
contingency, living with uncertainty and bracketing truth claims when it comes to democratic
decision making has not been easy for philosophers generally, even for moral and political
philosophers. Modern American pragmatists have been the first who thoroughly and
convincingly have done so266 but priority for democracy has still to be defended against recent
philosophical ‘imperialists’.
The basic and most fundamental insight of priority for democracy, as stated above with
Bernard Yack, is that the validity of basic rights does not depend upon the truth-claims of
competing theories of rights, like natural rights theories, deontological contractarian theories,
consequentialist theories, and needs theories. Nor does the validity of democratic institutions
and practices depend on competing theories of democracy. This ‘priority of rights over
theories of rights’ (not to be confused with the more famous ‘Priority of the Right over the
Good’), this ‘priority of democracy over theories of democracy,’ is based on two arguments.
First, foundational philosophical theories are not only fallible in principle but also actually
deeply contested – and continue to be so for the foreseeable future – whereas the amount of
agreement on basic rights even globally seems to be much higher. Second, as Henry Shue I’m
convinced that “practice now is far ahead of theory” (1995:27).
“The idea of rights [...]. responds to common moral intuitions and accepted political principles[...] human rights
are not the work of philosophers, but of politicians and citizens, and philosophers have only begun to try to build
conceptual justifications for them. The international expression of rights themselves claim no philosophical
266

See Dewey 1988 (Later Works Vol. 4). It is not surprising that this happened in a stable
democratic context. The deep distrust against pragmatism by contemporaneous ‘continental’
philosophers, particularly by elitist ‘German Mandarins’, and the accompanying ‘relativism’-charges
are indicative of the deep seated elitist attitude even of leftist ‘Critical Theorists’ like Adorno. See
Barber’s criticism of recent versions of the philosophical “conquest of politics” (1988); Geuss
2002:329ff. Non-foundationalism draws on a crucial distinction between ‘foundation’ and
‘legitimation’ in a cross-cultural, inclusive and democratic dialogue (see also Ingram 2004:194ff;
Raes 1998).
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foundation, nor do they reflect any clear philosophical assumptions.’ (Louis Henkin 1990: 6, quoted in Shue
1995: 27).

Philosophy in general, but also political philosophy, are often in the rearguard.
The fear that basic rights and democracy would be, without solid or rock-bottom
philosophical groundings, unstable and shaky, is still motivating generations of philosophers to
come up with deep foundations. The ‘high’ guarantees by ‘God’, ‘natural rights’ and ‘lumen
naturale’ from the theological traditions are now replaced by ‘ratio’, ‘reason’ or ‘language’
and by transcendental (from Kant to Apel or Gewirth),267 quasi-transcendental or universalpragmatist (Habermas) strategies in order to guarantee equality, freedom, autonomy and
consensus or agreement ‘deep down’, i.e. in the ‘nature’ of human nature, reason, or speech.268
Even if these philosophers clearly criticize the philosopher-king temptation, as for instance
Habermas does by distinguishing between the roles of citizens and philosophers, they stick to
the idea that rights and democracy can only be stable if we agree also on their deep
foundations. For this reason, they do not grasp the spirit of, or explicitly disagree (like
Habermas) with the radicalized Rawlsian idea of a free-standing, non-foundationalist
conception of public morality and political justice and its preferred method of an overlapping
consensus freed from its constructivist and exclusivist remnants.
Non-foundationalism in this regard may mean fairly or fully independent from (i)
competing ethical and meta-ethical foundations, and from competing (ii) epistemological, (iii)
ontological, and (iv) metaphysical foundations. Radical non-foundationalism claims that we
can put all these issues within brackets or be fully agnostic in this regard, because there is no
need to look for any of the competing philosophical foundations of liberal democracy. More
moderate non-foundationalism claims that a political philosophy under-labouring rights and
democracy is compatible with all those competing ethical, meta-ethical, epistemological,
ontological or metaphysical foundations that are not directly at odds with democracy. It is
267

Bielefeldt (1997a, 1998) accepts the challenge posed by deep cultural pluralism for defenders
of universal human rights. In his Kantian defense of the “unifying ideal of human rights” (1998: 10)
against both cultural relativism (Rorty) and cultural imperialism he admits that Kant himself did not
clearly recognize the historical variability of the “particular shapes of communities” (1997b: 357),
but he does not recognize that this variability may also mould basic concepts of self, personality,
moral agency, autonomy. At this point, there seem to be inherent limits to all transcendental
strategies (see 1997a). In his later texts (2001), this strategy is silently dropped.
268
This strategy of ‘naturalization’ to make the human-made, transitively created look like
eternal, intransitive, unchangeable and secure is the modern equivalent to declare it ‘sacred’. Both
strategies are combined in ‘sacred’, ‘inalienable’, ‘natural’ human rights.
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more exclusive with regard to – often unacknowledged – implications of epistemological,
ontological and metaphysical theories, and it is more open to strategies of developing theories
in these fields that are more conducive to liberal or pluralist democracy, e.g., an ethical theory
of deep diversity or an ethos of pluralism (like Taylor, Bhargava, Connolly), a pluralist
epistemology (William James), a multi-layered critical-realist ontology (Putnam, Bhaskar) or
even an ‘immanentist’ (counter-) metaphysics (Connolly).
Non-foundationalism, alluding to Lefort (1999:49f), can be seen as a philosophical
stimulus of modern democracy as an open project helping to prevent that the political form of
a society is seen as the realization of a transcendent vision. The public articulation of religious
pluralism as well as the rejection of ‘philosophische Letztbegründungen’ both may have a
constitutive function “da sie den Ort der symbolischen Letztbegründung offenhält”.269 Nonfoundationalism in itself, however, is not a safe guarantee of priority for democracy, as can be
easily seen if one considers Richard Rorty’s position who has coined the phrase. Not only most
post-modernists but also Rorty is tempted to foresee justificatory non-foundationalism, or
better anti-foundationalism, for moral relativism.270 In addition, Rorty (1997) joins standard
political liberals in all essential substantive issues at stake: exclusivist secularism, privatization
of religion, secularist suspicion of all religions, and even secularist myopias with regard to
secularist intolerance.271 Clearly, non-foundationalism does not prevent aggressive secularism
nor does it guarantee that all voices “are put on a par with everybody else’s voices” (Rorty
1997:4). Rothschilds’ question: “how do we organize ourselves so that the many voices can be
heard (1997:58 quoted above), is still on the table, and Taylor’s recommendation: “Let people
subscribe for whatever reasons they find compelling, only let them subscribe” (1998:52 quoted
above) has still to be defended against exclusivist secularism (6.1).
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Koenig 2003:224 referring to Willaime’s “laicization of the political” (1986:167). See also
Taylor (above, note 35).
270
Rorty1989, 1997. See criticism by Roy Bhaskar (1989: 146-179), more friendly by Putnam
(2000; 2001:41 for the strain between Rorty’s particularist, ethnocentric political commitment to
human rights and democracy that is rightly called “cultural imperialism” by Putnam, on the one hand,
and his justificatory relativism, on the other hand that Rorty (1997) himself clearly acknowledges in
his Spinoza lecture. In this way, even minimal morality becomes a culturally particularistic and
decisionistic leap of faith as in most post-modernist philosophy (Eisenach 2000:149, Alexander 1993,
Fish 1997.
271
See Bader 1999, note 44 for references and criticism.
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Chapter 5

Religions and Democracy

In this chapter, I criticize the claims that religion(s) would be incompatible with democracy and
that a secular morality would be impossible or that the public morality of liberal democracies
would be unstable without religious backing. In section 5.1, I try to show that the relationship
between religions and democracy is an open and context-specific one. It depends on the specific
nature of religions and of the polity. In the next sections, I try to show that (different
denominations of) Christianity (5.2) and Islam (5.3) provide the institutional, attitudinal and
theoretical opportunities to resolve the ‘fundamentalist dilemma’ and also how they have already
learned or are learning to make their respective religions compatible with priority for democracy.
In the last section (5.4), I refute old and new religious and theological challenges against secular
morality in general and public morality in particular.
5.1

Religion and Democracy

For secularist philosophers and politicians and for ‘orthodox’ religious fundamentalists alike
religion and democracy in general, Islam and democracy in particular are incompatible, in deep
or fundamental contradiction with each other. I believe that this is a very specific, biased
presentation of the real “problem of ‘citizenship ambiguity’” that is “present in any religion that
recognizes a divine or transcendent normative authority higher than that of earthly institutions”
(McConnell 2000:92). “Believers inevitably face two sets of loyalties and two sets of
obligations”: the demands of faith (or of an “authority outside the common wealth”) and the
“obligations of liberal-democratic citizenship” (Rosenblum 2000). One way of presenting this
tension is to stylize or construct “Conflicting Truths of Religion and Democracy” (Cunningham
2005, see Bruce 2004:18 “religion taken seriously is incompatible with democracy”) completely
independent of the type of religions and the conflicting interpretations of them,272 and also
completely independent from the historical context and the types of liberal-democratic states and

272

Universal, mono-theist, missionary religions like Christianity and Islam, for instance, pretend to
present the only, absolute true belief whereas other religions (e.g. ‘ethnic religions’ like Hinduism or
Confucianism (Bary 1983); or universal but non-theistic religions like Buddhism) do not exclude or even
explicitly allow that practitioners also may belong to other religious communities.
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policies.273 The other interpretation insists that “much depends on the nature of the religion and
of the state” (McConnell 2000:91), that we should not and cannot talk about a ‘fundamental truth
or ‘the essence’ of religion – and, obviously, also not of democracy – outside history and
societies, that we should not and cannot talk in the abstract about pernicious conflicts between
religion and democracy or about any deep harmony. In addition, when distinguishing and
comparing the theories and practices of different religions, it also insists that we should not
construct some essential, a-historical truth of Christianity or Islam which can be found by
researching its ‘original intent’.274 All depends on which interpretations of which religions we
think of, and both are very much influenced by contexts.
Political philosophers should resist these ‘essentialist’ temptations so thoroughly at odds with
sociology and history of religions and with any critical theology. If the relationship between
religion and democracy is not defined once and for all and quasi-a priori, if religions are neither
inimical nor friendly to democracy by definitional fiat, we can discuss how, when, under which
conditions religions can become compatible with liberal democracy from the inside. We can
overcome the inherent unfairness of secularist’s neglect of the possibility and existence of
principled religious or theological foundations of liberal democracy. Religious believers, like
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Cunningham defends a weak or soft essential conflict hypothesis based on his interpretation of
the following historical phenomena: (i) The long periods of actual theocratic government on the part of
the three monotheistic religions, tempered only when internal religious divisions or both internal and
external economic, social, cultural pressures made continuing theocratic rule too difficult to maintain. (ii)
The pressures toward reversion to theocracy from within the religions even in modern times.
Accommodations to democracy, then, would be the result of Churches’ (or Mosques’) bowing to
necessity or taking advantage in inter-faith conflicts of democratic practices and rhetoric. This
interpretation of history and recent developments is open for debate and criticism and, in addition, the
same story could be told for all transitions from secular autocracies to democracy.
274
These assumptions are shared by all critical historians and sociologists of religions and also by
historically and sociologically informed critical theologians. Historical research on the early phases of
Christianity – very much stimulated by the findings of the ‘Death Sea Roles’ and other documents – on
the selection, streamlining and dogmatization of the various ‘gospels’ into a misogynist New Testament,
demonstrates, if anything, that it has been at odds with such a fundamental truth of ‘theocracy’ claimed
by later orthodoxies (Roman, Greek, Russian). The same is clearly also true for early Islam (see Ahmed
1992). The task of political philosophers is not to find the ‘true’ meaning of holy scriptures in opposition
to theologians that seriously disagree, certainly not to criticize the increasing number of ‘reformist’,
‘liberal’ or ‘democratic’ theologians trying to make plausible readings of the Bible and the Q’ran that are
compatible with liberal-democracy, let alone to ‘replace’ them. Resisting the danger, inherent in all
comparisons, to construct a homogenous and unchanging picture of the ‘essence’ or ‘truth’ of Christianity
or Islam does, however, not mean that anything would go (see the critical discussion of Bobby Sayyad by
Mandaville 2001:67f).
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secularists, had to learn to resolve the ‘fundamentalist dilemma’, and they have learned it in
specific ways.
5.2

Christian Religions and Liberal Democracy

In the Western mainly Christian tradition, Catholicism for long approximated the ideal type of a
fundamentalist political religion defined by the following characteristics: (i) belief in absolute
truth (revelation), guaranteed and sanctioned by ‘God’ or some transcendent reality and an
earthly representative as supreme authority requiring strict obedience; (ii) totalistic or
integralistic, i.e. subordinating all spheres and aspects of life; and (iii) non-tolerant regarding
other religions and nonbelievers and/or – potentially or actually – missionary, aggressive, and
violent.275 At least from the Reformation onwards, the Catholic Church and all other churches,
denominations and theologians had to come to terms with internal religious diversity, with the
modern state and with emerging liberal-democratic constitutions in a new way.
In the first step, they learned to see peace, stability and public order not only as strategic or
purely prudential values but as moral ones (see 4.2). In order to make “religion peaceable”
authors like Hugo Grotius and Coornhert started to replace “dogma and creed with a morality
oriented to social peace” (Shah 2000:125ff, Galston 2002:24ff). This has not only been a
doctrinal learning process (‘adiaphora’; priority of tolerance) but also a process in which
doctrines (theoretical, systematic, scholarly conceptions of religions) have became less important
than practices of toleration (virtues, cultures).276 Learning the priority of toleration and a
minimal, universalist notion of respect started to tame fundamentalist theological doctrines and
also opened avenues to reformulate parochialist, dogmatic and sectarian conceptions of
Christianity as a more universal Christian ethics. But it did not include priority for liberaldemocracy.

275

In distinction from non-violent religious fundamentalism and its theocracies (see Swaine 1999a,
2001) that may demand, like Hassidic Judaism, a strict separation from the state.
276
Grotius clearly distinguished between theological doctrines (decreta) and practical precepts
(praecepta) attempting to reduce Christian dogmas to those necessary for ethics in the meaning of ethos
in order to avoid needless controversy. He was persuaded that Calvinism as doctrine and liberalism were
utterly incompatible, the task of weakening ´true´ Calvinism has been one of the defining projects of his
life: “Those who seek to further peace among Christians are obliged to destroy those dogmas that disturb
political peace”(quoted in Shah 2000:130). See above 3 and 4 for the pronounced opposition of mostly
Protestant Les Politiques.
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This only happened in the second step: different radical protestant denominations –
Quakers, Baptists, Separatists, Methodists (Handy 1976:199ff), and also Remonstranten,
Rekkelijken, and Unitarians (Israel 1995, ch. 5, 16, 20)277 – started to develop conceptions of
religion in which liberal democracy explicitly gains priority over denominational truths when it
comes to political decision-making or developed denominational truths compatible with
democracy, so that the two could not come into conflict. Protestant religions are made
compatible with liberal democracy from the inside (Miller 1985, Parts I and II, Eisenach 2000,
Thieman 1996). This allowed for three distinct ways to resolve the problem of citizenship
ambiguity:
(i)

Madison “maintained that religious obligations take precedence” and was “willing to

sacrifice some degree of social control (on matters not related to private rights or the public
peace) in exchange for liberty of conscience.” He tried to safeguard this by his radical liberal
anti-majoritarianism (McConnell 2000:93, 95f).
(ii)

Jefferson, who – like Locke – was convinced that the liberties of a nation “are the gift of

God” assumed “that civil society is unaffected by the moral and even the theological teachings
of its major religions” (McConnell 2000:96) and for this reason opted for the ‘wall of
separation’ attempting to eliminate any 'jurisdictional overlap': the less overlap the better.
(iii) Washington – also strongly linking free government to religion in his Farewell Address –
“placed greater emphasis on the contributions of religion to virtue and hence to republican
citizenship.” “The teachings of religion, taken as a whole, tend to foster the virtues on which a
democratic republic depends” (see 5.4 for this ‘seedbed of virtues’ – thesis). Like de Tocqueville
and others, he assumes a “happy coincidence of (religious - VB) freedom and good citizenship”,
a “salutary” or happy accommodation” between religions and democracy instead of
‘separationist’ or ‘anti-majoritarian’ options (McConnell 2000:96ff; see Miller 1985:244,
Delfiner w.y.:317f, Spinner-Halev 2000:87ff).
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See 2.2.1 with Martin 1990 and Manow 2004 for the important distinction between Lutheranism
and Calvinism, on the one hand, and radical Protestantism, that prepared theoretical and
institutional/organizational sources for modern liberal democracy (Jellinek 2004), on the other hand. See
Bruce’s strong, exclusivist claim “that there is a strong and non-accidental relationship between the rise
of Protestantism and the rise of democracy”, tolerance and pluralism (2004:6) though the strongest links
“are unintended consequences”, an “ironic (and often deeply regretted) by-product”.
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Since the 18th Century, this liberalization and democratizing of Protestantism, particularly of
Calvinism and Lutheranism, has become the predominant interpretation though it has been
heavily contested by earnest Calvinist reformers from the 17th Century on.
In the third, much later and still much shakier step, Catholicism learned the same lesson. In
the 1880s the conservative Catholic bishops in the United States still defended the thesis that the
“ideal situation could only be an established church in a confessional state” (Casanova
1994:182). The ‘Americanists’ defending the “anti-thesis” that “the principles of the Church are
in thorough harmony with the interests of the Republic” could still not “offer a theological
rationale for democracy, freedom of religion, and disestablisment.” This rationale has only been
delivered by the Catholic Aggiornamento before and during the Second Vatican Council,278 and
it is still contested under the recent papacies.
This theoretical learning process has been massively stimulated by institutional conditions
– the transformative effects of American Consitutionalism on the American Catholic Church
(Macedo 1998:65ff). Kalyvas has excellently demonstrated how the development of Catholic
political parties in Europe, in a paradoxical way, contributed to make Catholicism more liberal
and to expand and consolidate democracy: Catholicism in the 18th and 19th Centuries in Europe,
at least with regard to official Church doctrine and practice, was fundamentalist. Church
privileges and religious education in particular, have been massively attacked by liberal
secularist roughly from 1848 on. This provoked Catholic mobilization as a counterrevolutionary
reaction against liberalist secularism, and it reinforced the rather fundamentalist stance of
Catholicism. In general, "an open attack against religion is more likely to reinforce popular
religious devotion” (1996:261). As a result, a delicate relationship emerged between the Catholic
Church – internally differentiated along two crucial lines: national and hierarchical (lower clergy
quite often opposed to the Pope and bishops) –, and the developing catholic movement (Catholic
Action), many Catholic organizations in civil society and, eventually, Catholic political parties.
The increasing involvement, participation and, eventually reliance on lay people, unintentionally
empowered them. They were empowered eventually even within the Catholic Church. The
leaders of Catholic parties formed important counter-elites against clerical elites, and Catholic
parties eventually got increasingly more independent from the Church.
278

American bishops like Murray played an important role in this learning process (Casanova 1994;
Glendon: @@@: J. Cohen 2004:5, 14f vs. the old dogma that “error has no rights”, the “exclusive rights
of truth”; Rawls 1993: 60ff; Weithman 1997: 7; Galanter 1966:289f.
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The original political project was fundamentalist and openly theocratic, intransigent,
integralist, and intolerant (see Kalyvas 1996:258f).
"Naturally, such an ideology lends itself easily to theorizing about the antithetical relationship of religion
(particularly Catholicism) and democracy. Indeed, it has been repeatedly argued that the ‘injection of
religion into political controversies tends to hamper working out the pragmatic accommodations needed
by a functioning democracy’ (Reichley); that Catholicism ‘was associated with the absence of democracy
or with limited or late democratic development’ (Huntington 1991); and that it ‘appeared antithetical to
democracy in pre-World-War II Europe’ (Lipset et al). Yet political Catholicism mediated by
confessional parties proved to be a factor of mass incorporation and democratic consolidation. No
confessional party sought to impose a dominant religious identity on civil society. As Suzanne Berger
notes: ‘Paradoxically, despite the church's hostility to the state... its impact was in many ways to
consolidate and stabilize the political and social order’.” (Kalyvas 1996:258f). “By transforming
themselves, they transformed their political and societal environment in ways that were hardly
anticipated: democracy in Europe was often expanded and consolidated by its enemies. This lesson
should not be lost, especially among those studying the challengers facing democratic transition and
consolidation in the contemporary world” (264).

Fundamentalist religions operating in established liberal democracies like the U.S., and under
conditions of multi-party competition, are thus under transformative pressure from the outside
which helps to eventually liberalize and maybe even democratize them from the inside.279 “The
‘Christian people’ as Poulat (1982:224) points out, changed: after having remained ‘on their
knees’ within the church, they had to stand up and defend religion outside the church” (Kalyvas
1996:246). This grass root participation in the reinterpretation of Catholicism eventually had a
lasting impact on the Church itself. “The democratic evolution of the Catholic movement is all
the more puzzling because the church accepted democracy far later: the Vatican ceased combat
and silently began to tolerate modern democracy only in 1918, while official acceptance came
only in the 1944 Christmas address of Pius XII (Horner 1987:34f).280 281
279

In part IV, I present the specific advantages of Associative Democracy in this regard: (i) as a nonestablishment option it may help prevent the development of religious political parties; (ii) as a variety of
Democratic Institutional Pluralism, it allows separate religious organizations in public life, religious
political parties in particular and increases chances for medium- or long-term learning by fundamentalist
religions running against their original intentions and purposes (lessons brought home by Kalyvas).
280
It is important to note that liberalizing Catholicism is not the same as democratizing it: “Liberal
Catholics were hostile to mass organization as a method of political action and to ultramontanism as an
ideology. Their ‘creed was political moderation, parliamentarism, liberal constitutionalism, and a basic
(though increasingly disillusioned) conviction of the compatibility of modern society and Catholicism in
a liberal, Christian state...’ (Grubb 1977:368).” (quoted by Kalyvas 1996:259). That the Catholic Church,
eventually, accepts liberalism and democracy in the state, however, does not include acceptance inside
the church.
281
Unfortunately, Kalyvas’ analysis of these processes is misguided by an uncritical secularismterminology impacting on his description of the (i) ‘confessional dilemma’, the different ways out like (ii)
‘de-clericalization’ of parties, (iii) their re-definitions or transformations of Catholicism and ‘religion’
(‘de-sectarianization’), and their consequences for (iv) democratic politics. (i) The “confessional
dilemma” (241) of Christian parties is described as “how could they deemphasize religion without
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Not all secularist however believe that these transformations of Christian churches and
denominations are sound rather than merely strategic. Whatever modern believers and
theologians say, they still claim that all religion “is inherently intolerant and persecutory”
because it has to respond to the human needs “to be led, to be told what is right, and to be
destroying the confessional character of the parties?” Kalyvas disagrees with Ross who thinks that they
had to “choose between secularism and sectarianism. Both options were self-defeating”. He rightly insists
that they could overcome this dilemma by declericalization of the parties and by transforming their
conception of Catholicism and of religion. A correct description of the dilemma, however, would then be:
how could they deemphasize a specific interpretation of religion (fundamentalist Church-Catholicism)
instead of religion as such. (ii) He insists that ‘declericalization’ of confessional parties “could be
achieved without jeopardizing the parties’ support and existence” and by retaining their confessional
identity (242). Organizational declericalization – breaking the organizational dependence on the church,
building a lay mass organization of their own, opposing political leadership to clerical Church-leadership
– is misleadingly called secularization: “They transformed their parties into independent and secular
organizations with secular priorities” (242). As if organizational independence from the Church would be
the same as becoming ‘secular’, as if no Catholicism would be possible independent from the Church’s
authority. This amounts to accepting the definition of Catholicism by the pope and the bishops in a study
showing how religious parties succeeded in cutting these links and, at the same time, to remain religious.
(iii) The key was “redefining their confessional identity”, achieved “through a radical reinterpretation of
Catholicism that challenged the church’s monopoly in defining the relationship between religion and
politics. In a process of symbolic appropriation, confessional party leaders reinterpreted Catholicism as
an increasingly general and abstract moral concept, controlled and mediated by them rather than the
church. "Concepts such as 'Christian', 'moral', 'religious inspiration', 'values of Christian civilization',
even 'humanism' replaced Catholic doctrine." (Billiet and Gerard 1985:100, quoted on p. 245). Instead of
calling this exactly what it is, namely “desectarianization” (Delfiner o. J. 315) and taking care “to
differentiate between de-sectarianization and complete secularization”, Kalyvas sees it as secularization
and as detachment from all religion, assuming that it would weaken religion as well as “making religion
less relevant for politics” (245). (iv) The result is only “paradoxical” (245) if one calls both these
redefinitions of Christianity secularization (“a secular ideology”, 247) and liberal-democratic institutions
and politics ‘secular’. Only then “the politicization of religion contributed to the secularization of
politics” (245, see 260). Here, secularism rules by definitional fiat whereas the actual inclusion of
(transformed) religious voices in the democratic political process makes the latter more plurivocal and
less ‘secular’. ‘Secularism’ is, certainly, not the only, answer to religious fundamentalism.
In recent comparative studies, Kalyvas (2000) has discussed this institutional logic in Islamic
contexts. The ‘secularism’-terminology clearly has also misleading consequences for the analysis
of Islamic democratic parties in Turkey (see WRR 2004; Zürcher/v.d. Linden 2004) and Arab
countries (see Al-Azm 2004) as well as for some varieties of a ‘European Islam’ (see 5.3). Both
the political protagonists (like Erdogan) and social scientists unproblematically use the
‘secularism’ language though it is obvious that, in the Turkish case, Kemalist secularism has been
authoritarian and elitist and recent Islamic political parties learned to profit from and defend
democratization (another excellent example of the cunning of institutional reason). Eisenlohr
(2006 pass.) also confuses minimal liberal morality with secular morality and all projects of
multi-religious nation-building that guarantee relational state-neutrality and equitable, peaceful
coexistence (and their common ground justifications in the Ghandian tradition) as secular
projects.
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relieved of the burden of its own conscience”. Religion “must proclaim its infallibility and
universality. It must be dogmatic and authoritarian; for if it were to express self-doubt, it would
no longer posses the claim to certainty that makes it attractive” (Marshall 1993:852, 854).282 For
Grey too, religion is “fundamentally incompatible” with “the intellectual cornerstone of the
modern democratic state, “which is the realization that “there can be no sacrosanct principles or
unquestioned truths”. Religions fail to inculcate the “anti-authoritarian mindset” on which
democracy depends” (quoted in McConnell 1992:739). Lupu also sees religious accommodation
as a threat to the project of constitutional democracy which depends upon a citizenry capable of
exercising independent and critical judgment concerning policies and leaders. “Religious
institutions … frequently claim divine inspiration of their principles and leaders.” They
“discourage skepticism and make intense demands for obedience.” “Such institutions undermine
rather than mutually reinforce habits of mind necessary for democratic decision-making.”
(McConnell 1992:738f)
These secularist suspicions283 are well known from Rousseau who first has clearly
articulated the problem of citizenship ambiguity and, seeing religion as disruptive, recommended
that the democratic state should suppress religion to guarantee “that loyalty to the state supersede
religious faith” replacing it by a new civil religion (see McConnell 2000:92f, 99).284 This fourth
282

See also Greenawalt 1995:69f. In 4, I hope to have made clear that ‘secularísts’ of all sorts also
have to stem their ‘need’ for certainty and power (the ‘dark ’side of science completely neglected by
Marshall).
283
Even shared by Walzer (1997:66-71, 81) and Habermas (see criticism in Shaw 1997). Habermas
has only slightly changed his position (see 2001:22).
284
Rousseau has convincingly argued that none of the three old forms of religion satisfy the
conditions for a good polity (see Casanova 1994: 58ff) (1) The Roman Catholic ‘religion of the priest’
internally produces subjects, while externally the transnational ecclesiastic institution transcends the
‘political community of citizens’ and the normative sovereignty of the nation state. Hence they cannot
produce loyal subjects. (2) The classical republican ‘religion of the citizen’ produces loyal subjects
through the sacralization of the nation state, but is an evil ‘founded in error and falsehood’. It leads to
intolerant national chauvinism and ‘sanguinary jingoism’. This ‘particularism of an ethnical community
which integrates all citizens into a political cult coextensive with the political community’ has to compete
with ‘allegiances to either more primordial or more universalistic forms of community’. Soteriological
religions corrode republican civil religions because they ‘liberate the individual from absolute allegiance
to the political community, whereas universalist religions tend to ‘transcend the particularism of the
political community, be it a city state or a nation state’ (59). The latter is also true for (3) the ‘religion of
man’ which, according to Rousseau, is holy, sublime, and true but which is politically useless since it has
‘no particular connection with the body politic’ and therefore cannot add anything ‘to the great bonds of
particular societies’. It tends to ‘undermine republican virtues’. Rousseau himself ‘solves the dilemma by
affirming simultaneously and inconsistently the modern right of religious freedom [...] and the need for a
purely civil profession of faith’. According to Casanova, Durkheim and Bellah merely reproduce the old
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theoretical response to the problem of citizenship ambiguity by political theorists rightly
demonstrates the importance of civic and democratic virtues and habits (6.2). This is misleading
however in two ways: it assumes – contrary to the claim by Washington and de Tocqueville –
that all religions would be inimical in this regard, and it requires “liberal and democratic
congruence” deep down (Rosenblum). In this regard it is – contrary to Madison’s claim – at odds
with freedom of conscience and expression.285
Three lessons can be learned from this discussion of developments in ‘the West’.
First, the relationship between religions and democracy clearly depends on which religion
and which democracy we have in mind. In the United States, protestant religions have not only
be ‘compatible’ with liberal democracy but have historically been the most important intellectual
and attitudinal driving forces (Madison, Jefferson and Washington have been practicing
Christians), whereas in France the predominance of fundamentalist Catholicism explains both
the radical secularist and a-theist character of French Enlightenment philosophy and the fact that
institutions of liberal democracy had to be built against the fierce and prolonged resistance of the
Catholic church.286

unresolved tensions in a new sociological language. Casanova himself thinks that one cannot resolve
these tensions ‘either politically at the state level as a force integrating normatively the political
community or sociologically at the societal level as a force integrating normatively the societal
community’ because in both regards such a ‘civil religion is unlikely to reappear in modern societies’
(60). ‘The concept of “civil religion” ought to be reformulated from the state or societal community level
to the level of civil society’ (61, see 218f). To me, it remains unclear how the tension between
particularism and universalism is resolved by a civil religion at the level of civil society. It seems to be
only reproduced in the confrontation between ‘national’ and ‘transnational’ versions of civil society
itself. For a critical treatment of this tension see also Bader 1999a.
285
The focus of McConnell’s discussion of the four responses is how political theorists deal with
religions whereas my focus here is how religions respond to religious diversity, the demands of statehood
and of liberal-democratic politics. Religions clearly cannot accept the Rousseau-option and have trouble
with Jeffersonian separationism without sacrificing their raison d’etre. McConnell also sees that the four
responses are “to some degree contingent on historical circumstance. None of the answers will satisfy all
legitimate demands, all come at a price” (100). Comparing the difference between Rousseau and
Washington, he rightly remarks that Rousseau requires much deeper and thicker concepts of society and
solidarity, whereas Washington “desired only enough virtue to allow republican institutions to work”
(98). This already hints at an important conundrum to be discussed in 6.2, 10.4 and 13: how to find a
proper balance between ‘schools of democracy’ and associational religious freedom. The important thing,
obviously, is not whether institutions (families, schools, workplaces, organizations etc) are secular or
religious but whether they allow practical teaching of minimally required civic and democratic virtues.
286
See 1.4 and 4.1. Willems/Minkenberg 2003:25f. See also McConnell 2000 and Rawls 1999:176.
Political Liberalism is “sharply different from and rejects Enlightenment Liberalism”; there “need be no
war between religion and democracy” (176).
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Second, it has been a rather conflictive, complicated, lengthy and still unfinished learning
process. “A self-critical reflection of this learning process, including all the misunderstandings,
polemics, and reforms inevitably involved in such a process, would provide an excellent basis
for interreligious and intercultural dialogue” (Bielefeldt 2000:100).
Third, one can distinguish different and connected ways in which fundamentalist religions,
triggered by deep religious diversity and protracted conflicts and experiences of injustice, have
learned to become more decent and eventually accept or even actively promote liberal
democracy: a more practical institutional and attitudinal learning and a more theoretical
(philosophical, theological) learning. Political institutions, at least partly, impose their own
‘logic’ on fundamentalist religions and stem the temptations of theocracy. States and Empires
induce – for ‘reasons of state’ – at least some minimal differentiation of religion and politics,
earthly and divine issues, and authorities (see 1.3.3). Living under institutions of constitutional
liberal democracy in general, participating in multi-party competition in particular, contributes
to make fundamentalist religions more liberal and democratic (see also Müller 2005:46).
Practical interactions in everyday life among people of widely divergent religious beliefs and
practices, teach practices and ethos of toleration, at least under appropriate or decent regimes of
toleration (Walzer 1997). Practical interaction in democratic politics teaches democratic virtues.
I am deeply convinced that such practical learning is at least as important as theoretical
learning287 by scholars which try to re-interpret or challenge dogmas and to find religious
sources and justifications for moral principles of tolerance, autonomy, personhood, equality and
freedom.
5.3

Islam and Liberal Democracy

If one concedes that such learning is possible for Christian denominations in the West, why
would it be impossible in ‘the Rest’, particularly for Islam. The notion of radical difference is

287

Theologians (and legal scholars) contributed massively to make the monotheistic ‘Religions of
the Book’ orthodox and fundamentalist in the first place (Berger/Luckmann 1987; Bader 1991:178-81;
see Leezenberg 2001:147ff for Ghazali). Consistency and systematic thinking under conditions of rivalry
are as characteristic of the ‘learned fields’ as they are inimical to practical toleration. Lay believers,
particularly in practice centered religions, are less prone to these vices than theorists, particularly in
highly belief-centered religions like Protestantism.
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nowadays so aggressively defended by Picht, Fikentscher, Huntington, Tibi and others.288 It
should be evident that there has not been an inherent tendency towards decent and democratic
polities in the West, let alone that modern liberal democracy and modern human rights (or for
that matter: modern capitalism) would have been the inevitable historical outcome of
Christendom or Judaism or ‘Occidental civilization’. As scholars in comparative history like
Weber, Hintze, Brunner, Bendix, Eisenstadt, and Unger (1987c), have abundantly demonstrated
these new institutions are the result of a contingent configuration of constellations and not of any
deep logic inherent in ‘culture’ or ‘religion’.289 The fact that this eventually did not happen
endogenously in the ‘Islamic world’ has nothing to do with Islam (Why blame which Islam?) but
with economics and politics. In a similar vein: Why should ‘Islam(s)’ not learn the same lessons
Christian denominations, eventually and painfully, have learned?
This denial is particularly astonishing if one fully takes into account the following four
arguments.

288

Casanova (2005:11, 26f) has analyzed the predominant but markedly different varieties of the
Anti-Islam syndrome in Europe where “anti-immigrant xenophobic nativism, secularist anti-religious
prejudices, liberal-feminist critiques of Muslim patriarchal fundamentalism, and the fear of Islamist
terrorist networks, are being fused indiscriminately (..) into a uniform anti-Muslim discourse which
practically precludes the kind of mutual accommodation between immigrant groups and host societies
that is necessary for successful immigrant incorporation. The parallels with Protestant-republican antiCatholic nativism in mid-19th America are indeed striking” where Catholicism has been seen as
incompatible with modern democracy and with individual freedoms. “Today’s totalizing discourse on
Islam as an essentially anti-modern, fundamentalist, illiberal and undemocratic religion and culture
echoes the 19th century discourse on Catholicism”. In the U.S., the discourse is different (26 – 30).
289
As is assumed also by McConnell 2001. Bielefeldt has thoughtfully criticized both ‘cultural or
religious essentialism’ and its radical rejection. (i) ‘Western’ and non-Western essentialism. The
terminology of ‘sources’ or ‘roots’ and of ‘natural’ results (2000:94ff; see 1998: chapt. 5 vs. the
‘exclusivist historical origin’ and the ‘cultural-genetic’ claim) is at odds with longstanding conservative
criticism inside, with many competing traditions or ‘premodern humanitarian motives’ (Biblical,
Aurelius, natural law, Protestant reformation, English common law) that cannot be identified as “premodern equivalents” of modern equality. (ii) Radical rejection, is the idea “that cultural aspects become
altogether meaningless” (114). His own idea of a “retrospective critical connection” is productive
because it is in line with modern hermeneutics but also critical towards cultural relativism and the idea of
a total rupture between ‘traditions’ and ‘modernity’, particularism and stipulated universalism. His
Kantian, transcendentalist approach (1997a, b, 1998) has also been gradually replaced by a “crosscultural ‘overlapping consensus’” (114ff), as indicated above. See also Stepan 2000:44 against the
“fallacy of unique founding conditions”.
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(i)

Islam, compared to Roman Catholicism and Orthodox Christianity, is far less centrally and

hierarchically organized, knows neither Pope nor ‘church’, and presupposes a direct, immediate
and equal relation of all believers to God.290
(ii)

Partly for this reason, the differentiation between polity and religion has been more

outspoken in Muslim Empires. This institutional differentiation already started with the
Umayyad dynasty, has been contained by the Abbasidss who tried to instrumentalize Islam for
reasons of state; it has been fully developed in the Western Empire by the Almoravidss and
Almohads, continued even in the Mughal empire and has been, again, fully developed in the late
Ottoman empire in analogy to European, particularly French models.291
(iii) Decent regimes of toleration (of the three ‘religions of the book’) and astonishing practices
of everyday toleration have been developed in al-Andalus, and in the Millet system in the late
Ottoman Empire, which outstrip everything comparable in the contemporaneous Christian
world.292
(iv) In addition to these practical and institutional aspects which are, in my view, the most
important ones, the ‘original’ teachings have been at least as universal, and the social ethics of
Islam is at least as egalitarian as the Christian and clearly more in favor of equality of the
sexes.293 In addition, there is a long and rich tradition of competing interpretations by schools of
290

In his comparison of the Catholic party in Belgium in the late 19th Century and the FIS in
Algeria, Kalyvas detected a nice paradox: “In sum, the centralize, autocratic, and hierarchical
organization of Catholicism allowed moderate Catholics to solve their commitment problem, while the
absence of a comparable structure in Algeria contributed to the inability of the moderate FIS leadership
credibly to signal its future intentions. It is indeed ironic that Islam’s open, decentralized, and more
democratic structure eventually contributed to the failure of democratization, while the autocratic
organization of the Catholic Church facilitated a democratic outcome.” (2000:390)
291
See Adanir/Faroqhi 2002, Koçak 2003, Zürcher/v.d. Linden 2004; WRR 2004:41-5; Mazower
2005. If one wants to call this a ‘secular’ state (like Zürcher/v.d. Linden 2004, WRR 2004: chapter 3),
then institutional ‘secularism’ need not be introduced into the Islamic tradition from the outside.
292
See 9.2 with Adanir 2000. Mayer rightly observes that “the Muslim world, when judged by the
standard of the day, generally showed far greater tolerance and humanity in its treatment of religious
minorities than did the Christian West” (1991:148). Practices of toleration have been based on theological
reasons against intolerance, persecution and imposed conversion (because ‘in religion there is no
enforcement’). In practice coexistence has not been reserved for dhimmi but proved possible also between
Muslims and members of other religions like Hindus, Sikhs, Zoroastrians in India.
293
Leila Ahmed has analyzed the impact of the predominant sex- and gender relations in pre-Islamic
Arabia – “the least remaining region in which patrilineal, patriarchal marriage had not yet been instituted
as the sole legitimate form of marriage” but coexisted with matrilineal, uxorilocal marriage and
polyandrous and polygamous marriages (1992:41; see 62 “Jahilia women were priests, soothsayers,
prophets, participants in warfare, and nurses on the battlefield. They were fearlessly outspoken, defiant
critics of men; authors of satirical verse aimed at formidable male opponents; keepers, in some unclear
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legal theorists, theologians and philosophers.294 Some of these theoretical interpretations have
been fairly radical: e.g., the clear distinction between the shari’a and Islamic law (fiqh), the
interpretation of the shari’a as a universalist, egalitarian and solidaristic ethics, and the
‘rationalism’ of the mu’tazila theologians (9th and 10th Centuries) who insisted in the absolute
transcendence of Allah in such a radical way that God could not even speak (because speaking
cannot be a characteristic of a transcendent being), therefore even the Qur’an as the word of God
could not be eternal or identical with his essence because it has been created in time. They
rejected any predestination and developed a theory of ‘ethical rationalism’ comparable to the
much later one’s of Bayle or Spinoza: for their knowledge of good and evil, people do not need
religious laws or revelation but can trust in human reason only. Human beings have a free will
(ikhtiyar) and are individually responsible for their choices and actions (tawallud).295
capacity, of the keys of the holiest shrine in Mecca; rebels and leaders of rebellions that included men;
and individuals who initiated and terminated marriages at will, protested the limits Islam imposed on that
freedom, and mingled freely with the men of their society until Islam banned such interaction”) – on the
role of “Women in the rise of Islam” (chapter 3) (the Qur’anic verses in Mekka, in Medina and the
hadith), in “The Transitional Age” (chapter 4) and in the Abbasid era (chapter 5) (see also An-Na’im
1990). In this “process of diminution of the liberties of women as Islam became established” the role of
women became more similar to that in Judaism and even Zoroastrian religion. “Islam’s ethical vision,
which is stubbornly egalitarian, including with respect to the sexes, is thus in tension with, and might
even be said to subvert, the hierarchical structure of marriage pragmatically instituted in the first Islamic
society. The tensions between the pragmatic and ethical perspective, both forming part of Islam, can be
detected even in the Qur’an” (63).
294
See for the competing shari’a-schools or madhhabs (hanafites, malikites, shafi’ites, hanabalites,
zahirites): Schacht 1964:6-111, Hallaq 1997, Peters 1998, Bowen 1998. See Esposito/Voll (1996:7f, 2332) for the “conceptual and ideological resources available for programs of democratization in the
Islamic tradition”.
295
See Leezenberg 2001:60ff. Unfortunately, this long tradition is neglected in the praiseworthy
overview by WRR (2006, chapter 2). It is not astonishing that they have been praised by 19th Century
Europeans and, more recently, by Islamic modernists as “the first, if not the last, free thinkers in Islam,
who in virtue of their faith in reason and free will came to stand as a symbol for intellectual freedom and
modernity”. This is recently and vigorously repeated by Abdulkarim Soroush, who neglects institutional
learning and drastically overestimates the ‘independent secular ethics mode’ compared with the ‘common
ground mode’ by statements like ‘the phase of derivation’ (i.e. of liberal democracy from Islamic
sources) is over’. Yet, the fact that “for many years, they merely procclaimed state doctrines, and when
given the opportunity, they did not hesitate to persecute their opponents” (Leezenberg 62) again
demonstrates that attitudinal learning (ethos) may be more important than theoretical learning.
Nevertheless, their understanding of reason, free will and responsibility impacted on the political ethics
of Farabi (Leezenberg 103) seducing him to a philosopher-king claim in the Platonian tradition. This
‘elitist rationalism’ is shared by Ibn Rushd though he disagreed with regard to the religious-independent
powers of human reason (190f). As in the Christian tradition, rationalism is in no way intimately
connected with tolerance and democracy another reason why one should, contrary to WRR 2006 more
clearly distinguish between ‘rationalization’ or ‘modernization’ and ‘rule of law and democracy’ also in
the Islamic tradition.
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For roughly a Century now, such a learning process is clearly under way again inside Islamic
countries and, more recently, among Islamic scholars in different European Countries and North
America. Here I only summarize different ways of theoretical learning distinguished by
Bielefeldt 2000, bracketing institutions and practices.
(i)

Pragmatic reforms in the framework of the shari’a. “From early on, Islamic scholars had to

face the problem that legal norms and institutions of non-Islamic origin played a role, sometimes
an important one, in Muslim societies” (Bielefeldt 106). Except for some ‘puritan’ shari’a
schools, “flexible interpretation and pragmatic application of the normative rules always have
accommodated moderate reforms. As a results, within most shari’a schools, a tradition of
humanitarian pragmatism has developed” that is “typical of large currents within Islam
today”.296 It “permits taking steps toward a gradual reconciliation with modern ideas of freedom
and equality” (106).
(ii)

Critical reconceptualization of the shari’a. Liberal Muslim intellectuals are not content

with pragmatic reforms. They demand a frank criticism of the Islamic shari’a “that is meant to
lead to a thoroughly revised understanding of the main sources of the shari’a, namely the Qur’an
and the Sunna” (108). Like their liberal theological brothers and sisters for the Christian
tradition, they use historical-critical and hermeneutic methods trying to demonstrate that the
‘original normative guidance’ or the “spirit of the Qur’anic legislation” (Rahman 1966:39)297 has
to be liberated from the bulk of medieval legal casuistry; that the core of the shari’a – revelatory
and ethical guidance – cannot be equated with traditional jurisprudence (fiqh) (Ashmawy). This
was done so that Islamic law can be analyzed as a result of human history with all its
contingencies opening up the conceptual space for historic criticism and liberal democratic
political reforms; that the ‘eternal’ ethical core of Islam emphasizes human dignity, freedom and
equality generally (An-Na’im 1990298, Abu Zaid), between the sexes in particular (Hassan,
296

See examples of such a “reworking” of “fiqh to fit France” (Bowen 2003:333-36) and Indonesia
(Bowen 1998). See also Saeed’s informative typology (2005).
297
“Whereas the spirit of the Qur’anic legislation exhibits an obvious direction towards the
progressive embodiment of the fundamental human values of freedom and responsibility in fresh
legislation, nevertheless the actual legislation of the Qur’an had partly to accept the then existing society
as a term of reference. This clearly means that the actual legislation of the Qur’an cannot have been
meant to be literally eternal by the Qur’an itself”.
298
See Rawls 1999:151, note 46 on An-Naim: “a perfect example of overlapping consensus”). See
Anwar Ibrahim: “Recapturing the meaning of (the umma) would necessitate that Muslims engage with
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Othman, Mernissi)299 and with full-fledged religious liberty beyond the limits of traditional
Islamic tolerance (Talbi 1991, like Madison).
(iii) ‘Political Secularism in Islam’ or minimal institutional differentiation between state and
religion (the two autonomies as well as individual and collective tolerance). Abdarraziq (1925)
has shown that the Qur’an does not contain any detailed guidance as to how to build and govern
a state. He clearly distinguished between the “prophetic and the political roles of Muhammad”.
“His role as political leader was due to the historic circumstance of the first Islamic community
in Medina” but even then “the Prophet made no allusion to anything which could be called an
‘Islamic state’(…) It would be blasphemy to think otherwise”. He claims that the caliph’s
pretension of religious authority, culminating in the title of ‘God’s shadow on earth’ amounts to
idolatry and concludes that “the end of the caliphate, far from being a religious disaster, can
indeed be appreciated as a liberation of Islam: ‘Muslims are free to demolish this worn-out
system (and) to establish the bases of their kingdom and the organization of their state according
to more recent conceptions’” (Bielefeldt 113). Like early Protestant critics of establishment,
Ashmawy has called the confusion of religion and state politics a ‘perversity’ because it is
destructive to both; “it debases religion by rendering it an instrument of everyday power politics,
other people, nations, worldviews, religions and ideologies to work for a set of moral objectives that we
can and must define together. But it takes us much further. It requires that we respect the Umma of other
people … the history of the Umma has shown exemplary, almost unique models of multiracial,
multicultural, pluralist societies. If ever we had the need of recovering such an imperative, it is now”
(1991, quoted from Mandaville 2001:140). See Bowen 2003:337 for the fourteenth-century scholar alShatabi’s distinction between the timeless principles (maqasid) and the historically changing fiqh.
“Reasoning from Islamic Principles” (337ff) is famously and effectively done by Tariq Ramadan and the
director of the Bordeaux mosque, Tareq Oubrou. The latter’s ambiguity is telling: we have “to rethink
what Islam should be in a very secularized society, as France, which is not like the US. The normative
has to respond to what I call the maqasid, the broad vision of Islam design objectives; this goes beyond
the normative. Ethics are central to Islam. We did not have to undergo what Christianity did to overthrow
the power of the Church; it was already people who developed Islam; it is Protestant’ (interview 2002).
Although in print … he has been more cautious, insisting on the continued importance of Islamic norms
for all Muslims against a more secularized, one could say Kantian, view, Oubrou’s position could lead to
a more rationalized and internalized version of Islam than most European Muslim scholars would
publicly favor” (Bowen 2003:341f). Again, it would be important for second generation Muslim
intellectuals to resist the double pressure towards an ‘independent secular ethics’ foundation and towards
a ‘Protestantization’ of Islam: they could self-consciously defend the ethical core of Islam and resist the
belief-centered and de-culturalized version of Islam proposed as a remedy by Roy (1, note 24, see also
Schnapper 1994: Muslim migrants can only really integrate if Islam defines itself as a ‘real’, that is
privatized religion (as a member of the Haut Conseill a l’integration)) and Charles Taylor 2002). Both
rejections seem easier, indeed, in the American context compared to French laïcité.
299
Ahmed (1992:21ff) highlights the important role of feminist writers like Alifa Rifaat, Andree
Chedid and Nawal El-Saadawi. See also Mandaville 2001:4, 141ff.
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and it necessarily results in a problematic sacralization of politics that itself is thereby shielded
against critical public discourse. Whereas theocracy, in which earthly rulers claim a quasi-divine
authority, comes close to polytheism, the monotheistic dogma of Islam demands a clear
conceptual and institutional distinction between state and religion.” (113). The antithesis of
‘divine’ versus ‘human law’ is unmasked as an ideological construction by Zakariya:
“The real alternative is not one between divine law.. and human law. It is the alternative between two versions of
human law, one of which admits frankly to be human whereas the other version pretends to speak in the name of
divine revelation. This latter version of human law is dangerous because it tends to base its particular positions on
divine law, thus attributing to its passions and errors a sacredness and infallibility to which it has no title.”
(1989:115).

Bielefeldt rightly indicates that ‘political secularism’ is not a popular position and that even
liberal Muslims mostly “show reluctance to endorsing secularist concepts” (112) but he
mistakenly assumes that they should endorse ‘political secularism’. I believe that they rather
should endorse the ‘two autonomies and tolerations’ and, in addition, priority for democracy300
and the use of ‘secularism’-language is rather misleading, particularly for their purposes.301

300

Various political philosophers in the Islamic tradition try to develop three basic principles: (i)
Tawhid (Unity of God), (ii) Risala (Prophethood), and (iii) Khalifa (Caliphate) in a democratic way
(Esposito/Voll 1996:23ff; see extensively Abou El Fadl 2001, 2002; WRR 2006:35-53). The serious
tensions become visible particularly in attempts to combine tawheeed (understood as full mono-theistic
‘sovereignty of God’ opposed to any notion of ‘sovereignty of man’ or so-called ‘Western secular
popular sovereignty’, see quotes from Mawdudi and Ahmad) with meaningful notions of democracy. The
attempt to develop a ‘theo-democracy’ (in opposition to European style ‘theocracy’ and ‘secular Western
democracy’) “under the suzerainty of God”(24) have to draw on a very flexible and dynamic
interpretation of khalifa (as deputy, representative, agent of God on Earth, or “viceregency” limited by an
extensive interpretation of ijtihad (independent interpretive judgment of all and every Muslim as capable
and qualified to give a sound opinion as an equal. In addition, the notion of shura (consultation) and of
ijma (consensus) are mobilized in a democratic way as mutual advise by all and as consensus that is not
restricted to “learned scholars” (28). In addition to these conceptual linking and re-thinking, the most
important aspect in developing any meaningful notion of an authentic Islamic democracy clearly is “an
adaptation of either the ethical and legal precepts of Islam, or the attitudes and institutions of traditional
society, to democracy” (Hamid Enayat, quoted on p. 31).
301
Particularly in France, not astonishingly, the pressure on Muslim intellectuals to define a “civic
Islam” in secular terms is so strong that it seems nearly irresistible. Iquioussen “provisionally concludes
that Muslims have to be ‘secular citizens’ (des citoyens laïques) and put religion aside” (quoted in Peter
2004:24). Peter himself, however, also does not only endorse “the need to elaborate positions based on
generalizable values” – a need that clearly can be fulfilled by articulating the universalist ethical core of
Islam instead of phrasing this in terms of secularization – but also the presumed “need to translate
religious convictions into a secular language and the need to secularize certain domains of life” (25, see
4). Second generation Muslims in France could learn from Christian and Islamic theologians that
endorsing priority for democracy does not necessitate endorsing any version of secularism, and they
could learn from earlier universalist internationalists (like socialists, feminist) how to resist
‘nationalizing’ pressures at least conceptually and theoretically.
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Such theoretical learning processes – making Islam more liberal and democratic from the
inside – take place both in Muslim countries and in countries receiving considerable numbers of
Muslim immigrants. In addition, these discourses, like that of their liberal Christian theological
counterparts, are increasingly interconnected and have mutual impact on each other (Mandeville
2001 (chapter 3, 4)). Such an internationalization or globalization of the Islamic discourse
however does not prevent the development of many ‘nationally colored’ Islams (plural). The
influence of diverging institutional and political opportunity structures makes us expect, and first
empirical research actually demonstrates, that this accommodation of Islam takes different forms
in France, Germany, the UK and the U.S.302 In this regard, Islam is as contextualized as
Christendom always has been (e.g., the American and Dutch Catholic bishops compared to the
Polish and Irish). There is, however, one huge difference between Muslim countries and
European and North American countries, and also India.303 The latter are characterized by more
or less well-established and stable liberal-democratic regimes, whereas these are absent or very
shaky in Muslim countries like Turkey or Indonesia (see 4.1). Leila Ahmed has vividly pointed
out this difference in political contexts in her thoroughly contextualized interpretation of Islam
(both regarding the internal development of Islam and the Western or ‘Occidentalist’ debates):
“If the political circumstances were right, if the societies of the Middle East were politically stable and committed to
democratic pluralism, .. this emergence of a generation of educated young people, some of whom are attentive to the
ethical, human voice of Islam .. could mark a moment of important transformation and intellectual revolution. It
could signal the beginning of a period in which the dictates and assumptions of establishment Islam are
fundamentally questioned, a period in which explorations and reformulations of the Islamic heritage could lead to a
reconceptualization of Islam as a religion and as a system of law and even perhaps to its becoming as intellectually
open a system as, for many, Christianity is in many countries today. Unfortunately, the political circumstances are
304
not right.” (1992:229f).

5.4

Priority for Democracy versus religious and theological challenges

302

Rath et al. (2001), Vertovec/Peach 1997, Koenig 2003, 2004; Peter 2004, Bowen 2003, Grillo
(ed) 2004; Casanova 2005; Fetzer/Soper 2005; Sunier 2003; Mandaville 2001 for UK, see Feisal Abdul
Rauf for US. See for the relation between ‘Islam’ and ‘Islams’: Sayyid 1997, Mandaville 2001: 54ff.
303
Ahmad (2005) explains the transformation of the Jamaat-e-Islami in North India from Islamism
to Post-Islamism mainly as a consequence of its operation in a context of constitutional democracy
compared to the authoritarian political systems in Algeria and Egypt which breed Islamism.
304
This may have changed in the mean time for Turkey, partly under pressure from the Copenhagen
criteria of the EU. Recently, the main problems are not individual freedom of conscience and exit rights
(part of the moral minimum of individual tolerance so long violated in Islamic tradition), but ethnic nondiscrimination and cultural rights for Kurds.
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If, and to the degree that religions have learned to accept liberal-democracy from the inside,305 it
is clearly unfair to continue the ‘secularist distrust’ against all religions as being inherently
fundamentalist. Now we have to look at the other side of the coin and defend priority for
democracy against the main religious and theological challenges.306 Public morality of liberal
democracy is said to be impossible or unstable without religion (5.4.1). Religion is needed as an
anti-dote against materialism (5.4.2), statism (5.4.3), rationalism (5.4.4), and nationalism (5.4.5),
that are all assumed to be inherent threats or necessary consequences of ‘modern’ and purely
‘secular’ morality. In addition, priority for democracy cannot claim universal validity nor can it
be fair or neutral (5.4.6).
5.4.1
Many religious believers and some theologians still think “that a person cannot be solidly moral
without being religious” (Audi 1989: 290f, contra William Bennett). Implicitly or explicitly,
they claim that secular morality in general is impossible or at least unstable. The argument that
religion has to be the “ultimate guarantor of liberty” has been shared by the American founding
fathers quoted above.307 For Jefferson, religion is the “only firm basis” of the “liberties of the
nation” that are perceived as “a gift of God” and “are not to be violated but with his wrath”
(Query XVIII of Notes on Virginia 1781-82). For Washington “religion and morality are
indispensable supports.” They are “great pillars of human happiness” and the “firmest props of
the duties of men and citizens.” “And let us with caution indulge the supposition that morality
can be maintained without religion… reason and experience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principle.” (Farewell Address). With
minor variations, these statements have been repeated until today.308 All these claims “betray
305

This may be interpreted as a regrettable “flattening of genuine pluralism” (Shah 2000:129), but
such a ‘liberalization of religion’ is not to be confused with a “Protestantization of Catholicism”, of
Lutheranism (Herberg, Miller 1985:274, Handy 1976:211), or of Islam, and certainly not as a
‘secularization of religion’.
306
See Stoltenberg 1993, Galanter 1966: 289f. Clearly, not all authors raising these charges are
religious or theological imperialists or fundamentalists.
307
See Forst 2005:12f for “Locke’s fear”. See Delfiner (o. j.:316ff for the “effects on liberty”) for
their negative answers to the question “whether purely secular values are sufficient to carry forward the
ideals and purposes of American Constitutionalism” (Drinan, quoted on p. 319). See McConnell
(2002:90-3) for the felt moral challenge of disestablishment.
308
For de Tocqueville “despotism may govern without faith, but liberty cannot”. See the
“Declaration of Common Beliefs” (1942 by Protestant, Catholic and Jewish representatives): “God’s will
is the only ultimate sanction of human morality and man’s freedom and happiness depend on his
obedience to it” (quoted from Stokes: Church and State, Vol. 2, 505f). See Herberg in his criticism of the
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their lack of respect for humanist ethics with assertions like ‘secular morality is no morality’[...]
In other words they fear that in the absence of divine sanction and divine authority ethical life is
impossible” (Kulananda 1996:68, from a Buddhist perspective).
The claim that a non-religious morality would be impossible is so obviously untenable and
has been so often convincingly refuted that I refrain from repeating the arguments: morality does
not, structurally or conceptually, depend on religion.309 Whether a non-religious public morality
can be stable depends not on religious or secular foundations but on the question whether
religious or non-religious institutions are more creative seedbeds of minimally required civic and
liberal-democratic attitudes and virtues.310
5.4.2
A related but analytically different challenge from religious believers rests on the claim that even
if secular morality would be possible, secularism would inevitably lead to consumerism,
egotism, materialism, emotivism, or moral decisionism. These objections are, astonishingly, also
shared by sophisticated theorists like Parekh, Thiemann and Wolterstorff.311 The claim “that in
“religious advocates of a public secularism”: “a society, and the state … remain ‘legitimate’, ‘righteous’
and ‘lawful’ only insofar as they recognize a higher majesty beyond themselves (…) Beyond which there
is nothing, it becomes totalitarian: in effect, it divinizes itself”. (Delfiner 320). Max Huber (Judge in
Permanent Court of International Justice, 1934: “religion served to correct a double hubris: The tendency
of liberty of individuals or of the state from becoming absolute and that of authority and of the
community becoming an absolute”, with Müller-Armack:” loss of religious faith leads to the substitution
of idols for faith, only choice: serve either God or idols (national, racial, social and political values).” The
frequent reference to God in preambles of constitutions, to religious oaths etc (Markoff/Regan
1987:168ff) is also inspired by arguments that ‘laws of humankind’ cannot command the same intensity
and reliability. See for Germany: Böckenförde (see Koenig 2003:106). ADD: economic virtues,
grounded in religion (from Franklin to Fred Hirsch 1977
309
See for the first powerful refutation in the Western tradition: Pierre Bayle’s Pensées (1683) with
the courageous idea that a “society of atheists” would be possible – and possibly be even more peaceful
than religious societies” (Forst 2005:13). Much earlier, Michel de l’Hospital clearly stated that “it is
possible to be a citizen without being a Christian” (quoted in Saunders 2005:6). See Audi 1989: 290f,
Shaw 1999:635, 647 versus Kant’s position; Rawls with Madison versus Henry (1999:164f).
310
See 6.2. I also refute the myopic and self-congratulatory charge that a ‘secular’ or ‘rational
ethics’ would be only achievable for elites, religion to be the only stable foundation for decent and
democratic attitudes of the ‘masses’.
311
Secularism “nurtures moral positivism and cynical politics, undermines the wholeness of
people’s lives, fails to mobilize their moral and spiritual energies, and homogenizes public discourse”
(Parekh 1996: 21; 1998). In his book, Parekh repeats earlier claims that religion “provides a valuable
counterweight to the state, nurturing sensibilities and values the latter ignores or suppresses”, “it provides
an alternative source of morality and allegiance” against the state that “has traditionally claimed to
monopolize morality”; and that religion can correct the tendency of modern social and political life “to
encourage a quasi-utilitarian attitude to morality” (2000:328). See Wolterstorff 1997:178f “Culture of
Disbelief” (following Carter) and “secular economic self-interest, privatism, nationalism”, “private and
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the absence of at least some, albeit weak, religious influence in civic affairs British society
would rapidly degenerate into a mire of intolerant secular materialism” is convincingly refuted
by Kulananda (1996:68), Jim Herrick, Audi and others.312 Neither is non-religious morality
inherently ‘utilitarian’ or ‘materialist’ or whatever, nor does the liberal state “monopolize
morality” (Parekh 2000:328) or does modern social and political life, in itself, encourage
consumerism or cynicism or whatever.313 In addition, and more importantly, religion is not
“society’s conscience and moral sentinel” (1998:80) nor does it indiscriminately all the good and
beneficial things Parekh claims.
5.4.3
Religion is supposed to provide an anti-dote against absolute state-sovereingty and “rationalist
modernity” (Parekh 2000:330), two claims that are related but should be clearly distinguished. It
is argued that religious appeals to a higher divine sovereignty in general, and some form of
religious establishment in particular are needed to prevent unlimited state-sovereignty and
secularist myths and practices of unlimited politics.314 Bhikhu Parekh is convinced that religion
“provides a valuable counterweight to the state[...] Just as we need opposition parties to check the
government of the day, we need powerful non-state institutions to check the statist manner of
thinking, including the glorification of the state” (1996:21). This argument is retained and
expanded in his later book: “The modern state is abstracted from society and tends to become
group egoism”. This charge belongs to the standard repertoire of Catholic and also Muslim criticism of
‘Western democracy’ (see for Muhammad Iqbal: Esposito 1996:30f). See Habermas’ (1991) convincing
criticism of MacIntyre’s the more sophisticated philosophical version of this charge.
312
“Secular humanists share a concern for moral values and a moral society and might join with
Christians in criticism of a ‘consumerist’ society in which ‘getting and spending’ is seen as the central
human activity. Secular humanists do not wish to destroy religions. They seek to create a tolerant
pluralistic society, in which diverse believers and nonbelievers can live side by side and in which
religious ideas can be debated rigorously” (Herrick 1996:48f).
313
In a personal response to my earlier criticism (1999:614ff) Parekh wrote that it is not his
considered view that secularism and, as I take it, the modern state and modern life, would lead to
cynicism, to subjectivism and relativism, to “privatization and relativization of morality to which liberal
societies are particularly prone”, to “haughty self-assurance of the rationalist modernity” (2000:300) but
these claims are still not explicitly rejected.
314
Weak establishment “simply makes the wielders of secular sovereignty a little more aware of the
reality of a different sovereignty”. This “independent sovereignty” challenges the “secularist monism”. It
“reminds us as a public symbol of the [...] limits of Cesar’s sovereignty” by the “assertion of higher
values” (Hastings 1996:41ff; see also Rosser-Owen 1996:83). See Richards (1986: 95, 111f) against a
similar defense of the ‘multiple establishment’ in Virginia 1776 by Patrick Henry and Richard Henry Lee
(“to preserve public morality in the state”). See HLR Note 1987:1613 - 19. Even Bhikhu Parekh has
defended weak and plural establishment with this argument in 1996 but has dropped the link with
establishment-issues in his book (2000).
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bureaucratic and remote. While this has enabled it to rise above social, ethnic, religious and
other divisions and institutionalize such great values as equality before the law, liberty and
common citizenship, it has also been the source of many of its weaknesses” (2000:329). The
state is “shallower”, external to society, “incapable of nurturing the moral life of the
community”. For three reasons, this argument is unconvincing. First, all so-called ‘secular’ antistatists – libertarians, anarchists, liberal anti-majoritarians, liberal and associative democratic
pluralists – agree that we urgently need powerful non-state institutions (see part IV). Some of
them however would very much doubt whether religious claims to a ‘higher sovereignty’ would
be helpful in this regard. Second, all defenders of a ‘thin’ state also try to demonstrate that such a
state can be fairly ‘strong’ and explains how so. That government should be ‘external to society’
in a certain sense is also defended by all pluralists trying to develop modes of associational
governance. Fortunately, it is not the task of any liberal state ‘to nurture the moral life of the
community’ but this does not mean that liberal democratic institutions would not be capable of
nurturing the minimally required thin public morality and the civic and democratic attitudes and
virtues of citizens. Third, and most importantly, they would rightly be skeptical regarding
general claims that “along with the family, schools, voluntary associations and other social
institutions religion plays an important part in sustaining the deeper springs of morality”
(2000:329). Some religions and religious institutions may do, such as those who have thoroughly
learned their anti-fundamentalist lessons and also have liberalized and democratized their own
institutions from within, but others clearly do not.315
5.4.4
Religions are said to provide a necessary counterweight against “rationalist modernity” (Parekh
2000:330). In my view, all reasonable reminders of the ‘Limits of Reason’ are welcome, be they
conservative (Oakeshott), liberal (Hayek), pragmatist (Dewey, Putnam) or republican (Barber).
Religious critics may join secular critics of statism and of the hybris of constructivist
rationalism, but they certainly deserve not a monopoly, nor a privileged voice in this choir. Nonreligious, self-reflective criticism of the limits of rationality, the state, and of politics, are at least
as strong, and - in my view – much more convincing316 than prima facie deep religious
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See 6.2 and 13 with Rosenblum (1998) and Warren (2003).
See 3.5; Scott 1998:309ff, Nowotny et al. 2001. Reasonable criticism of constructivist
rationalism, unlimited state sovereignty and an unconditional “enthronement of politics” are, in my view,
316
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safeguards. The latter seem to lie beyond any human control and manipulation but, as the bad
historical record at least of their Christian and Islamic versions shows, they have always been
tempted to install some earthly representatives of the Supreme Sovereign, pretending to speak
with a far higher authority than our human reasons.
5.4.5
“If religion is prone to the vice of fundamentalism, the state is prone to the equally undesirable
evil of nationalism” (Parekh 1996:21; 2000:328). Religion “stresses the unity of the human
species and challenges the tendency to limit morality to the territorial boundaries of the state”
(330, see 1998: 69 for “global civil society”). This may be true of some universalist salvation
religions sometimes, at least as a possibility, but it would be urgent to stop talking about religion
in general because Parekh himself clearly recognizes “that religion has often supported
aggressive nationalism and horrendous wars” (2000:328).317 To get a clearer view on the
relationship between religions and nationalism, one would first have to acknowledge the serious
tensions between the universalist ethical core of some religions like Christianity and Islam and
their particularization into ‘national religions’.318 The particularizing trend seems to be much
stronger and deeper than Parekh assumes. Next, one would have to acknowledge the important
historical role, religions have played in the formation of national myths and identity.319 The role
of a common core of religious beliefs in maintaining national unity and social cohesion has
already been underlined by Jefferson and Washington320 and from then on by all theorists and
proponents of different versions of ‘civil religion’, except those who defend a Rousseauian ‘civil
religion without religion,’ i.e., a purely ‘secular’ patriotism. Even such a ‘constitutional
patriotism’ however would reproduce the tension with universalist and truly ‘international’

also preferable to postmodern criticism of the “Dialectics of Enlightenment” defended by Casanova
(1994: 31 et passim).
317
Both ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ establishment of Christian churches have greatly contributed to the evil
of nationalism that they are now supposed to hold in check.
318
See Asad 2003:197. Judaism always remained a tribal religion or a ‘community cult’.
319
See Smith 1986, my short summary: 1995, chapters 2 and 3.
320
See shortly: Delfiner’s myopic discussion of the effects of complete ‘secularization’ for the
maintenance of national unity (315f). See Rawls’ discussion of the “social roots of democracy” in 1999:
His “wide view of public political culture” allows for “positive reasons” or a “positive ground” for
introducing comprehensive doctrines into public political discourse” (152f) because the “roots of
democratic citizenship allegiance to their political conception lie in their comprehensive doctrines, both
religious and nonreligious” (153). Political Liberalism, however, need not undertake such a study (154)
and insists on both religious and non-religious roots.
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movements, whether religious (e.g., a truly global Catholicism or a global umma) or ‘secular’
(e.g., socialists, Wobblies, feminists).321
5.4.6
Fundamentalist Christian denominations as well as fundamentalist Islamic and Hindu scholars
reject not only the real possibility of a truly universal religion but also the universal validity of a
decent and minimal liberal-democratic morality. The claim that priority for democracy can be
nothing else than a Christian or ‘Western’ project, is thoughtfully rejected by Ahmed, Bilgrami,
Bhargava, Bielefeld and others: history is not destiny (versus cultural genetic claims)322 and
historical origin is not decisive for validity claims, particularly if it is not neglected or
‘abstracted away’ but reflected upon.
Religious believers, particularly those who are fundamentalist also complain that liberal
democracy is not really pluralistic, multi-cultural or ‘neutral’ with regard to the competing
versions of a good life, that it shows a particularist bias towards a specific way of life by
favoring demanding concepts of tolerance, autonomy, reason or ‘rational revisability’ (see 3.2),
or even individualist self-creation. They rightly recognize that even minimalist liberaldemocratic morality cannot and, as all morality, should not be morally ‘neutral’ and, in addition
cannot be strictly culturally neutral or anti-perfectionist even if one tries to minimize the
inevitable spill-over effects of legal and political autonomy.323 324 Even if one defends maximum
accommodation for ultra-orthodox religious practitioners within the constraints of minimal
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See above note 13 (versus Rousseau and Casanova).
V.d. Haag 1988: “historically religion has been the source of morality” (quoted in Audi
1989:291) and, thus, morality cannot be decoupled from religion. This is one of the very unwelcome
consequences of the secularization-paradigm pointed out by Blumenberg (see 1.2).
323
Mere ‘exposure’ already changes ways of life and thinking (see 10 with Rosenblum and Swaine).
See Stoltenberg’s excellent analysis of the paradigmatic case Mozert v. Hawkins County Public Schools
(agreeing with Judge Boggs that, in some cases of peaceful fundamentalist dissenters this may be reason
for a “profound sense of sadness” (584). Her criticism of the “inability of our traditional philosophical
resources to resolve” (1993:647) these questions, however, suffers from one central weakness: priority
for democracy indeed requires “the bracketing of the ‘truth question’” (665) but this does not condemn us
to “subjectivism” or “historicism” (666 et passim).
324
The related claim that priority for democracy would be unfair because “secular citizens (but not
religious citizens – V.B.) are able to lead whole and integrated lives” (Parekh 1996) is untenable because
secular citizens themselves also may hold more comprehensive ‘secular’ moral theories and conceptions
of a good life. The whole idea that public or political debate should help citizens to lead whole and
integrated lives in modern societies is, in my view, at odds with any conceivable version of political
deliberation in modern, differentiated and culturally deeply diverse state-societies (see also Rosenblum’s
rejection of ‘integralism’-charges (2000:15-21).
322
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morality, this points to an unavoidable, minimal price to be paid for living under liberaldemocratic constitutions. The specific limits of toleration of practices of different religious
groups (e.g. of illiberal, anti-democratic ultra-orthodox religions as long as they do not endorse
or engage in violence) depending on issues and contexts will be further explored in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Exclusion of religious reasons from public deliberation? Trust in
(moderately) agonistic democracy

Liberal democratic constitutions guarantee freedoms of political communication and antipaternalist decision-making. They accept deep disagreement in nearly all matters but provide
mechanisms to deal with disagreement by (qualified and iterative) majority decisions which are,
in principle at least, always revisable. Many political philosophers however do not seem to trust
that these institutional and procedural modes provide enough stability and legitimacy of the
liberal-democratic polity and political decisions and actions (politics/policies) under conditions
of deep cultural and religious diversity or ‘reasonable pluralism’. They see, in various ways, a
need to restrict the contents and kinds of ‘reasons’ in public deliberation by excluding ‘religious
reasons’ or all sorts of reasons that refer to comprehensive doctrines. Religious reasons, in
particular, seem dangerous because they are said to be inherently conservative; to inhibit human
freedoms, tolerance, or independent scrutiny and research; to show not due respect to citizens of
other religions or non-believers; to be inherently destructive because of the intensity, heat or
fervour raised by ‘great ideals;’ to threaten minimally required political stability and unity, and
so on. The fear and distrust against religious reasons is clearly very intense because the ways and
strategies of ‘exclusionary secularists’ to control, regulate, and discipline, allowable reasons and
participants in public talk seem, as already indicated above in 4.4, plainly incompatible with
fairly extensive constitutional freedoms of political communication.
In this chapter, I shortly summarize criticism of ‘exclusivist secularism’ by focusing on the
late John Rawls who has, in my view, presented the most considered version of public reasonrestraint arguments (6.1). His content- and reasonableness constraints eventually became weaker
and less exclusive, reasonable disagreement also ‘infected’ constitutional essentials, and these
developments initiated a shift towards appropriate attitudes and virtues to deal with deep
disagreement on nearly everything. In 6.2, I defend a conception of civic and democratic virtues
that should complement, not replace, liberal-democratic moral principles. It will be minimalist
and not overestimate hopes that associations in civil society or direct interactions in everyday
encounters unambiguously breed toleration, moderation and civic-democratic minimalism.
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6.1

Public or Secular Reason? Exclusion of religious reasons and other ‘truths’ from
public deliberation?

Many liberal philosophers (e.g. Audi, Macedo, Foley, Marshall, Nagel, Larmore, Perry) have
identified without further consideration ‘public’ and ‘secular’ morality and reasons. Robert
Audi, a sophisticated defender of “liberalism of reasoned respect” has set out to explore
appropriate liberal-democratic principles for states (institutional separation), churches
(ecclesiastical and clerical political neutrality), and for individuals: “mature, rational religious
people” should be guided by two “principles of conscience”: a principle of “secular rationale”
and of secular motivation, and a second-order principle of “theo-ethical equilibrium” between
religious sources/insights and secular sources/considerations (1989:46, 52, 62). For him, public
reason is “secular reason” (title of his reply (1991) to Weithman) by definition (1989:178; 1997).
John Rawls, who has also been associated with this position, has eventually not only
carefully avoided this identification terminologically in his substantive arguments in favour of a
freestanding public morality, he has also criticized it explicitly: “We must distinguish public
reason from what is sometimes referred to as secular reason and secular values. These are not the
same as public reason.” (1999:143). Unfortunately, the importance of this distinction is still not
widely recognized: his ‘reasonableness-exclusivism’ is clearly more fair than ‘secularist’
exclusivism, because it cuts both ways (against all non-reasonable doctrines and all non-public
reasons, whether religious or secular) but it is still exclusivist.325 For reasons of space, and also
because there is such abundant literature available, I confine myself to an extremely short
indication of the complexity of applicability of the exclusions, the ‘content-‘ and
‘reasonableness-constraints and the most relevant critical objections.
In four regards, the applicability of the public-reason restraints has increasingly been
restricted. First, Rawls has clarified that “the appropriate limits of public reason vary depending
on historical and social condition” (1993:251, 248). In the ideal case of “well ordered
constitutional democracies” (1999:138), the restraints of “public reason” are crucial (1999:139),
325

The changes in his position (see Greenawalt 1995) are indicative of general problems connected
with the whole strategy to exclude certain reasons, and his shift towards a more inclusive position enables
us to demarcate and criticize the hard core of all exclusivist thinking. Other versions of theories of
restraint are included only selectively. In the mean time, various more or less radical criticism of
exclusivist positions is mushrooming: Greenawalt 1988, 1995; Benhabib 1989, 1991, 2002; Weithmann
1991, 1997; Waldron 1993, Thiemann 1996, Colemann 1997, Hollenbach 1997, Quinn 1997, Sher 1997,
Fish 1997, Neal 1997, Perry 1997, 2003, Murphy 2001, Parekh 2000:304ff, Eisenach 2000, Shah
2000:132-5, Spinner-Halev 2000:142ff, Rosenblum 2001, Connolly 1995, 1999, Galston 2002.
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and the exclusive view is defended. In contexts of “less well ordered” or in “not well ordered
societies” where a “profound division about constitutional essentials” exists (e.g., on slavery),
Rawls defends “the more inclusive view” (1993:215). Second, which issues or range of subjects
are covered by the restraints? Rawls made increasingly clear that they “do not apply to all
political questions but only to those involving what we may call ‘constitutional essentials’ and
questions of basic justice” or “fundamental questions”. In debates on “ordinary political
issues”, comprehensive doctrines and ‘nonpublic reasons’ may be invoked. Third, which persons
are affected, or to whom the restraints apply: judges; legislators; executive officials; candidates
for public office; citizens (all or some, individually or also collectively as organized in interestgroups, advocacy groups, political parties); church-officials? In his Political Liberalism, it seems
as if the constraints would apply only or mainly to judges and executive officials. Courts are the
“institutional exemplar” of public reason (1993:235, see 217f). Fourth, do the restraints apply to
“justification rather than decision” (Greenawalt 1995:111), or better, to all forums of talk,
wherever deliberation takes place? Eventually, Rawls divides the arenas of deliberation and the
respective appropriate reasons into: (i) the “domestic” sphere in which domestic reason or “the
reason of families” is apt; (ii) in the “non-public political” forum that is linked to the
“background culture” of “civil society” or the “non-public political culture” (1999:134, 152,
153, 171f), “non-public political reasons” (134) or “social reason” (142) are appropriate
(1993:220). In this sphere, the “liberties of thought and speech, and the right of association” are
ensured (1999:134). (iii) In “the public political forum” (1999:133) only “public reason”
(singular) is appropriate (1993:220).
From 1993 on, Rawls consistently excludes all “non-accessible” reasons or grounds,
whether religious or secular from deliberation on constitutional essentials and matters of basic
justice in the public political forum. His “wide view of public political culture” (1999:152ff)
however introduces more complexity in the relation between comprehensive doctrines and
purely public reason. Reasonable comprehensive doctrines “may be introduced in public
political discussion at any time, provided that in due course proper political reasons .. are
presented that are sufficient” as support. In addition to this weak proviso and the related
completeness- (1999:144) and sincerity- or good-faith requirements (1993:241, 1999:137, 140,
156), the content-restraint on public reason is further weakened by the following arguments: (i)
Rawls acknowledges that “content and idea of political justice may vary” (1993:226), that his
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own political conception of justice is only one among a family of competing theories
(1999:141), and he increasingly restricts the content from a broader version (in his Theory of
Justice) where the “constitutional essentials and basic justice” include the “more demanding”
principles of “equal opportunity” and the “difference principle” to a narrower version of “basic
rights and needs” (see Greenawalt 19995:201f, 227-9) akin to my conception of moral
minimalism (3.2). (ii) Even with regard to this hard core, Rawls increasingly acknowledges
tensions among “many political values” that may be weighed differently” (1993:240) or be
differently combined and ordered. He also sees that “close agreement is rarely ever achieved …
whenever disagreement occurs in balancing values” (241), i.e., in my words: moral pluralism –
and also the under-determinacy of principles.326 In sum, Rawls himself clearly recognizes that
the use of public reason results in major disagreements on all levels. The meaning of the
restraints gets increasingly empty because of contested political conceptions, contested ideas of
public reason, huge disagreement due to moral pluralism, under-determinacy of interpretation
and application of principles, which cannot be filled with decisive content by completeness and
sincerity requirements.
The situation is getting even worse, when we have a look at the standards or guidelines for
inquiry, i.e., the second aspect of content-constraints. The standards or “guidelines of inquiry
that specify ways of reasoning and criteria” without which “substantive principles cannot be
applied” and any political conception would remain incomplete and fragmentary. These
“principles of reasoning and rules of evidence” (1993:224) “have the same basis as the
substantive principles of justice” (225). They are specified in detail as “the burdens of
judgment” (1993:54ff; 1999:177). They “always exist and limit the extent of possible
agreement”. Rawls indicates that a fair amount of reasonable disagreement exists regarding
theoretical frames, explanations and empirical evidence which is not “rooted solely in ignorance
and perversity, or else in the rivalries for power, status, or economic gain” (1993:58), but he still
tends to underestimate the amount of disagreement and the problems of expertocracy.327
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See Greenawalt (1995:113ff) vs. Rawls’ response (1993:244, note 33) to his criticism.
See Bader 1999:616 for his distance from “elaborate economic theories of general equilibrium, if
these are in dispute” (1993:225). See 3.1 for criticism of the irenic model of science. Relational
objectivity, in strict analogy to relational impartiality, requires an inclusive, agonic institutional setting
instead of exclusivism.
327
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In review, the attempts to regulate the content (including political-moral principles and
cognitive standards of truth and evidence) of public reason by standards of ‘reasonableness’ and
‘rationality’ such as logical and conceptual consistency, inference, cognitive adequacy
(theoretical truth and objective empirical validity) and also normative or practical validity are
becoming softer and are not applied rigidly by many authors. Audi, e.g., tries to water down the
criteria for the required “adequate secular reasons”. They should be “well-grounded”, not “illgrounded” but this should not mean that they have to be “objectively correct”, “true
propositions”. “False propositions” are admissible too, if they are “sufficiently well-justified”
(1997: 55, note 25). If it is not “truth” but “justificatory sufficiency” (whatever that may be),
how can he nevertheless invoke “error” (“false premise or invalid inference”, p. 56) as a
criterion for exclusion? Gutmann/Thompson moderate the standards of exclusion even more:
they should not be “impervious to the standards of logical consistency or to reliable methods of
inquiry” (1996:56). In the empirical dimension, admissible reasons should be “consistent with
relatively reliable methods of inquiry” or at least “not be implausible”, “claims need not be
completely verifiable, but they should not conflict with claims that have been confirmed by the
most reliable methods” (56). Still they think that these soft restraints would help to filter out
“admissible” from “inadmissible” reasons but acknowledge more outspokenly that we have to
learn to live with deep moral and cognitive disagreement as the normal state of affairs.
This progressive weakening of the content- and reasonableness-constraints is in itself
important for our discussion even completely independent from the – contested – validity of
mounting criticism against the consecutively weaker and more ambiguous standards of
exclusion. The distinction between not well ordered and well ordered constitutional democracies
runs the risk of “prospective immunization”. The demarcation between constitutional essentials
and ordinary politics is contested and may be linked to the idea/ideology of an ‘a-political’
supreme decision making body in cases that contests are acknowledged. Whether the restraints
apply only to judges and executive officials or also to citizens that should debate and vote
“ideally as if they were legislators” (1993:135), the basic idea is that one actually, not ideally,
achieves impartiality, neutrality or the common good by bracketing non-public reasons and
interests, by insulating them from instead of including them in deliberations. The demarcation of
one monist ‘public political forum’ (instead of many overlapping forums and publics) is vague
and contested (the role of political parties is particularly vexing). Spill-over effects of the
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restraints into ‘civil society’ and ‘the domestic sphere’ may be more serious and counterproductive, and actual deliberations, e.g., in parliament, do not and should not apply the
restrictive legalistic and jurisdictional model of deliberation, public reason or discourse that
inspires Rawls’ theory, and may even do less good in Constitutional Courts. An ideal model of
democratic deliberation and legitimacy, perfectly legitimate in itself to spell out normative
standards, may be misleading and hiding bias from view if the ‘model’ it is applied (in the
‘muddle’) to institutions and actual deliberations/negotiations in a direct and unmediated way.
Idealizations, particularly excessive ones, of citizens, legislators or judges are surely counterproductive, and they are less than ‘second-best’. Are the restraints resulting from the moral duty
of civility “self-restraints” (1993:217; 1999), as it should be, or should they be complemented by
legal duties which then would be incompatible with freedoms of political communication, or do
they spill over into them. ‘Whose rationality’ or reasonableness is presupposed (of different
kinds of elites or of ordinary people) and ‘which rationality’ are we talking of (a comprehensive
conception of reasons or one that privileges cognitivist reasons and discounts practical
knowledge, emotions, passions)?328
During the post-Rawlsian shift towards ‘reasonable’ public deliberation and deliberative
democracy, the concept of reason itself has been thoroughly criticized, partly also in order to get
rid of this elitist bias. Bhikhu Parekh has drawn seven important lessons from a detailed
discussion of the “logic of political discourse” (2000:304 - 13) resulting in a very concise and
sharp criticism of both Rawls’ and Habermas’ versions of public reason:
“Political deliberation is contextual and culturally embedded, is never wholly cerebral or based on arguments alone,
and no single model of it fits all societies. Rawls’ theory of public reason does not seem to appreciate these basic
features of it. It has a rationalist bias, homogenizes and takes a one-dimensional view of public reason, assimilates
the political to judicial reason, and, unwittingly, universalizes the American practice, and that too in its highly
idealized version. In spite of all its strengths, even Habermas’ discourse ethic is vulnerable on all three counts. He
sets up a single model of political discourse and fails to appreciate the depths of national diversity. Like Rawls, he
too takes a narrowly rationalist view of it, stresses arguments and largely ignores other forms of reasons, takes a
homogenous view of political arguments, postulates a culturally unmediated or ‘pure intersubjectivity’ and a
language ‘purified’ of history, concentrates on ‘what’ is said and ignores ‘who’ said it, and often comes close to
assimilating political discourse to an idealized model of philosophical discourse.” (2000:312f.).329
328

Audi’s principles of “secular rationale” and of “theo-ethical equilibrium” for instance privileges a
very specific understanding of “mature, rational people” and requires that reasons are transparent,
propositionally articulated, and cognitively balanced.
329
See for similar criticisms: Tully 1999, 2002, p. 3f, Valadez 1999, Williams 2000, Archard 2001,
Brinck 2002, Ferrara 2002, Deveux 2003. Waldron’s insistence on ‘reasons’ is somewhat ambiguous: to
the extent that he criticizes elitist, rationalist and cognitivist approaches, his appeal to reasons does not
exclude much. If so, why not directly focus on “an open, challenging, and indeterminate form of public
deliberation in which nothing is taken for granted?”(1993:848, see also 2000).
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In opposition to the remnants of ‘cognitivist rationalism’ that has been inherently elitist, it is
increasingly seen that ‘reasons’ should not be reduced to (clearly and propositionally articulated)
‘arguments’, that they should be fully open not only for theoretical but also practical knowledge,
that they should not exclude emotions and passions,330 that homogeneous views of public reason
(singular) have to be rejected, and that the plurality or multiplicity of perspectives has to be
explicitly recognized. ‘Public reason’ does not guarantee, and public reasoning does not result in
consensus, and ‘reasonable reasons’ are not reasons “that might be shared by all citizens as free
and equal” (Rawls 1999:138, my italics) or reasons we all can “agree” with. They should be
‘understandable’, ‘comprehensible’, ‘intelligible’ or ‘accessible’, but it is crucial to resist the
often completely unrecognized shift from the requirement of (a moderate threshold) of
‘understanding’ to the demanding requirement of ‘agreement’, a shift that is systematically
exploited in Habermas’ formal pragmatics making extensive use of the ambiguity of the German
term ‘Verständigung’.331
For my purposes here, it is not so important that one agrees with such criticisms, as I do.
The main points are that public reason-restraints do no longer exclude much, that reasonable
conceptual, moral, theoretical, empirical disagreement is mounting and – particularly regarding
the main question how to deal with disagreement – that the criteria of exclusion eventually seem
to resolve into attitudes, virtues and good practices.
6.2

Moderately agonistic Democracy. Democratic Institutions, Virtues, and Practices

6.2.1

From Principles to Institutions, Virtues, and Good Practices

Content- and reasonableness-constraints have been introduced by liberal political philosophers in
an attempt to regulate, discipline, control or at least guide public reasoning in order to prevent
chaotic, unruly, heated, contentious public debate or talk and to allow for orderly deliberation
and decision making. Critics of liberal constraints propose modest inclusive versions of public
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See Walzer 2003, Melissa Williams and other feminist criticism. Connolly also criticizes that the
‘rationalism’ of secularism and Enlightenment is “too unalert” to enactment, discipline, ritual,
embodiment in repetitive practices (20004:71, 76, 80 (with Asad) but his style of criticism shows the
remnants of post-modernist radicalism (see 1995:xii, assimilating “reason” with “race”).
331
See Bader1984. Forst’s criterium: “sharable among all persons affected” is weaker than
Habermas’ because it stresses that criteria of reciprocity and generality do not lead to consensus
(2005:20).
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reasons (Greenawalt), or more radically inclusive versions (such as Parekh and Connolly)332
which are connected to a more explicitly contextualized theory of morality and public judgment
(Greenawalt 1994: 8, 56, 61, 130-3, 180f; see 3.5). They also defend a broadened and pluralized
perspective on public reasoning. They have only started to spell out what such a view means for
mutual understanding, decision-making and democratic legitimacy. Two interconnected
consequences are of particular interest here.
First, the breakdown of liberal constraints and the acceptance of an explicitly wide and
inclusive view of public reasoning does not in itself lead to chaotic talk or the breakdown of
decision-making and democratically legitimate law. Compared with the detached public
deliberation proposed by Rawls, modelled after an idealized version of legal and judicial
deliberation, public talk will be clearly, and healthily, more ‘anarchic’, unruly, lively and
passionate, less purified, cleansed, dreary and conservative, more open for even fundamental
challenges. Yet it need not go completely ‘out of hand’,333 provided that debaters behave in a
civilized way. Not only principles but also, may be mainly, appropriate attitudes and virtues,
may help to establish (minimally) orderly and civilized public talk and decision-making. The
Rawlsian “political virtues as reasonableness and a readiness to honour the (moral) duty of
civility” (1993:224) presupposes such an attitudinal basis. Gutmann’s and Thompson’s
“principle of reciprocity” turns out to be, in the end, less a principle rather than a virtue:
“uncertainty about the truth of their own position”, as opposed to rigidity, dogmatism and
arrogance (1996:77).334
Second, we see the cunning of institutional reason at work: participating in public talk
under conditions of guaranteed and sanctioned freedoms of political communication and an
effective ban on violence, eventually imparts some minimally required and attitudinally based
virtues of moderation and toleration. In addition, the line between the ‘disciplining’ of passions
by interests (Hirschman) and by morality is as blurred as are strategic and moral motives,
332

See Connolly’s defense of pluralism and his criticism of the “counter drives to Unitarianism”
(2004:67), of “the self-confidence with which .. Unitarians endow already existing limits with eternal
necessity”(69).
333
Like other phrases, e.g. ‘becoming unmanageable’, this still, wrongly, implies that public debate
could or should be in ‘someone’s hand’.
334
The duty to say whatever one wants to say, even the ‘whole truth’ in an ‘understandable’ way (or
in a short phrase: the understandability-requirement stated above), can also be seen as a virtue with an
attitudinal basis. The ‘discipline’ of public reason without content-constraints directly indicates
attitudinal disciplining (Foucault, Asad, Connolly).
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negotiations and deliberations. This is increasingly also seen by defenders of deliberative
democracy (e.g., Deveaux 2005), though they have failed to spell out the institutional
requirements of public debate and democratic decision making under ‘non-ideal’ conditions of
structural inequalities. Moderately agonistic theories of democracy have to combine plausible
accounts of civic and democratic virtues with institutional designs that enable lively and
inclusive public debate.
In recent political philosophy, it is increasingly acknowledged that liberal-democratic
states are not viable, self-reproducing, let alone flourishing constitutional democracies if they
would depend on principles and rights, and on appropriate democratic institutions alone. They
also presuppose a threshold or a modicum of virtuous citizens (Kymlicka 2002:287ff). Here I
discuss how virtues are related to principles (6.2.2), which virtues from the long lists of civic and
democratic virtues belong to the core of civic minimalism (6.2.3), and how they are learned
(6.2.4).335
6.2.2

Replacement of principles by virtues or complementarity?

Liberal restraints eventually became more modest and abstract excluding less and less. Instead of
trying to defend progressively softer versions of this restraint-strategy, we should disconnect the
Rawlsian link between ‘limits of reasons’ and the virtue of ‘civility’. We should explicitly
acknowledge the fact that continuing, even deep moral as well as cognitive and evidential
disagreement among reasonable people is the normal state of affairs in ordinary politics and, to a
lesser degree, also in constitutional politics. We should try to tell the ‘whole truth’ as we see it,
on whatever topic and whenever and wherever it makes sense, accept that others do the same on
an equal footing, tell it in understandable language and discuss it in a civilized way. If we cannot
and need not hope for much consensus in common sense, in the sciences, in moral and political
philosophy, not even on a Rawlsian political conception of justice, then we should rather focus
on civilized and decent ways of living with disagreement. Civic and democratic culture,
attitudes or habits, ethos or virtues, and traditions of good judgment and practice are crucial.

335

A more detailed theory of civic and democratic culture, attitudes/habits, virtues/ethos, and
traditions of good judgment and action is, obviously, way beyond the scope of this book.
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Recently, we have experienced a remarkable shift towards ‘virtue ethics’ that is often
combined with conservative or traditionalist criticism of ‘modern’ or ‘liberal morality’,336 or
alternatively with ‘post-modern’ criticism as in the emerging tradition inspired by the late work
of Foucault. Both cannot resist, or even openly propagate, the temptation to replace morality by
‘ethos’, principles and rights by ‘virtues’ and/or ‘duties’. Because I think that these replacement
strategies are unnecessary and counterproductive, I follow the line of authors in the ‘liberal’
tradition, broadly speaking, that defend a productive complementarity of morality and ethos,
principles and virtues, rights and duties.
I clarify my position by way of a short criticism of William Connolly’s ambiguous criticism of ‘morality’
symptomatic for most post-modernist theories. All liberal theories of morality, together with ‘liberal
morality’ itself, are indiscriminately said to have six crucial shortcomings.

(i) They are accused of “mono-Kantianism and mono-secularism” and “unitarianism” (just like
their counterpart: “mono-theism” (1999:11)). In addition, they are criticized as “command
morality” (1995:181): the “commands .. of practical reason, or communicative competence”
(1999:13) “must set the authoritative matrix of public life” (1999:6), and it is suggested that
liberal philosophers try to “occupy such a place of unquestioned authority” (1999:33, 38).
(ii) They are said to use uncritical concepts of ‘reason’ neglecting its ‘normalizing’,
‘disciplining’, ‘excluding’, ‘encapsulating’ powers, or its ‘violence’.
(iii) Liberal theories and (even moderately universalist) liberal morality are inherently ‘closed’:
‘fixed set of rules’, ‘crystallized codes’, ‘retrospective’, ‘backward looking’, ‘ex post’. All
336

Two strands can be distinguished in the recent revival of virtue-ethics: first a criticism of
modern ways of life and, particularly, of the ‘thin’ liberal theory of the good (including the impact of
liberal morality on The Good Life) by conservative, predominantly Catholic authors (Anscombe,
Oakshott, MacIntyre), but also by Bernard Williams and Charles Taylor. They are all aiming at thick(er)
theories of a Good Life and the related virtues. Second, authors who are, broadly speaking, sympathetic
with liberal morality and reasonable pluralism but point to a serious lack in predominant liberal theories
regarding virtues (and also duties, see O’Neill). They are not primarily interested in elaborating
alternative theories of a good life and the respective virtues but the minimally required virtues of citizens
needed for the reproduction and/or flourishing of rule of law and liberal democracy under conditions of
cultural and religious diversity (e.g. Galston, Macedo, Gutmann/Thompson, Barber, Kymlicka). They all
try to argue as ‘anti-perfectionist’ as possible and do not intent to replace ‘liberal morality’ by virtueethics. ‘Neo-Aristotelians’ can be found in both traditions (as is increasingly made clear in the more
recent work of Martha Nussbaum in which she fully endorses Rawlsian political liberalism). In addition,
duty-theories like Onora O’Neill’s or Scheffler’s are much more intimately connected with virtues
compared to rights-theories (not much virtues involved in claiming your rights except when they are not
used as ‘shooting guns’).
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‘registers of justice’ are inherently conservative, unable to deal with the ambiguity of morality,
denying development and renewal of morality (see 1995:185f, 232).
(iv) Principles or ‘codes’ of liberal morality are not determinate enough and “recourse to the
porous rules of a … public procedure, reason or deliberation are insufficient” (2004:87;
2000:614, 1995:xvi).
(v) Liberal morality is also insufficient because it either “ignores” the “visceral register of
subjectivity and inter-subjectivity”, “visceral aptitudes” and “visceral judgment”, or “it
disparages it in the name of a public sphere in which reason, morality, and tolerance flourish”
(199:3, see 25ff, 163ff); by this it “forfeits some of the very resources needed to foster a
generous pluralism”.
Connolly’s own “ethos of pluralization” is ambiguously caught between a full rejection of liberal
morality, principles and rights and their replacement by, on the one hand, a ‘post-modern’, ‘postliberal’ ethos and on the other hand, the possibility of productive complementarity. The first
three reasons favour a full replacement of liberal, universalist morality by a post-Nietzschean
‘ethics of cultivation’ that monopolizes claims to be ‘emancipatory’, ‘liberating’, or
‘progressive’, the latter two would allow a more complementary relation. Yet even then, ethos
clearly has to be “more fundamental” (1995:187). As may be evident from the last section, I
fully endorse Connolly’s criticism of the remnants of secularism and cognitivist rationalism. I
also accept that under-determinacy of principles and, more importantly, moral pluralism require
some recourse to culture and ethos that are “never reducible to code” (1995:xvi). Connolly, like
Hayeck, is right to highlight the “uncodifiable” (1995:187) “cultural reserve of care, generosity
from which reassessment of the morality of existing moral codes is periodically renewed” (183).
I also assume that Connolly himself does not want to “eliminate arguments, rationality, language
or conscious thought from public discourse” (1999:36), that ‘reasons’ instead of the one Reason
with capital R is what public talk is all about. This, however, should at least moderate the fullscale, ambiguous attack on ‘reason as violence’ symptomatic for ‘Critical Theory’ since Adorno.
More important would be to clarify the “profound ambiguity inhering in universal rights”
(1995:185) or the “ambiguous relation” that his preferred ethos of critical responsiveness “bears
to the discourse” or “the register of justice” in two regards, a negative and a positive one.
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The negative one has to do with the claim that all registers of justice, no matter how
universalist they may be, are inherently closed, exclusionary, static, fixed, retrospective. This
claim depends on his construction of “happy universalists” (1995:186) thinking that the ‘register
of justice and rights’ would be “complete”, and on the plausibility of his claim that authors like
Habermas or Benhabib – linking an “ever more inclusionary interpretation of universal
principles” that should enable to see injuries as injustice to social movements – are misguided
because principles are inherently closed by definitional fiat.337
The positive link to universal rights or the ‘register of justice’ as “indispensable elements”
consists of empty, unspecified declamations. Even phrases like “invoking the universal” (186),
that are sometimes said to be “true enough”, are immediately followed by statements like
“struggling against becoming captured entirely by the moral limitations they produce. This is
where genealogy, deconstruction, and critical responsiveness come in as indispensable
counterpoints to existing codes of morality and justice” (232, my italics). Instead of spelling out
his own list of minimal moral constraints, we are left with salvatory clauses. The way in which
this is articulated, however, is revealing in itself, because ‘indispensable counterpoints’
presuppose exactly these ‘universal’ ‘registers of justice’ and would point in a direction of
productive complementarity rather than replacement.338
Productive complementarity however is not the theoretical strategy elaborated by Connolly.
His pluralist ethos either replaces principles and rights or is declared to be more fundamental.
This strategy has important costs and drawbacks: (i) He does not positively spell out in detail the
minimal morality that is universally required for decent and liberal-democratic polities (see
2004:83). (ii) Reference to principles of rule of law and democratic decisionmaking are at least
implicitly always invoked if one asks: which virtues? It is obvious, e.g., that the virtues
‘invoked’ by Nietzschean and post-Nietzschean ‘ethics of cultivation’ or ‘care for the self’ are
not inherently liberal and democratic but quite often elitist. Virtue-ethics, quite in general, have
more difficulties to counter “the inherent logic of closure” and exclusion than universal
337

Both Habermas and Benhabib do not defend the strange construction of “democratic neoHegelians” and their “dialectical progression” that would “realize itself” quasi-automatically (232). The
effects of such a ´dialectic´ would be “to celebrate past achievements of pluralization by making critical
responsiveness today less alert and energetic than it might be” (see 186).
338
“If you anticipate, as I do, that such consolidations and retrospective disclosures recur
indefinitively – that we never reach the point of justice without absence – you might acknowledge that
the practice of justice and rights is indispensable to cultural pluralization and that justice itself depends
upon cultivation of an ethos of critical responsiveness to difference that exceeds it”.
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principles and the ‘register of justice’. (iii) Historically and actually, social movements that
criticize normalization, disciplining, exclusion, discrimination, exploitation, or full scale
marginalization, do so not mainly, and certainly not only, by developing the virtues of critical
responsiveness and by ‘politics of becoming’. They are motivated by, and they legitimize their
actions by a critical and more universal re-interpretation of existing principles and ‘registers of
justice’.339 (iv)The fact that moral and political philosophers quite often are ‘in the rearguard’
(see above) does not mean that moral principles and rights, or the ‘register of justice’ itself
would be so, a fact completely ignored by Connolly. His pluralist ethos and his ‘politics of
enactment’ – monopolizing openness, dynamism, looking forward – has alone to do all the
critical work to sensitize, recognize hitherto hidden injuries and bring them into the ‘register’ of
injustice.
For all these reasons it seems advisable not to replace (moderately universal) principles of
justice and ‘rights’ by ethos and virtues, or simply to declare the latter ‘more fundamental’. We
rather should stop playing the ‘replacement’ and ‘more fundamental’ games and, instead, specify
the multiple ways in which principles/rights and virtues are or might be productively combined.
Both the one-way traffic from principles to virtues and practices that characterizes mainstream
liberal political philosophy, and the one-way traffic from practices to virtues and – may be in the
end also – to principles that characterizes Connolly’s theory, seem unnecessary and
counterproductive.
6.2.3

Liberal and democratic virtues: why minimalism?

Concepts are contested. Without further discussion, I use a broad, anthropological, dynamic,
heterogeneous concept of culture(s) that includes cognitive and normative patterns, languages,
and traditional ways of seeing, doing and organizing things which are always to a certain degree
contested and negotiated.340 Habits or attitudes are conceived as ‘embodied’ cultures and
cultures as ‘objectified’ habits.341 I take virtues to be a combination of specific competences and
motivations to think and act in a normatively praised way.342 Culture(s), habits, and virtues

339

See Scott 1990, Bader/Beschop 1989:150ff; Bader 1991, chapter VI; 2006a.
See Bader 1995:94ff and 2001 for a critique of essentialist and constructivist concepts.
341
In critical debate with Bourdieu, see Bader 1991, chapter 3; 1995:94f.
342
Following Christis (1998:283-97) I use a non-essentialist conception of competences and virtues,
criticizing their reduction to actual performances.
340
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together do not determine but structurate practical judgment and action. In turn, in medium or
long terms, they are impacted by traditions of good judgment and practices, and obviously, also
by institutions. For now, I bracket all the links of virtues with institutions, culture(s), and
practices focusing only on virtues and on political virtues in particular.343
6.2.3.1 Long Lists of Liberal-democratic Virtues
Liberal-democratic virtues, to begin with, are more specific than political virtues in general like
courage, law-abidingness, and loyalty – for citizens or subjects – and general ‘executive’ virtues
like initiative, independence, resolve, persuasiveness, diligence, patience (Galston 1991:221,
Macedo 19991:269). Liberal-democratic virtues are clearly distinct from aristocratic or other
elitist virtues in non-democratic polities, but also from classic and modern civic-republican
virtues, which are explicitly perfectionist and informed by a theory of the good life that should
be supreme. They are also distinct from classic liberal virtues that are implicitly or explicitly
elitist. Liberal-democratic virtues have to be compatible with reasonable cultural and religious
diversity and competing conceptions of the Good Life, and they should not prescribe but allow
stronger, more participatory, less thin conceptions of democracy and the related virtues. They
should contain only those virtues needed for the smooth reproduction of decent and/or liberaldemocratic polities.
Civic and democratic virtues344 presuppose some more general competences or ‘skills’
(e.g., reading, talking, understanding, interpreting) and minimal ‘intellectual virtues’ (Murphy
2004:247, 257f) but cannot be reduced to cognitive skills and commitments. Before defending
civic minimalism, I present a long and rough list which contains an often uneasy and unbalanced
mix of competences and dispositions (attitudes or habitualized motivations) derived from
literatures that use a vague conception of virtues and do not insist on both components of virtues.

343

See Bader 1997:786 for ‘political’ virtues, and note 51 on social, economic, professional virtues.
See Murphy (2004:247, 257f) for “intellectual virtues”. Virtues cannot be reduced to competencies only,
let alone to moral competencies or cognitive competencies (as Kohlberg thinks). They also require a
motivational commitment or readiness to use competences that is more or less deeply embedded in
‘attitudes’, ‘character’ or ‘personality’. To acquire the latter, formal education or teaching in schools
(instead of ‘vorming’) is even less apt than with regard to competencies.
344
‘Civic’ culture and virtues point to minimally decent ‘liberal’ aspects of rule of law, civic rights
and the respective duties and virtues. ‘Democratic’ culture and virtues refers to the democratic part of the
‘liberal-democratic’ compromise. Murphy, for one, has shown that all lists of civic and democratic
virtues are contested: “we simply cannot agree about appropriate civic virtues” (2004:222f, 228).
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I start with generic civic-democratic virtues and the virtues of citizens before shortly indicating
liberal democratic virtues for judicial, legislative and executive functionaries.
The generic virtues of liberal-democratic politics can be grouped into the following,
analytically distinct clusters (the respective competences and dispositions overlap and need not
neatly be separated).
(i)

A disposition of habitualized “self-discipline” (Connolly 2004:69) and a commitment to

resolve disputes and conflicts through public debate and peaceful decision making, instead of
recourse to violence, and the corresponding virtue of civility345 (opposed to torture, cruelty,
brutality), of ‘moderation’ or (permission-) toleration346, ‘trustworthiness’ and maybe some
sense of ‘minimalist justice’. These basic civic virtues are minimal virtues for any decent polity,
liberal-democratic or non-liberal.
(ii)

A disposition and commitment to discern the equal rights of others and the restraint to

tolerate and respect them. The corresponding virtues of (respect-) toleration (3.2) and mutuality
are basic virtues for any liberal-democratic polity. These are the habitualized competences
linked to basic democratic principles like ‘equal liberties’ or ‘equal respect and concern’ and the
corresponding duties of reciprocity.347 The virtue of toleration can be interpreted in a minimalist
but crucial way as “gritted teeth tolerance of some things you hate” (Connolly 2004:69) and
respect can be seen as “agonistic respect” (2004:72; 2000:614; 1995: 191, 234f) or “agonistic
reciprocity” “between two contending constituencies each of which has gained a fair amount of
recognition and power in the existing order,” instead of more demanding and maximalist
interpretations like “mutual recognition” (Taylor, Tully), “openness and curiosity”, or even
“enthusiastic endorsement of difference”348 and harmonious conceptions of respect.

345

Contrary to Barber (1984:223) I think that civility is a common virtue of all decent polities,
certainly of liberal-democracy minimally understood, not a specific distinct virtue of strong democracy in
opposition to “accountability (reciprocal control)” for representative and to “fraternity (reciprocal love
and fear)” for unitary democracy.
346
Shklar 1990; Galston 1991:228, Rosenblum 1998, Warren 2001:73
347
See Rawls TJ, 1993:217, 253; Gutmann/Thompson 1996; Macedo 1991:265ff and 273;
Barber 1984:189; Galston 1991: 222; Bauböck 1994:313.
348
See Walzer’s excellent treatment of the “different attitudes of toleration” (1997:10ff), stressing
minimalism and highlighting the paramount importance of “regimes” or institutions of toleration
compared with principles and virtues of tolerance. The importance of “gritted teeth toleration” and
indifference is vividly demonstrated by recent nightmares in republican ‘integration’- discourse and
policies in the Netherlands and elsewhere. See v. d. Berg (2004) for psychic capacity and ethos of
‘resilience’. See also Kymlicka 2005 for tensions between principles and institutions of Multiculturalism
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(iii) Related are the more demanding “deliberative virtues” or “self-governing reflective
capacities” like “self-esteem, self-criticism, and experimentation” (Gutmann 1994:24) with
regard to public debate.349 Liberal democracy, minimally understood, clearly does not require
people to participate in public debates but if they do, some minimal capacity and committment
of self-criticism seems required. More demanding and maximalist versions would insist that
virtues like “comparative contestability” of our own “fundamental perspectives” (Connolly
2004:611; 1999:8, 39, 186; 1995:191) are required for a vibrant pluralist debate.
(iv) Deliberative democrats and defenders of an ethos of pluralism add a more demanding
habitualized commitment and the corresponding virtues like a willingness to engage in public
debate, a willingness to listen to ‘strange and even obnoxious’ views; and to engage in
persuading others. Again, there are more minimal (Galston 1991:227) and more demanding
versions of these virtues of public deliberation like Barber’s “mutualistic art of listening”
(1984:174ff, see 182ff), Gutmann/Thompson’s virtues like “civic integrity” (consistency in
speech and between speech and action, integrity of principle), “civic magnanimity”
(acknowledgement of the equal moral status of opponents in speech and action, openmindedness, and economy of moral disagreement) (1996:79ff), or Connolly’s virtues of
“reflective engagement” (2004:73, 83; 1995:5f, 9, 36, 39, 186), “relational modesty”, “reciprocal
forbearance”, and “critical responsiveness”.350
(v) The capacity and commitment to narrow the gap between liberal-democratic principles and
practices – a virtue required to deal productively with all aspects of the under-determinacy of
principles (Galston 1991:227); and perhaps some disposition to productively live with that gap351
as well as some horse-trading between competing principles in a world of moral pluralism.

and the perfectionist ideal of demanding ‘intercultural citizenship’, the respective virtues, and some
counterproductive effects of the latter. See12.6.
349
See Macedo 1991:267, 269, 272ff for this dialectic of civil mutual respect and personal selfconceptions. See Unger 1987 for an enthusiast, v.d. Berg (2004) for a very sober version. See 13 for
education.
350
“Relational modesty” between proponents of different faiths and creeds means that it is “neither
necessary nor honorable to announce all the fundamentals you can marshal each time you address an
issue. A lot can be hold back” (Connolly 1999:9, see 2004:67, 74, 84ff). It is closely linked to or identical
with the virtue of “reciprocal forbearance” (1995:xxiii), of “folding secondary practices of relational
modesty into devotional rituals”, to “studied indifference” and to “critical responsiveness”. Macedo
rightly stresses the inevitable non-neutrality of all these virtues (1991:261f).
351
‘Principle-pulling practices’ (e.g. the case of euthanasia in NL) as well as ‘practice-allowing
principles’ (e.g. condoning officially illegal practices (soft-drug coffee-shops in NL).
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(vi) In addition to these input- and through-put-oriented virtues, some output-oriented virtues
like accepting majority decisions and accepting the time limits and process costs of democratic
procedures are also required though this is blatantly absent from most discussions among
political philosophers.
In addition to these generic civic and democratic virtues, citizens should be able to evaluate
candidates for office and their performances critically (stressed by conservatives and so-called
‘realist’ democrats) and they should be able and willing to at least minimally participate in
politics. The participation-ladder ranges from the minimal moral or political duty to turn out
during elections (only in some Latin American countries and in Belgium also a legal duty) via
participation in public debate on many levels, membership and or leading positions in political
parties, representative and administrative public bodies, and so on. Libertarian and liberal
theories of democracy require a bare minimum of participation whereas all more ‘voicecentered’ theories urge more demanding, clearly less anti-perfectionist virtues of participation in
talk and action.352
6.2.3.2 Defending Civic-Democratic Minimalism
This is a long list of ever more demanding and perfectionist civic, democratic and even
‘interculturalist’ virtues. In defending civic minimalism, three arguments are crucial: antiperfectionism, the relation between regimes and virtues, and how virtues are acquired.
First, more demanding democratic and inter-culturalist virtues are increasingly at odds with
the requirement that under conditions of reasonable pluralism, these virtues should be as antiperfectionist as possible in order to gain agreement amongst defenders of competing

352

Liberal-democratic virtues for political elites, broadly speaking, include (i) judicial virtues like
(embedded) impartiality, attachment to principles and a certain reluctance to bargain and compromise
where rights and fairness are at stake. (ii) Legislative virtues imply some judicial ones, but they are more
open to engagement, compromise and accommodation. They also include a, more than normally developed ability “to survey different ideals in personal deliberation and the willingness to engage in dialogue
with those who disagree” (Macedo 1991:275) and to search for long-term interests and collective ends.
(iii) Specific liberal-democratic executive and administrative virtues, apart from resolve, perseverance,
performance, and so on, would include self-restraint, resistance to temptations to gain cheap popularity;
acceptance of rule of law and judicial review, accountability, and so on. (iv) Specific liberal-democratic
virtues of political leaders and intellectuals would include capacity to develop proactive ideas, solutions
and programs that integrate and aggregate divergent issues and interests, more than normal critical
control-capacities; rhetorical persuasion, self-restraint to a lesser degree, and so on.
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comprehensive doctrines and ways of life.353 In 3.2.1.2, I’ve already discussed the tension
between moral minimalism and democracy’s egalitarian, deliberative drive towards congruence.
Moral minimalism urges us to keep the list of virtues as sober and short as possible. For moral
minimalists, it is urgent to distinguish between the minimal virtues required for the functioning
of minimally decent polities like law-abidingness, civility, moderation, self-discipline, gritting
teeth toleration, trustworthiness, and maybe a sense of minimalist justice (i);354 the virtues
required for the functioning of liberal-democracies minimally understood (agonistic respect of
all as free and equal, minimal mutuality or reciprocity (ii); including the bare minimum of
participation, accepting some horse-trading and legal majority-decisions); the political virtues
that may be morally laudable (from the perspective of realizing democracy as a prominent or
even paramount aspect of a Good Life) and that may be required for the ‘flourishing’ of
democratic polities (iii and iv);355 and the virtues of ‘inter-culturalism’ or ‘pluralism’.
Aggregative, vote-centered theories of democracy, normatively defended by libertarians and
liberals, are content with the bare minimum of citizenship virtues. All more deliberative, voiceand action-centered theories require thicker concepts of democratic political culture, habits and
virtues,356 virtues of participation in particular.357 Deliberative democrats focus on the cluster of
deliberative virtues of citizens and also try to pluralize public debate by including gender, ethnonational and religious diversity.358 ‘Strong’ democrats more outspokenly complement talk359
with judgment and action of citizens and try to empower citizens by adding direct-democratic
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These virtues may still be ethno-nationally relationally neutral (Bader 1997b for the thicker
versions of political culture) but they are certainly not neutral with regard to competing religious and
non-religious comprehensive doctrines.
354
Murphy, who rejects the idea of civic schooling as both ineffective and subversive (2004), has
demonstrated by default how important moral minimalism is.
355
In addition, obviously, also from (iv) maximalist, demanding virtues of ‘interculturalism’ that are
often said to be needed for the flourishing of multi-cultural institutions and policies.
356
In this regard, the Barber’s criticism of representative liberal democracy as “thin” democracy is a
mixed blessing not only because his “strong” democracy is also mainly representative, but also because it
is openly perfectionist even if only modestly so: ‘primus inter pares’ (1984).
357
See discussion in Cunningham 1987 and 2003. Actual participation is selective and elitist (class,
education, gender, ethnicity): Verba et al. 1995, Fung/Wright 2003.
358
Feminist approaches explicitly try to pluralize ‘public reason’, becoming increasingly agonistic:
Benhabib 1996, Young 1996, Devreux 2005. See Valadez 2001, Tully 2005, Nimni 2006 Connolly 2004
for increasingly agonistic theories of ethno-national and religious diversity. See Mouffe (2000) in the
‘post-Marxist’ tradition.
359
See Barber (1984:177f, 209ff) for ‘strong’ democracy, Unger 1987 for ‘empowered’ democracy,
and Fung/Wright 2003 for ‘empowered deliberative democracy’.
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political institutions. In addition, proponents of ‘empowered’ democracy argue that socioeconomic and institutional empowerment is a precondition for a well-functioning political
democracy. Empowering citizens on many levels is complemented with proposals to include all
relevantly affected stakeholders. Proponents of different versions of ‘associative democracy’
share and further elaborate this emphasis on the inclusion of relevant stakeholders in talk,
decision-making and implementation in all societal fields and not only in ‘politics’ as
traditionally understood. They differ in the respective emphasis on ‘deliberation’ and
‘consensus’ (Cohen/Rogers, Cohen, Cohen/Sabel) compared with compromise, negotiation cum
deliberation (Zeitlin 2005), and agonistic talk (Mansbridge, Hirst360). They also differ in their
emphasis on strong political participation compared with a clearly voluntarist and minimalist
conception and a more flexible and sober relationship between ‘voice’ and ‘exit’ (Hirst 2001,
Bader 2005), and, finally, with respect to high or fairly moderate hopes (e.g. Rosenblum 1998,
Warren 2001) that associations actually work as productive seedbeds of democratic virtues.
Second, appropriate regimes of toleration or liberal democracy (i.e. rules of the game and
institutions) are more important than virtues. Simply put, the better the regimes the less virtues
are required from citizens: citizens need not be heroes. For the stable functioning of liberaldemocratic polities under normal conditions, a threshold or a modicum of civic democratic
virtues, maybe combined with some surplus of more demanding political virtues, seem enough.
Instead of requiring, teaching or even imposing the full set of demanding virtues all the time on
all people, it may be enough if at least some people are more virtuous under the condition that all
live up to the required minimal threshold.361 The hard question for defenders of civic
minimalism is whether this would be sufficient in conditions of emergency when regimes are
threatened (see 12.2).
Third, learning competencies or skills by formal teaching in schools may be hard enough
and also requires ‘learning by doing’ but teaching the right kinds of attitudes, dispositions,
360

In this regard, they are similar to explicitly agonistic but not necessarily associative conceptions
of democracy like Tully, Mouffe, Archard, v. d. Brink.
361
Traditionally, this has been interpreted in an elitist way (by old and new civic republicans as well
as by classical and modern elitist liberals) but this is not implied in what I say: (some, many) ‘ordinary’
people may be highly virtuous and many political elites be highly corrupt. It depends. In addition, it is
clearly morally and politically legitimate to require higher standards and virtuousness from political
elites, broadly speaking, because they have more ‘power’ and ‘responsibility’.
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commitments, forming the character of people in schools is even harder. In addition to learning
by doing and the right kinds of everyday interactions, it requires the right kind of ‘family’ and
primary socialization.
6.2.4

Seedbeds of liberal-democratic virtues

Virtuous citizens do not fall from heaven, nor are they provided by an ‘inherent telos’ of human
nature with the respective competencies and dispositions. They are also not a necessary fall-out
of ‘shared’ principles, nor do they follow quasi-automatically from living in appropriate
institutional settings, as many happy institutionalists may believe. Institutionalists may be right
when they stress that institutions, in the medium or long-term, have more structurating power
compared with both principles and virtues, and also that policies to change institutions are more
important and feasible than moral pedagogy.362 I have repeatedly referred above to the cunning
of institutional reason: to institutional rules of public talk that discipline presented reasons much
more effectively than contested content- and reasonableness-constraints can ever achieve; to the
‘institutional learning’ of liberal-democracy by religious parties through the institutional logic
of competitive democratic party-systems; to the learning of toleration by living under effective
regimes of toleration that guarantee minimally tolerant everyday interactions.
Still, virtues have to be learned and acquired. This can be achieved in four different,
overlapping ways: Firstly, by primary socialization and schooling either intentionally by trying
to inculcate the appropriate virtues,363 or indirectly, by participating in appropriate practices.
Second, learning democracy by doing, i.e., by actually participating in appropriately structured
democratic (political) institutions. Third, learning civic and democratic virtues by participating
in the huge diversity of associations in ‘civil society.’ Fourth, learning civic and democratic
virtues by regular and continuing everyday interaction with demographically widely
heterogeneous people (class, gender, colour, ethnic and religious origin) in all types of
362

See Bader 2001d:203. Murphy also clearly distinguishes between deliberative teaching and
“foreseen but unintended spill-over effects” (2004:265) or “by-products” (233). Schooling ‘civics’
stimulates heated contests about civic virtues (231), reasons why Tomasi (2002) argues to minimize the
inevitable, non-neutral consequences, and Reich argues against emphatic liberalism of autonomy and
personhood). All this, however, does not prevent minimal agreement on minimalist decent virtues, a
possibility not explored by Murphy.
363
That these attempts may be quite counterproductive (Murphy 2004) is often forgotten in
fashionable theories of ‘disciplining’ (Foucault, Asad) and ‘civilization’ (Elias) assuming that discourses
and practices nearly always produce the desired results.
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organizations and particularly in public spaces (neighbourhoods, cities). Here, I proceed from
the assumption that the second way is the most promising and important one because families
and schools (see 13) and also civil associations and plants create democratic virtues only if they
actually practice democracy internally. I only address the third and fourth way because most
democratic theorists interested in civic-democratic virtues combine high hopes (which
sometimes may be too high) with these ‘schools of democracy’ or ‘seedbeds of virtue’.
Many sociologists and political philosophers contend that in a vibrant ‘civil society’,
participation in a huge variety of voluntary associations serves as an important seedbed of civic
and democratic virtues.364 Rosenblum (1998; 2002:148f, 163ff)) has criticized the predominant
– liberal, communitarian, deliberative and associative democratic – approaches in political
theory for their undifferentiated assumptions about the effects of associational life on the moral
dispositions of members personally and the consequences for liberal democracy. Neither
optimistic liberal expectancy about associations as schools of civic virtues and simplistic
transmission-belt models of civil society nor the widespread pessimism in the tradition of
Rousseau and Madison about associations as a dangerous threat to liberal democracy and a
seedbed of particularist vices are theoretically plausible or empirically corroborated. She shows
convincingly that the “moral valence of group life is indeterminate” and that “no general theory
of the moral uses of pluralism” (1998:17) can be expected. In practical terms, she rightly warns
against the “liberal democratic logic of congruence” (36ff), particularly by legal enforcement, as
if the prime purpose of associations would be to produce virtuous citizens. This warning is also
directed against the design of associative democracy by Cohen/Rogers (41).

364

Social scientists like De Tocqueville, Durkheim, Dewey, Cole, Bellah, Almond/Verba,
Verba/Schlozman/Brady, Putnam (for short summaries see Warren 2001) propagate the ‘healthy’,
‘beneficial’ working of associations. Recently, many liberal political philosophers (not only Macedo and
Galston, but Rawls and Audi as well) have clearly stated that ‘private’ or ‘social’ associations like
churches and sects may contribute significantly to the development of civic and political virtues and the
skills of pluralist citizenship needed for the stability and flourishing of political democracy and for
effective liberal-democratic constitutions. It appears now to some critics that the liberal strategies of
separation and of privatization of religion, combined with the ardent refusal of any public and political
role for religious associations, are a serious impediment to the development of a lively civic democracy
and are, in the end, self-defeating strategies. See Weithman 1997: 31; Colemann 1997, Hollenbach 1997;
see HLR Note 1987: 1713f. for Bradley; 1619 for Mooney; Thiemann 1996: 96ff, 135ff; Tushnet 1986:
733-38 (in defense of republicanism). Associative democracy has a better record as a ‘Seedbed of
Virtues’ and also for the ‘Transformation of Politics’ (Cohen/Rogers 1992, Hirst 1994, Schmitter 1994,
Bader 1998b, 1999b) but should not reproduce undifferentiated optimism.
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For my purposes more importantly, she highlights that associations indifferent or patently
adverse to liberal public culture actually have beneficial moral effects: by containing vices they
function as a kind of safety valve, and they help to develop more general virtues (not specific for
liberal democratic culture) like self-control, co-operation, trust, generosity, civility which are
much more important for the Democracy of Everyday Life than predominant theories assume.
This argument is convincingly extended to workplaces where demographically diverse people
are bond to work together. “Even hierarchically organized, non-union workplaces can foster
social ties and civic skills that are essential in a diverse democratic society” (Estlund 2003:137)
Mark Warren (2001) has presented the first systematic analysis of the “democratic effects of
associations,”365 demonstrating that specified democratic effects (developmental, public sphere,
and institutional effects) very much depend on the kind of associations we have in mind and
their mixtures, and on contexts.366 With regard to the developmental effects of associations on
individuals (efficacy, information, political skills, civic virtues, and critical deliberative skills
(2001:70-7)), the results for civic virtues, particularly for reciprocity, trust, and recognition of
others,367 are the most important here.
“In Rosenblum’s terms, the primary moral effect of association is the experience of reciprocity built on
mutual expectations of performance. Insofar as association has a voluntary dimension, reciprocity is the
basic sociological building block of cooperation. That is, there is a generic ‘democracy of everyday life’
built into association, albeit in segmented and pluralized ways. There is no necessity, of course, that such
relationships will generalize, but they may provide developmental experiences upon which civic virtues
might be built. One is trust, at least when combined with its reciprocal virtue, trustworthiness.” (74)
Other effects are contributions to “self-respect” that “also enables the recognition of others” (75, my
italics).

Whether associations have low, high, or mixed potentials for developing these civic virtues
depends on different combinations of the following crucial factors: the ease of exit (high/low),
the “medium of social reproduction” (economic, social, political), the orientation towards the
medium (vested/nonvested), and the goods provided by the association.368 Clearly, this does not
365

His careful pro-theoretical conceptual mapping exercise and his modest, middle-range theorizing
is an excellent example how to deal productively with complexity, contingency and diversity (2001:13,
17ff, 206; see Bader 1992).
366
See tables 5.1, 6.1, and chapter 7 “Democratic Associational Ecologies” respectively. See also
Fung 2003.
367
“The list of potential civic virtues is a long one: attentiveness to the common good and concerns
for justice; tolerance of the views of others; trustworthiness; willingness to participate, deliberate, and
listen; respect for the rule of law; and respect for the rights of others. The received list of civic virtues is
far too long to allow any general conclusions” (73).
368
See tables 6.3a, 6.3b, 6.3c respectively.
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allow to draw any general conclusions like ‘high ease of exit’ would always be beneficial369
though some of Rosenblum’s expectations are corroborated: most associations at least contribute
to the learning of some self-restraint and civility.
Many sociologists and most political theorists contend that moderation, self-restraint,
trustworthiness and toleration are learned by regular and continuing everyday interacting with
widely ‘heterogeneous’ people (the fourth way) in all types of organizations – (public or private)
schools, armies, profit or non-profit organizations for goods and services – and, particularly in
public spaces (neighbourhoods, cities).370 Even this hope that everyday interaction produces
minimally required virtues (the everyday interaction thesis or the contact hypothesis) however
has clearly to be qualified. Whether the effects of interactions are in this regard beneficial
depends partly on the degree of voluntariness of these interactions and on contextual variables
like the absence of serious threats, serious patterns of discrimination, severe socio-economic
inequalities and of negative-sum games (see 12.4-12.6). Everyday interaction in global cities or
mixed neighbourhoods, for example, certainly involve contacts among strangers and fosters
conscious awareness of the ‘other,’ but it does not automatically encourage toleration and
political openness to stranger’s views and claims.371
In sum, principles, rights and procedures are certainly not enough to guarantee decent or
liberal-democratic polities, and institutions, associations, and everyday-interactions do not
automatically generate the appropriate and minimally required virtues. Virtues have still to be
learned in a kind of critical disequilibrium moving back and forth between practices, institutions,
principles, between ‘moral pedagogy’ and appropriate institutions. In addition, appropriate
institutions and interactions for learning depend on crucial contextual conditions: even
democratic institutions breed democratic virtues only if these conditions are not too inimical.
369

See 96ff for the inverse relation between exit and voice that is so often neglected.
See Walzer, above, Bader 2003 (DIP):152f.; Estlund has shown that high degrees of voluntarism
in this regard are a mixed blessing because they can actually go hand in hand with high degrees of
demographic segregation whereas compulsion (in the Army and, particularly, in workplaces) can create
important “bridging ties” across class- and ascriptive cleavages and civic virtues. These ties may be
thinner than the traditional thick “bonds of sameness” or “bonding ties” but they are more appropriate in
culturally diverse socities (Granovetter’s ‘weakness of strong ties’ also in this regard: the strenghts of
weak ties) (2003:20 and Conclusion). The related virtues also are thinner but may be still strong (the
virtue of minimalism in this regard, see also Bader 1997 for thin but strong political culture).
371
See Hayward’s (2003) criticism of claims by Jacobs, Dahl, and Dagger of deeply beneficial
effects of democratic ‘city-cenship’. See Forbes 1997 and Estlund (2003:74ff) for a critical reading of the
contact hypothesis developed by Allport 1958 and Pettigrew 1971, 1998. See also
Soroka/Johnston/Banting 2004:50f.
370
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Part III
Dilemmas and Limits of Accommodation. Principles and Cases.
Applying Moral Minimalism
Chapter 7
Religious Freedoms and Other Human Rights. Moral Conundrums
and Hard Cases
Religious Freedom is an important moral principle and a basic human right, guaranteed
by international law and liberal-democratic constitutions. As all other human rights, it is
not an absolute right, its interpretation and appropriate application is contested, and it
may conflict with other basic human rights. In addition, these tensions and the necessary
balancing are not guided by a context-independent ‘lexical hierarchy’ of basic human
rights (see also Poulter 1998:98-106; Renteln 2004). They are, at least in the eyes of
moral pluralists, informed and colored by the various regimes of religious government in
liberal-democratic states. I discussed this in chapter 2.372 In this chapter, I discuss these
interpretations and tensions starting with the contested interpretation of religious freedom
itself and the tensions between the negative freedom of religion from state-control and interference and the positive freedom to believe and practice. First, I will begin by giving
a morally minimalist evaluation of the relevant constitutional regimes (7.1). Then I will
address tensions and actual conflicts between associational or collective religious
freedoms and other important civil and political rights guaranteed by international
covenants and liberal-democratic constitutions, particularly in cases of illiberal and
undemocratic religions. In 7.2, I discuss relevant distinctions between religious groups,
issues and conflicts in this regard. I distinguish between three different hard cases of
such conflicts between the nomos and practices of such groups and the core requirements
of liberal democratic morality, minimally understood, i.e., conflicts with principles and
rights of non-discrimination and equal opportunities (7.3), with the core of modern
criminal law (7.4), and of modern private personal law, civic marriage and divorce law in

372

See 3.5, see Parekh 2000 and Koenig 2003:151ff: (i) The “contradictoriness of
institutionalized norms and models”, the fact that norms do not form a “logically coherent
system” (conflicts between the right to religious freedom and the rights of women, or between
the rights of parents to religious education of their children and the rights of children) create
leeway for heterogeneous but legitimate political practices. (ii) “More far-reaching are conflicts
among normative expectations resulting from the embeddedness of political practices in
heterogeneous societal configurations” (152) creating space for legitimate adaptations of
general religious rights and freedoms in nation-states and in regional human rights regimes.
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particular (7.5). In chapter 8, I turn from hard cases, characterized by basic-rights
conflicts to softer cases that could and should be more easily resolvable, if liberal
democracies would really live up to the presumed relational religious neutrality of states
and policies. The moral evaluations in chapters 7 and 8 are explicitly minimalist. Only in
Part IV, I discuss more demanding moral standards and different ways to combine moral
minimalism with more demanding liberal and democratic principles. I then hope to show
that AD, compared with strict separationism and also with other varieties of liberal
institutional pluralism and accommodationism, provides more productive and flexible
institutional and policy options for finding sensible balances and trade-offs in hard and
softer cases.
7.1 Religious Freedoms
Religious freedom, as other moral and legal principles, does not exist in a vacuum.
Principles and rights have to be balanced with other principles, as non-discrimination or
equal opportunity (moral pluralism). Moreover, religious freedom itself turns out to be a
complex, under-determined concept implying many freedoms, and their contested
understanding. Its interpretation and application is influenced by divergent
understandings of the positive, negative or neutral relationship between religions and
liberal democracy. I have analyzed this in 5.1. The inevitable balance between competing
principles also depends on historical facts and societal contexts leading to a range of
morally permissible paths (contextualized morality). Yet not anything goes.
Interpretations and institutional options have to be compatible with the core of religious
freedom.
7.1.1

Religious freedom, religious freedoms

One of the most broadly recognized, carefully phrased and balanced articulations of this
core is article 9 of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights.373

373

In my view, this article is much clearer than the First Amendment phrasing. See
Monsma/Soper 1997 for Dutch, German, and Australian versions. See the detailed discussion in
Ferrari 2002:7-11 for ECHR and the different wordings in constitutions of the Member-States
of the EU. See Koenig (2003:153ff) for debates, declarations and covenants at the global level
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“(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in
worship, teaching, practice and observance. (2) Freedom to manifest one’s religion or
beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary
in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order,
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”
It is plain that “freedom of religion is not an un-differentiated or uni-dimensional
concept, but is a constellation of overlapping and sometimes conflicting claims for
specific freedoms” (Galanter 1960:217ff). Galanter presents a contentious, tentative, long
but not exhaustive list of the different meanings and dimensions of this core concept,
derived from U.S. Supreme Court decisions (218ff):
Freedom from religious compulsion (including free exit); freedom from persecution or
discrimination because of religious beliefs or practice; freedom from state-sponsored
religion; freedom from state use of religious standards; freedom to enlist state cooperation in carrying out religious purposes; freedom to obtain (from government)
opportunities to implement religious values; freedom from private interference with one's
religious beliefs and practices; freedom of religious association and the freedom of
association to maintain autonomous internal government; freedom of religious choice;
freedom to transmit and implant religious views in the next generation; freedom to
express, publish, distribute, and teach religious views; freedom from compelled
disclosure of religious views; freedom from governmental restrictions upon activities
accorded positive religious significance; freedom from governmental compulsion to
perform an act accorded negative religious significance; freedom to define the religious
or sacred.
Together, these claims spell an enormous complexity. Two questions however enable
some complexity reduction. They are the traditional and intertwined questions about
(UN, 130ff) and regional levels (ECHR, American Charter (ACHR) and African Charter
(ACHPR); 153ff).
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freedom from (negative) and freedom to (positive freedom) and about whose freedoms
are involved (individual, parental/familial, associational).
The freedom to believe, or the freedom of individual conscience and the freedom to
practice religion in worship, ritual, teaching, observance (whether collectively or
individually, in ‘private’ or in ‘public’ spaces), and the freedom of religions from
illegitimate state control often conflict. Positive freedom is compatible with aid and may
even call for it, whereas negative freedom from illegitimate state control seems to require
‘no aid’ or ‘no interference’ (Galanter 1966:288ff, 1998:260ff; HLR Note 1987:1632ff). I
first address issues of negative freedom.
7.1.2

Negative Freedoms of Religion

Even if one favors an almost exclusively negative interpretation of religious freedoms, as
libertarians and classical liberals do, there is clearly a need for some legitimate external
control and state-intervention. The suffix ‘illegitimate’ control points to the fact that the
‘freedom of religion from the state’, as all other freedoms, is morally and legally
constrained by two other considerations: first by reference to some public interest, as
‘order’, ‘safety’, ‘health’ and even ‘morals’374 and, second, by the protection of equal
rights and liberties of all, believers as well as non-believers. This protection implies
layered duties for the liberal-democratic state:
(i) Because negative religious freedom is not only directed against interference by the
state (negative duty of non-interference) but also against all forms of illegitimate
interference by other religions as well as by ‘secular’ groups and organizations (Shue
1995:13), the state has the positive duty to protect all religions from such interference.375

374

I do not discuss constraints by ‘compelling state-interest’, but hasten to say that these
categories have to be very precisely and narrowly circumscribed. Otherwise, constitutional and
legal guarantee of religious freedoms degenerate into empty rhetorical phrases barely able to
hide the whole variety of restrictive administrative practices usually legitimized by reference to
some ‘public interest’, as the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court has demonstrated. Evidently,
‘compelling state-interest’ is interpreted differently in Germany, Australia, and the Netherlands
(see Monsma/Soper 1997).
375
UN Declaration on the Elimination of all forms of Intolerance and Discrimination based
on Religion or Belief (1981, Art. 4), see Koenig 2003:137ff.
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(ii) Negative religious freedom protects not only individual freedom but also
associational or organizational freedoms of religions376 that may conflict with each other,
particularly in cases in which individual religious freedoms of consciousness and
expression and especially the freedom to exit religions are threatened by co-believers and
organizations. If ‘heresy,’‘apostasy,’ and ‘conversion,’ are banned and sanctioned by
religious law and organizations, as has been the case for centuries in Christianity and still
is the case in Islamic law,377 the liberal-democratic state has at least the difficult positive
duty to protect their right to leave religions against their ‘own’ churches or mosques.378
(iii) Collective practices, as interpreted and sanctioned by religious customs, laws
(nomos) and authorities may conflict with other important human rights of both
‘members’ and non-members (see 7.3 – 7.5). Every liberal-democratic state has the
positive duty to protect the basic rights of all its citizens and residents without unduly
overriding associational freedoms.
A minimalist moral evaluation of the various constitutional regimes (2.5) shows that
strong establishment is clearly incompatible with equal negative religious freedoms.
Even in its tamed forms, as in Greece, it more or less massively discriminates against
other believers and non-believers and it allows more or less massive state-interference or
control of established religions. All other constitutional regimes – explicitly including
weak and plural establishment and so-called concordation countries or pluralist or cooperation regimes – are understood to live up to the minimal moral and legal threshold,

376

In the first phase (1945-66) of debates, declarations and covenants at the UN level, a
strictly individual interpretation of religious freedom has been predominant. In the second
phase (1966-89) a more collective interpretation has been added (equal treatment, nondiscrimination has been very much expanded) involving positive duties for states. In the third
phase (from 1989 on) minority protection (including religious minorities) has strengthened the
“kollektivrechtliche Interpretation” (Koenig 2003:133-45).
377
UD Art. 18 explicitly includes the right to exit and the “freedom to change his religion or
belief”. Due to massive resistance by Muslim states, it has not been included in ICCPR, Art. 18
(see Koenig 2003:132). According to classical Islamic law this is a crime (‘irtidad’, ‘murtad’)
that has to be punished with death (and civil death) according to the four most important
Sunnite law schools (Shafii, Hanafi, Maliki, Hanbali). See WRR 2006:123-27 as an overview,
for contested interpretations and applications in Malaysia (Meerschaut 2004); in Iran and Egypt
(Peters 1998).
378
See below for the trickier and conflict-prone ‘duties’ to protect freedom of consciousness
and expression and other freedoms of political communication inside religious organizations.
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in this regard,379 though they strike a different balance between non-interference and
protection of basic rights. Libertarian separationist regimes, such as in the U.S., different
from statist separationism which can be found in France, tend to sacrifice protection of
basic rights of believers, kids in particular, against social pressure and reckless religious
leaders to fairly absolute associational autonomy on the assumption of free entry and exit.
Pluralist regimes, AD in particular, give more weight to the positive duty of liberaldemocratic states to protect vulnerable minorities inside (organized) religions. They too
are faced with the general problem that this is much more difficult in cases of loosely
organized, ‘invisible’ sects – think of recent examples of (enforced) ‘millenarist’ suicides
– compared with more organized sects as Bhagwan or Scientology and organized
churches.380 Their policies of public or even legal recognition of (organized) religions
however add considerable public pressure and scrutiny to make religions behave
minimally moral, but it also confronts them with difficult trade-offs involved in processes
of institutionalization (11.3). In addition, it may easily seduce states to transgress the
contested borderlines between legitimate external intervention in order to protect basic
rights, minimally understood, and illegitimate control in attempts to impose more
demanding values of liberalism and democracy (as the different attempts to
institutionalize a ‘French Islam’ make plane (11.5).
7.1.3

Negative and Positive Freedoms

The positive freedom to believe and practice asks for more than the minimally required
liberal scrutiny for the sake of safeguarding individual freedoms. It requires some
materially ‘equal treatment of religions’, either bent on correcting historical inequalities
(e.g., for indigenous people or Jews in Germany) or actual inequalities by invoking
justice-based arguments, as I do – or bent on providing assistance and aid in order to
379

Both at the European level (see 7.2 and 7.3 following Robbers, Ferrari) and the UN level,
it has been common understanding that “neither the establishment of a religion nor the
recognition of a religion or a belief by a State nor the separation of Church from State shall by
itself be considered religious intolerance or discrimination on the ground of religion or belief”
(Konventionsentwurf der UN-CHR (1967), Art 1(d), see König 2003:134).
380
The more ‘libertarian’ attitude in the U.S. differs considerably from the more
‘interventionist’ attitude in Germany. Before accusing Germany to infringe religious freedom
or the U.S. not to protect basic human rights, one should recognize the tension and discuss the
limits of morally permissible balancing.
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promote the flourishing of varieties of religious life invoking state-perfectionist
arguments about the good religious life (Glendon/Yanes 1991 or Parekh 2000).
Constitutions, constitutional courts – and also political philosophers and prevailing public
opinion – in different countries understand and balance positive and negative religious
freedom predominantly in divergent though never uncontested ways. In the United States,
and even more so in France, the prevailing ideology of strict separationism stresses
negative freedoms and non-intervention. Libertarians and radical individualistic liberals
deny any positive state-duty in this regard, emphasized by an accommodationist reading
of the Free Exercise Clause (McConnell 1992; Sherber v. Verner 1963). Equal treatment
of religions means equality before the law, and the absolute priority of negative
individual freedom discounts any more substantive notion of equality. Aid to religions is
none of the state’s business. Only strict, formal neutrality (Lemon vs. Kurtzman) and
strong separationism is seen as compatible with equality, because all other options are
said to be inherently unfair either to other religions or to non-believers.381
In most other countries, predominant opinion tries to find more sensible balances
between negative and positive freedoms. For example, in the Netherlands and in
Germany, they are constitutionally most outspoken. Part 1 of the new constitution of the
Netherlands “guarantees equal treatment in equal circumstances to all persons. It is clear
that under the Constitution public authorities in the Netherlands shall be neutral with
respect to the various religious and non-religious denominations ... It is clear that once
authorities subsidize or support certain activities, religious counterparts cannot be
excluded for that reason. Article 1 forbids this.” (Bijsterveld 1994:207, 211). This
interpretation rejects the “assumption often made in the US that religious organizations
have a bias or a distinctive ax to grind, while non-religious secular organization are
neutral. In the Netherlands, secular and religious organizations alike are seen as operating
out of certain philosophies or beliefs,” and “nonreligious organizations are seen not as
truly neutral but are yet another richting” (Monsma/Soper 1997:78). The German
381

Laycock not only, like many others, criticizes this interpretation but also claims, in a
strategic move (1997:73f), that it would not be the dominant opinion (not repudiating the
separation metaphor, criticizing the “no-aid-theory” (and its “base-line”: government inactivity)
but defending the “non-discrimination-theory” (and its baseline: equal treatment or
evenhandedness).
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constitutional court, in a famous decision in 1975, ruled that “the elimination of all
ideological and religious references would not neutralize the existing ideological tensions
and conflict, but would disadvantage parents who desire a Christian education” (quoted
in Monsma/Soper 1997:178).
7.1.4

Positive Freedoms and Equal Treatment of Religions

In a short criticism of libertarianism and strict separationism, I hope to show that
Monsma/Soper are right in stating that this more expansive and balanced understanding
of religious freedoms is more appropriate (1997:202) and allows for more consistent
rulings in educational and welfare-service issues.382 Libertarianism and strict
separationism might be seen as maximizing equal legal treatment of all religions as well
as of all others in an ideal world because a liberal-democratic state would not be allowed
to directly or indirectly aid, subsidize or finance any religious or comparable ‘secular’
cultural institutions or activities. All this would be none of the states business and should
be left to the equal playing field of religious and cultural markets and the healthy working
of free competition. This strictly anti-perfectionist conception of justice however would
maximize equality before the law only under the following three conditions: that the
liberal-democratic state (i) historically did not privilege specific religions in numerous
direct and indirect ways, (ii) that it actually is the minimalist state demanded by
libertarian theory, and (iii) that this minimalist state can be completely religiously and
culturally neutral.
(i) A policy of strict, formal or legal equal treatment is, according to the libertarian
conception of justice, unfair and harsh in all cases where states have systematically or
structurally disadvantaged minority religions or, to state it slightly different, where the
actual playing field in the religious market has been massively and unfairly shaped by
governments. Historically, this has been the case in all monopolistic or oligopolistic
religious regimes of governance either constitutionally (e.g., when constitutional disestablishment has been fairly recent and has been antedated by a long history of strong
382

See also Monsma 1996; McConnell, Lupu, Laycock, Minow. I agree with Tomasi that
“egalitarian versions of liberalism generate extensive positive religious freedom rights…
Egalitarian liberalism thus requires a far more substantial mixing of church and state than do
more minimalist classical conceptions of liberalism.”(2004:326)
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establishment and actual predominance of one or more Christian churches) or legally,
administratively, politically and materially (as in the U.S. where non-establishment has
been combined with a long history of numerous actual privileges for Protestant churches
that allowed them to built and to continue their predominant positions). The history of all
liberal-democratic states is obviously rife with examples of such policies. In cases where
they continue to exist in clear contradiction to the demands of all liberal conceptions of
justice, equality before the law minimally requires that old and new minority religions be
treated equally or at least even-handedly. If they have been dismantled only fairly
recently after centuries of unfair privileges, libertarian justice surely demands at least
some restitution or redress because the preconditions for fair and healthy religious
competition have been absent.383 It is remarkable that, practically speaking, these
consequences are rarely drawn by libertarian philosophers and politicians. This may be
partly because of the intricacies of such policies of rectification and compensation.384
(ii)

A minimalist libertarian state would certainly neither provide nor subsidize a whole range
of welfare- and social services as health-care, care for children, elderly, handicapped or
poor. All existing states with liberal-democratic constitutions, including the U.S. and
France, however, do not leave this to ‘markets’ alone but are massively involved in
policies of regulation, subsidies and also provision that affect the diversity of believers
and non-believers in many direct and indirect ways (Minow 2000, Lugo 2001, Tomasi
2004). Policies that cannot be strictly neutral, either in the justificatory sense of a ‘secular
purpose’, or with regard to their ‘direct and indirect effects’. Libertarians, as stated
already in 3.4, certainly raise the red flag of revolution in theory, in this regard, but rarely
address the question what an absolute libertarian policy of state-absence, non-regulation
and non-subsidy would prescribe for the long and strenuous ‘meantime’ between now
and the realization of this radical utopia. Equality before the law, in my view, would then
mean that we treat service-providers, whether public (e.g. state) or associational (e.g.
faith based) equally or even-handedly in terms of direct or indirect financing or subsidies.
383

Take the Dutch example of subsidizing church building after, eventually, disestablishment in 1983 and the implied unfairness for Islam. See Rath et al.1996: 245, 1997:77.
384
I bracket the question whether a liberal state – in cases in which serious historical
injustices would be absent – would have to compensate religious minorities for inequalities that
are created by the normal working of different-blind mechanisms as markets or majority
decision making. Only the latter case is covered by constitutional or legal minority-protection.
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In 2.12, we have seen that most liberal-democratic states, including France and the U.S.,
do this in different ways and degrees. For the purposes of a minimalist moral evaluation,
here I need not discuss the hotly contested issues whether service delivery should be
(exclusively) public or (in addition/or exclusively) associational or (in addition, or
exclusively as libertarians and neo-liberals propose) private, and how it should be
financed (see 8, 13). If service-delivery cannot be strictly culturally/religiously neutral in
the real world (see 3.3 and 8.3), even defenders of a strictly anti-perfectionist conception
of justice should address the question how it could be made relationally more neutral,
particularly if they are in favor of exclusively public or state care.
(iii) Libertarians and neo-liberals, if they are consequent, oppose public service provision in
the case of education but only rarely also oppose any public regulation of private or
associational education. In the case of care, some culturally and religiously neutral
provision may at least be thinkable though not be realizable, for the provision of
education it is evidently impossible (8.2 and 13).385 It is less often recognized that this
problem is reproduced in the ways in which (public, associational or private) education is
regulated and supervised. In addition, a liberal-democratic state cannot scrap all
religiously contested issues from the agenda of legislation nor pretend that laws on stemcell research, cloning, abortion, genetic modification of food, same-sex marriage,
euthanasia, etc., could be just ‘secular’ or ‘neutral’. Radical libertarian and liberal ‘handsoff’-policies would only try to hide predominant cultural and religious biases from view.
That no liberal-democratic state has followed the advices of strictly anti-perfectionist
libertarianism may be seen as an indication of the normal tension between the ideal world
385

From a strictly anti-perfectionist standpoint of justice the state has certainly no positive
obligation to finance new church buildings or reconstructing old ones or to subsidize or aid
religions financially in any way. The state is also not obliged to national heritage programs or
to subsidize the High Arts (symphony orchestras, theatres, museums). But if it does, as nearly
all existing liberal-democratic states did and do, equality before the law requires to do it equally
or even-handedly – e.g. not privileging ‘old-comers’ (in a broad sense ‘established’ religions)
to the disadvantage of new minority-religions, or not privileging High Arts or established
institutions (in a clearly elitist manner) to the disadvantage to newly emerging arts (e.g.
‘majority’ popular music as well as ‘minority’ world-music, ethno-music) and
companies/performing institutions. For my purposes here, I can bracket the hotly contested
question whether liberal states are allowed to or even should finance religions directly or
indirectly. If they do (see 2.9 – 2.12 for many examples, including actual practice in the U.S.),
they have to do it equally or even-handedly. In 13.5, I argue why they all should do, at least in
the ‘real world’.
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(what justice ideally would require) and the real world. It can also be understood as an
indication that something is wrong with the ideal, that the utopia itself is neither required
nor desirable or laudable (3.4).
All critics of justice as hands-off and of the libertarian reduction of equality to equality
before and in the law have to face difficult trade-offs between, on the one hand, negative
freedoms and legal equality and on the other hand, more substantive notions of equality
(Bader 1998:447ff) and justice as even-handedness, both in general and also in cases of
religious freedoms. If governments, directly or indirectly finance religions, if they
subsidize welfare- and educational provision, they have to answer questions as: What are
religious associations or organizations? Which ones should be recognized? What are the
requirements for recognition and subsidies in terms of thresholds and minimal standards?
As we have already seen, this involves the dangers that the state defines religions and
intervenes in issues of organizational form and content of religion (public recognition and
public money are connected to public scrutiny)386and that the state continues to privilege
old and already publicly recognized majority religion(s).387 Criticizing ‘strict separation’
obviously implies that the borderlines between state and religions, public and private,
become more contested and negotiable (Minow 2000): border-crossings and influence in
both directions may be morally illegitimate and intolerable violating the two autonomies.
All liberal accommodationists have to balance liberties from and liberties to (Robbins
1987:135, McConnell 1992:692ff). They have to take existing inequalities into account
and find ways to combine ‘involvement’ and ‘relational neutrality’.
7.2

Groups, Conflicts, Issues

Associational or collective freedoms often contradict individual negative religious
freedoms as well as other important civil and political rights, particularly in cases of
deeply illiberal, anti-democratic, fundamentalist or totalistic religions.
7.2.1 Minorities
386

Minow 2000:1080f : The “stringent demands of governmental order, regularity, public
transparency, and participation can squelch varieties of expression, practice, and belief”;
”Religions need protection from governmental control or censure”, from “interferences with
their own mission, identity, and self-definition” (1088f). See 13.6 for education.
387
This confronts religions with difficult choices (see 11.3). Freedom of religion, in my
view, minimally requires that they are free to reject public recognition without being affected in
their negative religious freedoms.
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For a contextualized theory of morality it is obvious that differences between minorities
make a difference. First, however one must draw the boundaries, it is a commonly shared
intuition that indigenous peoples and tribes should be treated differently from national
minorities, from immigrant minorities, and religious minorities. The minorities-withinminorities dilemma is concerned only with illiberal and undemocratic minorities. It is
important to state right from the outset that many recent national, immigrant and religious
minorities are not much different from majorities in democratic constitutional states, and
that many indigenous peoples have been democratic, though not liberal, long before
conquering majorities were so. Second, regarding illiberal and undemocratic minorities,
three types388 seem to require different treatment by liberal-democratic polities: (i)
Isolationist, ‘retiring’, internally ‘decent’ and externally peaceful religious minorities not
asking for public money and political representation, just wanting to be left alone
(paradigm cases: Amish, Hutterites). (ii) ‘Ambitious’, totalistic but peaceful,
conservative, or ‘neo-fundamentalist’ religious minorities asking for public money and
striving for public presence, even political hegemony (paradigm case: minority Catholic
or Orthodox Churches, neo-conservative Protestants, neo-fundamentalist Muslims). (iii)
Modern, illiberal and antidemocratic religious fundamentalists using all means, including
violence, to impose their totalistic, reactively purified religious regimes (paradigm cases:
Islamicists and some Protestant, Jewish and Hindu fundamentalists).
In all these cases, liberal democratic polities have to intervene if, and to the degree to
which, minorities or majorities seriously harm the most basic needs of their own
minorities, children and women in particular. Isolationist religious minorities, however,
do not harm basic needs of others, they do not pose a threat to internal social and political
stability, minimally understood, or to external peace, and they do not ask for public
money or other positive privileges though they may impede exit of their members. These
three types of arguments may legitimize external interference and stronger scrutiny.
Besides these, there are not many good reasons for liberals to interfere with them, if they
want to be left alone. The rights of ambitious, totalistic, but peaceful conservative
religions to go public and propagate an illiberal and authoritarian Heilsstaat are
388

See Swaine 1999 and 2001, Spinner-Halev 2000 for 'old' 'conservative, encompassing'
religions; see Robbins 1987:137ff, Rosenblum 1998:98ff for 'new' totalistic sects.
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guaranteed by the freedoms of political communication and restricted by the same rules
holding for all others (4.4.1). Nevertheless, If they vie for and accept public money either
directly (subsidies) or indirectly (tax exemptions, vouchers), this gives liberal-democratic
polities a special mandate to investigate, and a greater regulatory mandate over their
institutions (7.3, 10.4). Violent religious fundamentalists not only blatantly violate basic
needs of their members and others, if they are able to do so, they threaten social and
political stability and peace. Even the most minimalist interpretations of no-harm
principles and ‘priority for liberal democracy’ require extremely close public scrutiny
and, if prudent, also prohibition and persecution within the confines of the rule of law.
7.2.2 Issues
Predominant cultural practices of illiberal and undemocratic minorities may conflict in
numerous ways with a broad and extensive list of human rights of vulnerable minorities:
rights to life, bodily integrity, non-discrimination, due process, property and civil
capacity, nationality, political participation, health care, education, employment, social
security, marriage, and so on (Nussbaum 1997, 1999, 2000). Contrary to conservative
leaders and ‘absolutist Free Exercise’ lawyers, associational religious freedom has to be
constrained by individual religious freedom and other human rights of members. This
intuitively plausible argument, however, is (see 3.2 and 4.2) often misused (depending on
the length of the list and the interpretation of the respective rights) to impose ‘thick’ and
perfectionist liberal-democratic morality and autonomy under the guise of universalism
upon everybody overriding any meaningful associational autonomy with strong policies
of liberal and democratic congruence “all the way down” (Rosenblum 2002:165). For
many reasons, it seems wise to focus on minimalist but strong moral and legal
constraints: the longer the list of needs, interests, rights, capabilities, the greater the
danger of cultural imperialism incompatible with reasonable pluralism both internally and
globally. Hence I primarily focus on cases in which predominant, though internally
contested, practices conflict with basic needs or rights of vulnerable minorities in three
legal areas which seem to require different responses from liberal-democratic polities:
conflicts of the nomos (customs, group laws) with minimal requirements of nondiscrimination and equal opportunity in labor law (7.3), with the core of modern criminal
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law (7.4), and with the core of modern, state-enforced private personal law, particularly
marriage- and divorce-law (7.5).
7.2.3

Three theoretical and political options

One can distinguish three prominent ways to deal with these tensions and conflicts in
political philosophy and in actual politico-legal strategies:
(i) Complete deference or “full autonomy” (Swaine 2001:320ff) to the nomos, to
decision-making and authority of ethno-religious groups is defended by two radically
different theoretical and political positions. Radical libertarians, such as Kukathas
(2003), defend complete deference to the nomos of religious groups, far-reaching
autonomy and absence of any state-intervention or scrutiny assuming free and informed
consent by adults: entry into groups, associations and organizations should be as free as
exit. Traditionalist or conservative communitarians (as well as conservative religious
leaders and fundamentalist religious politicians) defend absolutist deference and
autonomy in a completely opposite way. ‘Our’ illiberal and anti-democratic religion does
not value ‘individual autonomy’ and ‘free choice’ at all, or not in the same way as
radically individualist, modern liberals do.
(ii) It took a long time before universalist egalitarian liberals recognized the particularity
of nation-state cultures, and also that cultural inequalities pose a normative problem
which – as Kymlicka (1995, 2002) has shown convincingly – has to be addressed.
Nowadays however, ‘re-universalizing citizenship’ is becoming increasingly prominent
among liberal universalists, feminists amongst them, and among republicans and
deliberative democrats, as a reaction to undifferentiated theories of cultural group rights
and to undifferentiated policies of ‘identity’ and multiculturalism (see Bader 2004a,
2006c). Unreconstructed individualists try to avoid the “apparent dilemma for the modern
liberal regime”: “If the government defers to the wishes of the religious group, a
vulnerable group of individuals will loose basic rights; if the government commits itself
to respecting equal human rights of all individuals, it will stand accused of indifference to
the liberty of conscience” (Nussbaum 1997:98; 2000: 14, 168, 187) or better, the neglect
of associational religious freedoms. Many feminists insist on a rigorously individualistic
and secularist interpretation of human rights, particularly religious freedoms. They
fiercely attack all group rights, particularly any associational or collective autonomy for
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(organized) religions, and they proscribe all separate codes or systems of religious law,
insisting on a uniform civil code, as all individualist liberals do. Brian Barry, the selfdeclared defender of egalitarian liberal universalism, also has claimed that “culture is the
problem, not the solution” (2001). Such a strictly individualist, secularist, and contextinsensitive universalism, favors radical policies of state-imposed and state-controlled
liberal-democratic congruence.
Both positions (absolute accommodationism and external interventionism) deny that a
serious dilemma exists and that one has to balance conflicting claims. Though completely
opposed to each other, they share three crucial assumptions (Shachar 2001): First, they
tend to reproduce a mythical image of culture as static, isolated, homogeneous and
uncontested either with an apologetic or a critical intent. Second, they either neglect
injustice inside minorities or they neglect cultural inequalities between majorities and
minorities: only structural inequalities are sometimes seen as unjust, cultural inequalities
do not enter the cognitive and normative frame of authors like Barry at all. Both
approaches solve the dilemma of multicultural accommodation by declaring it inexistent.
Third, in practical terms, they confront vulnerable individuals and minorities within
minorities with a simplistic, tragic choice: “your culture or your rights” (Shachar
2001:90). For conceptual, theoretical and practical reasons, both positions are
counterproductive (Robbins 1987:148; Beckford 1993:131-3; Rosenblum 1998:79,
2000:166). The first position reduces practically to zero the requirement of - even
minimally understood compatibility with human rights and, more demanding ‘priority for
liberal democracy,’ the second position tries to impose thick notions of liberal autonomy
and democracy in a self-contradictory way on all associations: “liberal and democratic
congruence” all the way down (Galston 2002:9).
(iii) This leaves us with a more attractive third approach: ‘Liberal-democratic
accommodationism’, broadly understood, accepts that there is a problem at hand and that
there is a need to balance individual autonomy and individual freedoms with
associational freedoms, with - multi-layered - collective autonomy, and with other human
rights. As I see it, these authors share three important insights:
First, there is a real dilemma to be addressed, though the nature of this dilemma may be
contested. Some authors try to show that it should not be seen as a conflict of moral
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principles – “competing equality claims” (Phillips 2005:118ff, 122), or a “rights conflict”
(Moore 2005:274) – but rather concerns more pragmatic and political conflicts about
interests, power, positions, or identity which, as they claim, allow more easy negotiations,
practical deliberations, compromise and contextual ways of resolution (Deveaux 2005,
Eisenberg 2005), particularly if one listens to the internal voices of minorities within
minorities. Yet, these authors accept that they may be confronted with hard strategic
dilemmas (Phillips 2005, Reitman 2005). This attempt to redefine the tension or even to
harmonize conflicting rights (Holder 2005:294) may be laudable. In many regards, it is
also productive: not all cases are hard cases, we indeed need not understand rights as
shooting guns; we should not be trapped by strategies of reactive ethnicization or
culturalization presenting pure, homogenous, essentialist, static, uncontested cultures in
conflict. Others, however, insist that at least sometimes we have to deal with conflicting
moral principles and rights and also with conflicting, incompatible (though not
incommensurable) cultural practices (Mahajan 2005:98; Okin 2005). As a moral
pluralist, I am convinced that conflicts of moral principles and rights are the normal stuff
of liberal morality and practical judgment even in the absence of any deep cultural or
religious diversity. These conflicts – e.g., between individual and associational autonomy
– are more serious if they are over-determined by more or less deeply conflicting
predominant cultural practices. We cannot reduce all tensions to strategic dilemma’s or
soft cases.
Second, it is also fairly uncontroversial that minorities that more or less explicitly accept
principles and practices of liberal democracy, not only politically but internally, are not
the problem. Instead, the problem rests with more or less deeply illiberal and antidemocratic minorities like ‘anti-modern’, ‘totalistic’, ‘conservative’ religions of either
the isolationist/ ‘retiring’ variety (Spinner-Halev 2000, Swaine 2005) or of the more
aggressive, ‘ambitious’, politically fundamentalist variety.
Third, most authors thinking seriously about the problem also accept that there are “no
easy answers” (Okin 2005) applicable to all minorities within minorities in all contexts.
Within this broad range of agreements, however, liberal accommodationists seriously and
reasonably disagree about scope and interpretation of appropriate principles and their
balancing and about adequate institutions and policies. The varieties of liberal
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accommodationism will be discussed in 10.5. They include moderate civil libertarianism
(Rosenblum), liberal democrats, liberal communitarians (Selznick 1992:288) or
communitarian liberals (Etzioni 1996:191), structural accommodationists (Glendon,
McConnell), associative democrats or other varieties of democratic institutional pluralism
as Galston’s liberal pluralism (2002:10, 36f) or Shachar’s joint governance approaches.
In the following sections, I plead for maximum accommodation (Renteln 2004): as much
accommodation as possible and compatible with moral minimalism and minimal liberal
democratic morality.
7.3

Associational Freedoms versus Non-Discrimination and Equal Opportunities

Predominant practices of illiberal and undemocratic ethno-religious minorities (and
majorities!) often conflict with principles of non-discrimination and equal opportunity,
minimally understood.389 Both the American Supreme Court and many European courts
have dealt extensively with cases of church property, internal decision making procedures
and authority, appropriate forms and degrees of public accountability and scrutiny, in
which associational freedoms are in tension with rights of non-discrimination and equal
opportunities of members and outsiders as clients or employees.
All courts have been at least hesitant to interfere with church autonomy, as we have seen
in 2.8, but the U.S. Supreme Court has been particularly reluctant in this regard. It has
been guided by a mixture of libertarian assumptions, Free Exercise, and suspicion of all
state-intervention in the ‘private’ sphere. In cases of property disputes this has resulted in
unconditional deference to ecclesiastical law, decision procedures and practices as
interpreted by church authority. This rule has not been upheld in cases of tax exemptions
and subsidies for churches and faith-based service institutions not living up to antidiscrimination rules in labour and employment, to minimal educational, health, and social
service standards, or to rules of financial accountability. Here, the tension between
principles of church autonomy and non-discrimination and equal opportunity is so
evident that it is difficult for Courts to neglect. Contextualized morality and responsive
law requires to state the respective principles clearly, to recognize their tensions, and to
389

In this section, I use the moral standards of liberal-democratic morality, minimally
understood, that are more demanding than universal minimal morality but less demanding than
emphatic democratic and egalitarian liberalism (see 3.2).
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elaborate criteria and rules that should guide contextual moral and legal judgment in
cases of racist, genderist and religious discrimination inside, or exclusion from religious
and faith-based organizations. “Certain social values such as equal opportunity and racial
non-discrimination are now viewed as partly enforceable by the state on institutions
linked to churches” (Robbins 1987:141, 148). The enforcement is based on the
assumption of the public trust theory that accepting public money gives the state a special
mandate to investigate, and a greater regulatory mandate. Even so, the extent, degree and
type of regulation and interference are hotly contested.390 In such matters, the following
arguments have to be taken seriously.
7.3.1 Non-Discrimination and the Shield of Privacy
Racist, sexist, genderist and all other ascriptive discriminations are now widely perceived
as morally wrong and proscribed by international and constitutional law. Yet it is also
widely accepted that ascriptive exclusion and discrimination – however morally wrong –
have to be legally tolerated in some cases, depending on the goals of associations
(broadly understood) and the degree of voluntariness of membership.
‘Miscegenation laws’ should be banned but ‘ethno-racial self-segregation’ in partner
selection, marriage and family life is legally allowed.391 Intimate relationships should be
treated differently from strictly private clubs, pubs and discos, churches and faith-based
non-profit organizations, profit-organizations, political parties, neighborhoods and public
390

The relevant cases in the U.S. are: EEOC vs. Southwest Baptist Theol. Sem; Bob Jones
University v. United States; Goldsboro Christian Schools, Amos. See for divergent
interpretations: Pfeffer 1987, Kelley 1987, Robbins 1987, McConnell/Posner 1989, Rosenblum
1998:79ff, Spinner-Halev 2000, ch. 7. Cole Durham 2001:701ff. See for Belgium:
Foblets/Overbeke 2002:114; for Italy: Ferrari 1995:191f. Minow 2000:1080ff also directly
addresses tensions between associational freedoms and religious free exercise and “equality,
freedom, and fairness”, legally translated into “anti-discrimination” and “due process” (1081).
Tomasi shows in his egalitarian-liberal defense of “compassionate conservatism” (2004:334ff)
that the scope of programs, the conditions of provision, the degree of conflict with other values,
and the mode of support matter for debating the kinds of restrictions. Unfortunately, neither he
nor Minow are aware of traditions and experiments of associational welfare-provision as
defended by AD. What the public trust theory requires in the case of education (e.g. nondiscrimination in access of students to publicly financed religious schools but not in the
selection of teachers) is highly controversial (see McConnell 2002, Esbeck 2004, Gutmann
2002, Rosenblum 2002, see 13.6.
391
See Hollinger 2003a. Only very recently, however, and only in a few countries as NL
(Sweden, Spain, Oregon, San-Francisco) same-sex partnership and marriage is legalized.
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places. Racist and genderist exclusions from “close interpersonal relations, such as love,
family, friendship, and primary group attachments” (Warren 2000:129) cannot effectively
be prevented by law. Policies of legal inclusion would be extremely difficult and most of
the time counterproductive. They also seem to be, prima facie, legally more legitimate:
“their associational fabric ought to be, and usually is, jealously guarded. This is
necessarily so, since intimate associations are all too easily disrupted by external political
or economic pressures” (Warren 2000:129f). Even if one criticizes the traditional
‘private-public’ dichotomy that always serves to hide from view structural powerasymmetries within ‘private’ families and associations392 as well as in ‘private’ capitalist
corporations, one should be sensible with regard to legal protections of intimate relations.
The unavoidable side effect of a morally permissible or maybe even required shield of
intimacy is the protection of ascriptive discriminations to a certain degree. Protection of
intimacy has been traditionally guaranteed by protection of ‘the private’. Criticism of this
standard ideology of privacy, however, does not resolve the tensions between the need to
legally protect familial and associational autonomy and the discriminatory and
exclusionary effects of such protections. The traditional shield of privacy looses its prima
facie legitimacy the farther associational goals and practices are removed from intimacy.
Defining some goals and activities as ‘private’ does not close but opens the debates in
which a whole series of arguments may be important. First, e.g., are the exclusions
connected to the core of practices as defined by the association? The exclusion of
heterosexuals from gay discos may be legitimate, but exclusion of blacks from gay discos
is not. Just as the exclusion of women from the Jaycees is not legitimate. (Sincere)
religious belief may be a legitimate criterion for selection by religious and faith-based
organizations and orthodox religious political parties393 but FBO’s “must obey federal
laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, age,
and disability” (Esbeck 2004).394 Second, do the exclusions protect minorities or
392
393

See for many: Okin 1989, Nedelski 1990, Jean Cohen 2001, Minow 2000:1080f.
Serious difficulties arise in cases in which FBO’s and political parties claim that, e.g. racist or
genderist discrimination belongs to the core of their belief (see below), i.e. when religious and
racist or sexist discrimination are intrinsically intermingled.
394
The state’s aim is not “funding discrimination”. Rather, “the government is funding
social services for the poor and needy” and effective and efficient provision of care and social
services. FBO’s, not governments, are “discriminating on the basis of religion in its staffing
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majorities? For example, the exclusion of straights from gay discos may be more
legitimate than the exclusion of gays from hetero discos. In all these debates one has to
state the principle of non-discrimination explicitly and in general before discussing
whether exemptions may be morally and legally acceptable. Unfortunately, very little
general guidance in theoretical literature is available.395
7.3.2 Religious versus Economic Organizations
Religious core organizations (in the Christian tradition: ‘churches’) may be treated
differently from faith-based organizations, and faith-based non-profit organizations (as
schools, universities, (health-) care-institutions, social services and welfare-institutions)
should be treated differently from profit organizations - sailing under the flag of religions
- in order to prevent an imperialistic use of the Free Exercise Clause protecting “'all
manner of enterprises (e.g., of the Unification Church, Scientology in the U.S. or the
latter in Germany - V.B.) with the shield of the First Amendment.” Otherwise, we would
be “equating freedom of worship with the right to pursue profitable activities without
public accountability” (Robbins 1987:148). Two problems, however, are fairly difficult
to resolve in this regard: First, not all religious traditions know ‘churches,’ and in
addition, the degree of institutional differentiation between worship, education, healthcare, and social services may often be minimal or absent.396 Second, distinctions between
‘religious’, religious-related and ‘purely economic’ activities and institutions are
contested. On the one hand, it would be perfect to have a clear, agreed upon, ‘objective’
definition of religion, but such definitions are clearly not available (see 1.1). On the other

decisions” but so do “environmental organizations favoring employees devoted to
environmentalism”. This is “not intolerant or malicious” (Esbeck 2004; see Esbeck et al.
(2004:192): “aim is not to grant religious preferences but to stop discrimination against social
involvement by churches, synagogues, mosques, and other faith-based groups of all kinds”.
395
Warren’s typology of “Constitutive Goods of Associations” (table 5.6, p. 127) serves to
discuss the “potential impacts of constitutive goods on democratic effects”, but it could also be
used to analyze the moral and legal permissibility of ascriptive discriminations and exclusions.
396
Traditional examples are ethnic minority-churches (see Penninx/Schovers 2000 for the
Netherlands) and Mosques usually fulfilling many social service functions, particularly in nonMuslim countries. This has aroused heated debates whether mosques also include shops.
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hand, it is obvious that a purely ‘subjectivist’ definition in cases of subsidies and taxexemptions, as in exemption from military service, will not do.397
7.3.3 Central versus peripheral activities to faith
Even within religious core organizations, it is important to distinguish among issues,
creeds, and practices, which define the very core of religions versus more or less purely
administrative and fiscal issues. Among liberals it is not really contested that it is none of
the states business to legally interfere with definition and decision-making in matters of
belief. Yet beliefs and practices, ‘opinions and actions’ are very much interrelated. Sexist
and genderist discrimination is still part of the predominant orthodox understanding of
Catholicism, conservative Protestantism, and Islam, and the exclusion of Blacks is
claimed to be central to some racist Protestant churches (e.g., the American Presbyterian
Southern Church) or to Date Christian schools.
Ascriptive exclusion can then be legally defended398 because “control over membership”
is crucial to the viability, and “compelled association is a threat to the viability of groups
whose liberty is grounded in voluntary association and fellowship. Religious liberty
means individuals are not forced to join or prevented from leaving groups; Dade
introduces a third element - freedom from compelled association. The ruling compelling
a church school to admit unwelcome members is the very definition of loss of selfgovernment” (Rosenblum 1998:98; see similar: Shachar 2001; Smith 1998:203 for India).
If ascriptive discrimination inside religious organizations is, directly and not just
accidentally, connected with core beliefs and practices, it can also be defended in a
similar way. If the Catholic church, according to its own established decision-making
procedures and authorities, rejects the possibility of female priesthood, just as some
Anglican churches reject the possibility of gay bishops, the state should not legally
impose non-discrimination legislation upon the churches even if feminist Catholics or
397

See Minow (2000:1084f) for additional problems of potential unfairness of publicly
financed huge non-profits competing with small private for-profit service providers.
398
Obviously, racist legitimations of exclusion are incompatible with the universalist core of
Christendom (and Islam), and these believes and practices should be criticized in public, but if
the authorities of sects, not asking for public money, stick to their interpretations and if this all
is done according to the established decision-making procedures, the state should not legally
interfere in order to change these beliefs or to get rid of these authorities.
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liberal Anglicans ask for such legal action. If churches, following their established
procedures, would not allow women or gays as members or would excommunicate them,
if they ‘come out’ - as they have done and still do with dissenters - the state cannot
legally forbid them from doing this without overruling and completely eroding
associational autonomy.399
By analogy, if faith-based organizations, such as schools or hospitals, would not only
require from their core personnel, the teachers and medical staff, to adhere - or at least
not oppose the religious core, and also that they do not “come out” as gays or lesbians,
the state should not legally impose non-discrimination or Equal Opportunity in
Employment acts.400 Yet, the shield of protection of associational freedoms does not
cover a faith-based selection of administrative personnel or janitors, let alone of students
or patients. It should not be allowed to cover all work and employment in faith-based
organizations quasi-automatically. Employment as a janitor is different, and the
requirement to demonstrate that discriminatory employment practices are religiously
based, does not threaten the viability of groups (Rosenblum 2000:174-79).401
7.3.4 Unduly disadvantaging outsiders
Exclusion from FBO’s implies disadvantages and unequal opportunities for outsiders, as
(potential) employees and as customers or clients. The severity of these disadvantages
399

The American Supreme Court has not only allowed racist exclusion from membership
but also a fairly high amount of illiberal and anti-democratic treatment of members of religious
associations. For historical reasons (holocaust), the Bundesverfassungsgericht in Germany is
much more interventionist in this regard (as in balancing anti-discrimination and freedoms of
political communication) striking a different balance. Clearly different are cases when gays or
adulterous women are not only accused or expelled as sinners but punished according to
shari’a-law as for instance in Malaysia or Nigeria (see 7.4).
400
See Basdevant-Gaudemet (1995:147f) for hiring and firing in France (difference between
school and hospital); Casey (1995:176) for the dismissal of a catholic teacher in Ireland; Ferrari
(1995:198f) for all “Tendenzorganisationen” in Italy; The Spanish Constitutional Court (1981)
clearly specified that teachers “are not entitled to direct open or surrepetitious attacks”
(Glenn/Groof 2002:507f); Bijsterveld (1995:242f) for a change in the direction of detailed caselaw in the Netherlands (include case of gay-teachers. See the detailed discussion of the AWGB,
art. 5.2 c and Art. 7.2 in: Assscher-Vonk, Groenendijk (eds) 1999: 170-8, 187-92; see
Vermeulen 2004:43f). See Robbers (1995:72) for Germany, Minow (2000:1090) for divergent
rulings in cases of gender-discrimination in New York and San Francisco.
401
Faith-based schools in NL have to be open for all students. Faith-based hospitals are not
allowed to select patients in Europe and the U.S. in general, particularly not in small cities or
rural areas where they may be the sole providers.
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clearly depends on the available alternatives for the excluded, influenced by issues like:
(i) are these organizations big or small? (ii) Are they oligopsonists or even near
monopsonists on specific (occupational and/or geographic) labour markets (as the
Mormons in Utah)? (iii) Are they oligopolists or monopolists in service provision (e.g.,
Catholic schools or hospitals in some small cities or rural areas)?402 (iv) Are they
organizations of religious minorities or religious majorities?403 A context-sensitive
balance between the principles of associational autonomy and of equal opportunity
clearly has to take these issues into account: the more serious the disadvantages for
excluded outsiders, the more pressing is the application of equal opportunity legislation
or the public guarantee of non-religious service provision.
7.3.5 Dangers of Public Scrutiny and Financing
Public recognition of religions in general (2.7) and indirect and direct financing in
particular (2.9 – 2.12), do not provide harmless benefits because the price is a
comparatively greater governmental control and public scrutiny. Accepting public money
gives the state a morally and legally legitimate special mandate to investigate and a
greater regulatory mandate over these organizations. This is in accordance to the
assumptions of the public trust theory underwritten by AD. A specific danger is always
involved here. One of the explicit aims of tax-exemptions, for instance, is “encouraging
diverse, indeed often sharply conflicting, activities and viewpoints... Far from
representing an effort to reinforce any perceived ‘common community conscience’, the
provision of tax exemptions to non-profit groups is one indispensable means of limiting
the influence of governmental orthodoxy on important areas of community life” (Justice
Powell, quoted in Kelley 1987:121). The paramount danger of public scrutiny and
interference, however, is that conformity to norms and standards is required and
imposed, standards which are actually secularist or majority biased but presented as
'public', 'neutral', or 'purely professional'.404 This danger is particularly great if norms and
402

See Minow 2000 for all three problems.
Territorially concentrated religious minorities may be local or regional majorities, as the
example of the Mormons shows.
404
See also Minow’s warnings against professionalization, the “professional mind-set”
jeopardizing the special qualities of religious service providers (2000:1090f. See 4.1, 8.2-8.3.,
403
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standards are exclusively set and interpreted by state-agencies, such as, the American
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or state school- or hospital-inspections which exclude a
broad variety of service-providers, FOB’s amongst them, from discussions of appropriate
standards, their implementation and control, as proposed by AD (see 13.5 for education).
In addition, one has to recognize, first, that new religious minorities are particularly
dependent upon such exemptions and subsidies and, second, that they are particularly
vulnerable to interference (Robbins 1987:145).
Particularly thorny issues arise in political systems where political parties – as in nearly
all European states – are partly publicly financed in cases when orthodox religious parties
think of sex- and gender-discrimination as part of their reading of the Bible and core
belief and exclude women from normal membership, as the radical Calvinist SGP in the
Netherlands which for the rest accept the liberal-democratic rules of the game and does
not advocate theocracy or a return to weak or strong establishment. The American
practice which treats parties legally as private organizations that should not and do not
receive public money implies, on the one hand, that private money and Big Business has
an inevitable but most unwelcome influence on programs, candidate-selection,
campaigning and so on, but, on the other hand, state-authorities also do not interfere with
program, internal structure and decision-making in accordance with an extensive
interpretation of freedoms of political communication. In many European countries,
parties are treated as public and also partly publicly financed bodies (cost of campaigns
according to % of votes, fixed contributions for MP’s and parliamentary assistance;
subsidies for scientific bureaus and public-relations activities). With public money come
the opportunities and dangers of public scrutiny. Governments not only prosecute and
forbid racist parties but also parties that do not follow their conceptions of ‘wehrhafte
Demokratie’ in their programs and internal structure (BVerfGE; KPD and SRP cases).
They may also be tempted to use subsidies as levers for change, and emancipation
movements campaign for intervention in the internal decision-making structure and for
the withdrawal of subsidies for parties as in the recent case by the Clara Wichman
Institute et al. against the SGP and the State. The claimants stated that the state violates
and above for the critical attitude of German and Dutch courts with regard to the ideology of
neutralism.
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the women’s-rights treaty and other international covenants because he did not take
action against the SGP who excludes, since the change of their statues in 1997, women
from normal membership with the consequence that women cannot be chosen to
community councils, provincial and national parliaments. The state’s defendants claimed
that vordering would be only in the interest of Christian women aiming for SGPmembership who did not back the case, and referred to basic rights of freedom of
assembly and religion. The High Court in The Hague (September 7, 2005) declared
“Clara Wichman e.a. ontvankelijk in hun vordering” against the state and ruled that the
state is “verplicht om passende maatregelen te nemen om discriminatie van vrouwen in
het politieke en openbare leven uit te bannen. De Staat is zijn verplichtingen uit dit
verdrag niet nagekomen omdat hij niet alleen niets heft ondernomen om aan de
discriminatie van vrouwen door de SGP een einde te maken, maar zelf de SGP
ondersteunt door middel van het verlenen van subsidie”. In the procedure against the
SGP the court declared “niet ontvankelijk” without giving a substantive judgment
(www.rechtspraak.nl/LJN: AU2088)
The following arguments are important for an evaluation of this ruling: (i) The normative,
and to a certain degree also empirical functions of political parties differ from those of
churches and FBO’s. Parties are meant to articulate interests and programmatic politics,
to educate their members and elites as well as citizens, to mobilize them, increase
political participation, select MP’s and political elites, whereas FBO’s are meant to
provide services. Parties, in this sense, are more directly ‘public’ and more central to the
functioning of liberal democracies. (ii) On the one hand, this implies that the traditional
‘shield of privacy’ arguments are consecutively decreasing and that application of nondiscrimination is more legitimate for parties than for FBO’s and for FBO’s than for
‘churches’. Yet, on the other hand, political parties are particularly protected by freedoms
of political association and an extensive interpretation of other freedoms of political
communication (4.4.1). It is none of the state’s business to interfere in their internal
organization or decision-making structure (members are mature adults, their freedom of
entry and exit is much higher than in religious communities or associations), let alone in
their programs and policy-proposals (versus ‘geleide democratie’). (iii) With public
money comes public control, but one should be very careful regarding slippery slope
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arguments legitimized by reference to the public trust theory. They should be handled
with care, and one has always to look for the least invasive ways and means of public
regulation and control (see 13 for education). In our case, the legitimacy of public
scrutiny and intervention is much higher for FBO’s compared with churches (minimal
qualitative standards of service-delivery, dependant clients), and higher for education
compared with care (because of ‘educating future citizens’), but it is much lower for
political parties (their addressees are mature, independent citizens supposed to be able to
listen to highly contested, even ‘weird’ or obnoxious positions and to make up their own
minds in forming their opinion and voting). (iv) Still, a liberal state is not supposed to
publicly finance propaganda at odds with ‘equal respect’ and non-discrimination (in the
case of FBO’s public financing concerns not propaganda of sex-discrimination but
tolerates some inevitable spill-over connected with service-delivery). In this regard, the
decision by the Court to cut the SGP off from parts of their public subsidies (the scientific
bureau, public-relations) but not from all subsidies for MP’s and assistance seems
legitimate to me because it is limited and compatible with the principle of equal treatment
of all parties in parliament without any censorship of their opinions.405 (v) A completely
different question is whether this morally and legally acceptable (maybe even required)
decision is also strategically prudent. Here, as in most other cases of banning weird,
racist, neo-fascist parties, I have serious doubts because it may make orthodox leaders
even more determined to stick to their fundamentalist interpretations and the concerned
women did not welcome the ruling because they want to win their fight without external
legal intervention.
For all these reasons, differences between churches, FBO’s, parties and profitorganizations, between core beliefs/practices and more peripheral ones, between
activities and functions central to faith, and lay activities, more peripherally related and
non-related secular ones, discrimination of insiders and outsiders, are important and

405

Both, the minister of Justice and Internal Affairs, rightly, resisted suggestions to end all subsidies. Though
the Court did not decide reg. the internal SGP structure and decision-making, it would be, in my view,
completely illegitimate to try to impose on parties ‘liberal democratic congruence all the way down’ (in
addition we would have a heck of a business with all existing political parties!).
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worthy of attention.406To argue that the state should refrain from legal intervention in
core organizations and activities obviously does not imply that illiberal and nondemocratic religions should be protected from public criticism. Nor does it imply that the
liberal state should not interfere by less invasive but still strong means, such as refusing
to grant tax exemptions or subsidies or withdraw them under specified conditions,
making exit options less costly, and maybe even by stimulating the voice of dissenters.
Public authorities can listen to dissenters and give them some say in all cases in which
church authorities ask for public help, public money, or other privileges. Guaranteeing
meaningful associational autonomy surely does not exempt religions or FBO’s from
public criticism and scrutiny. The farther the distance from religious core organizations
and core activities, the weaker the shield of ‘Free Exercise’ should be and the more
legitimate is the legal imposition of non-discrimination and equal opportunity legislation.
In addition, it is more legitimate that the standards and procedures of public scrutiny
become more demanding.
7.4

Modern Criminal Law versus Nomos of certain Ethno-religious Groups

Religiously legitimized practices of caste, bondage, slavery, and not guaranteeing legally
equal civil and political status for ascriptive minorities, are surely incompatible with the
most minimalist interpretation of modern freedom and equality, of liberal morality (see
3.2, 4.1). Practices as sati (immolation of widows following their husband's death), of
domestic violence, stranger-rape, marital rape, sexual abuse, genital mutilation, honor
killing, but also severe corporal punishments without due process or enforced collective
suicide are incompatible with any minimalist morality, the most basic rights to life,
bodily integrity, and due process guaranteed by international law (ICPR arts. 6.1, 7 and
9.1, 14.1, 15.1) liberal-democratic constitutions, and modern criminal and due process
law. Cases in which specific ethno-religious practices as interpreted by traditionalist
organizations and leaders and by absolutist Free Exercise lawyers conflict with this core
of modern criminal law and due process law are particularly serious and, rightly,
dramatized by feminist and secularist individualist liberals.

406

See also Laycock (1997:70-3) for a context- and issue-specific, flexible treatment.
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These practices are clearly proscribed by a minimalist understanding of universal
morality both globally and within liberal-democratic polities.407 According to their own
constitutions, liberal-democratic states have the duty to protect individual believers and
vulnerable minorities within minorities against their ‘own’ religious group, associations,
leaders and religious courts. Group autonomy can never be allowed to shield these
practices. Public opinion and liberal-democratic polities have to try to convince
minorities to change them, and jurisdictions have to prosecute and punish perpetrators.
Principles and practices of minimal and minimalist liberal-democratic morality are surely
strong enough to legitimize public scrutiny and interference from the outside (by public
opinion, by state-jurisdiction, by international courts) in order to sanction such practices
effectively.408
Given the broad agreement on these crucial limits to toleration and on the necessity of
external intervention, three sobering remarks seem appropriate.
First, even core principles and rights, such as bodily integrity, that are fairly universally
shared, can be understood and interpreted in divergent ways in deeply different religiocultural traditions. Are certain forms of corporal punishment regularly used by Indian
tribes in Columbia to be understood as “torture”?409 How to understand the death-penalty
or long term isolated imprisonment/detention (‘isolation-torture’) in this regard? Are all
407

See for many: Moore 2005:292, Mahajan 2005, Levy 2000:17. Maier 2004:33f, Poulter
1998, and Renteln 1990, 2004:202ff. This also means that ultra-orthodox interpretations and
practices of sharia criminal offence laws as the cutting of hands for theft, crucifying for
robbery, stoning for adultery that are subject to highly contested ‘traditional’ Islamic rules of
evidence are clearly incompatible with this minimalist core of morality (See WRR 2006:123ff
for hadd-crimes and punishments in Muslim-majority countries. Peters 2003, 2003a for some
West-African countries as Nigeria. In Malaysia, two radical Islamic provinces (Kelantan (1993)
and Terengganu (2002)) introduced hudud law but the laws have not yet been applied because
the federal government judges them to be unconstitutional (court case is hanging) (Meerschaut
2006). Yet, these interpretations and practices are, obviously, vehemently criticized within the
Islamic tradition (see 5.3). Tariq Ramadan has recently (NRC Handelsblad 2005) proposed a
‘worldwide moratorium’ based on the hope that this can be plausibly and convincingly shown
from ‘within’ instead of being ‘imposed’ by the West. See 3.1 and 3.6 for such a moderately
universalist, inter-culturalist procedure.
408
It is important to repeat that organized religions, publicly recognized religions in particular, make
such scrutiny and external interference clearly much easier, compared with unorganized, ‘invisible’ sects
(as the Jones’ millenarist suicides).
409
Hoekema 2001:170-2. See for alternative forms of sentencing and conflict-mediation: Shachar
2001:160ff; Sheleff 2000, ch. 14 Cultural Defense; Hoekema 2004 for Alevites in the Netherlands; Renteln
2004 for a strong case in favour of a formal, partial cultural defense.
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forms of female circumcision to be understood and prosecuted as genital mutilation (as
infibulation or pharaonic circumcision certainly is)? Is the removal of the tip of the
clitoris a harmless version of ‘piercing’ (Sheleff 2000:354-74; Parekh 2000:275ff)?410 Or
should even male circumcision be banned and prosecuted? Instead of imposing ‘modern’
and ‘Western’ interpretations without even listening to other interpretations, the
universalist pretensions of basic rights are made more plausible and convincing in
processes of intercultural or trans-cultural dialogue and negotiation by which ‘our’
understandings and interpretations can achieve higher degrees of relational ethnoreligious neutrality.
Second, most ‘modern’ criminal codes are rife with ethno-religious particularism which is
hardly required by a relationally universal morality or permissible in a truly culturally
and religiously diverse society. Legal proscriptions of homosexuality in general or samesex partnerships/marriages in particular are a clear case in point, and the same is true, in
my view, for the hypocritical proscription of all varieties of polygamy.411 This already
serves as a reminder that the 'minimal requirements of modern criminal law' are still
contested and in flux, and that moral learning processes are open and unfinished.
Third, modern, Western, Christian societies and cultures have been and still are deeply
marked by discrimination and exclusion of ‘races’, women, homosexuals, minority
religions. There is no reason for the self-congratulatory stance and the double standards
so often characterizing these discussions. For example, domestic violence is certainly not
confined to Jewish, Muslim, or Hindu traditions but a human stain in actual Christian and
secular families (Okin 1999, 2002; Williams/Carens 1999). It took a very long time and

410

See Coene/Longman (eds) 2005. FMG, by the way, is not prescribed by ‘Islam’ but an ethno-cultural
practice of some African tribes also practiced by Christians (see also Al-Hibri 1999).
411
See Reynolds v. U.S. See the excellent, general treatment by Sheleff 2000:330 – 53. See Meerschaut
2004 for Malaysia (and the differential treatment of Hinduist and Chinese customary law compared with
Islamic family law). Deveaux 2005, while accepting polygamy as an outcome of negotiations and
deliberations, still thinks it is an inevitably illiberal outcome. Parekh (2000:282 – 92) rightly criticizes
myopic and hypocritical apologies of modern monogamy (i.e. actual serial polygamy) but focuses not
sharply enough on justice-based arguments (equality versus power asymmetries among the spouses) instead
of prescribing, in a thick perfectionist way, monogamy as the adequate form of a good life. In the heated
debate on ‘arranged marriages’, in a similar way, one should focus on ‘marriage under duress’ (see
Philips/Dustin 2005; Renteln 2004:122ff) instead of importing culturally specific - very much contested notions and practices of romantic love and idealized notions of fully free choice of spouses into ‘universal
morality’ and modern criminal law.
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protracted struggles by the respective minorities before ‘we’ come to see and evaluate
these practices as morally illegitimate, and this learning process is still unfinished and
shaky.
Though it is plain that liberal-democratic constitutions pose clear limitations to the
accommodation of these practices (this is what ‘priority for liberal democracy’ or
‘liberal-democratic’ accommodation and ‘liberal multiculturalism’ indicate), it is far
from clear how, that is by which institutions and policies, the basic human rights of
vulnerable minorities inside minorities can be best and most effectively protected (see
10.3).
7.5

Religious versus civic marriage- and divorce-law

Modern marriage- and divorce law is based on two moral principles: equality between the
spouses, and free consent – free entry (no marriage under duress) and free exit (favor
divortii). The Catholic church, and to a lesser degree, Protestant churches have been
strongly opposed to both, and also rejected religious inter-marriages, for centuries. It took
a very long time before ‘equality and liberty’ really transformed family law in ‘Western’
states during the last century.412 In our days, cases in which the nomos, the conventions
and religious family law, conflicts with modern family law mainly involve Hindu-,
Muslim-, and Jewish family law.413 The dilemma, as already stated, is clear: religious
family law plays a crucial role in the reproduction of the nomos of groups (particularly
control over membership and the role of women in it), but at the same time it sanctions
legal and practical discrimination of women. The dilemma is practically recognized in
international private law: Dutch judges having to decide cases of divorce, alimentation,
custody and visiting rights of Moroccan or mixed-nationality couples regularly applied
412

In some states with established churches (Denmark, Finland) religious marriage is legally
valid and civil marriage has only been introduced fairly late (in Finland in 1929) as an
alternative that is still fairly exceptional (see Robbers (ed) 316). Churches are still responsible
for the civil registration of birth, marriages, deaths in Denmark and England.
413
See for Hindu- and Muslim-law in India: Mahmood 1983, Sen 1995, Galanter 1998:2459 vs. Smith 1998:226; Nussbaum 1997 and 2000:168ff, 212ff, Rudolph/Rudolph 2000,
Mahajan 2005. For a powerful demonstration of the numerous dilemmas: Vikram Seth’s
wonderful epos “A Suitable Boy”. See Meerschaut for Muslim-law in Malaysia and progressive
reforms (2006, chapter 3); Bowen 1998 for Indonesia; WRR 2006:127ff-52. See for Jewish
family law in Israel: Shachar, Tamir; in England: Reitman 2002
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the legal rules of the Muddawwana at odds with Dutch marriage- and divorce law untill
family law in Morocco eventually was changed in 2003. They declared marriages
concluded in Morocco as valid which would not be allowed in the Netherlands, they
declared polygamous marriages as legal, they accepted unilateral divorces in cases that
the wife explicitly or tacitly has agreed or at least appeased, etc.414
Such practical, area-specific and circumscribed forms of legal pluralism are vehemently
rejected by unreconstructed liberal individualists and feminists as Okin who insist on a
uniform civil code.415 In 1997, Martha Nussbaum argued as a “secular humanist feminist”
(2000:174-87) that “Religious liberty is a right of individuals” and “liberals should
emphasize this individualistic concept” (1997:125). Any group rights, even in the case of
national minorities, are rejected (126ff), all forms of legal pluralism are declined as
“medieval idea” (124). In 2000 she implicitly criticized her own position trying to find a
productive middle ground between secular humanist feminism and “traditionalist
feminism” (2000:176ff). She now remains “neutral about establishment” (208, 210ff) and
allows for some legal pluralism in personal law, particularly in cases of minority religions
(212ff for Muslims in India), but she still virtually neglects associational religious
freedoms (188-90, 226).416
In a much deeper and theoretically more sophisticated way, Ayelet Shachar has tried to
achieve a balance between protection of vulnerable individuals and groups inside
religious minorities against minority organizations and leaders – the dangers of “the
religious particularist model” (2000a:213ff) – and outside protection of vulnerable
religious minorities against religious majorities, secularists and ‘their’ state – the dangers
of “the secular absolutist model” (209ff).417 How to deal with the “paradox of
multicultural vulnerability” (Shachar 1998:289, 2000:65) and avoid the “perils of
multicultural accommodation” (Shachar 1998:285ff) in family and divorce law? Drawing
414

415
416

See my very short summary: Bader 1998a: 201ff; see extensively: Rutten 1988,
d’Oliveira 1995. See for Germany and France: Mayer 2004.
Jaggar 1988, MacKinnon 1989, Becker 1992, Galenkamp 1993, 1998.
Phillips 2005 and Mahajan 2005 focus on strategic dilemmas of minority religions. Reithman
2005 gives clear priority to sex equality and proposes accommodation for purely strategic
reasons.
417
For sensible, though highly divergent, treatments of conflicts between individual (inside)
and collective autonomy (outside) see Kymlicka 1997a, Raz 1997, Parekh 1997 and 2000,
Valadez 2001, Spinner-Halev 2000, Saharso 2000, Hoekema 2001.
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on distinctions between religious and economic activities already mentioned in tax
exemption and subsidy cases, she distinguishes between the “demarcating functions” of
family law (crucial for the internal reproduction of the nomos of the group) and its
“distributive functions.”418 In her “intersectionist” or “transformative joint governance
approach,” she proposes to delegate jurisdiction about the demarcating functions to inside
courts of religious groups and reserves jurisdiction about property matters to state courts,
explicitly permitting inputs “from two legal systems – a groups essential traditions and
the state’s laws – to resolve a single dispute (e.g. the Martinez case - V.B.)”
(1998:299).419 Compared to conflicts with the core of criminal law, in these cases
interference from the outside can be much more limited and the space for legitimate
group autonomy can be much broader, without neglecting the basic rights of women.420
Before turning to the discussion of ‘softer cases’, let me summarize that even in
these hard cases, the actual policy-repertoire is broader than the choice between external
sanctions by the state and full autonomy. Associative democracy combines different
policy-repertoires: leave minorities alone as far as possible; make use of external legal
intervention only to protect the basic needs and rights of individuals and vulnerable
minorities inside minorities; apply stricter standards of public scrutiny and external
control in cases minorities ask for legal support, subsidies or other privileges from the
418

See for similar strategies to split the issues and areas: Reitman 1998, Smith 1998::205;
Rudolph/Rudolph 2000, and Nussbaum 2000:217 “property law under a uniform code and
leave the regulation of family law to the separate systems”. Such an approach seems more
satisfying than Renteln’s (2004, chapter 7). See Bowen 1998 for the intricacies to combine
different legal systems and practices.
419
As Jeff Spinner-Halev has rightly pointed out, however, she “fails to distinguish between
oppressed and non-oppressed groups” (2001:93). For a justice-based approach, the crucial
distinction is between (structural and/or cultural) minorities and majorities: the minorityposition of “Indian and Isreali Muslims and Native Americans” clearly should also make a
normative difference compared with “Jewish family law in Israel” (93).
420
The difference between newly recognizing and institutionalizing religious family law (as
a consequence of immigration) and recognizing ‘established’ institutions is clearly important,
as the example of the recently rejected (Sept. 2005) attempts to recognize shari’a family law in
Ontario shows (see Shachar 2005:61-9 for a short criticism and 73-77 for institutional proposals
in the perspective a a joint governance approach). Also, applying international private family
law is clearly different from recognizing religious family law internally. In addition, one can
have all the advantages of conflict-mediation on a – more or less – voluntary basis (see for
Alevites in NL: Hoekema 2003) without recognizing religious family law. Moreover, Western
civil law had a strong impact on the institutionalization and systematization of Islamic law . See
for Malaysia under British Colonial rule: Meerschaut (2006:33ff).
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state. The choice of appropriate policies clearly depends upon the type of minority, the
issue-specific conflicts of predominant practices with decent or liberal-democratic
morality and law, the specific goals of associations, and the degree of voluntariness and
vulnerability of minorities.
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Part III

Dilemmas and Limits of Accommodation. Principles and Cases. Applying
Moral Minimalism

Chapter 7

Religious Freedoms and Other Human Rights. Moral Conundrums and
Hard Cases
Religious Freedom is an important moral principle and a basic human right, guaranteed by
international law and liberal-democratic constitutions. As all other human rights, it is not an
absolute right, its interpretation and appropriate application is contested, and it may conflict with
other basic human rights. In addition, these tensions and the necessary balancing are not guided
by a context-independent ‘lexical hierarchy’ of basic human rights (see also Poulter 1998:98106; Renteln 2004). They are, at least in the eyes of moral pluralists, informed and colored by
the various regimes of religious government in liberal-democratic states. I discussed this in
chapter 2.421 In this chapter, I discuss these interpretations and tensions starting with the
contested interpretation of religious freedom itself and the tensions between the negative
freedom of religion from state-control and -interference and the positive freedom to believe and
practice. First, I will begin by giving a morally minimalist evaluation of the relevant
constitutional regimes (7.1). Then I will address tensions and actual conflicts between
associational or collective religious freedoms and other important civil and political rights
guaranteed by international covenants and liberal-democratic constitutions, particularly in cases
of illiberal and undemocratic religions. In 7.2, I discuss relevant distinctions between religious
groups, issues and conflicts in this regard. I distinguish between three different hard cases of
such conflicts between the nomos and practices of such groups and the core requirements of
liberal democratic morality, minimally understood, i.e., conflicts with principles and rights of
non-discrimination and equal opportunities (7.3), with the core of modern criminal law (7.4),
and of modern private personal law, civic marriage and divorce law in particular (7.5). In chapter
8, I turn from hard cases, characterized by basic-rights conflicts to softer cases that could and
should be more easily resolvable, if liberal democracies would really live up to the presumed
421

See 3.5, see Parekh 2000 and Koenig 2003:151ff: (i) The “contradictoriness of institutionalized norms
and models”, the fact that norms do not form a “logically coherent system” (conflicts between the right
to religious freedom and the rights of women, or between the rights of parents to religious education of
their children and the rights of children) create leeway for heterogeneous but legitimate political
practices. (ii) “More far-reaching are conflicts among normative expectations resulting from the
embeddedness of political practices in heterogeneous societal configurations” (152) creating space for
legitimate adaptations of general religious rights and freedoms in nation-states and in regional human
rights regimes.
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relational religious neutrality of states and policies. The moral evaluations in chapters 7 and 8
are explicitly minimalist. Only in Part IV, I discuss more demanding moral standards and
different ways to combine moral minimalism with more demanding liberal and democratic
principles. I then hope to show that AD, compared with strict separationism and also with other
varieties of liberal institutional pluralism and accommodationism, provides more productive and
flexible institutional and policy options for finding sensible balances and trade-offs in hard and
softer cases.
7.1 Religious Freedoms
Religious freedom, as other moral and legal principles, does not exist in a vacuum. Principles
and rights have to be balanced with other principles, as non-discrimination or equal opportunity
(moral pluralism). Moreover, religious freedom itself turns out to be a complex, underdetermined concept implying many freedoms, and their contested understanding. Its
interpretation and application is influenced by divergent understandings of the positive, negative
or neutral relationship between religions and liberal democracy. I have analyzed this in 5.1. The
inevitable balance between competing principles also depends on historical facts and societal
contexts leading to a range of morally permissible paths (contextualized morality). Yet not
anything goes. Interpretations and institutional options have to be compatible with the core of
religious freedom.

7.1.1	
   Religious	
  freedom,	
  religious	
  freedoms	
  
One of the most broadly recognized, carefully phrased and balanced articulations of this core is
article 9 of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights.422
“(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to
change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. (2) Freedom to
manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order,
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

422

In my view, this article is much clearer than the First Amendment phrasing. See Monsma/Soper 1997 for
Dutch, German, and Australian versions. See the detailed discussion in Ferrari 2002:7-11 for ECHR and
the different wordings in constitutions of the Member-States of the EU. See Koenig (2003:153ff) for
debates, declarations and covenants at the global level (UN, 130ff) and regional levels (ECHR,
American Charter (ACHR) and African Charter (ACHPR); 153ff).
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It is plain that “freedom of religion is not an un-differentiated or uni-dimensional concept, but is
a constellation of overlapping and sometimes conflicting claims for specific freedoms” (Galanter
1960:217ff). Galanter presents a contentious, tentative, long but not exhaustive list of the
different meanings and dimensions of this core concept, derived from U.S. Supreme Court
decisions (218ff):
Freedom from religious compulsion (including free exit); freedom from persecution or
discrimination because of religious beliefs or practice; freedom from state-sponsored religion;
freedom from state use of religious standards; freedom to enlist state co-operation in carrying out
religious purposes; freedom to obtain (from government) opportunities to implement religious
values; freedom from private interference with one's religious beliefs and practices; freedom of
religious association and the freedom of association to maintain autonomous internal
government; freedom of religious choice; freedom to transmit and implant religious views in the
next generation; freedom to express, publish, distribute, and teach religious views; freedom from
compelled disclosure of religious views; freedom from governmental restrictions upon activities
accorded positive religious significance; freedom from governmental compulsion to perform an
act accorded negative religious significance; freedom to define the religious or sacred.
Together, these claims spell an enormous complexity. Two questions however enable some
complexity reduction. They are the traditional and intertwined questions about freedom from
(negative) and freedom to (positive freedom) and about whose freedoms are involved
(individual, parental/familial, associational).
The freedom to believe, or the freedom of individual conscience and the freedom to practice
religion in worship, ritual, teaching, observance (whether collectively or individually, in
‘private’ or in ‘public’ spaces), and the freedom of religions from illegitimate state control often
conflict. Positive freedom is compatible with aid and may even call for it, whereas negative
freedom from illegitimate state control seems to require ‘no aid’ or ‘no interference’ (Galanter
1966:288ff, 1998:260ff; HLR Note 1987:1632ff). I first address issues of negative freedom.

7.1.2	
   Negative	
  Freedoms	
  of	
  Religion	
  
Even if one favors an almost exclusively negative interpretation of religious freedoms, as
libertarians and classical liberals do, there is clearly a need for some legitimate external control
and state-intervention. The suffix ‘illegitimate’ control points to the fact that the ‘freedom of
religion from the state’, as all other freedoms, is morally and legally constrained by two other
considerations: first by reference to some public interest, as ‘order’, ‘safety’, ‘health’ and even
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‘morals’423 and, second, by the protection of equal rights and liberties of all, believers as well as
non-believers. This protection implies layered duties for the liberal-democratic state:
(i) Because negative religious freedom is not only directed against interference by the state
(negative duty of non-interference) but also against all forms of illegitimate interference by other
religions as well as by ‘secular’ groups and organizations (Shue 1995:13), the state has the
positive duty to protect all religions from such interference.424
(ii) Negative religious freedom protects not only individual freedom but also associational or
organizational freedoms of religions425 that may conflict with each other, particularly in cases in
which individual religious freedoms of consciousness and expression and especially the freedom
to exit religions are threatened by co-believers and organizations. If ‘heresy,’‘apostasy,’ and
‘conversion,’ are banned and sanctioned by religious law and organizations, as has been the case
for centuries in Christianity and still is the case in Islamic law,426 the liberal-democratic state has
at least the difficult positive duty to protect their right to leave religions against their ‘own’
churches or mosques.427
(iii) Collective practices, as interpreted and sanctioned by religious customs, laws (nomos) and
authorities may conflict with other important human rights of both ‘members’ and non-members

423

424

425

426

427

I do not discuss constraints by ‘compelling state-interest’, but hasten to say that these categories have to
be very precisely and narrowly circumscribed. Otherwise, constitutional and legal guarantee of religious
freedoms degenerate into empty rhetorical phrases barely able to hide the whole variety of restrictive
administrative practices usually legitimized by reference to some ‘public interest’, as the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court has demonstrated. Evidently, ‘compelling state-interest’ is interpreted differently in
Germany, Australia, and the Netherlands (see Monsma/Soper 1997).
UN Declaration on the Elimination of all forms of Intolerance and Discrimination based on Religion or
Belief (1981, Art. 4), see Koenig 2003:137ff.
In the first phase (1945-66) of debates, declarations and covenants at the UN level, a strictly individual
interpretation of religious freedom has been predominant. In the second phase (1966-89) a more
collective interpretation has been added (equal treatment, non-discrimination has been very much
expanded) involving positive duties for states. In the third phase (from 1989 on) minority protection
(including religious minorities) has strengthened the “kollektivrechtliche Interpretation” (Koenig
2003:133-45).
UD Art. 18 explicitly includes the right to exit and the “freedom to change his religion or belief”. Due to
massive resistance by Muslim states, it has not been included in ICCPR, Art. 18 (see Koenig 2003:132).
According to classical Islamic law this is a crime (‘irtidad’, ‘murtad’) that has to be punished with death
(and civil death) according to the four most important Sunnite law schools (Shafii, Hanafi, Maliki,
Hanbali). See WRR 2006:123-27 as an overview, for contested interpretations and applications in
Malaysia (Meerschaut 2004); in Iran and Egypt (Peters 1998).
See below for the trickier and conflict-prone ‘duties’ to protect freedom of consciousness and expression
and other freedoms of political communication inside religious organizations.
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(see 7.3 – 7.5). Every liberal-democratic state has the positive duty to protect the basic rights of
all its citizens and residents without unduly overriding associational freedoms.
A minimalist moral evaluation of the various constitutional regimes (2.5) shows that strong
establishment is clearly incompatible with equal negative religious freedoms. Even in its tamed
forms, as in Greece, it more or less massively discriminates against other believers and nonbelievers and it allows more or less massive state-interference or control of established religions.
All other constitutional regimes – explicitly including weak and plural establishment and socalled concordation countries or pluralist or co-operation regimes – are understood to live up to
the minimal moral and legal threshold, in this regard,428 though they strike a different balance
between non-interference and protection of basic rights. Libertarian separationist regimes, such
as in the U.S., different from statist separationism which can be found in France, tend to sacrifice
protection of basic rights of believers, kids in particular, against social pressure and reckless
religious leaders to fairly absolute associational autonomy on the assumption of free entry and
exit. Pluralist regimes, AD in particular, give more weight to the positive duty of liberaldemocratic states to protect vulnerable minorities inside (organized) religions. They too are
faced with the general problem that this is much more difficult in cases of loosely organized,
‘invisible’ sects – think of recent examples of (enforced) ‘millenarist’ suicides – compared with
more organized sects as Bhagwan or Scientology and organized churches.429 Their policies of
public or even legal recognition of (organized) religions however add considerable public
pressure and scrutiny to make religions behave minimally moral, but it also confronts them with
difficult trade-offs involved in processes of institutionalization (11.3). In addition, it may easily
seduce states to transgress the contested borderlines between legitimate external intervention in
order to protect basic rights, minimally understood, and illegitimate control in attempts to
impose more demanding values of liberalism and democracy (as the different attempts to
institutionalize a ‘French Islam’ make plane (11.5).

428

429

Both at the European level (see 7.2 and 7.3 following Robbers, Ferrari) and the UN level, it has been
common understanding that “neither the establishment of a religion nor the recognition of a religion or a
belief by a State nor the separation of Church from State shall by itself be considered religious
intolerance or discrimination on the ground of religion or belief” (Konventionsentwurf der UN-CHR
(1967), Art 1(d), see König 2003:134).
The more ‘libertarian’ attitude in the U.S. differs considerably from the more ‘interventionist’ attitude in
Germany. Before accusing Germany to infringe religious freedom or the U.S. not to protect basic human
rights, one should recognize the tension and discuss the limits of morally permissible balancing.
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7.1.3	
   Negative	
  and	
  Positive	
  Freedoms	
  
The positive freedom to believe and practice asks for more than the minimally required liberal
scrutiny for the sake of safeguarding individual freedoms. It requires some materially ‘equal
treatment of religions’, either bent on correcting historical inequalities (e.g., for indigenous
people or Jews in Germany) or actual inequalities by invoking justice-based arguments, as I do –
or bent on providing assistance and aid in order to promote the flourishing of varieties of
religious life invoking state-perfectionist arguments about the good religious life
(Glendon/Yanes 1991 or Parekh 2000).
Constitutions, constitutional courts – and also political philosophers and prevailing public
opinion – in different countries understand and balance positive and negative religious freedom
predominantly in divergent though never uncontested ways. In the United States, and even more
so in France, the prevailing ideology of strict separationism stresses negative freedoms and nonintervention. Libertarians and radical individualistic liberals deny any positive state-duty in this
regard, emphasized by an accommodationist reading of the Free Exercise Clause (McConnell
1992; Sherber v. Verner 1963). Equal treatment of religions means equality before the law, and
the absolute priority of negative individual freedom discounts any more substantive notion of
equality. Aid to religions is none of the state’s business. Only strict, formal neutrality (Lemon vs.
Kurtzman) and strong separationism is seen as compatible with equality, because all other
options are said to be inherently unfair either to other religions or to non-believers.430
In most other countries, predominant opinion tries to find more sensible balances between
negative and positive freedoms. For example, in the Netherlands and in Germany, they are
constitutionally most outspoken. Part 1 of the new constitution of the Netherlands “guarantees
equal treatment in equal circumstances to all persons. It is clear that under the Constitution
public authorities in the Netherlands shall be neutral with respect to the various religious and
non-religious denominations ... It is clear that once authorities subsidize or support certain
activities, religious counterparts cannot be excluded for that reason. Article 1 forbids this.”
(Bijsterveld 1994:207, 211). This interpretation rejects the “assumption often made in the US
430

Laycock not only, like many others, criticizes this interpretation but also claims, in a strategic move
(1997:73f), that it would not be the dominant opinion (not repudiating the separation metaphor,
criticizing the “no-aid-theory” (and its “base-line”: government inactivity) but defending the “nondiscrimination-theory” (and its baseline: equal treatment or evenhandedness).
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that religious organizations have a bias or a distinctive ax to grind, while non-religious secular
organization are neutral. In the Netherlands, secular and religious organizations alike are seen as
operating out of certain philosophies or beliefs,” and “nonreligious organizations are seen not as
truly neutral but are yet another richting” (Monsma/Soper 1997:78). The German constitutional
court, in a famous decision in 1975, ruled that “the elimination of all ideological and religious
references would not neutralize the existing ideological tensions and conflict, but would
disadvantage parents who desire a Christian education” (quoted in Monsma/Soper 1997:178).

7.1.4	
   Positive	
  Freedoms	
  and	
  Equal	
  Treatment	
  of	
  Religions	
  
In a short criticism of libertarianism and strict separationism, I hope to show that Monsma/Soper
are right in stating that this more expansive and balanced understanding of religious freedoms is
more appropriate (1997:202) and allows for more consistent rulings in educational and welfareservice issues.431 Libertarianism and strict separationism might be seen as maximizing equal
legal treatment of all religions as well as of all others in an ideal world because a liberaldemocratic state would not be allowed to directly or indirectly aid, subsidize or finance any
religious or comparable ‘secular’ cultural institutions or activities. All this would be none of the
states business and should be left to the equal playing field of religious and cultural markets and
the healthy working of free competition. This strictly anti-perfectionist conception of justice
however would maximize equality before the law only under the following three conditions: that
the liberal-democratic state (i) historically did not privilege specific religions in numerous direct
and indirect ways, (ii) that it actually is the minimalist state demanded by libertarian theory, and
(iii) that this minimalist state can be completely religiously and culturally neutral.
(iv) A policy of strict, formal or legal equal treatment is, according to the libertarian conception
of justice, unfair and harsh in all cases where states have systematically or structurally
disadvantaged minority religions or, to state it slightly different, where the actual playing
field in the religious market has been massively and unfairly shaped by governments.
Historically, this has been the case in all monopolistic or oligopolistic religious regimes of
governance either constitutionally (e.g., when constitutional dis-establishment has been
431

See also Monsma 1996; McConnell, Lupu, Laycock, Minow. I agree with Tomasi that “egalitarian
versions of liberalism generate extensive positive religious freedom rights… Egalitarian liberalism thus
requires a far more substantial mixing of church and state than do more minimalist classical conceptions
of liberalism.”(2004:326)
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fairly recent and has been antedated by a long history of strong establishment and actual
predominance of one or more Christian churches) or legally, administratively, politically
and materially (as in the U.S. where non-establishment has been combined with a long
history of numerous actual privileges for Protestant churches that allowed them to built and
to continue their predominant positions). The history of all liberal-democratic states is
obviously rife with examples of such policies. In cases where they continue to exist in clear
contradiction to the demands of all liberal conceptions of justice, equality before the law
minimally requires that old and new minority religions be treated equally or at least evenhandedly. If they have been dismantled only fairly recently after centuries of unfair
privileges, libertarian justice surely demands at least some restitution or redress because
the preconditions for fair and healthy religious competition have been absent.432 It is
remarkable that, practically speaking, these consequences are rarely drawn by libertarian
philosophers and politicians. This may be partly because of the intricacies of such policies
of rectification and compensation.433
(v)

A minimalist libertarian state would certainly neither provide nor subsidize a whole range
of welfare- and social services as health-care, care for children, elderly, handicapped or
poor. All existing states with liberal-democratic constitutions, including the U.S. and
France, however, do not leave this to ‘markets’ alone but are massively involved in
policies of regulation, subsidies and also provision that affect the diversity of believers and
non-believers in many direct and indirect ways (Minow 2000, Lugo 2001, Tomasi 2004).
Policies that cannot be strictly neutral, either in the justificatory sense of a ‘secular
purpose’, or with regard to their ‘direct and indirect effects’. Libertarians, as stated already
in 3.4, certainly raise the red flag of revolution in theory, in this regard, but rarely address
the question what an absolute libertarian policy of state-absence, non-regulation and nonsubsidy would prescribe for the long and strenuous ‘meantime’ between now and the
realization of this radical utopia. Equality before the law, in my view, would then mean
that we treat service-providers, whether public (e.g. state) or associational (e.g. faith based)

432

433

Take the Dutch example of subsidizing church building after, eventually, dis-establishment in 1983 and
the implied unfairness for Islam. See Rath et al.1996: 245, 1997:77.
I bracket the question whether a liberal state – in cases in which serious historical injustices would be
absent – would have to compensate religious minorities for inequalities that are created by the normal
working of different-blind mechanisms as markets or majority decision making. Only the latter case is
covered by constitutional or legal minority-protection.
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equally or even-handedly in terms of direct or indirect financing or subsidies. In 2.12, we
have seen that most liberal-democratic states, including France and the U.S., do this in
different ways and degrees. For the purposes of a minimalist moral evaluation, here I need
not discuss the hotly contested issues whether service delivery should be (exclusively)
public or (in addition/or exclusively) associational or (in addition, or exclusively as
libertarians and neo-liberals propose) private, and how it should be financed (see 8, 13). If
service-delivery cannot be strictly culturally/religiously neutral in the real world (see 3.3
and 8.3), even defenders of a strictly anti-perfectionist conception of justice should address
the question how it could be made relationally more neutral, particularly if they are in
favor of exclusively public or state care.
(vi) Libertarians and neo-liberals, if they are consequent, oppose public service provision in the
case of education but only rarely also oppose any public regulation of private or
associational education. In the case of care, some culturally and religiously neutral
provision may at least be thinkable though not be realizable, for the provision of education
it is evidently impossible (8.2 and 13).434 It is less often recognized that this problem is
reproduced in the ways in which (public, associational or private) education is regulated
and supervised. In addition, a liberal-democratic state cannot scrap all religiously contested
issues from the agenda of legislation nor pretend that laws on stem-cell research, cloning,
abortion, genetic modification of food, same-sex marriage, euthanasia, etc., could be just
‘secular’ or ‘neutral’. Radical libertarian and liberal ‘hands-off’-policies would only try to
hide predominant cultural and religious biases from view.
That no liberal-democratic state has followed the advices of strictly anti-perfectionist
libertarianism may be seen as an indication of the normal tension between the ideal world
434

From a strictly anti-perfectionist standpoint of justice the state has certainly no positive obligation to
finance new church buildings or reconstructing old ones or to subsidize or aid religions financially in
any way. The state is also not obliged to national heritage programs or to subsidize the High Arts
(symphony orchestras, theatres, museums). But if it does, as nearly all existing liberal-democratic states
did and do, equality before the law requires to do it equally or even-handedly – e.g. not privileging ‘oldcomers’ (in a broad sense ‘established’ religions) to the disadvantage of new minority-religions, or not
privileging High Arts or established institutions (in a clearly elitist manner) to the disadvantage to newly
emerging arts (e.g. ‘majority’ popular music as well as ‘minority’ world-music, ethno-music) and
companies/performing institutions. For my purposes here, I can bracket the hotly contested question
whether liberal states are allowed to or even should finance religions directly or indirectly. If they do
(see 2.9 – 2.12 for many examples, including actual practice in the U.S.), they have to do it equally or
even-handedly. In 13.5, I argue why they all should do, at least in the ‘real world’.
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(what justice ideally would require) and the real world. It can also be understood as an
indication that something is wrong with the ideal, that the utopia itself is neither required
nor desirable or laudable (3.4).
All critics of justice as hands-off and of the libertarian reduction of equality to
equality before and in the law have to face difficult trade-offs between, on the one hand,
negative freedoms and legal equality and on the other hand, more substantive notions of
equality (Bader 1998:447ff) and justice as even-handedness, both in general and also in
cases of religious freedoms. If governments, directly or indirectly finance religions, if they
subsidize welfare- and educational provision, they have to answer questions as: What are
religious associations or organizations? Which ones should be recognized? What are the
requirements for recognition and subsidies in terms of thresholds and minimal standards?
As we have already seen, this involves the dangers that the state defines religions and
intervenes in issues of organizational form and content of religion (public recognition and
public money are connected to public scrutiny)435and that the state continues to privilege
old and already publicly recognized majority religion(s).436 Criticizing ‘strict separation’
obviously implies that the borderlines between state and religions, public and private,
become more contested and negotiable (Minow 2000): border-crossings and influence in
both directions may be morally illegitimate and intolerable violating the two autonomies.
All liberal accommodationists have to balance liberties from and liberties to (Robbins
1987:135, McConnell 1992:692ff). They have to take existing inequalities into account
and find ways to combine ‘involvement’ and ‘relational neutrality’.
7.2

Groups, Conflicts, Issues

Associational or collective freedoms often contradict individual negative religious freedoms as
well as other important civil and political rights, particularly in cases of deeply illiberal, antidemocratic, fundamentalist or totalistic religions.
7.2.1 Minorities
435

436

Minow 2000:1080f : The “stringent demands of governmental order, regularity, public transparency, and
participation can squelch varieties of expression, practice, and belief”; ”Religions need protection from
governmental control or censure”, from “interferences with their own mission, identity, and selfdefinition” (1088f). See 13.6 for education.
This confronts religions with difficult choices (see 11.3). Freedom of religion, in my view, minimally
requires that they are free to reject public recognition without being affected in their negative religious
freedoms.
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For a contextualized theory of morality it is obvious that differences between minorities make a
difference. First, however one must draw the boundaries, it is a commonly shared intuition that
indigenous peoples and tribes should be treated differently from national minorities, from
immigrant minorities, and religious minorities. The minorities-within-minorities dilemma is
concerned only with illiberal and undemocratic minorities. It is important to state right from the
outset that many recent national, immigrant and religious minorities are not much different from
majorities in democratic constitutional states, and that many indigenous peoples have been
democratic, though not liberal, long before conquering majorities were so. Second, regarding
illiberal and undemocratic minorities, three types437 seem to require different treatment by
liberal-democratic polities: (i) Isolationist, ‘retiring’, internally ‘decent’ and externally peaceful
religious minorities not asking for public money and political representation, just wanting to be
left alone (paradigm cases: Amish, Hutterites). (ii) ‘Ambitious’, totalistic but peaceful,
conservative, or ‘neo-fundamentalist’ religious minorities asking for public money and striving
for public presence, even political hegemony (paradigm case: minority Catholic or Orthodox
Churches, neo-conservative Protestants, neo-fundamentalist Muslims). (iii) Modern, illiberal and
antidemocratic religious fundamentalists using all means, including violence, to impose their
totalistic, reactively purified religious regimes (paradigm cases: Islamicists and some Protestant,
Jewish and Hindu fundamentalists).
In all these cases, liberal democratic polities have to intervene if, and to the degree to
which, minorities or majorities seriously harm the most basic needs of their own minorities,
children and women in particular. Isolationist religious minorities, however, do not harm basic
needs of others, they do not pose a threat to internal social and political stability, minimally
understood, or to external peace, and they do not ask for public money or other positive
privileges though they may impede exit of their members. These three types of arguments may
legitimize external interference and stronger scrutiny. Besides these, there are not many good
reasons for liberals to interfere with them, if they want to be left alone. The rights of ambitious,
totalistic, but peaceful conservative religions to go public and propagate an illiberal and
authoritarian Heilsstaat are guaranteed by the freedoms of political communication and
restricted by the same rules holding for all others (4.4.1). Nevertheless, If they vie for and accept
437

See Swaine 1999 and 2001, Spinner-Halev 2000 for 'old' 'conservative, encompassing' religions; see
Robbins 1987:137ff, Rosenblum 1998:98ff for 'new' totalistic sects.
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public money either directly (subsidies) or indirectly (tax exemptions, vouchers), this gives
liberal-democratic polities a special mandate to investigate, and a greater regulatory mandate
over their institutions (7.3, 10.4). Violent religious fundamentalists not only blatantly violate
basic needs of their members and others, if they are able to do so, they threaten social and
political stability and peace. Even the most minimalist interpretations of no-harm principles and
‘priority for liberal democracy’ require extremely close public scrutiny and, if prudent, also
prohibition and persecution within the confines of the rule of law.
7.2.2 Issues
Predominant cultural practices of illiberal and undemocratic minorities may conflict in numerous
ways with a broad and extensive list of human rights of vulnerable minorities: rights to life,
bodily integrity, non-discrimination, due process, property and civil capacity, nationality,
political participation, health care, education, employment, social security, marriage, and so on
(Nussbaum 1997, 1999, 2000). Contrary to conservative leaders and ‘absolutist Free Exercise’
lawyers, associational religious freedom has to be constrained by individual religious freedom
and other human rights of members. This intuitively plausible argument, however, is (see 3.2
and 4.2) often misused (depending on the length of the list and the interpretation of the
respective rights) to impose ‘thick’ and perfectionist liberal-democratic morality and autonomy
under the guise of universalism upon everybody overriding any meaningful associational
autonomy with strong policies of liberal and democratic congruence “all the way down”
(Rosenblum 2002:165). For many reasons, it seems wise to focus on minimalist but strong moral
and legal constraints: the longer the list of needs, interests, rights, capabilities, the greater the
danger of cultural imperialism incompatible with reasonable pluralism both internally and
globally. Hence I primarily focus on cases in which predominant, though internally contested,
practices conflict with basic needs or rights of vulnerable minorities in three legal areas which
seem to require different responses from liberal-democratic polities: conflicts of the nomos
(customs, group laws) with minimal requirements of non-discrimination and equal opportunity
in labor law (7.3), with the core of modern criminal law (7.4), and with the core of modern,
state-enforced private personal law, particularly marriage- and divorce-law (7.5).
7.1.1

Three theoretical and political options

One can distinguish three prominent ways to deal with these tensions and conflicts in political
philosophy and in actual politico-legal strategies:
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(i) Complete deference or “full autonomy” (Swaine 2001:320ff) to the nomos, to decisionmaking and authority of ethno-religious groups is defended by two radically different theoretical
and political positions. Radical libertarians, such as Kukathas (2003), defend complete
deference to the nomos of religious groups, far-reaching autonomy and absence of any stateintervention or scrutiny assuming free and informed consent by adults: entry into groups,
associations and organizations should be as free as exit. Traditionalist or conservative
communitarians (as well as conservative religious leaders and fundamentalist religious
politicians) defend absolutist deference and autonomy in a completely opposite way. ‘Our’
illiberal and anti-democratic religion does not value ‘individual autonomy’ and ‘free choice’ at
all, or not in the same way as radically individualist, modern liberals do.
(ii) It took a long time before universalist egalitarian liberals recognized the particularity of
nation-state cultures, and also that cultural inequalities pose a normative problem which – as
Kymlicka (1995, 2002) has shown convincingly – has to be addressed. Nowadays however, ‘reuniversalizing citizenship’ is becoming increasingly prominent among liberal universalists,
feminists amongst them, and among republicans and deliberative democrats, as a reaction to
undifferentiated theories of cultural group rights and to undifferentiated policies of ‘identity’ and
multiculturalism (see Bader 2004a, 2006c). Unreconstructed individualists try to avoid the
“apparent dilemma for the modern liberal regime”: “If the government defers to the wishes of
the religious group, a vulnerable group of individuals will loose basic rights; if the government
commits itself to respecting equal human rights of all individuals, it will stand accused of
indifference to the liberty of conscience” (Nussbaum 1997:98; 2000: 14, 168, 187) or better, the
neglect of associational religious freedoms. Many feminists insist on a rigorously individualistic
and secularist interpretation of human rights, particularly religious freedoms. They fiercely
attack all group rights, particularly any associational or collective autonomy for (organized)
religions, and they proscribe all separate codes or systems of religious law, insisting on a
uniform civil code, as all individualist liberals do. Brian Barry, the self-declared defender of
egalitarian liberal universalism, also has claimed that “culture is the problem, not the solution”
(2001). Such a strictly individualist, secularist, and context-insensitive universalism, favors
radical policies of state-imposed and state-controlled liberal-democratic congruence.
Both positions (absolute accommodationism and external interventionism) deny that a
serious dilemma exists and that one has to balance conflicting claims. Though completely
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opposed to each other, they share three crucial assumptions (Shachar 2001): First, they tend to
reproduce a mythical image of culture as static, isolated, homogeneous and uncontested either
with an apologetic or a critical intent. Second, they either neglect injustice inside minorities or
they neglect cultural inequalities between majorities and minorities: only structural inequalities
are sometimes seen as unjust, cultural inequalities do not enter the cognitive and normative
frame of authors like Barry at all. Both approaches solve the dilemma of multicultural
accommodation by declaring it inexistent. Third, in practical terms, they confront vulnerable
individuals and minorities within minorities with a simplistic, tragic choice: “your culture or
your rights” (Shachar 2001:90). For conceptual, theoretical and practical reasons, both positions
are counterproductive (Robbins 1987:148; Beckford 1993:131-3; Rosenblum 1998:79,
2000:166). The first position reduces practically to zero the requirement of - even minimally
understood compatibility with human rights and, more demanding ‘priority for liberal
democracy,’ the second position tries to impose thick notions of liberal autonomy and
democracy in a self-contradictory way on all associations: “liberal and democratic congruence”
all the way down (Galston 2002:9).
(iii) This leaves us with a more attractive third approach: ‘Liberal-democratic
accommodationism’, broadly understood, accepts that there is a problem at hand and that there is
a need to balance individual autonomy and individual freedoms with associational freedoms,
with - multi-layered - collective autonomy, and with other human rights. As I see it, these
authors share three important insights:
First, there is a real dilemma to be addressed, though the nature of this dilemma may be
contested. Some authors try to show that it should not be seen as a conflict of moral principles –
“competing equality claims” (Phillips 2005:118ff, 122), or a “rights conflict” (Moore 2005:274)
– but rather concerns more pragmatic and political conflicts about interests, power, positions, or
identity which, as they claim, allow more easy negotiations, practical deliberations, compromise
and contextual ways of resolution (Deveaux 2005, Eisenberg 2005), particularly if one listens to
the internal voices of minorities within minorities. Yet, these authors accept that they may be
confronted with hard strategic dilemmas (Phillips 2005, Reitman 2005). This attempt to redefine
the tension or even to harmonize conflicting rights (Holder 2005:294) may be laudable. In many
regards, it is also productive: not all cases are hard cases, we indeed need not understand rights
as shooting guns; we should not be trapped by strategies of reactive ethnicization or
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culturalization presenting pure, homogenous, essentialist, static, uncontested cultures in conflict.
Others, however, insist that at least sometimes we have to deal with conflicting moral principles
and rights and also with conflicting, incompatible (though not incommensurable) cultural
practices (Mahajan 2005:98; Okin 2005). As a moral pluralist, I am convinced that conflicts of
moral principles and rights are the normal stuff of liberal morality and practical judgment even
in the absence of any deep cultural or religious diversity. These conflicts – e.g., between
individual and associational autonomy – are more serious if they are over-determined by more or
less deeply conflicting predominant cultural practices. We cannot reduce all tensions to strategic
dilemma’s or soft cases.
Second, it is also fairly uncontroversial that minorities that more or less explicitly accept
principles and practices of liberal democracy, not only politically but internally, are not the
problem. Instead, the problem rests with more or less deeply illiberal and anti-democratic
minorities like ‘anti-modern’, ‘totalistic’, ‘conservative’ religions of either the isolationist/
‘retiring’ variety (Spinner-Halev 2000, Swaine 2005) or of the more aggressive, ‘ambitious’,
politically fundamentalist variety.
Third, most authors thinking seriously about the problem also accept that there are “no easy
answers” (Okin 2005) applicable to all minorities within minorities in all contexts.
Within this broad range of agreements, however, liberal accommodationists seriously and
reasonably disagree about scope and interpretation of appropriate principles and their balancing
and about adequate institutions and policies. The varieties of liberal accommodationism will be
discussed in 10.5. They include moderate civil libertarianism (Rosenblum), liberal democrats,
liberal communitarians (Selznick 1992:288) or communitarian liberals (Etzioni 1996:191),
structural accommodationists (Glendon, McConnell), associative democrats or other varieties of
democratic institutional pluralism as Galston’s liberal pluralism (2002:10, 36f) or Shachar’s joint
governance approaches.
In the following sections, I plead for maximum accommodation (Renteln 2004): as much
accommodation as possible and compatible with moral minimalism and minimal liberal
democratic morality.
7.3

Associational Freedoms versus Non-Discrimination and Equal Opportunities
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Predominant practices of illiberal and undemocratic ethno-religious minorities (and majorities!)
often conflict with principles of non-discrimination and equal opportunity, minimally
understood.438 Both the American Supreme Court and many European courts have dealt
extensively with cases of church property, internal decision making procedures and authority,
appropriate forms and degrees of public accountability and scrutiny, in which associational
freedoms are in tension with rights of non-discrimination and equal opportunities of members
and outsiders as clients or employees.
All courts have been at least hesitant to interfere with church autonomy, as we have seen in
2.8, but the U.S. Supreme Court has been particularly reluctant in this regard. It has been guided
by a mixture of libertarian assumptions, Free Exercise, and suspicion of all state-intervention in
the ‘private’ sphere. In cases of property disputes this has resulted in unconditional deference to
ecclesiastical law, decision procedures and practices as interpreted by church authority. This rule
has not been upheld in cases of tax exemptions and subsidies for churches and faith-based
service institutions not living up to anti-discrimination rules in labour and employment, to
minimal educational, health, and social service standards, or to rules of financial accountability.
Here, the tension between principles of church autonomy and non-discrimination and equal
opportunity is so evident that it is difficult for Courts to neglect. Contextualized morality and
responsive law requires to state the respective principles clearly, to recognize their tensions, and
to elaborate criteria and rules that should guide contextual moral and legal judgment in cases of
racist, genderist and religious discrimination inside, or exclusion from religious and faith-based
organizations. “Certain social values such as equal opportunity and racial non-discrimination are

438

In this section, I use the moral standards of liberal-democratic morality, minimally understood, that are
more demanding than universal minimal morality but less demanding than emphatic democratic and
egalitarian liberalism (see 3.2).
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now viewed as partly enforceable by the state on institutions linked to churches” (Robbins
1987:141, 148). The enforcement is based on the assumption of the public trust theory that
accepting public money gives the state a special mandate to investigate, and a greater regulatory
mandate. Even so, the extent, degree and type of regulation and interference are hotly
contested.439 In such matters, the following arguments have to be taken seriously.

7.3.1 Non-Discrimination and the Shield of Privacy
Racist, sexist, genderist and all other ascriptive discriminations are now widely perceived as
morally wrong and proscribed by international and constitutional law. Yet it is also widely
accepted that ascriptive exclusion and discrimination – however morally wrong – have to be
legally tolerated in some cases, depending on the goals of associations (broadly understood) and
the degree of voluntariness of membership.
‘Miscegenation laws’ should be banned but ‘ethno-racial self-segregation’ in partner
selection, marriage and family life is legally allowed.440 Intimate relationships should be treated
differently from strictly private clubs, pubs and discos, churches and faith-based non-profit
organizations, profit-organizations, political parties, neighborhoods and public places. Racist and
genderist exclusions from “close interpersonal relations, such as love, family, friendship, and
primary group attachments” (Warren 2000:129) cannot effectively be prevented by law. Policies
439

440

The relevant cases in the U.S. are: EEOC vs. Southwest Baptist Theol. Sem; Bob Jones University v.
United States; Goldsboro Christian Schools, Amos. See for divergent interpretations: Pfeffer 1987,
Kelley 1987, Robbins 1987, McConnell/Posner 1989, Rosenblum 1998:79ff, Spinner-Halev 2000, ch. 7.
Cole Durham 2001:701ff. See for Belgium: Foblets/Overbeke 2002:114; for Italy: Ferrari 1995:191f.
Minow 2000:1080ff also directly addresses tensions between associational freedoms and religious free
exercise and “equality, freedom, and fairness”, legally translated into “anti-discrimination” and “due
process” (1081). Tomasi shows in his egalitarian-liberal defense of “compassionate conservatism”
(2004:334ff) that the scope of programs, the conditions of provision, the degree of conflict with other
values, and the mode of support matter for debating the kinds of restrictions. Unfortunately, neither he
nor Minow are aware of traditions and experiments of associational welfare-provision as defended by
AD. What the public trust theory requires in the case of education (e.g. non-discrimination in access of
students to publicly financed religious schools but not in the selection of teachers) is highly
controversial (see McConnell 2002, Esbeck 2004, Gutmann 2002, Rosenblum 2002, see 13.6.
See Hollinger 2003a. Only very recently, however, and only in a few countries as NL (Sweden, Spain,
Oregon, San-Francisco) same-sex partnership and marriage is legalized.
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of legal inclusion would be extremely difficult and most of the time counterproductive. They
also seem to be, prima facie, legally more legitimate: “their associational fabric ought to be, and
usually is, jealously guarded. This is necessarily so, since intimate associations are all too easily
disrupted by external political or economic pressures” (Warren 2000:129f). Even if one criticizes
the traditional ‘private-public’ dichotomy that always serves to hide from view structural powerasymmetries within ‘private’ families and associations441 as well as in ‘private’ capitalist
corporations, one should be sensible with regard to legal protections of intimate relations. The
unavoidable side effect of a morally permissible or maybe even required shield of intimacy is the
protection of ascriptive discriminations to a certain degree. Protection of intimacy has been
traditionally guaranteed by protection of ‘the private’. Criticism of this standard ideology of
privacy, however, does not resolve the tensions between the need to legally protect familial and
associational autonomy and the discriminatory and exclusionary effects of such protections. The
traditional shield of privacy looses its prima facie legitimacy the farther associational goals and
practices are removed from intimacy. Defining some goals and activities as ‘private’ does not
close but opens the debates in which a whole series of arguments may be important. First, e.g.,
are the exclusions connected to the core of practices as defined by the association? The
exclusion of heterosexuals from gay discos may be legitimate, but exclusion of blacks from gay
discos is not. Just as the exclusion of women from the Jaycees is not legitimate. (Sincere)
religious belief may be a legitimate criterion for selection by religious and faith-based
organizations and orthodox religious political parties442 but FBO’s “must obey federal laws
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, age, and disability”
(Esbeck 2004).443 Second, do the exclusions protect minorities or majorities? For example, the
exclusion of straights from gay discos may be more legitimate than the exclusion of gays from
hetero discos. In all these debates one has to state the principle of non-discrimination explicitly
441
442

443

See for many: Okin 1989, Nedelski 1990, Jean Cohen 2001, Minow 2000:1080f.
Serious difficulties arise in cases in which FBO’s and political parties claim that, e.g. racist or
genderist discrimination belongs to the core of their belief (see below), i.e. when religious and
racist or sexist discrimination are intrinsically intermingled.
The state’s aim is not “funding discrimination”. Rather, “the government is funding social services for
the poor and needy” and effective and efficient provision of care and social services. FBO’s, not
governments, are “discriminating on the basis of religion in its staffing decisions” but so do
“environmental organizations favoring employees devoted to environmentalism”. This is “not intolerant
or malicious” (Esbeck 2004; see Esbeck et al. (2004:192): “aim is not to grant religious preferences but
to stop discrimination against social involvement by churches, synagogues, mosques, and other faithbased groups of all kinds”.
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and in general before discussing whether exemptions may be morally and legally acceptable.
Unfortunately, very little general guidance in theoretical literature is available.444

7.3.2	
  	
  Religious	
  versus	
  Economic	
  Organizations	
  
Religious core organizations (in the Christian tradition: ‘churches’) may be treated differently
from faith-based organizations, and faith-based non-profit organizations (as schools,
universities, (health-) care-institutions, social services and welfare-institutions) should be treated
differently from profit organizations - sailing under the flag of religions - in order to prevent an
imperialistic use of the Free Exercise Clause protecting “'all manner of enterprises (e.g., of the
Unification Church, Scientology in the U.S. or the latter in Germany - V.B.) with the shield of
the First Amendment.” Otherwise, we would be “equating freedom of worship with the right to
pursue profitable activities without public accountability” (Robbins 1987:148). Two problems,
however, are fairly difficult to resolve in this regard: First, not all religious traditions know
‘churches,’ and in addition, the degree of institutional differentiation between worship,
education, health-care, and social services may often be minimal or absent.445 Second,
distinctions between ‘religious’, religious-related and ‘purely economic’ activities and
institutions are contested. On the one hand, it would be perfect to have a clear, agreed upon,
‘objective’ definition of religion, but such definitions are clearly not available (see 1.1). On the
other hand, it is obvious that a purely ‘subjectivist’ definition in cases of subsidies and taxexemptions, as in exemption from military service, will not do.446

7.3.3	
  	
  Central	
  versus	
  peripheral	
  activities	
  to	
  faith	
  
Even within religious core organizations, it is important to distinguish among issues, creeds, and
practices, which define the very core of religions versus more or less purely administrative and
fiscal issues. Among liberals it is not really contested that it is none of the states business to
444

445

446

Warren’s typology of “Constitutive Goods of Associations” (table 5.6, p. 127) serves to discuss the
“potential impacts of constitutive goods on democratic effects”, but it could also be used to analyze the
moral and legal permissibility of ascriptive discriminations and exclusions.
Traditional examples are ethnic minority-churches (see Penninx/Schovers 2000 for the Netherlands) and
Mosques usually fulfilling many social service functions, particularly in non-Muslim countries. This has
aroused heated debates whether mosques also include shops.
See Minow (2000:1084f) for additional problems of potential unfairness of publicly financed huge nonprofits competing with small private for-profit service providers.
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legally interfere with definition and decision-making in matters of belief. Yet beliefs and
practices, ‘opinions and actions’ are very much interrelated. Sexist and genderist discrimination
is still part of the predominant orthodox understanding of Catholicism, conservative
Protestantism, and Islam, and the exclusion of Blacks is claimed to be central to some racist
Protestant churches (e.g., the American Presbyterian Southern Church) or to Date Christian
schools.
Ascriptive exclusion can then be legally defended447 because “control over membership” is
crucial to the viability, and “compelled association is a threat to the viability of groups whose
liberty is grounded in voluntary association and fellowship. Religious liberty means individuals
are not forced to join or prevented from leaving groups; Dade introduces a third element freedom from compelled association. The ruling compelling a church school to admit
unwelcome members is the very definition of loss of self-government” (Rosenblum 1998:98; see
similar: Shachar 2001; Smith 1998:203 for India).
If ascriptive discrimination inside religious organizations is, directly and not just
accidentally, connected with core beliefs and practices, it can also be defended in a similar way.
If the Catholic church, according to its own established decision-making procedures and
authorities, rejects the possibility of female priesthood, just as some Anglican churches reject the
possibility of gay bishops, the state should not legally impose non-discrimination legislation
upon the churches even if feminist Catholics or liberal Anglicans ask for such legal action. If
churches, following their established procedures, would not allow women or gays as members or
would excommunicate them, if they ‘come out’ - as they have done and still do with dissenters the state cannot legally forbid them from doing this without overruling and completely eroding
associational autonomy.448
447

448

Obviously, racist legitimations of exclusion are incompatible with the universalist core of Christendom
(and Islam), and these believes and practices should be criticized in public, but if the authorities of sects,
not asking for public money, stick to their interpretations and if this all is done according to the
established decision-making procedures, the state should not legally interfere in order to change these
beliefs or to get rid of these authorities.
The American Supreme Court has not only allowed racist exclusion from membership but also a fairly
high amount of illiberal and anti-democratic treatment of members of religious associations. For
historical reasons (holocaust), the Bundesverfassungsgericht in Germany is much more interventionist in
this regard (as in balancing anti-discrimination and freedoms of political communication) striking a
different balance. Clearly different are cases when gays or adulterous women are not only accused or
expelled as sinners but punished according to shari’a-law as for instance in Malaysia or Nigeria (see
7.4).
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By analogy, if faith-based organizations, such as schools or hospitals, would not only
require from their core personnel, the teachers and medical staff, to adhere - or at least not
oppose the religious core, and also that they do not “come out” as gays or lesbians, the state
should not legally impose non-discrimination or Equal Opportunity in Employment acts.449 Yet,
the shield of protection of associational freedoms does not cover a faith-based selection of
administrative personnel or janitors, let alone of students or patients. It should not be allowed to
cover all work and employment in faith-based organizations quasi-automatically. Employment
as a janitor is different, and the requirement to demonstrate that discriminatory employment
practices are religiously based, does not threaten the viability of groups (Rosenblum 2000:17479).450

7.3.4	
  	
  Unduly	
  disadvantaging	
  outsiders	
  
Exclusion from FBO’s implies disadvantages and unequal opportunities for outsiders, as
(potential) employees and as customers or clients. The severity of these disadvantages clearly
depends on the available alternatives for the excluded, influenced by issues like: (i) are these
organizations big or small? (ii) Are they oligopsonists or even near monopsonists on specific
(occupational and/or geographic) labour markets (as the Mormons in Utah)? (iii) Are they
oligopolists or monopolists in service provision (e.g., Catholic schools or hospitals in some small
cities or rural areas)?451 (iv) Are they organizations of religious minorities or religious
majorities?452 A context-sensitive balance between the principles of associational autonomy and
of equal opportunity clearly has to take these issues into account: the more serious the
449

450

451
452

See Basdevant-Gaudemet (1995:147f) for hiring and firing in France (difference between school and
hospital); Casey (1995:176) for the dismissal of a catholic teacher in Ireland; Ferrari (1995:198f) for all
“Tendenzorganisationen” in Italy; The Spanish Constitutional Court (1981) clearly specified that
teachers “are not entitled to direct open or surrepetitious attacks” (Glenn/Groof 2002:507f); Bijsterveld
(1995:242f) for a change in the direction of detailed case-law in the Netherlands (include case of gayteachers. See the detailed discussion of the AWGB, art. 5.2 c and Art. 7.2 in: Assscher-Vonk,
Groenendijk (eds) 1999: 170-8, 187-92; see Vermeulen 2004:43f). See Robbers (1995:72) for Germany,
Minow (2000:1090) for divergent rulings in cases of gender-discrimination in New York and San
Francisco.
Faith-based schools in NL have to be open for all students. Faith-based hospitals are not allowed to
select patients in Europe and the U.S. in general, particularly not in small cities or rural areas where they
may be the sole providers.
See Minow 2000 for all three problems.
Territorially concentrated religious minorities may be local or regional majorities, as the example of the
Mormons shows.
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disadvantages for excluded outsiders, the more pressing is the application of equal opportunity
legislation or the public guarantee of non-religious service provision.

7.3.5	
  	
  Dangers	
  of	
  Public	
  Scrutiny	
  and	
  Financing	
  
Public recognition of religions in general (2.7) and indirect and direct financing in particular (2.9
– 2.12), do not provide harmless benefits because the price is a comparatively greater
governmental control and public scrutiny. Accepting public money gives the state a morally and
legally legitimate special mandate to investigate and a greater regulatory mandate over these
organizations. This is in accordance to the assumptions of the public trust theory underwritten by
AD. A specific danger is always involved here. One of the explicit aims of tax-exemptions, for
instance, is “encouraging diverse, indeed often sharply conflicting, activities and viewpoints...
Far from representing an effort to reinforce any perceived ‘common community conscience’, the
provision of tax exemptions to non-profit groups is one indispensable means of limiting the
influence of governmental orthodoxy on important areas of community life” (Justice Powell,
quoted in Kelley 1987:121). The paramount danger of public scrutiny and interference,
however, is that conformity to norms and standards is required and imposed, standards which
are actually secularist or majority biased but presented as 'public', 'neutral', or 'purely
professional'.453 This danger is particularly great if norms and standards are exclusively set and
interpreted by state-agencies, such as, the American Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or state
school- or hospital-inspections which exclude a broad variety of service-providers, FOB’s
amongst them, from discussions of appropriate standards, their implementation and control, as
proposed by AD (see 13.5 for education). In addition, one has to recognize, first, that new
religious minorities are particularly dependent upon such exemptions and subsidies and, second,
that they are particularly vulnerable to interference (Robbins 1987:145).
Particularly thorny issues arise in political systems where political parties – as in nearly all European
states – are partly publicly financed in cases when orthodox religious parties think of sex- and genderdiscrimination as part of their reading of the Bible and core belief and exclude women from normal
membership, as the radical Calvinist SGP in the Netherlands which for the rest accept the liberaldemocratic rules of the game and does not advocate theocracy or a return to weak or strong
establishment. The American practice which treats parties legally as private organizations that should not
and do not receive public money implies, on the one hand, that private money and Big Business has an
453

See also Minow’s warnings against professionalization, the “professional mind-set” jeopardizing the
special qualities of religious service providers (2000:1090f. See 4.1, 8.2-8.3., and above for the critical
attitude of German and Dutch courts with regard to the ideology of neutralism.
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inevitable but most unwelcome influence on programs, candidate-selection, campaigning and so on, but,
on the other hand, state-authorities also do not interfere with program, internal structure and decisionmaking in accordance with an extensive interpretation of freedoms of political communication. In many
European countries, parties are treated as public and also partly publicly financed bodies (cost of
campaigns according to % of votes, fixed contributions for MP’s and parliamentary assistance; subsidies
for scientific bureaus and public-relations activities). With public money come the opportunities and
dangers of public scrutiny. Governments not only prosecute and forbid racist parties but also parties that
do not follow their conceptions of ‘wehrhafte Demokratie’ in their programs and internal structure
(BVerfGE; KPD and SRP cases). They may also be tempted to use subsidies as levers for change, and
emancipation movements campaign for intervention in the internal decision-making structure and for the
withdrawal of subsidies for parties as in the recent case by the Clara Wichman Institute et al. against the
SGP and the State. The claimants stated that the state violates the women’s-rights treaty and other
international covenants because he did not take action against the SGP who excludes, since the change of
their statues in 1997, women from normal membership with the consequence that women cannot be
chosen to community councils, provincial and national parliaments. The state’s defendants claimed that
vordering would be only in the interest of Christian women aiming for SGP-membership who did not
back the case, and referred to basic rights of freedom of assembly and religion. The High Court in The
Hague (September 7, 2005) declared “Clara Wichman e.a. ontvankelijk in hun vordering” against the
state and ruled that the state is “verplicht om passende maatregelen te nemen om discriminatie van
vrouwen in het politieke en openbare leven uit te bannen. De Staat is zijn verplichtingen uit dit verdrag
niet nagekomen omdat hij niet alleen niets heft ondernomen om aan de discriminatie van vrouwen door
de SGP een einde te maken, maar zelf de SGP ondersteunt door middel van het verlenen van subsidie”.
In the procedure against the SGP the court declared “niet ontvankelijk” without giving a substantive
judgment (www.rechtspraak.nl/LJN: AU2088)
The following arguments are important for an evaluation of this ruling: (i) The normative, and to a
certain degree also empirical functions of political parties differ from those of churches and FBO’s.
Parties are meant to articulate interests and programmatic politics, to educate their members and elites as
well as citizens, to mobilize them, increase political participation, select MP’s and political elites,
whereas FBO’s are meant to provide services. Parties, in this sense, are more directly ‘public’ and more
central to the functioning of liberal democracies. (ii) On the one hand, this implies that the traditional
‘shield of privacy’ arguments are consecutively decreasing and that application of non-discrimination is
more legitimate for parties than for FBO’s and for FBO’s than for ‘churches’. Yet, on the other hand,
political parties are particularly protected by freedoms of political association and an extensive
interpretation of other freedoms of political communication (4.4.1). It is none of the state’s business to
interfere in their internal organization or decision-making structure (members are mature adults, their
freedom of entry and exit is much higher than in religious communities or associations), let alone in their
programs and policy-proposals (versus ‘geleide democratie’). (iii) With public money comes public
control, but one should be very careful regarding slippery slope arguments legitimized by reference to the
public trust theory. They should be handled with care, and one has always to look for the least invasive
ways and means of public regulation and control (see 13 for education). In our case, the legitimacy of
public scrutiny and intervention is much higher for FBO’s compared with churches (minimal qualitative
standards of service-delivery, dependant clients), and higher for education compared with care (because
of ‘educating future citizens’), but it is much lower for political parties (their addressees are mature,
independent citizens supposed to be able to listen to highly contested, even ‘weird’ or obnoxious
positions and to make up their own minds in forming their opinion and voting). (iv) Still, a liberal state is
not supposed to publicly finance propaganda at odds with ‘equal respect’ and non-discrimination (in the
case of FBO’s public financing concerns not propaganda of sex-discrimination but tolerates some
inevitable spill-over connected with service-delivery). In this regard, the decision by the Court to cut the
SGP off from parts of their public subsidies (the scientific bureau, public-relations) but not from all
subsidies for MP’s and assistance seems legitimate to me because it is limited and compatible with the
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principle of equal treatment of all parties in parliament without any censorship of their opinions.454 (v) A
completely different question is whether this morally and legally acceptable (maybe even required)
decision is also strategically prudent. Here, as in most other cases of banning weird, racist, neo-fascist
parties, I have serious doubts because it may make orthodox leaders even more determined to stick to
their fundamentalist interpretations and the concerned women did not welcome the ruling because they
want to win their fight without external legal intervention.

For all these reasons, differences between churches, FBO’s, parties and profitorganizations, between core beliefs/practices and more peripheral ones, between activities and
functions central to faith, and lay activities, more peripherally related and non-related secular
ones, discrimination of insiders and outsiders, are important and worthy of attention.455To argue
that the state should refrain from legal intervention in core organizations and activities obviously
does not imply that illiberal and non-democratic religions should be protected from public
criticism. Nor does it imply that the liberal state should not interfere by less invasive but still
strong means, such as refusing to grant tax exemptions or subsidies or withdraw them under
specified conditions, making exit options less costly, and maybe even by stimulating the voice of
dissenters. Public authorities can listen to dissenters and give them some say in all cases in
which church authorities ask for public help, public money, or other privileges. Guaranteeing
meaningful associational autonomy surely does not exempt religions or FBO’s from public
criticism and scrutiny. The farther the distance from religious core organizations and core
activities, the weaker the shield of ‘Free Exercise’ should be and the more legitimate is the legal
imposition of non-discrimination and equal opportunity legislation. In addition, it is more
legitimate that the standards and procedures of public scrutiny become more demanding.
7.4

Modern Criminal Law versus Nomos of certain Ethno-religious Groups

Religiously legitimized practices of caste, bondage, slavery, and not guaranteeing legally equal
civil and political status for ascriptive minorities, are surely incompatible with the most
minimalist interpretation of modern freedom and equality, of liberal morality (see 3.2, 4.1).
Practices as sati (immolation of widows following their husband's death), of domestic violence,
stranger-rape, marital rape, sexual abuse, genital mutilation, honor killing, but also severe
454

455

Both, the minister of Justice and Internal Affairs, rightly, resisted suggestions to end all subsidies. Though
the Court did not decide reg. the internal SGP structure and decision-making, it would be, in my view,
completely illegitimate to try to impose on parties ‘liberal democratic congruence all the way down’ (in
addition we would have a heck of a business with all existing political parties!).
See also Laycock (1997:70-3) for a context- and issue-specific, flexible treatment.
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corporal punishments without due process or enforced collective suicide are incompatible with
any minimalist morality, the most basic rights to life, bodily integrity, and due process
guaranteed by international law (ICPR arts. 6.1, 7 and 9.1, 14.1, 15.1) liberal-democratic
constitutions, and modern criminal and due process law. Cases in which specific ethno-religious
practices as interpreted by traditionalist organizations and leaders and by absolutist Free
Exercise lawyers conflict with this core of modern criminal law and due process law are
particularly serious and, rightly, dramatized by feminist and secularist individualist liberals.
These practices are clearly proscribed by a minimalist understanding of universal morality
both globally and within liberal-democratic polities.456 According to their own constitutions,
liberal-democratic states have the duty to protect individual believers and vulnerable minorities
within minorities against their ‘own’ religious group, associations, leaders and religious courts.
Group autonomy can never be allowed to shield these practices. Public opinion and liberaldemocratic polities have to try to convince minorities to change them, and jurisdictions have to
prosecute and punish perpetrators. Principles and practices of minimal and minimalist liberaldemocratic morality are surely strong enough to legitimize public scrutiny and interference from
the outside (by public opinion, by state-jurisdiction, by international courts) in order to sanction
such practices effectively.457
Given the broad agreement on these crucial limits to toleration and on the necessity of
external intervention, three sobering remarks seem appropriate.
First, even core principles and rights, such as bodily integrity, that are fairly universally shared,
can be understood and interpreted in divergent ways in deeply different religio-cultural
456
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See for many: Moore 2005:292, Mahajan 2005, Levy 2000:17. Maier 2004:33f, Poulter 1998, and
Renteln 1990, 2004:202ff. This also means that ultra-orthodox interpretations and practices of sharia
criminal offence laws as the cutting of hands for theft, crucifying for robbery, stoning for adultery that
are subject to highly contested ‘traditional’ Islamic rules of evidence are clearly incompatible with this
minimalist core of morality (See WRR 2006:123ff for hadd-crimes and punishments in Muslim-majority
countries. Peters 2003, 2003a for some West-African countries as Nigeria. In Malaysia, two radical
Islamic provinces (Kelantan (1993) and Terengganu (2002)) introduced hudud law but the laws have not
yet been applied because the federal government judges them to be unconstitutional (court case is
hanging) (Meerschaut 2006). Yet, these interpretations and practices are, obviously, vehemently
criticized within the Islamic tradition (see 5.3). Tariq Ramadan has recently (NRC Handelsblad 2005)
proposed a ‘worldwide moratorium’ based on the hope that this can be plausibly and convincingly
shown from ‘within’ instead of being ‘imposed’ by the West. See 3.1 and 3.6 for such a moderately
universalist, inter-culturalist procedure.
It is important to repeat that organized religions, publicly recognized religions in particular, make such
scrutiny and external interference clearly much easier, compared with unorganized, ‘invisible’ sects (as the
Jones’ millenarist suicides).
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traditions. Are certain forms of corporal punishment regularly used by Indian tribes in Columbia
to be understood as “torture”?458 How to understand the death-penalty or long term isolated
imprisonment/detention (‘isolation-torture’) in this regard? Are all forms of female circumcision
to be understood and prosecuted as genital mutilation (as infibulation or pharaonic circumcision
certainly is)? Is the removal of the tip of the clitoris a harmless version of ‘piercing’ (Sheleff
2000:354-74; Parekh 2000:275ff)?459 Or should even male circumcision be banned and
prosecuted? Instead of imposing ‘modern’ and ‘Western’ interpretations without even listening
to other interpretations, the universalist pretensions of basic rights are made more plausible and
convincing in processes of intercultural or trans-cultural dialogue and negotiation by which ‘our’
understandings and interpretations can achieve higher degrees of relational ethno-religious
neutrality.
Second, most ‘modern’ criminal codes are rife with ethno-religious particularism which is hardly
required by a relationally universal morality or permissible in a truly culturally and religiously
diverse society. Legal proscriptions of homosexuality in general or same-sex
partnerships/marriages in particular are a clear case in point, and the same is true, in my view,
for the hypocritical proscription of all varieties of polygamy.460 This already serves as a
reminder that the 'minimal requirements of modern criminal law' are still contested and in flux,
and that moral learning processes are open and unfinished.
Third, modern, Western, Christian societies and cultures have been and still are deeply marked
by discrimination and exclusion of ‘races’, women, homosexuals, minority religions. There is no
reason for the self-congratulatory stance and the double standards so often characterizing these
458
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460

Hoekema 2001:170-2. See for alternative forms of sentencing and conflict-mediation: Shachar 2001:160ff;
Sheleff 2000, ch. 14 Cultural Defense; Hoekema 2004 for Alevites in the Netherlands; Renteln 2004 for a
strong case in favour of a formal, partial cultural defense.
See Coene/Longman (eds) 2005. FMG, by the way, is not prescribed by ‘Islam’ but an ethno-cultural
practice of some African tribes also practiced by Christians (see also Al-Hibri 1999).
See Reynolds v. U.S. See the excellent, general treatment by Sheleff 2000:330 – 53. See Meerschaut 2004
for Malaysia (and the differential treatment of Hinduist and Chinese customary law compared with Islamic
family law). Deveaux 2005, while accepting polygamy as an outcome of negotiations and deliberations,
still thinks it is an inevitably illiberal outcome. Parekh (2000:282 – 92) rightly criticizes myopic and
hypocritical apologies of modern monogamy (i.e. actual serial polygamy) but focuses not sharply enough
on justice-based arguments (equality versus power asymmetries among the spouses) instead of prescribing,
in a thick perfectionist way, monogamy as the adequate form of a good life. In the heated debate on
‘arranged marriages’, in a similar way, one should focus on ‘marriage under duress’ (see Philips/Dustin
2005; Renteln 2004:122ff) instead of importing culturally specific - very much contested - notions and
practices of romantic love and idealized notions of fully free choice of spouses into ‘universal morality’ and
modern criminal law.
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discussions. For example, domestic violence is certainly not confined to Jewish, Muslim, or
Hindu traditions but a human stain in actual Christian and secular families (Okin 1999, 2002;
Williams/Carens 1999). It took a very long time and protracted struggles by the respective
minorities before ‘we’ come to see and evaluate these practices as morally illegitimate, and this
learning process is still unfinished and shaky.
Though it is plain that liberal-democratic constitutions pose clear limitations to the
accommodation of these practices (this is what ‘priority for liberal democracy’ or ‘liberaldemocratic’ accommodation and ‘liberal multiculturalism’ indicate), it is far from clear how,
that is by which institutions and policies, the basic human rights of vulnerable minorities inside
minorities can be best and most effectively protected (see 10.3).
7.5

Religious versus civic marriage- and divorce-law

Modern marriage- and divorce law is based on two moral principles: equality between the
spouses, and free consent – free entry (no marriage under duress) and free exit (favor divortii).
The Catholic church, and to a lesser degree, Protestant churches have been strongly opposed to
both, and also rejected religious inter-marriages, for centuries. It took a very long time before
‘equality and liberty’ really transformed family law in ‘Western’ states during the last century.461
In our days, cases in which the nomos, the conventions and religious family law, conflicts with
modern family law mainly involve Hindu-, Muslim-, and Jewish family law.462 The dilemma, as
already stated, is clear: religious family law plays a crucial role in the reproduction of the nomos
of groups (particularly control over membership and the role of women in it), but at the same
time it sanctions legal and practical discrimination of women. The dilemma is practically
recognized in international private law: Dutch judges having to decide cases of divorce,
alimentation, custody and visiting rights of Moroccan or mixed-nationality couples regularly
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In some states with established churches (Denmark, Finland) religious marriage is legally valid and civil
marriage has only been introduced fairly late (in Finland in 1929) as an alternative that is still fairly
exceptional (see Robbers (ed) 316). Churches are still responsible for the civil registration of birth,
marriages, deaths in Denmark and England.
See for Hindu- and Muslim-law in India: Mahmood 1983, Sen 1995, Galanter 1998:245-9 vs. Smith
1998:226; Nussbaum 1997 and 2000:168ff, 212ff, Rudolph/Rudolph 2000, Mahajan 2005. For a
powerful demonstration of the numerous dilemmas: Vikram Seth’s wonderful epos “A Suitable Boy”.
See Meerschaut for Muslim-law in Malaysia and progressive reforms (2006, chapter 3); Bowen 1998 for
Indonesia; WRR 2006:127ff-52. See for Jewish family law in Israel: Shachar, Tamir; in England:
Reitman 2002
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applied the legal rules of the Muddawwana at odds with Dutch marriage- and divorce law untill
family law in Morocco eventually was changed in 2003. They declared marriages concluded in
Morocco as valid which would not be allowed in the Netherlands, they declared polygamous
marriages as legal, they accepted unilateral divorces in cases that the wife explicitly or tacitly
has agreed or at least appeased, etc.463
Such practical, area-specific and circumscribed forms of legal pluralism are vehemently
rejected by unreconstructed liberal individualists and feminists as Okin who insist on a uniform
civil code.464 In 1997, Martha Nussbaum argued as a “secular humanist feminist” (2000:174-87)
that “Religious liberty is a right of individuals” and “liberals should emphasize this
individualistic concept” (1997:125). Any group rights, even in the case of national minorities,
are rejected (126ff), all forms of legal pluralism are declined as “medieval idea” (124). In 2000
she implicitly criticized her own position trying to find a productive middle ground between
secular humanist feminism and “traditionalist feminism” (2000:176ff). She now remains
“neutral about establishment” (208, 210ff) and allows for some legal pluralism in personal law,
particularly in cases of minority religions (212ff for Muslims in India), but she still virtually
neglects associational religious freedoms (188-90, 226).465
In a much deeper and theoretically more sophisticated way, Ayelet Shachar has tried to
achieve a balance between protection of vulnerable individuals and groups inside religious
minorities against minority organizations and leaders – the dangers of “the religious particularist
model” (2000a:213ff) – and outside protection of vulnerable religious minorities against
religious majorities, secularists and ‘their’ state – the dangers of “the secular absolutist model”
(209ff).466 How to deal with the “paradox of multicultural vulnerability” (Shachar 1998:289,
2000:65) and avoid the “perils of multicultural accommodation” (Shachar 1998:285ff) in family
and divorce law? Drawing on distinctions between religious and economic activities already
mentioned in tax exemption and subsidy cases, she distinguishes between the “demarcating
463

464
465

466

See my very short summary: Bader 1998a: 201ff; see extensively: Rutten 1988, d’Oliveira 1995. See
for Germany and France: Mayer 2004.
Jaggar 1988, MacKinnon 1989, Becker 1992, Galenkamp 1993, 1998.
Phillips 2005 and Mahajan 2005 focus on strategic dilemmas of minority religions. Reithman
2005 gives clear priority to sex equality and proposes accommodation for purely strategic
reasons.
For sensible, though highly divergent, treatments of conflicts between individual (inside) and collective
autonomy (outside) see Kymlicka 1997a, Raz 1997, Parekh 1997 and 2000, Valadez 2001, SpinnerHalev 2000, Saharso 2000, Hoekema 2001.
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functions” of family law (crucial for the internal reproduction of the nomos of the group) and its
“distributive functions.”467 In her “intersectionist” or “transformative joint governance
approach,” she proposes to delegate jurisdiction about the demarcating functions to inside courts
of religious groups and reserves jurisdiction about property matters to state courts, explicitly
permitting inputs “from two legal systems – a groups essential traditions and the state’s laws – to
resolve a single dispute (e.g. the Martinez case - V.B.)” (1998:299).468 Compared to conflicts
with the core of criminal law, in these cases interference from the outside can be much more
limited and the space for legitimate group autonomy can be much broader, without neglecting
the basic rights of women.469
Before turning to the discussion of ‘softer cases’, let me summarize that even in these hard cases,
the actual policy-repertoire is broader than the choice between external sanctions by the state and
full autonomy. Associative democracy combines different policy-repertoires: leave minorities
alone as far as possible; make use of external legal intervention only to protect the basic needs
and rights of individuals and vulnerable minorities inside minorities; apply stricter standards of
public scrutiny and external control in cases minorities ask for legal support, subsidies or other
privileges from the state. The choice of appropriate policies clearly depends upon the type of
minority, the issue-specific conflicts of predominant practices with decent or liberal-democratic
467

468

469

See for similar strategies to split the issues and areas: Reitman 1998, Smith 1998::205;
Rudolph/Rudolph 2000, and Nussbaum 2000:217 “property law under a uniform code and leave the
regulation of family law to the separate systems”. Such an approach seems more satisfying than
Renteln’s (2004, chapter 7). See Bowen 1998 for the intricacies to combine different legal systems and
practices.
As Jeff Spinner-Halev has rightly pointed out, however, she “fails to distinguish between oppressed and
non-oppressed groups” (2001:93). For a justice-based approach, the crucial distinction is between
(structural and/or cultural) minorities and majorities: the minority-position of “Indian and Isreali
Muslims and Native Americans” clearly should also make a normative difference compared with
“Jewish family law in Israel” (93).
The difference between newly recognizing and institutionalizing religious family law (as a consequence
of immigration) and recognizing ‘established’ institutions is clearly important, as the example of the
recently rejected (Sept. 2005) attempts to recognize shari’a family law in Ontario shows (see Shachar
2005:61-9 for a short criticism and 73-77 for institutional proposals in the perspective a a joint
governance approach). Also, applying international private family law is clearly different from
recognizing religious family law internally. In addition, one can have all the advantages of conflictmediation on a – more or less – voluntary basis (see for Alevites in NL: Hoekema 2003) without
recognizing religious family law. Moreover, Western civil law had a strong impact on the
institutionalization and systematization of Islamic law . See for Malaysia under British Colonial rule:
Meerschaut (2006:33ff).
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morality and law, the specific goals of associations, and the degree of voluntariness and
vulnerability of minorities.
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Part IV

Institutional Models of Democracy and Religious Governance. Associative
Democracy

Lets take stock. In 7, the moral constraints of religious freedoms and of accommodation of
religious practices have been discussed. Parental or associational freedoms and church
autonomy should not be allowed to trump basic interests and rights of children, women,
dissenters or other internal minorities guaranteed by the morally minimalist hard core of human
rights (3.2). Violations should be sanctioned by ‘external’ state-intervention though this is by
no means the only relevant policy-repertoire. In my discussion of cases in which church
autonomy conflicts with principles and laws of non-discrimination and equal opportunities,
particularly organized religions vying for public money and/or public recognition, I applied the
more demanding, though still minimalist liberal-democratic standards, which also guided my
debate on relational neutrality and evenhandedness in polities with liberal-democratic
constitutions (8).
The first aim of Part IV is to demonstrate some of the advantages of my conception of
differentiated morality: more demanding moral standards of ‘autonomy’ and ‘toleration’ (3.2)
should not be legally imposed but made attractive by persuasion and, most of all, by good
practical examples in order to convince conservative, peaceful fundamentalist religions to freely
and voluntarily re-interpret their own best interests. Associative democracy provides good
institutional and policy opportunities to combine the protection of basic needs and rights of all,
particularly of vulnerable minorities within minorities, and the protection of minimal liberaldemocratic standards with maximum accommodation of divergent religious practices. In
addition, it may inspire non-liberal minorities to partly accept more demanding liberal,
democratic, and egalitarian moral standards (10).
The second aim of Part IV is to decisively shift the focus from principles, issues and cases
towards institutions initiated by criticism of content- and reasonableness-restraints and my
defence of a minimalist version of civic and democratic virtues in 6.2.3. In 2 and 7.1 we have
seen that the interpretation, application and balancing of conflicting moral principles and legal
rights has been guided by institutionalized regimes of religious governance and by normative
policy-models. A contextualized theory of morality (3.5), in addition, made us expect that we
are confronted with difficult trade offs and serious policy dilemmas which cannot be easily
resolved once and for all in one best, optimal, context-independent way. Though no institutional
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and policy-model fits all countries in all circumstances, we found many indications that
religiously pluralist institutions may provide better chances to increase the actual degree of
religious neutrality of states and policies and to find more fair and evenhanded solutions to
accommodate legitimate claims by new religious minorities (8).
The review of the variety of empirical regimes of religious governance in constitutional
democracies (2) showed that, contrary to the ideology of strict separationism, all states – even if
public discourse and dominant normative policy-models may be strictly separationist, secularist
or laïcist like in France or, less so, in the U.S. – actually provide a special legal status for
(organized) religions, finance them either directly or indirectly, and even recognize them
‘publicly’ either informally or formally. In other words, even these regimes – not only so-called
‘cooperation-models’ – show a certain degree of religious institutional pluralism. I don’t
understand this to be a pitiable but inevitable deviation of ‘muddle’ from ideal ‘model’ but as a
first indication of the normative advantages, the ‘prac tical wisdom’ of religious institutional
pluralism (RIP). I can now explicate and defend my claim that a specific version of religious
institutional pluralism, to wit associative democracy, provides better chances than other
versions, particularly religious ‘corporatism’, on one hand, and the rejection of institutional
pluralism characteristic for the predominant ideology and policy-model in France and the
United States: non-establishment combined with private pluralism only (NEPP), on the other
hand. AD combines voluntarism and flexibility of the actual American denominational regime
but criticizes not only the gap between American reality and ideologized ideal models traded by
most liberal political philosophy, but also the strong divide between ‘private or public’, ‘market
or state’ , which limits ongoing experimentation of alternative modes of governance, which are
actually emerging even in education (13). Committed egalitarian liberals, defending more
substantive equal educational opportunities in addition to diversity should stop their resistance
against direct public financing of FBO’s in education, or so I want to show. AD provides an
institutional alternative, a Third Way, a realist and feasible utopia to escape from the ritualized
opposition of NEPP versus Corporatism still dominating policy discourses and blocking
institutional imagination and practical experiment.
In chapter 9, I combine a general analysis of institutional models of democracy and the
incorporation of minorities with a discussion of non-democratic and democratic institutional
pluralism to spell out the characteristics of associative democracy. This serves as a backdrop for
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my analysis of relevant normative models of religious governance in chapter 10 where I also
start to elaborate my claims that religious associative democracy provides better institutional
and policy-solutions to balance competing moral principles and also normative standards of
feasibility and effectiveness, compared with relevant other options by defending these claims
against the main moral objections. This opens the path for a fuller analysis of the main realist
objections against AD also known from older debates on ‘affirmative action’ and
‘multiculturalism’ (chapter 11). In chapter 12 I analyze the dilemma’s of institutionalization in
general, of Islam in Europe and the United States in particular in order to show how AD tries to
resolve trade-offs of Church autonomy and legal and substantive equal treatment of religions
with efficiency and effectiveness. This opens the path for a fuller analysis of the main realist
objections against AD also known from older debates on ‘affirmative action’ and
‘multiculturalism’ (chapter 12). The idea is not that associative democracy is the one, best
solution for all problems in all contexts but that it provides a flexible framework for finding
sensitive balances and less harsh trade-offs between competing normative standards. The last
chapter 13 demonstrates that and how AD serves as a flexible framework to resolve many of the
problems of the organization and governance of education in culturally diverse societies.
Chapter 9

Democratic Institutional Pluralism.

9.1 Institutional Models of Democracy and the Incorporation of Ethno-Religious
Minorities
Political equality, political liberty, political autonomy and participation are the operative
principles of all modern types of democracy. As principles, they do not determine specific
institutional forms of democracies (3 and 6.2). In turn, their diverging interpretations, weighing
and ranking is influenced by existing institutions and practices and by the design of institutional
alternatives. Actual institutional types as well as normative models of democracy – e.g.
libertarian, liberal, deliberative, republican, strong, empowered, associative democracy – are
usually mixed models which combine different options on a scale between the poles on the
following four axes:
(i) aggregative or vote-centric (libertarian and classical liberal democracy) versus deliberative
or voice-centred models (deliberative democracy);
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(ii) representative versus direct democracy;
(iii) unitarian versus institutionally pluralist democracy;
(iv) purely civic-political versus thick ethno-religious democracy.
Modern liberal democracies (6.2) are compatible with different degrees of deliberation and
participation though all have minimally to be aggregative and anti-paternalist; they are all
representative though they allow for ingredients of direct democracy; they all have to be civicpolitical though they show considerable variety with regard to the degree of actual relational
neutrality; and they show huge variety with regard to the degree of institutional pluralism. For
my discussion of the relationship between religious diversity and democratic polities, the third
and fourth axes are crucial. I analyse different degrees of institutional pluralism (9.1.1) and
different degrees of ethno-national and religious diversity and relational neutrality (9.1.2)
before integrating these two axes in a discussion of four relevant models of incorporation of
ethno-national and religious minorities into democratic polities (9.1.3)
9.1.1

Degrees and Types of Institutional Pluralism

Existing democratic polities show various degrees of institutional pluralism. This has been
convincingly demonstrated by comparative research in political science, e.g. by Lijphart’s
idealtypical distinction between majoritarian and consensus models (1984). All majorityrestraining elements – executive power-sharing ((grand) coalitions); separation of powers,
balanced bi-cameralism, multi-party-system, multi-dimensional party system, proportional
representation, territorial federalism and decentralization, written constitution, some
‘separation’ of state and church, of state and society, of public and private – are devises of
political pluralism. They are fiercely opposed by majoritarian and institutionally monistic
thinkers although their ideal model does not even exist in the most majoritarian democracies as
the UK or France.
Mapping the diversity of institutionally plural arrangements requires a general definition
of institutional pluralism. Institutional Pluralism (IP), broadly understood, is defined by two
core characteristics:
(i) The existing plurality of categories, groups, organizations, or political units not only has to
be more or less formally recognized, it also has to be integrated into the political process
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of problem-definition, deliberation, decision-alternatives and decision-making,
implementation and control.470
(ii) This recognition and integration has to be combined with a fair amount of actual
decentralization. If institutionally pluralist designs contain some hierarchical subordination
of the units, these units should have a fair amount of de facto ‘autonomy’ or ‘selfdetermination’ (whether formalized/constitutionalized or not) to decide specific issues.471
All institutionally pluralist arrangements can thus be characterized as power-sharing systems.
Power – of states (public hierarchies) as well as of private property and of management
(‘private hierarchies’) – has to be divided, delegated, and limited. This requires a conceptual
break with notions of absolute, unlimited, undivided sovereignty and property, and a theoretical
break with monistic, unitarian or simply majoritarian normative strategies.472
The vast and complex range of practices of IP can be divided into three basic types,
according to three major, analytically distinct arenas of representation.
(1) Political/territorial pluralism: power-sharing systems in territorially bounded units like
Lijphart’s ‘consensus-democracies’, under the hypothetical condition that ethno-religious or
national pluralism and social/functional pluralism are absent.
(2) Social/functional pluralism: the representation of classes, professions, elites, of categories
of producers, consumers or clients in the political process in different societal fields and
organizations like economic firms, schools, hospitals and on different levels (e.g. sectoral,
regional, national neo-corporatist councils). Analytically speaking, this is completely distinct
from political and from minority or ethno-religious/national pluralism, but in practice, it is only
possible in combination with political pluralism.
(3) Minority pluralism: the main form of institutional representation of ascriptive minorities in
different fields and on different levels. It is analytically independent of social/functional and
470

The mode of formal recognition is variable but merely ‘private pluralism’, interest-group
pluralism or so-called “social, but not political” pluralism in civil society (Rawls 1993) is not
enough (Tamir 1993:72; Eisenberg 1995:17; Williams1998:67f; Bader 1999a). Political should be
understood broadly, not only territorially, but wherever collective decisions are required, whether
in ‘private’ or in ‘public’ organizations.
471
Speaking of ‘delegation’ of powers is still vulnerable to concessionist misunderstandings:
see Hirst (1989:11ff, 2001) and Eisenberg (1995:64ff) for short summaries of Otto Hintze’s,
Maitland’s and Figgis’ criticism of ‘Austinian’ theories.
472
See Bader/Benschop 1989:258ff; Hirst 1990:105ff; Bader 1995a:211ff. See Lijphart
(1984: 30) with regard to the sharing of power, dispersal of power, fair distribution of power,
delegation of power, formal limitation of power.
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political pluralism, but in practice it is only possible in combination with political pluralism
(see also Safran 2003). It is only when ethno-religious minorities are sufficiently territorially
concentrated that this type of pluralism tends to merge with federalist political pluralism. For
those ethno-religious minorities who are territorially dispersed, and for all other ascriptive
minorities, such as women, lesbians and gays, this is the only available type of grouprepresentation.473
Combined with a multi-level approach474 these types of IP can be graphically represented
in the following way:

Somewhere here Figure 2 Arenas and Levels of Representation

473

Concepts of “corporatist federalism” (Friedrich 1950; G. Smith 1995:20f)) and “social
federalism” (Dahl) overstretch the concept of ‘federalism’ instead of discussing different types of
IP. Duchacek’s (1973:166ff) productive distinction between poly-communal federalism, mixed
federalism and non-communal federalism discusses the interrelationships between political
pluralism and ethno-religious/national pluralism. See Bauböck’s (2001) excellent discussion of
Karl Renner’s (1902) and Otto Bauer’s (1907) proposals. The concept of ethno-religious/national
pluralism is too narrow (excluding sex-, age-, gender-minorities) and also misleading because one
of the traditional criteria to distinguish between ‘ethnic immigrant minorities’ and ‘national
minorities’ is precisely the degree of territorial concentration. For reasons of space, I cannot deal
with overlaps and changes of the three types of IP as in Ireland or Quebec (see some indications
in Bader 2003c:36).
474
Institutionally pluralist settings, particularly federalism, have stimulated multi-level
analysis and multi-level institutional design from the beginning but they have been mainly
focused on constitutionally or legally formalized distribution of powers among hierarchically
super- and subordinate units and resulting “joint decision traps” (Scharpf). Recently, hierarchyfailures are more broadly recognized, private and public hierarchies are seen as one among many
mechanisms of coordination/governance (see 2.1 with Hollingsworth/ Boyer 1997)) and the
possible advantages of loose, negotiated couplings of units with competing competencies are
recognized (Ebbinghaus/Kraus 1997, Benz 1998, Héritiér 1999, Scharpf 2001, Streeck 2001). In
this way, institutional pluralism ties in with broader neo-institutionalist analysis but, to repeat,
little use has been made so far of these developments for studies of ‘multi-cultural’ or religious
representation (see however: Shachar 2001, my discussion in 10.5).
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societal fields and on different levels.
Figure 2: Arenas and Levels of Representation
The distinction between political and functional representation is fairly well established.475 As
distinct from the territorial representation of national minorities (and their respective models of
475

The first detailed institutional designs and practical experiments with ‘economic,
industrial or social democracy’, with democratic functional representation can be found in the
socialist labor movement, particularly in Austromarxism (Bauer, Renner, Adler), in developing
labor law (Sinzheimer, Renner, Klare), in Guild-Socialism (Cole), in Laski’s political pluralism,
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ethno-national federalism), institutional design and practical experiments with ascriptive
minority IP along with related models of ‘tertiary’ or ‘multicultural’ citizenship (Kymlicka
1995) are less known, although they reach back to the early decades of the 20th century
(Austromarxist ‘mixed federations’ and their influence on Randolph Bourne and others).476
Consociational democracy (Lijphart 1968) explicitly covers not only ethnic and national but
also religious groups, associations and organizations. Models and practical experiments with
institutional representation of other ascripitive minorities (mainly of women and homosexuals)
emerged only recently under the broad and somewhat misleading headings of
‘multiculturalism’, ‘group rights’, and the politics of ‘difference’ or ‘identity’.
It is not easy to compare the normative models of democracy mentioned above – to wit
libertarian, liberal, deliberative, republican, strong, empowered, and associative democracy
(Engelen/Ho 2004:28-34) – with regard to their positions on (different degrees of) institutional
pluralism because some are more or less unspecified or open. Roughly, the following picture
emerges:

later in democratic neo-corporatism (Schmitter, Lehmbruch, Streeck). They range from workscouncils and co-determination in all bigger private or public organizations in all different societal
fields via local, regional and federal chambers of industry and commerce and neo-corporatist tripartite councils and supra-state committees (Schmitter 2000 for the EU). Originally their focus
has been the representation of labor and capital/management but already in socialist experiments
around 1900 consumers and clients have been integrated and many attempts have later been made
to include occupational and professional representation and also so-called ‘non-productivist’
interests.
476
Territorial concentration plays a role regarding three distinct problems (a) minorities in a
polity can be majorities at a territorial meso-level (regions across state-borders or states or
provinces within federal states). If this is the case, territorial federalization may be feasible to
address problems of First Nations or national minorities. (b) If ethno-religious or national
minorities do not form numerical majorities at this meso-level (and in this sense can be
characterized as ‘territorially dispersed minorities’) there are still minimal thresholds of territorial
concentration required for their own separate associations or organizations in order to make
possible the “parallel existence of self-governing communities sharing the same space but
applying rules in matters of community concern to their members” (Hirst 2001:23). (c) Distinct
from such situations of “mutual extra-territoriality” are situations in which specific ethnoreligious, national, but also broader ascriptive, gender minorities form numerical majorities on a
micro-level. This local concentration of gay communities, of retired people, of religious sects or
of ethnic immigrants in neighborhoods or villages enables the formation of regimes of “territorial
micro-governance”. These local majorities may be very rich and powerful (‘gated communities’)
or ghettos of the very poor and powerless.
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(1) All allow at least for a minimum of political pluralism though majoritarian and
institutionally monist or ‘statist’ trends are strongest in republicanism, particularly in French
republicanism. Libertarianism and liberalism are more clearly anti-majoritarian and allow for
higher degrees of institutional pluralism but usually insist on a fairly strict separation of state
and church, state and society, public and private, borderlines, which may or may not become
blurred in deliberative and empowered democracy. Only associative democracy is explicitly
anti-majoritarian and institutionally pluralist in all regards.
(2) Social pluralism is explicitly rejected by republicans, libertarians, liberals, and also by most
deliberative democrats. It is allowed by empowered democracy and it is central to
associative democracy.
(3) Ascriptive minority pluralism is, again, explicitly rejected by republicans, libertarians and by
most liberals though ‘liberal nationalism’ and ‘liberal multiculturalism’ create important
openings that characterize also some deliberative and empowered democrats. Associative
democracy is most conducive to diverging forms of representation of ethno-national and
religious minorities and creates most opportunities for territorially dispersed minorities.
9.1.1

Degrees of ethno-national and religious diversity and of state neutrality

Normative models of liberal democracy should be culturally as neutral as possible and actual
liberal-democratic polities pretend to be neutral, but both vary in the degree of relational stateneutrality and may be more or less inimical or open to cultural diversity. Modern societies are
characterized by various overlapping, field-specific, contested, and changing cultural practices:
class-, elite-, and occupational cultures; gender- and generational cultures; ethnic, religious, and
national cultures. For my discussion I need a short summary of critical sociological and
anthropological analyses of ascriptive categorizations and ‘ethnicity’
(1) Ascriptive Categorization: Disaggregating ‘Ethnicity’
For descriptive, explanatory and for prescriptive purposes it is important to distinguish between
ascriptive categorization on the basis of socially defined biological, physiological or
phenotypical characteristics (descent, sex, age, skin colour) and ascriptive categories defined on
the basis of socio-historical characteristics (clustered together in the contested concept of
ethnicity),477 because the respective practices of morally illegitimate discrimination, oppression,
477

Bader 1995:63ff; 1997c:104-17.
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exploitation and exclusion and their ideological legitimations show relevant differences
(degrees of ‘visibility’ and ‘immutability’: ‘biology is destiny’). The container-concept of
ethnicity masks relevant distinctions among - broadly speaking - ‘ethnic minorities’ however
blurred the boundaries may be in reality. Indigenous peoples (First Nations), ‘national
minorities’, ‘ethnic-immigrant minorities’, religious minorities, and, obviously, gender- and
social-class minorities differ from each other478 with regard to criteria of historical and ongoing
injustice (Williams 1998), degrees of territorial concentration or dispersion, degrees of
voluntariness or involuntariness of incorporation into the polity. These differences are also
normatively relevant: one model of institutionally pluralist incorporation does not fit all
(Kymlicka 1995, 2001:348ff; Carens 2000, Williams 1998:204; Levy 2000, Ingram 2000 and
2004,Valadez 2001).
(2) Degrees of Voluntariness
‘Belonging’ to ascriptive categories or groups is not voluntary. Even critics of liberalism like
Hirst or Rosenblum have difficulties to account for this basic fact that freedom of choice is
absent in this case, as well as for its consequences for models of incorporation.479 Individuals
do not freely chose their associational ties or cultures but are born and raised in them, and this
socialization “either through involuntary or nonvoluntary association in groups” (Eisenberg
1995:171)480 is partly constitutive of the individual “in the sense that no self exists apart from
these constitutive elements. These attachments are ones that the self can come to understand
and reflect on but cannot choose to keep or to discard” (177). “Race, culture, or gender
constitute one’s self regardless of one’s choice in the matter” (179). Three consequences are
important:
478

These differences are often neglected in the US American use of ‘Multiculturalism’ (see
critically: Kymlicka 2002, ch. 8, Juteau 1997, Castles 1997) or under the heading of ‘politics of
difference’ or ‘identity’.
479
See Eisenberg’s criticism of Hirst (1995:20) and Rosenblum’s “shifting
involvements”(24) that applies also to Hollinger (1996:116-25), Kymlicka (1995:3) and Walzer
(1997, chapter 4). Very often the illusory claim of free choice and freely shifting involvements is
traded as the characteristic sign of “Post-Modernism”.
480
Eisenberg’s distinctions are helpful: voluntary associations “preserve the individual’s
autonomy to change her values and dispositions”; non-voluntary affiliations “one has from birth
or are formed in circumstances in which an individual cannot exercise volition”; “involuntary is
an association that the individual actively rejects but, at the same time, cannot avoid because the
association is linked to a characteristic that she possesses nonvoluntary, such as being a woman or
Black, and this characteristic influences how she is treated by others’ (179). See similarly:
Warren (2001:96ff). The normative consequences are excellently analyzed by Scheffler 2001; see
shortly Bader 2005c; for a concise overview of the debates: Meerschaut 2006, ch. 5.
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(i) there is no escape from being ascriptively categorized by others though there are important
differences between biologistic ascriptions like sex, ‘race’, age, handicaps and
culturalistic/historical ascripitions.
(ii) Even exit-rights do not provide real exit options in cases in which an individuals affiliations
and identities are constituted in part by non- or involuntary associations: “associational ties
are sometimes too deep to sever” (24) but, again, there are important differences in degree
(e.g. between gender-, linguistic- and religious cultures/habits/identities). Real exit-options
from ‘communities’ may be easier but can be extremely costly (threat/practice of
ostracization) and even exit from organizations has its price (e.g. weakening minorities
politically).
(iii) Normatively richer theories of self-development should distinguish between constitutive
and contingent aspects of identity and oppose the ‘communitarian’ reduction of selfdevelopment to mere socialization: neither biology nor history is destiny.
(3) Categories, Groups, Communities, Associations
From the perspective of group-formation it is important to distinguish more precisely between
ascriptive categories, groups, communities, associations and conflict-organizations, and
constituencies. Particularly important are two distinctions. First, between groups and
communities: Groups are constituted by a minimal awareness of the fact of ascriptive
categorization by others – whether they share common cultural practices or not – whereas
communities are constituted by a certain minimum of shared cultural practices, which may be
absent in cases of conflict groups with shared interests to end ascriptive categorization,
discrimination, oppression, exploitation, or exclusion (Bader 1995, 2001b). Second, between
groups and associations or organizations: one may or may not become or stay a member of an
organization, but membership-talk relating to ascriptive groups is as misleading as traditional
‘class-membership’. One is categorized by others, one belongs to a class. Ascriptive groups,
thus, might not share any cultural practices (then they do not form cultural communities) and
they might not develop any positive group identity: purely negative collective identities (being
aware of the fact that they are ascriptively categorized by others and fighting against this
specific - or against all - ascriptive inequality) may be a sufficient condition for organizing and
mobilizing as a conflict group. It is both common and misleading to equate ascriptive groups
with cultural groups or communities and with ‘identity-groups’.
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(4) Is Religious Diversity Really so Different?
Religious diversity and the formation of religious groups or communities is often said to be
fundamentally different from ethnic and national diversity and group formation because, first,
membership and ‘belonging’ would be voluntary, based on free choice481 and, second, state and
politics could be, in principle, completely religiously neutral.
The first argument is misleading for two main reasons: First, religious self-descriptions
or identifications are clearly not freely chosen in most cases but nonvoluntary because one is
born into and raised in religious practices, which impact on later choices (e.g. ana-baptism,
‘born again’, apostasy, heresy or conversion of mature believers). Voluntarism and choice, in
this as in all other regards, are matters of degree. This is not meant to say that they would be
unimportant. Religious pluralism has “obvious advantages over racial pluralism” because
“under proper constitutional institutionalization, it is more reconcilable with principled equality
and non-hierarchic diversity” (Casanova 2005:24) and because the degree of voluntarism is
much higher in cases of an “active, achieved, and reflexive denomination” compared with
“passive, ascribed and nominal affiliation to a religion into which one is born” (25).
Categorization or definitions of religious belonging by others however are clearly beyond
voluntarism. Belonging to a religious category can be as ascribed as belonging to a ‘race’,
‘sex’, ‘age’, ‘gender’, ‘social class’, ‘ethnie’ or ‘nation’. In this perspective one cannot ‘choose’
one’s religion as one cannot choose one’s ethnie or nation or one’s ‘race’ or ‘sex’. Ascriptive
482

481

Hollinger (1996:123) opposes the “application to religious affiliations of the ethnicminority paradigm” because it leads to institutional separation and is based on ascriptive instead
of voluntary membership. His proposal to “apply to ethno-racial affiliations a religious paradigm”
however uncritically takes for granted that religious affiliation is free (in the American
denominational model) and that, in religious affairs, state and church are neatly separated (see
also 2003 and Walzer 1997). This is clearly at odds with all socalled ‘ethnic’ religions (e.g.
orthodox Judaism, Hinduism, Shintoism, Confucianism, most ‘tribal’ religions). See for example
Galanter’s criticism of imposing definitions of “religions that favour private and voluntary
observance” (1998:283) on Hinduism that is spilt between “born a Hindu” (273) and
“membership by initiation” (276). See Casanova (2005:24f) for American denominationalism at
the ‘congregational level’. See below 11.5 for selective affinity of AD and the ideal model of
‘denominationalism’ when it comes to voluntarism. See 1.3.2 for the difference between
‘individualization’ (Luhmann, also Roy) and ‘privatization’ or ‘subjectivization’.
482
Ascriptions based on socially defined ‘biological, physiological and presumed
phenotypical’ criteria however differ from ‘socio-historical’ criteria in degrees of ‘visibility’ and
inescapability (Bader 1998b). One cannot, usually, change one’s sex, age or skin-color (but one
can undergo sex-change operation) but one may be able to change one’s language, religion and
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categorizations come usually in clusters and depend not only on predominant cultural patterns
of discrimination but also on (political) opportunity-structures: immigrant minorities are
‘racialized’ or ‘ethnicisized’ in countries as Britain (making immigrants from different religions
and countries into ‘Blacks’ or ‘Asians’) and Singapore, they are ‘religionized’ in countries as
the Netherlands (making immigrants from different ethnies (e.g. Moroccans and Berbers) and
countries into ‘Muslims’).483 In addition, these other-categorizations have a massive impact on
self-definitions, on the formation of groups or communities and collective identities. Religious
groups and religious communities, like all others, are not just given, they are made.484 Second,
the emergence and reproduction/transformation of ‘ethnic’ communities, which are defined by a
certain minimum of linguistic and ethno-cultural practices, and of ‘religious’ communities,
which share a certain minimum of religious practices, massively overlap and impact on each
other so that they may be actually indistinguishable in many cases.485 Yet in other cases such a

‘nation’. Exit from non- or involuntary group belonging is always possible, but with different
degrees of difficulty.
483
See Parekh (1994:204f, 2000) for the two dangers of assimilationist liberalism: the
“religionization of culture” and/or the ethnicization of culture. See Modood 2000 and König
2003: 35, 160, 167ff for criticism of the ‘ethnicization’ by British Muslim-organizations and by
HRC and ECRI. See 10.4 for the preferred option of self-definition of belonging, its limits, and
how to avoid the dangers of inevitable ‘categorization’ implied in all versions of democratic
institutional pluralism, the ‘pillarized’ versions in particular.
484
For the aims of critical social science it is important – against fashionable radical
constructivism – to insist on differences in analytically distinct criteria of ascription and,
particularly on differences between ascriptive ‘categories’ that exist without any positive or
negative identification or even awareness by the ‘categorized’, ‘groups’ that require a minimum
of awareness and either positive or negative identifications, and ‘communities’ that require a
minimum of actual cultural practices (see Bader 2001, Renteln 2004:10ff). It is also important to
note that religious categorization does not presuppose any shared religious practices and that
protest against religious categorization/discrimination is an important option. Fully assimilated
‘liberal Jews’ in the United States (Wasserstein 1996) or the Netherlands (Solinge and de Vries
(ed) 2001) that do not share any religious practices and are not part of a Jewish religious
community, and many recent immigrants categorized as ‘Muslims’ that may be completely
‘secularized’ have excellent reasons to protest against anti-semitism and islamophobia.
485
Certainly in cases of ‘ethnic religions’. See above for the long and difficult way in which
‘universal’ religions like Christianity and Islam have disentangled from original ethnic cores. See
11.5 for the huge ‘ethno-national’ diversity of ‘Muslims in the West’. See Martin (1978:30, 40,
43, 52f, 77-82) for the tricky two-way relationship of linguistic, ethnic, and religious cultures and
identities. See for the checkered relations between ‘nations’ and ‘religions’: A. Smith 1981, Bader
1995:85f, Safran 2003).
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theoretical and practical distinction is crucial, e.g. for the understanding of the overlap between
‘ethnic’ and ‘religious’ cleavages and their consequences for conflicts (see 12).486
The second argument that state and politics could be religious completely neutral leads
right into the core of the discussion of the relationship between society, state, politics and
religions. As we have seen (3.3), even critics of the pretended ethno-national neutrality of the
state like Kymlicka assume that such neutrality is realized or desirable in the case of religious
diversity accepting standard myth of separation of church and state and of the “depoliticization
of religious identities” (1997:21) without critical scrutiny.487
Both arguments together provide insufficient justifications for a radical, qualitatively
different treatment of the relations between ethno-national and religious diversity and
states/politics though there are obviously important differences of degree.
9.1.2

Models of Incorporation of Minorities into Democratic Polities

Politics may respond to a perceived increase of ethno-national or religious diversity – whether
as a result of immigration or of endogenous developments – in three different ways: (i) if
perceived as a threat, by politics of harsh repression and closure or by politics of enforced or
imposed cultural assimilation; (ii) if perceived as indifferent by politics of toleration or live and
let live; (iii) if perceived as a valuable resource or as ethically and morally desirable by politics
486

To mention another case: “The popular view in the West that Female Genital Mutilation
is a ‘Muslim’ practice is doubly incorrect: FMG is practiced by Christians, Jews and animist as
well as Muslims in parts of sub-Saharan Africa, and is strongly disavowed by many Muslim
leaders. Yet this popular perception is very strong.” (Kymlicka 2005, see Barels/Haaijer 1992;
Abusharaf 2001, Verhaar 2004).
487
If one takes language as the core of ethno-national culture, as becomes increasingly clear
in Kymlicka’s later writings, it is possible for a state to have at the very least more than one
established or official language. This very much resembles ‘plural establishment’. And the weak
version of ‘deism’ that goes hand in hand with constitutional separation in the US can easily be
compared with the necessary “partial establishment of culture”. At the very least, the differences
between ‘religion’ and (to wit: ethno-national) ‘culture’ would be less sharp than Kymlicka
assumes. See König 2003:15 “Anders als in der Debatte um nationale, ethnische oder sprachliche
Vielheit unterstellt man in bezug auf religiöse Pluralität dabei weiterhin die
säkularisierungstheoretisch begründete Neutralität liberaler Demokratien”. “Oftmals wird
schlichtweg unterstellt, politische Organisation und kollektive Identität seien in Europa religiös
neutral, das Problem religiöser Anerkennungsforderungen von Muslimen bestehe also darin, dass
sie dem ‘säkularen’ Charakter postnationaler und multikultureller Staatsbürgerschaftsformen
nicht entspreche” (35 versus Joppke, could be extended to all ‘liberal assimilationists’; see for
criticism: Jansen 2006, chapter 2).
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that actively promote retention and development of cultural diversity. Actual states may be
based (i) on cultural monism (of the dominant ethnie/nation or religion), which may be
reinforced by ‘threatening’ diversity from within or from abroad; (ii) on oligopolistic cultural
compacts or regimes, which may be vigorously defended against ‘threatening newcomers’. In
both situations it is increasingly difficult to maintain the myth of pretended cultural neutrality of
the state. Or (iii) they may accommodate new ethno-cultural and religious practices by making
common institutions, practices and their official justifications relationally more neutral.
For the purposes of practical evaluation it is useful to construct a simple, twodimensional model of types of cultural and institutional incorporation along the lines set out
above. On the cultural axis, minorities can either be forced to, or can more or less freely
assimilate to the unchanged culture of the majority (cultural homogeneity or monism). Or they
may refuse or not be allowed to acculturate (cultural pluralism/diversity).488 On the institutional
axis, minorities can either be forcefully included or they can – more or less freely – want to
integrate into common institutions (institutional inclusion or institutional monism). Or they may
not be allowed to integrate (coercive exclusion), and they can also – more or less freely – refuse
to be integrated into common institutions (institutional separation or institutional pluralism). If
one cross-tabulates the two axes, one gets four different types of incorporation regimes: (1)
Inclusion of minorities into unchanged, unitary institutions of the dominant majority; (2)
Institutional separation, and a cultural pluralism based on internal communal assimilation; (3)
Inclusion into common, ethno-religious relationally neutral institutions (common institutions,
which have explicitly been changed to accommodate cultural pluralism/diversity); (4)
Institutional pluralism and full cultural pluralism.
Somewhere here Figure 3 Types of Institutional and Cultural Incorporation of ethnoreligious/national Minorities (Polities as example)

488

See for these two options also Poulter (1998:11ff) and Renteln 2004:13ff.
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Figure 3: Types of Institutional and Cultural Incorporation of
Ethnic/National Minorities (Polities as Examples)
institutional
incorporation
cultural
incorporation

inclusion

separation

1. Inclusion into unchanged, unitary
institutions of dominant ethnie/nation
France, US-Melting Pot

assimilation

Cf

a

2. Institutional separation and
internal assimilation
Canadian Mosaic, Switzerland,
Belgium, Netherlands

i

ii

(1)

Cf

b
(2)

Cp
3. Inclusion into changed, ethnically
relationally neutral institutions
Cp

Cp
4. Institutional separation and
cultural pluralism
Cp

(3)
pluralism

iv

d
c
Cf

iii

(4)
Cf

Post-ethnic, post-nation America

Legend:

flexible ethno/national
democratic inst. pluralism

Strategies of the dominant group / state
a = enforced cultural assimilation with intended centripetal effects (Cp)
b = acceptance of institutional separation
c = acculturation of dominant institutions
d = acceptance of institutional separation
Strategies of ethnic or national minorities:
i = free cultural assimilation with centripetal effects
ii = acceptance of institutional separation
iii = free acculturation of minorities
iv = acceptance of common core institutions
(1) resistance against (enforced) cultural assimilation with centrifugal tendencies (Cf)
(2) resistance against internal assimilation
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(3) resistance against any acculturation and reactive ethnicization
(4) secession (resistance against any inclusion into core institutions)

This figure is a slight modification of Schermerhorn’s figure: “Assimilation, Pluralism,
Resistance”, which summarizes conditions of conflict or integration among ethnoreligious/national groups (1970: 83).489 Conflicts result in all cases where centripetal strategies
of institutional inclusion or cultural assimilation are enforced by majorities and resisted by
minorities, to the degree that they are felt to be enforced and minorities are able to mobilize
enough resources to actually resist. Conflicts also result in all cases where centrifugal strategies
of enforced institutional separation or rejected cultural assimilation by majorities or states
(legally or socially enforced cultural pluralism) are resisted by minorities choosing strategies of
full institutional inclusion or relatively free acculturation. The figure highlights not only the
main dividing line between (more) inclusionist, unitary or “integrative” (Horowitz) and (more)
institutionally pluralist, or “consociational” (Lijphart) arrangements, it also emphasizes the
distinction between cultural assimilation and cultural pluralism or diversity.
It invites a serious discussion of the conditions and the inherent difficulties of the two
realist utopia’s (cell 3 and 4) as well as of the transitions to these regimes. Such a discussion is
preferable to either prematurely declaring both of them to be impossible, or privileging the
project of inclusion into ‘post-ethnic’ or ‘post-national’, unitary, relationally neutral common
institutions – like ‘republican assimilationists’ (Hollinger 1995, Lind 1995, Weill, Schnapper,
Leca, Kepel) or ‘liberal assimilationists’ (Brubaker 2001, Joppke/Morawska 2003, Alva/Nie) –
and neglecting the historical possibility of flexible and more open forms of democratic
institutional pluralism, like associative democracy.490

489

See more extensive discussion: Bader 1995:49ff and 146f. See similar attempts by v.d. Berghe
(1967); Esman (1975). In my view, my model is more productive than those of Grillo (1998:5),
Crouch (1999: 288ff: “segregation, assimilation, integration”), or Valadez (2001: chapters 6, 7:
“accommodationist, autonomist, secessionist” groups).
490
Walzer explicitly allows only for “two forms,” “versions” of toleration (1997: 84f, 91) or
“central projects of modern democratic politics”: individual assimilation (my cell 1: assimilation
in a project of democratic inclusiveness) and group recognition (my cell 2: group recognition in a
project of institutional separation). We certainly agree that these two projects cannot be easily
combined (86f) and that they show divergent tendencies. The two realist utopias (cell 3 and 4)
however cannot be ruled out a limine by declaring them impossible. It is particularly
disappointing that Walzer assumes the regime of “consociation” to be inherently “elitist”,
necessarily based on enforced assimilation of closed “communities of fate.” If “individual
autonomy” and “group autonomy” cannot be reconciled (see 87, 91), then only some vague
“postmodernist project of toleration” (87ff) seems to present a promising alternative (see for
similar ‘post-modernist’ lyrics: Hollinger 1995:116-25). Colin Crouch’s discussion of
“sociological liberalism” (1999:33ff, 195, 291) suffers from similar limitations, and the same
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9.2
9.2.1

Regimes of Institutional Pluralism
Non-Democratic Institutional Pluralism

Historians convincingly tell us that modern (nation-) states, particularly those following the
‘demotic’ path from nation to state, have been – together with modern capitalism – the biggest
cultural homogenizers in world history. It is also quite well known that they still have enormous
difficulties incorporating cultural and institutional pluralism. A short look at different types of
non-democratic ethno-religious and national institutional pluralism may provide important
lessons. Caste and estate systems, multi-ethnic and multinational empires, British and Dutch
systems of indirect colonial rule, post-colonial plural and racist apartheid systems all have in
common the lack of full recognition or even complete negation of legal, civic and political
equality of the constituent groups. This is the case both in autocratic forms, in which all are
subjects, and in exclusivist democratic forms, in which only dominant majorities have more or
less full citizenship rights. This is the meaning of non-liberal/non-democratic institutional
pluralism, as indicated by the traditional phrase ‘separate and unequal,’ though there are
important differences among these forms. The more ‘decent’ ones, like the millet system, may
combine astonishingly high degrees of toleration of cultural and institutional diversity (Sisk
1996: 27f; Rudolph/Rudolph 2000; Rawls 1999).
Recent research has not only challenged the myth of ‘Oriental Despotism’491 in general
but also its remnants, which figure prominently in discussions of the Ottoman millet system in
political philosophy.492 The model reads like this:

holds, unfortunately, for Parekh’s three models (2000: 199ff: “proceduralist,” “civic
assimilationist,” “millet”).
491
Ottoman rule is, contrary to Max Weber, not a good example of ‘patrimonialism’ but
represents political arrangements of a constitutional nature “resting to a considerable extent on
negotiated solutions and popular acceptance” (Adanir 2000:7f). The obvious legal inequality
between Muslim and non-Muslim has been moderated to a considerable degree in practice by
many tax-exemptions (12ff) and by legal equality before the kadi. In socio-economic terms, the
Turkish majority had no advantages and even careers in the armed forces and state-administration
have been wide open to minorities (see Adanir 2001).
492
Kymlicka uses the millet system to highlight his distinction between two principles of
tolerance: ‘individualist’ (principles of individual autonomy, individual freedom of conscience, of
heresy, apostasy) in his model of ‘liberal societies’ versus collective or communal principles
(autonomy and self-government). His focus on principles masks the facts that (i) in practice quite
a lot of scope for dissent (1995:82, 157f, 162f, 231) within millets can be found, (ii) some
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“non-Muslim peoples were grouped, for political and fiscal purposes, in several organisations along
confessional lines. Their elites were assigned a specific position within the Ottoman ruling system. The
status of the Greek Orthodox community, for example, is generally described by reference to the
following terms: (i) the Ottoman state was committed to respect the religious status of the members of
this specific millet, (ii) it recognized juridically the ecclesiastical hierarchy...; (iii) it granted privileges
and immunities to the head of the Church...; (iv) the Patriarch as the head of the millet could exercise a
certain degree of civil jurisdiction over the members of this community; (v) the Church enjoyed the right
to possess real estate along with the right to extract taxes from the members of the community under its
jurisdiction” (Adanir 2000:8)

Fikret Adanir and other historians have shown that the reality of the millet system deviated
considerably from this model:
(i)

Various non-Muslim congregations, particularly Jewish ones, “evaded being squeezed
into clear-cut organizations,” maintaining and reproducing ethno-linguistic cleavages
within Jewry;

(ii)

The model completely neglects the “importance of communal autonomy on the
territorial level as the basic structural element of political integration.. communal
autonomy was granted not because communes happened to be religious congregations,
but in the first place because they were the smallest administrative units” (Adanir 2000:
9). Territorial local autonomy interfered with religious communal autonomy.

(iii)

Not only had the “autonomous communal jurisdiction” been limited to religious matters
“relating to culture and family,” but it also had been further restricted (e.g. inheritance
and financial aspects of divorce).

(iv)

Even religious members of a millet had a choice in marriage law between religious and
civil jurisdiction;

religions effectively evaded “being squeezed into clear-cut millets” (it is not sufficient to say that
millets have been ‘further subdivided into various local administrative units usually based on
ethnicity and language’ (156), (iii) the interpenetration of millets and local/territorial autonomy
allowed for much more mixing and more practical individual choice (actual exit options limiting
the hold of theocratic leaders). By the way, his ‘liberal societies’ have been textbook utopia’s in
the centuries in which the millet-system actually existed (comparing model with muddle). Walzer
discusses the millet system as an example of toleration and peaceful coexistence in multi-national
empires (1997:17f, 40, 67) focusing more on actual practices, motivations and institutions of
toleration than on the principle of tolerance. But he does not fully use the chances of this
approach. Instead, he also reproduces the dichotomous picture of two opposed models (67),
overlooks territorial units completely, overestimates compartementalization and homogeneity
(only in the imperial capitals some ‘neutral space’ is allowed for lonely dissidents and heretics,
cultural vagabonds, intermarried couples’ (16) and presents a stark tension and choice between
individual or collective autonomy, not only in the millet system but generally. See similarly
Parekh 2000:205f.
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(v)

The interpenetration of religious and local autonomy explains the capacity to organize
“large-scale collective action in case of need by overriding confessional divides” (12);

(vi)

Together all these aspects explain the fairly cosmopolitan character of many cities like
Istanbul, Salonika, Belgrade, Skopje, and Sarajevo in the Ottoman empire (comparable
only to Al Andalus [Rehrmann 2000, Leggewie 1993]), which is incompatible with the
prevailing image “of a compartmentalized society, organized along vertical lines, with
minimal intercommunal relationship.” The unprecedented freedom of religion explains
at least partly the actual legitimacy of Ottoman rule and its appeal to Protestantism in
the Balkans in particular. Compared with the Austro-Hungarian and the Russian
empires, but also with all contemporary European ‘Nation-States’, the relational
religious “neutrality” of the Ottoman state was stronger. Such an idea of relational
neutrality has been even further developed in the direction of ethno-national and
religious neutrality in the second part of the 19th Century by the ideology of
“Ottomanism” (see Adanir 2000a) as a response to the emerging threat of nationalist
secession-movements in the Balkans though it could, eventually, not survive the fervour
of nationalist mobilizations.493

Some important, preliminary lessons can be drawn from these non-democratic versions of
institutional pluralism:
(1) If one is primarily interested in institutions (or ‘regimes’) and practices of toleration,
instead of principles of tolerance, much can be learned from some non-democratic types of
institutional pluralism.
(2) If one focuses on attitudes or motives of actors explaining practices of toleration, the fairly
exclusive focus of liberal philosophers and postmodernists on “openness, curiosity and
enthusiastic endorsement of difference” (Walzer 1997: 10ff) is misleading. ‘Resigned
acceptance of difference for the sake of peace’, ‘benign indifference’ and ‘moral stoicism’ (see
3.2 and 6.2.3) may be more significant, and, surely, everyday practices of toleration in
intercultural contexts are more important than heroic principles and demanding virtues. When it

493

See Kalyvas 2003; Birtek 2006. See below 12.8 for external conditions. See John 2001
and Adanir 2000 for comparisons with the Habsburg Empire. ‘Neutrality’ and ‘more evenhanded
rule’ is, more in general, an important aspect of the “imperial version of multiculturalism”
(Walzer 1997:17).
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comes to the motives of ruling elites, even the traditional strategic device of imperial rule:
divide et impera has lead to fairly stable and tolerant practices and institutions of toleration.494
(3) Stability and peaceful coexistence are important principles in their own right (see 3.2).
(4) Some forms of non-democratic institutional pluralism have been more open, flexible, and
even conducive to practical individual freedoms than traditionally assumed. This prompts the
recognition that the astonishing staying power or continuity of cultural and religious diversity
under conditions of non-democratic institutional pluralism in the millet system is not solely the
result of a forced confinement of individuals into internally autocratic and homogenizing
community organizations, as assumed by Walzer (1996: 69ff) and Spinner-Halev (2000: 7, 20,
44). Less stark and exclusive choices between individual autonomy, collective autonomy and
cultural survival/ flourishing seem possible.
(5) Conceptions and practices of a more neutral or even-handed rule and of a more flexible
version of IP have at least been envisioned in non-democratic types of institutional pluralism
(the combination of ‘Ottomanism’ and ‘millets’). This can stimulate attempts to bridge the
divide between ‘neutralist, monist universalism’ and ‘separationist particularism’ fragmenting
recent political philosophy. The possible transition from the Ottoman or the Austro-Hungarian
Empire to democratic institutionally pluralist regimes, recognizing full legal and political
equality of all citizens, has historically not been realized.495 Conversely, recent ‘democratic
nation-states’ may learn from non-democratic institutional pluralism how to become more
culturally and institutionally pluralist.
9.2.2

Democratic Institutional Pluralism

Democratic institutional pluralism has to be clearly distinguished from the different varieties of
non-democratic and non-liberal pluralism mentioned above and, in addition, also from
medieval, catholic, and fascist corporatism or Marxist-Leninist soviet-democracy
(‘Rätedemokratie’) and other attempts to replace political democracy by social group
representation. As all modern varieties of social or functional (‘neo-corporatist’) representation

494

See also: Horowitz (1991a: 468) “simple good judgment and rational response to predicament”
versus “heroic actions” and a “pure heart.”
495
Nearly a Century later, the possible transition from the multi-national regimes of the
Sovjet Empire and of Yugoslavia to democratic multi-national federations has also tragically
failed (see Brubaker 1995 and Adanir/Suraya (eds) 2002).
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are not intended to replace but to supplement representative political democracy, all proposals
for ascriptive minority representation and ‘multicultural citizenship’ are not designed to replace
liberal-democratic citizenship based on the principle that the votes of all citizens – and
increasingly also permanent residents – count equally irrespective of all differences of class,
education and all ascriptive characteristics. This is already true for ‘pillarized’ systems of
consociational democracy (cell 2) and more outspokenly and effectively so for more flexible
regimes of democratic institutional pluralism as associative democracy (cell 4).496
All four options in Figure 3 are clearly compatible with liberal democracy minimally
understood but a first, rough and preliminary moral evaluation shows important differences.
Option 1497 is morally unattractive because it goes hand in hand with fairly high degrees
of politically and state-enforced or imposed cultural assimilation into predominant majority
culture(s) more or less effectively masked by the myth of a culturally neutral state. It promises
free individual choice of cultures and ways of the good life but strictly limits cultural
expression to private spheres or ‘civil but not political society’, and it explicitly or implicitly
favours majority culture to the disadvantage of minority cultures thereby drastically limiting the
range of meaningful ‘free’ choice. In denying meaningful institutional associative, collective

496

See Cohen/Rogers 2002; Hirst 1994, chapters 2 and 3; Bader 2001a, 2001c, and
Cohen/Sabel 2002 for a vivid defense against traditional charges. See also short summary in
Bader 2003:282f. Modern liberal democracies may be compatible with various degrees of actual
relational cultural neutrality. It took a long time before the competing normative theories of
democracy actually began to respect ‘reasonable pluralism’ in its practical consequences and their
preferred institutional models still differ widely in this regard though all are committed to the
ideal of a culturally ‘neutral’ state and politics. Republicans explicitly defend the comparatively
thickest versions of democracy embedded in particularist, more or less ethnically and religiously
monist predominant cultures. Liberalism usually claims that state-institutions and policies are (or
at least should be completely) neutral but actually blocks attempts by different minorities to make
them relationally more neutral through the various ‘strict separations’ and through content- and
reasonableness-constraints (6.1). Liberal nationalism is caught in a tricky balancing act of
maintaining and defending particular national versions of democracy and at the same time, as
liberal multiculturalism, allowing for possibilities of institutional representation of different
ethno-national minorities. Libertarianism’s claim that the state should be neutral may be more
plausible because the proposed state and policies are so minimalist, and associative democrats
also share the proposal of a minimal but strong state. Deliberative democrats and empowered
democrats clearly endorse the presence of minorities in public discourse on all issues but are
more hesitant than associative democracy when representation in other stages of the political
process is at stake.
497
Defended by traditional Republicans and Liberals and, in a more sophisticated version
also by Joppke, Morawska and other recent ‘Liberal Assimilationists’.
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autonomy, it presents a big trade-off between ‘individual rights’ and ‘cultural traditions’ and
imposes a tragic choice upon minorities: ‘your rights or your culture’.
Option 2 is unattractive (i) because it may confine political participation to elites, (ii)
because it resists cultural assimilation into a predominant majority-nation state only at the price
of allowing it for its constitutive ‘communities’, though social pressure to assimilate to the
predominant minority-cultures is counteracted by guaranteed exit rights (but not by real exit
options), and because it is usually not reinforced by legal and political state action except in
cases where the state helps to uphold and implement private civil law of (religious) groups (as
in colonial systems of legal pluralism in Indonesia or Malaysia); (iii) because ‘official’
recognition of minorities creates barriers for or even tends to exclude newcomers. For this
reason, it may not contribute to a further cultural pluralization of ‘common’ national institutions
and identities.
Option 3 – an unrealized utopia498 – would be attractive if its defenders (i) would openly
criticize the hidden remnants of ‘old style’ assimilationism under the new cover of ‘liberal
assimilation’ in order to make processes of assimilation into the presumed thin, liberaldemocratic institutions and culture really, not only formally, voluntary; (ii) would also discuss
in detail how this could be achieved in the ‘real’ world; and (iii) would explicitly spell out that
predominant institutions and cultures would have to change more or less drastically in order to
actually become more relationally neutral.
Option 4 – an unrealized utopia envisioned by some liberal nationals and associative democrats
– would be attractive (i) if it could overcome the institutional rigidities and lockout effects in
order to allow a broader range of cultural diversity, to further pluralize public culture, and to
make minimalist common institutions more culturally neutral; (ii) if the limits, which
minimalist liberal-democratic morality requires with regard to the toleration of cultural
practices would be spelled out more clearly and in detail so that it would not only be attractive
for minorities but also for minorities within minorities; (iii) if it could add meaningful exitoptions to exit-rights in order to increase actual voluntarism, which helps to minimize social
pressure hiding in the difficult arts of balancing individual autonomy with different kinds of
more collective autonomy; and (iv) if it could seduce minorities by indirect means to liberalize
498

Proposed by ‘enlightened’ Republicans (e.g. Hollinger, Lind) and most Deliberative and
Empowered Democrats. The idealized US-denominational model, not to be confused with the
republican state-centered French model, spells out this utopia most clearly.
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and democratize their ‘communities’ from inside, thereby complementing elite-participation
with democratic political participation by the rank-and-file.
9.2.3

Associative Democracy

It is my strong conviction that the design of associative-democratic institutions provides
optimal opportunities to achieve these aims. Here, I present the shortest possible outline of the
core elements of AD as the most flexible, moderately libertarian variety of democratic
institutional pluralism.499 AD combines all three dimensions of institutional pluralism. While
not prescribing definitive, specified institutions of political pluralism, it is in favor of as much
power-sharing elements (to repeat: proportional representation, multi-party systems, multidimensional party systems, executive power-sharing, separation of powers, territorial
federalism, balanced bi-cameralism and decentralization) compatible with stability and minimal
unity of democratic polities (see 12.8 for contextual constraints). Compared with other types,
AD is driven by the conviction that all those relevantly effected by collective political decisions
should have, as stake-holders, a say not only for reasons of meaningful democratic
representation but also, and mainly for reasons of effectiveness and efficiency of government.
AD is outspokenly in favor of multi-level government (not restricted to devolution of powers to
states, provinces, municipalities but also beyond ‘nation-states’). It tries to keep central
government as minimal (and as strong) as possible and to restrict government in general to its
core tasks.
Such ‘shifts from government to governance’ are very much stimulated by the
institutional design of social pluralism. Social services (education, health- and all other kinds of
care) should be as far as possible provided by self-governing associations. AD fully takes
account of the fact of reasonable pluralism and argues that different contents and styles of
provision of social services should (be allowed to) go along with the different versions of the
good life. Services should be public and publicly funded, open to all, but at least to a fair
amount nongovernmental. Associations should be free to compete with one another for
members for the services they provide, and members would bring public funds with them
according to a common per capita formula, a voucher system which can and should be weighed
to correct for serious inequalities, in addition to a certain minimum of direct public financing.
499

See my introduction in Hirst/Bader 2001 and Hirst 2001 in the same volume.
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Thus, far from there being one welfare state (one bureaucratic formula fits all), there would be
as many as citizens wish to organize, catering for the different ways of life of individuals and
groups, but based on common entitlements. Such organizations would – ideally (see 10.4 for
exemptions) – be democratically self-governing. Some might be highly participatory involving
all relevant stake-holders, including clients, in their internal decision-making procedures
(voice), others minimalist, but all would have the basic right to elect the governing council and
members periodically would have the option to exit if dissatisfied. Associations and their rooforganizations have to play, in addition to traditional neo-corporatists forms of interestrepresentation, an important role in public standard setting and scrutiny of services and should
be involved in a flexible way in the political process, depending on groups, societal fields, and
issues.500
Associational service provision would also provide a new format for those ethnic and
religious groups wanting to set up their own schools, hospitals and institutions to care for
children, elderly, handicapped, poor people. In this way, AD would stimulate minority
pluralism guaranteed by a strong interpretation of associational freedoms and the proposals to
represent the interests of different minority groups in the political process, and it would provide
meaningful exit-options for minorities within minorities contributing to voluntarism and to
pluralize crosscutting membership in associations.

500

See proposals for European Governance Associations (EGA’s) by Schmitter 2000; Bader

2006.
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Chapter 10

10.1

Models of Religious Governance. Associative Democracy, A Moral Defense

Models of Religious Governance

The huge complexity of regimes of religious governance and the bewildering variety of regimes
of governing (organized) religions (see 2) is not only relevant for all rich historical and
comparative descriptions and explanations but also for my theory of contextualized morality. For
the sake of practical evaluation and institutional design however it has to be reduced into a
smaller set of relevant options. In 2003, I constructed such an institutional and policy model,
which is not based on inductive generalizations. It is rather based on normative considerations:
how institutions and policies ought to look? Together with moral and constitutional/ legal
principles, these policy-models inform – implicitly (as ‘operating principles’) or explicitly –
actual policies and invite thinking about alternative designs. Like other ‘models’ – e.g. the
Anglo-Saxon versus the Rhenish model of capitalism (or more disaggregated: the German or
Dutch or Swedish model) – they do not present an accurate description of actual institutional
mixes and policies in these countries at different times but some normative guidelines or ‘ideals’
extrapolated from and very loosely coupled with actual practices. Even as normative models
however they are ideal types: no actually predominant policy-model in any country fits
completely, because there are always rival or competing normative models or highly contested
interpretations of the predominant models at work.501 However, predominant policy-models tend
to approximate specific ideal types and the empirical references are meant to indicate these
approximations. As policy models they focus on intended policies and outcomes but any
practical evaluation has to take into account possible or actual unintended consequences,
welcome as well as unwelcome ones.
My typology has been constructed around two axes: ‘establishment’ (subdivided into
constitutional, legal, administrative, political and cultural) and institutionalized monism or
pluralism.502

501

See also Monsma/Soper 1997:10; Lash 2001:303f., Maussen 2005.
Compared to Monsa/Soper’s model (1997), my typology is explicitly multidimensional
and invites to discuss the relations between the constitutional, legal, administrative, political
and cultural aspects. I explicitly distinguish the three relevant types of Institutional Pluralism
(RIP) from institutionally monist types (Monsma/Soper’s “established church” model blurs the

502
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Figure 4: Normative Models of Religious Governance
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differences between strong, weak, and plural establishment) and from strict separationism. In
addition, I focus more explicitly on evaluation of institutional designs and policies, whereas
Monsma/Soper use their model mainly in order ‘to classify the five countries in terms of these
three models’. Bhargava adds another distinction between establishment of one/many churches
and one/many religions (2005:5ff) but tends to overestimate the constitutional dimension and
neglects PE and also NOCOP where official status is given but is not constitutionalized.
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Let me explicate these models first, before shortly discussing their relation with figure 3 and the
very limited way in which I use their potential in my further discussion.
(1) Strong establishment (SE) of one monopolistic church is per definition constitutional and/or
legal establishment. It always implies administrative and political monism aimed at religionational cultural monism though, obviously, de facto establishment can be achieved only to a
certain degree and may even have completely counterproductive, unintended outcomes. Recent
models approximating versions of strong establishment are Greece, Serbia, and Israel (see 2.2).
Such establishment is clearly incompatible with minimally required institutional differentiation
and with the most minimalist interpretations of religious freedoms and equal treatment. It is thus
at odds with principles of relational neutrality, fairness in all versions, and priority for
democracy. ‘Strong establishment’ has been the point of historical departure for ‘dis-establishment’, ‘plural establishment’ as well as ‘non-establishment’.
(2) Weak establishment (WE) means constitutional or legal establishment of one State-Church
which has to be compatible with de jure and de facto religious freedoms and religious pluralism.
It may be compatible with some administrative recognition of religious pluralism and different
degrees of de facto institutionalization of other religions, and it may also recognize a certain
religious pluralization of the cultural nation. Recent European models approximating this ideal
type are England, Scotland, Norway and Denmark (see 2.2). ‘Weak establishment’ is compatible
with, but does not fully express priority for democracy; it can be guided by principles of
relational neutrality and fairness as evenhandedness though such arrangements may differ
widely and be empirically contested.
(3) Constitutional pluralism or plural establishment (PE) exists today only in Finland (see 2.2).
It requires the constitutional and/or legal recognition of more than one organized religion. It
would aim at administrative and political pluralism with the intention of pluralizing the religiocultural nation. It would be compatible with, although not fully expressive of priority for
democracy. It may be explicitly guided by principles of relational neutrality and fairness as
evenhandedness.
(4) Non-constitutional pluralism (NOCOP) combines constitutional disestablishment or nonestablishment with restricted legal pluralism (e.g. in family law), administrative institutional
pluralism (de jure and de facto institutionalization of several organized religions),
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institutionalized political pluralism and the religio-cultural pluralization of the nation. NOCOP is
a variety of democratic institutional pluralism. On the nation-state level, the models of the
Netherlands after the constitutional reforms of 1983, Belgium, India,503 Australia, Austria and
Germany approximate this ideal type (2.5 and 2.6), though, obviously, this is not an uncontested
policy model in these countries.504 With regard to specific fields like education, health, care and
other welfare services, organized religions (among other ‘secular’ non-state service providers)
play an important, officially recognized and subsidized role in most countries (see 2.10 – 2.12).
NOCOP expresses the principle of priority for democracy more fully than the other models of
RIP, and it is explicitly guided by principles of relational neutrality and fairness as
evenhandedness.
(5) Non-Establishment and Private Pluralism (NEPP) declares strict constitutional and legal
separation of the state from all religions as well as strict administrative and political separation.
It is opposed to legal, administrative and political institutionalization of religions. Religious
pluralism is allowed only in ‘civil’, not political society or the state. It cannot however prevent
de facto administrative, political and cultural pluralism (2.14 and 11). It may or may not contest
existing religio-national establishments or aim at religious pluralization of the nation. The
predominant policy-models of the U.S. and France approximate this type though, in both cases,
it is crucial to highlight the difference between ideal policy-model and actual ‘muddle’. Any
‘complete separation of state’, let alone of politics or culture from religion in the U.S. would be a
radical liberal or libertarian utopia, not an accurate description of the existing state of affairs.
NEPP clearly expresses priority for democracy, but it is predominantly guided by principles of
difference-blind neutrality and a ‘hands-off’ conception of fairness (3.4). The crucial difference
with NOCOP is that institutional pluralism is strictly relegated to the so-called private sphere of
civil society and is not allowed to spill over into political society or the state, particularly not
into decision-making. This is, as we have seen, the preferred model of most liberals, democrats,
socialists, and feminists.
503

504

Bhargava (2005) mixes NOCOP with NEPP in his presentation of the Indian ‘model’ because
he seems to be unaware of European NOCOP’s. Fox’ “accommodation” (“official SRAS and a
benevolent or neutral attitude toward religion” (2006:545), not “separationism” serves as a
measure of “full SRAS” and resembles NOCOP in this regard.
The 'General Assessment' Patrick Harvey Bill in Virginia (1784) proposing 'some tax aid to all
religion' represents an early version of non-constitutional pluralism (Miller 1985:10f, 26-31).
See 2, note 27 for other examples.
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Compared with Figure 3 on ideal types or models of incorporation of ethno-religious and
national minorities, these models are more directly and exclusively focused on
governance/government of religions and more fine-grained (distinguishing constitutional, legal,
administrative, political and cultural dimensions, which may and actually do diverge) but here I
exclude strategies of minorities. Their construction follows the same general logic (how stateinstitutions and policies (should) respond to cultural diversity; institutional monism vs.
pluralism; degrees of cultural pluralism) which explains some overlap of the models: NEPP
follows the logic of inclusion (cell 1 and 3), and the U.S and France, the states exemplifying
these predominant models may be either on their way to become more ‘Post-Christian’ and
relationally neutral or move back to cell 1. RIP follows the logic of (degrees of) institutional
separation, and the states (e.g. the Netherlands) are somewhere on their way from cell 2
(corporatist or pillarized RIP or NOCOP) either to the realist utopia of cell 3 or to the realist
utopia of cell 4, or back to cell 2 or even 1. This indicates at least two important points: first one
has to handle with care the empirical references (the distance between pure normative models,
empirically predominant models and actual institutions and policies is bigger than the examples
suggest), and secondly, the future path of institutions and policies is not determined or closed but
open and unpredictable to a certain degree. In my limited practical evaluation, I focus on pure
models first (10) before (11-13) comparing examples for NEPP (particularly the differences
between France and the US) and for NOCOP (European selective co-operation regimes), their
dilemmas and possible transitions in order to ‘ground’ my normative evaluations and my
proposal of AD.
10.2

Why Religious Associative Democracy? Stating the Claims and Rising the
Objections

In this section, I start with a stepwise practical evaluation of the relevant models, stating my
claims why associative democracy strikes the best balance between competing moral principles.
I first try to show some advantages shared by RIP in relation to NEPP (10.2.1). Next I try to
show that and how NOCOP can better respond to criticism by defenders of NEPP, and better
articulates the principles of relational neutrality and fairness as evenhandedness compared with
WE and PE (10.2.2). Finally I claim that Associative Democracy (AD) has important advantages
compared with existing versions of NOCOP (religious corporatism) (10.2.3).
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10.2.1

Religious Institutional Pluralism (RIP) and Non-Establishment/Private Pluralism
(NEPP)

NEPP might seem to be just right in an ideal world, though I have raised some doubts regarding
strict neutrality and ‘justice as hands-off’ even in this regard (3.4). In the real world of historical
and structural inequalities between majority and minority religions and the actual religious bias
of existing states – cultural/symbolic, political, administrative and even actual legal
establishments of predominant religions (Bader 1999a, Eisenach 2000) – NEPP tends to
reproduce these inequalities and also implies inherent limitations for achieving higher degrees of
relational religious neutrality and more evenhanded accommodations in many ways:
(1) Associational freedoms are guaranteed in ‘private’ or ‘civil’ society, but in cases of
conflicts with individual religious freedoms, it does not provide a sensible balance: it either
systematically favours individual freedoms and tends to overrule associational freedoms, or it
favours libertarian ‘absolutist Free exercise’ and does not really guarantee individual freedoms.
(2) NEPP one-sidedly emphasizes ‘negative freedom from’ and strictly legal equal treatment of
religions. It tends to neglect ‘positive freedom to’ and more substantive notions of equality or it
does not provide a sensible balance (7.1.4). It trusts the ‘justice’ of free-market governance of
religious diversity and tends to discount serious historical injustices, which may demand
redistributive measures.505
(3) It claims to protect religious minorities against assimilatory pressure by religious
majorities, often backed or even stimulated by actual states, and it may, or may not recognize the
importance of collective religious organizations in this regard. The cause of religious diversity,
of course, is in much better shape once it is backed by institutions.506 Defenders of NEPP agree
that states should guarantee religious non-discrimination but neglect or underestimate the
importance of public recognition and of enabling state-policies even for effective antidiscrimination policies known from affirmative action debates (Bader 1998:462).

505

506

E.g. in cases of recent ‘disestablishment’ and its consequences for state subsidies for
constructing mosques.
The varieties of RIP, but AD in particular, strengthen religious minorities in their opposition
against enforced assimilation by majorities and especially by the state increasing the chances
to reproduce or transform religious practices on their own terms, if they wish so (Walzer
1997:69ff; Spinner-Halev 2000:7, 20, 40).
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(4) NEPP tends to exclude religious reasons from public deliberation (6.1) by declaring
religion to be either private or ‘social but not political’. This strategy is unfair for religions
generally, it is also implicitly biased against minority religions because privatization and
individualization stabilize existing power-asymmetries by limiting the possibilities to challenge
them effectively in public talk and politics. Majorities need not organize and mobilize. They can
‘privately’ and ‘individually’ profit from institutionalized advantages and from favourable statepolicies presented as ‘neutral’. Minorities depend on collective action, organization and
mobilization. They strategically need strong collective identities and public space to effectively
challenge unrecognized majority bias of ‘neutral’ state-institutions and policies (see 1.3.2 for this
socio-logic of power-asymmetries).
(5)

The chances of minorities to redress power-asymmetries, to challenge secularism-bias or

majority-bias of state-institutions and policies are, obviously, much higher if they have
institutionalized and actual opportunities to raise their voices in public, to be listened to (ear),
and to be – in one way or the other – included in the political process (muscle, some say). The
basic idea of NEPP is that the representation of particular interests and groups should remain
constricted to civil society and not spill over into the domain of the state. Of course, interest
groups (churches amongst them) may form lobbies and may try to influence political parties and
parliaments (and more informally also judges and administration). But such ‘political pluralism’
is supposed to prevent or forestall – for fear of mischief of faction – the political
institutionalization of particular interests, not to recognize or formalize it. The famous
dichotomies and separations of individual vs. collective, private vs. public, civil society vs.
political society, religion vs. state are meant to control the borders. In conditions of structural
power-asymmetries, they systematically decrease the chances of minorities to change the
balance and to have a real impact on more fair and relationally more neutral deliberation,
legislation and jurisdiction (i), administrative accommodation (ii), and national culture and
public symbols (iii).
(i) Freedoms of religions are complex, under-determined, in tension with each other and with
other crucial human rights (7.1). Their fair and relationally neutral articulation, interpretation,
application and the arts of balancing in public deliberation, legislation and courts is not
guaranteed by religion-blindness and exclusions of religions as favoured by NEPP but by giving
voice and listening to religious majorities, minorities and minorities within minorities and by
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sensible modes of representation. Actual religious freedoms for minorities do not fall from
heaven. They have to be continuously fought for.507 Their guarantee should not be left to law and
Supreme Courts, let alone to political majoritarianism.508 Public and political pressure by
religious minorities helps remind ‘benevolent’ religious majorities (including judges) of
discriminatory practices. Some form of political or formal recognition provides religions with
additional political and legal resources.
(ii) Morally legitimate claims for practical accommodation require at least some form of
representation (spokespersons, organizations) of religious minorities and some informal
‘recognition’ by state-administrations on different levels at odds with strict versions of NEPP
(see 11). Public recognition and institutionalized representation of religious minorities,
characterizing RIP, considerably increase the chances of fair accommodations by adding
political and legal resources and pressurizing supposedly ‘neutral’ administrations (8.1-8.3).
(iii) This may be even truer regarding claims for evenhanded changes in predominant
national culture deeply formed by particular religious histories and for sensitive issues of public
symbols (8.4). Representation of religious minorities in the political process in general, in the
political centre in order to participate in the ‘defining and making of society and politics’ in
particular, at odds with NEPP, seems to further these transformations (8.5).
10.2.2

Varieties of RIP

All varieties of RIP are, by definition, favourable for religions and help to fight aggressive
secularism and all its remnants in the more ‘neutral’ or even religion-‘friendly’ varieties of
NEPP. They are certainly to the advantage of those religions, which are publicly recognized and
privileged in various ways: old, large, formerly or still weakly established religions. Whether
RIP is also to the advantage of religious minorities is much more questionable. It very much
depends on the degrees of openness for smaller, old or new religious communities and for new
religions or, to put it otherwise, on the degree of actual legal, administrative, political and
cultural/symbolic pluralism. In this regard, the varieties of RIP show important differences.
WE clearly shows the signs of earlier strong establishment of one predominant religion. To
fully express religious pluralism it eventually requires either disestablishment or pluralizing
507
508

See Sheleff 2000, ch. 13 for indigenous peoples.
McConnell 1992:693, 721f, 728, 734: Monsma/Soper 1997:2000, 209f.
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establishment. Recently, it is mainly defended for two reasons. First, for pragmatic or strategic
reasons because it may prudentially not be wise or feasible to change this entrenched status quo
model though it is characterized by limited openness and learning capabilities. Second, because
the importance of constitutions is played down. PE is recently discussed mainly in England, as
we have seen, as an alternative to NEPP in order to pluralize WE. Defenders of PE ask for the
constitutional establishment of new religion(s) because they take constitutions more seriously
recognizing the wrong symbolic message of WE, even if pragmatic and administrative
accommodation of new religious minorities can be achieved, particularly on local levels. Both
WE and PE however reproduce the inherent disadvantages of constitutionalizing religious
pluralism. Constitutional law – compared with ‘normal’ law, executive orders or directives and,
particularly, with administrative practice – is (meant to be) fairly rigid and inflexible. It takes
much time and qualified majorities to respond properly to changes in the religious landscape.
This could only be avoided if one would constitutionalize solely the conditions for public
recognition of organized religions (e.g. thresholds in terms of time, numbers and moral
minimalism), their specific privileges and the mode of representation in the political process
instead of naming specific religions in the Constitution.
Disestablishment, for example recently in the Netherlands and Sweden, removes
constitutional rigidity, bias towards old majority religions and also some of the limits to
openness but, obviously, not all non-constitutional barriers inherent in all varieties of RIP
requiring legal, administrative and judicial ‘recognition’ of religions. Existing varieties of
NOCOP in Europe still show the stain of old religious cleansings and entrenched privileges of
predominant, formerly established religions. Disestablishment or non-establishment – to repeat:
the most adequate constitutional expression of the moral principle of relational religious
neutrality of state and politics – does not and cannot in itself guarantee openness to newcomers,
high degrees of actual legal, administrative, political and cultural/symbolic pluralism, as the
perils of public recognition and practical and symbolic accommodation of Islam in Germany,
Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands show (11.5). Publicly recognized religions still defend their
privileges, and states are still to varying degrees hostage to entrenched majority religion(s). All
this is rightly criticized by defenders of NEPP (e.g. by Hollinger 2003). NOCOP may be
favourable for old majority-religions but not for new religious minorities. In addition, it may be
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bad for minorities within religious majorities and religious minorities, and it may be bad for
liberal democracy.
10.2.3

Varieties of NOCOP and Associative Democracy

AD is the most open and flexible variety of NOCOP. It promises to combine public recognition
and institutionalization of religious pluralism and flexible adaptation to increased religious
diversity (1.5 and 11.6) that threatens entrenched regimes of religious government, including
existing ‘corporatist’ or ‘pillarized’ NOCOP. It is more favourable to religious minorities and to
minorities within organized religions, and it is not only compatible with but conducive to liberal
democracy. Like other varieties of RIP, it provides fairly high degrees of associational
autonomy, guaranteed by associational freedoms509 but promises to overcome the inherent
limitations of non-democratic IP, of corporatist versions of IP and of NOCOP indicated
above.510 In opposition to these earlier varieties of RIP, it is a moderately libertarian version of
democratic institutional pluralism combining the strengths of institutional or ‘structural’
pluralism and of “civil libertarian liberalism” (Rosenblum 2000a).511
509

510

511

Figgis 1914:67ff, 87f; Hirst 2000; Glendon and Yanes 1991:534ff; McConnell 1992:724f;
Miller 1985:272ff; Skillen 1994:249f; Swaine 2001:305, 320; Stepan 2000.
The most vivid defenders of fairly unlimited ‘church autonomy’ can be found in the Catholic
and orthodox Calvinist tradition.
Rosenblum however is convinced that all varieties of IP are incompatible with “voluntarism”
and “separationism minimally understood” and charges DIP for trespassing across the
voluntarist concern with individual free exercise (200a:182f) and for rejecting key elements of
‘separationism’: they inevitably pass the threshold for impermissible establishment of religion
and are accused of “one way protection” (protection of churches from the state) and “absolutist
Free Exercise”. See Bader 2003b for criticism. In political philosophy today, it still looks as if
there would be only two options really making a difference: “structural pluralism” on the one
hand, and “separationism” or “civil libertarian liberalism” on the other hand (Rosenblum
2000:179-83, McConnell 2000:100ff). In addition, it looks as if these two camps could be
easily associated with traditional political dichotomies of Right/Left or
Conservative/Progressive. There are more, and more interesting options, a fact already clearly
indicated by Monsma/Soper 1997. Clearly not only liberal Protestant believers like Steven
Smith, Thiemann, Wolterstorff, Greenawalt, or liberal Catholics like McConnell, Perry,
Glendon, Novak, Neuhaus, Weigel (following Murray), not only orthodox Protestants or
Catholics (like Schindler), conservationists or perfectionists, not only the religious Right or
traditionalist leaders of ethno-religious minorities are defending varieties of religious
accommodation but also egalitarian defenders of DIP like myself. It is “no accident that
pragmatists, civic republicans, anti-foundationalists, historicists and post-modernists in
academia” substantially agree with “religious evangelicals, liberal nationalists, and pluralist
communitarians in attacking prevailing church-state jurisprudence” (Eisenach 2000:111, 115).
The common critical core of this unholy coalition of strange bedfellows directly evaporates
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Before defending these claims in more detail (10.3 – 10.5) I shortly indicate why AD –
compared with other varieties of NOCOP or ‘structural pluralism’ – is better for Minorities
within Minorities, why it may be conducive to more demanding conceptions of individual
autonomy, why it may also be conducive to more demanding conceptions of democracy, and
why it may be able to combine institutional representation of minorities with more openness and
flexibility.
For two main reasons, AD is not only attractive for religious minorities but also for
minorities within minorities. First, it strongly protects the basic needs and rights of all
individuals against infringements by minority communities, organizations and leaders (as well as
against violations by all other agents) by legal sanctions. These legal sanctions, which limit
toleration of religious practices, are widely seen as legitimate because they are clearly focused
on the core of minimal morality. Second, AD – like liberalism and libertarianism – highlights the
crucial importance of voluntarism for minorities within minorities: exit and, as far as possible
also entry into communities and associations should be voluntary. In addition to exit-rights
however AD increases real exit options.
AD criticizes liberal congruence so characteristic for comprehensive liberal or democratic
morality because it is incompatible with meaningful associational autonomy. More demanding
moral standards of individual autonomy should not be imposed by law and sanctions but by
persuasion and by good practical examples. AD shares the commitment to these more
demanding ideals and is actually conducive to higher degrees of individual autonomy and actual
freedoms of choice – compared with libertarianism and liberalism – by creating and
guaranteeing more appropriate circumstances of choice: first, the range of morally legitimate
cultural options is much broader because – compared with liberalism – the remnants of liberal
assimilationism are rejected and higher degrees of cultural and religious diversity can be
expected. Compared with libertarianism, in turn, religious minorities are in a much better
position to reproduce and change their practices on their own terms. Secondly, the range of
institutional options in service-delivery (broadly understood) is much wider. Real choice

however if one looks more closely. Their critical diagnosis is not the same (e.g. nostalgic neoconservative diagnosis of ‘modernity’ versus justice-based criticism) and their institutional
and policy alternatives differ widely, ranging from neo-Hobbesian or Schmittian decisionism
(Fish, Alexander) via Rortian ironic tribalism to Benjamin Barber’s and Hilary Putnam’s nonironic democratic pragmatism to my plea for AD
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amongst meaningfully different schools, care-institutions, media and so on makes voluntarism
more meaningful than ‘one model fits all’.
AD also criticizes democratic congruence. The minimum standards of modern political
democracy: political freedom, equality and autonomy should not without due consideration be
imposed on the internal life of all associations. Yet if religious communities or associations vie
for public money and, particularly, if they ask for public recognition and some representation in
the political process, it is more legitimate to use higher standards and, at the same time, see for
an adequate representation of minorities within minorities (a further reason why AD is attractive
for minorities within minorities). AD may not share the high hopes of many civil society
theorists (6.2.4) that associations per se work as seedbeds democratic virtues. It may also be
more critical with regard to emphatic ideals of participation in general but it shares the
demanding ideal of meaningful participation not only in ‘politics’ but in everyday life and it
provides more opportunities to realize participation of the relevant stake-holders than most other
normative models of democracy.
AD also has to deal with the inevitable trade-off between institutionalized representation
and complete openness or inclusiveness characteristic for all systems of organized interestrepresentation. But it can be more open and flexible than known versions of NOCOP by
lowering the thresholds for smaller and new religious minorities and by compensating for unfair
disadvantages, e.g. by a system of direct and indirect public financing, which is corrected for
structural inequalities (see 13.5). All these claims are contested, particularly by defenders of
NEPP. Even if it might be true that AD is less vulnerable to charges against all varieties of RIP,
it might be true that AD is still too closed and rigid compared with the presumed beneficial
effects of ‘free market governance’ of religious diversity (the idealized US-denominational
model), and it might be true that it is less conducive for more demanding ideals of democratic
participation and equal opportunities.
10.3

AD and Individual Autonomy

“There is no point in pluralizing the state only to create totalitarianist potentialities and authoritarian
practices at the level of associations” (Hirst 1994:68, my italics).
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AD resists the temptation to legally impose demanding liberal and democratic standards on all
associations and proposes to tolerate non-liberal and non-democratic minorities. To tolerate
these practices however is not the same as to create or enhance them. AD shares a serious
commitment to the more demanding moral ideals of substantive individual autonomy with more
comprehensive liberalism and to democratic participation and equal opportunities with more
substantive theories of democracy and equality. It claims that its institutional proposals
contribute to higher degrees of actual autonomy and democratic participation compared with
libertarian and liberal defences of existing parliamentary democracy and capitalist market
societies. In this section, I set out to explain that AD is not only compatible with meaningful
individual autonomy but actually enhances it without imposing it. In 10.4 I reject the charges
that AD would be incompatible with modern democracy and try to show how its institutional
proposals are conducive to the flourishing of a re-conceived model of modern democracy. In
both sections, I try to show how AD helps to address problems of minorities within minorities.
In 10.5, I compare my approach with other varieties of liberal, democratic institutional
pluralism, ‘joint governance approaches’ in particular. I postpone my defence of AD against
charges that it would be incompatible with church-autonomy and with legal or more substantive
equal treatment of religions to 11.6 because I want to address them together with the many
difficult normative trade-offs involved in institutionalization.
More substantive autonomy is a matter of degree (freedom of entry and exit) and it
crucially depends on meaningful choices and available institutional options.
10.3.1

Freedom of Entry

Radical libertarians take free and informed consent by adults to enter groups/associations and
free exit rights for granted, but neglect actual degrees of freedom of consent and actual exit
options. AD as a moderately libertarian approach can avoid these fictions of voluntariness,
which may be harmless only in ideal worlds and still rescue the attractive features of
libertarianism. AD does not only stipulate free entry and exit, but tries to achieve higher actual
degrees of freedom. It takes differences in the degrees of voluntariness between and within
minorities into account. Children are obviously the most vulnerable category because their
freedom of entry is zero, they are the main objects of intergenerational transmission lacking (but
progressively gaining in) agency, and they are captive targets incapable of exit (Reich 2002a).
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Entry into and remaining within minority (and majority) groups is only rarely the result of
free and voluntary decisions, as it sometimes is with religious associations (conversion and
anabaptism), sexual preferences, and linguistic groups (e.g. ‘coming out’, switching gender, or
linguistic identities). Most people however, are either born into or raised in communities. This
‘involuntary’ membership may be a constitutive element of their cultural practices and selfdefinitions.512 People will remain members because they are accustomed to being a part of the
group. Membership becomes ‘non-voluntary’ only if exit is legally proscribed or is socially
either impossible or extremely difficult. Still entry and exit are matters of degree, and it is
obvious that exit is easier to facilitate than entry.
What, if anything, can AD do to make entry more free? Two features of associative
democracy may help to soften the harshness of this destiny. First, in regarding minors, they
should not be treated as the property of their parents or of their group. Parents and other
guardians have to behave as trustees or social stewards of their children (Hirst 1994: 202;
Shapiro 1999: 68-84). “No single agent or group should assume total authority over the lives of
children”.513 AD provides better opportunities to balance the interests of the different relevant
stakeholders such as children, parents, minorities, state and international agencies (like the ILO),
and NGO’s. AD recognizes, on the one hand, the interests of parents and minorities to transmit
religious and cultural ways of life to the next generation. These interests are met through the
guarantees of parental religious freedoms. And it recognizes, on the other hand, the basic needs
and rights of minors: their rights to security (life, liberty, bodily integrity, protection against
violence) and to subsistence and, in addition, to basic education and basic health-care.514
Minors may have to be protected against parents, minorities (and majorities!) neglecting their
basic rights, as well as against external agents claiming to represent their ‘best’ interests. AD
criticizes both absolutist parental and group freedoms defended by conservative religions –
512

See 9.1.2 with Eisenberg 1995: 20, 24, 171, 177-83; see Warren 2001: 96-109, Weinstock 2005:
234.
513
Reich 2002a:3. This is the pedagogic counterpart (13,2) of the general notion of limited,
divided, and delegated sovereignty or authority.
514
These rights are clearly under-determined: what basic education includes, e.g., cannot be
determined independently from the stage of historical and societal development and the
situation of specific minorities like isolationist religious minorities, nomadic minorities or
indigenous peoples: how many years of mandatory education? Education in ‘public’ schools
or within ethno-religious communities? Scope and degree of exemptions? Honesty requires to
acknowledge this under-determinacy of basic rights clearly. It is the counterpart of the underdeterminacy of ‘autonomy’ (see 13).
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Mozert v. Hawkins County Board of Education (versus any “exposure”), and Wisconsin v. Yoder
– and absolutist state-paternalism overriding parental and group interests.515
Accepting overlapping authorities, in this as in any other case, provides opportunities for fair and
sensible deliberations, negotiations, and balances in order to close the under-determinacy-gap and find
out, what the basic rights and interests to basic health-care or education include in specific contexts with
regard to specific minorities, and how (by which means) and by which external agent(s) they can best be
guaranteed. It also increases sensitivity to the fact that morally permissible solutions (e.g. with regard to
different forms and degrees of external scrutiny and intervention) may look differently depending on
types of minorities, on the one hand, and different societal contexts, welfare-regimes and policy
traditions, on the other hand. Even leaving aside minorities, the balance in Sweden (fairly extensive
external supervision and intervention by state-agencies) is very different from that in the U.S.516

Second, regarding both adults and maturing youngsters, who are gaining agency individually
and collectively, the pluralization of membership stimulated by AD not only promises to
increase actual exit options but also the range of freer entry into a whole variety of
associations.517
10.3.2

Exit

Freedom to exit religions and to change religious belief is part of minimal morality, recognized
in UD, Art. 18 though still not covered by the ICCPR (7.1). In cases in which religions forbid
exit and impose serious sanctions as corporal punishment or death-penalty – beyond mere
expulsion and ostracism – on dissenters, heretics and apostates, liberal states have to guarantee
their individual religious freedoms by all prudent means (from persuasion to sanctions). In cases
in which states back these punishments by law, as is still the case in some Muslim states, suprastate organizations have to try to prevent and sanction these violations of basic rights by all
515

516

517

The consequences of taking children out of native, tribal and isolationist families and groups
are far more serious than in other ethno-religious minority cases making outplacement a
morally and prudentially nearly impossible option. I also think that an inter-culturally
defensible concept of a basic interest of children “developing into an autonomous adult”
(Reich 2002a, Shapiro 1999:72, 85-8) should be even more minimalist in order to prevent the
imposition of still fairly thick liberalism: ‘autonomous’ according to the conceptions of the
respective communities as long as they are compatible with minimal morality.
See Wikkan 2003 for the case of Aisha in Norway. See Shapiro 1999 for a clear demonstration
of the different weights in different countries as well as the historical shifts within the U.S.
See 11.5-6 for the selective affinity of AD and the idealized US model of religious
denominationalism.
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appropriate means. Most people however agree that banning punishment and trying to guarantee
the formal right to exit is only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for providing and
strengthening actual exit rights and exit options. Compared with entry, it is generally much
easier to develop policies stimulating higher degrees of free exit. This is the main reason why
Rosenblum (1998: 101, 103), Galston (2002: 55f, 62, 122f) and Hirst focus on freedom of
exit.518 The achievable degrees of freedom of entry will inevitably be lower than those of exit.
Actual exit however is difficult. Exit options from indigenous peoples and from totalistic
religions are very restricted. First, because exit costs are extremely high519 as they involve more
than identity-costs (e.g. the loss of constitutive parts of individual identity for which no readymade or real alternatives are available, given an individual’s psychological makeup) and social
costs (e.g. social ostracism and the loss of social relationships and networks). Exit costs may
also include high material costs, loss of care and shelter, loss of social and physical security (if
social ostracism is combined with disinheritance, loss of employment and social security
provided by community-specific institutions).520 Second, exit is difficult because it requires
“knowledge, capacity, psychological, and fitness conditions” (Galston 2002:123). A plausible
general rule seems to be that the moral requirements of public scrutiny and external protection of
vulnerable minorities are increasing the lower their actual exit chances are (most obvious for
minors), or, vice versa, the higher the degrees of free exit, the less need to override associational
autonomy and the less demanding the standards.
518

519

520

Rosenblum privileges the 'real conditions' of exit (1998:101) above entry: “From the
standpoint of the moral uses of pluralism, the conditions under which members enter a
totalistic subcommunity - whether they are born into it or join under conditions that cause
outsiders to doubt the reasonableness or sanity of consent - may be less important than
whether they can leave”. “The decision to extend fair labor protection to workers in Alomo
Foundation business reinforces voluntarism. It helps make exit conceivable.. It insists that
citizens have rights, even if they choose not to exercise them in the contexts of religious
community. Even if bearing rights is not currently part of their self-understanding or
motivation” (103).
“The degree of nonvoluntariness can be represented by the costs to individuals of exiting the
association” (Warren 2001:99, see 99-103). See also Okin 2002 for criticism of Raz, Galston,
Kukathas.
It may even be legitimate for certain minorities to make exit very costly in cases of common
property of land (many native people) or more generally (e.g. Hutterites). Even then it is
possible however to work out options safeguarding high degrees of communal autonomy
without completely sacrificing individual exit options, as Spinner-Halev (2000:77f) has
convincingly shown. This seems to be much more promising than generalized statements like
“the whole exit strategy (..) fails” (Weinstock 2002:12, 19) and to discard exit in favour of
“individual well-being”.
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Three features of associative democracy may help to reduce exit costs and thus increase
actual exit options. First, guaranteed access to the means to satisfy basic needs of subsistence
and social security, e.g. by way of a universal, individualized basic income for all residents
(Hirst 1994: 179-84) that may be far less bureaucratic and intrusive than statist welfarearrangements, yet AD is compatible with other institutional solutions. It also may help to address
not only extreme poverty of minorities within minorities and particularly of children (rightly
highlighted by Reich 2005; Shapiro 1999:105-06), but also the poverty of minorities more
generally.
Second, open access to a whole variety of public, semi-public, private service-providers
(education, health and all varieties of care) by means of a weighed voucher system combined
with direct public financing, creates opportunities for minorities to run their own services in a
more egalitarian way. But such access also increases exit options for individuals into public
associations and opens avenues for exiting dissenting minority groups to set up their own
services.521
Third, the whole institutional design of associative democracy, its specific policies and its
public propagation, intentionally and explicitly serve to pluralize membership (Rosenblum
1998), to prevent unwelcome lock-in effects and works indirectly to heighten the degree of
voluntary entry and exit. As in Rosenblum’s work, AD promotes the “moral uses of pluralism” –
real exit options, overlapping and cross cutting membership in many associations – but not in a
direct way by trying to impose ‘autonomy’, ‘choice’ and ‘free exit’ on all minorities. In this
regard, one has to clearly distinguish between (i) processes of cultural change and (ii) policies of
intentional cultural ‘integration’ of religious minorities into liberal democracies.522
Living in modern societies in itself impacts on indigenous peoples and conservative
isolationist religions. Even if a liberal state tries to let them live alone as far as possible,523 they
and their kids cannot be completely shielded from any ‘exposure’ to the surrounding society and
culture fairly radically at odds with their own culture. This fact alone inevitably influences their
cultural and religious practices whether they follow fairly radical isolationist strategies524 or not.

521
522
523
524

If they do however this again may increase exit costs.
Recently so fashionable in the Netherlands and other countries (see Bader 2005a;1997c).
See a liberal justification of such a policy for theocratic communities: Swaine 2001, 2004.
Amish, Hutterites, Mennonites or Chassidim in the US, or ultra-orthodox Jews in Israel are the
strongest defenders of ‘strict separation’ of state from religion not asking or accepting any
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It may lead to an unrecognized, slow acculturation or, conversely, to a reactive, intentional
purification of their ‘traditional’ ways of living.525 In addition, being left alone in a more or less
densely legally regulated liberal state inevitably means asking for many exemptions (e.g. from
paying taxes, compulsory military or civil service, compulsory education) in order to defend
traditional ways of life. Being forced to make use of a modern legal system, again, has an
unintended impact on traditional cultures and religions.526
AD even makes such ‘tragic choices’ (Stoltenberg 1993:584, Bader 1999: 616; above 5, note
51) for all isolationist minorities more pressing by advocating policies intended to make the
surrounding society and cultures more open, plural, and flexible. Regarding religions, it is
common knowledge amongst sociologists that ‘non-establishment’ in the United States, together
with intense competition among religions and the permeability of religious associations (‘God’s
biggest super-market’) has been conducive to congregationalism and higher degrees of
voluntarism (see Handy 1976, Miller 1985, Moore 1994, Eisenach 2000, Casanova 2005). It is
my contention that NOCOP, particularly AD, shares the advantages of this often idealized model
of American denominationalism (NEPP) without having to take on board its disadvantages.
In sum, AD takes the moral ideal of meaningful individual autonomy more serious than
most libertarians and liberals and, obviously, than all republicans and strong participatory
democrats favouring stronger or softer versions of democratic congruence.

10.4

Associative Democracy and (modern) Democracy

Liberals and Republicans often claim that AD is either incompatible with (incompatibilitycharge) or weak on modern democracy (weakness-charge).
The incompatibility charge means that not only non-democratic forms of institutional
pluralism, whether pre-modern or modern, are incompatible with modern, liberal, representative

525

526

public money, just wanting to be left alone and engaging in politics only if this is in danger or
prevented.
Historically, ‘conservatism’ has been the first important of these reactions to ‘modernity’. This
point is made clear for recent religious fundamentalisms by many studies (Appleby, Roy,
Kepel).
Rosenblum has pointed out the “unintended liberal consequences” of such litigation by
religious groups for their self-definition: “the moral education of membership in a group that
asserts rights should not be overlooked, particularly when it appears to be in tension with the
groups’ own norms” (1998:103-08). See also Swaine 2001:318 and Tomasi 2001:43f. The
distinction is neglected by Levey 2006.
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political party-democracy but also those varieties of institutional pluralism which explicitly
accept the constitutional framework of modern democracies and do not want to replace but to
supplement representative democracy based on peoples sovereignty and principles of political
freedom and equality of all citizens irrespective of ascriptive criteria. Associative democrats are
quite outspoken in this regard. The main thrust of associative democracy is to complement
institutions of political democracy with social democracy (institutions of functional
representation) and with minority democracy (institutional representation of different kinds of
minorities). Associative democrats are not primarily concerned with changing the institutions of
political democracy though they are clearly in favour of as much majority-restraining institutions
as feasible in given contexts because of the selective affinity of political, social, and minority
pluralism. All are based on the same basic idea of limitation, division and delegation of
sovereignty. Majority-restraining institutions in political democracy form a friendlier
environment for the institutional representation of the variety of relevant social stakeholders and
of minorities in the political process compared with fairly unlimited parliamentary sovereignty in
all matters. All existing modern democracies however contain at least some of these majorityrestraining elements and hence allow for experiments in associative democracy (9.1).
The incompatibility-charge would only be plausible if pluralist institutions would replace,
overrule or trump ‘peoples sovereignty’: if written constitutions could not be democratically
changed (by qualified parliamentary majorities or qualified referenda), if institutions of
representative democracy could not be democratically changed, if institutions527 of federalism,
of the representation of organized social interests, or of minorities could not be changed by
democratically elected parliaments by specified procedures. This however is clearly not the case
with existing institutions of neo-corporatism or minority representation and it is certainly not
true of AD (Bader 2001:36f; 2006b).
The weakness-charge – that AD is not (optimally) conducive to the flourishing of
parliamentary democracy – is more complex and leads into intricacies of comparative practical
evaluations of different institutional settings of political democracy.528 Critics of
consociationalism, neo-corporatism, multi-cultural citizenship and multi-level governance claim
527

528

Overruling ‘decisions’ taken on the basis of institutional settings would be, obviously,
incompatible with any institutionalization of pluralism.
See Lijphart 1977, Beetham 1994. Standards, operationalization, and measurement are
contested (see Bader/Engelen 2003:385f.
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that these institutions inevitably lead to the erosion of the ‘primacy of (parliamentary) politics’,
of contentious public debate; to take-over of politics by bureaucrats and experts; nonrepresentation or under-representation of the new, small, poorly organized and relatively
powerless; to informality, lack of transparency and accountability; to overlapping
powers/competencies, complexity of layered decision-making and dead locks. These issues
cannot be discussed here but, obviously, a fair evaluation should not compare ideal models (of
monist parliamentary democracy) with ‘muddle’ and it should also focus on the many
deficiencies of institutional monism. I bracket these debates and focus instead on a short
explication of the possible ways to represent (organized) religions in the political process. In
addition, I present the main reasons why and in which way the design of associative democratic
institutions may be conducive to the flourishing of political democracy.
10.4.1

Political Representation of (organized) Religions

In addition to the usual means of political pluralism – voicing organized interests in civil society
and lobbying – AD provides for flexible rights and opportunities of representation in the political
process for different kinds of minorities, vehemently criticized by most libertarians, political
liberals and republicans.529 The focus of the traditional debates about minority representation,
with national minorities, and indigenous peoples as exemplary cases, has been on decisionmaking, implementation and adjudication in the state, i.e. as voice (e.g. guaranteed seats in
legislative chambers) and as political muscle (e.g. specified veto-powers, power-sharing in
executive and judicial bodies). These exceptionally strong measures are certainly not appropriate
for all minorities, for religions and religious minorities in particular. Almost no one is claiming
that minority religions should participate in legislative, executive, and adjudicative power
sharing at this level, because majority religions, as a rule, have lost such rights and privileges
long ago, and rightly so.530
529

530

The appropriate modes of representation for different types of minorities in the political
process in divergent contexts are largely unexplored research themes. AD certainly does not
provide a ready-made blueprint to answer urgent questions as: which religions should be
represented in which ways, in which fields, regarding which issues? No generally applicable
answers can be expected.
In the UK, the weakly established Anglican Church has reserved seats in the House of Lords
as a remnant of formerly strong establishment. Proponents of PE consequently require seats
for old and new minority religions (Catholics, Jews, Muslims) but this is a rather exceptional
situation.
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Decision-making however is preceded by issue definition, information and the elaboration of
decision-making alternatives, which are as important as decision making.531 In all these regards
religious organizations and minorities together with other groups actually claim a moderate but
legitimate role in participation and many states provide for institutional opportunities, which fit
perfectly in the institutional design of AD. Their representative organizations are given, or
should be given specific information rights and corresponding information duties by state
agencies on local, provincial and federal levels (ear).532 They should be given rights and
opportunities to participate in public forums and obligatory hearings to correct majority bias and
aggressive secularism in relation to issue definition (e.g. on morally contested issues like
abortion, euthanasia, genetic engineering). They often are, and should be, included in obligatory
advisory religious councils, composed of the relevant organized religions, which can give their
opinions on all subjects of their interest (specific issues or specific fields) (Parekh 2000:331),
whether unanimously or in majority and minority opinions, or – together with other relevant
stake-holders – in general councils, e.g. ‘Ethik Räte’ like in Germany (advisory and consultation
rights and duties: ‘listen to voice’).533 Even reserved seats for publicly recognized religions in
legislative committees with a capacity to participate (but not to vote)534 could be discussed and
explored. Measures like these would strengthen religious voices in public deliberation, correct
aggressive secularism, and strengthen the voices of religious minorities to correct implicit
religious majority bias.535 They would be fully compatible with freedoms of political
communication and also, obviously, not cross the threshold of ‘establishment’. It should be clear
that advise does not include decision-making powers: it should be listened to and taken serious
but, obviously, it may be, even regularly, overruled with good reasons by decision-making
531

532

533

534
535

Defenders of liberal, republican, and deliberative democracy all seem to think that stressing
the normative ‘openness’ of the political process in this regard, or that general measures to
increase it, would be sufficient.
Practices of information obligation, for example, which exceed general information rights and
-legislation and specify that authorities (whether public or private) have to inform minorities
on specific issues (such as specified information rights and obligations in the German
Betriebsverfassungsgesetz) have not entered political philosopher’s proposals.
These are some institutional specifications of the inter-cultural/religious multi-logue (3.1,
3.3). See below 11.5 for the EU.
See Williams (1998:208-12) for other minorities.
Obviously, the voices of other relevant minorities, e.g. humanists, deserve the same or similar
institutional backing and representation. The difficult problem, here as in all other cases, is
who should be present. Selectivity in public hearings is fairly low but much higher in ‘EthicsCouncils’. See for dilemmas and trade-offs: 11.
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bodies which are elected on the basis of ‘one (wo)man one vote’ without any ascriptive
discrimination, let alone exclusion of non-believers or specific religions.536
In addition, the institutional setting of associative delivery of public services – e.g. education,
care, media – enables a wide variety of divergent service providers (religious ones amongst
them) to participate in public, democratic debates and partly also decisions on standards of
service-delivery, their implementation and critical scrutiny and control.537 The respective
professions (teachers, medical practitioners, the wide variety of caring professions and social
workers etc.), clients (students (and parents), patients, care-receivers of all sorts), and boards of
service-providers and their roof-organizations as stakeholders guarantee that the relevant
interests are voiced and that expertise and practical experience are an intrinsic part of the process
(compared with standard-setting by politicians in parliaments solely who inevitably lack such
expertise and insider-knowledge).538 Participation of religious providers may help to challenge
the strong ideological bias hiding behind ‘professionalism’ and ‘secularism’ (8.3). The process
should be made transparent to issue- and arena-specific publics539 and it can and should be
supervised by the general public, media, political parties, parliaments and the respective statedepartments. Cooperation in such public-private forms of governance may contribute not only to
better informed, more effective and legitimate decisions on standards, their implementation and
control, but also to trust and to a two-way redefinition of cognitive and normative frames,

536

537
538

539

None of these measures reduce ‘voice’ to ‘final say’, but they clearly have an impact when it
comes to ‘listening’, and perhaps even to initial bargaining and deliberation. There are many
existing or imaginable ways of strengthening ‘voice’ (along with, as is always hoped for,
loyalty) that have been neglected in debates focused on group rights and vetoes. These
options may be particularly important for those minorities who do not strive for a broad scope
of IP or autonomy, but seek more voice in specific issues and fields they define as crucial.
The prototype of polity-wide consociationalism has not stimulated the elaboration of all
possibilities of power-sharing in specific fields, and the legalistic focus of the group-rights
discussion has blocked the possibility of taking more flexible practices of minorityrepresentation into account. The usual pre-occupation with ‘group rights’ shares the legalist
and constitutionalist bias of American politics. Political Scientists as Lijphart and Horowitz
clearly avoid these legalistic pitfalls more easily. Sisk however does not follow their lead in
this regard (see 1996: 72).
Hirst 1994:24,56ff, 176, 201f; Bader 1998a:195-200; Bader 2001a:38ff; 2001b:195-98
Recently, the representation of relevant stakeholders has been guaranteed by law in many
countries (e.g. in healthcare in NL; see for education 13.6). AD has not to be invented from
scratch.
See Dewey 1927, Benhabib 1992, and Bartholomew 1999 for thicker, more interactive and
pluralist, less abstract, unitary and anonymous conceptions of public(s).
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allowing criticism of both aggressive secularism, masked as ‘neutral’ and ‘public’, and the
imposition of illiberal and anti-democratic religious particularism.
10.4.2

Why associative democracy is conducive to the flourishing of representative
political democracy?
AD shares with classical social democracy and recent varieties of strong or empowered
democracy a conception of democracy, which is not reduced to representative democracy and
not confined to ‘politics’ as traditionally understood (9). Peoples themselves, and not only their
representatives, should have opportunities to participate wherever their interests are relevantly
affected by collective decisions in all societal fields and on all levels of decision-making. This
increases the opportunities for meaningful participation but it also increases its complexity and
the need for selectivity: in addition to the well known general constraints on participation – time,
information, qualification, loyalty or commitment – people have to decide not only whether or
not to participate but, if so, in which arenas and on which levels. Contrary to assumptions that
the multiplication of arenas, issues, and levels would confuse people or would weaken
participation in representative political party democracy by siphoning away energy from
‘politics’, we have good theoretical reasons that a positive interaction exists between broad
participation and political participation narrowly conceived: learning democracy by doing
democracy, by practicing it in all relevant fields of life, contributes to create participating
‘political citizens’. This positive correlation is also empirically corroborated (Verba et al. 1995).
Hence, the weakness-charge, in this regard, is not plausible.
Yet AD is, compared with associationalist theories of civil society and of strong or
empowered democracy (6.2.4), more modest and sober in two regards: first, it strikes a different
balance between participation (voice) and exit, and, secondly, it is more ‘libertarian’ or
minimalist criticizing the seedbed-of-virtues assumptions and the demands of democratic
congruence. The proposals of these alternative theoretical strands, if plausible, would be clearly
more conducive to the flourishing of representative political democracy than AD. AD strikes a
different balance between ‘liberalism and democracy’.
10.4.2.1

Exit – Voice – Loyalty

Theories of participatory democracy demand high levels of political and societal participation of
people. Theoretical reflection shows that participation depends on institutional opportunities but
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also on resources – available time, relevant information, education and expertise, participation
skills and also loyalty – which are unequally distributed among classes and groups. Empirical
studies have shown again and again that actual participation has a strongly elitist bias, the farther
away from peoples’ everyday activities, and on the higher levels the stronger the bias works.
This explains the preference for devolution of decisions to local political levels and for social
democracy. The structural dilemma for all participatory democrats to achieve higher degrees of
participation in complex political decisions on higher federal and on supra-national levels
however is – compared with strong and empowered democracy –moderated by AD’s explicit
institutional design to make the state on all levels as ‘thin’ as possible, by an active
‘displacement’ of traditional parliamentary politics (a consequence of its criticism of
parliamentary sovereignty) to lower levels (democratic subsidiarity) and, most importantly, to
relatively autonomous societal fields. To the degree that this can be achieved the inevitable
elitism of traditional political participation and representative decision-making looses some of its
sting.
The possibilities of meaningful societal participation are, obviously, enhanced by
associationalist designs of service delivery but even in this regard, AD is more moderate than
empowered democracy, which expects (too) much from participation or voice. This may be
shown by shortly explaining the complex trade-offs between voice, exit, and loyalty (Hirschman
1970, Warren 2001:103-09; Korver 2002). Paul Hirst has increasingly privileged exit over voice
in his later explications of associative democratic service delivery for good reasons. First, even
in social democracy, voice is much more demanding and, as a tendency, elitist. Exit is less
demanding, in principle, because voting by ones feet is open to all, if actual exit options are
available (guaranteed by a publicly financed voucher system). It is also less controversial
because changing schools is mostly a side effect of mobility. Second, the assertion that easy exit
increases the voluntarism of staying, thereby breeding loyalty seems, prima facie, theoretically
and empirically sound. Third, but more dubious, the hope is widely shared that free exit
contributes to voice.
The arguments that exit is less elitist, easier and open to all, depend crucially on available
exit options: voice is the more important the less exit is possible. It is most important in ‘closed
institutions’ based on forced membership like prisons or psychiatric ‘Anstalten’ (where it is
usually absent) and states (if they forbid or restrict exit but also if the right to exit is not matched
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by real entry-options due to restrictive immigration policies).540 The argument that free and easy
exit contributes to voice and loyalty however if considered in more detail seems implausible for
two reasons. First, high degrees of exit and of voice may not be equally possible. Free exit does
not stimulate the need to participate because instead of raising your voice, you can leave. Free
exit may also only weakly contribute to the motivation to participate because freely staying
increases loyalty to the association or organization, but pre-existing high degrees of loyalty seem
to be much stronger sources of motivation to participate. High degrees of loyalty however result
from long-term membership, from being treated with respect and concern, and from
opportunities to exercise voice.541 Second, the threat to exit, as a means of communication in
strategies to increase the chances for voice inside organizations, requires much loyalty and a
credible, organized and massive threat (making leaders vulnerable or threatening the existence of
the organization). It also requires resources and a high degree of strategic arts.
10.4.2.2

Limits of democratic congruence, AD and Minorities Within Minorities

These arguments, if plausible, show a structural dilemma for all approaches, which try to
ameliorate the position of vulnerable minorities inside minorities by giving them more voice, the
preferred option of republicans, (empowering) deliberative democrats (Fung/Wright 2001) and
feminists (Okin 2005:72ff; Deveaux 2005:343, 348f; Moore 2005:283; Phillips 2005). In my
view, AD is more sceptical for two reasons. First, state-imposed policies of democratic
congruence are incompatible with meaningful notions of associational autonomy. AD resists this
democratic temptation. Deveaux acknowledges an “important conundrum. In requiring groups to
democratize their own internal political processes, and to allow dissenting members to have a
role in decision-making, do we not fail to respect their collective, cultural autonomy? And do we
not violate group’s own conceptions of legitimacy - which … are often explicitly antidemocratic?” (2002:25, slightly changed in 2005:361f)). However, she tends to downplay the
costs. Second, voice (internal democracy) is most important and urgent in cases in which exit is
540
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Hirschman 1978; Carens 1987, Bader 2005d. This is the structural reason why voice or
political democracy in territorially bounded units (polities, states) is more important than in
organizations based on formally free or voluntary membership. See next section for ‘closed’,
isolated ethno-religious minorities.
Both ‘equal’ respect and concern and opportunities for democratic internal participation for
dissenting minorities (e.g. women) are absent in the cases of undemocratic and illiberal
religions.
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impossible or extremely costly, such as cases of illiberal and anti-democratic groups and
organizations in which the voices of vulnerable minorities (e.g. of feminist Catholics) that seek
the liberalization and democratization of their respective cultures/religions and organizations, are
silenced or cases in which oppositional leaders are threatened with excommunication or actually
excommunicated. It would be foolish to claim that AD has a ready-made answer to this
dilemma. This particularly severe irony makes it all the more understandable why AD focuses
on exit.
However, in all other cases, in which less isolationist minorities accept public money and
other privileges, or want to be represented in the political process, AD provides more
opportunities for institutionalized voice compared to rival democratic theories. AD may,
eventually, contribute to enhance voluntary endorsement of internal democracy without
imposing it on minorities that do not want to make use of its institutional opportunities. And
finally, it also explicitly requires that the relevant stakeholders, including minorities within
minorities, be included in negotiations and deliberations. Compared with traditional religious or
linguistic pillarization (e.g. in Netherlands and Belgium respectively), and with neo-corporatist
settings, the relevant stakeholders cannot only be the entrenched, conservative organizations and
leaders of minorities. In all these cases, AD and modest versions of deliberative democracy join
hands.542 Democratic government should, in my view, impose minimal requirements of evenhanded representation in order to prevent illegitimate exclusions. To the degree that this can
actually be achieved, the standard objections against democratic institutional pluralism and AD,
namely that they favour only the most purist conservative organizations and privilege the
‘worst’, radical leaders, are pointless.
Before discussing the ways in which the institutional design of AD addresses these and
other dilemmas of institutionalization (11), a short comparison with other varieties of liberal
accommodationism or liberal-democratic institutional pluralism may help to clarify the
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See Deveaux (2005:353-60) for negotiations, consultations and hearings in the
“Harmonization of the Common Law and the Indigenous Law” sponsored by the South
African Law Commission. In comparing experiences of Parsi, Christian and Muslim personal
law reform in India, Mahajan has shown that voice is not always necessary (the Parsi case),
that it has to be organized (2005:109, the Christian case) and that the status of minority
community members as citizens has to be secure (the case of the failure of attempts to make
Muslim personal laws more just for women). See Shachar 2005 for the poor consultation
process with regard to the attemts to establish a private Islamic arbitration tribunal (Dar-ulQuada) in Ontario.
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specificities of AD’s attempt to resolve the problems of accommodation of non-liberal and nondemocratic practices of religious minorities and the plight of minorities within these minorities.
10.5

Associative Democracy and Other Joint-Governance Approaches

As already indicated in 7.2.2, various theoretical traditions shares a more or less pronounced
institutionally pluralist approach to accommodate legitimate needs and claims of different
minorities: liberal nationals (Kymlicka), liberal communitarians (Selznick), communitarian
liberals (Etzioni), structural accommodationists (Glendon and Yanes 1991, McConnell), liberal
pluralists (Galston 2002), and ‘joint governance approaches’ (Swaine 2001, 2003a, 2005; Holder
2005; Moore 2005; Shachar 2001).543 My defence of AD explicitly favours power sharing in
systems of multilevel governance. It starts from differentiated moral and legal standards and
explicitly takes into account many levels of governance and of government, many actors
(individuals; families; minorities and their associations and organizations; minorities within
minorities; local, provincial and federal government; international polities like the EU and the
UN; NGO’s and SMO’s), and a broad repertoire of ways and means of policies. Instead of
betting on one policy-repertoire exclusively, e.g. external control and intervention (as classical
liberals and republicans); or internal voice (as deliberative democrats); or voluntarism and leave
them alone/self-government (as libertarians), AD prefers a minority-, context- and issue-specific
mix of policies which includes leaving minorities alone as much as possible (maximum
accommodation) and making use of external legal intervention only to protect the basic needs
and rights of individuals and vulnerable minorities inside minorities. Policy repertoires also
include applying stricter standards of public scrutiny and external control in cases when
minorities ask for legal support, subsidies, or other privileges from the state. In addition to legal
sanctions backed by the (threat of) use of violence, governments – and obviously all other actors
like NGO’s, parties, media lacking this specific means of state-policies – should wherever
possible make use of non-violent sanctions, positive inducements and persuasion. The choice of
appropriate policies depends upon the type of minority, the issue-specific conflicts of
predominant practices with minimal or with minimal liberal morality and law, the specific goals
of associations, and the degree of voluntariness and vulnerability of minorities. It may be useful
543

All share the following aspects: power-sharing, multi-level government and also, more or less
explicitly, governance; a non-individualistic social ontology; specified versions of group
rights.
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to clarify the specificities of this approach by comparing it with other ‘joint governance
approaches’.
Ayelet Shachar has made a productive attempt to discuss varieties of “joint governance approaches”
(2001, chapter 5) or power-sharing IP and their proposals to protect minorities as well as minorities
within minorities:
(i)
“Federal-style accommodation permits the division and sharing of power between different
communities, making a certain kind of autonomous jurisdiction a viable option for minority communities,
yet without threatening to dissolve the united multicultural state” (92);
(ii) Temporal accommodation permits that “certain life events crucial to the continuation of the group’s
collective identity (such as the creation of a family or the early education of children) are governed by
group tradition as the sole and definitive source of authority. Outside of these crucial moments,
individuals must turn to state law.” (97);
(iii) Consensual accommodation permits “individuals with multiple affiliations to exercise choice and
make their own determinations about which legal authority - the state or the group, for example - will
have jurisdiction over their personal affairs” (103).
(iv) In contingent accommodation “the state yields jurisdictional autonomy to nomoi groups in certain
well-defined legal arenas, but only so long as their exercise of this autonomy meets certain minimal statedefined standards. If a group fails to meet these minimal standards, the state may intervene in the group’s
affairs and override its jurisdiction by applying the state’s residual powers.” (109).
(v) Her own transformative accommodation approach is supposed to avoid the disadvantages of these
four variants. It intersects the jurisdictional powers of the nomoi groups and the state, based on three
principles. (a) “The ‘sub-matter’ allocation of authority” (119) insists that “contested social areas (such as
education, family law, criminal justice, immigration, resource development, and environmental
protection) are internally divisible into ‘sub-matters’: multiple, separable, yet complementary legal
components”. (b) The “no-monopoly” rule recognizes ‘the potential rivalries between jurisdictions over
legal sub-matters’, it prevents that the group or the state ‘can fully override the other’s jurisdictional
mandate’ and re-defines their relationship ‘by structurally positioning them as complementary powerholders.’ (121) (c) ’The establishment of clearly delineated choice options’ (122) prevents that members
are “locked in” (within their group jurisdiction or under the monopolist power of the state” providing
points of approval and predefined “reversal” points.
Prima facie, my version of AD looks similar to the ‘contingent accommodation’ approach, but it is
fully compatible with the federal approach and may also integrate elements of temporal accommodation
and, obviously, many aspects of transformative accommodation (in practice, these approaches are not
neatly distinguishable and often connected). In AD, like in the ‘contingent accommodation approach’ the
jurisdictional autonomy of nomoi-groups is constrained by minimal moral and state-defined legal
standards. These constraints and the required external intervention are placed within the framework of
AD, and this enables me to resolve the main difficulties of the contingent accommodation approach
mentioned by Shachar. (i) Who defines the minimal standards? How are they defined, interpreted and
applied? (115f) AD, as we have seen, provides for excellent ways and means to challenge majority bias
hiding as ‘modern’, ‘secular’, ‘neutral’ or ‘professional’. (ii) State-intervention “requires a complex
regulatory regime” (110, inspections of actual performance and compliance). AD combines selfregulation and self-scrutiny by the different members of associations with public scrutiny (see 13.6 for
public control of schools) and, at the same time, gives associations an important role in standard setting
and control-regimes. (iii) Given the power-asymmetries “it is hard to see how this (analytically attractive)
model of mutual ‘mirror-image policing’ can be applied in practice” (112). AD exactly tries to redress
these power-asymmetries (and though this is far from easy, it does so much more effectively than
Shachar’s preferred “transformational accommodation” model. (iv) It “relegates individual group
members to a more passive position” (whistleblowers) (113). AD not only provides a far higher degree of
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freedom of exit, compared to its main rivals (and also compared with Shachar’s transformative
accommodation), it also enables organized voice inside religious associations in all cases in which ethnoreligious groups want to be represented and strive for public money. (v) In “matters most crucial for atrisk group members - ranging from the protection of their bodily integrity to access to education,
vocational training, marriage, or control over independent means of livelihood - nothing in this scheme
ensures that these powers will be allocated between the state and the group in a way that maximizes these
members’ interests” (113). In my view, the combination of actual voluntarism, real exit options and
critical public scrutiny does a lot to protect vulnerable minorities and it is not plausible why her
transformational accommodation approach could do more in this regard. Or would Shachar insist that “a
formal voice” is granted to “traditionally vulnerable group members” “in the original negotiation
process” (113) even in cases where this would mean to overrule established rules and practices of
deliberation and decision-making of minority-organizations?544
Shachar’s own approach, in turn, suffers from some major deficiencies. First, she also recognizes that
“a credible threat of exit must be made available to traditionally less powerful group members” (124) and
she thinks that “clearly delineated and selective “entrance”, “exit”, and “re-entry” options” (124) are a
“crucial component in improving the situation of traditionally vulnerable group members”. She hopes
that “responsible group leaders” (128) would be forced or convinced to redefine the group interests and
culture instead of reactively culturalize and fundamentalize (142) it, but she fails to explain – in an actorcentred institutionalist way – why traditionalist leaders would not rather choose to ostracize and
excommunicate critical voices (see 139, 143). The “realpolitik consideration” is not plausibly
demonstrated. Transformative accommodation, in my view, has not found more convincing strategies to
tackle the big trade-off between exit and voice in cases of deeply illiberal and anti-democratic religious
groups. Second, her example of how transformative accommodation works in education (154ff) shows
how little space for accommodation actually is created. Intending to avoid both the pitfalls of the
idealized American “strict separationist” approach and a “separate but equal school system” (155) she
thinks that the German (and the Austrian) system of religious instruction in public schools would provide
the best available option (see also Bauböck 200). Compared with an AD educational system (see Hirst
1994, Bader 1998a, 2002; below 13), her preference is fairly traditionalist republican, neglecting the
strongly majoritarian religious or strongly secularist bias of presumed “neutral” curricula and pedagogy
in governmental schools (see 8.2). Pluralization stops short before the gates of the “same general
curriculum which is developed, implemented, and supervised by the state in its sub-matter authority”
(157).545 Minority schools, subject to the same standards and public scrutiny as all schools, are viewed
with generalized suspicion whether parents and students are choosing freely for them, like in AD, or are
forced into them by “separate but equal” Jim Crow laws. Third, her Joint Governance analysis, in
general, shows shortcomings resulting from a too restrictive legal theory perspective. Sociologists and
political scientists have shown that joint governance might not do all the nice things one hopes: it may
lead to such nasty things like joint decision traps, to endless battles about competencies, to serious lacks
in transparency and accountability. One has to demonstrate why and how this can be prevented in general
and in the case of state - minority relations in particular.

In review, I think that liberal-democratic institutional pluralism, ‘joint governance’, and,
particularly, AD provides the best opportunities to deal with problems of protection of minorities
544
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If she only proposes the “option to participate directly at the inter-governmental bargaining
table” (129, note 22) this would be completely in line with the AD requirement that the
relevant stakeholders should be represented.
In this case, no organized minorities are at the “inter-governmental bargaining table”. Why no
other division of “education” into “sub-matters”? Why reproducing mythical neutrality rightly
criticized by German and Dutch courts?
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and minorities within minorities, but it seems only fair to say that none of the available
approaches can adequately solve the dilemmas of protecting vulnerable minorities within
illiberal, antidemocratic and isolationist minorities. Here it is most difficult to find morally
defensible balances between individual and associational autonomy and external interference.546
What we can and should do, is guarantee basic needs and rights,547 increase real exit options, and
try to strengthen the voice of insider minorities by means which do not override associational
autonomy. For the rest, we can hope that the fact that minorities (are forced to) live in and have
to cope with modern societies will do some work in the long run. Requiring less (e.g. by granting
full sovereignty) would sacrifice vulnerable minorities. Requiring more would impose specific
liberal ways of life and sacrifice meaningful free exercise and associational autonomy.
It is also fair to say that all theories of DIP or liberal-democratic joint governance,
including AD, present institutionally under-determined, general models for two main reasons:
the under-determinacy of principles and the distrust of ‘one institutional model fits all’. Clearly,
the main research task ahead is to demonstrate what AD requires in specific countries, fields,
and with regard to specific minorities, and this is what contextualized morality or ‘grounded
normativity’ is all about (see chapter 13 for education). Yet, more can be said about general
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See Swaine 2001:328f: exit requirements, educational and human rights requirements,
zones of legal autonomy discriminating between civil matters, criminal areas, etc. SpinnerHalev’s treatment of conservative religions within the confines of citizenship also stresses exit
rights and options (2000:57, 63, 70ff); no physical harm to members (torture of girls); basic
health care, no marriage before the age of consent, and educational requirements. But his
interpretation of the first principle of “non-intervention” is clearly much weaker than Swaine’s
semi-sovereignty or my defense of associational autonomy. In addition, his care for “support
for healthy mainstream liberal society” (205) allows for fairly anti-accommodationist
sweeping generalizations (see 208ff). Kymlicka’s interpretation of minimal autonomy is also
much thicker than mine (2002:228-44) and this is more strongly the case in Levey’s
contributions (1997, 2001) and in Nussbaum’s “principle of moral constraint” (2000:190ff): its
more restricted “political use” already legitimizes strong and deep policies of liberaldemocratic congruence because the full list of rights is included in the “protection of the
central capabilities” constituting a “compelling state interest” (2000:202). Consequently, not
much space for accommodations is left. The more expansive “social use” of the principle of
moral constraint, eventually, legitimizes thick perfectionist and paternalist policies (82ff, 88,
92, 194ff; see similar: Ingram 2003). Clearly, the range of “minimal requirements of liberaldemocracy” is as large and contested (see Moore 2005:282ff, 27) as is the question of the most
satisfying theoretical approach (see the contributions in Cohen/Howard/Nussbaum (eds.)
1999).
This presupposes a fairly strong state. See for this peculiar dilemma of AD: Bader 2001a: 56.
Appropriate socio-economic policies cannot be addressed here.
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normative dilemmas of institutionalization and the tricky trade-offs all these approaches have to
address (11) and realist arguments (12).
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Chapter 11

Dilemmas of Institutionalization. Associative Democracy, ‘Church
Autonomy’ and Equal Treatment of Religions

Institutionalization is here understood to contain the following consecutive steps: the
development of mutual expectations by which new (immigrant) religions not only are ‘here
to stay’ but also seen to be so; of their own organizations; of the different varieties of their
public recognition; and of organized structures of selective cooperation at different levels of
government (11.1). Institutionalization is always a conflictive, two-way process. It involves
many actors and is influenced by differential opportunity structures (11.2).
Institutionalization includes promises but also poses risks for religions, religious minorities
in particular (11.3) as well as for governments (11.4). As examples, I discuss the empirical
patterns of Muslim representative organizations in European States and the United States
(11.5) before drawing normative consequences from the fact that none of these pattern
seems to provide appropriate solutions to the many dilemmas of institutionalization (11.6).
11.1 Claims-making, Organization, Negotiations and Selective Cooperation
The long-term presence of new religions initiates processes of institutionalization in all
states whatever their different regimes of governance and government of religious diversity.
Newcomers raise claims to allow their divergent religious practices in private and in public
organizations (8.1 and 8.3). They have to organize (e.g. in local mosque associations) and to
come up with representatives or spokespersons in order to be able to raise these claims
effectively and to negotiate with management in the respective organizations and with
public administration in neighbourhoods and municipalities. The capability to negotiate
requires answers to questions like who is negotiating? Whom is he/she representing? How
representative are spokespersons/interlocutors and/or organizations? How binding are
concessions, compromises, and agreements? (Bader 1991:241f) These external pressures to
organization, leadership, and mobilization are increasing if, as usual, their claims are not
smoothly accommodated but more or less strongly resisted because they ask for adaptation
and change of – implicit or rule-guided – organizational and administrative customs and
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practices. In addition, organization and leadership of newcomers tends to get more stable
and structural, as is the case in all conflicts of longer duration.
Some claims – e.g. building mosques, funeral ceremonies or using cemeteries –
require exemptions from rules and regulations of local public administration (zoning-,
building-, parking-, cemetery-requirements) and induce a shift from ‘private’ corporate
governance to public government as addressee. They also require exemptions from stateand federal law, which is more obvious for claims to exemptions from tax law, labour law,
military conscription, general admission rules (for ministers of religion, see Kraler 2006),
and for required changes in anti-discrimination law and/or blasphemy law (8.3). This
stimulates a tendency to develop more centralized or umbrella-organizations and leadership
– from neighbourhoods to the municipal, state- and federal level of government as addressee
– and it contributes to the politicization of claims-making, organization, leadership and
mobilization,548 particularly if these claims are resisted, as is initially and normally the case
with exemption-claims and much more so with claims to real respect and symbolic
signification of the presence of religious newcomers (8.4), and even more so with claims to
participate in the political centre in debates and decisions on rules (8.5). Centralization and
politization are reinforced by counter-mobilization of old religions, nativists and aggressive
secularists. Increasingly, religious newcomers are drawn into lobbying and coalition
building, into traditional pluralist politics whether they like it or not. Conflictive processes
of ‘negotiations cum deliberations’ are an unavoidable side effect of claims-making arising
quasi spontaneously. Eventually, as conflicts and negotiations become more routine, mutual
expectations regarding ways and means of interaction, representative organizations and
leadership of minorities, and some minimal trust between the parties emerge in all states,
fairly independent from their regimes of government.549
Yet, processes of making and legitimating claims, the emergence of organizations
and leaders, of mobilization and collective action of new religious minorities are, as in all
other social movements, not purely spontaneous processes from below isolated from
external impacts. They are strongly influenced by two clusters of variables.
548

Both tendencies are stronger in states with dense and deep systems of legal regulations (as in
NL) but can be softened by practices of condoning instead of (always only attempted) strict law
enforcement.
549
See Bader 1991, chapter X.4 for the general patterns of institutionalization of conflicts.
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First, new religious minorities do not act from scratch. Obviously, their claims, but
also their ways of organizing, mobilizing, their strategies and actions ‘in politics’ are
influenced by their respective ‘doctrinal’ and organizational traditions and structures. As
we have seen (1.3), the internal organizational structure of religions shows huge variations
in terms of formalization, centralization, hierarchy, democracy/autocracy and leadership.550
Less formalized, centralized and hierarchical structures seem to be less capable for
representative and effective central negotiations/deliberations and compromises, and the
respective religious communities, e.g. Muslim communities, are seduced and pressurized to
develop central or umbrella-associations and leadership, particularly in institutionally
pluralist regimes of religious government. In addition, these processes inside states are not
neatly separated from the ‘rest of the world’. They are increasingly international,
particularly under conditions of ‘glocalization’ not only for those universalist religions,
which are internationally organized (the Roman Catholic Church as the most developed
example) or have global pretensions (as the ‘unorganized’ and officially ‘leaderless’ Islamic
umma; backed by some ‘Muslim states’ as Saudi Arabia) but also for traditionally fairly
parochial and formally unorganized ‘tribal’ religions551 and ‘new age religions’ inspired by
Hindu and Buddhist traditions. Obviously, internationally organized or oriented religions
and some foreign states have interests and also means to influence processes inside states.
Together, these differences in internal structure and international organization and
orientation help explain why new religious minorities show divergent patterns of
organization, mobilization and institutionalization within the same state.
Second, patterns of claims-making, organization, negotiation and selective
cooperation are massively influenced by divergent regimes of governing religious diversity
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See 1.3.3: Christian Church(es), the Buddhist sangha, the Islamic umma and mosques,
Hindu temples, Jewish councils and synagogues compared with formally unorganized religious
leadership in ‘tribal’ religions. Also within Christendom the spectrum reaches from the pole of the
highly formalized, centralized, hierarchical, autocratic, international Roman Catholic Church via
Orthodox and Lutheran or Anglican (episcopal) national churches to fairly decentralized, radical
Protestant congregations and informal sects (see Fath 2005:408ff. for the decentralized structure of
Evangelicanism in France). These organizational differences are related to differences in terms of
strategy and action-repertoire: from militant proselytizing by military force to strict non-violence,
civil disobedience and satyagraha. See 5, note 19 with Kalyvas for the FIS in Algeria.
551
See Tully (2003) and others for the developing international structures (associations and
spokespersons) of indigenous peoples.
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and by differences in the general political opportunity structure552, which help explain why
the same religious minority organizes, mobilizes and acts differently in different states (see
11.5 for Muslims in different European countries and the US). Incorporation of religious
minorities, in all its dimensions, inevitably includes many actors, most prominently states on
different levels.553 All states have an interest to guarantee smooth public administration,
public order, security, and toleration and to prevent violence and conflict escalation
(policing religions). In addition to these general ‘reasons of state’, states with liberaldemocratic constitutions should have, and to different degrees also actually have an interest
in guaranteeing the basic rights of all residents and to ‘civilize and democratize’ their
citizens by appropriate policies. These state-interests also work in favour of a certain
minimum of regular negotiation and national institutionalization.
11.2

Differential Opportunity Structures. Selective Recognition and Co-operation

No liberal state, irrespective of divergent regimes of religious government, can avoid
‘recognizing’ religions administratively and/or in legal or jurisprudential practice to a
certain degree (2.6-2.7). In deciding whether individual or collective claims to exemptions
from military conscription, from drug prohibition etc. should be granted, they all have to
deal with the nasty questions of ‘defining’ religions (1.1) whether by legislation or
jurisdiction. In addition, in deciding whether religions or related organizations should be
granted tax-exemptions, states use thresholds in terms of minimal numbers of adherents and
minimal duration and stability (2.7) whether these administrative practices are governed by
legal rules and judicial control, as they should be in liberal states, or not. If states do grant
FBO’s in care, as all liberal states – in contradiction to separationist rhetoric – do, or in
education, as most states do, public money, either indirectly or by direct subsidies, these
contested thresholds in terms of numbers and, in addition, territorial concentration of
clients/students, organization, credibility and duration of service providers are usually, and
inevitably, much higher.
The emerging pattern of selective (administrative, legal, judicial) recognition of
religions and of selective institutionalized cooperation in all liberal states, irrespective of
552

And in addition, though this is not properly researched yet, also by divergent regimes of
corporate governance.
553
See Bader 1997c; empirically: Stratham/Koopmans 2000, 2002.
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countervailing ideologies and normative ‘models’, involves two normative problems, which
should be openly acknowledged by all, instead of myopically used as weapons against
defenders of NOCOP or AD. (i) Legal, and other privileges, fiscal and monetary ‘gains’ for
religions go hand in hand with ‘losses’ in formal autonomy of religions or with increases in
corresponding standards of state-regulation and control (from minimal fiscal accountability
to the application of more demanding liberal-democratic standards of non-discrimination
laws). (ii) The increase in privileges for religions is inevitably tied to increasing minimal
thresholds, which work to the disadvantage of very small, new religious minorities even if
this is not intended and states try to counteract this unintended effect by explicit minority
policies.554
These problems are sharpened by institutionally pluralist regimes of government
(RIP, NOCOP and AD) which provide opportunities for religions in standard-setting,
implementation, and control of services, selective cooperation with governments, and also
some formal representation of organized religions in the political process on all levels,
particularly at national and supra-state levels. They are characterized by much more
demanding systems of public recognition of religions, e.g. as ‘Körperschaften öffentlichen
Rechts’ in Germany as an extreme case, by higher thresholds of systems of institutional
interest-intermediation (see below), and they considerably increase the demand or need for
religions to develop more centralized, representative organizational and leadership
structures than those needed for lobbying in civil society and politics in NEPP.
11.3

Dilemmas and strategic problems for religions
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See 2.7 for this ‘pyramidal pattern’ of privileges and corresponding regulations in all systems
of religious governance. The scale runs from no-registration, non-recognition, non-establishment to
establishment in terms of highest/lowest formal church autonomy. It is superimposed by the
pyramidal pattern of selective and gradational cooperation characteristic for RIP, NOCOP, AD or for
so-called ‘concordation’ countries. I slightly disagree with Ferrari 2005:7 in two regards: (i)
selectivity and gradualism are not limited to “the European pattern” but also characterize the U.S. that
also does not provide “a general equality among all religious communities” (8). The main difference,
in my view, lies in the presence or absence of institutionalized, selective cooperation. (ii) Ferrari
deals with the two dilemmas in terms of “compatibility” (with the state’s lack of competence on
religious matters and with the principle of equality). I’m also interested in the question whether, and
in which way the different regimes are conducive to substantive autonomy and equality, in other
words: how they try to resolve the tricky normative trade-offs involved.
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All regimes, but particularly systems of RIP, pose serious strategic problems for religions in
general, religious minorities in particular. First, how to deal with the trade-off between
autonomy and privileges, on one hand, and political influence, on the other hand (the
autonomy-dilemma)? And second, how to deal with problems inherent in institutionalization
(the organization- and mobilization dilemma)?
Ultra-orthodox Christians and Jews want to be left alone completely, hoping to
achieve maximum autonomy by not asking for any privileges except those involved in being
left alone. They have to organize and mobilize only if states do not guarantee the required
exemptions. The strictest possible ‘separation of state and religions’ has also been
propagated by Protestant Free Churches and sects in a historical context of established
churches and massive state-interference into core-issues of doctrine and internal
organization. Today, all states with liberal-democratic constitutions claim to respect church
autonomy – and actually do so in different ways – and this has softened the autonomydilemma considerably (2.8). It is also common practice that religions are free, as it should
be, in their choice whether to ask for registration, legal and judicial recognition or more
demanding public recognition needed for exemptions or additional privileges, or not. Still,
the choice is a difficult one because increasing privileges and opportunities of cooperation
go hand in hand with more demanding criteria of recognition and more opportunities for
governments to interfere with practices in a legitimate way555 but also in clearly more
illegitimate ways if governments try to impose their own ‘liberal’ and ‘democratic’
definitions of the respective religions. Honesty demands to state clearly that institutionally
pluralist systems pose some serious dangers like increasing external pressure to adaptation,
calculability, moderation, heightened internal control and disciplining of members and
constituency, and even of intervention in contested core-issues of religions. This all makes
the choice more troublesome. In addition, the choice is even more exacting for new and for
small religions because the chance is much higher that governments and administrations556
define their ‘strange’ religious practices as illegitimate or illegal, and because small
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See 7.3 for the contested demarcations of the religious core; non-discrimination in labour
law. See Ferraris distinction between “lawfulness” vs. “different degrees of merit” from the point of
view of the liberal state and legitimacy of graduated and selective cooperation (2005:7f).
556
Having accommodated the practices of old religious majorities or even foresee them for
‘neutral’ (8.3 – 8.5).
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religions may be more in need of exemptions and positive privileges but do have less power
to resist illegitimate state interference.557
All religions have to face the dilemmas of organization and, leadership, of
centralization and institutionalized cooperation known from social movement studies
(Bader 1991, ch. VII, VIII.3). If religions want to reap the benefits of registration, legal and
judicial recognition and material and political privileges and if they want to be politically
effective in public and in negotiations on all levels of government, the need to develop
effective and representative organizations and leadership is growing – and this is especially
true for new religious minorities because they have to challenge established power-balances
and routines. Yet, organization, leadership and centralization come at a prize: the downside
of formal organizations are tendencies of bureaucratization (organization-costs, material
interests of functionaries, tendency of conservatism, ritualism and rigidity) and
oligarchization (difficulties to control illegitimate power and domination of leaders).558
These tendencies explain why more communal, congregational and democratic religions
(e.g. radical Protestantism) are more critical and reluctant compared with Episcopal,
hierarchical, and autocratic churches but they also have to address the trade-off with
political cloud. Lobbying central government or supra-national polities increases the
demand for religions to develop federal and even supra-national representational structures,
and – to repeat – this demand is much stronger in institutionally pluralist systems.559 One
way in which religions can respond is by organizational centralization, which promises to
overcome the negative effects of competition between denominational organizations and
leaders within one religion, to wit: internal conflict instead of cooperation; the lack of (or
lower degrees of) information, communication, and coordination; the lack of minimally
required unity in terms of issues, opinions, decisions and action; ritualized battles amongst
organizations and leaders; dogmatic struggles over the ‘purity’ of the doctrine and the
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See 7.3.5 with Robbins 1987:145.
See Bader 1991:243-46 for criticism of the respective ‘iron laws’ and for the illusions of the
one-best organizational model that would fit all contexts. Big churches like the Roman Catholic, the
Lutheran or Anglican are clearly more vulnerable to these tendencies.
559
Institutionalized negotiations add external pressures towards internal control and discipline
of constituency and members, they strengthen the internal power position of religious leaders (they
gain external resources like recognition, social relations, external legitimacy, decisions over granted
external money), and they increase time-pressure on internal democratic decision-making.
558
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respective ‘purification’ and essentialization of religion.560 These effects, highlighted by
traditional theories, are used in external strategies of ‘divide and rule’ by opponents. They
are characterizing the radical Protestant denominational model. The optimal response would
then be the organizational model of the ‘una sancta’ Roman Catholic Church representing
all Catholics in all issues, on all levels, in all countries.
Organizational centralization however has its serious downside too and competition
between organizations and leaders has often neglected positive effects: inside one
organization it tends to stimulate higher participation of members and more democratic
opinion and decision making, as well as the capacity to adapt, learn and innovate. Between
organizations and leaders of the same religion (broadly speaking), it prevents the control and
monopolization of the religion by one organization; it allows higher degrees of organized
heterogeneity of the religion and at the same time more specialization and internal unity of
the competing religious organizations; it tends to broaden and deepen the involvement,
motivation of believers and the base of mobilization; and it increases the capacity to
innovation and adaptation.561 In this regard, a model of a more or less loose federal
association of independent organizations, like the Board of Jewish Deputies in the UK,
seems to be more appropriate though it may be difficult to transplant to the international
level. The higher up and the more diverse the constituency and its organizations in terms of
doctrinal differences or even cleavages, in terms of ethnic and national composition, the
more difficult is coordination and effective and legitimate representation.
Lastly, institutionalized cooperation confronts religions with a structural dilemma
(Bader 1991:242): how to save the benefits of institutional pluralism (secure rights, legal
and public recognition, public money, cooperation and some representation in the political
process) without the usual losses of initiative, motivation, spontaneity, activism of religious
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There is also a well known, serious strategic dilemma involved (see Bader 1991, ch. 10).
Given serious structural power-asymmetries between (secular or religious) majorities and minorities,
how can religious minorities prevent reactive essentialism – the purification of cultures or religions –
and the silencing of dissenting voices without being prey to the strategies of divide and rule often
successfully used by majorities (and ‘their’ state)? This is, indeed, a structural, strategic dilemma for
all minorities that cannot be resolved by ‘strategic essentialism’ (Bader 2001:264ff). The dilemma
exists in all regimes of government of religious diversity but it is sharpened by corporatist
institutions and by the wrong, rigid variety of Multiculturalism Policies sharply criticized by
Baumann, Hollinger or Barry (see Bader 2004a for criticism).
561
See Bader 1991:248-48. Clearly, the Catholic Church scores badly in all these regards.
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constituency and members on which the mobilization-potential and the relative powerposition of the organizations are based. The difficulty to find workable solutions for this
mobilization-dilemma – the practical version of ‘Veralltäglichung des Charisma’ – is
vividly demonstrated by the different historical waves of evangelization in opposition to
established, bureaucratized Protestant churches or by the mobilizational power of recent
Pentecostalism compared with the stuffy, saturized Anglican churches.
11.4

Dilemmas and strategic problems for liberal states

The serious dilemmas and strategic problems of religions are mirrored by serious dilemmas
and strategic problems for liberal states, and, again, no one-best solution for all contexts is
available. Liberal states, as all states wanting to guarantee security, public peace and order
have to choose a context-dependent mix of policies of persuasion, positive or negative
sanctions, or repression, which may have counterproductive effects. Liberal states, in
addition, are restrained in their means by the rule of law, due process and constitutionally
guaranteed civil and political rights and freedoms of communication. The inherent tension
between security/public order and these constraints is dramatically increasing under
conditions of (defined or real) emergency as the recent internal and external war against
terrorists is painfully reminding us again.
In guaranteeing smooth administration the choice is between government, as far as
possible separated from all ‘ interests-groups’ (religions amongst them) and governance,
selective and gradual cooperation with relevant stakeholders, religions amongst them. Statedefinition of rules and standards, implementation and control may at first sight promise
better rule-compliance, accountability and control but is confronted with serious problems
of efficiency and effectiveness, which are dramatically increasing in complex matters where
governance promises much better results. Governance however has problems to live up with
the rules of law and democracy, traditionally understood.562
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Sociologists and political scientists have shown that joint governance might not do all the
nice things one hopes: it may lead nasty joint decision traps (Scharpf 1988, 1999; see critically: Benz
1988, Engelen 2003), to endless battles about competencies, to serious lacks in transparency and
accountability (see 10.5 versus Shachar). One has to demonstrate why and how this can be prevented
in general and in the case of state - minority relations in particular. See for the urgent need to reconceptualize standards of democracy and rule of law: Bader 2006 and 2003d.
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The task of the liberal state to guarantee the basic rights of all citizens and residents,
particularly those of vulnerable minorities requires external intervention in cases of serious
violations (7.4, 7.5). Systems of selective registration and legal recognition of religions
seem to provide better chances here compared with strict ‘separation’ and absolute
autonomy or libertarian ‘leave them alone’ though they also cannot resolve the difficulties
in cases of small, formally unorganized sects.
Systems and policies of selective financing and cooperation, applying more
demanding liberal and democratic standards, may increase chances of illegitimate stateintervention in the core of religions (7.3) and are vulnerable to charges of unequal treatment.
Policies to finance and cooperate with the more civilized, liberal, moderate religious
organizations may contribute to stem radicalization and religious fundamentalism but they
also may backfire because the external influence in the development of religious minorities
may be seen as illegitimate, the ‘moderate’ organizations and leaders may be accused as
traitors, and the excluded organizations may radicalize. Systems and policies of ‘absolute
separation’ – no public money or privileges in education, care, for houses of worship, for
religious instructions in schools, for (the education of) Imams – may also contribute to
radicalization and fundamentalism, particularly if they are (or are seen to be) unfairly
excluding only certain new, ‘strange’ religions like Islam(s), if their individual and
associational religious freedoms are partly infringed, and if accommodation of their
legitimate religious practices is absent, reluctant or delayed. If governments don’t provide
money and assistance, foreign states and international terrorist networks are eager to do so
and actually finance mosques, madrassas, and Imams.563 If public money and assistance is
not provided as a regular part of policies of incorporation of minorities but only as a delayed
reaction to perceived or actual processes of segregation and radicalization and with the
explicit intent to ‘liberalize and democratize’ the ‘Muslim community’ (as, most
prominently, in France) the chances of delegitimation of ‘collaborating’ religious
associations and of radicalization of the excluded ones are much higher.
Systems of selective cooperation depend on and stimulate the emergence of
representative organization(s) and leader(s) on national and supra-state levels and even
563

See Sarkozy’s rejected proposal to create a public funds for mosque-establishment in
France (and require seats for representative members of municipalities in councils of mosqueassociations).
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otherwise fairly ‘separationist’ countries initiate such processes for reasons of
counterinsurgency or state-imposed ‘integration’. Here, the policy-choice is either to wait
until these structures develop from below and more or less spontaneously or trying to
organize the process from above through direct state-policies intended to externally initiate,
stimulate, influence and steer these processes. The downside of the first option is that selforganization may be completely blocked due to internal – doctrinal, ethnic, linguistic –
differences and cleavages, organizational rivalry and leadership competition, or it may take
a very long time and in the mean-time there are no representative organizations and leaders
administrations can cooperate with. The down-side of the second option is that the whole
process may be seen as illegitimate external imposition, that it provides states with chances
to intervene in the core-matters of religious belief and practice incompatible with religious
freedoms and autonomy, that it massively contributes to internal splits and cleavages and
that it de-legitimizes ‘collaborating’ ‘moderate or liberal’ organizations and leaders. In
addition, in both options there is no guarantee that they, and not more traditionalist or
conservative organizations and leaders will win.
11.5 Representative Muslim Organizations in Europe and the United States
The diverse patterns of the emergence of representative Muslim organisations at the national
and supra-state level in Europe and the US, very roughly summarized here, vividly
demonstrate these dilemmas.
Institutionalization of Islam in Europe
The common element of all regimes of selective cooperation is “the need to promote the
constitution of an organization or a coordinating body that represents the largest possible
number of the Muslim communities present in a country, independent from the religious and
national currents into which they are divided.” (Ferrari 2005a:10) In those European
countries in which legislation and jurisdiction on religious matters is focused at the national
level, “Muslim communities are condemned to remain at the edges of the system of
relations between the state and the religious groups” without an institution of this type.
In some countries, the Muslim community has been recognized by law fairly early:
in the Austrian Hungarian Empire in 1912, in Austria in 1979, or in Poland in 1936. In
others legal recognition and actual representative organizations came much later: in
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Belgium, Islam has been recognized in 1974 but the first elections took place only in 1998;
in Spain in 1992, in France in 2003. In the UK, Italy, and Germany, hitherto no
representative organization of the Islamic communities exists or is legally recognized.
This divergence can only partly be explained by the time and size of the respective
Muslim settlements and by internal differences in the respective Muslim communities.564
They also have to do with imperial and colonial traditions (in Austria, the UK, France, the
Netherlands) and with legal regimes: whether a unitary organization is required as in
Germany and Italy, whether a federation of independent organizations or even several
independent organizations, as in Sweden are accepted. In addition, differences in state
policies have a considerable impact: whether governments facilitate fairly autonomous
Muslim representation, as in Austria, are more neutral and/or reluctant, as in the UK and
Germany, or try to impose their preferred unitary pattern of representation and their
preferred organization and leaders, as in Belgium and France; whether they follow proactive policies of selective cooperation, which are part and parcel of their normal religionand/or multi-culturalism policies, or re-active policies of ‘fighting terrorism’ in isolation
from (as in France) or combined with radical changes in the traditional regimes of religious
government and minority incorporation (as recently in the Netherlands).
The French attempts to create a single, national, representative Muslim body565 with which
to negotiate and deliberate, and also draw legitimacy for the state’s decisions may illustrate problems
of such a reactive, late, top-down approach. Since the 1980’s, different Left and Right governments
(from the helm of the Ministry of the Interior) tried to create such an instance représentative as an
“identified interlocutor” (Sevaistre, quoted in Bowen 2005:24) in three major efforts. First, in 1989,
as a direct response to the ‘Islamic threat’ symbolized by the first foulard-affaire and the fatwa
against Salman Rushdie, Pierre Joxe set up the Conseil de Réflexion de l’Islam de France (CORIF)
as advisory body presided by the rector of the Paris Mosque. It collapsed the following year. The
second effort was made by Charles Pasqua who, after the failed attempt to give the Paris Mosque the
monopoly to recognize halal slaughtering, formed a new Representative Council of French Muslims
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Early settlement in Austria, late in Spain; massive numbers in France, UK, Germany, NL
(add numbers from Koenig’s educated guess ? (2003 appendix)). Muslims in UK came mainly
from Indian subcontinent, in Germany from Turkey, in France from the Magreb. The density of
transnational networks and ties with sending countries may differ; Different main states from the
regions of origin may try to influence developments, e.g. Diyanet in Germany; Morocco, Tunisia,
Algeria and Saudi-Arabia in France; Morocco and Turkey in the Netherlands.
565
Comparable to the Catholic Bishop’s Conference of France (1801 concordate, 1920
agreements); the Protestant Federation of France (1905) or the Central Consistory for Jews (from
1808) and the CRIF.
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in 1995 around the Charte du culte musulman en France566 leaving out major players like the UOIF
and the FNMF. The council “never had any authority or influence” (Bowen 2005:26). The third
attempt began with Jean-Pierre Chevènement’s creation of the Consultation of French Muslims in
1999 (“om aan te schuiven bij de andere religies aan de tafel van de republiek”, translate!) and,
eventually, after laborious state crafting, produced the Conseil français du culte musulman (CFCM)
in 2003. I briefly point to some of the implied problems:
(i) These attempts shows that France “is caught in a dilemma faced by most efforts to construct
legitimate representation from the top down: those willing to be ‘co-opted’ are also those with
the least legitimacy” (Bowen 32). Seven Muslim organizations, the first three of them much
more political important than the others, have been entangled in power-struggles for
representation and leading roles in this process: the ‘moderate’ Great Mosque of Paris
(supported by the Algerian government, lead by Dalil Boubakeur); the Fédération Nationale
des Musulmans de France (FNMF) (today associated with imams from Morocco, lead by
Mohamed Bechari); the Union des Organisations Islamiques de France (UOIF) federating
local associations throughout France, lead by the Moroccans Khai Thami Breze and Fouad
Alaouri; the Comité de Coordination des Musulmans Turcs de France (CCMTF), the arm of
Diyanet in France, opposed by Milli Görüs, affiliated with the Islamic movement in Turkey; the
Fédération Français des Associations Islamiques d’Afrique, des Comores, et des Antilles
(FFAIACA) favoring the role of ‘qualified persons’; and the Tablighi Jemaat headquartered in
India.567 Attempts by Joxe and Pasqua to privilege the Paris Mosque, and by Sarkozy to
guarantee that Dalil Boubakeur, the State’s ‘favourite moderate Muslim’, would be the first
President of the CFCM, have been vigorously opposed and failed. Some attempts have clearly
been untimely and strategically unwise.
(ii) Sarkozy – may be motivated by the consideration that “Islam is today the only religion without
a national unified organization” (Libération 21 Febr, quoted in Bowen 40)), but certainly
motivated by the desire “to be the minister who finally resolved this long-standing ‘problem’”
(Bowen 33) – aimed to end this seemingly endless struggle for power by “devising rules for
selecting members to the Council that would be at least minimally acceptable to all” and by
ensuring that “the two associations with the strongest control over participating mosques, the
UOIF and the FNMF, did not end up controlling the Council” (Bowen 34). Eventually, under
strong time pressure and state-interference, an agreement about the composition of the CFCM
and about electoral procedures has been reached and the elections were held in April 2003.
State-administration has not only initiated this process, it has also financed the elections and
massively influenced procedures and composition of the Council. Still, some politicians and
administrators think that it has “pleinement joué son rôle de médiateur et de facilitateur en
veillant à ne pas exercer de tutelle” (Sevaistre 2004:41) and some scholars like Ferrari
(2005b:10) seem to agree that “French adminstration was careful to avoid taking decisions on
behalf of the different Muslim constituencies”.568 I agree with John Bowen that this judgment
566

“(c)onfirment solennellement leur attachement aux principes fondamentaux de la
République française”, particularly liberties of expression and religion, the “caractère laïc de la
République” and the 1905 law on church-state separation.
567
In addition several major mosques (Mantes-la-Jolie, Évry, Lyon, al-Islah in Marseille, SaintDenis in La Réunion) have been invited whereas others have not been invited or chose not to
participate (Strasbourg, Toulouse, others mosques in Marseille), and ‘independent, qualified’
Muslims (see Bowen 31).
568
In Belgium (see Ferrari 2005b:12-14), the procedures for creating a Muslim representative
institution on a national basis were set in motion only in the 1990’s. Conflictive negotiations among
the various Muslim constituencies and with the Belgian administration followed. Elections took
place in 1998 for a constituent assembly, which then appointed an executive committee, recognized
in May 1999. Like the French administration, the Belgian played an active part in this process,
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seriously underestimates the second aim of the French administration and its impact on the
negotiations about composition of the Council and the electoral procedures. The roles of
facilitator and mediator and the role of interested party have not been clearly separated, and
cannot be in principle. French administration, indeed, interpreted and used its self-proclaimed
competencies in a ‘Bonapartist’ fashion (Terrel 2004:71-4).569
(iii) The second main aim of the French administration has explicitly and consistently been to
control and domesticate Islam, to assimilate Islam into the republic, to create a moderate,
liberal, privatized ‘French’ Islam and to fight “the idea of a ‘community’ which runs counter to
French Republican principles” (Jean-Pierre Raffarin, Le Figaro 5 May 2003) instead of
allowing to freely associate and organize the different ‘Islam(s) in France’ on their own terms.
It has been unambiguously expressed and made clear “that the State intended the CFCM to be
its instrument in promoting its sort of Islam and ridding France of all other sorts. Prime
Minister Raffarin ordered the CFCM to serve as ‘the enlightened word of French Islam to fight
against deviant tendencies which could threaten social cohesion’” (Bowen 43) or, as Sarkozy
said – in defending his negotiations with the UOIF, still labelled as close to the Muslim
Brotherhood: “It was a way to bring to that place the voice of the Republic” (Bowen 40) like “a
latter-day Napoleon, bringing light to Egypt”.

The French case vividly demonstrates two points. (i) State interventions into the
organizational structure and even more so into core matters of faith are clearly beyond the
threshold of morally legitimate interference and also seem to be incompatible with the
respective constitutional and legal regulations in France and with ECHR (European
Convention on Human Rights), Art. 9.570 (ii) They are also in serious tension with
proclaimed state-neutrality (both in the older and in the more refined recent versions of

“creating a special commission to check the conduct of the elections, validating the results and
sustaining all the costs of the election procedure but, in addition “over half of the members
designated to take part in the executive committee were rejected by the Ministry of Justice as they
were considered to be of an excessively radical orientation” and in 2004 the constituent assembly
was dissolved before its natural term of office had expired (2009). In Belgium, it has been a
consequence of delaying tactics whereas in France, to the contrary, a lot of undue time-pressure has
been imposed. Clearly ‘managing’ Muslim representation top-down, even if it would be legitimate,
requires the right timing and kairos!
569
See Bowen (2005:41): “co-opting Muslim leaders into what was in effect a state-run body”,
“state, by controlling and domesticating Islam, would be able to assimilate Islam into the Republic”,
“general acceptance of this highly Gallican moment”. See also Peter (2004:7-15, 20f) and Bowen
(2004) for the impacts of these attempts to create a ‘moderate’, anti-fundamentalist, republican,
individualized and subjectivized ‘Islam de France’ on discourses and claims by Muslim intellectuals
and leaders.
570
See Ferrari 2005b:14 and 2005a:9: European Court of HR cases of Hasan and Chaush v.
Bulgaria (2000) and Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia v. Moldavia (2001) on the precise limits on
the power of the public administration to interfere with the internal organization of a religious
community.
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laïcité) and with constitutional and legal regulations on equal treatment of religious
groups.571
Two more general, empirical conclusions for European countries seem in order.
First, the importance of the existence or absence of a national representation of Muslims,
whether legally recognized or not, depends very much on the regime of religious
government. The absence of a representative Muslim presence at the central level in Great
Britain where no form of legal registration and recognition of religious communities exists
and negotiations are mainly local, is much less serious compared to Italy or Germany where
many legal and monetary privileges are exclusively granted to centrally publicly recognized
religions and the absence of central recognition cannot be compensated for by cooperation
at local or provincial/Länder levels (Ferrari 2005b:7-9).
Second, we see the emergence of three different patterns of central Muslim
representation: a more ‘church’-like central, unitary organization (mainly as a result of
state-imposition) as in France or Belgium, a con-federal association which represents the
common interests of independent Muslim organizations in a coordinated and legally
recognized way (as the Spanish Comisión Islamica de España),572 and the representation of
Muslim communities by several independent, loosely coordinated, publicly recognized
organizations (as in Sweden or Norway).573 At present, it seems unlikely that one and the
same representational pattern will emerge in all member-states of the European Union.574
571

See Ferrari 2005b:11f on the Charte 1994 and the Principes et fondements (2000): “a similar
declaration of adherence was not required of the representatives of other religious groups”. See also
Chevènement’s justification “in the name of the exceptional nature of the situation” which shows the
well known dangers of trumping basic rights by emergency arguments. See also Bowen (2005:40ff):
How far should the State go?
572
Following the pattern of Jewish and Protestant federations, which are legally recognized by
the Spanish state as official interlocutors. This option is also defended by Modood for the UK: “The
Board of Jewish Deputies model of community representation” is a federation of Jewish
organizations which includes synagogues but also other Jewish community organizations and its
leadership typically consists of lay persons”. At the national level, this model, followed by the
Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) seems “more apparent” (2005:21f).
573
In Sweden, three recognized Muslim organization operate within an ‘Islamic Council for
Cooperation’ (Otterbeck 2004), in Norway the ‘Islamic Council Norway’ is a countrywide umbrella
organization. The difference between the second and the third pattern consist (i) in the legal
recognition of independent organizations, and (ii) in the degree of coordination.
574
The “requirements of stability, representativeness and authority that are indispensable for
establishing a relationship of cooperation with the public powers … can be guaranteed by different
means according to the different national situations: there is no single recipe for Europe, but rather
as many models as there are historical, social and cultural realities that make up the Old Continent.”
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Institutionalization of Islam in the United States
The situation in the United States differs from the European one in three main aspects in this
regard: (i) the impact of denominationalism on all religions, (ii) the fairly limited system of
selective cooperation, and (iii) the absence of state-induced or imposed patterns of
organization and representation.
The religious landscape in the U.S. emerged and developed in opposition to European church-like
structures (both Catholic and Protestant) under the predominance of radical Protestantism and its
typical denominational structure. At the basic level of local religious communities,
congregationalism is characterized by an associational pattern that shows fairly high degrees of
voluntarism, by a non-profit organizational form led by laity, and by the fact that congregations are
“more than houses of worship or prayer but become authentic community centers with different
kinds of educational and social services, fellowship and recreational activities, and task-specific
associational networks” (Casanova 2005:25).575 This originally radically Protestant congregational
pattern has been historically adopted by other immigrant religions, first by Catholicism, next by
Judaism and now also by Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism fairly “irrespective of their traditional
institutional form in their home settings” whether they are characterized by a quasi-congregational
structure, like Islam, or not (like Buddhism and Hinduism).576 Christian churches, synagogues,
mosques, masjids, and temples are transformed into congregations. At the level of denominations,
properly speaking, American Protestantism “emerged as doctrinally or ethno-racially differentiated
plural denominations” whereas “the hierarchically organized Roman Catholic Church was able to
incorporate all Catholic immigrants (with exception of the Polish National Church) into a single
American Catholic Church through the ethnic parish system. American Judaism also became
differentiated into three main denominations (Reform, Conservative, Orthodox). It is still unclear
whether various branches or traditions of the other world religions will become institutionalized as
separate denominations in America or whether other denominational divisions will emerge”
(Casanova 2005:26). At the “national level of ‘imagined community’” at which immigrant religions
“gain symbolic recognition and are thus incorporated into the nation as ‘American’”, Casanova
thinks that this incorporation takes place “irrespective of whether they also develop national
organizations”.
(Ferrari 2005b:17). Even if one would agree – I don’t (see 2.13) – with the emergence of one
“concordatory Europe” (Massignon 2003) it is clear that EU competencies in this regard are limited
by the principle of subsidiarity, would have to respect the specific models of Church-State relations
of the Member-States and could therefore only be achieved by consensus, not majority decisions.
Furthermore, it would have to recognize differences in the organizational and representational
structures of the divergent religions (e.g. the KEK (Council of European Churches), the COMECE
(Commission of European Bishop Conferences), the EHF (European Humanist Federation) at the
EU level.
575
This structure characterizes all churches before the development of welfare-states, but even
more so for all ethnic churches and their importance for immigrant minorities (Penninx/Schrover
2000). In the U.S., due to absent or poor welfare-state arrangements, this congregational structure is
much more important for immigrants. In general, mosques are particularly apt for this task (see 1.3.3).
576
I follow Casanova’s analysis of this process under the new conditions of expanding
Multiculturalism and the proliferation of global, transnational networks (see above for Hindus in
New York). Like American Catholicism had an important impact on the Roman Catholic Churches
in the sending countries and, eventually, in Rome, the ‘Americanization’ of the newer immigrant
religions tends to transform these religions in their “civilizational homes” (2005:23)
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Contrary to ‘separationist’ ideology, the U.S. also knows practices of selective legal
recognition and support of religions but an elaborate system of selective cooperation as in Italy,
Austria or Germany is absent, particularly at the federal level (in this regard more like France). Not
much privileges can be gained, there is no central ‘negotiation-table’ that would require some form
of public recognition of religions and of structured selective cooperation. Religions are not induced
by positive incentives to develop national organizations and federal administration is not in need of
interlocutors representing religions (supply- and demand-side do not stimulate their emergence).
In addition, unlike in France or Belgium, the state does not attempt to impose a uniform
organizational and representational pattern. The result is, on the one hand, that religions, new
minority religions included, are inspired to develop national organizations or associational structures
only or mainly in order (a) to more effectively propagate/proselytize, (b) to influence civil society
and – like all other interest-organizations – to lobby, i.e. to try to influence legislation,
administration and judiciary in an informal and indirect way, and (c) to gain national symbolic
recognition – to extend the denominational forms of American civil religion from ProtestantCatholic-Jewish to ‘Abrahamic’ or, eventually to incorporate all world-religions and become “the
first new global society” – , because this process is not so independent from national organizations,
their power-resources, mobilization, and strategies as Casanova (2005:26-8) assumes. On the other
hand, the state’s interest in national ‘representatives’ of religions, including new minority religions,
is limited to symbolic demonstrations of its neutrality and of the fact of American religious pluralism
at ceremonies in response to terrorist attacks.577

Islam has now taken roots in the U.S. as one of the major American religions. Like in
European countries, the internal challenge confronting Islam is how to supersede linguistic,
ethnic, national, and doctrinal diversity, “how to transform diverse immigrants from South
Asia, which today constitute the largest and fastest growing group of Muslim immigrants,
from Arab countries, and from West Africa, into a single American Muslim umma”
(Casanova 2005:29). Two cultural options seem to compete, the segregated, defensive subcultural ‘Nation of Islam model’ versus a public, self-assertive, powerful, cultural option
within American competitive religious and cultural pluralism “which many Muslims view
as an actualization of Islam’s universalism” (Islamization of America to counterbalance the
Americanization of Islam). Like earlier Catholic and Jewish minorities, Islam is also
confronted with the related pressure to choose an appropriate organizational and
representational structure. According to Casanova,
577

“The presence of a Muslim imam along with a Protestant minister, a Catholic priest, and a
Jewish rabbi in public ceremonies in Washington, in sate capitals and in large urban centers has
become routine” (Casanova 2005:28) and has become even more prominent after the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001, also against the background of a mainly Protestant nativist backlash against
Islam. In NEPP the symbolic representation of religious pluralism and relational state-neutrality is
more informal and ad hoc because no clear, formalized representational structure exists (which
religions, whom to choose as representative?). In existing NOCOPs the symbolic representation of
religious pluralism and relational state-neutrality is formalized but unduly restrictive. AD hopes to
achieve a better balance also in this regard, but this aspect is not dealt with extensively here for
reasons of space (see indications in 8.4).
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“it is still an open question which kind of internal denominational structure Islam in America is going to
assume: whether it will succumb to what Niebuhr called ‘the evil of denominationalism’, which he saw
grounded in socio-economic and ethno-racial divisions or it will organize itself into a national church-like
umma, able to bridge its internal ethno-linguistic and juridical-doctrinal divisions. American Protestantism,
Catholicism and Judaism (three main denominations and the Board of Jewish Deputies representing the
common interests – V.B.) represent in this respect alternative denominational models. American Islam is likely
to develop its own distinct denominational pattern, while sharing some elements with all three.” (Casanova
2005:30)

Different from Europe however this choice is not massively crafted by state-administrations,
and this considerably alleviates the related problems of church-autonomy, equal treatment of
religions, and relational state-neutrality. Islam(s) in America are less forced into an imposed
‘American Islam’. The ‘Americanization of Islam’ from below is more the – unintended but
welcome – by-product of the American system of religious governance than the result of
intentional state-policies to ‘Americanize Islam’ compared to attempts to create a ‘French’
or a ‘Dutch’ Islam from above.
11.6

Associative Democracy, Church Autonomy, and Legal and Substantive Equal
Treatment

All existing regimes of religious governance – and all alternative institutional designs –
have to deal with tensions among relevant normative principles – individual vs.
associational freedoms, freedoms vs. equalities, legal vs. more substantive equality;
democracy vs. efficiency and effectiveness – and the respective trade-offs. No ideal model –
neither an idealized NEPP nor AD – can ‘maximize’ or ‘optimize’ them all. Here I focus on
two trade-offs involved in my analysis of institutionalization: on the autonomy-dilemma and
on legal or substantive equal treatment.
The American denominational regime and European regimes of selective
cooperation between state and organized religions both guarantee individual religious rights,
an important similarity. The latter provide more legal and substantive privileges and more
representation in the political process for recognized religions but permit more involvement
by public powers (interventionism) in religious matters potentially or actually infringing
church-autonomy. Recognition of and cooperation with religions by the state inevitably is
selective and this selectivity is reflected in the pyramid of plural legal statuses established by
states for various religions. Systems of public recognition and cooperation also are more
rigid and less open and pluralist. The American regime, prima facie, seems clearly
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preferable because it respects church-autonomy more fully, it guarantees a more, though
also not a fully equal legal treatment of all religions, particularly of minority religions, and it
is more flexible and pluralist. Can AD overcome some of these serious bottlenecks of
existing regimes of public recognition in Europe and also avoid some of the deficiencies of
existing American denominationalism?578
11.6.1

Church Autonomy or Selective Recognition and Cooperation?

In all regimes, the autonomy of religions is restricted by moral and legal requirements to
guarantee essential basic rights of members and non-members. Within these constraints,
autonomy rights with regard to the doctrinal/legal core and the internal organizational
structure of religions are necessary to guarantee a wide and well defended space of freedom
for all religions, including the smallest, newest and most ‘strange’ ones. The legal
instruments to guarantee individual and collective religious freedom should be equally and
indiscriminately available to all religions, but this requirement has often not been applied in
European countries in the face of Islam and new, spiritual religious movements (Ferrari
2005a:9). Autonomy rights for religious core organizations however do not equally cover
FBO’s in education and care. All regimes, rightly and legitimately so, impose requirements
of fiscal accountability and differentiated applications of anti-discrimination law, labour
law, co-determination law on these organizations if they are partly or fully publicly
financed. The meaning, extent and limits of religious autonomy and the depth and width of
legitimate exemptions are contested and continually negotiated both in Europe and in the
US (2.9-12 and 7.3). I agree with Ferrari that “public administration can graduate its support
within certain limits and maintaining certain proportions” (2005b:16) but suspect that the
broad reference to “the democratic and secular rules of the state” and the perceived “impact
of religions on civil co-existence” may do much more harm than good in this regard (see 7.3
for slippery slope in public trust theory). I have advocated a more offensive ‘libertarian’
578

AD is situated between existing American denominationalism and existing NOCOPs. It
shares with American denominationalism the importance of high degrees of voluntariness of
(religious) associations (vs. ‘Zwangsmitgliedschaft in Kirchen’), the preference for internally
democratic structures, the avoidance of state-sanctioning from above and the preference for building
associations from below and in free rivalry with others. When it comes to answering the difficult
questions however ‘how to come from here to there?’ it may be easier to start from existing
NOCOPs and the urgent requirements for change “to keep up with the times” (Ferrari 2005a:8f.).
This makes this question practically and strategically all the more urgent.
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position to defend the associational autonomy of religions, which also extends to the
question of national representation of organized religions in the political process. AD, as
European cooperation regimes, provides opportunities for – inevitably selective –
cooperation but clearly insists that central organizational and representational structures by
the respective religions emerge – as far as possible – from below in order to avoid the
second great danger for religious autonomy through external state-crafting from above.579
Here too, autonomy rights should be defended and as clearly as possible distinguished from
“rights to cooperation” (Ferrari 2005b:16).
11.6.2 Equality, Selectivity, Legitimate and Illegitimate Exclusions
Both registration and administrative, judicial, and legal recognition of religions –
characterizing all existing regimes, which guarantee exemptions – are inevitably selective in
terms of time and durability of settlement, minimal numbers of adherents and stability of
association/organization. Minimal thresholds and inevitable selectivity however are stepwise
increasing when it comes to material and other privileges, particularly (i) when systems of
official cooperation between administrations and publicly recognized religions emerge, (ii)
when FBO’s participate in standard-setting, implementation and control, and (iii) when
some religious organizations gain rights and opportunities of representation in the political
process. “Reasons of history, number of adherents, social roots, and so on” (Ferrari
2005a:8) clearly matter in existing regimes and, according to a contextualized theory of
morality, legitimately so. Selectivity however means inclusion and exclusion, and the
normative problem is how to prevent illegitimate exclusionary effects, inflexibility and
rigidity, which are particularly serious for religious minorities.
The establishment of private, faith-based schools and care-institutions requires a
certain minimum of students and clients and of territorial concentration even independent of
public financing and recognition. Very small or dispersed religious minorities are quasi
‘naturally’ excluded. Public financing requires to define and to apply contested minima in
terms of numbers. Equality before and in the law requires that these thresholds (which may
be different, e.g., for primary, secondary, high-schools) have to be applied equally and
579

See more generally against state-crafting of associations from above: Hirst’s criticism
(1992:473-77) of Cohen/Rogers; Bader 2001x:42, 55-60.
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indiscriminately to all applicants irrespective of faiths, and fairness requires that they are as
low as possible to prevent exclusion of minorities not based on justifiable grounds of
feasibility or workability. All service-delivery, whether publicly financed or not, has to live
up to contested minimal standards of provision but public financing and recognition may
add more demanding standards. Again, these standards should be applied equally and
indiscriminately to all applicants, and fairness as even-handedness requires that public
authorities do not impose ‘biased’ contents and procedures on religions, on religious
minorities in particular (see 8.2 and 8.3).
Because numbers and standards of service-delivery are hotly contested, it is crucial
that organized religions are involved in negotiations and deliberations at the (municipal,
provincial/state, national) levels where decisions are made. Regimes of governance of
education, care, or media differ widely among countries, and the higher the levels of
decision-making competencies the stronger the incentive for and the pressure on the
respective religions to develop representative national or federal peak-organizations. In
addition, systems of associative governance of sectors (e.g. education and care) increase the
thresholds considerably because the respective councils (in analogy to the tri-partite neocorporatist socio-economic councils) impose more strict limits on the number of
participating parties (i.e. public authorities; representative organizations of service-providers
as employers, of professions, of clients). Unlike parliaments, they have to be working bodies
if they promise to deliver the gains of organized interest-intermediation: 580 increase the
deliberative character of negotiations; foster less particularist, more other- and futureregarding definitions of interests and preferences; find more innovative, less biased
definitions of situations and issues, and new, unexpected, more ‘fact and future regarding’
ways to solve problems;581 increase trust among participating parties with divergent and
partly conflicting interests; deliver better informed and more efficient and effective
standard-setting, implementation and control. The requisite exclusion for functional reasons,
which may vary in different sectors, is still an “unsettled empirical issue” (Cohen/Rogers

580

If systems of institutionalized, pluralist interest-intermediation are supposed to do their
beneficial work, the thresholds in terms of numbers of participating parties at the negotiation tables,
of relevant stake-holders and representativeness of organizations, and time are much higher.
581
They require and stimulate frame-reflection, a thorough revision of cognitive and normative
patterns (see Hoekema 2001; Parekh 2000: 331ff; Zinterer 2000 for the RCAP).
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1992:445) and a matter of institutional tinkering. Yet, two points seem plain to me. First, the
existing systems at sector, at national, and at EU levels are needlessly and unfairly exclusive
but, secondly, even less exclusive or closed systems are confronted with the problem “to
find a reasonable trade-off between (morally recommendable) inclusion and (functionally
required) workability” (Bader 2001:39).
Developed sectoral systems of representation of religious organizations are scarce
(e.g. for public media in Austria) and standard-setting and control in education and care
seems to be reserved for public authorities only (parliaments, departments of education or
health-care and state-inspections). Often, national public recognition of one religious
organization is required for religious schools even if the educational system is federal like in
Germany where the requirement of legal recognition as ‘Körperschaft öffentlichen Rechts’
has impeded Muslim religious instruction at the level of Länder (neither ‘functionally
required’ nor fair because the requirement of one national organization for all Christian
denominations would be clearly outrageous). At the national level, existing systems of
public recognition in European countries often are needlessly and unfairly exclusive (11.5
for the ‘delay’ of recognition of Muslims in Italy, Germany, UK). Criteria for recognition
are vague and are not applied indiscriminately,582 and there is too much discretionary power
by public administration and too little judiciary control,583 a disadvantage, which would be
even more serious if actual ‘recognition’ needed for any negotiations, would be left to
administrations alone.
In addition, this unfair selectivity of existing national regimes584 is stabilized by two
aspects characteristic for all systems of organized interest representation, their rigidity, the
vestedness of their constituent organizations, and the respective lock-in effects (Schmitter
582

History, numbers, social roots matter, indeed, also for a contextualized theory of morality,
but the respective thresholds can be unfairly high. Their inevitable vagueness, in addition, allows
interpretations and applications discriminating against ‘strange’ and ‘new’ religions.
583
See Ferrari’s (2005a:9) fourth requirement “to reduce the degree of discretionary power
enjoyed by public authorities in establishing the level to which each religion can have access by
ensuring an effective system of claims against the decisions of the executive powers.”
584
See Ferrari’s second requirement: “(i)ndispensible to maintain a certain proportion between
the collaboration and support that the State offer to the various religions: if the range between those
placed at the lower levels and at the higher levels is too wide, not only does equality suffer, but so
does individual religious freedom .. The greater the inequality between religions, the more limited the
freedom of each m ember of the less favoured religious groups risks becoming.” (2005a:9). Yes, but
how can this be achieved? See also Kraler 2006 for special admission rules for ministers of religions
and for education of Imams.
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1992:509, see Bader 2001:43f). Systems of public recognition of religions, once established,
tend to become quasi-permanent because they endow religious organizations with public
status, subsidies and power, which they may use to freeze their position and to exclude
newcomers, and also because it takes quite some time, before demanding legal recognition
of newcomers is successfully completed.585
This selectivity is reproduced at the level of the EU in the informal initiatives of the European
Commission (see Massignon 2003:4ff): in 1994 an initiative ‘A Soul for Europe’ has been
established for funding inter-religious seminars and projects. It comprises two representatives of
Catholicism, Protestantism, Judaism, Islam and of agnostic or atheist Humanists independent of the
relative size of the respective traditions. In addition, there are
“(t)he twice-yearly briefing sessions following European summits organized by Forward Studies
Unit, a think tank attached to the Commission Presidency. By 2003, they were 50 invited partners,
religious representatives, religious NGO’s and European offices of religious orders. Unlike the ‘Soul
for Europe’ initiative, Buddhists, Hindus, Christian Scientists and Scientology also take part.
Protestant Churches are more widely represented by Evangelicals, Pentecostalists and Quakers. A
diversity of Muslims and Jewish organizations are invited .. The Russian Orthodox Church opened
an office in Brussels by the end of 2002. So did the Catholic Church of Ukraine in 2003.” This
informal representation is clearly more pluralist and open than existing representations at the level of
Member-States but has “structural limits. In the absence of official relations between the religions
and the European institutions, developing strategies to influence the European decision-making
process and even simply obtaining information on developments in European integration requires
considerable resources. The Catholic, Protestant and humanist networks – the most structured
organizations at the EU level – are not on an equal footing.”586
Massignon proposes to establish a consultative NGO status by European institutions, comparable to
the European Council, to complete the fulfilment of this informal pluralism, which she sees
threatened by attempts of the Churches seeking an official recognized status. “This development
would automatically define who was included and who was excluded. Lacking expertise, the
European Commission is already inviting the more structured groups, KEK and COMECE, in
seminars of dialogue on specific topics concerning EU policy. In the same way, there are unofficial
tripartite KEK/COMECE and European Council meetings before each new EU Presidency” (5).

Can AD avoid or soften this unfair selectivity, fixity and closure of existing systems of RIP
at national and at the emerging European level and, if so, how, by which proposals?
585

See Ferrari’s third requirement: “The mobility of religious faiths throughout all the levels of
the pyramid” must be guaranteed. The model “must be open to the transformations of history: a
constant correspondence between social reality and legal reality is essential in order to avoid the
sudden and traumatic breakdowns which could take place if the system of the relations between States
and religions where not to reflect, without haste but also without delay, the changes that have already
taken place and those under way in the religious panorama of contemporary Europe” (2005a:9), Yes,
but how can it?
586
Staff of 8 at COMECE Brussels office, 6 at KEK, and 2 at EHF, resulting in disparities in
access to information and influence on decision making in the Commission preparing directives. See
also Willaime 2004; Koenig 2003 (and 2006:18ff for more details on the weakness of Muslim
Organizations at the EU level).
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First, AD tries to keep the thresholds for representation and cooperation as low as
compatible with workability requirements, and also to include the relevant stakeholders. For
(national and European) advisory councils (religious councils, ‘ethics councils’) which are
not involved in decision-making and implementation, the thresholds can be much lower
compared with sectoral councils, and AD vigorously insists that in the former the voice of
relevant vulnerable internal minorities should be represented, if they whish so and are
sufficiently organized. In sectoral governance-bodies the thresholds are higher but
minorities can and should be represented (see 13 for education). As with all organized
interest-representation however the wish to be represented, the capacity to make claims and
a stepwise increasing minimal organizational capacity is required.587 For three reasons, AD
is more open and flexible than existing neo-corporatist types of NOCOP: (i) It does not
overemphasize the demands of encompassingness, integrative capacity, and scope of
responsibility of the represented organizations. (ii) It keeps the type of representative
organization open (one centralized vs. federations or some independent organizations). (iii)
It does not insist that Muslims are represented by one organization while Christians are
represented by several denominations. In addition, representation is not equally important in
all sectors to all religions, it need not be the same religious organizations, which provide
services in the different sectors, and a central, nation-wide, ‘public’ or legal recognition is
not required for representation and cooperation on provincial or local levels.588 In all these
regards, associative interest-representation is less exclusive than existing ones but it also has
to accept the challenge, mentioned above, to find a reasonable trade-off between inclusion
and workability.

587

Structural inequalities and power-asymmetries may restrict the freedom of minorities to
define their interests, their identities, their self-respect, their motivation to participate, and their
strategic options (see Bader 2003c:147) or to do so in a more autonomous way. In my view, AD
accepts these stepwise increasing thresholds of agency, will, and organizational capacity as an
inevitable price to be paid for non-elitist or non-paternalist forms of group-representation (the state
may invite them and create options but should not try to organize and demand/impose
representation).
588
It is also important that a seat at the tables should not go hand in hand with additional
monetary privileges: Faith-based educational providers should be fairly and indiscriminately
financed whether represented or not. The relevant analogy to exclude additional material unfairness
would be the German 5% clause for parties represented in parliament: parties below this threshold
are indiscriminately publicly financed (according to % of votes) in order to prevent additional
material discrimination.
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Second, highlighting the inevitable selectivity of formalized systems of representation
and cooperation should not make as forget that systems – as US-denominationalism – which
restrict interest representation to informal ways of influencing governments through
network-building, lobbying etc. are even more vulnerable to inequality-charges because old,
big, ‘established’ religions have huge and unchecked advantages in terms of powerresources and strategies.589 AD’s less exclusive, more open formalized system, thus, is an
interesting alternative also at the European level, neglected by Massignon in her conclusion
that formalization of an official recognized status would “automatically” privilege the big,
old religions.
Third, AD promises a more sensible balance of the tension between equality before
the law and more substantive equality but this promise partly depends upon the
effectiveness of the proposed measures to counteract vestedness and lock-in effects: AD
demands and tries to institutionalize procedures of external review and evaluation at regular
intervals for the renewal of grants and of legal status of privileged organizations after
accreditation (Cohen/Rogers 1992:444, 450). The threats of withdrawal or amendment must
be serious and credible and the gains of accepting such scrutiny must be considerable for
religions and FBO’s (see 13 for education). These are important measures but one should
not underestimate the difficulties of external scrutiny and control in terms of time,
information, and access to insider-knowledge. These difficulties are alleviated by
democratic and transparent internal organizational structures which increase the possibilities
of external control and accountability considerably (Mansbridge 1992) but honesty requires
to clearly state that the version of AD I’m defending resists the temptation to impose
democratic internal structures (its own favourite democratic stakeholder model of ‘corporate
governance’) on FBO’s,590 though it requires adequate standards of financial accountability.
The most important effect, anyway, of putting systems of public scrutiny and control in
place is their indirect working. Working in the shadow of hierarchy, considerably stimulates
meaningful internal, pro-active self-control. In addition to (the threat of) withdrawal, the

589

See Bader (1991:291-98) for strategic dilemmas of resource-poor groups.
This is another, not sufficiently recognized trade-off related to the balance between ‘church
autonomy’ and external public scrutiny. A differentiated application of co-determination systems
instead of imposing one model of democratic corporate governance on all however may undermine
existing, more developed models, as the case of Societas Europeana recently demonstrates.
590
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fixity and rigidity of formalized systems of cooperation can be counteracted by choosing
‘softer law’ instead of hard or even constitutional law. More precisely speaking, if systems
of selective recognition, representation and cooperation are part of the constitutional law of
countries, constitutions should, to repeat, only contain procedures, criteria and standards but
not name specific religious organizations.
Proposals like these promise better balances between competing principles for
national systems of cooperation and for possible supra-national regimes of religious
governance in the EU “halfway between the pluralist interdenominational American model
and the classic European model of a hierarchy of recognized religions” (Massignon 2003:6).
To indicate these possibilities, I apply some of the general proposals to counteract unfair
exclusive effects and structural inequalities of emerging European governance
arrangements in the spirit of associationalism to religious governance.591 Phil Schmitter’s
proposal (2000:56ff) to establish functional sub-parliaments or standing committees to
formalize functionally diverse, pluralist representation and expertise in the legislative
process of the EU may be extended to give religions a more formalized advisory role in
European rule-making. The proposals by Joerges (1999:311ff; 2001:140 to increase the
deliberative character of the negotiations in existing European ‘comitology’ and, at the
same time, the pluralism and openness of European regulatory policy are also relevant
because they are explicitly meant to heighten sensitivity for cultural, including religious
differences in administration and implementation. Again, the problem with the existing
practices is that they are less open, fair, transparent and accountable than they could be. The
most elaborate proposals to tackle unequal access, expertocracy and problematic informality
of emerging European Governance Arrangements (EGA’s) are Schmitter’s principles for
the chartering, the composition, and for decision-rules of EGA’s in an associational spirit in
order to increase the democratic legitimacy of the delegation of powers to these political
institutions.592 If applied and worked out in practice, they allow the formalization of the
591

See Bader 2006, based on proposals by Phil Schmitter, Joerges/Nyer and others.
Six Generic Principles for the Chartering of EGAs: (i) principle of mandated authority, (ii)
sunset principle (pre-established date at which it should expire), (iii) functional separability, (iv)
supplementarity (vs. duplicate, displace or threaten the competences of existing EU institutions), (v)
requisite variety (internally free to establish internal procedures, adopt variety of distinctive formats,
(vi) high rim or anti spill-over. Four Principles for the Composition of EGAs: (i) minimum threshold
principle, (ii) stake-holding principle (including not only stakes but knowledge-holders), (iii)
592
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representation of functional, cultural and religious interests in a more open, flexible,
pluralist way without a dramatic decrease in efficiency and effectiveness.
Whether such a realist utopia can be realized, is one of the most intriguing open
issues in our times. It would combine the best of the existing US-denominationalist and the
European selective cooperation regimes of religious governance. AD, as we have seen,
shares with NEPP the open, pluralist, largely voluntarist character, and also the trust in the
beneficial working of an adequate liberal-democratic institutional environment on new
religious minorities instead of direct state ‘integration’-policies to impose liberal and
democratic institutions and virtues. But it hopes to avoid its downsides by offering religions
a more fair, open, and flexible system of institutional pluralism, of selective recognition,
representation and cooperation with old and new religions, which it shares, in principle, with
European NOCOP’s.593 I’m convinced that it is possible, in principle, to combine the best
aspects of these competing models, and I have tried to indicate how this could be done, but I
have also made clear, that it is hard to find sensible balances among conflicting moral
principles, that trade-offs with other normative principles like efficiency, effectiveness and
workability are involved. Even if it seems possible to find better, more sensitive solutions to
some of these trade-offs, one still has to deal with realist challenges of feasibility and
inevitable counter-productive effects. After all, the way to hell is paved with good moral
intentions.

European privilege (European wide constituencies, (iv) adversarial principle (constituencies that are
known to have diverse and, especially, opposing interests. Eight generic principles for the internal
decision rules of EGAs: (i) putative equality , (ii) horizontal interaction, (iii) consensus, (iv) open
door (exit without undue retaliation), (v) proportionality, (vi) shifting alliances, (vii) checks and
balances, (viii) reversibility. The institutionalization of EGAs should be guided by five other generic
principles: (i) precautionary principle, (ii) forward regarding principle, (iii) subsidiarity, (iv) (partial)
transparency, (v) proportional externalities.
593
Casanova (2005: 12 ff) rightly criticizes the strong exclusionary tendencies of existing
NOCOP’s in Europe, but sketches a too rosy picture of the American constitutional model and
denominationalism (23, 26-28).
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Chapter 12

A Realist Defence of Associative Democracy

Practical reason is complex and judging regimes of religious governance includes not only
moral but also ethico-political, prudential and realist evaluations (3.5). For reasons of space I
bracket an ethico-political evaluation here. Some prudential reasons in favour of AD have been
addressed in passing in the last chapter. Now the focus is on realist arguments. Associative
religious governance may be vulnerable to the following realist objections known from general
debates on affirmative action and institutional pluralism (e.g. consociationalism,
multiculturalism).594 Notwithstanding its morally good intentions it is said to lead – more or
less inevitably – to disruptive conflicts between secular or religious majorities and religious
minorities, it threatens the stability of the polity and undermines minimally required social
cohesion and political unity. It does so because it empowers minority organizations and leaders
who – for structural reasons – tend to engage in separationist strategies, because it does not
create but eventually undermines minimally required conciliatory attitudes, because it does not
create but inevitably undermines minimal civic and democratic virtues and also loyalty and
commitment to the polity. It is also said to severely restrict or exclude opportunities for noncommunal everyday interactions in public institutions and encounters. Some of these general
objections against affirmative action and institutional pluralism for ascriptive minorities may
be less to the point regarding religious minorities, e.g. the nasty consequences of
categorization and stigmatization because religious belonging may be more voluntary and
because even all existing forms of institutionalization of religions are clearly based on selfdefinition (9.1).595 Others, as rigidity, seem less serious because AD is more flexible, open and
choice-based (10) than existing varieties of RIP and NOCOP.
In my brief refutation, I proceed in two steps: I start with objections against “institutional
structures” and “measures” (Horowitz 1991a:452) because they are more accessible for
“deliberative action” (458) compared with contexts and conditions, which may be very hard to
influence by politics, at least in the short and medium term. Institutional and policy-proposals
in the spirit of AD however may not be equally feasible in all contexts (12.8), particularly if no
See Bader 1998 and 2004a.
Bader 2003c: 146ff. In general the seriousness of the objections clearly depends upon the
diversity of DIP, of its type, scope, degree and mode of institutionalization and representation as well
as upon the respective groups and issues.
594
595
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fairly stable liberal-democratic polities exist; if economic and ethno-religious cleavages
overlap, if politically fundamentalist religions threaten the framework of decent or liberaldemocratic polities; under conditions of emergency; or in conditions of advanced cultural
secularization and individualization.
Realist evaluations are complex and contested, and social sciences have difficulties with
prospective evaluations of institutional and policy alternatives because unintended –
counterproductive as well as beneficial – effects often can only be seen after implementation
(Bader/Engelen 2003:384). Hence, my attempt to refute charges against religious associative
governance cannot mobilize any consensus amongst social scientists. It is also not intended to
downplay the difficulties of institutional design but to undermine the prima facie evidence of
the challenges shared by most libertarians, liberals, republicans, deliberative democrats and
post-modernists and, increasingly so, in actual political talk against ‘Multiculturalism’,
‘Communalism’, and ‘religious pillarization’.
12.1

Context-Independent vicious effects of AD?

Institutional pluralism is said to undermine the stability of society and polity, to disunite and
“balkanize” the country regardless of groups and contexts (Schlesinger 1991; Lind 1995;
Hollinger 1995; Sleeper 1997; Offe 1998a; Barry 2001). This ostensibly general effect of all
forms of institutional pluralism automatically covers religious institutional pluralism in all
varieties, the reason why I focus on democratic institutional pluralism (DIP) in general. It is
hotly contested, as the theoretically guided and empirically informed old discussions between
representatives of consociational approaches (Lijphart 1968; v. Dijk 1995), integrative
approaches (Horowitz 1985) and control approaches (Lustick 1979) clearly have shown.
Stability, obviously, may mean many things (Bader 2001e): it may mean stable patterns of
gross inequality, a stable repressive state, stable patterns of oppressive (racist, sexist,
genderist, ageist, ethnocentrist, ultra-nationalist, religiously intolerant) cultures; or it may
mean relatively stable rule of law, stable minimal government, and minimal security and
safety as in Lijphart’s “civil peace and a democratic system of government” (1985:87) as well
as gradual non-disruptive rates of cultural change (Bader 1997a:48). Only the latter kinds of
stability are worth defending from a liberal-democratic point of view. If religious institutional
pluralism would threaten the minimally required stability of government and rule of law, for
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instance, even coercive integration of religious minorities by a strong repressive majoritarian
state may be defended, because stability in this sense is not only an important prudential aim
but is connected to moral principles (basic rights to life and security (3.2, see Lustick
1979:332ff). In general, as indicated in 9.1.3, the supposed integrative or disintegrative effects
of institutional separation and cultural pluralism depend on two clusters of variables: first, on
whether they are relatively freely accepted by both minorities and majorities, and whether the
resulting centrifugal or centripetal strategies point towards the same solution and, second, on
the contextual variables addressed below. Both clusters do not allow for general, let alone
simple solutions. If one focuses on institutions and policies, bracketing contexts, the presumed
disintegrative effects refer to issues of minimal social cohesion and political unity (12.2), of
civic and democratic virtues (12.3), whether the opportunity for separate institutions creates
‘parallel societies’ undermining every-day inter-religious encounters and their presumed
beneficial effects generally (12.4), in schools, parties and workplaces (12.5), and in public
spaces (12.6) in particular, and whether it breads or creates religious fundamentalism or even
terrorism (12.7).
12.2

Undermining Social Cohesion and Political Unity?

The fear of disintegrative effects is very often based on uncritical assumptions regarding social
cohesion, which are incompatible with functionally and culturally differentiated societies.
Modern societies require much less social cohesion, and minimally required social cohesion
rests less on moral principles, shared cultures, virtues and ‘reasonable public deliberation’ than
moral and political philosophers still largely assume (see Bader 2001e). In addition, the thick
versions of ‘shared values, cultures, habits and virtues’ are often incompatible with the
presumed ‘neutrality’ of the liberal-democratic state in all matters of the Good Life (6.2.3).
All versions of institutional pluralism are also said to undermine not only societal cohesion
but minimally required political unity as well. Again, this objection has an institutional and a
cultural side. Power-sharing arrangements are obviously incompatible with unitary or monist
polities. Processes of erosion of traditional state-monopolies and historical cases of
institutional design of multi-level polities show that institutional differentiation and systems of
complex divisions of powers do not threaten minimally required state unity: the institutional
core of federal states can be very thin (e.g. some common frame-work legislation, common
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armed forces). The ‘institutional compartmentalization’ (e.g. in full-fledged religious
pillarization) of society together with institutionally plural multi-level polities evidently makes
the institutional core of the overarching polity very thin indeed, without threatening the unity
of states like formerly ‘pillarized’ Netherlands or Switzerland.596
An institutionally minimalist centre can also be more relationally neutral, culturally
speaking, than a state trying to legislate or regulate almost everything and to institutionalize a
state monopoly in service-provision of all kinds (as in Sweden). A thin, culturally fairly neutral
state is praised by committed libertarians (Kukathas 1998:690; 2002) and associative
democrats (Hirst 1994:67-70) and it should also be advocated by committed political liberals.
Yet, at the same time, it can also be seen to undermine minimally required political unity. It is
claimed, then, that the disentanglement of liberal-democratic political culture and virtues from
ethno-religious or national culture dramatically weakens civic and democratic culture and
virtues and commitment for the common cause.
12.3

Undermining Civic and Democratic Virtues?

That pre-existing traditions and habits of conciliation and toleration make the establishment
and functioning of DIP in general more feasible is uncontested. Whether DIP itself stimulates
conciliation, as Lijphart has argued, or undermines it, as Horowitz has claimed, is one of the
core issues in debates about consociational democracy. If one accepts, in a first step, the
restriction of this discussion to the conciliatory attitudes of elites or political leaders, “making
moderation pay” (Horowitz 1991) is obviously important, and DIP would be weak if it only
drew upon already existing motives for conflict resolution among the leaders of groups
(Horowitz 1991a: 116) or if its institutional proposals did not alter the structure of political
incentives (121). DIP can however offer meaningful incentives to minority organizations and
leaders if representation in the political process is not merely symbolic (vs. tokenism), if it has
at least some bite (vs. fake-democracy), and if it has real and meaningful distributive effects.
This is precisely what DIP, AD particularly, is all about (Lijphart 1985:104).

If this thin core is still unacceptable for determined ethno-religious secessionist movements,
secession may, in some cases, be the only practicable and legitimate alternative to IP and to
integrationist repression (see for national minorities: Bauböck 2000). The tragedies in Northern Ireland,
the Balkans, on the Indian subcontinent vividly demonstrate that secession often ends in nightmares.
596
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The general claim that all forms of DIP would undermine civic and democratic virtues and
political loyalty and commitment of all citizens/residents is not plausible. The core of the
objection seems to be the following: DIP strengthens particularist communal cultures and
virtues (intra-group ‘bonding’) and consequently weakens common civil and democratic
culture and virtues (inter-group ‘bridging’). When such an objection is raised by liberals and
deliberative democrats, it is done on the basis of defending the ideal of a purely civil and
democratic, secular culture, completely ‘neutral’ and disentangled from all religious and
national cultures, and claiming purely civil and democratic virtues to be strong. Yet the
objection to this presumed effect of DIP is not plausible, as DIP actually may contribute to the
forging of a common political culture, which is more relationally neutral than the presumed
neutrality of unitary states and national public cultures without being weak.597
The objection is more suited to stronger versions of liberal nationalism and, particularly, of
national republicanism, which criticize the weakness or even impossibility of a completely
disentangled public morality, culture and virtues, which are not based in national culture and
one or other version of a ‘civic religion’ (5.4). In my view, DIP, particularly associative
democracy, allows, a more reasonable balance to be struck between the fiction of complete
disentanglement and the overly strong, exclusivist and assimilatory concepts and practices of
republican, religion-based national culture and virtues.598 Relationally neutral political culture
and democratic virtues cannot and need not be completely disentangled from existing majority
and minority cultures and religions, and, consequently, common virtues promoted and
stimulated by AD would not be as weak as critics claim.
In addition, DIP proposes not only multi-level polities but also promotes multi-layered
schemes of overlapping, partly competing and partly reinforcing obligations, loyalties and
commitments (Bader 2001d, 2005c, 2006). By accepting a certain trade-off between
inclusiveness and motivation,599 DIP allows for a better balance to be struck. Local, regional,
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See Hirst (1994: 56f) for thin but strong forms. See my criticism: 2001d: 189f. See empirically for
Canada: Jedwab (2005) and Biles/Tolley/Ibrahim (2005).
598
See Bader 1997: 785-9, and 1999: 391ff. Contextualist morality does not require ‘abstracting’
from religious traditions and virtues but evenhandedness (3.4). AD makes more clearly visible that
common civic and democratic virtues are based in different traditions both religious and secular ones
(6.1, 6.2). A relationally neutral public culture that is embedded in relevant cultural and religious
traditions is clearly stronger.
599
See various contributions in v. Parijs (ed. 2004), Banting/Kymlicka 2005, Bader 2005d, 2006.
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central, supra-state, and global virtues, obligations and loyalties partly conflict,600 but may also
partly enhance each other. By the way, these political obligations and loyalties have never
been as exclusively focused on the ‘nation-state’ as centralist monists assume. They have been
intimately linked with ethno-religious and national obligations and ‘communal’ loyalties.
Particular obligations and loyalties often compete with more universal ones but, again, flexible
DIP offers a setting, which more often allows for their mutual re-enforcement. To the degree
that ‘communal groups’ have meaningful autonomy and group-representation, and further
experience this as satisfying (or minimally as the least of worst-case settings), they can and
usually do accept obligations towards the overarching polity,601 allowing for strong loyalties
and commitments to develop. Whether this will actually happen depends on numerous
contextual factors, but I do claim that the structural design of DIP itself does not preclude but
would facilitate this. In turn, it should not be forgotten that attempts to impose demanding,
thick versions of liberal, democratic or even inter-cultural virtues on resenting religious
minorities are not only morally questionable but risk serious counter-productive effects (6.2.4).
12.4

Separate Institutions and ‘Parallel Societies’? Undermining Inter-Religious
Everyday Interactions and their presumed beneficial effects?

Liberal, deliberative, and republican democrats, then, focus their criticism on the more radical,
‘pillarized’ versions of DIP. In particular, they claim that DIP cannot provide minimally
required common, public institutions (mainly schools and political parties) in which these
virtues, loyalties, and commitments can actually develop (the seedbed of virtues-thesis) and in
which minorities and majorities actually interact in common causes (the everyday interactionthesis inspired by a positive reading of the contact-hypothesis 6.3.4). A detailed analysis of
this complex, hotly contested and politically dramatized issue is, obviously, way beyond the
space limits of this section. What I intent to show, instead, is that the effects of interactions in
organizations and in public spaces clearly depend on (i) the degree of voluntariness of
inclusion into common public organizations, (ii) the degree of voluntariness of separate
institutions or territorial segregation, and (iii) other contextual factors. I start with more or less
fully ‘compartementalized’, ‘pillarized’ ‘parallel societies’, focus next on vices or benefits of
See 5.1 for conflicts between obligations of citizenship and obligations of faith, particularly in
universalist religions.
601
See Swaine 2001; Kymlicka 2005:69f.
600
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‘communal versus common’ schools, religious versus ‘non-communal parties’ and ‘separate’
versus ‘neutral common’ employment and entrepreneurship as relevant organizational issues
(12.5) before turning to interactions in public spaces (12.6). I conclude with a strong defence
of associative religious governance: high degrees of voluntarism and real choices between
‘communal’ and ‘public’ institutions, better exit-options and more equal chances, and
overlapping membership in divergent associations all tend to have a beneficial impact on the
kind of ‘inter-religious’ interactions tending to foster minimal and more demanding civic and
democratic virtues.
My criticism of the philosopher’s model of the millet system (9.2) has shown that full or
complete separation without inter-religious interaction exists only in textbooks, not in reality.
Yet DIP allows for different degrees of separation – ‘from the cradle to the grave’ – in work
and employment, in healthcare and recreation, mating, friendship and marriage, social
services, arts, sciences, education, media, political movements and parties as well as territorial
segregation in neighbourhoods or areas (Bader 1998a: 204, Figure 1). Historically, high
degrees of institutional completeness of minorities emerge under conditions of exclusion from
common institutions or as a powerful reaction (by national or religious minorities) to enforced
inclusion in institutions of dominant (secular and/or religious) majorities. Only tiny ultraorthodox religious minorities have more voluntarily chosen for maximum isolation and
institutional separation across the board. Those who raise the spectre of ‘parallel societies’ of
Muslims today in politics and theory usually do forget to mention these important structural
reasons of separation and segregation. In addition, the overwhelming majority of Muslim
immigrants does not choose freely for, nor claims full separation, and their demand for
separate institutions, e.g. in education, can also be understood as a reaction to resistance of
their legitimate demands for accommodation (or the extremely slow pace and degree of
accommodation (8.2-8.3)). Residential segregation also is mainly caused by structural
characteristics of housing markets in big cities and only partly the result of voluntary selfsegregation. Failures to accommodate their legitimate demands, together with imposed
inclusion in so-called neutral institutions of majorities, in my view, explain to a considerable
degree the re-active and defensive self-separation and self-segregation of religious minorities
and also partly the feeding ground for political radicalism.
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Critics not only overlook the potential of DIP to prevent reactive attempts to more fullscale separation but also claim that opportunities for voluntary and partial institutional
separation in itself, completely independent of contextual variables, would lead quasi-naturally
to ever more radical claims for institutional completeness and full-scale separation with all its
vicious consequences for everyday interaction as a breeding ground for civic and democratic
virtues. Before addressing this issue however it is important to repeat that even high degrees of
separation and low levels of everyday inter-group contacts can go hand in hand with actual
(gritting teeth) toleration, live-and-let-live, and even with acceptance of basic principles of
multicultural states (Kymlicka 2005), as we have seen in the case of the millet system and as
traditional Durch pillarization also has shown. Low density and intensity of interaction in
contexts of potential or actual hostility between groups or of harsh patterns of discrimination is
by far preferable to (imposed!) high-density and intensity. In 6.2.4 I have already qualified the
contact-hypothesis: whether the effects of interaction are beneficial depends on the degree of
voluntariness, the absence of serious threats, of serious patterns of discrimination, severe
socio-economic inequalities and of negative sum games. The generalized objection against
DIP is clearly at odds with all evidence inside organizations and in public spaces.
12.5

Public Schools, Political Parties, Workplace Interactions

Lets first have a look at the character of interactions in public and private organizations and
their capacities to create civil and democratic virtues. Historically, schools and the armed
forces have been the major anvils for inculcating ‘national’ virtues, obligations, loyalties,
identities, and commitments, whether liberal-democratic or not (8.2), while wars have been the
pre-eminent ‘common causes’.
Common public or governmental schools have been favoured by nationalists and also by
civic republicans and deliberative democrats (e.g. Gutmann 1987; Gutmann/Thompson 1996;
Valadez 1999; Williams 2001). Some of the major reasons include the claims that
governmental education is more egalitarian than other alternatives; its curriculum is more
neutral; it better performs the primary task of ‘education for citizenship’ since it provides not
only curricular civic-democratic instruction, but it already practices multicultural and interreligious citizenship in everyday interactions between a huge diversity of students (and
teachers from all backgrounds) (see Bauböck 1998: 7f, and 2001:15f). All these contested
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claims will be discussed more extensively in chapter 13. For now, it seems enough to only
raise serious doubts regarding the claimed positive effects of civics classes or learning
minimal civic-democratic virtues by doing, and also of the positive effects of interactions in
state-school environments between students (and teachers) assumed to represent a wide
heterogeneity of class, education of parents, cultural and ethno-religious affiliations, on the
one hand (governmental schools certainly do not all the good things they are supposed to do in
all contexts), and, on the other hand, the supposed vicious effects of nongovernmental schools,
whether publicly funded and controlled or not, in all these regards. Comparisons should be fair
– not comparing ideal models with muddle (McConnell 2002:129-33) – and contextualized, to
say the least.
Authors who share (parts of) this criticism and also do not trust that armies or prisons
would compensate for serious defects of schooling, are looking for other common institutions,
mainly non-communal political parties. The cleavage of party-systems along communal lines
often has strong centrifugal effects, particularly in the case of ‘ethnic parties’ (see Horowitz
1985: chapter 7). Strong non-communal parties are hence favoured by most political theorists
and, maybe, with good reasons. Communal parties are said to be ‘particularist parties’, which
behave like interest groups, whereas non-communal parties are said to quest for the ‘public
interest’, the ‘common good’. This involvement in a common cause is said to create civic and
democratic virtues (parties as ‘schools of democracy’), along with a strong common loyalty
and identity, which transcends more parochial groups (Rosenblum 2003). The ideal, again, is
praiseworthy but, as in the case of governmental vs. nongovernmental education, comparisons
should avoid ‘model to muddle’ shifts, and address the problem how to transform institutions
and practices so that they closer approach the ideal. Hence, some sobering remarks are in
order. (i) Depending on the setting, actual interest-groups (particularly social movements and
SMO’s) do not only ‘aggregate’ interests but also serve to ‘intermediate’ interests, while noncommunal parties do not always foster the ‘public interest’, emphatically understood. (ii) The
analytical distinction between communal and non-communal parties can be highly misleading
if applied to existing parties. It is only in predominantly ethnically homogenous polities that
so-called non-ethnic parties 602 may seem ethnically ‘neutral’, and it is only in culturally fairly
secularized societies that ‘secular’ parties seem religiously neutral. In all other cases, their
602

Horowitz (1985). See more systematically: Bader (1991: chapter II, and 407f), following Rokkan.
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presumed neutrality, together with that of the polity, is one of the main reasons why communal
(ethnic and/or religious) parties develop and why non-communal parties may end up as de
facto ethno-religiously or secularly biased parties.603 (iii) Historically, religious communal
parties in democratic political systems have contributed to the integration of religious
minorities into democratic polities, and also to liberalize and democratize the respective
Churches (5.2) and this may happen with Islamic political parties in liberal-democratic polities
(e.g. in Turkey or in European States if they would successfully develop). (iv) Flexible DIP,
AD in particular, can have many beneficial effects: by guaranteeing meaningful autonomy,
selective cooperation, and political representation for ethno-religious minorities, it reduces the
demand for separate religious political parties and helps to prevent communal cleavages from
completely conquering and segregating party systems. Proportional representation rules tend
to generate more parties thereby also increasing the chances for fairly small ethno-religious
minorities to create their own communal parties if they so wish. It also guarantees the
possibility of crossovers (membership, candidacy in non-communal parties) and makes voting
for non-communal parties strategically easier. Depending on the issues and on the felt
seriousness of ascripitive cleavages, this may open up a centripetal dynamic (absent in
Horowitz’s analysis) in which communal parties lose and/or more moderate communal parties
and leaders may win from radical (fundamentalist, separationist) ones.604 Rather than leading
inevitably to ever more radical fundamentalism,605 competition among ethno-religious or
national parties and leaders may also generate rivalry between strong, moderate and
integrationist organizations, on the one hand, and small radical, fundamentalist and
separationist ones, on the other hand (Bader 1991:246ff).
603

Horowitz analyzes this process for ethnically deeply divided societies, e.g. for the fate of left wing,
Marxist parties (1985: 334ff). In such societies, few examples of non-ethnic parties can be found (see
his discussion of the Indian Congress Party: 301f). In India, as in Turkey, religious parties are banned
by the constitutions (see Jacobsohn 2000; Zubaida 2000). But he still argues that non-ethnic parties
would actually perform all the wonderful normative functions of political parties and as if they would
be feasible alternatives in all contexts.
604
This may be one of the reasons why the AEL-NL seemed unable to gain much support among
Dutch Muslims. Even under conditions of mounting ethno-religious inequality and Islamophobia, the
project has been recently abandoned.
605
Horowitz (1985: 342ff) has shown that in ethnically deeply divided societies, both in-group party
competition (particularly among two ethnic parties: Fig. 2, 347) and inter-ethnic party competition tend
to radicalize ethnic parties and foster conflict. Yet he does not discuss in detail whether the centrifugal,
radicalizing tendencies hold for all ‘communal parties’ and also in non-deeply divided societies, as is
commonly presumed.
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Needless to repeat, the formation of communal parties is guaranteed by freedoms of
political communication and association. Whether they really emerge depends mainly on the
actual degree of communal segregation and of structural inequalities along ethno-religious
cleavages, on the one hand, on the actual degree of openness and inclusiveness of noncommunal parties for minority membership, candidates, MP’s etc., on the other hand.606 Only
if non-communal parties are really inclusive and succeed in developing evenhanded interethnic and inter-religious cultures, the high expectations of parties as schools of civic and
democratic virtues may come true.607
To the degree that governmental or associational education and non-communal political
parties actually do not create civic-democratic virtues and do not provide the basis for actual
practices of inter-cultural moderation and toleration, the main hope left would be that everyday
interactions in work-organizations and in unorganized public spaces might teach these virtues
in the normal course of practical life. This hope is strongly articulated by Rosenblum (2000:
189), Spinner-Halev (2000: 88ff, 178ff), and Estlund 2003. To make a long and complex story
short, as in schools, the character of everyday interactions at workplaces depends on the
numerical and power-relations between majority/majorities and minorities and the respective
demographic composition of the employed (degree of actual ‘mixing’); 608 the degree of
inclusiveness of selection and of actual and effective anti-discrimination in the structure and
culture of organizations;609 and the degree in which respective minorities are included in co-

It is an open question whether consociational systems (e.g. in NL most parties from the Green-Left
to the neo-liberal VVD have increasingly included minority representatives) are more inclusive than
majoritarian ones. The most important reason in this regard, irrespective of party-systems and relational
neutrality of party programmes, seems to be high rates of naturalization of immigrant minorities,
making immigrants into voters.
607
Again, voluntary participation is a better precondition for the development of civic and democratic
virtues and inter-communal interactions The legal voluntariness of voting and party-membership,
rightly stressed by Hirst, Rosenblum and others, should not make us blind to the limits of free choice in
cases of serious ascriptive cleavages. Social pressure and sanctions (ostracism) together with sober
strategic thinking: ‘breach of unity’ and the threat of divide et impera (Horowitz 1985: 298, 324ff, 344,
353f) explain why actual voting and membership is far from free (Williams 1998: 205ff). The
seriousness of strategic dilemmas in voting and membership should not be underestimated.
608
Estlund 2003 (chapter 4 ‘Working together Across Racial Lines’, and chapter 5 ‘Men and Women
Working Together’).
609
The robustness of racist, sexist, ethno-religious discriminatory culture even in the face of
determined anti-discrimination policies and ‘diversity’ HRM policies (in all regards and on all levels,
particularly also promotion and top-positions) explains why determined affirmative action policies are
606
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decision systems of democratic corporate governance.610 Here again, it is important to
recognize the dangers of idealization in two regards. First, actual workplaces diverge from the
ideal of actually fairly free entry (voluntarism), wide heterogeneity of demographic
composition (inclusiveness), anti-discriminatory practices and culture, and workplace
democracy. Only if they are not demographically homogeneous there is a chance that they can
foster connectedness in a diverse society (“bridging ties” and the related minimalist civic
virtues). Only if they are democratic at least to a certain degree, they can work as ‘schools of
democracy’.
Second however it is crucial to recognize that (i) voluntarism of entry permits selfsegregation and limits the ability of associations in ‘civil society’ “to draw together individuals
across lines of social division that they prefer not to cross” (Estlund 2003:129) whereas
economic compulsion contributes to demographic heterogeneity of the employed.611 (ii) Being
bond to ‘work together’ fosters connectedness across ascriptive cleavages, increases the
chances for ‘bridging ties’ not only at workplaces, and breeds minimalist civic (Estlund
2003:138), though not necessarily democratic virtues. (iii) The often plainly neglected fact that
“even hierarchically organized, non-union workplaces can foster social ties and civic skills
that are essential in a diverse democratic society” (137), the “ambiguity of compulsion and
hierarchy” (130ff) however does not imply that we would have to sacrifice the ideal of
workplace democracy because less hierarchical, more cooperative models of organizing work
are possible and developing,612 and they are obviously more conducive to foster bridging ties
and civic virtues. In addition, firms, sectors, regions and national regimes of economic
governance differ widely regarding degrees of ‘workplace democracy’,613 and higher degrees
required (Bader 1998; Engelen 2003:522ff; Estlund 2003 (chapter 8 ‘Refining the “Equal Protection
Clause” of the Workplace).
610
Fashionable ‘management of diversity’ policies (all individuals are so ‘different’ but ascriptive
groups remain unequal) tend to be fairly unsuccessful if not extended into minority-inclusive
democratic corporate governance policies (MC-policies within organizations). See also Estlund
2003:142-4, and chapter 9 ‘Protecting Collective Voice and Promoting Cooperation in the Workplace’.
611
The irony and dialectics of this argument by Estlund is absent from civil society-debates and also
not clearly seen by Rosenblum and Warren. Compulsion – in the Army (Estlund 2003:75) and in
workplaces – may have much neglected beneficial effects if it is not too harsh (as usually in prisons).
Mandatory governmental education however is legally proscribed (13).
612
See the short discussion of the democratic potential of new production-conceptions in Engelen
2000, chapter 2; see also Estlund 2003, chapter 3, 132.
613
See Streeck/Rogers 1997, Engelen 2000, chapter 4; Whitley 1999, chapter 4. Estlund draws only on
the limited and weak experiences in the US.
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can and should be stimulated in different ways614 with the intended side effect to breed
democratic virtues.
A sober analysis of actual workplace regimes and interactions, hence, is not discouraging,
but it should also be emphasized that actual interactions foster minimally beneficial effects
only if structure (of hiring and firing, of pay and promotion) and culture of organizations of
work is not too exclusive, internally segmented, and discriminatory.615 As in other cases,
segregation of ethno-religious minorities in ‘niches’ of labour markets and immigrant
entrepreneurship is mainly caused by structural closure and discrimination and certainly not by
voluntary self-segregation.616
12.6

Everyday Interactions in Public Spaces

Inter-communal everyday interactions in public spaces as cities and neighbourhoods are, in
itself, mostly fleeting and superficial compared with more regular and repeated interactions at
workplaces. They are clearly more limited in cases of high degrees of territorial segregation.
Ethno-religious areas or neighbourhoods in ‘metropolis’, characterizing the experience of most
immigration societies, again, result from a mix of involuntary choices caused by capitalist
housing markets, strong ‘nativist’ discrimination; from chain-migration and migration
networks; and from more voluntary but still reactive decisions: because they provide shelter in
fairly hostile environments; create opportunities of employment and ethno-religious nichemarkets for entrepreneurs; guarantee minimal social security (particularly for ‘irregular’
immigrants and in the absence of developed welfare states). Minimal territorial concentration
is also required to practice communal religions, build houses of worship but also schools,
hospitals, newspapers, and it makes communal friendships, recreation, mating and marriage
more easy. In addition it creates better opportunities to retain and transform cultural (including

Estlund rightly qualifies the “realist response based on the lack of good alternatives: Where else do
we see as much potential for constructive interaction among citizens across racial and ethnic lines?”
(132): “Workplaces need not be democratic to play a valuable role in supporting political democracy;
but neither need they or should they be insulated from regulations that promote democratization”.
615
See also Estlund (2003:60ff): “highly indeterminate”; see 82f for the ambiguity and the
asymmetrical experience of working together.
616
See for policies to prevent reproduction of ‘dead end jobs’ and ‘dead end markets’: Engelen 2003
and Rath 2004.
614
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artistic) and religious practices more on their own terms and to better resist assimilatory
pressure by religious or secularist majorities and ‘their’ state.617
Everyday interactions in ‘mixed’ neighbourhoods may not foster bridging ties and civic
virtues as idealists assume618 but can also be – under conditions of mutual suspicion, mounting
ethno-religious stereotyping, ‘racism and counter-racism’ – the breeding ground of more or
less violent confrontations whereas communally fairly homogeneous neighbourhoods may
teach minimal toleration (see 6.2.4). In addition, they may provide fairly safe spaces and social
environments – “cultural comfort zones” (Estlund 2003:67f) – for the development of selfrespect needed to play the “game of marbles”, the “struggle for everyday recognition” on the
streets and in mixed city-areas,619 because ethno-religious segregation is never complete and
many inter-communal encounters are inevitable.
Policies of forced spreading in order to prevent self-segregation and to increase intercommunal encounters, even if motivated by concern about high degrees of ‘social control’
inside ethno-religious communities,620 tend to produce counter-productive results even apart
from the facts that they are morally and legally more than dubious (freedom of settlement) and
extremely hard to realize. Morally and realistically, the problems are not ethno-religious
neighbourhoods per se but ghettos. The appropriate policies are not imposed cultural
assimilation and spreading but socio-economic empowerment and providing opportunities for
those who want to move out of ethno-religious neighbourhoods.621
Experience also teaches that it is extremely difficult for immigrant minorities to resist longterm ‘assimilatory’ pressures, which emerge not only from intentional policies and actions but
from living in a different society providing lots of new chances and opportunities, not only

Territorial concentration and direct physical interaction seem to be a condition of
retaining/transforming cultures even under conditions of the World Wide Web: transforming mosaics
of collective cultures versus individualizing ‘melting pots’. As in education (see 13), less ‘internal’
cultural or religious diversity may be more conducive to more overall diversity in societies.
618
Actually, voluntarism fosters residential self-segregation of the ‘white rich’ (see also Estlund
2003:8, 64ff, 130) and reactive self-segregation of minorities (67f).
619
Berg 2003, Bader 2006a for more agonistic versions of recognition.
620
Morally and legally intolerable practices can and have to be prevented and sanctioned by other
means (7.4 – 7.6). Territorial spreading is clearly the wrong strategy.
621
Policies to ‘enforce’ or ‘impose’ inter-communal mingling in recreational activities, in friendship,
mating, marriage, or religious practices are so obviously at odds with basic civic liberties that nobody
dares to defend them, though an increase in these mixings actually has the most profound effects in
terms of respect-toleration (Hollinger 2003a and Estlund 2003 for the U.S.).
617
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risks and threats. As a rule, second and third generation migrants tend to move out of ethnoreligious neighbourhoods (if not prevented), to loose traditional cultural practices, and to give
up self-segregation strategies. Only orthodox religions tend to retain and purify dogma and
practices following isolationist strategies (Isaijw 1990). Policies of imposed
‘assimilation/integration’ and of ‘spreading’ are signals of “democratic impatience”
(Vermeulen/Penninx 1995). They claim the moral high ground but clearly lack trust in the
seductive capacity of the praised ‘open’ character of ‘post-modern’ societies and liberaldemocratic polities. They also lack determined efforts to make them actually more
open/diverse and to really make work of the rhetoric of equal opportunities for all.
In sum, the core of Nancy Rosenblum’s forceful criticism of institutional pluralism (1998)
is correct that a ‘compartementalized’ society minimizes the opportunities for everyday
encounters and also virtually excludes crosscutting memberships in divergent associations and
their expected beneficial effects on overlapping, not strictly segmented obligations, loyalties
and identities. It is particularly telling because she too is rightly sceptical of the high
‘democratic expectancies’ of deliberative and associative democrats that membership and
participation in associations would actually function as a seedbed of democratic virtues (6.2.4),
and she explicitly criticizes policies of liberal congruence, defended by many liberals and
republicans. Yet, this criticism has to be qualified in two regards. First, minimal toleration can
emerge even in fully ‘pillarized’ societies, and high density and intensity of everyday
encounters are not beneficial in all contexts. Second, habits and virtues of conciliation and
toleration of elites emerging from institutionalized interactions, negotiations and deliberations
among ‘communal’ and non-communal groups in pillarized systems, are not a small
achievement. Policies of imposed ‘spreading’ to increase intermingling tend to threaten
minimal virtues of both elites and rank and file (violating the non-infringement proviso). AD
focuses on policies of socio-economic empowerment of minorities. It does not confine people
to their ‘communities’ but creates meaningful options for voluntary exit and considerable
increases in voluntary everyday encounters of ‘ordinary people’ in all kinds of organizations
and public spaces. To the degree in which this can actually be achieved, the chances are
increasing that more demanding virtues are actually learned by ‘elites and masses’.
12.7

Creating Religious Fundamentalism or Terrorism?
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DIP is said to create political fundamentalism for four main reasons, independent of contexts:
it would create or stimulate the radicalization of communal parties and of other communal
organizations and leaders, it would provide the feeding ground for essentializing and purifying
cultures/religions, and for ethno-religiously legitimized terrorism.
Freedoms of political communication (should) guarantee the formation of ‘religious’ or
other communal parties in all liberal democracies, not only in institutionally more pluralist
systems like consociational democracies. The institutional pluralism of political
‘consociationalism’ however and even more so the social and minority pluralism defended by
AD, are said to have disintegrative effects in themselves, fostering instead of moderating
conflicts independent of contexts (Nordlinger 1972:32). I have already refuted the claims that
communal parties would inevitably radicalize and select the wrong leaders. Some parties and
leaders had important long-term moderating and integrating effects. We have also seen that the
emergence of distinct religious parties is more likely if structural inequalities along ethnoreligious cleavages are high, non-communal parties are fairly closed and ethno-religious
minorities are not (fairly) represented in legislative, executive, judicial and administrative
bodies (see Sisk 1996:70, table 2). AD and consociationalism clearly share ‘consensus rules
and practices’ regarding the latter, but AD tries more decisively to address structural
inequalities, it provides for more meaningful autonomy, selective cooperation and political
representation for ethno-religious minorities, and it creates more opportunities for social and
minority institutionalism, thereby considerably reducing the demand for separate religious
parties.
Turning to integrationist conflict-regulating proposals defended by many republican
opponents of DIP and AD, one has to ask in turn whether the establishment of “a single
inclusive unitary state” and the adoption of “majoritarian but integrated executive, legislative,
and administrative decision making,” of “a semi-majoritarian or semi-proportional electoral
system” (vote pooling, president elected by “supermajority”), or of “ethnicity-blind public
policies” would have the intended effects (Sisk’s summary 1996: 71). In my view, we do not
only lack, as Sisk rightly criticizes, “whole-country empirical examples of working systems”,
we also have good theoretical arguments as to why this may not be effective. Minorities may
have good reasons to question the presumed neutrality and inclusiveness of the single unitary
state and its ostensibly difference-blind public policies. They may be convinced that
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majoritarian and semi-majoritarian electoral systems systematically work to their
disadvantage, and that proclaimed power sharing in executive, legislative, and judicial bodies
is either fiction or tokenism. If they hold such beliefs (with or without good reasons),
integrationist proposals generate and foster radicalism. In such cases, only the strong,
repressive state advocated by defenders of a ‘control’ approach may succeed in coercively
assimilating or completely disempowering minorities, if it is not too late for such strategies to
be successfully applied (Bader 1991: 313ff). In such cases, Lijphart’s claim (1985: 101ff) that
consociationalism is the only available, more or less democratic setting for conflict resolution
(not ‘harmony’) in deeply divided societies gains in plausibility. Political empowerment of
minorities may help to make states and policies more relationally neutral.
Empowering religions and FBO’s not only politically, as in consociational democracy, but
also socially is again said to contribute to the radicalization of organizations and leaders and to
fundamentalist political conflicts because the provided resources and opportunities can be used
for ‘integrative’ but also for antagonistic and separationist ends depending on definitions of
ends and strategies. This is the nowadays most often heard and fashionable argument of
republican critics. The general argument regarding radicalization of organizations is
implausible (see 11), particularly if religions are granted meaningful autonomy and
opportunities to run their own institutions. If they vie for legal recognition and public money to
get important things done, there is a strong incentive towards ‘moderate’ strategies and also to
prevent that ‘the worst get on top’. In addition, public administrations have a legitimate right
of oversight that also may help prevent radicalization if prudently and pro-actively used. This
all cannot prevent that small, radical organizations and leaders emerge but it helps to prevent
the radicalization of whole minorities which may result from not accommodating the
legitimate wishes of religious minorities characterizing assimilationist policies, from
ineffective policies of socio-economic empowerment, and from reactive and badly timed
selection of ‘moderate’ organizations/leaders from above (11.5). Moreover, policies of
effective socio-economic empowerment, emphatically favoured by AD, in combination with
new chances of socio-economic mobility and the emergence of communal business-elites also
help contain the power of traditionalist or fundamentalizing religious elites, which may be
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already limited by newly emerging communal political elites as the example of Christian
parties has shown.622
DIP is explicitly meant to shield ethno-religious minorities from morally illegitimate
assimilatory pressure but critics claim that its institutions and policies would inevitably result
in state- and policy-imposed categorization of minorities (‘ethnicisize’ and/or ‘religionize’
immigrants) and in essentializing cultures (by attempts to ‘purify’ religious dogma and
practices). This may be an unintended, counterproductive side effect of inflexible and rigid
multiculturalism policies but even in this case, it has to be compared with counterproductive
categorization (as ‘others’, ‘strangers’) and with re-active ‘essentialism’ as a consequence of
societal marginalization and of state-imposed assimilation policies.623 AD is least vulnerable to
these charges because it creates meaningful options for exit, de-segregation and voluntary
interactions on all levels, which may stimulate the development of cultural and religious
blending or ‘hybridization’ on their own terms instead of forced assimilation, and because its
institutions and policies are much more flexible than existing pluralist policies. In addition,
self-chosen cultural and religious ‘conservatism’ is clearly not the feeding ground for political
fundamentalism but may be actually very important in stemming and discouraging these
developments.
DIP is also made responsible for the emergence and mushrooming of religiously
legitimized terrorism624 but it is ironic that the same political leaders and theorists mounting
these charges increasingly appeal to Muslim communities, organizations and leaders for
preventing and fighting terrorism. To make a complex story short, it seems increasingly
evident that Islamicist, al Qu’aida like terrorism worldwide, but particularly in ‘the West’, is
not produced by accommodationist policies and institutions or by voluntary self-segregation or
by conservative religious and political Muslim organizations and leaders. It is executed by
uprooted, completely ‘footloose’ young (fairly well educated, second generation, male)
individuals, loosely integrated into global, informal networks who learn about Islam not from
See Mazower 2005, chapters 3, 8, 13 for the Jewish community in Salonica during late Ottomanism.
See Bader 2001 for documentation and refutation of this criticism; See 2005:86ff for the real
dilemmas of MCP and ways to resolve them more productively.
624
This is a hype in recent Dutch accusations against MCP and in the external intervention into these
debates before and after the publication of the report of the Blok-committee by exporters of the
respective favourite French-Republican model (by Kepel) or the English ‘diversity’-model (by Trevor
Phillip). Now that Paris has been in flames, French-style republicans have a lot of food for thought.
622
623
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their parents or learned religious leaders, certainly not from ‘traditional’ or ‘conservative’
ones, but from unlearned, self-declared imams or internet sheiks inventing their purified
version of a global Islam and a footloose virtual umma.625 As legitimations for terrorism they
use all kinds of perceived or real, historical or actual, internal or global injustices against
Muslims. DIP and AD, quite contrary to the critics’ claims, actually may help fighting
terrorism by accommodating legitimate religious needs and collective, publicly visible
practices of Muslims, by stimulating but not imposing responsible organizations and leaders,
and by integrating youngsters into the diversity of networks and organizations of a broad and
vibrant Muslim community.626
I hope to have undermined the plausibility of the main charges by critics that AD,
independent of contexts, would have all these vicious effects. By highlighting the potentially
beneficial effects of AD’s institutional and policy proposals however I do not claim that they
would be beneficial under all circumstances and in all situations. My claims that AD does not
undermine or is parasitic on pre-existing virtues and attitudes of conciliation and toleration
does not include that they would be stable enough to survive heated communalists
mobilization. That AD does provide better opportunities to prevent radicalization does not
mean that it also would provide the best institutional and policy capabilities in emergency
contexts when situations tend to get completely out of control for reasons not related to the
institutional structure but, quite often, for contingent external events like wars or 9/11. AD
may be good in preventing, but bad in fighting political fundamentalism. In addition, AD may
be suited for a fairly egalitarian society but may be bad for bringing such a society about.
12.8

Is AD feasible in all contexts?

Theorists and politicians seriously concerned with institutional reforms and policies agree that
no institution or measure fits all contexts. The primary focus of my discussion has been on
institutions and policies because disagreement tends to be substantial, and because they are
more easily accessible to deliberative action and short- or medium-term change than deep
See Roy 2005, Benschop 2005, Buys 2005. The delegitimation of ‘collaborating’ and
‘traditionalist’ Muslim leaders in France (see 11.5) also has reduced important strategic options in
‘fighting terrorism’. It is only fair to say that none of the regimes of religious governance can prevent
these effects but they may make a difference when it comes to the institutional conditions that
contribute to the emergence of this kind of footloose ‘religion’ and its use to legitimize terrorism.
626
See also Frey 2004, chapter 5: “Polycentricity reduces Vulnerability”.
625
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economic and societal structures, or entrenched political opportunity structures and cultures
though some institutions are clearly easier to change and ‘deep’ structures are, obviously, not
beyond politics (Unger 1987). The second step of my refutation of objections against DIP
addresses contexts. Contexts matter, but they do not completely determine institutions and
policies, although the degree of choice and the range of feasible institutional design may be
higher or lower. Conversely, institutions and policies may change structures, though not
always with the intended effect and in the desired time-span. An extensive treatment of all
relevant contextual factors is way beyond the confines of this section. Here I select some of
the most important factors, indicating their anticipated impact on conflict-dynamics and
institutional options under ceteris paribus assumptions.627
Two types of external conditions are often highlighted: economic and political opportunity
structures. Fairly steady economic growth allows for long-term positive sum games, and tends
to moderate conflicts between groups, ethno-religious minorities amongst them. However, as
with all other contextual factors, some ceteris paribus conditions, in this case “unequal
distribution” and “rising expectations” counteract this effect (Esman 1991, 1995). Zero sum
and negative sum games tend to foster distributive competition and stimulate that potential
conflict situations are actually defined as conflicts (Bader 1991: 344).628
The political opportunity structure, broadly understood, includes: the character of the state
(‘owned by majority’ versus relative degree of relational ethno-religious and national
neutrality; the degree of legislative, executive and judicial power-sharing), and the
predominant state policies regarding minorities (repression or facilitation). Conditions for DIP
and AD are clearly more difficult if majority-states as France try to repress any form of
minority autonomy, political representation, and also the retention of minority cultures. Also,
627

See extensively: Bader (1991: overview: fig. 1 [36], fig. 2 [41], fig. 3 [45] and fig. 4 [47], specified
for ‘ethnic’ conflicts: 1995). See Lijphart’s favourable conditions: group characteristics and intergrouprelations (absence of a majority ethnic group, absence of large socio-economic differences (crosscutting cleavages), groups have roughly the same size (multiple balance of power, not too many
groups) relatively small size of the country; external threats; overarching loyalties; segmental isolation
of territorial concentration (encapsulation); prior traditions of compromise and elite accommodation
(1991: 497ff, see earlier 1985, 1977: 54). Horowitz’s “early warning indicators” of ethnic conflict are
only slightly different: degree of structural tension; shared or divided territory; overlapping or crosscutting cleavages; legitimacy of political governance; cultural tensions, level of government repression
and counter-mobilization; influence of external actors.
628
This holds for all institutional regimes, but DIP may be more vulnerable and conflict prone because
minorities have better chances to fight for their interests, and because AD may have more problems
with strong egalitarian economic policies (see conclusion).
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the conditions for DIP and AD are obviously much better under stable, established and broadly
accepted liberal-democratic constitutions and politics. The role of religious parties for
example will be evaluated differently if liberal-democratic polities are seriously threatened by
illiberal and anti-democratic religious majorities and ‘their’ parties (e.g. if the BJP would
threaten to overthrow the Indian constitution or the divergent Muslim parties in Turkey would
threaten the liberal-democratic character of the Turkish state).629 Or if ethno-religious parties
emerge and mobilize in deeply divided societies after the breakdown of imperial, authoritarian,
dictatorial, or totalitarian governments as in the former Soviet Union of Yugoslavia.
More generally, it is much harder, though not completely impossible, that AD emerges and
develops under the conditions of post-conflict development and under the conditions of
threatened transitions to liberal democracies than under conditions of well-established
liberal-democratic polities.630 The chances for the development of flexible and open forms of
DIP are better under (different varieties of) PR electoral systems than under majoritarian
systems (9.2.2).631 Also, the existence of fairly stable and broadly accepted traditions of civil
and democratic culture, habits, and practices (overarching loyalties, commitment and
identities) is clearly more favourable to DIP. Yet the absence of traditions of toleration and
accommodation does not absolutely prevent its development.632 Even if accommodation and
attitudes of conciliation are limited to elites, this allows for policy styles and traditions of
political negotiation, bargaining, and ‘diplomacy’ (compromise-seeking), and also for limited
but important forms of persuasion or deliberation (consensus-seeking) conducive to the more
flexible and open forms of DIP, which are absent in adversarial, majoritarian systems. Finally,
a high degree of overlap between party cleavages and overall societal cleavages has an

Both are highly contested issues and ‘modernist’, ‘secularist state elites’ have an interest in biased
definitions of the situations. The liberal-democratic character of the state is more often than not
threatened by ruling political elites (Algeria, Turkish armed forces).
630
See generally Gurr (1993), Horowitz (1985). See G. Smith’s productive discussion of “Crisis,
Break Up, Making?” (2000). Arguments against DIP, referring to the Break Down of the Soviet Union
or Yugoslavia (see Offe 1998a, 2000 and many others) are, in addition, not persuasive against further
development of DIP in so-called established ‘Western Democracies’ like Canada or the Netherlands
(from cell 2 to 4 in figure 3, chapter 9). The transitions from non-democratic IP (like South Africa) to
DIP and AD seem to be easier than from unitarian types of non-democratic government (see Lijphart
1985). See Junne and Verkoren (eds) (2005:308, Table 17.1) for a holistic approach in the
associationalist spirit to post-conflict development and its many dilemmas.
631
Lijphart has the better arguments than Horowitz. More hesitantly: Beitz (1991), Williams (1998).
632
Lijphart is more convincing than critics like Barry (1989), Horowitz (1985), Daalder (1981).
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important impact on forms and types of DIP, but I’ve tried to show thatAD provides better
opportunities to prevent this.
Even well-established and fairly stable forms of DIP may turn out not to be sufficiently
robust and stable under conditions of emergency, of external threats by war and terrorism and
internal threats by ferocious nationalist mobilization. Late Ottomanism didn’t survive the
onslaughts of nationalist mobilization in the Balkans (Mazower 2005 for Salonica) and in
Turkey (Birtek 2003), Lebanon (Lijphart’s favourite consociationalist country) had to endure
endless civil war and external interventions, and the politically pluralist and innovative
structure of the EU may not be robust enough to new international relations even if reforms to
strengthen common foreign policies and security would be successful (Kalyvas 2003).
External and internal ‘wars’ of all kinds are not conducive to ‘diversity’, to say the least, and
the unifying and homogenizing tendencies of institutionally monist polities, whether liberaldemocratic or not, may provide comparative advantages in terms of institutional and policycapability for deterrence strategies under conditions of emergency. Deterrence may be quicker,
more resolute and coherent and commitment and mobilization may be higher but this, in itself,
does not make deterrence strategies the better option. DIP and AD seem much better in
preventing emergencies, particularly inside polities and also in post-conflict development
when one has to clean up the mass produced by deterrence and war, but they may be worse in
acting effectively under such conditions.633
Most attention has been paid to the character of minorities, the relationships among
minorities and with majorities. Religious minorities differ from each other in many important
respects: the degree of historical and actual inequalities, the degree of internal homogeneity,
the degrees of group-awareness and consciousness of common practices and identity, the
degree of organization and mobilization, their resource-base, strategy repertoir and choice of
strategies. These differences have a major impact on the legitimacy of their claims and of the
appropriate forms of DIP. In addition, the possibilities and the fit of different types of DIP
See however Frey 2004.This points to yet another still not fully recognized or researched trade off
(see my discussion of Weber’s bureaucracy-model: Bader 1991,VII.3). Yet, one should be aware of the
fact that these arguments can be (and have been) easily extended against any type of liberal-democratic
polity in favour of all varieties of ‘autocracy’. In addition, one should be aware of the self-fulfilling
prophecy of the logic of distrust and escalation in some readings of si vis pacem para bellum. Here it is
enough to reject the general charge that AD would only be feasible under ‘normal’ conditions or ‘in
good weather’. I share the objection that it is vulnerable in very ‘rough weather’.
633
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depend very much upon minority-majority relationships. These are impacted by the degree of
accumulation of positional (class, elite) and ascriptive inequalities (i.e. one absolutely
dominant majority, or a multiple power-balance among majorities and minorities); the number
of minority-group contenders and diversity of groups in terms of ascriptive criteria; the degree
of their territorial concentration; relations among parties and SMOs within and among
minorities, and their consequences for strategies, alliances, and the types of issues at stake in
potential/actual conflicts.634
In addition to these more entrenched conditions, more volatile external factors like
dynamics of escalation or de-escalation as well as coincidental events and timing often have a
decisive influence on success or failure of institutional arrangements and policies.635
Finally, historical processes as the development of capitalism, the modern state, contested
societal modernization (functional differentiation, individualization, cultural secularization),
and internationalization/globalization change the general background conditions of all
institutions and policies. In general, these processes tend to undermine both institutionally
monistic options and the full-scale compartmentalization of societies,636 the more rigid
‘corporatist’ systems of selective cooperation between governments and (organized) religions
in particular. I have explained above (10.4) why associative religious governance is better able
to accommodate to rapid changes in the religious landscape, to increasing individualization
and volatility of religious commitment and organization (see 1.3.2) than other regimes of
government or ‘management’. Yet, it also poses limits to flexibility and it depends on a
minimal organizational will and capacity of ‘collective’ religions. If descriptions and
predictions of ‘post-modernist’ sociologists of religion as Robertson or Bouma would be
empirically sound regarding the majority of Western societies, this would also, eventually,
undermine associative religious governance. Yet this would not be a problem for AD, because
it is justice-based and not about perfectionist conservationism. If most religions would loose
634

Many commentators seem convinced that ‘issues of rights and recognition’ (related to ‘symbolic’
cleavages of ‘ideology and identity’) represent all-or-nothing games and would (contrary to ‘resources’
and ‘interests’) prohibit negotiation, bargaining and compromise (Offe 1998; see also Horowitz 1985:
345). Actually however collective and individual identities are much more negotiated and bargained
than such deep communitarian assumptions enable us to see. Recognition and even rights come in
degrees! See for a more detailed treatment of issues and the impact on conflicts: Bader 1991: 345.
635
Rightly stressed by Horowitz (1985, 1991, 1991a); see Bader (1991: 334f).
636
Yet they can incidentally create fundamentalist and totalitarian reactions, both of states and of
marginalized ethno-religious groups.
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the minimally required capacities and also the demand to be collectively and politically
present and represented even if institutional opportunities are available and fair, so be it.
It should be clear by now that no institutional or policy model fits all minorities in all polities,
fields, contexts, and situations. From a practical perspective, the different options offered by
AD can be seen as the pieces of a bigger puzzle, to borrow an image from Sisk. The task of
“constitutional engineering” (Lijphart) or better of institutional design is to strive for a good
fit, balancing principles, and institutional trade-offs with regard to all of these context-specific
factors.637 At this point, it should also be clear why I have argued that the trajectory from
inclusion into unitary institutions of the majority (figure 3, cell 1) to inclusion into unitary
‘neutral’ institutions encounters so many practical and institutional difficulties. Liberal,
republican, and deliberative democratic defenders of such a trajectory should seriously rethink
their institutional preferences and become more receptive to different varieties of DIP,
particularly the flexible and open ones such as associative democracy. Their ritualized
objections that all varieties of DIP suffer from elitism, from the ‘Russian doll phenomenon’,
and from inherent instability have lost much of their persuasive force once scrutinized in more
detail. In this regard, it is particularly disappointing that, in their quest for institutional
alternatives, sophisticated feminists as Phillips (1991:153) and Williams (1998:213ff) should
employ fairly unsophisticated and misconstrued models in their refutation of consociational
democracy, neglecting AD completely.

637

Institutional design needs to be more clearly distinguished from traditional elitist, expertocratic
blueprints by central state-authorities and/or cognitivistic rational social scientists than the few remarks
by Lijphart, Sisk and Horowitz suggest. It has to be a democratic, multi-actor project making use of all
forms of practical, tacit knowledge and the experiences of all actors involved (see Bader/Engelen
2003).
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Chapter 13

Associative Democracy and Education

Educational systems differ widely among and within states in terms of financing,
organization, school types, regulation/control, centralism, homogeneity, choice and so on.638
They are embedded in predominant cultures and institutional legacies and characterized by
remarkable, stunning complexity, reasons why they cannot be simply exported or imported.
Schools are confronted with divergent, conflicting demands and claims by parents, students,
teachers, ethnic, religious and national communities, politicians and educational authorities.
Educational regimes have to find sensible balances between conflicting moral principles:
(parental, associational, communal) autonomy and diversity (freedoms of education) vs.
individual autonomy of children, non-discrimination, equal educational opportunities, and
public control of minimal and of liberal-democratic morality and virtues. They have to
respond to legitimate realist concerns (whether they are effective in achieving their aims
(e.g. cognitive performances, minimal civic virtues, contested ‘social integration’ and
‘political loyalty’)) and to prudential standards (efficiency, comparative costs), which may
conflict with moral principles (freedom of education, choice) and with pedagogical aims
(large schools may provide ‘economies of scale’ advantages but comparatively poor
educational environments). These tensions and trade-offs cannot be resolved once and for all
in a context-independent way, according to a contextualized theory, and there seems to exist
general agreement in debates on educational ‘design’ that none of the existing educational
regimes provides optimal solutions for all these problems in all contexts, another reason why
whole regimes cannot be exported or imported (see generally: Zeitlin 2003).
Yet we can learn, because educational systems, given all variety, have to resolve the
same problems. We can compare their respective balances of normative principles and their
practical solutions (‘good’ or ‘better’ practices) and my general claim has been that AD
provides excellent opportunities to overcome ritualized theoretical oppositions and
institutional bottlenecks. For reasons of space, I have to reduce the complexity of debates on
educational design drastically. I focus mainly on primary and secondary schools but don’t
638

See the comprehensive comparative study by Glenn/Groof 2002 and 2002a. See Fase
(1994:207ff) and Leenknegt 1997 for cross-national differences within the EU; Leiprecht/Lutz
1996 for a contextualized evaluation.
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discuss the structure of schooling (e.g. the advantages of ‘comprehensive’ as opposed to
fairly divided or segregated schools, an issue that may be much more important to improve
education compared with the old battles between governmental and nongovernmental
schools). I focus on recent educational regimes and neglect debates on their history and on
developmental stages.639 I bracket both home-schooling (where tensions between freedoms
of parents and proto-freedoms of kids, civic virtues and equal opportunity may be most
serious) and private non-religious schools (the ‘merits of choice’, generally) focusing on
heated battles between nationalist, (neo-) Jacobine or more moderate civic republican
defenders of governmental schools (only?) and pluralist defenders of publicly financed
nongovernmental religious schools. These battles have characterized much of European
school and cultural wars in the 19th Century as well as recent conflicts both in the U.S. and
Europe.640
This however should not be misunderstood as a general plea against home-schooling (let
alone to confuse mandatory education with education in governmental schools), or as a
Christian-Democratic plea for religious nongovernmental schools as the only or main
alternative to governmental schools. Quite to the contrary, my main intent is to advocate
associational school-choice in a broad sense, i.e. the possibility for a wide variety of selforganisation in schooling on a religious and a non-religious basis (e.g. humanist,
philosophical, pedagogical). I wholeheartedly subscribe to the plea for a system “based on
preferences other than religious ones – be they ideological, pedagogical, educational, or
based on any other principle” and on the “actual parental needs and demands” (Dijkstra et al.
639

Weak states have been unable to realize mandatory education and very much depend on
religious nongovernmental schools (in European history) and/or private nongovernmental
providers (many recent African states). It also seems safe to say that a certain minimal threshold
of equal educational opportunities for all children requires a fairly strong sector of governmental
education. If this threshold, eventually, has been realized however states can reduce their role as
educational providers and more mixed education systems, apart from other advantages, also can
guarantee equal opportunities, as is recently the case (see 13.5). See for Oates (1999:1141ff) for a
related, developmental discussion of federalism and decentralization.
640
See for Canada: Campbell 2004:187, 203. I also resist the temptation to use highly
aggregated country templates (e.g. France (near the civic republican pole), NL (“unique”
(Wolf/Macedo 2004:68) near the pluralist pole) and the U.S. in between (Galston 2004:318ff), or
European regimes (“colossal, excessive” regulation) versus the US (Witte 2004:365; Garnett
2004:332), or European regimes (state, regulation) vs. U.S (constitutional freedoms, choice, civil
society) because they tend to reproduce mythical pictures of integrated educational systems and
prevent to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of practices regarding specific issues from
which we are better able to learn.
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2004:84). To simplify things, ‘governmental schools’ here are understood to be owned, run,
and financed by (a flexible combination of) governmental (federal, state, municipal)
authorities. ‘Non-governmental religious schools’ (even if their legal status may be ‘public’
or semi-public as in England) are owned and run by (central or local) religious organizations
or associations whether (partly or fully) publicly financed or not.641
I focus on recent discussions in the United States in a comparative perspective for four
reasons. (i) U.S. policies have been for long quite exceptional in outlawing any direct and
indirect public financing of FBO’s in education whereas “nearly all advanced democracies”
(Wolf/Macedo 2004:IX) allow this.642 (ii) Recently, in the Zelman ruling, indirect public
funding by vouchers has been deemed constitutional but certainly not obligatory and direct
funding still meets massive opposition.643 (iii) Private education is clearly “underregulated”
(Witte 2004:358, 361) or not regulated and controlled at all. (iv) Theoretical discussions and
practical policies are still guided by strong dichotomies between private/public and
market/state. They are legally less open for divergent public-private and semi-public
constructions,644 and this also hinders the perception and recognition of institutional
experiments with other modes of governance (democratic school governance, networks
among private and between private and public providers and associations, communities)
beyond the increasingly misleading confrontation of either ‘market/private hierarchy’ or
‘state’. My claim here is, that these dichotomies are not only governing the leading (moral,
legal, political) ideologies/philosophies and ideal normative models (idealized American
Denominationalism, NEPP, see 11.6) but form considerable obstacles for practical
experimentalism and actual ‘muddling through’ (though important experiments with new
models of school governance actually take place, e.g. in Texas and Kentucky, see
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However they may legally be classified in different states, e.g. nonpublic,
nongovernment, nonstate, free, private, independent, bijzondere (religieuze en neutrale) schools
(see also Glenn/Groof 2002a:70f).
642
No public funding in Greece, Bulgaria and most Swiss cantons, only recently and very
unevenly in Italy and the U.S. (Glenn/Groof 2002:4, 578); see 2.8; WolfMacedo 2004:67;
Campbell 2004:190f for a US – CA comparison. I take the contributions in the two excellent
volumes edited by Macedo/Tamir (2002) and Wolf/Macedo (2004) to be broadly representative
for the important positions in the U.S.
643
Galston 2004:321f; Garnett 324; see also Vermeulen 2004:38 for European constitutions
and human rights treatises (“probably do not oblige states to fund”).
644
See above with Minow 2000; see 7.3.5 for political parties.
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Liebman/Sabel 2003). Hence, recent debates in the U.S. provide an excellent opportunity to
substantiate my claims that AD allows to overcome these imposed ‘choices’.
Compared with my earlier discussions of education, which have focused on minimal
moral constraints (7) and minimal liberal-democratic morality (non-discrimination) and
fairness as evenhandedness (8.2-8.4), I apply more demanding standards of equal, or at least
adequate educational opportunities and democracy in order to show how AD may help to
realize these ideals.645
As we have seen in chapter 12, institutional pluralism has been generally accused to
produce vicious effects. These accusations are particularly fierce when it comes to
institutional pluralism in education, especially regarding religious schools and public
financing. Religious schools are said to produce extremism, social fragmentation, greater
inequality, and erosion of civic values.646 As in other campaigns under the spell of panics and
security threats, these accusations are generalized, completely independent of contexts and
conditions. They are fairly immune against empirical refutation and they are repeated – in
more moderate, various versions – by all civic republican opponents of (publicly financed)
religious schools. Instead of countering these accusations with a rosy picture of contextindependent and unconditionally beneficial effects of religious education, we should gain
some distance and soberly discuss the respective moral, realist, and prudential claims and the
available evidence in order to avoid both the “myth of the common school as the sole
legitimate and effective ‘maker of citizens’” (Glenn 2004:351) that “will not stand up under
scrutiny” (model-muddle shifts) and the myth of choice- or voucher-utopias. In doing so, I
focus on civic/democratic virtues for two reasons. First it is clearly the most vigorously
contested issue and, secondly, the available empirical evidence regarding cognitive
performances seems to points out the superiority of religious schools both in Europe and in
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See Tomasi 2002:196f for difficulties.
Wolf/Macedo 2004:IX; Justice Brennan (quoted in Garnett 2004:325), and Justice
Stevens (quoted in Campbell 2004:188). See for “ghost stories to frighten the gullible” (Glenn
2004:343, Garnett 2004:326) in the U.S.: the legendary TV commercial during the referendum to
create private school tuition tax credits in Oregon 1992 depicting Ku Klux Klan teachers and
pupils (Witte 2004:355); or the “David Koresh schools” in an ad in Florida, July 2003. See
Campbell 2004:187, 203 for Ontario’s human rights commissioner in the campaign against
Ontario’s attempt to grant tax credits for tuition to private (including religious) schools. Similar,
more or less dramatized, accusations, guided by moral/political panics, are recently raised in the
Netherlands against Muslim schools.
646
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the U.S.,647 whereas the “dearth of evidence” regarding civic competences and virtues allows
more debate though “all we know” is certainly not negative and the available results “seem to
put the onus on those who question the civic competence of students educated outside of the
traditional public school” (Campbell 2004:208).
Here are the more specified claims I want to defend:
(1) It is more reasonable to accept that also in education we have to deal with tensions and
conflicts between moral principles (moral pluralism): individual and associational
freedoms of education are not easily combined with each other or with nondiscrimination, equal educational opportunities and education for democratic citizenship
but an unconditional priority for democracy, let alone for democratic majoritarianism,
does not live up to our considered moral convictions and to constitutional constraints
(13.1).
(2) A sensitive division of and cooperation between educational authorities (parents,
students, teachers, communities, public authorities) is more reasonable and productive
than the ritualized opposition between (parental) ‘free choice’ and (state) authority
(13.2).

647

Dijkstra et al. 2004:71ff: “non-public schools are generally more effective in their
teaching than are public schools”. The most important reasons for this are “better educational
administration, stronger value-oriented relationship among parents and schools, and more
deliberate self-selection process”, clearly not “social segregation” or selection of better-qualified
student body (72 “the social composition theory does not explain”; also refutation of exchange of
“lower level of integration with those of a possible higher level of scholastic attainment”).
Relevant factors are (i) political protection of religious schools and support for school choice (74f
parents voting with their feet); (ii) higher quality of non-public administration and stronger
informal relations between board and parents (75f); (iii) conservative, value-oriented education
(76f). (iv) cognitive effectiveness is related to “life-style differences” and attitudes towards
languages, math, performance motivation and self-images. The “negative side-effects” (81ff)
might be: (i) new segregation in terms of social class/education of parents; (ii) lower costs per
religious school but also reduced economies of scale (85f, see 87 for trade-off between
economies of scale and face-to-face communication parents-teachers, less bureaucracy. See also
short summary Wolf/Macedo 2004:21ff; Campbell 2004:208; Dronkers 2004:287ff for evidence
from Hungary, Scotland, Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands (no significant differences),
England; see his conclusion 306ff. See Glenn 2004:340 (Catholic Advantage), 344 for London.
All evidence, also in this case, is contested but the onus lies clearly on those who claim the
opposite. Any attempt to present or critically evaluate the data from PISA, PIRLS (progress in
international reading literacy study) or TIMMS (Trends in international mathematical and science
study) is clearly way beyond this chapter.
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(3) Teaching Civic and Democratic Virtues is as important as it is hard to achieve. Civic
minimalism is more agreeable, robust, productive and much easier to ‘control’ than
democratic maximalism (13.3).
(4) Learning Civic and Democratic Virtues by doing and by everyday interactions in
classes, schools and school-environments is at least as effective as by teaching but
religious schools can be as inclusive and effective as governmental schools and the
trade-off between bonding and bridging ties may be less harsh than assumed (13.4).
(5) Educational regimes, which provide either direct and/or indirect public financing for
religious schools are more just and more effective regarding equal opportunities for all
students (13.5).
(6) All schools have to be minimally regulated and controlled regarding minimal thresholds
of cognitive competencies and civic virtues. It is an open question whether publicly
financed schools may be controlled in a more demanding but still minimally invasive or
obtrusive way by state authorities. More demanding controls should be internal controls
by schools and associational providers that should be involved in standard setting and
inspection (13.6).
(7) Mixed educational regimes are preferable not only for reasons of diversity and choice
but also of effectiveness, adaptation and innovation compared with governmental
schools only even if the latter allow for federal diversity and experiments with new,
choice-based types of schools (13.7).
(8) AD provides a general institutional framework that is open and conducive to a
contextually sensitive design of educational regimes proceeding bottom-up by
democratic experimentalism instead of either top-down imposing educational dystopias
by state-crafting or accepting entrenched status-quo educational arrangements (13.8).
13.1

Liberty versus Liberty, Nondiscrimination, Equality, Democracy. Democratic
versus Pluralist Education?

It is not really controversial that constitutions of liberal democracies are historical
compromises of originally competing liberal and democratic traditions and that the principles
of freedom and equality often conflict in general and also in education. On a closer look, we
have to distinguish four different tensions and the respective trade-offs. First, as we have
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seen already in chapter 7, the internal tension within individual liberty between the freedoms
of parents and the proto-freedoms (growing autonomy) of children (Guaranteeing
associational freedoms for adults that result in the creation of diverse schools has to be
balanced against the proto-freedoms of the children who will attend these schools). Parental
associational freedoms are not co-extensive with respecting the developing liberty of children
(liberty-liberty tension).648 Second, the tension between educational freedoms and ‘liberal’
non-discrimination (equal respect and concern) (liberty-nondiscrimination tension). Third,
the tension between educational freedoms and more demanding or substantive adequate or
equal educational opportunities (the educational variety of the famous liberty-equality
tension), and fourth, the tension between educational freedoms and the more demanding
requirements of democratic citizenship (democratic virtues) (the liberty-democracy tension).
These tensions should not be confounded and we can expect that the solutions to the
respective trade-offs may run counter to instead of reenforcing each other. My claim is that
there is no principled, context-independent answer about how to resolve these tensions,
particularly the liberty-liberty tension, the liberty-nondiscrimination tension and the libertyequality tension. The first tension is partly dealt with in chapter 7.4 and below (13.2) where I
use the distinction between basic needs/interests of children and best interests to defend the
proposition that their basic interests have to be externally guaranteed also against parents and
‘communities’ if violated whereas their best interests should primarily be catered by their
parents as trustees before students are able to care for themselves. In this chapter I proceed
on the assumption that parents actually act in the basic and best interests of their children as
long as maturing students are unable to speak for themselves. In order to avoid
misunderstanding of my claim in this regard, I have to heighlight that AD, though it accords
high weight to parental and associational freedoms does not neglect or simply overrule the
independent interests of children, either in developing their capacity for exercising their own
agency and autonomy or in adequat or equal educational opportunities. The libertynondiscrimintion tension is partly dealt with in chapter 8 and addressed below in 13.3 and
13.4 where I hope to show that all schooling has to guarantee virtues of non-discrimination
648

There may also be a tension between freedoms and diversity because the exercise of
educational freedoms by parents and/or students may not increase but diminish educational
diversity, if they choose so. This however is not a tension among moral principles because
cultural/religious diversity is not a moral value in itself but a perfectionist ethical one (3.3).
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which is part and parcel of civic minimalism. The liberty-equality tension is dealt with in
13.5 and the more demanding requirements of democratic citizenship are addressed in 13.3
and 13.4. The focus of this chapter is clearly on tensions 2 - 5 which are often lumped
together in the famous opposition between civic republicans and pluralists, democratic or
pluralist education
Freedoms of religion and education are constitutionally guaranteed by international and
regional human rights laws, by constitutions, laws and jurisdictions both in the U.S.
(McConnell 2004) and in Europe (Vermeulen 2004:36-8; Harris 2004; Glenn/Groof
2002:581; see 2.6 and 7.1). All reasonable civic republicans accept that democratic decisionmaking, particularly majoritarianism, and state-authority in education has to be constrained.
In turn, all reasonable defenders of educational pluralism accept that democratic polities have
a legitimate interest to impose minimal thresholds of non-discrimination, adequate or equal
educational opportunities, and education to citizenship on all schools. This general
agreement, important as it is, cannot prevent serious disagreements regarding the amount and
limits of legitimate discretion for democratic legislation and educational administration,649
the forms and degrees of judicial control and, particularly how to balance the competing
‘values’, how to interpret them, how to operationalize them, how to regulate and control
them, whether and if so under which conditions to allow exemptions, and so on.
As we know from experience in all countries, people (and educators, politicians,
philosophers) reasonably and seriously disagree on all these issues. It is my conviction that it
does not help to resolve the tensions if one engages in the age-old battles which of the
principles or “foundational values” – in Rosenblum’s wording “pluralist education” versus
“democratic education” – is more “fundamental” or has “priority” (2004:148, 158) in
general, independent of issues and contexts. Though McConnell’s confrontation of liberalism
versus democracy suggests otherwise (2002:102),650 in my view even he does not make such
a choice. In general, indeed, “we simply can’t tell” (Rosenblum 2004:159).
649

In the U.S. the, judicial oversight and legal battles are much stronger than in most
European countries where, though in very different degrees, discretion for democratic legislation
is greater. Obviously, classical liberals (McConnell 2004:134) are suspicious whereas civic
republicans and proponents of “democratic education” favour more discretion (Gutmann 2004,
Rosenblum 2004).
650
Particularly misleading are his statements that it is “time to discard the notion of
democratic control” (Macedo 2002:8).
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What we can tell is that the tendency of some radical libertarians and liberals, pluralists
or free choice apologists to reject any public regulation and control of ‘private’ schools is
beyond the limits of reasonable balancing. This however is not what reasonable defenders
argue for.651 Yet, their defence of civic minimalism, their plea for the least invasive or
obtrusive forms of regulation and control, and their warning against imposing (maximum)
democratic congruence should be taken serious in general, particularly by civic libertarians
like Rosenblum. In turn, the tendency of some radical democrats and egalitarians to allow
solely governmental schools and to impose their versions of democratic homogeneity are
beyond the limits of reasonable balancing. Their attempts to impose ‘democratic
maximalism’ in civic education and maximum regulation and control on all schools should
be seen with moral suspicion (remember the non-infringement proviso) and sober realist
scepticism.
What we also know is that the liberty-equality tension (13.4, 13.5) and the libertydemocracy tension (13.6) may be less tragic and may allow less big trade-offs if we
appropriately design institutions and policies (Glenn/Groof 2002:581; Eisgruber 2002:83).
13.2

Parents or the State? Division of educational authority

Children are neither ‘owned’ by their parents nor any other collectivity and a proper division
and allocation of authority has to recognize and balance the legitimate needs, interests and
perspectives of different stakeholders in general, not only in education (10.3.1 with Hirst and
Shapiro). Contrary to more or less radical pro-choice advocates stressing parental interests
only,652 and to some radical ‘jacobine’ advocates of public education in France stressing the
overriding interests of ‘the republic’ only (Meuret 2004) – in both cases the legitimate
interests of maturing students are neglected or overruled without consideration653 – we have

651

Glenn/Groof 2002; Witte 2004:358. McConnell, quite unfortunately, is not as outspoken
as he should be regarding regulation and control of minimal and minimal liberal morality, and
this is rightly criticized by Rosenblum 2004:154f.
652
See Wolf/Macedo 2004:23f for Garnett and Glenn. Choice is always translated as
‘parents choice’ by Glenn/Groof 2002. In addition, they, quite unfortunately, also play the either
state or family/parents and the “final authority” game (2002a:71f) and vote for parental/familial
authority.
653
This is criticized by Dwyer 2002 and Reich 2002, 2006. See also Gorard (2004:164
“freedom of parents and students”). Pupils are mostly treated as objects whose legitimate (basic
or best) interests have to be cared for by either parents or governmental educational authorities
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to take into account not only parents, citizens and (cooperating but also competing)
governmental authorities at the different levels but also students (and their associations),
teachers (and their professional associations and unions), schools and the respective
associations of public and communal providers of education whose perspectives are not only
different but often conflict with each other.
To find a proper and workable allocation of educational authorities is certainly no easy
task. First, parental authority can be legitimately overruled in general and also in education
when basic interests of children are at stake but parents normally are better guardians of their
best interests before they increasingly reach maturity.654 Second, giving proper voice and
representation for pupils depends on thresholds of maturation, which are very much
contested, but at least in secondary and higher education (and obviously universities) they
should be treated as ‘subjects’ with relevant interests, perspectives and opinions on specific
issues. Third, the different stakeholders do not all have the same intense interests and also
competence in all issues. A proper allocation of authority is therefore certainly not one of
giving them all equal say in all matters. Fourth, combining divergent, partly overlapping but
also conflicting interests and educational perspectives in institutionalized deliberation,
representation and decision-making (at school level and when it comes to standard-setting,
regulation and control) certainly raises disagreement and prevents statism and/or
professionalism under the guise of neutrality and best interests of kids from ruling supreme.
It is more heterogeneous and, maybe, disorderly but it need not and does not lead to chaos
because it is guided by a strong common concern. In addition, representation has to be
constrained by workability-requirements (13.6).
(see Macedo 2002:14f; Gutmann 2002:26, 28f; Wolf/Macedo 2004:8). The voices of increasingly
maturing students and their representation are rarely taken serious. They are also absent in
Rosenblum’s discussion of competing authorities (2002:152, 166)
654
There is more to McConnell’s argument in this regard than Gutmann recognizes
(2002:28f) but, obviously, even “beyond the minimal requirements” of civic minimalism, parental
authority cannot and should not be “supreme”. Justice La Forest of the Canadian Supreme Court
(in B (R) v Children’s Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto) defends the “protected sphere of
parental decision-making, which is rooted in the presumption that parents should make important
decisions affecting their children both because parents are more likely to appreciate the best
interests of their children and because the state is ill equipped to make such decisions. While the
state may intervene when it considers it necessary to safeguard the child’s autonomy or health,
such interventions must be justified” (quoted in Glenn/Groof (2002:150) who comment that “the
intervention of the state, necessary as it may be, therefore does not convert evil into good but
simply limits or settles the evil”.
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13.3

Teaching Virtues: Civic Minimalism or Democratic Maximalism?

We have seen that liberal democracies not only depend on rights and appropriate institutions
but also on a certain minimum of virtuous citizens for their stability and flourishing (6.2).
Yet we have also seen that teaching civic and democratic virtues is difficult because virtues
combine competences and attitudes, because the content of civic and democratic virtues is
contested – the longer and thicker the list of virtues the more so (6.2.3) – and because
learning virtues by direct interactions may be more important than teaching virtues (6.2.4
and 12.3-12.6; see 13.4).
In line with my general plea for moral minimalism, I defend civic/democratic minimalism
also in education because minimalism allows to ‘economize’ moral and political
disagreement on virtues that is paramount in educational debates, because minimalism is
relationally more, though not completely neutral (Gutmann 2002:37) regarding competing
conceptions of the good life, because it can mobilize broader agreement and is, hence, more
robust, more legitimately imposed on and better to control in all schools. Minimalism
however is also contested and, in my view, it means different things: minimal virtues related
to minimal morality in all decent polities, minimal liberal virtues, and minimal democratic
virtues (3.2.1; 6.2.3).
The short list of minimal virtues to be taught and learned in all schools contains civility,
moderation, self-discipline, trust-worthiness, gritting teeth toleration, law-abidingness and a
minimal sense of justice. Obviously, this minimum in itself is very demanding. In addition,
minimal liberal-democratic virtues like agonistic respect of all as legally and politically free
and equal (related to principles and rights of non-discrimination and non-repression) and
minimal mutuality/reciprocity, though more demanding, should also be taught in all schools,
not only in governmental or publicly financed nongovernmental schools. In order to prevent
‘malfare’ or “evil” (Glenn/Groof 2002:150) schools “must not promote or foster doctrines of
racial or other ethnic superiority or persecution, religious intolerance or persecution, social
change through violent action or disobedience of laws”.655 The wording of this core in
655

Alberta School Law 1999 c 28 s3, see Glenn/Groof 2002:177f (“less problematic for
governments to mandate what should not be taught”); for Norway (411). See Harris 2004:105 for
England and Wales: “tolerance, knowing right from wrong, taking initiative, behaving well,
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(constitutional) laws and regulations in different states – and also among legal and political
theorists – varies, is very general and lacks detailed prescriptions. It commonly focuses on
‘values’ instead of virtues, and also often adds more and more demanding democratic and
pluralist virtues without due consideration (mainly referring to the requirement of
consistency with international and constitutional standards of human rights, broadly
speaking).656
All reasonable pluralists defend the minimalist core that a pluralistic society should be
“committed, above else, to peaceful coexistence” (McConnell 2002:88), to “live and let live”
(97) also in teaching values and virtues but McConnell, quite unfortunately, fails to specify
the respective virtues and also what “within the limits” (100) or “bounds of reasonableness”
(101) means.657 That “there is no set of agreed-upon values for democratic citizens” is
certainly a bad excuse for not spelling out the substantive content of the core of civic
minimalism for education. This is rightly criticized by Gutmann (2002:38) and Rosenblum
(2002:165, 171).658 The core clearly includes virtues related to ‘non-discrimination’, which is
a liberal, and not only a ‘democratic’ value. McConnell’s silence in this regard may be
understanding different cultures and the working of public institutions and services”. Part of the
core is clearly preventing racism and authoritarianism (Glenn/Groof 2002:6, 577). See Harris
(2002:113) for the ruling of the European Court of Human Rights in the tricky issues of corporal
punishment in Campbell and Cosans v. United Kingdom. (See above 7.4).
656
See Glenn/Groof 2002:582f for Sweden (“democratic values as openness, tolerance,
objectivity”), Spain (“respect for the principles of human and civil rights in the Constitution”);
Reuter (2002:218f) for Germany’s educational objectives (KMK): educate for “freedom and
democracy”, “tolerance, esteem for the dignity of other people, and respect for other’s
convictions”, “peaceful attitude and a sprit of understanding among peoples”, “understanding of
ethical norms and cultural and religious values”, “develop readiness for social action and political
responsibility”, “acceptance of students rights and duties in society”. Both inside states and in a
comparative perspective, the crucial question is always: “which civic virtues?” (Galston
2002:321)
657
For example: “it may be necessary for all citizens to be tolerant” (103, my italics) without
positively stating that it is and explaining how minimal toleration be taught in all, even
fundamentalist or orthodox religious schools. Glenn and Witte leave no doubt in this regard.
658
McConnell’s criticism of “the thick approach” and his defence of the “thin approach to
democratic values” (103), important as it is, is no excuse for not telling us what the thin approach
exactly includes. Gutmann’s correct criticism of this “emptiness” (2002:32) should however not
be misunderstood as if McConnell would openly or implicitly “reject regulative principles of nonrepression and non-discrimination” (Rosenblum 2002:158). McConnell’s astonishing silence can
and should be criticized from within a ‘liberal’ position also, instead of privileging ‘democratic
education’. In addition, Gutmann herself should take the argument that civic minimalism might
“be defended on grounds that a more minimal set of requirements for civic education is likely to
be less controversial” (34) much more serious if she would follow her own recommendation to
economize moral disagreement (3.3 and 6.2).
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motivated by hesitations to impose non-discrimination legislation without exemptions on all
(see 2.6, 7.3). Yet, allowing religious, but not ‘racist’ or ‘sexist’ criteria for the selection of
teachers and maybe also students (13.4) does not, in my view, allow teaching religious
intolerance and discrimination, and allowing to teach religious views that oppose sex- and
gender equality or even ‘racial’ and ethnic equality does not exempt religious schools – even
Ultra-Orthodox ones – from the requirement to teach values of anti-discrimination.659
Opposition of authoritarian religions against minimal democratic virtues of participation,
similarly, does not exempt religious schools from teaching democratic minimalism.
The trouble in these cases is that teaching values is, obviously, not the same as learning
virtues, and this points towards a more general problem. Teaching and learning values is, in
principle, not more difficult than math or history, but teaching virtues not only requires to
provide information and to acquire cognitive skills or competences but also the respective
attitudes because virtues are combinations of competences and embodied or habitualized
attitudes. We have already seen (6.2.4, 12.5) that schools, contrary to Gutmann’s claim
(2002:42), compared to primary socialization and non-school everyday interactions
(Rosenblum 2002:148f; Garnett 2004:332; Estlund 2003) may not be the “best place” for
learning civic/democratic virtues, but making them such a place at all requires – apart from
appropriate curricula, textbooks, teacher guides – virtuous teachers that exemplify
civic/democratic practices (Eisgruber 2002:75, Gorard 2004:133), adequate teaching
practices, which enable learning of civic/democratic practices by doing not only in civics
classes but in all classes,660 a predominant civic-democratic culture or ‘climate’ in classrooms, schools and direct school-environment, which enables to learn civic/democratic
virtues and to practice toleration and non-discrimination in direct interaction with class-mates
and peers. Ultra-Orthodox religious schools are certainly not among the places that foster
learning civic-democratic virtues, but the same is also, obviously, true for many
governmental schools.
659

The ban on anti-racism in laws and regulations is much stronger and clearer than the
requirement to teach sex- and gender-equality, partly because many religions learned only fairly
recently and some orthodox interpretations of Christianity, Judaism and Islam still oppose this
while only some weird Protestant fundamentalists teach racist versions of Christianity.
660
Some states show a “great reluctance” to “prescribe moral standards on behalf of the
state” and have resisted separate civics classes, see Vermeulen 92004:48f) for the Netherlands
(60f for recent reorientations). In England/Wales only fairly recently as a compulsory subject
(Harris 2004:100); see Campbell 2004:198f for Quebec.
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The claims by civic republicans that governmental schools would do better, in principle
and practice, compared with religious schools, may or may not be true in ideal worlds, they
are certainly not corroborated by any evidence in the real world. The ‘dearth of evidence’ is
partly due to the political sensitivity of the issue that explains why so few studies are
undertaken, but also to the complexity of such research. Evidence regarding cognitive civic
competences can be attained by comparing the results of exams, tests, or essays, and all
available evidence points in the same direction as other cognitive competence-research:
religious schools do slightly or significantly better.661 Researching the noncognitive or
‘attitudinal, affective, behavioural’ aspects of civic/democratic virtues is methodologically
and empirically much more difficult but available studies also favour religious schools
though the evidence is shaky.662 The modest attempts to explain these differences include
stronger informal relations between boards and parents in religious schools, a higher
commitment and participation of parents, more and more direct interaction between parents
and teachers, the importance of a conservative, discipline- and value-oriented education (“a
value community, which reinforces common religious and pedagogical values” (Dronkers
2004:300)), and a more shielded school-culture in religious schools (the same reasons, which
help to explain the generally higher cognitive outcomes reported above). These results may
irritate liberals and democrats, they may also point towards yet another dilemma that a more
liberal and democratic educational practice may not be better but worse in producing
educational achievement and maybe also civic virtues,663 but they should certainly contribute
661

Campbell 2004:189 for Canada (Fraser/Friedman report); Dronkers 2004 for European
countries, see note 9 above.
662
See Dijkstra et al. (2004:81): “non-academic effectiveness of religious schools is far less
clear”. “It is increasingly argued that religious, especially Catholic, schools not only provide more
effective learning environments but also offer a more effective civic education” (Dronkers
2004:287). A Belgian study on ‘well-being’ (including “affective outcomes as self-esteem, sense
of mastery, stress, fear of failure, sense of belonging in school, and educational commitment
(295)) shows that Catholic school boys and, to a lesser degree also girls score significantly better;
there are also some indication that “pupils in official schools score higher on ethnocentrism, on
authoritarianism” (296). In France and other countries, the drop out rates are significantly lower
in religious schools (297). A study in Germany, which analysed “psycho-social development in
adolescence (BIJU in NRW, Saxony-Anhalt, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern) showed higher degrees
of “willingness to help others” (302). See also the strong claims by McConnell (2002:125-28);
see Campbell 2004:210 for the results of the IEA study of the effects of civic education in 24
nations.
663
Democratic virtues have not been studied and it would be really paradoxical if a more
authoritarian pedagogic practice would also achieve better in this regard.
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to a moderation of exaggerated hopes regarding ‘public schools of democracy’ and of
myopic criticism of all religious schools. Above all, they should lead to concerted efforts to
improve teaching and learning civic/democratic virtues in both.
The results however may be influenced by higher social segregation and a more
homogenous religious and also ethno-racial composition of religious schools and its
supposedly beneficial impact on direct interactions, as defenders of civic republicanism often
claim.
13.4

Learning Virtues. Education, Segregation (bonding) or Inclusion (bridging)?

The core of the civic-republican objections against (publicly financed) religious schools rests
in the direct-interaction and social contact hypothesis (12.4, 12.5). I’ve already qualified the
contact-hypothesis in general and asked for fair comparisons instead of using an ideal model
of governmental schools to condemn the muddle of religious schools. I distinguish
analytically between segregation on the basis of class and educational background of parents
(class-segregation), ‘racial’ and ‘ethnic’ segregation, and religious segregation.
Almost all scholars agree that class- and elite segregation in governmental schools is a
characteristic of all regimes of residential assignment. Residential class- and elitesegregation (neighbourhoods, inner city areas versus suburbs, cities vs. rural areas) is
systematically reproduced by ‘catchment areas’, ‘zones’, ‘districts’ etc.664 Attempts to fight
‘social segregation’ and ‘class flight’, normally combined with ethno-racial segregation and
‘white flight’, by imposed desegregation (‘bussing’) have been massively resisted, their
constitutional and legal status remains at least dubious,665 and they turned out, eventually, to
be ineffective.666 Attempts to fight residential class-segregation directly by imposing class-

664

Glenn/Groof 2002:584 (“produces glaring inequities in education”); Macedo 2002:10;
McConnell 2002:120, 130-33; Gutmann 2002:173; Dronkers 2004:308; Wolf/Macedo 2004:14
“geography is virtually destiny”; Goraard 2004:143ff, see his table 5.1: Class ‘Segregation Index’
for all EU countries.
665
See Vermeulen (2004:56ff) for NL: incompatible with human rights; see also the recent
report of the Dutch Onderwijsraad (2005).
666
See Galston 2002, Glenn/Groof 2002 for many. School desegregation depends on
housing desegregation, which is – compared with workplace segregation (managerial authority,
single gate-keeper and less ‘white flight’ among employees) – much more difficult to police. It is
a “complex matter: illegal discrimination by landlords, developers, real estate agents, and
individual sellers”; the accretion of individual decisions over many years by buyers, sellers, real
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mixed neighbourhoods (‘spreading’) are incompatible with moral and constitutional/legal
rights of free movement and settlement and, obviously, unachievable under conditions of
capitalist housing and renting markets.
Attempts to make residential assignment more fluid and flexible in order to allow more
choice for parents/students to escape from the ‘poor neighbourhood-poor public education’
trap - as in New Zealand (Glenn 2004:344f; Glenn/Groof 2002:377ff) – or to introduce
charter-schools, magnet schools and the like667 are, obviously, vulnerable to the classsegregation charge (empirically refuted by Glenn 2004:344f), and they may, without proper
public financing, even magnify educational inequalities as has been the case with all private
schools, which have traditionally been elite-schools.
In sum, mandatory residential assignment in governmental schools, contrary to the ideal
picture of civic republicans, reproduces class inequalities in education in all existing
educational systems and the use of state-enforcement is morally/legally forbidden (or at least
dubious) and ineffective. Voluntarism permits self-segregation (Estlund, see 6 note 49) and
“it is quite impossible to prevent those who have adequate resources from escaping schools
that they deem to be bad which reinforces the existing social hierarchy” (Meuret
2002:262).668 Hence, the only alternative for committed egalitarians – apart from the clearly
preferable strategy to fight class-inequalities directly (see already Jencks et al. 1973:265) – to
allowing school choice and publicly funded ‘private’ schools in this regard would be the
imposition of governmental schools only proscribing all other alternatives (whether public
funded or not), an option massively at odds with moral and legal requirements of freedom of
religion and education, even minimally understood.669 Voluntarism may magnify selfsegregation of ‘middle- and upper classes’ and elites if not properly regulated but force or
estate agents and developers, as well as government officials. Individual white homeowners
decisions to flee or avoid mixed neighbourhoods “are not even open to legal challenge” (Estlund
2003:65f).
667
Glenn’s experience in Massachusetts: mandatory assignment was rarely successful,
motivating experiments with “universal choice-based assignments” (2002:351f).
668
Dronkers points to another conundrum: “Free school choice can lower the degree of
social segregation of neighbourhoods, but at the same time increase the degree of social
segregation at schools” (2004:307).
669
Apart from radical Jacobines and Maoists no one likes to defend such an ‘egalitarian’ option.
Socialist and social-democratic education policies however also strongly favoured governmental
schools and the extremely low percentage of nongovernmental schools in Finland, Sweden, and
Norway is a testimony of this heritage.
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imposition, at least in education, is not a viable alternative. We have to trust in voluntarism
and look for adequate ways of public financing and regulation/control.
Religious schools are also accused by civic republicans to increase class-segregation or
to deliver ‘poor’ education but they should at least be aware of the fact that most educational
regimes, which recognize and subsidize religious and other ‘private’ schools impose rules
that do not allow to discriminate on the basis of ‘family income’,670 and that they –
depending on type and degree of funding – show less class-segregation than comparable
governmental schools.671
Moreover, religious schools are – generally, independent of contexts and regulations –
accused to increase ‘racial’ and/or ethnic segregation compared with governmental schools,
which are assumed to be desegregated or mixed. The following four arguments help to refute
this charge:
First, all existing rules and regulations of publicly funded religious schools clearly
proscribe racial or ethnic discrimination in student admission672 and all reasonable defenders
of free choice explicitly defend these non-discrimination rules.673
Second, notwithstanding the fact that racial, ethnic and religious discrimination and
segregation more or less massively overlap in reality, the analytical distinction between
ethno-racial and religious segregation is morally, legally and also descriptively important but
often ignored in phrases as “along ethnic or religious lines” (Harris 2004:120). Many rules
and regulations of (publicly funded) religious schools allow for a more or less neatly
qualified religious selection of students, while banning ethno-racial selection.674 Apart from
some weird cases (e.g. American Southern Presbyterian Church claiming that racism is core
670

See for comparative evidence: Glenn/Groof 2002:585.
See Meuret 2004 for France, McConnell 2002 for U.S. The charge of stronger classsegregation, though repeated also by reasonable pluralists like Galston (2002:322) also seems to be a
red herring.
672
Glenn/Groof 2002:5; Vermeulen 2004:49; Goraard 2004:148; Glenn/Groof 2002:585f; for
Belgium 162; for Norway, New Zealand, Finland, etc.
673
See above chapters 2 and 8. See Esbeck, McConnell, Glenn, Witte, Galston and many others.
674
Clearly, religious schools are not free to reject pupils in an arbitrary manner, but only if
there is a “compelling legitimate interest” (Vermeulen 2004:45) and if they consistently apply
religious criteria (37 for the Netherlands). Here, as always, overlapping religious and ethnic criteria
create difficulties, as the Maimonides case (1988) clearly shows. See the ‘bona fide’ and
‘reasonableness’ requirements in Canada (Glenn/Groof 2002:171f). Glenn/Groof 2002a:149f for the
European Court in the Belgian Language Case and the requirements of ‘objective, reasonable
justification’, ‘relevant’, sensible, sufficient comparability, proportionality.
671
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to their versions of Protestantism), universalist religions clearly oppose racism and
ethnocentrism but only hesitantly, if at all, have learned to oppose also sexism and
genderism.675
Third, comparatively speaking, the record of religious schools regarding degrees of
racial and ethnic segregation is mixed depending on the actual overlap of ethno/racial and
religious cleavages. Muslim schools in Western countries tend to attract mainly second
generation immigrants, which may be categorized as ethnically homogeneous, ‘non-white’
(e.g. ‘Asian’ or ‘Arab’) even if they are composed by quite heterogeneous ethno-linguistic
minorities,676 whereas Catholic schools attract mainly pupils from longstanding religious
majorities or minorities (former immigrants) and are empirically in many countries ethnoracially more heterogeneous than comparable governmental schools.677
Fourth, empirically, ethno-racial and class segregation often massively overlap,
particularly in cases of developing immigrant under-classes and residential segregation.
Religious schools (e.g. Muslim schools) then tend to be schools of the poor if not properly
funded (contrary to the charge that school-choice would favour the rich only678) and
contribute to reproduce ethno-religious and class inequalities. Combined with the strong
class-segregation effects of residential assignment in public education and of not adequately
funded and regulated school-choice, this will result in a continuation or even strengthening of
overall class-segregation in education and its detrimental effects for cognitive results.
Even in this specific case however the civic-republican policy-response to fight ethnoracial and class segregation by forbidding or not publicly funding religious schools in order
to achieve more equal educational opportunities and really ‘mixed’ schools679 runs into the
675

Co-education however, and certainly mixed gym classes (see 8.2 for Muslim’s claims), are
neither morally nor in most cases legally required (see Glenn/Groof 2002 for Austria (37) and
France (262)).
676
See 11.5 for huge heterogeneity in this regard within and among different states in Europe,
in Canada, Australia, and the U.S.
677
McConnell 2002:131; Campbell 2004:208; Glenn/Groof 2002:17 for Australia where
nongovernmental schools have considerably higher degrees (30.4%) of other than English language
students (immigrants and aboriginal) than governmental schools (22.7%).
678
Independent from recent immigration. Cases of massive overlap in the sense of “monoreligious and mono-ethnic” (Vermeulen 2004:53) under-class schools are obviously of particular
concern (see also Glenn/Groof 2002a and Dronkers/Levels 2005).
679
This is why Frank Cunningham (personal communication) finds Muslim schools in Canada
unfortunate, since they deny students one of the few venues where they can learn to relate to those of
other ethnicities and, in the course of this, to acquire habits of tolerance.
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troubles already discussed: imposing school desegregation is morally and legally dubious and
ineffective without housing desegregation680 (‘white flight’ is ‘class flight’) or allowing for
non-residential assignment and school-choice, which is properly financed and regulated.
Self-segregation of the ‘rich white’, in addition, is remarkably different, morally as well
as empirically, from possible/actual self-segregation of poor ethno-religious minorities for
two reasons. First, the range of choices and options is much broader for the former whereas it
may be practically zero for the latter. Second, only the latter are confronted with a big tradeoff between equal educational opportunities and a school environment, which is shielded
from unfriendliness, hostility or outright racist, ethnocentrist or religious discrimination, and
that provides opportunities “to raise children in a sort of cultural comfort zone in which skin
colour and identity are a source of shared pride and not a daily source of tension” (Estlund
2003:67).681 If increased ethno/racial-religious heterogeneity in governmental schools goes
hand in hand with dormant or open tensions and discrimination of all kinds, more
homogenous schools clearly provide better pedagogical environments, which foster increased
parent-teacher interactions, higher participation of parents and a conducive learning culture
helping to decrease dropout rates and increase cognitive results (see above with Dronkers).
Higher degrees of segregation in ‘separate’ schools (as in neighbourhoods) tend to
create stronger bonding ties, communal cultures and identities, which may foster school
effectiveness, if schools are properly funded, but they also tend to weaken bridging ties and a
thick ‘national’ culture, identity, and loyalty (Estlund 2003:179-81). “A mix by class, race”,
ethnic and religious background “matters but primarily for social cohesion rather than school
effectiveness” (Gorard 2004:133). Even this trade-off between ‘bonds of commonness’ and
‘bonds of diversity’ has to be qualified. First, ‘weak’ bridging ties and thin ‘national’
680

In ‘mixed’ governmental schools, the expected beneficial effects of direct interaction very
much depend on the majority/minority ratio and the related power-relations in schools and classes; on
the specific ethnic and religious composition of the student population; on presence or absence and on
the seriousness of everyday racism, classism, sexism and religious discrimination. In those contexts,
direct interaction amongst students tend to breed hostility instead of toleration, and more segregated
schools provide better teaching and learning opportunities and may at least prevent from ‘teaching’
the wrong practices (serving as a breeding ground for ‘vices’). The same arguments also extend to the
issue of co-education under conditions of prevailing cultures of sexism and machismo. The crucial
question, then, is how to break through vicious self-reinforcing circles and create beneficent ones.
This is the strategic problem to be solved, and in my view, voluntarism of student enrolment is crucial
(see also Allen 2002, Macedo 2002:18, McConnell 2002).
681
See 11.5 and 8.2.2 for statements by Muslim representatives in Britain.
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identities/loyalties may be strong enough and morally preferable compared with thick
ones;682 second, fair freedom of choice in combination with adequate public funding helps
massively to increase minimally required toleration and thin overarching identities and
loyalties; and third, imposing desegregation has counterproductive effects. In addition, the
trade-off is big only for some religious schools where class, ethno-racial and religious
cleavages massively overlap, it also holds for many governmental schools, and we should
stop reproducing red herrings and the “hypocrisy” (McConnell 2002:132) inherent in these
model-to-muddle shifts.683
As with neighbourhood segregation, in education we also may have to face a trade-off
between high overall diversity and high school diversity. Religious schools may be internally
more homogenous regarding teaching, pedagogy and the religious composition of students
even if they are also committed to teach ethno-cultural pluralism and also inform about
religious diversity, as they should (see below for regulation) from a distinct, recognizable
religious perspective. Yet governmental schools may not inform about religious diversity at
all and may not be committed to, or do not effectively teach any, even not a committed
pluralist perspective (the ‘mush’ argument).684 The price for a high degree of ethno-cultural

682

Clearly, this does not happen ‘automatically’ but depends on many contextual factors as
outlined in 12.8. AD’s stress on exit and voluntarism (10.3.2) also in education helps to soften the
tension between bonding and bridging.
683
The civic-republican argument is “that common schools are worth the increased divisiveness,
hegemony, and mush because of the supreme value of having children educated in diverse
classrooms, with students of different racial, cultural, socio-economic, and religious backgrounds.
(T)he problems with this argument are, which it imagines a degree of diversity in public school
classrooms that does not now exits, that it runs counter to the powerful recent trend toward controlled
choice within public school systems. And that it ignores the possibility that a pluralistic system of
educational institutions might produce greater – or at least more valuable – diversity within the
classroom.” (McConnell 2002:129). Whether actual interactions in governmental and
nongovernmental schools provide better interaction-chances for learning civic/democratic virtues,
then, cannot be decided in general in favour of governmental schools. It is very much a contextual
issue (see also Macedo 2002:17; Galston 2002 (outside schools, particularly ‘racial inter-marriage’).
684
See McConnell 2002:122ff (‘Democratic Values and Overlapping Consensus’ and the danger
of incoherent or watered down perspectives in governmental schools); Ravitch 2003; Wolf/Macedo
2004:24. See Glenn/Groof 2002:24 for Australia and for Canada (164 quoting Holmes: “ “One school
cannot provide strong discipline and regular homework for some, permissive opportunities for selfactualization and high self-concept for others; both whole-class direct instruction and child-centred
learning; both a religious and a secular environment… The large cafeteria-style high school with the
multitudinous options and levels cannot genuinely cater to people who want a small, community
environment based on strongly shared values”). See also Glenn/Groof 2002a:112, In opposition to
Braster and Arons (and the silent consent by Glenn/Groof!) however it is important to point out two
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and religious diversity in education, which seems to be fostered by pluralist educational
systems allowing school choice, seems to be a lower degree of diversity inside schools or
classrooms.
Yet the different trade-offs mentioned may not be as big, the balancing not be as
difficult, and the choices not be as tragic as is often assumed and governmental schooling
only is certainly not the best or only way to find sensible solutions. The tension between
class and ethno-racial segregation and ‘social justice’, equity or equal educational
opportunity (Glenn/Groof 2002:577) may be moderated by appropriate systems of public
financing of religious schools and more choice in public education. The tension between
freedom of choice/autonomy – allowing strong bonds of sameness, communal
cultures/identities and loyalties – and civic-democratic virtues, bridging ties (‘social
cohesion’) and national culture/identity/loyalty (Harris 2004:99f, 120) – to the degree that it
really exists – may be alleviated by appropriate public regulation and control of teaching
civics. The tension between teaching and practicing cultural diversity – broadly understood,
in schools and in the overall educational system – may be alleviated by appropriate but
minimal content-regulation. In short, all depends on institutions and policies, and existing
regimes often already show good practices neglected by political philosophers’ deep
incompatibilities and tragic choices.
13.5

Social Justice/Equality and Religious Schools. No aid or fairly equal (direct or
indirect) public funding?

International human rights law and European covenants and jurisdiction oblige states to
permit freedoms of education in all their consequences for religious schools but it is an open,

things: First, relationally neutral governmental schools are certainly not condemned to ‘messages of
relativism and indifference’ or a ‘vacuum of perspectives’. After all, teaching moral minimalism is in
itself a quite demanding task (see 3.2). Embedded impartiality and relational neutrality certainly do
not require but criticize ‘abandoning home or subcultural values’. Second, much more demanding
morality and ethos of pluralism (see 6.2.3) and related “multi-faith programs” are certainly not
condemned to “trivialize religious commitments. Instead of treating them as serious life-consuming
commitments (..) religious scruples and practices are celebrated as so many charming ornaments of
ethnicity” (Thiessen 2001:232 quoted by Glenn/Groof) See also 8.2 for diverging approaches to
realize relational neutrality in education.
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debated issue whether they also oblige states to fairly equal public funding or not, 685 as the
constitutions and laws of some states as the Netherlands and Belgium clearly do. The
overwhelming majority of states with liberal-democratic constitutions however actually do
so. Greece, Bulgaria, Italy and the U.S. are clearly exceptional although the latter two have
very recently, grudgingly and unevenly allowed some indirect public financing. In this
section I give a rough and summarily overview of the complexity and intricacy of systems of
public financing and the various degrees of financing in different (groups of) countries before
trying to show why we all, but especially why egalitarian civic republicans should advocate
the moral obligation to fairly equal funding, maybe not in an ideal world but certainly under
existing conditions of structural inequalities.
Public financing of non-governmental schools in existing educational regimes is
perplexingly complex and diverse depending on who is financing how (i.e. directly and/or
indirectly; by contract), when,686 and what. Space prevents presenting any details here.687 As
with governmental schools, in most states the public funding of nongovernmental religious
schools is divided in various degrees between federal, state, local or municipal authorities,
which may or may not have an independent tax-base. Governmental authorities are financing
religious schools either directly (by fixed or flexible subsidies for facilities, number of
enrolled students and so on) and/or indirectly by granting schools certain tax-exemptions or
685

See Vermeulen 2004:38 and Glenn/Groof 2002a:245ff for emerging European law and
jurisdiction (see Glenn/Groof 2002:578 “emerging as an international legal norm”). According to
Glenn/Groof (2002a:265) the ‘Lüster Resolution’ of March 1984 of the EP “represents the highwater mark, to date, in the international recognition of an effective rights to education freedom,
supported by its appropriate share of public resources”. Art 9: “In accordance with the right to
freedom of education, Member States shall be required to provide the financial means whereby this
right can be exercised in practice, and to make the necessary public grants to enable schools to carry
out their tasks and fulfil their duties under the same conditions as in corresponding state
establishments, without discrimination as regards administration, parents, pupils or staff.
Notwithstanding this however freely established schools shall be required to make a certain
contribution of their own as a token of their own responsibility and as a means of supporting their
independent status.” The legal situation in the US after Zelman is open: Galston 2004:321f, Garnett
2004:324; McConnell 2002:120. My understanding of ‘fairly equal funding’ is compatible with new
‘adequacy’ standards increasingly used by US-courts and does not require to fully equalize per-pupil
expenditures across states, districts in governmental and non-governmental schools (see
Liebman/Sabel 2003:24ff).
686
In NL one year, in Germany 2 to six years, in France 5 years after school has been
accredited.
687
See the country studies in Macedo/Wolf 2004 and the comparative analysis and its results by
Glenn/Groof 2002:578f, 584ff, chart 2 and 2002a, ch. 9. Useful information is also provided reg. the
‘structure of schooling’ and the impact of developmental stages, which are neglected here.
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by paying vouchers and/or grants for students or tax-credits to parents. Financing can be
constitutionally/legally obligatory and enforceable by court action or at the discretion of
administrations, it can be lump-sum or expense related, it can be contractual (France,
Portugal, Spain, partly New Zealand and Iceland), it can be withheld under specified
conditions, it can be directly to schools or to networks or associations of providers as for the
‘systemic schools’ in Australia, it is usually restricted to ‘non-profit’ schools. It can be ex
ante and/or ex post, it can be conditional on property and capital of school owners (as in
Australia where subsidies on a sliding scale are inversely related to a school’s own resources)
or not, and it commonly is conditional on school type. Finally, many different costs can be
financed (by different authorities, to different degrees, under divergent conditions): capital
costs for construction of school building (premises), costs for maintenance, operational costs
and costs for administrative/supportive staff, for teaching staff (and additional training
courses etc.), for inspection, for schoolbooks, school-meals, uniforms, transportation, and for
many extra-curricular activities.688
The upshot of the complexity and intransparency of public financing of religious schools
within states and among states is that it is difficult to exactly calculate the comparative
overall-amount of public money for nongovernmental religious schools in relation to
governmental schools but roughly the following picture of groups of countries emerges
(Glenn/Groof 2002:584ff, 597, chart 2; 2002a: 252ff). Some states (Austria, Belgium,
Netherlands, England/Wales) cover virtually all costs (full funding),689 the Scandinavian
model (Denmark, Finland, Sweden) “is characterized by large subsidization” and partial
funding is known in many other countries as well (e.g. Australia, Germany, Hungary and

688

“Depending on the legislation in different countries, public subsidies may cover the full cost
or more selective personnel wages and pensions, the functioning costs, equipment, building, loans or
grants for capital expenditure, fees, fiscal advantages, and supplemental services for pupils.
Fernándes and Nordmann concluded that Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Pakistan, South Korea and Sweden subsidized essentially
the entire costs of non-state schools, while Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Thailand, and the United Kingdom paid salaries and operating expenses but
no facility costs” (Glenn/Groof 2002a:253). “Even in the United States, where until the June 2002
decision of the Supreme court theoretically no public subsidies were available (..) some states have
long provided various forms of support – transportation, books, meals – under the guise of ‘benefits
for the child” (254).
689
In the Netherlands, due to inflexibility of financing, bijzondere scholen are sometimes even
privileged.
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countries where public funding depends on contracts as in France or Spain). In the Canadian
federal system “some provinces fund only secular public schools” (New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, Quebec), some “use public revenue to fully
fund a Catholic schools system whose students pay no tuition (Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Ontario). Some fund private schools through grants designed to cover a portion of their
operating costs; these schools still charge tuition for expenses not covered by the provincial
subsidy (BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec). Ontario also subsidizes private
schools but does so with the newly introduced tax credit for the amount spent on tuition”
(Campbell 2004:193f, see Table 7-1). Finally a few countries still do not allow that
nongovernmental schools receive public money (no funding: Greece, Bulgaria, most Swiss
cantons) but Italy is now providing direct funding from some local and regional
governments, and the United States recently allow indirect public funding via vouchers.
Let me draw four lessons from this cursory overview:
First, notwithstanding intransparency and mixed records of public funding, one
straightforward and important lesson “from this varied experience is that equity in access to
educational opportunities is best served by funding approved non-public schools on the basis
of parity with government-operated schools. Otherwise, it is inevitable that family income
will play the major role in determining whether parents can exercise their right of educational
freedom on behalf of their children” (Glenn/Groof 2002:587, my italics; Dronkers 2004:288,
305; Goraard 2004:151). The reasons and motives for choosing nongovernmental schools are
various and mixed – historical strength of the non-government sector, proximity,
disappointment with quality of government schools in addition to religious, philosophical or
pedagogical convictions – but the evidence is plain that “those nations which guarantee equal
financial treatment of public and private schools, and thus provide a ‘level playing field’ on
which parental choice of schools is not influenced by financial considerations, have the
highest proportion of pupils enrolled in private (usually religious) schools” (Glenn/Groof
2002a:253).690

690

A very rough comparison of the ‘market share’ of student enrolment in non-governmental,
religious schools based on recent country templates in Wolf/Macedo (eds) 2004 and Glenn/Groof
2002, ranging from high to low, shows the following picture. Highest in the Netherlands: in primary
education 32% (governmental), 33% Roman Catholic, 27% Protestant, and 8% other (mainly
pedagogical) schools. In secondary education: 27% governmental, 28% Roman Catholic, 26%
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Second, fairly equal public funding not only helps to fight class-, but also ethno-racial
segregation, as we have seen in 13.4. In addition, most states provide supplemental funding
(either directly to schools in the form of higher coefficients per student or in the form of
income-related tax credits) to serve pupils from poor and/or ethnic minority families691 and
children (e.g. handicapped) needing special education.
Third, most systems combine direct subsidies for schools, teachers, staff etc. and for the
number of enrolled students with indirect subsidies for students and parents (like vouchers or
tax-credits). This mixed approach692 has – apart from apparent moral advantages – also

Protestant, and 19% other (Vermeulen 2004:35f). Similarly high in Belgium: 68.8 % of all pupils in
Flanders in subsidized ‘free’ schools, 14.6 in Flemish community schools, and 16.5 in municipal or
provincial government schools (Groof 2004:159). Together roughly 70% of all K – 12 students in
nongovernmental schools. Considerably lower but still high in Australia: more than 30% (19.8% in
Catholic, 11% in other) nongovernmental schools, showing a remarkable increase in the last decade
(Glenn/Groof 2002:9f). Austria and Canada (Glenn/Groof 2002a:142f: Catholic schools: 21% in
Saskatchewan, 23% in Alberta, 30% in Ontario (marginal ‘separate’ Protestant schools)). In France:
20 % in non-governmental (predominantly Catholic) schools, 65% in assigned governmental and
15% in other than assigned governmental schools (Meuret 2004:238, 249; slightly divergent
percentages in Basdevant-Gaudemet (roughly 16% in nongovernmental, 90% of which in Catholic
ones). In England/Wales roughly 30% of all schools are nongovernmental schools providing for 7.5
million pupils (Harris 2004 gives only numbers of schools (total community/country schools 13.401;
VAD 4.280; VC schools 2.741; Foundational schools 875; see above 8.2.1.2 for Fetzer/Soper’s
calculations). Gorard: roughly between 8% and 6%). In the United States more than 80% in
governmental schools (McConnell 2002:94). Lowest in Germany: only 5.8% in private (primary and
secondary) schools (highest in Bavaria: 8.9%). In Italy: 8% primary, 5%, middle, and 7% upper
secondary schools (Ribolzie 2004:275, only for schools, not for pupils enrolled). In the Scandinavian
countries: Finland: 9% in ‘private, grant-aided schools” and 91% in governmental schools
(Glenn/Groof 2002:235f for more details). In Norway: primary and lower secondary schools: 98,5%
public and 1.5% private; upper secondary schools (95% public and 5% private), in higher education:
90% public. (Glenn/Groof 2002:401). In Sweden only 4% independent compulsory and upper
secondary students in 518 fristønde skolor (Glenn/Groof 2002a:516). In Denmark G/G: friskoler
(210 small Grundtvigian schools,, 112 realskoler, 50 socialist lilleskoler, 70 religious schools (35
Protestant, 20 Islamic), 19 Waldorf. Efterskoler (194f) (Glenn/Groof 2002). In Switzerland, only
about 5 % of the pupils attend independent schools (Glenn/Groof 2002:529).
691
Only Bulgaria, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Russia, Scotland, and
Switzerland don’t (Glenn/Groof 2002a:chart 2, row 5). See Fase 1994 for migrant children in
Belgium (schools with less than 30% receive a 1.7 coefficient, with 30-50 % a 2.0 coefficient, with
more than 50% a 1.5 coefficient to discourage the development of segregated schools (93ff; see also
Glenn/Groof 2002:167, 174), for England/Wales (98ff), France (104ff). In the Netherlands a 1.25 to
1.9 coefficient is received for targeted pupils on the basis of criteria of class, nationality and years of
residence. See Bader 1998:195-99, 210f.
692
The Denish taximeter system comprises four grants (a basic grant (lump sum), a teaching,
an administration/operations, and a building grant to cover rent, interest, debt servicing and
maintenance) based on the actual levels of verified number of enrolled pupils) Glenn/Groof
2002:190).
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prudential and realist advantages compared with e.g. voucher-funding only. It allows more
stability and predictability to run schools without making them insensitive to considerable
changes in student-enrolment, and it allows better public control of what schools actually do
for instance with supplementary funding for ‘poor, minority, and immigrant’ students.
Voucher-systems only are plagued with huge information problems, and exit alone has too
little impact on actual change and performance if not combined with voice (see 13.6).
Fourth, complexity and lack of transparency of existing systems of public funding (see
Leenknegt 1997, 223ff) are the outcome of fierce historical struggles and highly sensitive,
negotiated arrangements that are difficult to change. Invisibility of the many forms and ways
of funding also may have important strategic advantages in this regard (both progressive and
reactionary ‘policies by stealth’). Yet clear and transparent principles, standards, rules,
procedures and practices of funding are preferable because they would enable more stability
and predictability for nongovernmental educational providers, they provide better chances for
judicial appeal against unfair administrative discretion of governmental authorities, and they
contribute to an open, well-informed public debate and political decision making.
Against this background I now try to develop, in seven consecutive steps, a complex
argument why we all, but particularly egalitarian civic republicans – especially in the United
States – should defend the moral obligation to fairly equal public financing of religious
schools:693
(1) Freedoms of education include free establishment and running of religious schools and
does not allow enforcing or imposing a monopoly for governmental schools. This is why
we all, and not only libertarians and pluralists should be in favour of mixed or pluralist
educational systems: neither a monopoly for governmental schools nor no governmental
schools and no public financing as some libertarians (e.g. Lieberman, 1989 but not
Milton Friedman) propose.
(2) If governments fund some non-governmental, including some religious schools they have
to treat all equally that live up to minimal standards. This is why all libertarians and
liberals for reasons of equal treatment and non-discrimination are morally and legally

693

My conception of differentiated morality (3.2) suggests such a stepwise approach using ever
more demanding moral standards (from minimal tolerance and freedoms to equal treatment to more
substantive equality and even to an ethos of pluralism).
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obliged to defend fairly equal funding (this moral obligation has been defended in 7.1.4,
the respective legal obligation has been used as a minimal standard in 8.2).694
(3) Private, including religious schools under ideal conditions of equal distribution of socioeconomic resources and opportunities may not require public funding (see 7.1.4), but
structural economic, educational, residential inequalities require changes in the
residential assignment-regimes of students in governmental schools and fairly equal
funding of non-governmental schools in order to achieve more fair and equal educational
chances for all pupils (independent of SES, parental education or all ascriptive
categorizations) instead of reproducing societal inequalities in the educational system.
Only defenders of ‘libertarian archipelagos’ in education may be more or less immune to
such arguments. This is the major reason why civic republicans, if they are seriously
committed to more substantive notions of equality, as they say and as they should, should
be in favour of fairly equal funding in the real world. In addition, a more substantive
notion of equality morally requires more than equal funding and give preferential
treatment either to all schools directly (e.g. additional funds, teacher training) “which
make special effort to include pupils from minority, immigrant (insofar they are
structurally disadvantaged – V.B.), or low-income families, in the name of a ‘preferential
option for the poor” (Glenn/Groof 2002a:246), or to enrolled students by way of a
weighed voucher system,695 or through income dependent tax-grants for parents.
(4) Free choice for parents is a ‘formal, empty, illusory’ right (Glenn/Groof 2002a: 247), it is
a ‘dead’ term without adequate public subsidies. If tuition fees are allowed and have to be
paid, then there should be either income-corrections or grants.

694

Ontario had a fully equally funded, quasi-public Catholic system but did not provide
financial support for ‘private religious schools’. This has been brought to court in 1996 in Adler v.
Ontario but the court decided that the Canadian Constitution would allow this. In 1999 the UNHCR
ruled that this was in violation of the ICCPR (Campbell 2004:201ff; Glenn/Groof 2002a:154ff).
Eventually, Ontario introduced the tax-credit system in 2001 to correct this unequal treatment but the
new system is still unequal. In addition, it is equally important to end positive discrimination in
public funding of religious schools compared with other nongovernmental schools on the basis of
other philosophies or worldviews (e.g. humanist) and pedagogical approaches (e.g. Montessori,
Dalton, Steiner).
695
See also Sugerman 1999, Jencks et al. 1973 (Glenn/Groof 2002a:186f). See my criticism of
Hirst’s proposal: Bader 2001a:46f, 2001b:192f, 197). Today, I would emphasize more clearly that
voucher financing should not replace but supplement diverse forms of direct public financing.
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(5) If, and to the degree in which governmental schools cannot and do not live up to the
principle of ‘neutrality’, at least in the considered opinion of parents/students who fear
that government schools unduly promote – in content and practice of teaching – a specific
secularist way of life, even defenders of ‘strict neutrality’ in the real world, and
obviously all proponents of relational neutrality and fairness as evenhandedness should
be in favour of fairly equal funding (Monsma/Soper 1997; Glenn/Groof 2002a:245f;
2002:4).
(6) If, and to the degree in which governmental schools cannot or do not live up to the
requirements of legitimate or reasonable pluralism or cultural diversity of all sorts in
content and practice of teaching, defenders of a more demanding ‘ethos of pluralism’ also
should favour pluralist school regimes and fairly equal funding in order to realize more
overall pluralism in education.696
(7) Lastly, if states depend considerably on religious schools to live up to their obligations to
provide education for all (for whatever historical or recent reasons), i.e. if religious
schools meaningfully help to realize mandatory public services, fairness requires that
they should be equally publicly funded.
Public funding is and, obviously, should be conditional (minimal standards). This is why all
reasonable defenders of nongovernmental schools should be in favour of public regulation
and control of all schools, including governmental and religious schools.
13.6

Public Regulation and Control

As with financing, the forms and ways of regulation and control of governmental and
nongovernmental schools are complex and differ within and among states. They usually
concern conditions of accreditation/withdrawal, input (general curriculum frameworks,
specified curriculum plans, textbooks, teacher guides), output (exams, tests, essays and
performance indicators) and also throughput control. In addition to the various combinations
696

My “Education: Between ‘Assimilating’ Univalent Equality and “Disuniting’ Polyvalent
Plurality” (Section 5 in Bader 1998a:195ff) gives a short overview of attempts to pluralize
governmental schools in Western European countries. Today, I would emphasize much stronger, first,
the important role of a diverse non-governmental sector for the overall pluralization of educational
regimes and, second, that certain minimum standards should be required in both sectors to live up to
basic requirements of living in a democratic and culturally widely diverse society. More demanding
pluralization of ethos and content of education however should not be imposed but should convince
more and more parents and students by way of good practices, attractive examples.
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of ‘what, when, and how is regulated/controlled’ the standards of regulation/control and also
the subjects (who) are various: central, provincial, local governmental educational
authorities; self-control by schools and school-boards as well as by associations of providers,
‘market control’ by clients (parents, students). For reasons of space, no detailed comparative
description and evaluation of regimes of regulation and control is possible.697 I also do not
intend to sketch aggregate country-templates698, which often reproduce myths like ‘the
unregulated American’ systems versus the ‘excessively’ overregulated/over-controlled
“colossal” (Witte 2004:365) European regime. In addition, meaningful (parental, teacher,
school) autonomy versus legitimate public control not only implies tensions and trade-offs
for religious schools as is often assumed but for governmental schools as well. Instead, I
shortly state the general tension between autonomy and control and the dangers of extensive
interpretations of the ‘public trust theory’ in order to avoid both unattractive poles of full
control versus no control (red herrings, stalking horses). For moral and for pedagogical
reasons we have to look for effective but least obtrusive or invasive forms of input-, output-,
and throughput-control. In order to avoid state-imposed standards, which are often rightly
perceived as secularist/professionalist, I advocate the involvement of different kinds of
providers in debates/setting of minimal moral and minimal liberal-democratic standards all
schools have to live up to. More demanding standards should not be imposed but agreed
upon which considerably raises the chances of effective implementation and self-control.
The tension between autonomy and control is widely and rightly recognized not only for
religious schools but also for governmental schools. The “heightened demand for measurable
educational results” (Glenn/Groof 2002:579f) that is not only stimulated by civic-republican
fervour but also by ‘free choice’ is at odds with minimally required pedagogic autonomy for
teachers. Making teaching contents, methods, lessons and also students results ever more
visible, transparent and comparable leads to ‘teaching to the test’. In many countries one
recently sees attempts to minimize central regulation and reduce external control of
governmental schools (see Liebman/Sabel 2003 for the US). Yet ‘overregulation’ and
invasive control is particularly dangerous for religious schools because it tends to override
697

See, again: Glenn/Groof 2002, 2002a; and the contributions in Macedo Tamir 2002 and
Wolf/Macedo 2004.
698
The Netherlands as the most highly regulated/controlled systems (Vermeulen 2004:46f, 67;
see Galston 2004.
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not only pedagogic autonomy but also constitutionally and legally guaranteed freedoms of
religious education.699 Particularly in the U.S. this tendency is used by some strong or
‘unreasonable’ defenders of ‘freedom of religion’, ‘free establishment’ and ‘choice’ as the
core argument against any form of public regulation and control however minimal and
“unobtrusive” (Campbell 2002:207; Wolf/Macedo 2004:3), not only against public financing
of religious schools.700 Reasonable pluralists (e.g. McConnell 2002, Witte 2004:357f, Glenn
2004:348, Groof 2004, Esbeck 2004) accept that all schools have to be minimally regulated
and controlled but rightly point out that “it is very tempting to use subsidies as a way to make
non-public schools into instruments of public policy” (Groof 2004:175). “With public dollars
come a wide variety of government regulations” (Wolf/Macedo 2004:3). State-authorities
often cannot resist the temptation to use the “backdoor strategy” (Galston 2002:321, Witte
2004:366) to impose specific perspectives and ways of life, pedagogies and ways of
organizing on religious schools.701
I’ve already explained why moral minimalism requires minimal external controls of all
religious organizations including churches, why controls may legitimately be more
demanding for FBO’s compared with churches and for FBO’s in education compared with
care (7.3.5). On the other hand, respecting the educational consequences of religious
freedoms clearly means that the standards should not be maximalist but minimalist though
liberal-democratic (see 13.3, 13.4). The freedoms of richting (i.e. the right to shape a school
according to a religious or philosophical worldview or pedagogy) and of inrichting (i.e. of
internal organizational structure or “organizing authority” (Groof 2004:166)) should be
respected and defended also by all reasonable civic republicans. They require that controls
are as unobtrusive as possible. Obviously, it is fairly difficult to find the “right” (Glenn/Groof
2002) or “appropriate” (Harris 2004:104) balance and to avoid the dangers of overregulation
and under-regulation (Witte 2004:358). That standards and controls should be “reasonable”
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Both in Europe (see Vermeulen 2004:34f, de Groof) as in the U.S. (see Galston 2004:319ff
for Meyer 1923; Farrington 1927; Glenn 2004:342 for Pierce 1925; Glenn/Groof 2002:245 for Ohio
vs Wishner; Campbell (2004:203) for Canada.
700
Based on the perception that ‘not asking for public money’ completely protects or shields
against any public control.
701
Garnett (2004:324f vs “ideological commandeering”); see Glenn/Groof 2002:591;
2002a:247.
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(Pierce, quoted in Glenn 2004:342) here as in all other cases, does not solve the tension but
only indicates the difficulties involved.
If all schools, including ‘private’ or ‘independent’ religious schools, which do not ask
for or accept public money, have to be minimally controlled, does public financing make a
difference at all empirically?702 Should it make a difference morally speaking? (why
regulation and control? (Wolf/Macedo 2004:8) In other words, what is the normative worth
of the ‘public trust theory’ in education? It’s main impact, in my view, lies in legitimate rules
requiring schools to be non-profit organizations (actually imposed in all countries) and in
legitimate control of financial affairs: private schools may spoil their own money if they so
wish but publicly financed school are accountable (standards of efficiency and
effectiveness).703 Its impact is much weaker and more dubious with regard to selection of
teachers and students: private religious schools, which are not publicly funded still are
subject to non-discrimination in employment and student selection (are there legitimate
differences in degree in this regard?). It is even weaker regarding matters of content and
pedagogy: they have to teach ‘non-discrimination and non-oppression’ and, obviously, if
they want their exams to be recognized, the minimal cognitive content of the curriculum. In
the end, the moral intuition, spelled out by the public trust theory,, which public funding of
schools also makes a huge difference in terms of content-control, seems correct only prima
facie (see also Martinez-Lopez quoted in Glenn/Groof 504). The moral trade-off between
autonomy and control seems smaller than the empirical trade-off, which also me be
exaggerated in phrases like ‘the more choice, the more regulation/control’ (Wolf/Macedo
2004:X).
Finding reasonable balances then crucially depends on finding the least invasive or
obtrusive but still effective ways and means of public regulation and control. Regulation and
control of accreditation ranges from the pole of detailed specification in advance of
maximum conditions in terms of numbers of expected/enrolled students, facilities,
702

In England/Wales, e.g. all schools except independent schools are included in inspection
regime (Harris 2004:102f, private schools have to pay for inspection, see for other differences – 107;
Leenknegt 1997:107ff ). Only if a school, in Belgium, asks for community support and for
“recognition of certificates” (Groof 2004:166). Vrije scholen in the Netherlands are also exempted
from regulation, control and inspection.
703
Witte (2004:366): “compelling public interest in knowing how that money is being spent
and with what results”. My version of AD, even more so than Paul Hirst’s, focuses on this core of
minimal fiscal accountability.
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geographical spread, qualification of teaching staff, trustworthiness of provider, mission,
curriculum guide, etc. (approached by Russia (Glenn/Groof 2002:589) and to a lesser degree
by France and Germany) to more lenient rules and practices and shorter periods between
recognition and public financing. In some countries accredited schools are controlled
regularly (e.g. England/Wales once in 6 years) in others only after a ‘notice of complaint’,
and withdrawal of financing or accreditation is more or less imminent and open to judicial
appeal. Fairness, in my view, requires low thresholds in terms of numbers of students and
short waiting periods before financing is granted because high numbers and long periods tend
to exclude or discriminate against smaller and new religious minorities or alternative
candidates and directly or indirectly privileges established providers.
Input regulation and control can be detailed and specified in all possible regards. In
addition to general curriculum-guides or frameworks704 some countries require curriculum
plans specifying in detail not only subjects705 but also courses, minimum number of lessons
or hours, schedules or even prescribe textbooks and teacher guides. The more detailed these
regulations and controls are, the less autonomy for teachers and schools generally, for
religious schools in particular. Opposition against this tendency is mounting even inside
governmental schools.
Morally more apt alternatives are “outcome driven approaches” (Groof 2004:180) or
output regulation and control favoured by ‘pro-choice’ authors as “smart regulation”
(Glenn). They require final attainment targets following from general curriculum guides or
frameworks but leave schools and teachers – also in governmental but particularly in
nongovernmental schools – “free to express its distinctive character and its method of
teaching and to a considerable extent in the content of teaching, as well as in other aspects of
school life” (Groof 2004:172). In order to make outcomes comparable and to test whether
cognitive and non-cognitive achievements live up to minimum standards, they also require
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Accepted in most countries: see for Belgium (Groof 2004:176), NL (Vermeulen 2004:46),
Sweden, Denmark, Finland (Glenn/Groof 2002:589), Hungary (Glenn/Groof 2002:588 for the
interesting experiment with the “National Core Curriculum Bank”).
705
Here are some particularly hotly contested cases: Talmud Torah School (“music and drama”:
103f, 110). Kjeldsen (sex education either explicitly or in ‘personal, social + health’; 109, 112
(conflicts between rights of kids and of parents?). Most countries also respect ‘church’-autonomy
regarding religious instruction (see however 8.2. for England and Norway).
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common, state or nation-wide examinations706 at least at the end of primary, secondary and
high-school education. The kinds of exams differ widely (oral, written, from MC to open
essays, course-work) and legitimately so regarding different subjects. Yet, one should be
aware of two combined dangers. First, one can use common exams as a backdoor strategy to
impose statism and professionalist secularism on all schools. This danger can effectively only
prevented by integration the different educational providers in standard-setting and preparing
common exams (see below).707 Second, one should also be aware of the combined pressure
from the side of ‘free-choice-parents’ and governmental authorities to introduce testing in all
schools and classes all the time starting from pre-schooling (teaching to the test from the
cradle to the grave).708
Particularly in examinations in civic education, essays – e.g. in the “curriculum-based
external exit examination system” (CBEES) in Alberta709 – are preferable because they avoid
the “negative outcome of standardized testing” (Campbell 2004:209) but they also can only
test cognitive outcomes. The ‘pedagogical climate’ of a school, its ‘atmosphere, ethos or
culture’, the character of interactions in classes, school, and school environment as well as
the actual learning of civic/democratic virtues could be controlled, if at all, only by
throughput control or external inspection in classes or schools (Eisgruber 2002:70, 82).
Some countries, e.g. France, go very far in this regard at least in theory, others are much
more reluctant,710 most exempt inspection of religious instruction classes.711 Throughput
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Hotly contested in federal education regimes like Germany or the U.S. The Dutch regime is
fully centralized in this, as in all other regards.
707
Evolution theory is, in my view, rightly included in exams and this means that it has to be
taught in all schools in ways they seem fit. Yet, this allows some orthodox Protestants to teach also
creationism or ‘intelligent design’ if they so wish. Instead of proscribing this, as so often is proposed
in the U.S. and in NL, we should have more trust in evidence and experiment based modern science
also in the minds of maturing students.
708
This should not be misunderstood as an argument against obligations for schools to provide
information on (i) admission of students; (ii) curriculum and pedagogy, (iii) student achievements,
(iv) expenditure and financial information (Witte 2004:363f). Onderwijsvragenlijsten en scholen als
vissen in een kom (on the web). Both in Denmark and in Sweden, public ranking of schools is
proscribed.
709
Campbell 2004:190, 204ff; see Galston 2004:323. Similar systems exist in BC, Manitoba,
New Brunswick, New Foundland, Quebec.
710
See for the excessively comprehensive and centralized rules: Meuret 2004:247f. Ten times
during their career, individual teachers, for instance, are tested by state inspection in France. Norway
seems still to be free of any inspection (Glenn/Groof 2002:593) and also of standard testing until the
end of compulsory education (401f). In Sweden and Denmark there is also no national inspectorate,
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control, particularly unannounced state-inspection, is clearly the most effective control if
‘we’ really want to know what is actually going on in classrooms and schools but it is also
the most invasive one. Our desire to know and to control (the ceaseless ‘quest for control’)
generally stimulates the tendency towards massive overregulation but particularly if it is
driven by dramatized “fringe” cases and by the logic of moral and political panic,712 of
distrust and its escalating dynamics. It would reach its limits if actual teaching would take
place continually under the scrutinizing electronic eye of Big Brother. If at all, it should be
confined to cases of ‘clear and present danger’.713
In a comparative perspective, in sum, we have many, combined moral and pedagogic
reasons to prefer regimes of regulation and control, which are mainly output-oriented714 and
“humble” but maybe not so “devolved” (Witte 2004:362).
It is crucial that all standards and procedures of regulation and control, even if minimal,
are as ‘objective’ (Glenn/Groof) or in my language, as relationally neutral and even-handed
as possible. Instead of counterfactually assuming that government educational authorities and
teaching professions are ‘neutral’ by definition, institutions and processes of defining general
curriculum frameworks, final achievement targets and also exams should try to guarantee
that the divergent perspectives be included. This is particularly relevant if one realizes that
worldviews or perspectives are not only important when it comes to religious instruction.715
It is remarkable that only very few countries have tried to set up fair and evenhanded
quality control is left up to parents “who can select the person who will supervise their compliance”
and either may appoint an external evaluator or ask the municipal council to assume this role, based
on self-assessments (Glenn/Groof 2002:197, 200, 579).
711
As traditionally in NL till recently (Vermeulen 2004:49f; now we find interesting new
coalitions between Christian Democrats and Muslim organization in the battle whether religious
instruction classes should be inspected or not) (see generally for the “scenario Pan Religious
Mobilization”: Soper/Fetzer 2006:11ff); in Belgium inspection of pedagogical method is excluded
(Groof 2004:171).
712
As recently in the Netherlands (and also by Venegoni/Ferrero 2004:371, 378). Instead, we
should focus on “typical situations” (Witte 2004:335ff; Wolf/Macedo 2004:24f) and the “really
important, long term concerns”.
713
In Denmark, e.g. only in “extraordinary circumstance” or “extreme cases” direct inspection
and supervision takes place (Glenn/Groof 2002:198).
714
Wolf/Macedo 2004:5; Groof 2004:180 (for Belgium’s “exemplary position”).
715
See Glenn 2004:341 quoting from the ruling of the ECHR in the Kjeldsen case: “In fact, it
seems very difficult for many subjects taught at school not to have, to a greater or lesser extent, some
philosophical complexion of implications”; see similar the Spanish Constitutional Court in 1985
(Glenn/Groof 2002:503f; see 8.2). Remarkably, the importance of the issue is almost completely
neglected in the theoretical literature (e.g. Wolf/Macedo 2004:15f).
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institutions and procedures for standard-setting and control. Most trust that fairly
intransparent institutions and committees composed of state-officials and co-opted teachers
and scientists (as the Onderwijsinspectie and Onderwijsraad in the Netherlands) would be
best in realizing ‘independence and objectivity’. Belgium is the exception. It knows a
“longstanding tradition of consultation with educational networks and stakeholders” (Groof
2004:171). The Flemish Education-Council (Onderwijsraad) is composed of “representatives
of networks (i.e. recognized umbrella-organizations of religious or philosophical and
communal providers), trade-unions, parents, students, economic and social experts, ministry
officials”; parent and student-associations are supported by government. The Educational
Inspectorate (Onderwijsinspectie) is composed of 50% from the official governmental
networks and 50% from the subsidized private educational networks, and this “equal
representation in the inspectorate corps is intended to guarantee objectivity” (177).716
Associative Democracy, Standard Setting and Control
This is an example of associational standard setting and control as proposed by AD. It
combines governmental and nongovernmental institutions, general and specific publics
instead of trusting the wisdom of either professionals in the field or state-authorities or
religious/philosophical/pedagogic educational providers.717
As all forms of selective cooperation (11.3 and 11.4) it requires thresholds to be
workable. To establish and successfully run a publicly financed religious primary school for
example, a certain minimum number of students is required, which depends on years of
716

In Denmark also, nongovernmental schools participate in selecting inspectors (Glenn/Groof
2002:593).
717
Some of the crucial elements of associational standard-setting and monitoring are also
developing in American reforms of governmental education in opposition to misleading dichotomies
of either ‘top down’ centralization (Liebman/Sabel 2003:31-8) or ‘bottom up’, grass root driven, antiinstitutional ‘new localism’ (39ff: emerging from a combination of networks of geographically
dispersed schools and small scale humane schools (teacher centric, teaching as a ‘craft’ and
cooperative learning)). The kernels of such a new approach to school governance are layered regimes
of standards setting and monitoring which provide fair amounts of autonomy for states, district,
schools and teachers (see 71ff for the development of the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills),
which involve all relevant stakeholders in standard setting monitoring (see 73 for the Texas School
Improvement Initiative) insisting on the pivotal importance of internal compared to external
accountability (134), shift the focus from sanctions to incentives, and introduce new ways to compare
and learn from best practices and feedbacks between the different levels (see also Sabel 2004).
Unfortunately, Liebman/Sabel bracket nongovernmental schools completely and are in danger to
reproduce the secularist bias of the new professionalism in education.
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mandatory education, prescribed minimum/maximum per class, geographical location, the
wealth of a country, etc.718 Only if a certain minimum number719 of such schools have been
run with success for some time and if the providers have the wish and organizational capacity
to be represented in educational councils, which advice or co-decide about standards and
control it makes sense that their roof-associations (‘networks’ in Belgium, ‘systems’ in
Australia) are present at the table to deliberate and negotiate with other roof-organizations of
providers, government educational authorities and other relevant stakeholders.720
In addition to external public control by negotiated/agreed minimum standards, AD
trusts upon different forms of self-control by educational networks or roof-associations of
providers,721 by schools themselves, which may develop and implement much more
demanding standards, and also by parents and students that act as “private quality
controllers” (‘market control’ or control by more or less well-informed clients or
‘consumers’). Self-control can be more routine, less invasive, more enhancing (promoting
quality instead of only supervising and reporting) but – in opposition to some school-choice
evangelists – in order to work properly it should be backed by external public control (the
shadow of hierarchy).
External control is mainly punctual, ex ante and/or ex post and it depends on quality and
selectivity of provided information, reasons why its effectiveness should not be
overestimated. Hence, internal routine self-control in actu and continuous adaptation and
change of practices is paramount but it very much depends on forms of governance of
schools. Many countries know laws, which regulate democratic participation and co-decision
(democratic governance) by the relevant stakeholders (teachers, students, parents and also
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In NL: between 200 to 300 pupils, in Norway 16, in Denmark 12 pupils in the first year of
operation, 20 in the second, and 28 from the third year on (Glenn/Groof 2002:188). Administrative
discretion adds to inevitable ‘unfairness’ and exclusive effects for small newcomers (see 8.2).
719
Depending on the level of representation and the total number of primary schools.
720
To counteract the representation of ‘traditionalist’ or ‘orthodox’ organizations and leaders
only, public authorities may see that minorities within religious minorities (e.g. ‘liberal’ Muslims or
Alevites, Sufi’s) may also be present even if they have not set up their own schools yet.
721
In Belgium, the “legal representatives of each recognized philosophical or religious
community themselves organize the pedagogic inspection” (Groof 2004:172).
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other staff-members)722 and these or similar systems are also proposed by deliberative
democrats, empowered (deliberative) democrats,723 and AD.
Associative democracy however like civic libertarianism, takes associational religious
freedoms more serious and is more hesitant to impose democratic congruence on all FBO’s
in education without due consideration. It does not want to overrule the ‘organizational
authority’ of providers724 and may even allow exemptions from participation- and codecision laws in cases in which religious providers can reasonably and plausibly demonstrate
– and the burden of proof is clearly theirs – that even moderate forms of democratic school
governance would be incompatible with the core of the religion as they define it. Yet this
may then be a legitimate reason to withhold public subsidies. If they do so, this weakens
internal control considerably and also makes external control more difficult. This indicates
the first serious problem for AD.725 Yet we have seen that the overwhelming majority of
religious schools does not ask for such exemptions and, more important, seems to provide a
school structure and culture, which seems to be more conducive to effective co-operation
between parents, students and teachers than comparable governmental schools.726 Also in this
722

See the Dutch Education Participation Act 1992 (Vermeulen 2004:51; Leenknegt
1997:205ff); see for England/Wales (Harris 2004:119): citizenship (active participation, voice) versus
consumers (markets, exit); for Denmark (Glenn/Groof (2002:186, 188): “majority of parents,
normally 5 to 7, two teachers, two pupils” + head-teacher). In Spain a democratic composition of
school councils is prescribed by law and has greatly contributed to the loss of a huge part of previous
control by the Catholic Church (Glenn/Groof 2002:500). See also for Finland, Portugal, Austria. See
also Glenn 2004:350 and Eisgruber 2002:80f.
723
See Fung/Wright (2001:9f) for neighbourhood governance councils in Chicago.
724
See for Belgium: ”guaranteed right to establish a separate decision making structure” (Court
of Arbitration versus “excessive interference”) and recognition of a private law institution as a
“nongovernmental public service”, but for all subsidized education: “every school has to set up a
participation council” (Groof 2004:171), with the powers to give advice, to consult, the right to obtain
information. See Leenknegt for the conflict between vrijheid van stichting en richting and the limits
of co-determination in the Netherlands (1997:201-10) and for exemptions from co-determination for a
group of Protestant bijzondere scholen (238).
725
Conservative or orthodox religious minority schools may try to extend their criticism of
liberal-democratic morality and virtues into the selection of teachers, and controlling actual teaching
practices from the outside, particularly against the resistance of teachers, parents, school heads and
associations of providers, is hindered if the internal organization of schools is not open, transparent
and democratic (see10:note 86 for the difficult trade-off between autonomy and democracy; see also
Eisgruber 2002:59, 70, 82; Rosenblum 2002:154). In addition, control is limited to minimum
standards and cannot induce more demanding, better performances.
726
In this regard, I’ve changed my generalized preference for public schools. Still I believe that
“Democratic control, inspection and effective impact on changes of curricula, materials, methods and
practices of teaching should … be the litmus-test” (Bader 1998x:200) but now I’m not generally
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regard, the trade-off between public control and diversity is not such big as often assumed in
general statements that governmental schools increase the chances of effective
civic/democratic education, regulation and control at the risk of ‘treating all the same’ instead
of ‘all equal’ whereas nongovernmental schools would be good for diversity but bad for
democracy and public regulation/control.
Mixed regimes of regulation and control – compared with either external governmental
control or ‘market control’ by clients (parents/students) only – are also preferable for other
reasons. Both are external and bad in routine control and slight continuous improvement of
practices and both have to tackle serious information problems. Information problems may
be better resolved by governmental educational authorities, though there is no reason to take
this issue lightly. One cannot just assume that parents and students as choosers and private
quality-controllers are well informed. They are confronted with serious difficulties to get
adequate, relevant (that is selected), reliable and comparable information (Minow 2000),
which can be resolved only on the basis of publicly regulated information provisions because
voluntary agreements have proven to be ineffective (Engelen 2005). ‘Markets’ in services do
not solve information-problems automatically but may help to resolve them only if properly
regulated. Otherwise, more ‘school choice’ increases formal autonomy only instead of
meaningful substantive autonomy and clients tend to ‘escape’ from the bewildering
‘freedom’ of choice by either traditionally staying where they are or fairly volatile entries and
exits. AD’s bet on exit compared with voice should hence be more circumscribed in order to
respond to the two downsides of exclusive exit strategies (the second serious problem for
AD): the information problem and the problem that only voice guarantees some ongoing
impact on increasing the quality of teaching practices. In sum, mixed systems of control seem
best able to guarantee what is paramount: good and improving quality of all education in all
schools for all pupils,727 instead of only the bare minimum.
“convinced that semi-public and public institutions imply less obstacles in this regard”. If, and to the
degree in which it is true that teachers in public schools are more committed liberal democrats, that
textbooks and teacher’s guides are better in public schools and, in addition, are more adequately
implemented in teaching practice, this would be an important advantage of governmental schools but
this should not just be presumed but made plausible by comparative empirical evidence. Frank
Cunningham, in a personal communication, provides such evidence from his first-hand experience
with developing philosophy courses, textbooks and teacher guides for ‘public’ (secular) and
‘separate’ (Catholic) schools in Ontario.
727
See Gutmann 2002:43; Rosenblum 2002:153.
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13.7

Monopoly for governmental schools or libertarian market archipelagos? Regime
Pluralism: The Case for Associative Democracy

Organizational or institutional pluralism, so is my claim, is not only conducive to a more
culturally diverse education in terms of content and pedagogy – though it cannot guarantee
this diversity, particularly not if completely overregulated and controlled – it is also better for
the overall effectiveness, efficiency and for higher degrees of adaptation and innovation
compared with an ideal model of organizational monism.
A state-imposed legal monopoly of governmental schools does not any longer exist in
‘liberal democracies’ (as it did in some Swiss cantons until 1969) and it would be clearly at
odds with liberal democratic constitutions. Yet some states (in Scandinavia, Italy,
Switzerland) approach a factual monopoly. Even if it would exist however it would not eo
ipso mean that governmental schools would be completely homogenous or monolithic,728 for
two main reasons.
First, even in highly centralized systems of government and education (as in France
(Meuret 2004:245; Glenn/Groof 2002:247), Portugal (Glenn/Groof 2002:415), and Italy
(Ribolzi 2004:269f), but also, often neglected, in the Netherlands) there is always some
delegation of educational authority to lower levels, whether legally or in actual practice. In
all federal systems educational authority is explicitly divided and more or less radically
devolved so that actual regimes of educational governance (in terms of funding, of
regulation/control of content, pedagogy, and organization) within a country/polity can differ
markedly – Canada’s provinces provide widely divergent “multiple templates”,
“laboratories” (Campbell 2004:190ff) or a “patchwork quilt” (Glenn/Groof 2002:141) –
among ‘states’ (U.S.) or ’Länder’ (Germany), Swiss cantons, or provinces or regions
(Belgium, Spain) as well as within the same unit among school districts, municipalities,
schools and classrooms: the more so the more decentralized and devolved actual
competencies are. 729
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Gutmann (2002:30, 41, 171) and Rosenblum (2002:152f vs. “government in the singular”,
stressing the “tug of war” among governmental authorities) rightly refute this charge.
729
See also Oates 1999:1131ff on “laboratory federalism”. Decentralization, however is not the
same as actual autonomy (Switzerland has one of the most decentralized educational system (actually
26 different cantonal systems) but allows for nearly no autonomy for schools due to detailed,
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Second, and increasingly so since the 1990s, more and more countries allow for and
subsidize alternative, nongovernmental (‘independent’) but nonreligious schools like magnet
schools, charter schools, city colleges or city academies730 and also home-schooling.
Governmental schools, hence, may allow more diversity in content and pedagogy of
education than critics suggest but in such a system it is more difficult to resist the temptation
to impose specific ‘statist’ and ‘professionalist/secularist’ philosophies and the newest
‘educational reforms’ on all schools731 because governmental schools lack the
constitutional/legal and institutional means to resist such modelling, particularly if they are
guided by strong nationalist assimilation732 and aggressive laïcist agendas. Institutionally and
organizationally pluralist regimes provide more guarantees and chances for legitimate
diversity in education if shielded against the fervour of statist overregulation.
In turn, there is reasonable doubt that ‘school choice’ only, the libertarian utopia of
independent, loosely connected school archipelagos would provide a “panacea” (Gutmann
2002:41f, 45, 174 vs. Chubb/Moe) or a “magic solution” (Glenn 2004:354), particularly if
not properly regulated, controlled and adequately funded.
All reasonable pluralists and defenders of school-choice are quite outspokenly in favour
of regime pluralism in education, and associative democracy, different from ChristianDemocratic defenders of pluralism, proposes a much broader set of associational selforganisation in education instead of a narrow focus on religious schools as the only or main
alternative to governmental schools.733 The position of civic republicans is much less clear,

specified systems of regulation (Glenn/Groof 2002:533f). Denmark is less decentralized but allows
for a huge amount of autonomy for all schools. In most federal systems the central level minimally
co-regulates or co-decides: years of compulsory education, some rules of recognition of credentials,
some minimum attainment goals and, usually, also provides some funding. Most federalist
educational regimes are plagued by conflicts over standards, financing and recognition of exams, and
by joint decision traps. See for a detailed discussion of recent reforms of the American public school
system in this regard: Liebman/Sabel 2003.
730
See for the U.S (Glenn/Groof 2002:539ff); for Canada (Campbell 2004; Glenn/Groof
2002:141ff), Australia (Glenn/Groof 2002:9ff). New Zealand (377ff); England/Wales (Harris 2004;
Goraard 2004); even Italy (Ribolzi 2004).
731
“Professionally organized centralization” (in the Netherlands) is praised by Venegoni/Ferrero
2004:377, see Wolf/Macedo 2004:25.
732
As in Italy (Ribolzi 2004), France (Meuret 2004), and also in some civic-republican defences
of public schools in the U.S. (astonishingly also by Rosenblum 2002:150).
733
See McConnell 2002:87, 105, 135 (note 3 “it may be “wise or necessary” to have “public
schools as a backstop”); Glenn/Groof 2002 and 2002a for many. Clearly there is no general
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however. On the one hand, they seem to accept, rather reluctantly and with hesitation – as a
regrettable ‘fact of life’ – that nongovernmental, particularly religious schools are
constitutionally guaranteed.734 On the other hand, they still seem not to be prepared to accept
public financing, let alone opt in favour of adequate levels of public financing for reasons of
fairness and in order to realize equal educational opportunities for all in the real world, and
they also seem to advocate comprehensive and fairly obtrusive regimes of public regulation
and control.
Defenders of school-choice and of AD share a strong emphasis on voluntarism (choice
for parents and students),735 on legitimate autonomy of teachers, schools and associational
providers, and on legitimate ethno-cultural and religious diversity of the overall educational
system. In addition to these moral reasons which should be, compared with most libertarians
and many liberal school-choice defenders, more explicitly accompanied by fairly equal
access and fairly equal funding to provide all children equal educational opportunities, they
also share prudential arguments that regime pluralism increases competition and, directly or
indirectly, the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the educational system.736 Different from
most pluralists and school-choice theorists however associative democrats command more
sophisticated conceptual and theoretical resources regarding the following issues:
(i) Instead of either state (civic republicans) or market (school choice), they can use the full
set of modes of governance also in education: ‘private (profit/nonprofit)
schools/hierarchies’; schools owned and run by (religious, ‘philosophical’, pedagogic)
associations and communities and/or their roof-organizations; ‘public’ governmental
schools (public hierarchies); networks or “partnerships”737 among private, semi-private,

percentage for an ‘adequate public/private mix’ but in many cases, a substantial percentage of
governmental schools seems preferable.
734
Here they differ markedly from classical liberal criticism of mandatory state-education (like
W. v. Humboldt and J.S. Mill) and state-paternalism. Gutmann does not give much substance to her
claim that democratic education “defends a mixed system of private and public schooling”
(2002:171; Reich (2006:20f.) is much clearer in this regard. “At least in principle, public, private,
religious, and even homeschools can be successful in achieving the right ethos and common
educational vision” of the ideal of common schooling).
735
Hirst 1994:201ff; Bader 1998a:195ff
736
Both claims are more contested, see Glenn 2004, Glenn/Goraard 2002a.
737
See the Independent schools/state school partnership scheme” 1997 in England/Wales (Harris
2004:102). Liebman/Sabel also oppose the misleading and stalemated debate ‘private versus public’
schools and insist that new forms of school governance are not just a ‘hybrid’ of traditional hierarchy
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and public schools and within and among roof-associations; all co-operating and
competing on a more or less strongly regulated market.738
(ii) The traditional legal dichotomy private versus public is increasingly inadequate to
describe the various forms of ‘private, semi-private or semi-public, and public’
organization also in education (e.g. in the U.K. and Belgium (“nongovernmental public
service” (Groof 2004:170), most religious schools are ‘public’ but non-governmental
schools). As we have seen (9.2.3), AD advocates a fairly large percentage of
associational educational providers, which are public but non-state or nongovernmental
(see also Glenn/Groof 2002a:67, 109). In addition, this dichotomy increasingly hinders
to inquire the questions that are normatively really relevant: whether schools perform
better or worse regarding cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes, effectiveness and
efficiency depends more on adequate financing, regulation and control of educational
service delivery than on increasingly more arbitrary legal constructions.
(iii) As in all human services so-called ‘private non-profit organizations’, particularly
associational ones, also in education seem to be superior compared to governmental
bureaucracies and ‘private profit’ organizations (in unregulated or poorly regulated
markets) in providing “quasi-collective services” on ‘quasi-markets’ (Harris 2004:119).
“A balanced combination of market forces and state involvement produces a better education for a larger
part of the population than reliance on either the state or the market alone”. Governments have problems
“in allotting quasi-collective services (also) in other areas, such as health, social services, and the arts. In
particular, the importance of maintaining face-to-face communication between parents and teachers while
producing these quasi-collective services requires a less bureaucratic form of governance and
administration. Private nonprofit organizations seem to be able to deal better with the two-sided, face-toface demands of supplying quasi-collective services than private, profit-seeking organizations or public
organizations. Therefore the former can produce quasi-collective services under equal circumstance, more
effectively and efficiently than the state or business organizations.” (Dijkstra et al. 2004:86f., see also
Glenn/Groof 2002a).

(iv) AD situates itself most self-reflexively in the broad tradition of institutional pluralism
and is able to use its concepts (e.g. division, delegation and limitation of

or markets (9), e.g. they involve new public-private infrastructures for professional development (59)
and private (Just for Kids (75) and semi-public initiatives (Dana Centre).
738
Opposition against the dichotomy and imposed choices between either market or state and
pleas for balanced combinations are more common now (e.g. Wolf/Macedo 2004:86f) but often do
not really replace the restricted set of modes of governance (see however Glenn/Groof 2002a:66ff).
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powers/sovereignty/authority),739 theories and strategies (e.g. co-operative competition)
as well as the many experiences with resolutions of problems – of political IP (e.g.
federalism), of social pluralism and of minority pluralism – most fully also in
educational governance.
Institutionally pluralist arrangements, ‘mixed’ or ‘poly-centric’ systems or regimes, finally,
show considerable advantages regarding fairly quick and smooth adaptations in response to
internal or external challenges or crises not only in the economy, but also in welfare-systems,
systems of care and health-care, pensions, and also in education because they allow
piecemeal, incremental changes instead of full-scale system-change.740 In addition, they
quasi-naturally form ‘laboratories’, a much richer ‘variety pool’ for experimenting with new
alternatives, finding better practices, selecting them and stabilize them, in short, they have a
superior capacity for innovation.741
13.8

Educational Design and practical democratic experimentalism

The complexity and contingency of educational regimes of governance, their culturalpolitical embeddedness (Galston 2004:321), path-dependency and also their “institutional
inertia” (Wolf/Macedo 2004:70ff; 198) prohibit the “wholesale export” (Campbell 2004:209)
or “import” (Wolf/Macedo 2004:4f) of whole systems. The certainly do not allow “simple
lessons” (Wolf/Macedo 2004:2). In addition, no institutional design can resolve all trade-offs
and fit all circumstances. There cannot be one optimal or utopian educational system. Yet all
are confronted with “many stubborn problems” (Glenn 2004:339), we can compare how they
try to resolve them, find better or worse practices by using divergent, contested but still
reasonable normative (moral, prudential, realist) standards, and we can and should learn.
Mixed or pluralist regimes provide better chances for such learning because they allow
for “incremental” (Wolf/Macedo 2004:5f), routine change and do not require ‘mega739

See 9.1; see Galston 2004:317 for English pluralism. In the Christian tradition: Protestant
souvereinteit in eigen kring and catholic subsidiarity. See also Glenn/Groof 2002a:104f, Glenn
2004:347; McConnell 2002.
740
See for ‘bootstrapping’ in education: Liebman/Sabel 2003:135); for mixed pension-regimes:
Engelen 2003.
741
See also Avenarius 2000, quoted in Glenn/Groof 2002a:73. See for results of developmental
economy from Hayeck on: Nelson/Winter 1982; Oates 1999; for sociological innovation-research:
Lazonick/O’Sullivan. ‘Markets’, ‘poly-centricity’, ‘diversified organizational ecology’ promise more
innovativity.
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planning’ and the almost inevitable risks of “mega-failures” (Scott 1998) that normally go
hand in hand with such endeavours driven by political and technocratic elites in general, but
also in education (as in the Netherlands). Incremental change and democratic practical
experiments also require a lot of prudence (“design with care” (Glenn 2004:340f)). Good
design is of “central importance” (Glenn 2004:353) and “details matter a great deal”
(Wolf/Macedo 2004:9), indeed. AD, together with other proponents of democratic
experimentalism, is clearly opposed to top-down, expert- or elite driven ‘Grand Design’ and
stresses the involvement of educational stakeholders and their practical knowledge, but it
also insists on a modest but important role for political theorists (Bader/Engelen 2003). As
this chapter hopefully has shown, it provides some useful general guidelines and rules of
thumb for experimental change of funding, regulation and control of education that should be
further explored and applied in specific countries because, eventually, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating (Bader 2001a: 61).
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About the SSP
The Scottish Socialist Party is Scotland’s newest, fastest growing,
and most radical political party.
Launched just four years ago, the SSPis already challenging the Tories and
Liberal Democrats for the mantle of Scotland’s third party.
THE RISE of the SSP has been spectacular. From a handful of branches in a few
cities, the SSP has expanded into every
corner of Scotland. Over 70 branches of
the SSP are now active across Scotland.
From Gaelic-speaking communities in
the Western Isles to Punjabi-speaking
communities in inner city Glasgow;
from forgotten former mining villages in
Ayrshire and Fife to textile towns in the
Borders, the SSP reflects the diversity of
modern Scotland.
Our members span the whole range of
working class Scotland: firefighters,
nurses, call-centre workers, students,
lone parents, shipyard workers, pensioners, ancillary workers, teachers, construction workers, clerical workers.
Some of Scotland’s most talented writers, actors, artists and musicians are
allied to the SSP. The party has also
attracted radical doctors, lawyers and
other professionals into its ranks.
The SSP is a modern, youthful, forward-looking party which has refashioned socialism for the new Scotland of
the 21st century. We reject the bland
conformism of the mainstream parties
and stand in the honourable tradition of
those courageous men and women
down through the ages who have challenged conservative orthodoxies and
striven to make the world a better place.
Principles
Our politics are not dictated by electoral
pragmatism. We do not sanitise our
SSPManifesto2003

FIRED UP: a
striking
firefighter signs
up to join the
SSP at an FBU
rally

principles in pursuit of media
respectability. Politics should be more
than a popularity contest: it should be
about principles and morals, about what
is right and what is wrong.
The pro-big business consensus of the
establishment parties has generated
widespread disillusionment in politics. It
is not the people, but the jaded main-
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stream politicians who are to blame for
tumbling turnouts at the ballot box.
In this manifesto, we set out a comprehensive set of policies which we will battle for within Holyrood. Some of these
policies will provoke palpitations at the
heart of the Scottish establishment.
Others are simple, common sense
measures which can bring about modest
improvements in peoples’ lives.
At the same time, we openly proclaim
our long term commitment to building a
new society free from war, free from
poverty, free from exploitation, free from
racism.
Global Capitalism
On a world scale, the gulf between rich
and poor has reached mind-boggling
PLUNDER:
Multinational
proportions.
oil companies
A few hundred global billionaires now
rip off billions
own as much wealth as half the world’s
from the North
population.
Sea. The SSP
Entire continents are being turned
will campaign
into gigantic slave labour camps, their to Scotland’s oil
natural resources stripped bare by the wealth for the
people
godfathers of global capitalism.
And for the millions of innocent people who are unfortunate enough to have
been born in the wrong country, the
shadow of death and mass destruction
looms large.
The SSP is an internationalist party
that stands on the side of the poor, the
oppressed, the exploited across the
world. We are part of a worldwide movement which is opposed to unjust wars,
like the war in Iraq, and which rejects the
mania of the capitalist free market.

In this manifesto, we set out a comprehensive set
of policies which we will battle for within
Holyrood. Some of these policies will provoke
palpitations at the heart of the Scottish
establishment. Others are simple, common sense
measures which can bring about modest
improvements in people’s lives.
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Independence
Here in Scotland, we stand for an independent socialist republic that can
become an international symbol of fairness and justice, a Scotland that will
resist and defy the fatcats and the warlords.
We live in a country that is scarred by
poverty, low pay, decaying public services, sub-standard housing, ill health,
crime, alcohol and hard drug abuse. Yet
we have a skilled, educated workforce
and natural resources in abundance.
This glaring contradiction between
the potential and the reality has one simple explanation: the people of Scotland
have no real control over the resources of
this country.
Our land is owned by aristocratic
lairds and absentee landlords. Our oil,
gas, electricity and transport are owned
by business tycoons. Our financial institutions are controlled by millionaire
bankers.
The SSP wants to change Scotland
from top to bottom. That will not be
achieved overnight. It will require a mass
party of socialism, with a majority of
MSPs, hundreds of local councillors, and
mass active support in the workplaces,
communities and universities.
SSPManifesto2003
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May 1 2003 could be an important
step down that road. The election of a
group of Scottish Socialist MSPs would
electrify Scottish politics. It would ignite
a bonfire of debate about the future of
Scotland and the feasibility of socialism.
Radical
In this election, we are up against
wealthy opponents, bankrolled by rich
business interests. As a young, rising
party which is rooted in the working
class we cannot hope to compete financially with the big four.
But there is widespread cynicism
towards the old, established political
parties which are increasingly seen as out
of touch and even corrupt.
The SSP in contrast is recognised as
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We live in a country that is scarred by poverty, low
pay, decaying public services, sub-standard
housing, ill health, crime, alcohol and hard drug
abuse. Yet we have a skilled, educated workforce
and natural resources in abundance.
new, fresh, idealistic, principled. At the
same time, we have set out in this manifesto policies which are popular, which
are practical, which are radical and
which can be delivered in the short term.
That is a potent combination. If we
WAR ON
can now grasp this opportunity to make
POVERTY: the
a mighty leap forward in 2003, we will be
SSP marches at
well on course to conquer Scotland for
the huge antiour 21st century brand of anti-authoriwar demo on
February 15
tarian, libertarian, democratic socialism.
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For a free
socialist republic
The Scottish Socialist Party is a pro-independence party. Our goal is to create an
independent socialist Scottish republic.
AFTER CENTURIES of centralised
rule from London, the establishment of
an elected Scottish Parliament represented an important democratic advance. It
opened up the government of Scotland
to greater public scrutiny and accountability than ever before.
At the same time, the partial PR system
ensures that the parliament in Edinburgh more accurately reflects the diversity of Scottish political opinion than
either the Westminster parliament or
local government.

4

NO NUKES:
the majority of
Scots want rid
of nuclear
weapons from
our shores

Nonetheless, as it stands, the Scottish
Parliament is a PG certificate parliament
whose powers are heavily censored by
the grown-ups down in Westminster.
Just look at the powers Holyrood
doesn’t have:
 It had no power to prevent Scotland
being press-ganged into George Bush’s
blitzkrieg against the people of Iraq.
 It has no power to rid Scotland of the
monstrous weapons of mass destruction
on the River Clyde.
 It has no power to welcome refugees
fleeing persecution and poverty into our
underpopulated country.
 It has no power over our vast oil
reserves, our electricity, our gas or the
nuclear power plants in Scotland.
 It has no power to increase the pitifully
low state pension, or to end the degrading means tests forced on our elderly citizens.
 It has no power to combat exploitation
in the private sector by raising the disgracefully low level of the national minimum wage.
 It has no power to force big business to
pay its fair share of taxation.
 It has no power to scrap our draconian
anti-trade union laws which are outrageously biased in favour of employers.
 It has no power to break the power of
criminal drugs gangs by legalising and
licensing the sale and use of cannabis.
 It has no power to scrap or reduce
VAT on domestic fuel or other basic
necessities.
SSPManifesto2003
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It has no power to set its own overall
spending budget, or even to borrow
money to finance extra spending. It can
only shuffle money around.
 It has no power even to choose its own
electoral system.
A vote for the SSP is a vote to shake off
Westminster rule and bring all of these
powers under the democratic control of
the Scottish people.
It is also a vote to use these powers to
transform Scotland into a 21st century
socialist democracy.
We reject the scaremongering of those
who claim that Scotland is too small, too
weak, or too poor to go it alone and defy
the new world order of the global billionaires.
We repudiate the fictional claim that
in the new globalised economy an independent Scotland would be powerless to
tax the rich, wipe out poverty or initiate


SSPManifesto2003

ON THE
MARCH: the
SSP raises its
banner in every
corner of the
country

large-scale investment in public services.
Britain has a top tax rate of just 40 per
cent. It also has some of the most dilapidated public services in the European
Union and a poverty rate of 30 per cent.
In contrast, Denmark, a small independent nation the size of Scotland, has
a 63 per cent top rate taxation. It also has
some of the most impressive public services in the world and a child poverty
rate of just five per cent.
Another small country with high quality public services and lavish social welfare programmes is Norway.
Like Scotland, Norway has a massive

We reject the scaremongering of those who claim
that Scotland is too small, too weak, or too poor
to go it alone and defy the new world order of the
global billionaires.
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oil industry. But in Norway, most of the
oil industry is publicly owned, generating vast revenues for public spending.
Even the private oil companies in Norway are forced to pay 78 per cent tax on
their profits, compared to 40 per cent
paid by oil companies in the UK.
Neither Denmark and Norway are
socialist countries. Right wing parties are
currently in power in both. In common
with the UK, both states are monarchies.
Yet some of the economic and social
policies implemented in these two small
countries lay bare many of the myths
that have been swallowed whole by Scotland’s four mainstream parties.
Yes, you can tax the rich. Yes, you can
have public ownership of North Sea oil
and other profitable industries. Yes you
can impose higher taxes on big business.
Yes, you can invest in top quality public
services.
It is not economics, but politics that
dictates that big business in Scotland and
across the UK makes sky-high profits
while poverty runs rampant and public
services disintegrate.

energy, transport and finance.
Every day, wealthy shareholders plunder £30 million from North Sea oil profits, while the 5 million people of
Scotland receive just 5 per cent of that
sum, £1.5 million.
In a democratic socialist Scotland, the
£13 billion annual revenues from North
Sea oil would be used to transform Scotland’s public services and lift out of
poverty hundreds of thousands of low
paid workers, pensioners, lone parents
and students.
Our trains, buses and ferries would be
taken back into the public sector as a first
step towards a free public transport system.
Scotland would be turned into the
greenest, cleanest country on the planet
with all our electricity needs generated
by wind and wave power within a
decade.
Weapons of mass destruction would
be scrapped with the money squandered
on Trident used instead to build new
hospitals, homes, schools and community centres.

Ambition
The SSP has the ambition of winning
power and establishing an independent
socialist republic that will stand up to the
economic power of the multinationals
and the political power of Washington,
London and Brussels.
Our goal is to build a harmoniously
integrated economy based on democratic social ownership of land, industry,

Limitations
We recognise the limitations of Holyrood and have set out in this manifesto a
list of around 200 detailed policies to
improve the health service, education,
transport, the environment and the
other areas over which Holyrood has
responsibility.
These changes could be implemented
by the Scottish Parliament even within
the UK straitjacket and would change for
the better the lives of hundreds of thousands of people.
An SSP majority or minority government in Holyrood would immediately
set about implementing these policies.
At the same time, we would strive to convince the people of Scotland to break
free from the United Kingdom and create a liberated, independent, socialist
Scotland.

Scotland would be turned into the greenest,
cleanest country on the planet with all our
electricity needs generated by wind and wave
power within a decade. Weapons of mass
destruction would be scrapped with the money
squandered on Trident used instead to build new
hospitals, homes, schools and community centres.
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Six fast track pledges
In 1999, the newly launched SSP returned one MSP to the Scottish Parliament.
Since then Tommy Sheridan has worked with other backbenchers from various
parties to force through change.

HE LED a revolt in parliament which
defeated the Scottish Executive over warrant sales. He mobilised mass support
across Scotland and even won the backing of 35 MSPs for his Free School Meals
Bill.
If that’s what one Scottish Socialist
MSP is able to achieve, imagine the
impact a group of six, eight or more
Scottish Socialists could make in Holyrood.
Because of the delicate political balance
of forces in Scotland, it is even possible
that a team of Scottish Socialist MSPs
could hold the balance of power within
the Scottish Parliament after May 1.
We would not follow the path of the
Liberal Democrats by swapping our principles for a few ministerial seats. The SSP
would instead vote on an issue by issue
basis, supporting progressive legislation
and opposing regressive legislation.
At the same time, we will use any political leverage we have to build wider cross
party support for our six key pledges.
A group of Scottish Socialist MSPs will
launch a campaign inside and outside
parliament for the following short term
measures:
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Abolish the Council Tax in favour
of a new Scottish Service Tax
based on income
Under the Scotland Act, the fiscal powers
of the Scottish Parliament are severely
restricted. Holyrood is forbidden to vary
top rate taxation, Corporation Tax, or VAT.
SSPManifesto2003

BAD NEWS:
the cruelly
unfair Council
Tax has left
thousands of
Scots in debt

But it does have control over council
finance, including the power to switch to
a new system of local taxation
The Council Tax was concocted by
Michael Heseltine and John Major as a
fallback when the Poll Tax collapsed. It
was and remains a blatantly unfair Tory
tax, which protects the wealthy while
punishing low paid workers and their
families.
The differential last year between the

We would not follow the path of the Liberal
Democrats by swapping our principles for a few
ministerial seats. The SSP would instead vote on
an issue by issue basis, supporting progressive
legislation and opposing regressive legislation.
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The differential last year between the top earner
in Scotland, Sir Ian Woods, and the average
hospital ancillary worker was 20,000 to one. Yet
the maximum differential in Council Tax bills is
just three to one.
top earner in Scotland, Sir Ian Woods,
and the average hospital ancillary worker
was 20,000 to one. Yet the maximum differential in Council Tax bills is just three
to one.
A family living in a tiny high rise flat
worth £30,000 will pay around 25 per
cent of the value of their home in council
tax over ten years. Over the same period,
a family living in a £2 million luxury
mansion will just pay 1 per cent of their
income in Council Tax.
Under our Scottish Service Tax plan,
household bills would be scrapped
entirely in favour of individual bills
based on income. The new local tax
would be set at a uniform rate across

RAISE THE
BANNER FOR
EQUALITY: the
Service Tax
would make
the rich pay
their share

Scotland, with the revenues allocated to
councils on the basis of need.
Benefits
Over 77 per cent of Scottish homes
would be better off. Many low income
households would stand to save £20-£25
a week from the change.
At the other end of the scale, the
wealthiest 16 per cent of households
would pay more. Many of these households have benefited from a cash windfall totalling tens of thousands per
household since the abolition of the old
rates system. The bill for that windfall
was picked up mainly by low income
households.
There are a small number of households – around 7 per cent – who would
neither gain nor lose from the Scottish
Service Tax.
The Scottish Service Tax would be collected by the Inland Revenue, using the
already existing machinery for income
tax collection.
In contrast to the Council Tax minefield, it would be simple, efficient and
inexpensive to administer and collect.
Under the new plan, business rates
would be set and retained locally by
councils. All council authority finance
workers would be guaranteed continued
employment, though some may be redeployed in welfare rights programmes to
assist senior citizens and others on low
income to claim and receive benefits to
which they are entitled.
The Scottish Service Tax will work as
follows:
All individual income below £10,000
(£200 a week) would be exempt from the
Scottish Service Tax. Only income above
£10,000 would be liable for tax.
Income between £10,000 and £30,000
would be taxed at a rate of 4.5 per cent.
This means that a worker earning £20,000
would pay £450 (Nil on the first £10,000;
plus 4.5 per cent on the next £10,000).

8
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Over 77 per cent of Scottish homes would be

Income between £30,000 and £50, 000
better off. Many low income households would
would be taxed at a rate of 15 per cent.
Income between £50,000 and £90,000
stand to save £20-£25 a week from the change.
would be taxed at a rate of 18 per cent.
Income over £90,000 would be taxed at
Provide nutritious, free school
a rate of 20 per cent.
meals for every state school
Individuals will be eligible to apply for
pupil in Scotland
‘exceptional earnings consideration’.This
In June 2002, Tommy Sheridan’s free
would specifically apply to those whose
school meals bill was voted down in the
earnings are irregular.
Scottish Parliament by an alliance of
For example, there are members of
Labour, Tory and Lib Dem MSPs.
Scotland’s artistic community who earn
This was despite overwhelming 75-80
little or nothing for two or three years,
per cent public backing and a broadthen receive a block payment equivalent
based campaign in support of the meato several years salary.
sure which included children’s charities,
In these instances, provision will be
churches, trade unions, public health
made to calculate average earnings over a DINNER
four year period and adjust the Council TIME: the Free groups, anti-poverty groups, dieticians
School Meals
and local government representatives.
Tax bill accordingly.
Bill would
Even within the parliament, despite
ensure at least
pressure exerted on backbench MSPs
Cost of replacing the Council Tax
one nutritious
from party whips, 35 MSPs from five of
with the Scottish Service Tax:
meal a day for
Scotland’s six political parties backed the
The introduction of a Scottish Service Tax every Scottish
based on the figures we have proposed school student free school meals bill.
would generate extra revenue rather than
cost money.
Based the most recent figures, there
would be an overall surplus of £410 million as a direct result of replacing the
Council Tax with a Scottish Service Tax.
This figure would include £280 million
savings in Council Tax benefits which the
Benefits Agency would no longer require to
pay.
However, even if Westminster refused to
return that cash in full to Scotland, under
the Barnett formula Scotland would still
be entitled to receive 8 per cent or £22 million – bringing a net gain to the Scottish
budget of £152 million.
Moreover, because the Service Tax
would be more efficiently collected at
source by Inland Revenue, there would be
further estimated savings of up to £133
million a year, providing a potential net
surplus of at least £285 million.
This would ensure ample resources to
protect all local council jobs and improve
services.
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Scotland has notoriously high levels of
child poverty – which have grown rather
than diminished under New Labour.
Scotland also has an atrocious health
record which is linked directly to poor
dietary habits.
A group of Scottish Socialist MSPs
would revive the free schools bill.
This would be the biggest anti-poverty, pro-health measure yet enacted by the
Scottish Parliament. It would instantly
assist 100,000 children in Scotland who
live in poverty, yet who are ineligible for
free school meals.
It would also remove the stigma of
degrading means tests which deters
many children and parents from claiming school meals.
Our free school meals bill would set
minimum nutritional standards, ensuring that all children have access to at least
one healthy meal a day, accompanied by
free milk and water.
At the same time it would boost the
uptake of school meals and undermine
the junk food culture which pervades
our schools.
Cost of introducing free school meals:
In the short term it would cost £174 million a year, which is less than one per cent
of Holyrood’s annual budget of £22 billion.
But in the long term this initiative
would save public money. According to a
recent National Audit Office report:
“Treating obesity and its wider costs to the
economy in lower productivity and lost
output is estimated to cost the NHS £2.5
billion every year.”

Over the past two decades, Scotland has been
gradually turned into a sweatshop economy. Every
day, a vast army of Scots go to work in call
centres, fast food restaurants, shops and hotels
for a pathetic pittance.
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Scotland’s share of this loss is estimated
to be at least £250 million a year.
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Introduce a £7.32 minimum
wage for all Scottish public
sector workers
Over the past two decades, Scotland has
been gradually turned into a sweatshop
economy. Every day, a vast army of Scots
go to work in call centres, fast food
restaurants, shops and hotels for a
pathetic pittance.
But it’s not just the private sector that
is guilty of exploiting low paid workers.
In the NHS, in local government, even in
the civil service, several hundred thousand essential workers are paid less than
the official European Decency Threshold
of £7.32 an hour.
The UK national minimum wage currently stands at £4.20 an hour for over
21s and £3.60 an hour for 18-21 year
olds. Under 18s are excluded.
The Scottish Parliament does not have
the power to increase the disgracefully
low national minimum wage set by
Westminster, nor to remove the discrimination against younger workers.
But it does have the power to set a new
minimum wage in the Scottish public
sector.
There are 490,000 workers who are
employed by the Scottish Executive,
either directly, or indirectly via NHS
trusts, local authorities and quangos
such as Scottish Water.
The current national minimum wage
for over 21s is set at 38.1 per cent of male
median earnings.
We are proposing a £7.32 minimum
wage for all workers, including 16-21
year olds, which works out at 66.6 per
cent, or two thirds of median male earnings.
This is exactly in line with the Low Pay
Unit’s target for the level of the national
minimum wage across the UK.
This would strike a mighty blow
against poverty in Scotland. It would
SSPManifesto2003
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indirectly put pressure on the private
sector to raise wages in order to attract
staff. It would force Westminster to
review the pitifully low level of the current national minimum wage.
Cost of introducing a £7.32 minimum
wage for Scottish public sector
workers:
This measure would cost around £350
million a year.
One method of funding this measure
would be to disband Scottish Enterprise,
which costs £450 million a year, pays each
of its 10 directors over £100,000 a year and
has failed to generate sufficient new jobs to
justify its existence.
It should also be noted that the Scottish
Parliament has failed to spend its allocated
budget in any of the past three years. It
underspent by £485 million in 1999/2000;
by £718 million in 2000/2001; and by
£643 million in 2001/2002.
We would also generate additional
money by setting a maximum wage of
£100,000 a year for all public sector managers and consultants.

With the economy now moving into recession,
Scotland is set to suffer a blizzard of closures and
redundancies which will spread like a disease into
all sectors of the Scottish economy.
Economic freeze
In this coming economic freeze, thousands of small businesses will be
declared bankrupt. And as unemployment rises, tax revenues will fall and the
public sector will be squeezed. This in
turn will lead to further job losses and a
general downward spiral of decline.
Again, the powers of the Scottish Parliament are severely curtailed in the
sphere of economic regeneration. But
one vital measure it can take to slash
POVERTY
unemployment is to cut the working
PICKETS:
striking ancillary week of public sector employees to 35
workers at the
hours.
Inverclyde Royal
This would generate an extra 24,000
Hospital
jobs.
It would allow us to absorb the
demonstrate.
workforce of Scottish Enterprise which
Many of them
earned less than we propose should be closed down. With
£5 an hour.
this single policy initiative we can gener-
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Create 24,000 jobs with a 35-hr
maximum working week across
the public sector
A generation ago, the then Secretary of
State for Scotland, Willie Ross, promised
to resign if unemployment ever reached
100,000 in Scotland.
Today, official unemployment in Scotland does stand at 100,000, despite dozens
of changes to benefit rules designed to
force people off the unemployment registers. It should also be noted that Scotland’s unacceptably high level of
unemployment persists even though we
have just reached the end of a 10 year long
upswing in the economic cycle.
With the economy now moving into
recession, Scotland is set to suffer a blizzard of closures and redundancies which
will spread like a disease into all sectors
of the Scottish economy.

SSPManifesto2003
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We stand for a publically owned,
democratically controlled and totally transparent
food industry which will produce and
supply cheap, safe nutritious food.
ate more jobs than Scottish Enterprise
has created in its entire lifetime.
At the same time, by introducing a 35
hour week without loss of pay, we can
raise the morale of Scotland’s public sector workforce and challenge head-on the
workaholic culture that successive Tory
and Labour governments have cynically PIE IN THE
cultivated.
SKY: PFI
Cost of introducing a 35 hour week in
the public sector:
The Scottish Executive would incur £67
million of non-wage costs to take on an
extra 24,000 workers.
Our preliminary estimate is that extra
wage bills will cost between £300 million
and £400 million spread across Scotland’s
local authorities, NHS trusts and other
employers.
We propose using part of the parliament’s underspend to finance this measure.

promises new
schools and
hospitals but
delivers
generations of
debt and huge
profits for big
business

It is a myth that PFI is just a method of
funding. In fact it is a method of borrowing – and a hugely expensive method at
that.
The only beneficiaries are the private
building companies and banks who have
grabbed the opportunity of lucrative
profits subsidised by the taxpayer.
Swindle
The new Royal Edinburgh Infirmary
illustrates the folly of the PFI swindle.
The new hospital has 25 per cent fewer
staff and 33 per cent fewer beds than the
old hospital that it replaced.
Financed by private finance, the hospital is now owned by a consortium headed by the Royal Bank of Scotland. It cost
the private investors just £184 million to
build - but will cost the taxpayer almost
£1.5 billion in payments to the consortium over the next 30 years.

5

End PFI and clear the private
profiteers out of Scotland’s
public services.
The SSP will fight to clear the private
profiteers out of the NHS, education and
other public services.
In the NHS, privatisation of catering,
cleaning and other services has been a
disaster.
Cost-cutting by private contractors in
the NHS has undermined standards of
hygiene and nutrition and led to deteriorating wages and conditions for essental
workers.
The SSP will also fight to cancel all PFI
projects and continue capital investment
in schools, hospitals and other amenities
using public money borrowed from the
Public Works Lending Board.
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An uncompromising statement of opposition to
war by the Scottish Parliament would put Scotland
at odds with Westminster and Washington. But it
would put Scotland on the same side as the vast
majority of nations and on the side of the
overwhelming mass of the world’s population.

cede that there is marginally more
chance of an alien invasion from outer
space than of an attack on Washington
or London by Iraq.
This is a war for control over the Middle East and its resources by American
big business interests.
The US government is stuffed full of
oil tycoons who have turned their hand
to politics, including three of its most
powerful figures, George W Bush, Dick
Cheney and Condoleeza Rice.

14

SCOTLAND
SAYS NO:
100,000
march against
war in Glasgow
while a few
miles away the
Labour Party
gives Tony Blair
a standing
ovation

Warnings
Even the removal of Saddam Hussein
over the blood and bones of thousands
of ordinary Iraqi people will not be the
grand finale.
There have been ominous warnings of
further wars to come – against Iran,
against Syria, against North Korea.
An uncompromising statement of
opposition to war by the Scottish Parliament would put Scotland at odds with
Westminster and Washington. But it
would put Scotland on the same side as
the vast majority of nations and on the
side of the overwhelming mass of the
world’s population.
Such a declaration of opposition
would greatly reduce the possibility of
Scotland being targeted for retaliatory
terrorist attacks.
But most important of all, it would be
a powerful gesture of solidarity with the
thousands of innocent men, women and
children of Iraq who are now on death
row for the crime of being born in the
wrong country.
As well as fighting for the Scottish Parliament to stand up for peace, the SSP
will also encourage and support direct
action and civil disobedience by the people of Scotland against war.
We will argue for full backing to those
transport workers, such as the train drivers at Motherwell, who refuse to handle
materials destined to assist the destruction of human life in Iraq.
All our MSPs will join and help to
build anti-war protests – and will be prepared to go to jail if necessary in support
of peace.
Cost of opposing war in Iraq:
It would cost nothing to oppose war. But it
could cost the British Exchequer up to £4
billion to wage a war on Iraq.
Scotland’s share of this cost would be
£320 million – cash that should be spent
raising pensions and improving our
schools and hospitals.
SSPManifesto2003
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200 steps to
a new Scotland
In this section, we set out around 200 detailed policies for Holyrood. Each of
these policies could be legally implemented by the Scottish Parliament.
Although we do not expect to form the next government of Scotland, we
nonetheless have a responsibility to set out our stall and to explain to the voters
of Scotland how the SSP will act if we become the biggest party in Holyrood in
the future.

Action on poverty
The Scottish Socialist Party is Scotland’s anti-poverty party. It is
shameful that in the 21st century, large swathes of the Scottish
population live under the shadow of poverty.

IT IS a double disgrace that these figures
are rising under New Labour, despite the
much hyped ‘social inclusion’ policies of
the governments in Westminster and
Holyrood.
According to a new report by the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, the proportion of the population living in
poverty in Scotland has climbed from
21.5 per cent to 23.5 per cent since the
setting up of the Scottish Parliament.
The report further reveals that 30 per
cent of children in Scotland live in poor
families while 25 per cent of our pensioners live on the breadline.
For a significant minority, poverty is a
lifelong prison sentence. From childhood through adulthood, hundreds of
thousands of Scots are forced to struggle
daily to pay the bills and to buy food and
clothes for themselves and their families.
Many more move in and out of poverSSPManifesto2003

ty at different stages of their lives as their
circumstances change. It is impossible to
calculate the exact percentage figure, but
it is likely that a majority of the Scottish
population are touched by poverty at
some stage in their lives.
It is especially alarming that the recent
rise in poverty has taken place against a
background of a growing economy and
falling unemployment. In the past,
poverty tended to be associated with
unemployment and ill health. Today,
there is a growing army of working poor.
Those who try to justify the existence
of poverty claim that the concept is relative rather than absolute. As average
income rises, the measurement of poverty changes. Even the poorest people in
Scotland are materially more prosperous
than the billions who live on the edge of
starvation across the Third World.
All of this is true. But poverty is not
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just about material deprivation. In an
affluent society, the psychological damage caused by poverty can be severe. People who have been left behind financially
tend to suffer social isolation, anxiety as
they try to juggle with debt, guilt towards
their children, relationship breakdown
and low self esteem.
It is no coincidence that those with
least money are most likely to spend
money on alcohol, tobacco and illegal
drugs. People who live in permanent
poverty can expect to die ten years
younger than those who are well off.
The Scottish Parliament is hamstrung
by its lack of political muscle. It has no
power over pensions, social security benefits or the level of the national minimum wage. It has no power over the top
rate of income tax.
Nor has it the power to provide our
pensioners with a decent life by raising
pensions and restoring the link with
earnings.
But that is no excuse to do nothing.
Within the constraints of its limited
powers, the Scottish Parliament can take
a range of measures to challenge the outrageous inequalities that scar our society.
Key anti-poverty policies:
The SSP will:
 Replace the Council Tax with a new
income-based Scottish Service Tax
which would shift the burden of local
taxation onto the highest paid quarter
of the population.
 Introduce a £7.32p an hour minimum
wage for all Scottish public sector
workers, including those under 21.
 Generate an extra 24,000 jobs by introducing a maximum 35 hour week for
all Scottish public sector employees.
 Scrap domestic water charges and
impose a water levy of 0.5 per cent of
turnover on businesses to raise £1 billion. This would allow us to end
household charges and to invest in
treatment plants without costly pri-
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Poverty is not just about material deprivation. In
an affluent society, the psychological damage
caused by poverty can be severe. People who have
been left behind financially tend to suffer social
isolation, anxiety as they try to juggle with debt,
guilt towards their children, relationship
breakdown and low self esteem.





DRIVE OUT
LOW PAY: the
SSP will fight for
the Scottish
parliament to
use its limited
powers to
banish poverty
from Scotland





vate finance schemes. Businesses
which are too small to register for VAT,
or PAYE would be exempt.
Abolish the ‘son of warrant sales’, the
new debt recovery system introduced
by the executive which perpetuates the
same old, discredited debt recovery
scheme under a new name.
Provide special funding to enable to
Scotland’s 32 local authorities to
recruit and train a team of welfare
rights workers with special responsibility for identifying and assisting people who are failing to receive benefits
to which they are entitled.
Expand the provision of independent
locally-based money advice centres.
Work with local community groups to
create functioning credit unions in all
local areas where there are significant
levels of poverty and low pay.
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Action on health
Scotland’s atrocious health record is an international disgrace. Life
expectancy in our biggest city, Glasgow, lags behind dozens of Third
World countries including Albania, Algeria, Mexico, Venezuela,
Cuba, China, Iran and Libya.
EVEN PALESTINIAN men living in
the impoverished and dangerous West
Bank can expect to live longer than
Glaswegian men – despite the fact that
Scotland produces 25 times more wealth
per head than the West Bank.
Few countries in the developed world
can match Scotland’s astronomically
high death rates from heart disease, respiratory disease and cancer.
Scotland’s health problems are the
product of a combination of causes
including poor nutrition, damp housing, lack of exercise, smoking, alcohol
abuse and heroin abuse.
These in turn are closely related to
poverty. The poorest regions of Scotland, including Glasgow, Dundee,
Inverclyde, Renfrewshire, West Dunbartonshire, East Ayrshire and West Lothian
have some of the highest rates of premature death in the country.
Scotland’s health crisis is rooted in
economic inequality. People who subsist
on low incomes, who work in monotonous jobs, who live in dismal housing
schemes, will always be more vulnerable
to the temptations of tobacco, junk food,
alcoholism and hard drug abuse and will
be less motivated to take physical exercise.
A long term transformation in Scotland’s health will require a revolution in
the way people live their lives.
That in turn would mean draining the
swamps of poverty and inequality which
are the breeding grounds for despair and
destructive behaviour.
In the short term, the NHS needs
emergency surgery. Waiting lists and
waiting times for treatment are longer
SSPManifesto2003

today than before the Scottish Parliament was established.
There is a desperate need for more
doctors, more nurses, more ancillary
staff and more beds. That means more
funding, better administration and allocation of resources based on real needs
rather than on crude population statistics.
Key health policies:
General health
The SSP will:
 Revive the bill to provide nutritious
free school meals with milk and water
for all state school pupils.
 Set up, in conjunction with local
authorities, a network of communityrun supermarkets specialising in
healthy local produce at the cheapest
possible retail prices. These would be
piloted initially in those local areas
with high levels of poverty, poor diet
and low life expectancy.
 Ban the advertising of alcohol in line
with the recently introduced ban on
tobacco advertising.
 Ban the advertising of junk food.
 Provide free toothpaste and toothbrushes for all children and a dental
hygiene campaign in all schools as an
alternative to water fluoridation.
 Provide
special funding to local
authorities to enable them to remove
admission charges to fitness facilities,
including swimming pools, sports
centres and gymnasiums.
 Ensure all children receive a minimum
of two hours physical education a week.
 Offer the option of separate vaccinations for measles, mumps and rubella
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as an alternative to the triple vaccine,
backed up with a high profile publicity
campaign to maximise uptake until
the safety of MMR is proven.
Draw up a ‘Health of the Nation’ document in collaboration with the medical profession, nutritionists, health
trades unions and anti-poverty groups
setting out a ten year plan to turn Scotland from the sickest nation in Europe
to the healthiest.
Abolish eye test charges.
Abolish dental check-up charges.
Provide the ‘morning after pill’ free of
charge in every pharmacy.
Establish women’s health centres providing access to contraception and
abortion facilities and cancer screening.
Provide the legal right of women to
receive a triple assessment for breast
cancer, including physical examination, ultrasound and mammogram.

The NHS
The SSP will:
 Replace the NHS Trusts with a new
democratically-run Scottish NHS,
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with administrators accountable to
elected boards consisting of medical
professionals, other healthcare workers and local communities.
Reverse all privatisation within the
NHS, and cancel all existing PFI and
PPP projects in favour of public
investment.
Establish democratic joint planning
committees to co-ordinate health and
social services. This would involve harmonisation of wages and conditions,
with differentials between similar
occupations in health and social work
levelled upwards to the best existing
arrangements.
Work with GPs to expand primary
care services.
Create a fully-funded department of
alternative medicine within the Scottish NHS to develop free access to alternative and complementary medicines
and therapies such as herbal remedies,
acupuncture and homeopathy.
Set up a free counselling and talking
therapy service.
Allocate NHS spending according to
health needs rather than crude population statistics. Previous attempts to
achieve this, such as Arbuthnott only
succeeded in redistributing 1-2 per
cent of the overall budget, leaving
poorer areas like Glasgow grossly
underfunded.
Increase the bed occupancy rate in the
NHS to 85 per cent in line with British
Medical Association recommendations.
Prevent hospital closures, except with

Scotland’s health crisis is rooted in economic
inequality. People who subsist on low incomes,
who work in monotonous jobs, who live in dismal
housing schemes, will always be more vulnerable
to the temptations of tobacco, junk food,
alcoholism and hard drug abuse and will be less
motivated to take physical exercise.
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Our opposition to PFI and privatisation is based on the principles of democracy, accountability and fairness. The
directors of the private companies who
are taking over our hospitals and schools
are unelected and unaccountable.
And the deal that has been struck with
these companies is grossly unfair to the
taxpayer. It is especially unfair to our
children who will be left a debt millstone
totalling billions of pounds.
Cost of replacing PFI and privatised
catering, cleaning and other services:
Over time, these measures will save the
taxpayer at least several billion pounds.
One moderate estimate suggests that if PFI
was replaced by public borrowing, over a
30 year period £240 million would be
saved for every £1 billion of PFI investment.
With £7 billion of PFI projects already
signed, that would mean savings of £56
million a year. Bringing profitable contracts for catering, cleaning and other services into the public sector would raise
hundreds of millions more for investment
in public services.
SSPManifesto2003

NO TO WAR:
the SSP is
committed to
opposing war
on Iraq and
believes that
the best way to
support our
troops is to
bring them
home

6

Oppose and
obstruct any
war for oil
The Scottish Parliament did not have the
power to stop Scotland being pressganged into a war against Iraq. But it
does have the power to declare its opposition to the mass slaughter of Iraqi children planned by George Bush.
This is not a war of liberation. As the
writer John Le Carre recently pointed
out, if Saddam didn’t have oil, he would
be allowed to torture his citizens to his
heart’s content.
Nor is this a war against terror. The
secular regime of Saddam Hussein has
always opposed al Qaeda and other
movements based on Islamic fundamentalism. Bombing Baghdad to stop al
Qaeda is as logical as bombing Milan to
sort out the Mafia.
Nor is this a war of self-defence. Most
impartial military experts would con-

This is not a war of liberation. As the writer John
Le Carre recently pointed out, if Saddam didn’t
have oil, he would be allowed to torture his
citizens to his heart’s content.
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the approval of the local community.
Suspend the current acute services
reviews, which are driven by a desire to
cut costs and expand privatisation. In
the meantime, consult with communities and NHS staff to work out the most
effective distribution of acute services.
Phase out all private health care and
incorporate private medical facilities,
services and resources into the NHS.
Ban consultants from spending –
including time on call – on work for
the private sector.
Expand physiotherapy services, which
are grossly underfunded.
Stop the abuse of waiting lists by NHS
consultants advancing their private
patients up NHS waiting lists.

NHS staff
The SSP will:
 Introduce a £7.32 an hour minimum
wage for all NHS staff in line with the
European Decency Threshold.
 Give all nurses an immediate 13 per
cent pay rise, in line with the pay rise
given to MSPs.
 Introduce a maximum 35 hour week
for NHS staff to be phased in as part of
a general increase in staffing.
 Return all staff employed by private
contractors to direct NHS employment on NHS wages and conditions
 Scrap the current ‘Agenda for Change’
proposals and commission the Labour
Research Department to conduct an
independent review of all pay scales in
the Scottish NHS.
 Restore wages for student nurses.
 Send untrained NHS staff to training
courses in nursing and other skills
without loss of earnings.
 Allow staff to work genuinely flexible
hours.
 End the use of ‘bank’ staff, a substitute
for employing full time staff.
 Introduce a ‘zero tolerance policy’ to
deter violence against health workers.
SSPManifesto2003

GOOD
HEALTH:
ordinary health
workers have
been leading
the fight to
save the NHS

Medicine
The SSP will:
 Abolish prescription charges.
 Create a publicly owned Scottish pharmaceutical corporation in Scotland
which would supply a range of cheap
generic medicines for the NHS and
work with universities to research new
drug treatments.
 Sell generic medicines to third world
countries at cost price, to help alleviate
suffering from AIDS and other treatable diseases.
 Defy the patents on profitable life saving and life enhancing drugs.
 Concentrate investment on diseasecuring medicines rather than on the
profitable symptom-control medicines favoured by the private pharmaceutical companies.
Mental Health
The SSP will
 Review the current Mental Health
(Scotland) Act, bringing it into line
with the European Declaration on
Human Rights.
 Include a statutory right of patients to
be offered rehabilitation from illness,
not just stabilisation with medication
and simplistic care in the community.
 Institute new measures to ensure real
patient and carer influence from the
ground up, in service development.
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Action on transport
In Scotland today, over half the population depend on public
transport. Thirty-six per cent of households have no access to a car.
In urban areas, the figures are even higher: 46 per cent of
households in Edinburgh and over 60 per cent of households in
Glasgow have no access to a car.
LOWER INCOME households in particular are heavily reliant on public
transport, especially buses. In Glasgow’s
Easterhouse housing scheme, for example – which lies six miles outside the city
centre – four out of five households have
no access to cars.
Over the past 25 years, the price of
motoring has remained constant, allowing for inflation. The price of air travel
has plummeted.
In the same period, the price of rail
travel has escalated by 60 per cent more
than inflation. The mode of transport
which most low income families rely on
- bus travel - has seen the biggest price
increases of all, with fares rising 80 per
cent above the inflation rate.
Yet the roads budget consumes over 60
per cent of all public spending on transport in Scotland.
Scotland faces a serious transport crisis in the next few years. As public transport declines, road traffic escalates. Scots
do more car mileage per head than
almost any other European country,
while our mileage on public transport is
among the lowest in Europe.
As a result, our cities are grinding to a
standstill, our residential streets are
becoming more and more dangerous for
children and respiratory diseases are on
the rampage.
Back in 1999, both Labour and the
Liberal Democrats promised to plough
resources into public transport. In government, these parties have continued to
prioritise spending on new roads, with
£800 million committed since 1999.
In contrast, just £235 million has been
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committed from the Public Transport
Fund in its five spending rounds from
1998-2002. This is less than the cost to
the taxpayer of a five mile stretch of elevated motorway, the planned £250 million M74 Northern Extension.
Overall, the Scottish Executive has
committed twice as much to new road
building as it has to new public transport. As well as discriminating against
low income groups who cannot afford to
drive cars, this strategy undermines the
government’s pledge that Scotland play
its part in global climate control.
The SSP believes that radical action is
necessary to avert this crisis. At the heart
of our transport strategy for Scotland
would be a far-reaching shift in resources
away from roads and towards public
transport.
Key transport policies:
The SSP will:
 Begin the construction of a new Central
Scottish Rapid Transit Network, combining heavy and light rail/tramway systems, to be completed within ten years.
This would involve 50 new stations, 500
miles of track, and 360 miles of upgraded lines extending to Dundee in the
north east and to Ayr in the south west.
This would allow passengers to travel
between any two destinations in central
Scotland within an hour.
 Begin the construction of tram/light
rail systems in Scotland’s four main
cities, with 10 minute services, along
the lines of those recently opened in
Manchester, Sheffield, the West Midlands and Croydon.
SSPManifesto2003
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Reopen the Waverley line between the
Borders and Edinburgh. There is huge
public support for this scheme and, as
things stand, the Borders is the largest
area of Britain without any rail service.
Build a rail link between Newtonmore
and Roybridge, ensuring a northern
rail link between the East and West
coast Highland lines.
Build a cross rail link connecting Glasgow’s northern and southern rail
networks.
Bring back into public ownership
Scotrail, which operates 95 per cent of
train services in Scotland. Right now,
the Scottish Executive pours over £130
million a year into Scotrail, effectively
subsidising the profits of its UK parent
company, National Express.
Establish a publicly owned bus group
operating fleets of micro-buses linking
up local communities with the nearest
train/light rail stations.
Impose a price cap of 10p a mile on all
public transport by road and rail. Most
fares in Europe are charged per kilometre as opposed to the chaotic, ad
hoc system in this country.
Introduce free rail, bus and ferry travel
for all pensioners, schoolchildren,
people with disabilities, carers and
benefit claimants.
Scrap plans to build the M74 extension. This will cost taxpayers £250 million and will obliterate local
communities, including homes and
businesses, across a swathe of Glasgow’s southside.
Review all other new road-building
projects, with priority given to road
safety improvements and better road
maintenance rather than to bigger and
faster roads.
Bring back into public ownership
trunk road maintenance.
Impose special road tolls for heavy
goods vehicles to offset the £100 million a year maintenance costs for Scottish roads. These would be based on
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Scotland faces a serious transport crisis in the
next few years. As public transport declines, road
traffic escalates. Scots do more car mileage per
head than almost any other European country,
while our mileage on public transport is among
the lowest in Europe.









CONVOY:
Privatisation of
transport has
meant chaotic
bus timetables

annual mileage as registered on
tacographs. The average juggernaut
inflicts 50,000 times the road damage
caused by a car.
Ensure that all money raised by government and local authorities from
parking meters and car parks is ringfenced for public transport.
Bring in a new system of island ferry
pricing, with a ‘road-equivalent-tariff ’
based on the Norwegian model. This
means that the cost of a ferry journey
for a bus, lorry or car and occupants
should be no more than the cost of a
road journey over the same distance.
Abolish all bridge tolls and bring the
Skye Bridge into public ownership.
Set up and fund strategic passenger
transport bodies in all regions of Scotland (eg the Highlands and Islands,
South West Scotland, the Borders,
Lothians, Central Scotland , North East
Scotland etc). These would be elected
by and accountable to local authorities
and community councils and would
have the task of transforming public
transport provision at regional level.
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Provide 20mph zones with traffic
calming measures in all residential
streets where requested by the local
community to cut the unacceptably
high child death toll, which disproportionately affects lower income communities.
Build new, dedicated freight lines to
allow more freight to be shifted from
road to rail.
Expand the provision of low-cost parkand-ride schemes to reduce congestion
in major towns and city centres.
Work out a national cycle strategy
along with relevant organisations such
as Spokes to develop an extensive network of safe,well-maintained and
well-lit cycle tracks. The strategy
would also provide high quality cycle
training for all Primary 6/7 pupils.
Appoint a dedicated transport minister.











Set a deadline for all urban bus companies to employ conductors. This
would create new jobs, speed up the
flow of traffic, create safer working
conditions for drivers and improve the
convenience for passengers.
Phase in alternative fuels (eg H fuel
cells) for public service vehicles.
Bring CalMac into democratic public
ownership and begin a full review of
all ferry services in consultation with
island communities.
Bring Highlands and Islands Airports
Limited into democratic public ownership.
In consultation with affected communities, review the current structure of
air transport in the Highlands and
Islands to ensure that residents in
peripheral areas have reasonable
access to low cost air travel.

Action on education
Education is a natural activity that starts the day we are born and
ends the day we die. Scotland has always had a separate education
system from the rest of Britain. Today, Scottish education tends to
be more broadly based and less elitist than in other parts of the UK.

BUT DECADES of under-funding of
our schools, colleges and universities
have left Scottish education trailing way
behind much of continental Europe.
For example, the ratio of teachers to
pupils in Scottish primary schools is
roughly 20 to 1. In Denmark, a country
the same size as Scotland, that ratio is
just 10 to 1.
Twenty years ago, students received a
grant, which would be worth at least
£6000 in today’s money.
They were also eligible for social security benefits during holidays and could
claim housing benefit. Today’s genera-
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tion of students receive none of these.
As a result, students from working
class backgrounds are at a huge disadvantage, forced to work long hours in
bars, shops and restaurants to survive
while their more affluent classmates can
concentrate on their studies.
Since the privatisation of further education, the whole system is increasingly
run according to the needs and wishes of
business, rather than for the benefit of
the wider community. Fifty percent of
further education boards of management have to be business people, which
has led to rampant nepotism, bullyboy
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management and the widespread victimisation of trade unionists.
The social divide that runs through
Scotland like an invisible Berlin Wall distorts and corrupts our education system.
In Scotland’s capital city, around a
quarter of children receive a privileged,
private education in schools with ten to a
class offering a vast range of activities
and facilities. Others are taught in overcrowded classes in dilapidated school
buildings with threadbare facilities.
Even within the state sector there is
rampant inequality. The school exam
league tables bear a remarkable resemblance to the Premier football league
tables, with the wealthy at the top and
the poor at the bottom.
Inequality in education will always
exist while we live in a socially divided
society. The Scottish Parliament does not
have the power to turn around social
inequality. But it does have the power to
introduce trail-blazing policies which
could lift Scottish education to the
heights of the best in Europe.
Key education policies:
Higher and further education
The SSP will:
 Reinstate student grants as a first step
towards ending student poverty.
 Completely abolish all fees in the higher and further education sectors.
 Reverse all privatisation and part-privatisation of colleges and universities.
 Scrap the undemocratic boards of
management in further education.
Replace them with elected boards
comprising representatives of teaching
unions, ancillary staff, students and
local councils.
 Unify all colleges into a co-operative
network of institutions working
together rather than competing
against one another, under local
democratic control.
 Provide rent-free accommodation for
those students who need it.
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In Scotland’s capital city, around a quarter of
children receive a privileged, private education in
schools with ten to a class offering a vast range of
activities and facilities. Others are taught in
overcrowded classes in dilapidated school
buildings with threadbare facilities.
Nursery, primary and secondary
education
The SSP will:
 Recruit and train the extra teachers
needed to achieve maximum class
sizes of 20 and maximum practical
class sizes of 16 in all Scottish schools
within five years.
 End the publication of school league
tables, which tend to be a measure of
affluence and poverty rather than performance.
 Replace the existing school boards
with new school councils, which
would include teachers and other educational workers, parents and school
students.
 Replace the nursery voucher scheme
with free, publicly funded pre-school
education for all three and four year
olds.
 Invest in good quality kindergarten
care for babies and toddlers up to the
age of three.
 Provide free, publicly-funded afterschool care for all 5-12 year olds who
require it.
Schools
The SSP will:
 Terminate all PPP and PFI projects
and return to the principle that education facilities be publicly funded.
 Oppose school closures except with
the agreement of the local community.
 Open schools and their facilities free of
charge for adult education and other
cultural and sporting activities in the
evenings, at weekends and during holidays.
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Since the privatisation of further education the
whole system is increasingly run according to the
needs and wishes of business, rather than for the
benefit of the wider community.
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Move towards a fully comprehensive
system by abolishing streaming and
selection and by integrating private
schools into the public sector.
Encourage diversity and experimentation with different educational methods incorporated into teacher training
programmes. This would aim to provide a much greater emphasis on
thinking skills and creativity.
Drastically reduce the pressures of
internal assessment in national qualifications, to allow more time and space
for teaching and learning.
Work towards democratic and egalitarian restructuring of schools, with
plenary staff decision-making and
flattened pay scales.
Work towards maximising participation in decision-making by pupils, so
as to embed the practice of democratic
principles at the earliest age.
Establish a national forum, involving
parents, teachers and school students,
to help shape and monitor the school
curriculum and ensure its relevance to
the needs of 21st century Scottish
school students.
Ensure that bilingual education is
available for children from ethnic
minorities.
Ensure that Gaelic is available for all
school students who wish to learn the
language.
Promote Scots, with all its diverse
dialects, as one of the main languages
of Scotland.
Provide nutritious free school meals
with milk and water for all primary
and secondary pupils and end the private sponsorship of school meals.
Create a desegregated education system that allows for the rights of reli-

gious observance by all denominations. This would be implemented by
consent and agreement rather than by
compulsion and enforcement.
Specialised education
The SSP will:
 Integrate the children of asylum seekers into mainstream education, backed
up by specialist language teachers.
 Expand special needs education in line
with the rising incidences of autistic
spectrum disorders. At the same time,
we will provide the staffing, resources
and facilities to make it easier for children with special needs to integrate
into mainstream education.

Educational staff
The SSP will:
 Fully fund the McCrone deal on teachers’ pay and conditions.
SCOTLAND'S
 Introduce a £7.32 an hour minimum
FUTURE:The
wage for all education workers, includSSP wants to
ing dining hall staff, cleaners and
invest heavily in
school crossing wardens.
education
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Action on housing
If the daily media hype is to believed, we are in the midst of an
unprecedented housing boom. Almost every day, new figures show
house prices scaling new heights.

FOR MANY owner-occupiers, the
monthly rise in the value of their homes
is higher than their monthly salary.
But this is a superficial bonanza, which
has the potential to turn into a social catastrophe. Even now, many workers on
low-to-medium salaries are excluded
from buying their own home.
During the recent FBU dispute,
numerous tales emerged of firefighters
unable to afford housing in the cities
where they work, and consequently
forced to commute long distances. The
same pattern exists among health workers, teachers and other essential occupations.
In the past, many of these workers
would have had access to high quality
public sector housing at affordable rents.
But for the past 20 years public housing
has been under the cosh.
Housing subsidies to councils were
slashed to ribbons. Rents were driven up.
Council house building came to a standstill. At the same time, the government’s
‘right to buy’ policy forced councils to
sell off their best stock at bargain basement prices.
Now, the Lab-Lib government in
Holyrood is forging ahead with its plan
to abolish council housing through
large-scale stock transfer to the semi-private sector.
Meanwhile, homelessness has emerged
as one of the most serious social problems of the late 20th and early 21st centuries.
Every night, hundreds of people sleep
rough in Scotland’s cities. Every year,
80,000 families and individuals across
SSPManifesto2003

Scotland register as homeless. Hundreds
of thousands more live in unsuitable
housing, much of it unfit for human
habitation.
The SSP stands for the revival of high
quality council housing at low rents. The
pre-war Scottish labour movement tackled the slum-housing crisis by building
elegant tree-lined council estates such as
Mosspark and Knightswood, which are
still in high demand.
Today we live in a far wealthier society.
There is no excuse for tolerating homelessness, or damp ramshackle housing,
or sky-high rents.
Key housing policies:
The SSP will:
 Cancel
Scotland’s local authority
housing debt with no strings attached.
 Allow local authorities to use the
money released from debt cancellation
to revolutionise public sector housing
by building and renovating 50,000
new homes within four years.
 Establish a new minimum housing
standard in both the public and private rented sectors, with central heating, double-glazing and Scandinavian
standards of insulation in every home.
 Replace the ‘right-to-buy’ policy with a
graduated rents discount set at the
same level as the discount available for
tenants to buy their council homes.
After 25 years, tenants would pay zero
rent until their tenancy is terminated
or transferred to another member of
the family.
 End all wholesale housing stock transfers and halt those already underway.
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Create more social housing for rent by
introducing legislation compelling
construction companies to build one
new home for rent for every ten new
homes built for sale. These new homes
for rent would be owned and managed
by the relevant local authority or community-based housing association.
This would provide several thousand
brand new homes for rent each year.
Guarantee the right of all tenants,
including new tenants and those in the
private sector, to secure tenancies in
line with the new Scottish secure tenancy agreement.
Introduce a national construction
apprenticeship scheme to turn around
the skills shortage in the building
industry. This would aim to train
5,000 new apprentices each year.
Establish council tenant forums with
real powers at neighbourhood and









SKY HIGH:
Scotland's
council rents
soar while the
housing stock
decays



city-wide level along with similar
forums for housing association tenants and for those in the private rented
sector.
Allocate each tenant forum £5 for
every house that they represent. This
will generate at least £4-5million for
the re-establishment of the tenant
movement in Scotland.
Involve council and housing association tenants in all strategic planning
decisions.
Provide whatever resources are necessary to homeless organisations to end
rough sleeping.
Fund safe housing for women who
have suffered domestic violence.
Establish a national conveyancy agency
to allow greater regulation of the housing market. The agency would oblige
sellers to provide a nationally approved
survey to all potential buyers.
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Action on the
fire service
The SSP has fought alongside firefighters and emergency control
staff in pursuit of professional pay and in defence of the service
against attacks by the Westminster government and employers.
THE GOVERNMENT has binned the
2002 Pathfinder Review which prioritised the protection of lives rather than
just the protection of property.
This review calculated that a doubling
of investment and doubling of the workforce is required to provide an adequate,
modern service.
In contrast the ill-prepared Bain
Report has been used as a vehicle to
demand 150 station closures; 5,000 job
losses; attacks on the firefighters’ Final
Salary Pension Scheme; the re-imposition of overtime; cuts to fire appliances
and cuts to fire cover during the hours of
darkness, when 75 percent of all fire
deaths occur.
To their eternal shame, the Scottish
Executive attempted to rush through the
abolition of Section 19 of the Fire Service Act. This would have allowed fire
stations to be closed without consultation with local communities or with the
FBU.



STATE OF
EMERGENCY:
The SSP will
oppose New
Labour plans to
turn striking
firefighters into
criminals

Pressurise the Scottish Parliament to
set aside £43 million to meet in full
Scotland’s share of the FBU’s claim for
professional pay for firefighters and
control staff. We do not propose this as
a separate Scottish settlement, but as a
challenge to Westminster to match the
Scottish parliament’s commitment to
a well-funded fire service with a properly-paid, highly-motivated workforce.

Key fire service policies:
The SSP will:
 Retain Section 19 of the Fire Service Act
– which insists on public consultation
over measures such as station closures –
and demand the Scottish parliament
defy its abolition by Westminster.
 Call on the Scottish Parliament and
Scottish Fire Boards to oppose and
obstruct the implementation of station closures, job losses and cuts to fire
cover and fire appliances.
 Oppose and obstruct any moves by the
Westminster government to ban the
right to strike for firefighters.
SSPManifesto2003
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Action on democracy
The Scottish Socialist Party offers a vision of socialism which is
egalitarian, libertarian and democratic. Socialism is not just about
redistribution of wealth. It is also about redistribution of power.

A 50-YEAR-OLD Scot will have had the
opportunity to vote in just ten Westminster general elections and one Scottish
parliament election during their entire
lifetime.
More often than not, the vote they cast
will have been immaterial to the outcome of the election. Especially under
the first-past-the-post Westminster system, most votes don’t count for anything, because most people live in
non-marginal seats.
In any case, politicians do not make
many of the biggest decisions. They are
made by unelected company directors,
or by unelected quango bosses, or by
unelected Law Lords, or by unelected
bankers, or by unelected military generals.
Although Westminster was eventually
allowed a vote on whether to go to war,
this was purely consultative. The decision was made by Tony Blair alone
In Britain, even though we live in the
21st century, elements of feudalism still
persist. Every MP and MSP has to swear
allegiance to a hereditary monarch.
Westminster legislation is subject to
approval by a gaggle of aristocrats most
of whom owe their power to their
medieval ancestors.
After the decades of Tory centralism,
the establishment of a Scottish Parliament marked a significant step forward.
The partially proportional electoral system marks an important advance from
the discredited first-past-the-post
system, though it still falls far short of
delivering genuine proportional representation.
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Similarly, the committee system,
which allows interest groups to present
evidence to MSPs, allows for greater
involvement than the closed institutions
of Westminster. On top of that, decisions
affecting a range of Scottish affairs now
have to be debated out in public, under
the media spotlight.
On the other hand, the Scottish Parliament is forced to operate within narrow
parameters, with most of the big decision-making reserved to Westminster. In
a separate section of this manifesto, we
explain why the SSP stands for an independent Scottish Parliament.
At the same time, the SSP will fight for
sweeping changes to make Scottish government – at national and local level –
fully democratic, fully accountable and
fully transparent.
Key pro-democracy policies
The SSP will:
 Back the introduction of PR for all
elections, including local council elections.
 Support an independence referendum, allowing the people of Scotland
to decide whether our parliament
should remain subordinate to Westminster or should be given full power
over the economy, defence, employment law, foreign policy and welfare.
 Oppose any move to introduce a
House of Lords style unelected second
chamber to scrutinise Holyrood legislation.
 Reduce the voting age to 16. It is an
absurd anomaly that young people
who are old enough to marry, old
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enough to pay taxes and old enough to
be sent to their deaths in Iraq are
deemed too young to vote.
Extend the right to vote to people who
are homeless and to those who are in
prison.
Move towards a system of local participatory democracy along the lines of
the successful model that operates in



Southern Brazil. This would involve creating local neighbourhood assemblies,
open to all residents, with the power to
make and veto decisions affecting their
communities.
Challenge the Scottish Parliament to end
the ceremony whereby elected MSPs are
forced to swear an oath of allegiance to
an unelected monarch.

Action on the
environment
The Scottish Socialist Party will fight for the right of the people of
Scotland to live in a safe, clean and pleasant environment.

DESPITE SCOTLAND’S sparse population and its vast tracts of natural
wilderness, most Scots live in a dangerous, dirty and polluted environment.
Most of Europe’s nuclear arsenal is
located in Scotland. Our rivers and seas
are contaminated with poisonous metals
and radioactive materials. Depleted uranium is regularly tested on our land and
seas.
As traffic chokes our cities, the air we
breathe is laden with noxious dust. Asthma among children has reached epidemic proportions. Many of our buildings
are stuffed full of killer asbestos.
Some of our communities have toxic
dumps on their doorsteps. Potentially
dangerous mobile phone masts proliferate in our towns and cities.
Parts of our countryside have been
turned into nuclear waste bins. Other
parts have been turned into testing
grounds for genetically-modified crops,
whose spores threaten widespread contamination of our agricultural produce.
As a legacy of its industrial past, Scotland has massive contamination of its
land. No-one knows exactly what land is
SSPManifesto2003

contaminated or the nature of the contamination.
What we do know is that contaminated land causes serious health problems,
including various cancers and birth
defects.
These are local problems. But they are
part of a global crisis, which poses a
grave and growing threat to the entire
planetary eco-system, upon which all life
depends.
We recognise that a small country like
Scotland cannot quarantine itself from
the rest of the world. Climate change and
the wholesale rape of the world’s natural
environment by transnational capitalism
cannot be halted or reversed on a national basis.
Ultimately, the future of humankind
can only be safeguarded by international
co-operation and by the peoples of the
planet standing up to the corporate vandals.
Nonetheless, the Scottish Parliament
can take important steps in the direction
of a clean, green Scotland, which in turn
would set an example to the rest of the
UK, Europe and the world.
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Most of Europe’s nuclear arsenal is located in
Scotland. Our rivers and seas are contaminated
with poisonous metals and radioactive materials.
Depleted uranium is regularly tested on our land
and seas.
Key environmental policies:
The SSP will:
 Prohibit the transportation of nuclear
materials on Scotland’s roads and railways.
 Undertake an audit of all contaminated land to identify land that may pose
a potential health hazard.
 Embark on a clean-up programme of
all contaminated land.
 Tighten up planning regulation and
pollution laws to prevent further land
contamination. We will base planning
regulations on the Precautionary Principle: unless no risk of harm can be
shown, then development does not
take place.
 Identify, close down and make safe all
toxic waste dumps and landfill sites.
 Force all suppliers of goods to the public sector to use degradable and recyclable packaging.
 Transform the Scottish Environmental
Protection Agency into a democratically elected and publicly accountable
body with no corporate links.
 Provide the new environmental protection agency with with the power to
prosecute polluters and to educate the
public about environmental issues.
 Ban the dumping of nuclear fuels,
chemical pollutants, explosives and
armaments on our land and in our
waterways.
 Remove hazardous substances, including asbestos from all buildings.
 Introduce a fast-track compensation
system for victims of asbestos related
diseases.
 Compel all businesses, local authorities and public bodies – including the
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MOD – to provide full and immediate
disclosure of any accident likely to pollute the environment or endanger the
health of the population.
Begin an immediate clean-up programme of Beaufort’s Dyke, the munitions dump off the south west coast of
Scotland.
Impose a five-year ban on GM crops to
allow further research to take place.
Establish democratically elected bodies at local, regional and national level
to monitor, report and enforce pollution controls.
Force all businesses and government
agencies to clean up demolition sites.
Introduce new pollution controls on
businesses to reduce harmful emissions.
Reduce household fuel consumption
by installing double-glazing and full
thermal insulation in all public sector
housing.
Work with environmental groups to
develop a five-year programme to supply all public buildings and public sector homes with solar, wind and
wave-powered energy.
Reduce urban traffic by extending
pedestrianisation of town and city
centres and halting all development of
out-of-town shopping malls.
Explore ways of persuading or forcing
out-of-town retail businesses to provide a free delivery service.
Give local communities the right to
veto mobile masts and other potentially dangerous developments in residential areas.
Refuse permission for any new incinerators.
Introduce a conservation scheme to
protect wildlife habitats and parkland
from industrial development.
Refuse to do business with any company with a proven record of desecrating
the environment.
Ensure that environmental education
is incorporated into the curriculum of
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all primary and secondary schools.
Work out a clear ‘climate change target’ for Scotland, broken down by sector, to ensure that Scotland plays its
full part in the international drive
against global warming.
Introduce new building regulations,
which would force construction companies to use renewable energy sources
on new build projects.
Expand the provision of recycling
bins, to ensure they are visible and
accessible in every community and to
implement kerbside collection at every
household.
Introduce legislation ensuring all new
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GRANGEMOUTH
SKYLINE:
The SSP will
ensure Scotland
plays its part in
curbing global
warming



homes are designed to include a recycling storage cupboard to house two
receptacles for uplift by recycling
agencies. Where possible all new
homes will be provided with home
composting facilities.
Remove the market element from
recycling, encouraging community
and voluntary groups to set up their
own recycling projects. This would be
both cost and environmentally effective and would substantially reduce
the amount of domestic waste going
into landfill.
Appoint a dedicated environment
minister.
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Action on racism
Racism has no place in our society. The idea that people can be
judged by the colour of their skin or their cultural background is
abhorrent.

YET RACIST attacks continue, both
verbal and physical. Many people
belonging to ethnic minorities live in
fear of the wider community.
This is hardly surprising when the
government persists in spreading lies
and making inflammatory statements
concerning asylum seekers.
Sections of the media consciously
whipp up racist hysteria and actively
promote racism.
This affects not just asylum seekers,
but also many people from ethnic
minority backgrounds whose families
have lived in Scotland for generations.
The SSP has actively worked to
expolde the myth that refugees pose a
threat to our prosperity or our safety.
We believe that people fleeing poverty
and persecution should be welcomed.
We all benefit from the skills and cultural
diversity that immigrants bring to Scotland.
Many SSP policies will work to undermine the poverty that allows racism to
thrive; yet specific action on racism itself
is also necessary.









ALTOGETHER
NOW: The SSP
has been at the
forefront of
challenging
racism in our
communities



(soon to be extended to 24 months).
Close down Dungavel Detention Centre and provide housing for those asylum seekers now incarcerated there.
Assemble and fund a nationwide antiracist roadshow to go into schools and
community centres in every corner of
Scotland. This would aim to involve
well known actors, footballers and
musicians in an ongoing project
designed to ridicule racism
Refuse the use of any public facilities
to known racist organisations such as
the British National Party and the
National Front.
Work with organisations such as Positive Action in Housing and the Scottish Refugee Council to develop an
agreed policy for the housing of asylum seekers.
Ensure that all public information is
provided in the main languages of
Scotland’s ethnic minority communities.

Key anti-racist policies
The SSP will:
 Incorporate the European Convention
on Human Rights and the UN declaration on racism into Scots Law.
 Provide secure tenancies to all asylum
seekers in public rented accommodation.
 Set up a hardship fund for immigrants
who are denied access to legal aid,
housing benefit and social security
benefits under the 12-month rule
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Action against
sectarianism
Sectarianism is a cancer in Scottish society.

IT HAS divided our people, caused misery, violence and death and stained Scotland’s reputation abroad.
At the same time, we recognise that it
is not always a straightforward matter to
define sectarianism.
In the West of Scotland, there are
strong links with both sides of the political-religious divide in Northern Ireland.
The Scottish Socialist Party accepts
that everyone has the right to express
their political views and to celebrate
their culture and traditions – providing
these activities do not cross over into
religious hatred and bigotry.
While we will not necessarily agree on
every detail of exactly how to tackle sectarianism, we will work with other political parties, churches , football clubs and
campaigns to help eradicate this scourge.
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The Scottish Socialist Party accepts that
everyone has the right to express their political
views and to celebrate their culture and traditions
– providing these activities do not cross over into
religious hatred and bigotry.

Key anti-sectarian policies:
The SSP will:
 Support the introduction of a Single
Equality Bill bringing together meaTACKLING
sures that will challenge discriminaSECTARIANISM:
tion on the grounds of race, disability,
The SSP will work
gender, age, sexual orientaion, marital
with Scotland's
staus, dependents and religious beliefs.
football clubs to
 Promote an anti-sectarian programme
help stamp out
of education for use in our schools.
religious bigotry
 Research and monitor the incidence of
sectarianism and discrimination in the
workplace.
 Support the introduction of special
measures to combat workplace sectarianism including monitoring, training
and, where necessary, legislation to
prevent and punish religious discrimination.
 Urge the main sporting authorities
and football clubs to adopt a clear and
open anti-sectarian policy with measurable targets.
 Back the main recommendations of
the Scottish Parliament’s cross party
working group on sectarianism.
 Provide practical support to the campaigning activity of Nil By Mouth to
ensure that the problem of sectarianism is not swept under the carpet.
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Action on
women’s rights
In 21st century Scotland, where women have supposedly already
achieved equal rights to men, women are still paid on average 20
per cent less than men.
WOMEN STILL take on the majority of
household chores, and do the majority
of care work for children or elderly relatives. Equality is still a long way off.
On top of this, women face an
increased threat of violence. An estimated one in five women experience violence from an intimate male partner.
Between one in five and one in seven
women have been the victim of rape.
Sexism is sustained by the mass media,
which continues to reduce women to the
level of sexual objects.
The SSP is striving to build a society
where discrimination against women
has no place, where women have full
social, economic and political equality.
The SSP recognises the double oppression women face under capitalism.
Despite the introduction of the Equal
Pay Act in 1973, female earnings are still
only 72 per cent of male earnings.
Women workers with children are also
burdened with extortionate childcare
costs averaging £150 per week in Scotland.
The SSP supports the principle of gender equality and – alone among Scotland’s political parties – has agreed a
built-in mechanism to ensure that
women and men each make up half of
our candidates for list seats.
Key women’s rights policies
The SSP will:
 Improve the pay of tens of thousands
of women workers by introducing a
£7.32 minimum wage across the public sector.
 Establish a minimum 12 months
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maternity leave, on full pay for public
sector workers, with the right to return
part time if requested.
Provide free, publicly funded nursery
places for all pre-school children.
Establish and fund after-school, weekend and holiday clubs in every locality
for school age children.
Provide full funding to services which
support women who have suffered
violence, abuse, rape and child sexual
abuse. This would include the expansion of safe accommodation, helplines
and drop-in centres.
Make the ‘morning after pill’ available
free of charge via NHS outlets, pharmacists and women’s centres.
Provide free sanitary protection for all
women.
Expand the provision of women’s
refuges and safe housing that meets
the needs of women and their dependants.
Provide equal access for all women to
abortion services regardless of where
they live in Scotland.
Support all steps towards equal representation for women at all levels of
government.

We are striving to build a society where
discrimination against women has no place,
where women have full social, economic and
political equality. The SSP supports the principle of
gender equality and has agreed a built-in
mechanism to ensure that women and men each
make up half of our candidates for list seats.
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Action on
youth rights
Young people face the brunt of the exploitation that flourishes in
modern Scotland.

BEFORE THEY are 18, no minimum
wage is provided. They then have to wait
a further three years before they are covered by the full minimum wage.
The work young people are offered is
usually mundane with long hours and
low pay.
At the same time, Scotland’s mainstream parties tend to use young people
as scapegoats for society’s ills.
Not all young people engage in vandalism, street crime, drug abuse and
anti-social behaviour.
The SSP rejects crude generalisations
that tar all young people with the same
brush. We will give Scotland’s youth the
respect and opportunities they have a
right to.
Many of the general policies in this
manifesto will benefit young people. But
the SSP will also address some of the specific problems young people face.









CHILDREN OF
THE
REVOLUTION:
The new
generation of
Scots show that
apathy that no
longer rules



amenities are needed in each local
area.
Fund the setting up of local youth
facilities in every community, run
democratically by young people.
Provide free access to all publicly
owned cultural and recreational centres including sports centres, arts galleries and museums.
Introduce free rail, bus and ferry travel
for school students and benefit
claimants.
Extend the right to vote and stand for
office to all 16 and 17 year olds.
Set up a union for school students that
would give support and representation
to those who face bullying, harassment
and discrimination. The union would
also represent students on new democratic school boards.

Key youth policies
The SSP will:
 Introduce a £7.32 minimum wage for
all workers in the public sector, including 16-21 year old workers and
trainees.
 Provide young people leaving school
for college and university with a student grant while abolishing all student
fees.
 Fund 5000 new apprenticeships in
construction-related trades as part of a
general strategy to build homes,
schools, community facilities and hospitals.
 Organise community youth forums
across Scotland to identify what
SSPManifesto2003
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Action on
elderly rights
The SSP will continue to fight against the unjust treatment
of older people.

WE’VE WITNESSED successive Tory
and New Labour governments running
down the living standards of older people, making Scottish pensioners some of
the poorest in Western Europe.
It’s time to say enough is enough and
start treating older people with the
respect they deserve.
The SSP is campaigning for Senior
Citizens Charter to give back dignity in
retirement and put pensioners before
profit.
The charter demands the restoration
of the link between earnings and pensions, and an immediate increase to
compensate for the loss in value of the

state pension since 1979. It also calls for
the retirement age to be reduced to 60.
Key policies on age discrimination
The SSP will:
 Abolish rents for all pensioners in
public rented accommodation including sheltered housing.
 Purchase vouchers to provide free fuel
for pensioners between October and
April, and presureise telecommunications and power companies to abolish
standing charges for pensioners.
 Purchase TV licenses for all pensioners.
 Provide free travel for pensioners on
public transport throughout Scotland.

Action on
disabled rights
Disabled people are systematically excluded from the mainstream
of Scottish society.

SIXTY EIGHT per cent of households
with a disabled person have an income of
less than £10,000 per year (£200 a week).
Disabled people are almost twice as likely as non-disabled people to be out of
work.
There are 110,000 Scottish households
with a disabled person living in it which
require adaptations.
The SSP seeks to create a society in
which disabled people can play a full and
active role in all areas of life in Scotland.
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Key disability policies
The SSP will:
 Replace the Disability Discrimination
Act with fully comprehensive, enforceable civil rights legislation as demanded by the disabled people’s movement.
Such rights will include: access to
information in appropriate formats;
fair treatment at work; equal acess to
goods, facilities and services.
 Create a public body to provide full
support and assistance to those applySSPManifesto2003
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Sixty eight per cent of households with a disabled
person have an income of less than £10,000 per
year (£200 a week). Disabled people are almost
twice as likely as non-disabled people to be out of
work. There are 110,000 Scottish households
with a disabled person living in it which they said
required adaptations.

























ing or being reassessed for disability
living allowance and incapacity benefit.
Provide full funding for community
care.
Increase support for those who care
for family or friends with disabilities,
including education, respite and counselling services.
Enforce comprehensive standards of
accessibility on all public transport.
Adapt housing to meet the needs of
disabled occupants where requested.
Ensure that all new public housing and
buildings are barrier-free.
Convert existing public buildings to
ensure access for disabled people.
Legislate to recognise British Sign Language as an official language of Scotland.
Ensure adequate funding to the Direct
Payment Scheme and other schemes,
which exist to ensure that disabled
people receive the assistance necessary
to allow them to live fulfilling independent lives in the community.
Increase resources to promote and
provide training in relevant skills, such
as British Sign Language, for assistants,
public sector workers, education
employees and others.
Reduce waiting lists for Community
Care Assessments, rehabilitation and
occupational therapy services.
Provide disabled people with free
access to disability-related services,
aids and assistive technology.
Support workers with disabilities, or
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FIGHTING
BACK:
disabled people
are becoming
increasingly
active in
fighting for
their rights







who become disabled while in
employment, to enable them to continue in employment should they wish
to do so.
Develop a national policy on disability
at work, using some existing excellent
policies and the Access to Work
Scheme as templates.
Sanction all disabled parking bays,
whether on public or private ground,
by imposing fines for misuse by nondisabled badge holders. These fines
will contribute towards disability support services.
Consult with disabled persons and
their carers on the provision and location of more disabled parking bays
close to shops, cinemas, hospitals and
other facilities.
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Action on gay rights
The SSP is striving to build a tolerant socialist society in
which anti-gay bigotry has no place.

WE ENVISAGE a society in which
diversity is strength and where each individual’s contribution is valued.
The SSP was among those organisations which stood up against the hysterical tabloid media campaign to keep
Section 2A (Section 28 in England and
Wales).
The powers of the Scottish Parliament
are limited. For example, it cannot legislate to provide full employment rights or
pension rights.
But it can use the powers it does have
to tear down some of the barriers that
prevent gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered people playing an equal part in
society.

Key gay rights policies
The SSP will:
 Promote equal rights for gay and lesbian couples in parenting, fostering
and adoption.
 Support the principle of a Civil Registered Partnership, which would be
open to same-sex partners and would
give the same status to people living
together as married couples.
 Support and fund initiatives in schools
and colleges aimed at eradicating
homophobic bullying and isolation.
 Support and fund community projects
such as the Glasgow LGBT Centre and
develop similar facilities in other
towns and cities.

Action on
crime and justice
Scotland’s working class communities bear the brunt of most crime
that is committed in Scotland.

AS A general rule, people living in the
poorest areas suffer a disproportionate
share of street violence, domestic violence, housebreaking, car theft, mugging, vandalism and other forms of
anti-social behaviour.
As a party which draws most of its
support from working class communities, the Scottish Socialist Party stands
for radical action to reduce crime. But
that means first and foremost tackling
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the roots of crime, which include alcohol abuse, hard drug addiction and
poverty.
Most crimes of street violence are
associated with drunkenness. Many serious assaults and murders are linked to
racism, sectarianism and homophobia.
One woman a month is killed in Scotland by her partner or ex-partner.
A significant proportion of criminal
activity, especially acts of theft such as
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burglary, muggings, shoplifting are carried out by Scotland’s growing army of
young heroin addicts, desperate to feed
their habit.
Other crimes such as car theft, vandalism and gang-fighting could be reduced
by providing attractive amenities for
young people such as clubs, drop-in centres and sports centres.
Many people living in crime-scarred
communities have little confidence in
the police or the legal system. There is a
general perception, grounded in reality,
that the police and judiciary are heavily
biased in favour of the rich and powerful.
Vast resources are deployed to counter
legitimate political protests, including
anti-nuclear demos at Faslane and community protests such as the campaign to
save Govanhill Swimming Pool in Glasgow.
Huge policing operations have been
mounted at these events, mass arrests
have taken place and protracted expensive trails have resulted in scores of criminal convictions.
In contrast, the family of Surjit Singh
Chhokar are still seeking justice for his
murder following a series of blunders by
the Crown Office. The family of murdered Glasgow barman, Chris McGreal
have faced a similar predicament.
While known murderers walk the
streets, innocent people spend decades
in jail for crimes they did not commit.
The Miscarriages of Justice Organisation
(MOJO) has exposed a number of such
cases, yet invariably runs into a brick
wall erected by the Scottish legal establishment.
The setting up of the Scottish Parliament has allowed greater scrutiny and
accountability of Scotland’s legal system.
But while the mainstream parties are
zealous in their calls to ‘modernise’ the
fire service or the NHS they lack the
political courage to call for the modernisation of a legal system which has
SSPManifesto2003

remained pickled in preservatives for
centuries.
Key crime and justice policies:
Crime reduction
The SSP will:
 Provide heroin free on prescription to
all registered addicts via the NHS as
part of an integrated drug strategy.
This would significantly reduce the
prime motive for petty crime, while
undermining the lucrative criminal
empires which have been built on the
supply of heroin.
 Instruct Scotland’s eight local police
forces to halt all arrests of anyone
caught in possession of cannabis for
personal use; and to allow an agreed
number of Dutch-style cannabis coffee shops to be permitted to function
in each region. This would allow police
time to be more effectively used, and
would begin the process of separating
the use of cannabis from more dangerous drugs like heroin.
 Instruct police officers to disregard the
use of cannabis, which devours a vast
amount of police time, money and
personnel.
 Expand alcohol rehabilitation detox
and abstinence facilities backed up by
a high profile media/education campaign to challenge Scotland’s ‘bingedrinking’ culture.
 Organise community youth forums
across Scotland to identify what
amenities are needed in each local area.
 Fund the setting up of local youth
facilities in every community, run by
young people.
 Undertake a program of education,
prevention and treatment to challenge
the culture of bullying and violence
against women and children.
 Introduce a Scottish-wide strategy to
reduce domestic violence. This would
include domestic violence courts,
domestic violence awareness training
for public sector workers, and manda-
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tory and voluntary perpetrator programmes.
The police and judiciary
The SSP will:
 Replace the toothless Joint Police
Boards with new community boards
at a local, regional and national level.
These would hold the police to
account and would include elected
councillors, MSPs and directly elected
community representatives.
 Set up an independent police complaints authority.
 Make public all information on the
surveillance of political activists in
Scotland.
 Move towards a system of accountability over judges and sheriffs that would
allow them to be removed from their
posts if they have lost the confidence of
the general public. This would be done
in consultation with the Law Society of
Scotland, the Scottish Human RightsCentre and Victim Support Scotland.
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The setting up of the Scottish Parliament has
allowed greater scrutiny and accountability of
Scotland’s legal system. But while the
mainstream parties are zealous in their calls to
‘modernise’ the fire service or the NHS they lack
the political courage to call for the modernisation
of a legal system which has remained pickled in
preservatives for centuries

NO VICTIM
NO CRIME:
Vast resources
are devoted to
hounding young
people for using
a relatively
harmless drug
while the heroin
godfathers
make a killing

Civil rights
The SSP will:
 Restore recent cutbacks in Legal Aid
and extend it to cover workplace and
consumer disputes.
 Support the setting up of law centres
in all communities.
 Launch an independent inquiry into
the handling of the Surjit Singh
Chhokar murder case.
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End the suspension of the 110-day
rule to ensure anyone held in custody
cannot be held indefinitely.
Establish a Scottish Human Rights
Court in place of the Privy Council,
which is a relic of the British Empire,
staffed by Law Lords and based in
London.
Scrap the Criminal Justice Act 1996
that has been used against GM crop
demonstrators and others engaged in
peaceful protest.
Introduce a new fast track appeals system to deal with suspected miscarriages of justice.

Prisons
The SSP will:
 Oppose privatisation and PFI in the
prison service and bring Kilmarnock
Prison into public ownership.
 Cut down Scotland’s prison population – already the highest in Western
Europe pro-rata to the population – by



expanding alternatives to custody for
offenders. This would apply to those
who can be supported and/or rehabilitated in the community and especially
to those who have been imprisoned
for non-payment of fines.
Expand prison rehabilitation programmes. This would include suitable
treatement for alcohol and drug abuse
as well as psychological and psychiatric support

The law
The SSP will:
 Resist all Westminster interference in
devolved matters.
 Campaign for the Scottish Parliament
to have the right to set its own laws on
asylum rights, drugs, anti-terrorism
and media regulation.
 Allow jury trials on demand for cases
involving compensation claims
against employers - for example by
victims of asbestos-related disease.

Action on jobs
According to most economists, the world economy is sliding into
recession. For Scotland, with its heavy reliance on inward
investment by multinationals and its overdependence on exportorientated industries, the prospects are especially grim.

AFTER A decade of worldwide economic growth, unemployment in Scotland has fallen to its lowest level since the
1970s. But a serious downturn in the
world economy would mean a new blizzard of redundancies throughout industry.
The result will be falling tax revenues,
rising social security bills and an all-out
onslaught on the public sector as the
Westminster government tries to balance the books.
Multinational corporations have
SSPManifesto2003

abused inward investment incentives. A
long list of corporate pirates have
grabbed government grants, built up
vast profits then abandoned Scottish
communities to exploit cheaper labour
elsewhere.
In a profit-driven system, the economy
is largely run from the boardrooms and
stock exchanges, by faceless fatcats who
are unelected and unaccountable.
Those powers are largely reserved to
Westminster. The Scottish Parliament
has little control over the private sector.
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It has no powers over trade union laws,
over company taxation, or over employment legislation.
Nonetheless a team of Scottish Socialist MSPs will fight to ensure that Holyrood stands up for the people of
Scotland against big business and Westminster.

Multinational corporations have abused inward
investment incentives. A long list of corporate
pirates have grabbed government grants, built up
vast profits then abandoned Scottish communities
to exploit cheaper labour elsewhere.


Key employment policies:
The SSP will:
 Create 24,000 jobs by legislating for a
35-hour maximum working week in
the Scottish public sector.
 Fund the training of 5000 new apprenticeships in construction-related
trades as part of a general strategy to
build public sector homes, schools,
community facilities and hospitals.
 Refuse contracts to any company
which is anti-trade union.
 Take over the assets, including factories, offices and equipment – without
compensation – of multinational
companies which pull out of Scotland
in search of cheaper labour elsewhere;
and impose heavy financial penalties
on those companies.
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UNION
STREET: More
and more and
more workers
are calling for
their trade
unions to break
with New
Labour



Support trade unionists forced to take
strike action in defence of their living
standards and working conditions.
Ensure that all public sector trainees are
paid trade union negotiated rates of pay.
Regenerate local economies by returning the business rates to the control of
local authorities.
Investigate a more progressive form of
local business taxation to transfer the
burden of business rates away from
small businesses and new businesses
onto bigger and more profitable businesses.
Set up a skills diversification programme involving the Scottish Trades
Union Congress in preparation for the
future decommissioning of Scotland’s
nuclear power plants and nuclear
weapons bases.
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Action on
rural decline
Even though Scotland has benefited from a favourable economic
climate over the past decade, prosperity has bypassed most people
in the countryside.
THE BORDERS, South West Scotland
and large areas of the Highlands and
Islands are trapped on a treadmill of
depopulation, poverty and stagnation.
We reject the fraudulent claim by the
Countryside Alliance that it represents
the interests of the entire rural population, from low paid agricultural workers
to big landowners.
The SSP believes that big landowners
bear a large part of the blame for the crisis in the countryside.
Scotland has by far the most unequal
land distribution in Europe. Eighty per
cent of our land area, our hills, glens,
farmland and forests, is owned by 0.02
per cent of the population.
Half our country is owned by just 600
people. The Highlands in particular has
suffered at the hands of the absentee
owners.
For the wealthy – even the moderately
wealthy and professional middle class –
with their large houses, holiday homes,
four-wheel-drives and leisure pursuits,
the countryside remains a playground.
But for most of Scotland’s rural population, the reality is starkly different. An
ageing population, an economy built on
low pay, lack of housing, geographical
isolation and a dearth of facilities means
that rural life has nothing in common
with the idyllic images portrayed in TV
dramas.
It is not unusual to walk along a High
Street today and find no fresh vegetables,
fruit, flowers, fish or meat – and soon no
Post Office.
Shops and industrial units lie empty
everywhere. In the bigger towns, it’s the
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same chain stores that predominate.
With every generation there is haemorrhaging of young people to the cities
of the Central Belt, or to London, or
abroad. Those who stay find themselves
drowning in a reservoir of low pay,
under-employment and deprivation.
Call centres and other anti-union IT
firms, hailed as the salvation of rural
employment, arrive in a blaze of publicity only to vanish quietly having first
grabbed their share of enterprise grants.
Transport is a particularly vital issue
for those living in rural areas. One in
three rural homes have no access to a car.
In many areas the only public transport
is the twice-daily school bus.
Rural Scotland also faces a serious
housing shortage. Especially in scenic
areas, house prices tend to be sky-high
and council waiting lists can be decades
long.
As holiday homes proliferate, young
local couples are forced to move out,
accelerating the downward spiral of
depopulation and economic stagnation.
Over the last 30 years, the number of
Scottish farmholdings has fallen by an
average of three per week. Farm employment has fallen even faster.
Meanwhile the big six supermarkets –
Tesco, Asda, Morrisons, Sainsbury’s,
Safeway and Somerfield – control
approximately 84 per cent of UK grocery
sales, a huge market worth £90 billion
per year.
They wield enormous and growing
economic and political power. Their
buying power is not reflected in prices to
the consumer, but in enormous profits.
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The SSP seeks to bring about a shift in
power from the supermarkets and big
business towards the consumers,
employees and small farmers.
We seek to break the stranglehold of
the multinationals over what we eat and
ensure a healthier, cheaper and sustainable supply of home-produced food.
Scotland is a vast, empty country with
immense potential to provide a superb
quality of life for every citizen.
In a future independent socialist Scotland, a national plan of action would be
drawn up to revive and repopulate our
empty lands.
The advance of technology combined
with a new economic system would open
up the prospect of a Scotland where people are no longer forced to live and work
in overcrowded, polluted and congested
urban jungles.
In the meantime, the SSP will use the
limited powers of Holyrood to begin the
regeneration of rural Scotland.
Key rural policies:
The SSP will:
 Guarantee
the right of farmers,
crofters and crofting communities to
buy their land at a reasonable price at
any time.
 Regenerate island economies by introducing ‘road-equivalent-tariff ’ on ferries based on the Norwegian model.
This means that the cost of a ferry
journey for a bus, lorry or car and
occupants should be no more than the
cost of a road journey over the same
distance.
 Abolish the Skye Bridge tolls.
 Establish a rail link between Newtonmore and Roybridge to join together
the East and West coast Highland lines.
 Exempt single shop villages from business rates.
 Oppose any attempt by landowners to
dilute or restrict the new right to
roam.
 Establish a publicly funded Land
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For the wealthy – even the moderately wealthy
and professional middle class – with their large
houses, holiday homes, four-wheel-drives and
leisure pursuits, the countryside remains a
playground. But for most of Scotland’s rural
population, the reality is starkly different.





















Access Commission to act as advocate
and provide advice and support to
those communities and individuals
with grievances, and to name and
shame landowners with poor access
records.
Establish elected, accountable River
Boards to remove fishing rights from
the control of private landowners.
Create and safeguard rural jobs by
putting extra resources into marketing
the Highlands and Islands, the Borders
and Dumfries and Galloway as holiday
destinations.
Restore rural health services that have
been slashed over the years.
Build 20,000 new homes across Scotland’s rural communities for low cost
rent to local people.
Introduce legislation to force developers to build at least one house for social
housing for every ten private homes
built in areas where there is a housing
shortage.
Encourage the spread of farmer’s markets in our town centres selling direct
to the consumer.
Assist farmers to shift the balance of
their trade away from exports towards
providing quality local foods for
regional markets.
Tighten the current loose regulations
covering definition of ‘Scotch’ lamb,
beef etc. We will restrict such quality
branding to be applied only to animals
reared and killed in Scotland.
Provide grants and assistance to help
farmers convert organic farming and
animal husbandry.
Increase funds for new leisure and
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community facilities in sparsely populated areas that lack social facilities.
Promote local and regional initiatives
to bring performing artists and productions to rural areas, and encourage
the development of sport, drama, live
music and the performing arts.
Release funds to increase the numbers
of mobile and small cinemas serving
isolated areas.
Halt the closure of small rural schools,
particularly primaries.







Provide extra funding to allow councils to operate more flexible free school
transport which does not stick rigidly
to the three mile limit.
Increase funding to the Rural Transport Community Initiative to allow
people living in remote and isolated
areas access to social, leisure, shopping, health and other services.
Carry out a mass vaccination program
at the first sign of any future foot and
mouth outbreak.

Action on fishing
If rural Scotland is in a state of crisis, Scotland’s fishing communities
now stand on the edge of the abyss.

WE BELIEVE that the blame for the crisis lies with European Union fisheries
policy which has promoted a free-for-all
in our waters.
Large-scale industrial fishing corporations have grabbed the opportunity to
take advantage of this get-rich-quick
scheme and have played a major part in
denuding the cod stock to the point of
extinction.
We wholly sympathise with the
anguish and outrage of fishing communities – though we do not accept the
argument presented by a few irresponsible fishing industry spokesmen, that,
because the cod won’t recover anyway,
we should just continue to fish the stock
to extinction.
The Grand Banks off Newfoundland –
once the largest cod stocks on the planet
– have still not recovered twelve years
after a total ban on fishing. We must plan
for the long-term future of the fishing
industry, not just the short term. But if
cuts in quotas and large scale tie-ups are
SSPManifesto2003

required for a few years we believe the
Scottish Executive, Westminster and the
European Commission, whose fault this
mess is, should fully fund the necessary
package of decommissioning, tie-up and
diversification schemes.
Financial compensation and support
for the duration of the cod regeneration
period should not just be for skippers
and owners, but also must include crew
and their family and those directly
involved in ancillary support for the
industry, processing and packing.
We will also call for the EU/UK governments to investigate the feasibility of
paying tied-up boats to help re-seed the
cod fishery using farm-generated cod.
The dual aim must be to preserve a
viable whitefishing industry by regenerating the cod fishery, while in the meantime providing transitional relief to
minimise hardship.
The SSP will fight to scrap the Common Fisheries Policy, and to democratise
and regionalise management of the
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future fishing fleet – so that we recognise
the regional peculiarities of each fishery
– West Coast, North East, Orkney and
Shetland, and so on.
We are in favour of the Scottish Executive working to reach agreement with the
UK Government and EU on an alternative to the Common Fisheries Policy.
Should there be a failure to agree, we
would be in favour of the Scottish Executive defying the EU.







Key fishing policies:
The SSP will
 Fund independent research into the
state of fishing stocks with methods,
scientists and parameters fully agreed
by all parties, including ecology
groups and the fishing communities.
 Press for crews, process and distribution workers laid off as a result of tie-





ups to be paid the minimum wage
until alternative employment is found.
Ban industrial methods of fishing such
as gill-netting and campaign throughout Europe for similar measures elsewhere.
Establish a democratically controlled
Fisheries and Marine Agency with the
power to dictate net size and type for
each kind of fishery and to oversee all
aspects of the industry.
Bring all Port and Harbour Trusts
under public ownership and democratic control.
Reverse the closures of coastguard stations to ensure an adequate umbrella
of protection.
Introduce a non-transferable Landing
Licence to help stabilise the industry.
This would replace all existing shore
charges.

Action on the
voluntary sector
The voluntary sector is a vast and diverse network of 50,000 notfor-profit independent organisations.

THEY RANGE from famous national
charities – which often operate like large
private companies – to local community
groups.
They are involved in an extensive
range of activities, including education,
childcare, support for the elderly, youth
work, transport, recreation, housing,
anti-poverty initiatives and ecology.
Without the army of thousands of
dedicated volunteers who give up their
time free of charge, civic society would
grind to a halt.
The voluntary sector is also a vital cog
in the Scottish economy, providing
employment to 100,000 workers and
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generating four per cent of our national
wealth – double that of agriculture.
However the voluntary sector faces a
constant battle for resources, with different organisations forced to compete with
one another for funding.
Many projects have a precarious existence, all too often reliant on funding
packages that are reviewed annually.
Meanwhile employees in the voluntary
sector tend to suffer worse and lower pay
than their counterparts in the public sector, and are often denied trade union
recognition.
At the same time, there has been a disturbing trend in recent years towards
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Private schools, private hospitals and government
quangos are entitled to charity status, with all the
associated advantages such as tax breaks. Yet
many environmental groups, pensioners’
organisations and human rights bodies are denied
this status because they are deemed to be political.
transferring control over vital services
away from elected and accountable local
authorities to unlected and unaccountable not-for-profit organisations.
Examples include the Glasgow housing stock transfer and the transfer of
Scottish water and sewage over to
unelected quangos.
The SSP opposes this move to stripping local authorities of their powers.
The voluntary sector should not seek
to duplicate services which should be
provided by local government. Instead it
should be innovative and different.
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RATTLING
THE CAN:
essential
services in
society should
not be left to
charity

We also believe that the voluntary sector is governed by archaic legislation
which creates absurd anomalies.
For example, private schools, private
hospitals and government quangos are
entitled to charity status, with all the
associated advantages such as tax breaks.
Yet many environmental groups, pensioners’ organisations and human rights
bodies are denied this status because
they are deemed to be political.
For most voluntary organisations, the
most effective way to operate is to
become a charity. Yet there are no laws
defining what a charity should do or
how it should function.
The Scottish Socialist Party recognises
the vital role played by voluntary organisations. We will work with organisations
such as the Scottish Council of Voluntary Organisations to modernise the voluntary sector.
We will also strive to democratise local
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planning and decision-making by shifting the balance of power away from central government agencies and businesses
towards genuinely democratic community groups and local trade unionists.
Key policies for the voluntary sector:
The SSP will:
 Move immediately to implement charity law reform in line with the McFadden Commission report. Our aim
would be to ensure that charities are
independent and non-profit distributing; that their accounts are publicly
registered; that they are properly monitored; that there is no misuse of funds;
and that there is no discrimination
against campaigning charities.
 Establish a four-year minimum funding limit for all publicly funded projects, and ensure that the funding takes
into account inflation and provision of
staff training. This would reduce the

CLOSING
TIME: The SSP
will assist
voluntary
organizations
by exempting
them from
punitive water
charges

We will also strive to democratise local planning
and decision-making by shifting the balance of
power away from central government agencies
and businesses towards genuinely democratic
community groups and local trade unionists.
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atmosphere of uncertainty that constantly surrounds those projects which
are funded on a year-to-year basis.
Establish democratic boards of management for all local facilities, including libraries, schools and community
centres. These boards would involve
representatives from the council, from
community groups and from the relevant local trade union branches.
Restore water relief to voluntary
organisations and ensure that any
future government policy initiatives
are checked for impact on the voluntary sector.
Provide central funding to the Care
Commission which monitors social
care projects. As things stand, the Care
Commission is self-funding – which
means care organisations are forced to
pay the costs of inspection.
Invest in democracy by funding training programmes for independent
community representatives. This
would be done through the Council
for Voluntary Services.
Democratise local planning by ensuring that elected and accountable community representatives have at least 50
per cent representation in all planning
forums.
Encourage genuine grassroots democracy by working with the Council of
Voluntary Services and the existing
network of community groups to train
independent community representatives.
Insist that all publicly funded projects
guarantee trade union recognition and
provide trade union rates of pay and
conditions to all paid employees.
Invest in not-for-profit community
transport by funding an increase in
services and routes.
Increase funding to youth work and
reform the funding allocation system
so that national youth and sporting
organisations are not forced to negotiate with 32 separate local authorities.
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Action on sport, culture
and entertainment
Scotland continues to produce an outstanding amount of talented
men and women in all aspects of cultural life.

IN THE worlds of theatre, film and literature Scotland punches well above its
weight. At the same time, however, millions of the poorest Scots are excluded
from key aspects of cultural activity.
The SSP is the only party genuinely
committed to including the majority of
the population in Scotland’s artistic output and cultural life.
We have been involved in establishing
an Edinburgh People’s Festival running
alongside the city’s annual arts festival,
and have taken a similar initiative in
Glasgow.











Key cultural and sporting policies:
The SSP will:
 Provide free access to all publicly
owned cultural and recreational centres including art galleries, museums
and sports centres.
 Provide Gaelic language lessons for all
children and adults who wish to learn
the language.
 Give Gaelic and Scots equal legal status
with English.
 Allocate special resources to assist the
development of the various ethnic cultures that have enriched Scotland over
the past half-century.
 Open discussions with senior football
clubs with the aim of persuading them
to distribute a portion of their seats,
free of charge, to pensioners and benefit claimants via local community
councils.
 Work with senior football clubs to
provide free football coaching schools
in local communities open to boys and
girls.
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Develop coaching and training facilities to allow Scottish athletes to compete at world class levels.
Provide free swimming lessons for all
primary school pupils
Replace elitist quangos such as the
Scottish Arts Council with more representative bodies which would involve
representatives from all spheres of the
arts.
Support the establishment of a Scottish
Six O’Clock news and campaign for the
responsibility for broadcasting to be
transferred to the Scottish Parliament.
Establish a national film studio in Scotland to develop the outstanding acting,
writing, and film-making talent that
has emerged over the past decade.
Fund the setting up of a national theatre to commission and perform new
work throughout Scotland.
Fully fund Scottish Opera and keep
admission prices low.
Establish local recording studios across
Scotland to encourage the development of musical talent.
Work with anti-sectarian campaigns to
break the link between religious sectarianism and football.
Convene a conference of artists to
launch a national project aiming to
transform the drab appearance of our
towns and housing schemes through
murals, ornamental gardens, sculpture,
fountains, monuments, mazes, performance areas and architectural restoration. Such a project would provide paid
employment for hundreds of creative
artists.
Double the arts budget.
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Action to
protect animals
The SSP is opposed to animal cruelty.

WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY supported
the private members bill to ban hunting
with hounds in Scotland, and we condemn Tony Blair’s cowardly retreat
before the pro-hunting lobby in England
by promising that the barbaric practice
can continue under licence.
The progressive ban on foxhunting
introduced by the Scottish Parliament
should be the starting point for a thoroughgoing review of animal welfare in
Scotland.













Key animal rights policies
The SSP will:
 Resist any attempt to water down the
legislation that bans foxhunting in
Scotland. We will oppose any attempt
to bring in a licensing system as proposed by New Labour in Westminster.
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ANIMAL
TRAGIC: The
SSP will call for
new legislation
to ban ill
treatment of
animals



Ban animal testing for cosmetics,
household products and military
research.
Ban the unnecessary use of animal
testing in medical research.
Ban the abuse of animals in entertainment and sport.
End battery farming, factory farming
and other forms of intensive farming.
Introduce legislation to prevent the
feeding of toxic substances to farm
animals.
Introduce stringent new legislation for
zoos to ensure that animals held in
captivity do not suffer ill treatment.
Zoos unable to comply with these
standards will be closed.
Introduce similar legislation to prevent cruelty to animals at market and
at slaughter.
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Funding our manifesto
As things stand, the Scottish Parliament has limited revenue-raising powers. In the light of
experience, it is clear that to function even at a minimal level, Holyrood needs greater fiscal
autonomy.
ALTHOUGH OUR 200 policies could
be legally implemented by the Scottish
Parliament, we do not pretend our manifesto could be implemented in its
entirety within the financial constraints
imposed on Holyrood by Westminster.
But if the people of Scotland vote for
our radical manifesto, the SSP would
take that as a democratic mandate to
implement this programme of radical,
sweeping change.
The problem of funding these policies
would not be our problem; it would be a
problem for the Westminster government.
It is Westminster which is responsible
for tying the hands of Holyrood. A Scottish Socialist Party government would
set a deficit budget – a people’s budget
based on the democratic mandate we
have received from the people of Scotland.
We would demand that Westminster
either provides the finance to allow us to
carry out our democratic mandate, or to
give the Scottish Parliament the powers
SSPManifesto2003

In tandem with implementing these 200 policies,
the SSP will set a date for an independence
referendum, asking the people of Scotland to give
us a further mandate to break free of the
United Kingdom and take control of our own
finances and resources.
to raise that finance.
In tandem with implementing these
200 policies, the SSP will set a date for an
independence referendum, asking the
people of Scotland to give us a further
mandate to break free of the United
Kingdom and take control of our own
finances and resources.
Inevitably, some of our opponents will
criticise this manifesto because it does
not display enough deference to Westminster.
We make no apologies for our insubordination. Our loyalty is not to the
imperial institutions of the United Kingdom, but to the ordinary people of Scotland.
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SSP:
A party with principles
THE SCOTTISH Socialist Party will be
standing a full team of list
candidates in the eight regions of Scotland.
On top of that, we will be contesting
71 of Scotland’s 73 first-past-the-post
seats – the exceptions being Falkirk West,
where we will be backing independent
socialist MSP Dennis Canavan, and
Strathkelvin & Bearsden, where we will
support Jean Turner, a local GP who has
spearheaded the campaign to save Stobhill hospital.
In contrast to the practice in parties
such as Labour and the SNP, Scottish
Socialist Party candidates are elected on
the basis of a ‘one member - one vote’
secret ballot. List candidates have been
selected by SSP members at regional
level; first-past-the-post candidates are
selected by party members at constituency level.
SSP list candidates were selected by a
system that guarantees gender balance.
Four of the eight regional lists are headed by women and four by men.
The Scottish Socialist Party believes
that elected politicians should be paid a
fair salary which is in line with that paid
to other skilled and professional workers.
As things stand, back-bench MSPs are
paid £48,000 while ministers are paid
between £90,000 and £140,000. In contrast, more than 95 per cent of Scottish
workers earn below £43,000 and 80 per
cent of Scottish workers earn less than
£27,000.
In line with the constitution of the
party, all SSP candidates have pledged to
live, if elected, on no more than the average salary of a skilled, professional Scottish worker.
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The actual figure will be based on statistics supplied by the Scottish Parliament, covering earnings for professional,
technical and craft occupations. In 2002,
the average gross earnings across these
categories worked out at £24,676 a year.
SSP candidates have pledged total
transparency in all financial affairs, with
details of all additional income, including expenses, published on the party’s
website.
All SSP candidates pledge to:
Live on no more than the average professional/technical/craft wage. Concretely, that means that SSP MSPs will
donate approximately half their
salaries to help the fight for socialism
in Scotland.
 Publish details of all expenses and how
they have been spent.
 Provide a monthly report of their
activities which will be published on
the SSP website.
 Hold regular surgeries and open meetings to allow local people to hold their
MSP to account.
 Actively support workers’ struggles in
defence of jobs, wages and working
conditions.
 Actively support community struggles
in defence of local facilities.
 Actively participate in protests against
war and against nuclear weapons.


SSP candidates have pledged total
transparency in all financial affairs,
with details of all additional income, including
expenses, published on the party’s website.
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SSP:
Daring to be different
THE PEOPLE of Scotland have an
important decision to make on May 1,
2003. You can vote for more of the same,
for business as usual, for another four
years of stale, grey porridge.
If that’s what you want, then by all
means stick with the boring clones of
New Labour, the Lib Dems, the SNP and
the Tories.
Alternatively, you can vote to shake
things up and make things happen by
voting for Scotland’s dynamic, trail-blazing, anti-establishment party.
The SSP is the party that dares to be
different, the party that dares to think
big, the party that dares to stand up to
the rich and powerful.
We are not fanatics or extremists. But
neither are we timid sycophants or
mindless conformists.
Society has always been divided into
two camps: those who want to stand still
and those who want to move forward.
We stand in the proud tradition of
those men and women down through the
ages who have courageously challenged
slavery, injustice and inequality and
fought to make the world a better place.
Even in the four short years since the
Scottish Parliament was opened, the
world has undergone profound
upheaval. Back in 1999, the free market
system appeared as stable and as permanent as a mountain range.
As the editor of The Economist, Bill
Emmott, wrote in his assessment of the
20th century: “The fin de siecle has been
an astonishingly positive period, far
more positive than most people in the
1980s, and certainly the gloomy 1990s,
would have thought possible.”
That reflected the mood of the global
SSPManifesto2003

HUCKLED:
Tommy
Sheridan under
arrest for
participating in
a peaceful
protest against
nuclear
weapons

ruling classes in the twilight days of the
20th century.
But suddenly, global rebellion began to
stir. Starting in Seattle – the richest city
in the richest country on the globe – a
movement for global justice erupted
onto the streets.
Across Europe, Latin America, Africa
and Asia, millions have marched and
protested against the injustices and
inequalities of globalisation.
This international movement is more
than just a protest against the worst
excesses of the free market: it represents,
at least in rudimentary form, a challenge
to the very existence of the free market,
profit system.
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We live in a world of startling contradictions. We
have the technical means and resources to feed,
clothe and house every human being comfortably.
We have learned to perform medical miracles,
including heart, liver and lung transplants.
We live in a world of startling contradictions. We have the technical means
and resources to feed, clothe and house
every human being comfortably. We
have learned to perform medical miracles, including heart, liver and lung
transplants.
The advance of technology has meant
that millions of families have TVs,
videos, central heating, microwave ovens
and dishwashers. Computers can perform feats that would have seemed like
something out of a science fiction movie
just a generation ago.
Yet instead of looking forward with
confidence to the future, many people
have become fearful of what tomorrow
might bring.
Starvation stalks Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Environmentalists warn of
imminent global catastrophe as our climate goes haywire. Even the food we eat
is suspect.
Not just in the permanently depressed
Southern Hemisphere, but even in the
wealthy North, poverty, unemployment,
alienation,
homelessness,
crime,
inequality and insecurity run rampant as
never before.
On top of that, the world has become a
more dangerous place than at any time
since the second world war.
After generations of vicious humiliation, forced destitution and brutal subjugation by the West the people of the
Middle East have begun to retaliate.
In the supposedly oil-rich Middle East,
millions have less to eat than the pampered pets of middle class and upper
class America.
Palestinians whose parents and grand-
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WHAT IS IT
GOOD FOR?
Capitalism
means war
without end

parents were forcibly driven from their
homes now live in human battery farms
on the West Bank and suffer daily repression and humiliation at the hands of the
Israeli state, bristling with weapons supplied by the United States.
In this entire tortured region, hatred of
the richest and most powerful country in
the world is engraved on the hearts of little children.
The SSP does not support suicide
bombings or other acts of terrorism. We
stand for a political solution based on
redistribution of the world’s resources
and justice for the Palestinian people.
And we oppose 100 per cent the gungho militarism of the warlords in suits
who are now unleashing carnage on the
people of Iraq.
As an internationalist and humanitarian party, the SSP campaigns against
tyranny and oppression. We support the
struggles of the Kurds and Shia people of
Iraq who are fighting for self-determina-
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tion against the brutal Iraqi regime. We
support those democratic and progressive forces who have faced torture and
execution within Iraq.
But the war in Afghanistan, the war in
Iraq, the future wars that may be waged
against other countries that step out of
line – these are not wars of liberation, or
wars to bring about peace and stability.
These are wars of the rich and powerful against the poor and powerless, wars
to bring the world under the thumb of
American multinational capitalism.
The only war we should be waging in
the Middle East and across the Third
World is a war against poverty, starvation and disease.
Inside parliament and outside parliament the SSP will strive to build a mass
movement of resistance to war.
At the same time we will work with
other socialists across the UK, Europe
and worldwide to build a new world, free
from war, free from hunger, free from
inequality, free from exploitation, free
from injustice.
The Scottish Socialist Party is already
one of the strongest anti-capitalist, prosocialist parties in Europe. And are now
poised to achieve the biggest vote for
socialism ever recorded in Scotland or
any other part of the UK.
We do not claim that a group of SSP
MSPs elected to the Scottish Parliament
on May 1 will in itself transform Scotland.
But an SSP breakthrough would signal
the end of the cosy consensus that
accepts poverty, inequality, greed and
exploitation as a natural state of affairs.
It would force onto the political agenda issues that most mainstream politicians would prefer to ignore, including
wealth redistribution, public ownership
and workplace and community democracy.
If you’re a fatcat company director, an
aristocratic landowner or a wealthy
banker, it’s unlikely you’ll want to supSSPManifesto2003
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DREAM:
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port the SSP. If you’re a dyed-in-thewool racist, a trade union hater or a
George Bush worshipper, feel free to take
your vote elsewhere.
But if you’re against the illegal war on
Iraq; if you’re in favour of a fair deal for
our low paid workers; if you’re dismayed
by the growing gulf between rich and
poor; if you want quality public services;
if you want to move towards an independent socialist Scotland based on the
principles of equality, solidarity, social
justice and generosity, this is your party.
Give us your vote on May 1. Better still,
become a member of the Scottish Socialist Party, the party of the future.

The Scottish Socialist Party is already one of the
strongest anti-capitalist, pro-socialist parties in
Europe. And are now poised to achieve the biggest
vote for socialism ever recorded in Scotland or any
other part of the UK.
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join the ssp
www.scottishsocialistparty.org

You can help
make another
Scotland possible
Join the SSP now
for more information on the SSP in your area
or to join Scotland’s fastest growing party
contact us.

email: ssp.membership@btconnect.com tel: 0141 221 7714
or: 0131 557 0426
or drop us a line at 73 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8QD
or 17-23 Calton Road, Edinburgh EH8
Photos courtesy of Duncan Brown, Craig MacLean, Graeme Stewart and Scottish Socialist Voice
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